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Message from the General Chair 
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the First NASNGoddard Image 
Registration Workshop (IRW 97) Automatic image registration has often been considered 
as a preliminary step for higher-level processing, such as object recognition or data fusion. 
But with the unprecedented amounts of data whch are being and will continue to be 
generated by newly developed sensors, the very topic of automatic image registration has 
become an important research topic. This Workshop one of the f i t  to concentrate on the 
issue of automatic image registration, and we were overwhelmed by the answer to our Call 
for Papers. We received submssions from all over the world, dealing with theoretical 
aspects of image registration as well as various applications such as satellite or medical 
imagery 
This Workshop presents a collection of very hgh-quality work which has been 
grouped in four main areas: 
- theoretical aspects of image registration 
- applications to satellite imagery 
- applications to medical imagery 
- image registration for computer vision research. 
We feel that the interaction of researchers coming from these four different viewpoints 
will be very fruitful and will lead to the development of improved image registration 
techniques. As a catalyst to thls interaction, and under the sponsorship of Knowledge 
Transfer Technology (KTT), Global Science Technology (GST), and Hughes-STX 
(HSTX), a roundtable discussion has been organized during the Workshop. 
IRW97 would not have happened without the mkrest of the NASNGoddard Space 
Flight Center’s Applied Information Sciences Branch in automatic image registration or 
without theg continuing support. We would also like to thank the following for their 
support: USMCESDIS, the NASNGoddard Space Flight Center’s Earth and Space Data 
Computing Division, and the WashingtodNorthern Virginia Chapter of the IEEE 
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society 
I am very grateful to the Techcal Program Committee members for reviewing the 
papers and especially to Harold Stone (NEC) for his help in producing the proceedings. 
Most of all, I would like to acknowledge Georgia Flanagan (CESDIS) for her tremendous 
amount of work at all stages of the organization of the Workshop. I sincerely think that 
without her, this Workshop would still be a dream. 
In conclusion, I would like to thank all of the authors and the participants of IRW’97 
and I hope to see all of you next year at I R W  98 ! 
Jacqueline Le Moigne 
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Image Registration by nonlinear wavelet compression and singular 
value decomposition 
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Abstract 
Current research in image registration focuses on automatic, 
fast, accurate, and reliable techniques whose application is 
feasible to the large amount of remote sensing data being 
generated by Earth and space missions. Image registration 
by point matching involves two main steps: the identifica- 
tion of significant features, commonly referred to as control 
points, and the matching of the features to identify the map- 
ping function that brings one image into alignment with the 
master (reference) image. Automatically identifying control 
points is difficult, because (1) points significant in an image 
(“hot points”) need not match with corresponding points 
in a reference image, and (2) even when matched pairs of 
points are obtained, there must be a significant number of 
them suitably distributed spatially to compute accurately a 
mapping function for the registration. 
In this paper, we present a three step algorithm with feed- 
back which automatically registers images differing by a 
translation, a rotation, and/or a homogeneous scaling (ho- 
motheity). First, we identify potential control points as hot 
points by highly compressing the reference and input images 
using non-linear wavelet techniques. Second, we use singular 
decomposition (SVD) methods to compute singular values 
and principal directions for these ensembles of hot points. 
Third, we use these data from each ensemble to determine a 
registering transformation Feedback between the first and 
second stage allow the SVD computations to optirmze the 
probability that the ensembles of hot points manifest con- 
trol points. Feedback among the three stages designed to 
optimize a correlation function refines the accuracy of the 
registering transformation. 
1 Introduction 
We present an algorithm for registering images by global, 
two-dimensional, rigid transformations (translation, rota- 
tion, uniform scaling). The algorithm registers images by 
extracting from each an ensemble of points, a significant 
number of which match under the transformation (control 
points) [I]. It then generates the regstering transformation 
from these ensembles using tools from the theory of singular 
value decomposition (SVD) for matrices. 
The algorithm consists of three stages with feedback. The 
first stage of the algorithm compresses the reference and in- 
put images, extracting hot pixels which manifest features 
significant to each image. The second stage carries out the 
SVD computations on each of the compressed images to ex- 
tract singular values and principal directions for each en- 
semble. The third stage uses the centroid, singular values, 
and principal directions for each ensemble to compute the 
registering transformation. 
A stability feedback loop between the second and fist stages 
allows the SVD computations to refine the compression and 
to maximize the probability that the ensemble of hot pucels 
in both images manifest viable control points, a significant 
number of which will match. A feedback loop among the 
third, second, and first stages refines the accuracy of the 
registration computed by the third stage. 
We designed the algorithm to be computationally simple, 
fast accurate, reliable and automatic, to the extent that 
these requirements axe compatible. For example, given a 
choice between speed and accuracy, we designed the algo- 
rithm for speed; given a choice between speed and compu- 
tational simplicity, we designed the algorithm for simplicity 
In Section 2, we present the logical foundation for the algo- 
rithm We introduce the elements of the SVD and how they 
can be used with the ensembles of control points from the 
reference and input images to assess the registering trans- 
formation. We then indicate how the addition of random 
points which do not match to either ensemble affects the 
conclusions for the computed registration. It is this anal- 
ysis which establishes the viability of using this technique 
computationally for registration purposes. 
e. 
a 
1 
We then present the grounds by which we use nonlinear 
compression to extract “hot pixels” which have a high prob- 
ability of manifesting features significant in each image, and 
thereby have a significant probability of representing control 
points whch match under the registration. It is this analy- 
sis which serves as the basis for the stability feedback loop, 
whereby the SVD computations optimize the compression. 
In Section 3, we lay out the elements of the algorithm. In 
Section 4, we present the results of the validation and perfor- 
mance tests. In Section 5, we present conclusions about the 
shortcomings of the current version of the algorithm and set 
forth ways by which we could improve it in future versions. 
2 
In this section we present the basis for applying SVD tools 
for registration purposes. We present also the basis for using 
wavelet compression and the SVD computations to extract 
from each image a significant number of candidate control 
points, sufficiently distributed spatially, so as to produce an 
accurate registration 
Control Point Extraction and Registration Tools 
2.1 SVD and Registration 
We take a global, rzgid transfomnatzon acting on any subset 
in a fixed 2-0 Euclidean space to be a transformation of the 
form 
OQ = sQOP + t, (1) 
where 0 is a fixed, but arbitrary point in the space, P is 
a point in the domain subset, Q is the image point of P 
under the transformation, O P  and OQ are the position 
vectors from 0 to P and Q, respectively, s is a (non- neg- 
ative) scalar representing a homogeneous scaling (homoth- 
eity), 720 denotes a rotation about the z-axis centered at 
0, counter-clockwise through the angle 6, and t denotes a 
two-dimensional vector characterizing a translation. 
Take as given a reference and an input image, which we view 
as subsets of the Euclidean space. We say the images regis- 
ter under the transformation Equation (l), or the transfor- 
mation regzsters the images if the transformation takes the 
reference image onto the input image. 
Consider two ensembles of points P and Q in the reference 
and input images, respectively. We say the ensembles match 
under the transformation if points of the first are taken onto 
the second in a oneto-one manner by the transformation. 
When this occurs, we can show (1) that the centroids of 
the ensembles register under the transformation, (2) that 
we can isolate the rotation and scaling parameters for the 
transformation by examining the positions of points in each 
ensemble relative to their respective centroid,(3) that we can 
deduce the rotation and scaling parameters from the SVD 
computations for two matrices built from the components of 
the position vectors for the points in each ensemble relative 
to their respective centroids, and (4) once these parameters 
are computed, we can deduce the translation parameters 
from the position of the centroid in the input image and the 
rotated and scaled position of the centroid in the reference 
image. 
Specifically, let PO and QO denote the centroids of the re- 
spective ensembles. If the two ensembles match under the 
transformation, then Equation (1) , implies that 
OQo = sReOPo + t, (2) 
or that the centroids match under the transformation, ‘Equa- 
tions (1) and (2) imply that points P and Q in the reference, 
and input images register under transformation Equation 
(11, provided 
QoQ = ~Repop  (3) 
Equation (3) asserts that we may isolate the scaling and 
rotation parameters for the transformation by considering 
the position of points in each image, relative to the centroid 
of the respective ensembles. 
We now demonstrate that if we arbitrarily order each ensem- 
ble, form (with respect to a fixed spatial basis) the m x 2 
matrix of coordinates for each point in each (ordered) en- 
semble, relative to its respective centroid, and compute the 
singular value decomposition of each matrix: (1) the ratio 
of the corresponding right singular d u e s  for the two matri- 
ces, ordered by magnitude, determines the scaling factor s, 
and (2) the difference in the directions of the corresponding 
right principal singular vectors determine the rotation angle 
6 for the transformation 
Specifically, let P and 0 be two ensembles of points in the 
reference and input images, respectively, which match un- 
der the transformation Equation (1) Order each ensemble 
arbitrarily. If m denotes the cardinality of each ensemble, 
Equation (3) implies, for 1 5 i 5 m, 
QoQ,(i) = ~RepoPi, (4) 
where ‘IT denotes the permutation on the index set { 1, , m} 
which specifies which points in the two ensembles match 
pairwise under the transformation and the two orderings. 
We construct a matrix equation representing the system of 
Equations (4). Let X denote the m x 2 matrix whose rows 
are the components (with respect to a fixed spatial basis) 
of the position vectors Xi = PoPi to the ordered points in 
the ensemble in the reference image, relative to its centroid 
Let Y denote the m x 2 matrix which is the counterpart 
built (with respect to the same fixed spatial basis) from the 
ordered ensemble of points m the input image, relative to 
its centroid. A straightforward computation shows that the 
matrix equation counterpart to Equation (4) is 
Y = sPXRT, (5) 
where 
PTP = 1. 
Here, P IS an m x m matrix which represents the action on 
the matrix X induced by the permutation T acting on the 
{X,) Equation (6) asserts that it is an orthogonal matrix. 
Re is the (orthogonal) 2 x 2 matrix representing the rotation 
Re with respect to the fixed spatial basis. 
We now demonstrate we can assess, in principle, the rota- 
tion and scaling parameters for the transformation from the 
singular values and principal directions for the matrices as- 
sociated with the ensembles of points in the reference and 
input images. For any m x n real matrix X, a right sangular 
value for X is a real, positive number c satisfying 
XTXu = u2u, (7) 
for some u E R”, 11 u I /=  1 Term u satisfying (7) a right 
principal singular direction associated with u 
2 
A computation similar to that leading to Eqmtion (6) shows 
t-hat the singular values and principal singular directions 
for a matrix are independent of the ordering of the rows 
of the matrix. Indeed, for the case where X is the m x 
2 matrix associated with the positions of the ensemble of 
points in the reference image, relative to the centroid, the 
principal singular directions specify the lines of the semi- 
major and semi-minor axes of the smallest ellipse centered 
at the centroid enveloping the ensemble, and the ratio of 
the singular values specify the eccentricity of the ellipse [3, 
p. 261. In other words, the singular values and principal 
directions characterize geometric qualities of the ensemble 
which are independent of the ordering of the points. 
We can now see how the singular values and principal di- 
rections for the matrices associated with the ensembles of 
points in the reference and input images characterize the 
rotation and scaling parameters for the transformation. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P and Q denote ensembles of points in 
a reference and input image, respectively, matched under a 
transformation of the form Equation (1) which registers the 
images. Order the two ensembles arbitrarily. Let X and Y 
denote the m x 2 matrices whose rows are the components 
(with respect to a fixed spatial basis) of the position vectors 
to the ordered points in the reference and input ensembles, 
relative to their respective centroids. 
Stats 
mean 
std 
mse 
If 
scale (2) (~(60~) T,(40) T,(-35) 
1.82 59.92 37 24 -45.31 
0.02 0.49 2.79 1.87 
0.03 0.24 15.32 109.77 
2 XTXu = fJ u, 
then 
YTYv = A ,  (9) 
for 
and conversely. 
Proof. X and Y satisfy Equation(5), for some orthogonal 
matrix P representing the action of a suitably chosen per- 
mutation on m elements. Let f ~ ,  u satisfy Equation (8). 
Then 
Equations (9) and (10) follow from Equation ( l l ) ,  and the 
orthogonal nature of P and Re 
0 
Equations (9) and (10) assert that the difference in the orien- 
tations of the principal directions for the ellipses enveloping 
the ensembles of points in the reference and input images 
determines the angle parameter for the registering transfor- 
mation, and the ratio of the corresponding singular values, 
ordered by magnitude determines the scaling parameter 
When the ensembles contain points whch do not match un- 
der registration, there is impact upon the conclusions of The- 
orem 2.1 However, if the points in the ensembles which do 
not match under registration are randomly distributed, the 
SVD computations of the orientation of the principal singu- 
lar directions and of the singular values are, in the mean, un- 
affected Consequently, the impact upon the computations 
of the rotation and scaling parameters will be, in the mean, 
1 3 
trates this assertion empirically. In 
age variation of the principal di- 
of ensembles augmented by 
of points. In all cases, the 
variation is less than 1 degree. 
=Mw 
0 7 -  I 
- 
Figure 1 Stability of principal directions in an randomly augmented 
ensemble. 
Table 1 summarizes one of many computations of scale fac- 
tor, rotation, and translation parameters for an ensemble 
of points transformed by the the values in parenthesis then 
augmented 20% by a randomly generated set of points. For 
the rotation and scale parameters, the results concur with 
the assertion in Figure 1 
However, the computation of the translation parameters, 
which is based upon centroid computations is more sensitive 
to the presence of points in one ensemble not matching un- 
der registration to points in the other, as Table 1 shows. The 
problem becomes acute when the ensembles significantly dif- 
fer, because of cropping of the input image, for example. We 
address this concern in the conclusion, Section 5. 
2.2 Compression and Control Points 
We use a nonlinear wavelet compression strategy to extract 
from the reference and input images “hot pixels” We as- 
sume that among them are points which manifest features 
inherent to each image, and thereby are candidates for con- 
trol points which would match under the registering trans- 
formation We transform the images using a Fast Wavelet 
Transform, relative to an orthogonal wavelet basis, in this 
case, Coiflet. From a histogram of the magnitude of the 
wavelet coefficients, we establish a filter which maintains a 
significant interval of those nonzero coefficients which ex- 
ceed an adaptive thresholding percentage of the maximum 
magrutude of the coefficients, and nullifies all other coef- 
ficients. Reconstructing spatial images from the Usoftlyn 
thresholded coefficients produces compressed, but ‘kloudy’) 
versions of the reference and input images. Incrementing 
the filter interval can reconfigure the “clouds” in these com- 
pressed images. 
A hard thresholding of these spatial images, using a filter 
built from the histogram of the pixel gray level values of 
these images, allows us to “remove penumbra”, and produce 
compressed, hot pixel versions of the reference and input 
images. Incrementing this filter allows us to add or remove 
hot pixels from the compressed images. 
By itself, tlus process will not automatically extract ensem- 
bles of points which manifest features inherent to the im- 
ages, and thereby present themselves as candidate control 
points. However, results of the SVD computations can con- 
trol the incrementation of the filters in the compression and 
spatial thresholding steps, and thereby optimize the proba- 
bility that a significant number of hot pixels in each image 
do in fact manifest inherent features of the image. This 
control is the foundation for a stability feedback loop. 
We base the assertion on the following observation if you 
add to an ensemble of points a collection of randomly dis- 
tributed points, the orientation of principal singular direc- 
tion associated with the original ensemble will be, in the 
mean, unaffected. This observation is the basis of how we 
designed the program to automatically control the compres- 
sion and thresholding filters. 
We assume that hot pixels which manifest features inherent 
in an image are not randomly distributed, and that hot pix- 
els which manifest artifacts in an image, such as incidental 
lighting, are. For a given compression, we design the pro- 
gram to increment the thresholding filter, to produce or re 
move hot pixels from each compressed image. The program 
computes the rate of change in the orientation of the prin- 
cipal singular direction, with respect to the addition of hot 
pixels. If the rate of change is sufficiently nonzero, points 
manifesting significant features are more likely being added, 
and the incrementing process should continue. If the rate of 
change approaches zero, points being added are more likely 
random, and the compression/thresholding process should 
terminate. 
3 The Algorithm 
The flowchart for the wavelet and SVD registration algo- 
rithm is displayed in Figure 2. 
As the flowchart shows, the reference and input images are 
read in, and decomposed by Fast Wavelet Transform [4]. 
These decomposition then enter the hot pixel extraction 
stage, which is controlled by the stability feedback loop. For 
each image compressed, hot pixel renderings are extracted, 
in the manner described in Section 2.2. We then compute 
the singular values and principal directions for each com- 
pressed image, in the manner described in Section 2.1 If 
the ratio of the singular values in an image is not sufficiently 
bounded or does not deviate sufficiently from unity, the sta- 
bility loop increments the filter governing the soft threshold- 
ing parameter for the wavelet coefficients in the compression 
stage, producing a new configuration of hot pixels. If ihis ra- 
tio is sufficiently bounded and bounded away from unity, the- 
stabiiity loop then increments the a t e r  governing the hard 
thresholding parameter for the pixel values in the hot point 
extraction stage, thereby varying the number of hot points 
in the compressed image. The loop then computes the rate 
of change of the orientation of the principal singular vector 
for the image with respect to the number of hot points, in 
the manner described in Section 2.2. The loop continues 
to add or remove hot points in this manner, until this rate 
of change becomes sufEcient small. When this occurs, the 
stability loop outputs the final selection of compressed, hot 
pixel renderings of the reference and input images to the 
registration module. 
r--- 1 
I i 
I 
Figure 2. Registration System Diagram 
In the manner described in Section 2.1, the registration 
module computes the singular value decompositions of the 
m x 2 matrices derived from the compressed, hot pixel ren- 
derings of the reference and input images, and from the de- 
compositions computes a first approximation to the scal- 
ing, rotational, and translational parameters for the reg- 
istering transformation. The module then transforms the 
compressed reference image in the manner dictated by the 
parameters, and compares the resulting image to the com- 
pressed input image, using a distance correlation measure. 
If the measure is not sufficiently small, the registration mod- 
ule initiates a loop to refine the registration computations. 
It increments the hard thresholding parameter to refine the 
compressed, hot pixel reference images, and iterates the reg- 
istration step to compute a refinement for the translation 
parameters. When the distance correlation measure is ren- 
dered sufficiently small by the iteration, the module outputs 
the refined values for the scaling, rotational, and transla- 
tional parameters. 
4 Validation and Performance Results 
In Table 2 we summarize some of the results of validation 
and performance tests of the algorithm on three types of 
images: a portrait of a girl, a Landsat TM image, and and 
several AVHRR images. The images are available at the ftp 
a 
4 
site ftp://cesdis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/people/lemoigne/ at 
ouegoing/TOOLBOX-TESTING. 
In the case of the girl and the TM image, the input images 
were prepared as specific translations and and rotations of 
the reference images. We present these values in the f is t  
column of Table 2 as a six digit number, two digits each for 
the angle, horizontal and vertical offsets. 
The reference image for the AVHRR scenes is the file 
avhrrmap, available at the ftp site. The scenes listed in the 
table are images taken by the satellite at different times of 
the same day, as indicated in the file name. In each case, 
the input image differs from the reference image by a pure 
translation 
For each input image, we present the angle, horizontal and 
vertical offsets from the reference image in columns two 
through four In each case, the scale parameter automat- 
ically rounded up to one, as expected. 
In columns five through seven we present our measurement 
of the performance of the algorithm as times required to 
input/output images to and from the algorithm, to perform 
the wavelet compression, and to perform the registration. 
This computations were executed in a workstation alpha- 
 de^-0~f3.2. 
- Input Results 
B o T I T , e  - 
G 550000 49.96 -4.83 112 
I 050000 5.25 2.80 -4.75 
R 050604 8.98 1.61 10.57 
L 052060 17.84 24.49 21.47 
vInput 
0.77 
0.80 
0.85 
0.89 
T 
M 
11 I 040502 1 5.05 I 9.44 I 0.04 I 0.96 
002060 0.93 3.65 39.71 0.87 
180000 26.96 9.16 15.28 1.01 
180050 -8.33 -8.19 24.10 1.26 
045000 113 41.51 -8.49 0.95 
005000 -5.35 40.91 .16.54 1.06 
. A sa1244 -4.89 -28.08 -6.67 2.00 
V sa1250 -3.98 5.65 14.69 3.17 
H sa1300 -3.34 -0.98 -2.43 1.86 
R sa1408 -4.64 21.59 18.27 1.83 
R I sa1411 I -35.35 I 8.17 I -11.41 I 173 
Although the registration of the GIRL and TM images is 
good, s igdcant  deviations were noticed in the AVHRR im- 
ages, particularly for sa1411 We attribute this deviation 
to extensive cloud coverage in the image. We discuss this 
situation in the conclusions, Section 5 
5 Conclusions and Generalizations 
In summary we present a three stage algorithm with feed- 
back to automatically register images differing by a global 
rigid transformation The siccant features of the algo- 
rithm are the use of nonlinear wavelet compression to ex- 
tract control points in each image and the use of singu- 
lar value decomposition tools to register these points. In 
contrast to linear wavelet compression, the use of nonlinear 
wavelet compression greatly filters the number of extraneous 
or redundant control points. The SVD tools are significant, 
because they allow us to register ensembles of control points 
without having to know specifically which points match up 
pairwise. 
The algorithm has two major shortcomings. First, because 
wavelet decompositions are neither translation nor rotation 
d 
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invariant, selecting the compression and thresholding filters 
i s  intricate. Small variations in the registration parameters 
do not necessarily result in small changes to the compres- 
sion and thresholding filters. The stability loop based upon 
the SVD computations allow us to minimize the production 
of artifacts at the compression stage and to lessen the im- 
pact on the computation of the rotation parameter, however, 
the algorithm remains vulnerable in the computation of the 
translation parameter We are examining how preprocessing 
the images with a Hough transform or edge detector might 
mitigate these conditions for this version of the algorithm 
Second, the images which the algorithm ingests must inher- 
ently have within them a sufficient number of control points, 
suf6ciently distributed spatially, in order to function success- 
fully In particular, the algorithm is noticeably unsuccessful 
on images present scenes obscured significantly by clouds. 
This was seen in the validation tests of Section 4, where the 
algorithm gives reasonable results for AVHRR images de- 
picting basically cloudless scenes, but unreasonable results 
for the AVHRR image depicting a cloud filled scene. 
In the next version of the algorithm we anticipate correct- 
ing this second shortcoming by preprocessing images with 
cloud filtering algorithms, as they become available. In par- 
ticular, such algorithms based upon fractal cloud models 
and multi-spectral feature extraction methods appear par- 
ticularly promising. 
We anticipate correcting the first shortcoming in the next 
version of the algorithm by refining the compression stage 
through the introduction of a steerable pyramid [2] A steer- 
able pyramid is an overcomplete wavelet transform which 
produces a representation that is almost translation invari- 
ant (subbands are aliasing-free) and rotation invariant (sub- 
bands are steerable). We anticipate this tool will stabilize 
the filter selection processes and result in a more accurate 
computation of the translation parameters. 
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Abstract 
Multiple images can be indexed by their projections on a few 
“eigenfeatures” These eigenfeatures are the eigenvectors of 
a large covariance matrix, constructed from the images. It is 
known that registration is essential for computing “useful” 
eigenfeatures, and a preliminary step of putting the images 
in register is common practice We propose to evaluate mul- 
tiple image registration by the quality of their eigenfeatures. 
An algorithm that simultaneously registers the images and 
computes the eigenfeatures is proposed. The key idea is to 
iterate the following two steps: 1 Eigenfeatures are com- 
puted from the images. 2. New images are computed by 
registering the images on the eigenfeatures subspace. In the 
next iteration Step 1 is applied to the set of images that were 
most recently computed in Step 2 The implementation of 
this simple procedure requires a novel definition of regis- 
tration on an image subspace. It is demonstrated that the 
algorithm registers multiple images, and produces improved 
eigenfeatures. 
Keywords: Image-registration, Image-indexing, 
Eigenfeatures, Motion-compensation 
1 Introduction 
Let x i ,  ,xn be m images, viewed as n dimensional vec- 
tors of pixel values. In principal component analysis one 
determines a set of k “eigenfeatures” (also called primary 
images) VI, , u,+ so that each one of the original m images 
can be approximated as: 
k 
zI = C j i j u J  for i =  1, ,m (1) 
j=1 
The scalars f;j are typically used as content based indexes to 
the image set It is known [Fuk90] that the optimal choice of 
eigenfeatures (in the sense of minimizing the mean squared 
error) is the k eigenvectors associated with the k largest 
‘Research supported in part by NSF grant IRI-9309135 
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eigenvalues of the images matrix of second moments. A 
related approximation allows for a constant term in addition 
to the linear terms in (1): 
k 
2% vo + fijvj for a = 1, ,m (2) 
j=l 
In this case it is known [F’uk90] that the optimal choice for 
vo is the images mean, and VI,  ,Wk are the k eigenvec- 
tors associated with the k largest eigenvalues of the images 
covariance matrix (The approximation in (2) is reduced to 
the approximation in (1) if the mean is subtracted from each 
image before the matrix of second moments is computed.) 
Eigenfeabure analysis of images has received a lot of at- 
tention recently For applications to object recognition see 
[TP91, MN951. Applications to image indexing and digital 
libraries are discussed in [SW96, PPS94, Sch98b, Sch98a, 
Schss] Applications to learning and scene analysis can be 
found in [MN95, MN941. 
The approximations (l), (2) are linear in pixel values 
but keep pixel locations fixed Therefore, they may not give 
good estimates in situations where images are related by a 
simple coordinate transformation such as translation This 
limitation of eigenspace techniques is usually handled by a 
preliminary registration step, where translation and possi- 
bly other transformations are applied to put the images in 
register The registration is sometimes carried out by hand 
(e.g., [RB95, SW96]), and in other cases it involves auto- 
mated preprocessing that may require segmentation (e.g., 
[MN95, CTCG951) In some recent work [BP96, OWSss, 
VP96] registration is computed using optical flow 
The preliminary step of registering multiple images ap- 
pears more challenging than the registration of one image on 
another, since it is not always clear on what to register the 
images. In previous work the most common choice was to at- 
tempt registration on one of the images (e.g., [Sch95]), or, in 
the case of face recognition, on a generic face (eg., WB951). 
An interesting procedure for computing an “average” face 
as the target for registration is described in [OWSss]. 
It is clear that in many situations a single template may 
not be sufficient, and registration should be attempted on 
one of several different templates. For example, in work 
on face recognition one may choose generic frontal and side 
views as the templates. Another situation where not all im- 
ages can be registered on a single template is the analysis of 
a complex image motion sequence. A common approach is 
to attempt extracting “motion layers” (eg., [SA96]). This 
involves registering areas in an image that appear to be mov- 
J 
case is with k = 1 Here the error in (3) is a measure to 
the quality of registering all the images on a single vector 
(template image) vi This shows that the minimization of 
the error (3) requires a generalization of standard image 
registration and eigenvector techniques. 
With no restrictions on the allowable set of registration 
transformations there are trivial meaningless solutions. (For 
example, &(x)  = constant image independent of x . )  To 
eiiminate these cases we will assume that there is a pre- 
defined fixed family of registration transformations. Exam- 
ples are translations or planar affine transformations. 
ing uniformly, segmenting them out, and repeating the pro- 
cess to compute additional components. 
1.1 The main contribution 
We use the observation that the registration of multiple im- 
ages enables the computation of useful eigenfeatures to mea- 
sure the quality of multiple image registration. Thus, for 
a given set of images we attempt global registration that 
would minimize the well defined error of approximating the 
registered images in terms of a few eigenvectors. An im- 
mediate observation is that in order to minimize this error 
the images should be registered on a linear combination (a 
subspace) of the the eigenvectors. An iterative algorithm 
that alternates between eigenvector computation and image 
registration is proposed Its output is the registered images 
and their eigenfeatures 
The results are related to (and improve upon) previous 
work in two areas. The first is content based image index- 
ing in terms of eigenfeatures (e.g., [TP91, Sch98b, Sch98a, 
SW96, PPS941) Our contribution is the computation of im- 
proved eigenfeatures. The second area is image registration 
[Bro92]. Our contribution is an algorithm for multiple im- 
age registration. In particular, unlike previous work where 
images were regstered on individual frames we propose reg- 
istering multiple images on a subspace. 
The proposed algorithm is also related to work on de- 
scribing image sequences in terms of dominant motions, or 
motion layer (e.g., [SA961 ) Our algorithm segments the 
scene into several components (the eigenfeatures), but it as- 
sociates only one transformation (motion) with each frame 
1.2 Paper organization 
The paper is organized as follows. An error expression that 
measures the quality of image registration and eigenfeature 
computation is derived in Section 2. Algorithms for mini- 
mizing this error are discussed m Section 3 Experimental 
results are described in Section 4. 
2 The error expression 
A transformation (registration) of an image x that produces 
the registered image y is written as y = 4 ( x )  We propose to 
measure the quality of multiple image registration by how 
well the registered images can be approximated in terms of 
a few eigenfeatures Specifically, for each image x2 from the 
given set of m images 21, , xm we search for a transfor- 
mation Cpi so that the set of m registered images yi = Cpi(xt), 
z = 1, , m, can be accurately approximated in terms of k 
(a small number of) eigenfeatures. Using the approximation 
in (1) and treating images as vectors we get the following 
expression for the global error. 
(3) 
m k 
E = 14i(~ci) - fijvj12 
i=l j=1 
Thus, when given the images X I ,  ,xm as input our goal 
is to compute the transformations Cpi, the eigenfeatures V j ,  
and the scalar constants fij that produce small error in (3). 
Observe that if all the transformations q5i are chosen as 
the identity (unregistered images), the choice of vectors V, 
and scalars fij that minimize the error (3) is reduced to 
optimizing the approximation in (1) Therefore, the optimal 
solution is for VI, , V k  to be the dominant eigenvectors 
of the images matrix of second moments. Another special 
3 Error minimization 
In this section we describe computational methods to min- 
imize the error (3). To simplify notation we write V = 
(VI, , f i k ) ‘  as a 
k vector (We use ’ ” for matrix transpose.) With this 
notation the global error to be minimized can be written as: 
~ k )  as an n x k matrix, and fi = (fill 
This global error can be written as a sum of c11~~a17’ errors. 
Let yi = @i(xz )  be the ith registered image, and set ei = 
yi - V f i  This gives: E = xi leiI2 We propose to minimize 
the global error E by iterating the following two steps: 
Step A: Keep V fixed. For each i determine Cp: that mini- 
mizes the local error leiI2 = ICpi(x,) - VfiI2 
Step B: Keep the da fixed Determine V that minimizes 
the global error E 
3.1 Algorithms for Step A 
This step involves the registration of an image x on the 
subspace V The solution is the registration transformation 
& that takes x as near as possible to the subspace spanned 
by the columns of V In our case V 1s orthonormal (since 
its columns are eigenvectors), and the local error can be 
expressed as: 
et = Iei12 = 14,(xi)I2 + lfi12 - 2&(x i ) v f i  (4) 
We describe two algorithms for computing image registra- 
tion on a subspace. The first uses a “black-box” standard 
image registration routine, and the second uses a “black- 
box” nonlinear minimization routine. 
3.1.1 First algorithm 
This algorithm uses a “black-box” image registration routine 
to compute subspace registration. The idea is to iterate the 
following two steps: 
(a) Keep Cpi fixed and determine fi that minimizes Ei in (4). 
(b) Keep fi fixed and determine & that minimizes el in (4) 
Since el is quadratic in fi, the solution to Step (a) can be 
written in a closed form: 
yi = +i(x i ) ,  fi = V’yi 
Step (b) can be computed by. 
u = Vf;, compute Cpi that minimizes I&(xi) - uI2 
Since u is a vector (a single image), the last part can be un- 
plemented with any registration routine that would register 
xz on u. To summarize, a single local iteration cycle gets as 
input an estimate to the registered image yi = $(xi), and 
proceeds to improve this estimate as follows: 
1. fi = V’yi (equivalently, fi, = v;yi for j = 1, ,IC). 
k = l  
k = 2  
2. u = vji (equivalently, u = fijvj). 
before registration after registration 
52.3 27.8 
38.9 24.5 
3. A new registered image yi is computed by registering xi 
on u. 
3.1.2 Second algorithm 
This algorithm uses a “black-box” nonlinear minimization 
routine to compute subspace registration As mentioned 
above, the value fi = V‘yi minimizes (4). Substituting and 
simplifying using the orthonormality of V gives: 
ei = l$i(ZZ)l2 - lV’4i(Z*)I2 
Therefore, e; is a (nonlinear) function of the transformation 
parameters. The number of parameters IS 2 for translations, 
and 6 for the general affine coordinate transformation. The 
minimizing parameters can be computed by applying stan- 
dard minimization routines to cZ 
3.1.3 
In our experiments the two algorithms produced identical 
registration The first algorithm takes 4-5 iterations to con- 
verge. In our particular implementation the registration 
code uses function minimization, as described in [Sch95]. 
The same code was used for the minimization in the second 
algorithm that does not require iterations, so that the sec- 
ond algorithm was significantly faster The first algorithm 
should be the preferred choice when an efficient registration 
routine is available. 
Comparing the two algorithms for Step A 
3.2 An algorithm for Step B 
Here the transformations $z are known, so that the regis- 
tered images yi = +;(xi) can be computed. Our goal is to 
compute V that minimizes the global error. 
a 
This is the error of approximating the images gi in terms 
of k eigenvectors. Therefore, the optimal solution V = 
(VI, , Vk) is obtained by applying standard eigenvector de- 
composition to the matrix of second moments of the (regis- 
tered) images yr Specifically, 
1. Compute yz = &(xi) for z = 1, ,m. 
2. Compute Y = ELl yiy: 
3. The vectors VI, , Vk are the k eigenvectors of Y asso- 
Since Y is n x n, where n is the number of pixels in each 
image, a direct computation of Y is impractical. Efficient al- 
gorithms that perform the eigenvector decomposition with- 
out explicitly computing Y are known See, for example, 
[ML95, Schss, Sch98al. 
ciated with its k largest eigenvalues. 
4 Experimental results 
This section describes the results of experiments with the 
proposed algorithm In all cases, the registration transfor- 
mations @i were computed as affine coordinate transforma- 
tions. (A single affine transformation, specified in terms of 6 
parameters, was computed for each image.) The minimiza- 
tion code was the ntation described in [Sch95]. The 
eigenvector routin e one described in [Schss, Sch98al. 
The algorithm of Section 3 that alternates between Step A 
and Step B converged in 4 6  iterations. The experiments 
show significant reduction in the error, as defined by Equa- 
tion 3, for small values of k ,  typically in the range of 1-4 
For larger values of k there is very little change in the eigen- 
vectors. The reason appears to be that for large k values 
the images are so close to the eigenvector subspace that reg- 
istration can yield very little improvement. 
For k = 2 we observed results that appear as image reg- 
istration on two distinct templates. This is an experimen- 
tal observation, since “in theory” one may expect registra- 
tion on a continuous range of linear combinations of the two 
eigenvectors. We describe in details the results of two ex- 
periments. 
4.1 First experiment 
The algorithm was applied to the sequence of 72 views of 
the first object from the Coil-20 image set [NNM96]. These 
are consecutive views of a wooden duck with varying pose 
of 5 degrees. The first row of Figure 1 shows 9 images from 
the sequence (with “rymg pose of 40 degrees), and the two 
principal eigenfeatures (computed from the entire sequence) 
The registration and the two principal eigenfeatures com- 
puted by applying the algorithm with k = 1 (registration 
on one eigenvector) are shown in the second row The algo- 
rithm appears to register the frames on the duck’s head and 
body, and they are clearly visible in the first eigenvector 
The registration and the two principal eigenfeatures com- 
puted by applying the algorithm with k = 2 (registration on 
a subspace of two eigenvectors) are shown in the third row 
Here the results show registration either on a “left view”, or 
on a “right view” of the duck All images of frontal, or back 
view, are tilted and shifted towards one of these views. 
The error per pixel in the approximation (1) is summa- 
rized in the following table: 
4.2 Second experiment 
The algorithm was applied to the first 29 frames of the 
flower garden sequence. (It is a standard sequence in video 
compression experiments.) The scene change involves back- 
ground motion due to parallax of houses and garden, and 
a much larger motion (due again to parallax) of a tree in 
the foreground. Figure 2 shows several frames from the se- 
quence, and the two principal eigenfeatures (computed from 
all 29 frames) Observe that the first eigenvector is a blurry 
image of the background. The registration and the two prin- 
cipal eigenfeatures computed by applying the algorithm with 
k = 1 (registration on one eigenvector) are shown in the sec- 
ond row The algorithm registers the frames on the back- 
ground, roughly at the same position as the background is 
in the 15th frame. The second eigenvector contains mostly 
information about the tree. The registration and the two 
d 
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Figure 2: results from the second experiment. 
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principal eigenfeatures computed by applying the algorithm 
with k = 2 (registration on a subspace of two eigenvectors) 
are shown in the third row Here the results show regis- 
tration on two background positions. The first eigenvector 
shows a “double image”, with both of these locations. 
The error per pixel in the approximation (1) is summa- 
rized in the following table: 
I before registration I after registration 
k = l  I 77.4 I 59 7 
k = 2  I 68.7 I 49.0 
5 Concluding remarks 
This paper describes an algorithm that registers multiple 
images and computes their eigenfeatures. The algorithm 
was tested on real images and appears to perform well, but 
it is clear that the iterative procedure may get “stuck” in 
a local minimum of the error expression (3) Better results 
may be obtamed with improved minimization. 
In our implementation the computation of image reg- 
istration. was the most time consuming. The eigenvec- 
tor decomposition was implemented with the algorithm de- 
scribed in [Sch98a, Schss] That particular algorithm was 
designed for computing eigenfeatures in a distributed envi- 
ronment such as the Internet We observe that the expensive 
registration step (Step A in Section 3) is L‘local”, and can 
be computed independently at each image location. When 
combined with the distributed algorithm of [Sch98a, Schss] 
the entire computation can be implemented very efficiently 
on a network of loosely connected computers, or over the 
Internet. 
The idea of registering images on a subspace appears to 
be novel, and may be useful even if one is not interested in 
computing eigenfeatures. Specifically, when given m images 
X I ,  , Vk, the following 
procedure registers the images on the template subspace (a 
linear combmation of the templates) 
1, Orthonormalize the matrix v = (211, ,oh). This can 
be done, for example, by using the modified Gram- 
Schmidt [GVL96]. 
, zm and k template images 211, 
2. Apply one of the algorithms of Section 3 1 
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Abstract 
Image registration is one of the basic image processing o p  
erations in remote sensing. With the increase in the num- 
ber of images collected every day from different sensors, au- 
tomated registration of multi-sensor/multi-spectral images 
has become an important issue. A wide range of registra- 
tion techniques has been developed for many different types 
of applications and data. The objective of this paper is to 
present an automatic registration algorithm which uses a 
multiresolution analysis procedure based upon the wavelet 
transform The procedure is completely automatic and re- 
lies on the grey level information content of the images and 
their local wavelet transform modulus maxima. The regis- 
tration algorithm is very simple and easy to apply because 
it needs basically one parameter We have obtained very en- 
couraging results on test data sets from the TM and SPOT 
sensor images of forest, urban and agricultural areas. 
Keywords: wavelet transform, image registration, match- 
ing, satellite image. 
1 Introduction 
Image registration is the process of matching two images 
so that corresponding coordinate points m the two images 
correspond to the same physical region of the scene being 
unaged It is a classical problem in several image process- 
ing applications where it is necessary to match two or more 
images of the same scene [9] The reglstration process is 
usually carried out in three steps. The first step consists 
of selection of features in the images. Next each feature 
in one image is compared with potential corresponding fea- 
tures in the other image. A par  of features with similar 
attributes are accepted as matches and are called control 
points (CPs) Finally, using the control points, parameters 
of the best transformation which models the deformation 
between the images are estimated 
A bottleneck in image registration has traditionally been 
the aquisition of control points. In remote sensing applica- 
tions, users generally use manual reglstration which is not 
feasible in cases where there is a large amount of data. Thus, 
there is a need for automated techniques that require little 
or no operator supervision. 
An important project at INPE is the study of the use dy- 
namics and the land occupation through multitemporal data 
for the monitoring of the Amazon area [l]. The crucial phase 
in this process ls image registration which is currently per- 
formed mannually, at a significant cost. ThE paper presents 
an automatic image registration algorithm which has ob- 
tained satisfactory results for registering multitemporal im- 
ages of Amazon area. Some prelimary results has been re- 
centely presented in [8]. An image pre-processing step was 
added whch helps in identifying a good set of control points 
for registration 
The proposed algorithm 1s based on a multiresolution 
wavelet transform analysis. The registration procedure 1s 
realized basically in five steps 1) processing of the images 
usmg a peer group filter which smooths the image while pre- 
serving the edges, 2) wavelet decomposition of the reference 
and sensed images to be registered, 3) extraction of feature 
points using the low-high and high-low components of the 
wavelet decomposition, 4)initial matching using the feature 
points and low-low component in the lower resolution, and 
5 )  refinement matching in higher resolutions. 
The matching process uses the correlation coefficient as a 
similarity measure and only the best pairwise fitting among 
all pairs of feature points are taken as control points. The 
matches pass by some stnct tests in order to be consid- 
ered correct. This conservative matching process reduces 
the number of rmsmatched pairs in the matching process and 
allows the use of smaller correlation window sizes. Never- 
theless, some false matches wiU inevitably occur Therefore, 
a consistency-checking procedure is performed in order to 
eliminate incorrect matches and improve registration pre- 
cision. After this we have a reliable initial guess for the 
registration transformation which is a crucial phase in the 
process. If the initial registration parameters are invalid the 
search for a registration transformation goes in a wrong di- 
rection, and the correct trend may not be recovered in later 
steps. A 2-D affine transformation is used to model the 
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deformation between the images and their parameters are 2.2 Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima 
Let us call a smoothing function 4(z, y) the impulse response ’ 
of a 2-D low-pass filter The first order derivative of 4(z, y) 
decomposed in two components along the z and y directions, 
respectively, are 
estimated in a coarse-to-fine manner 
The registration algorithm is very simple and easy to ap- 
ply because it needs basically one parameter Because the 
matching is carried out only on the selected feature points 
and in a coarse-to-fine manner, a significant amount of com- 
putation is saved in comparison to traditional pixel-by-pixel 
searching methods. 
Due to the fact that the registration procedure uses the 
grey level information content of the images in the matching 
process it is more adequate to regster images of the same 
sensor or with similar spectral bands. In spite of this, it has 
demonstrated techmcal feasibility for many images of forest, 
urban and agricultural areas from Thematic Mapper (TM) 
and SPOT sensors taken in different times, 
The organization of the paper is as follows, Section 2 
gives an introduction to wavelet transform issues; Section 3 
discusses the basic steps used in the registration algorithm; 
Section 4 shows preliminary experimental results of regis- 
tering images taken from Landsat and SPOT satellites and 
Section 5 summarizes the work. 
2 Wavelet Transforms 
2.1 Definition 
Wavelets are functions that satisfy certain mathematical re- 
quirements and are used in representing data or other func- 
tions. 
Let $(z) E L2(R) be a complex valued function. The 
basic wavelet $(z) satisfies 
00 
Tj(z)dz = 0. (1) L 
The family of functions 
2 - b  
$a,b(X) = I a i - ’ + ( ~ ]  with a, b E IR,a # 0 (2) 
generated from the basic wavelet under the operations of 
dilations (or scaling) by a and translations in time by b, are 
called wavelets. 
The continuous wavelet Transform of a function f(z) E 
L2(R) is given by the convolution 
x - u  
wa[f(z)I = I a I-’ f ( u ) + ( a ) d ~  1: 
= f * + a ( z ) .  (3) 
where $a(%) = ( l / a ) $ ( z / a )  
The wavelet can be interpreted as the impulse response 
of a band-pass filter and the wavelet transform of a function 
as a convolution of this function with the dilated filter Thus 
the processing can be done at different scales or resolutions. 
If we look at the data with a large “window” (large a) we 
notice gross features. Similarly, if we look at the data with 
a small “window” (small a), we notice finer features [lo]. 
In practice the scale a has to be discretized For a par- 
ticular class of wavelets, the scale a can be sampled along a 
dyadic sequence a = 23 with j E Z, without modifying the 
overall properties of the transform [17]. The transforms cor- 
responding to dyadic values of a are called discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT), 
w2J [f(z)] = f * +zj (z) (4) 
The wavelet transform of I-D can be easily extended to 
2-D case. Interested readers can find more information on 
wavelets and the wavelet transform in [4], [7], [lo] and 1141. 
( 5 )  
and these functions can be used as wavelets. 
For any function f , the wavelet transform at scale a = 23 
defined with respect to these two wavelets has two compo- 
nents [16]: 
Therefore, these two components of the wavelet transform 
are proportional to the coordinates of the gradient vector of 
f (x ,  y) smoothed by Cb2j (2, y). They characterize the singu- 
larities along x and y directions, respectively [16] 
We define the function 
2 
~ [ f ( 2 3 4 1 =  ( ~ w i j [ f ( z , y ) ~ ~  
(7) 
which is the modulus of the wavelet transform at the scale 
2’ One can prove that for wavelets defined by Eq.(6), 
M[f(23,z, y)] is proportional to the magnitude of the gra- 
dient vector 
Mallat and Hwang [16] use the same approach as 
Canny [2] to detect the edge points of f(z,y) at scale a 
They detect the points where the magnitude of the gradi- 
ent is locally maximum in the direction where the gradient 
vector points to. At each scale 23, the modulus maxima of 
the wavelet transform are defined as points (2, y) where the 
modulus image M[f(23, z, y)] is locally maximum, along the 
gradient direction 
3 Registration Algorithm 
Let us call the image to be warped the sensed image and 
the image to which the other image will be reduced the ref- 
erence image. As 111 [6] we consider two cases for the unage 
registration algorithm: 1) the images have the same ground 
resolution (pixel size); 2) the images are taken from differ- 
ent sensors and have different ground resolutions. In the 
second case the image with the highest resolution is reduced 
to the lower resolution This procedure is very simple since 
one knows a priori the spatial resolution of satellite images 
and the process of reducing the resolution can be realized 
automatically. 
Next we describe each step involved in the registration 
process. 
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3.1 Image Preprocessing 
Prior to registration, grey level preprocessing may be applied 
to the images in order to enhance their features. In this work 
we have used the Peer Group Averagmg (PGA) filter which 
smooths the image while preserving the edges Ell]. 
Peer group image processing identifies a ‘peer group’ for 
each pixel from a sliding window and then uses the peer 
group to make processing decisions at that pxel. The peer 
group for a pixel is selected from the window centered at the 
pixel and consists of the n pixels whose intensity values are 
closest to the center value. The center pixel is substituted 
by the average over the peer group. For our application the 
images were processed with PGA filter with a peer group of 
size n = 4 withn a window 3x3. 
3.2 Feature Point Detection 
After reducing the images to the same spatial resolution we 
compute the discrete multiresolution wavelet transform ( L  
levels) of the two images. For this computation we use the 
algorithm proposed in [15], whose implementation is com- 
putationally efficient 
The wavelet decomposition of an image is similar to a 
quadrature mirror filter decomposition with the low-pass fil- 
ter L and its mirror high-pass filter H [7] We call LL, LH, 
HL and HH the four images created at each level of decom- 
position, as in [U], where this decomposition is also used 
for the purpose of image registration. 
The next phase aims to identify features that are present 
in both images in each level of the decomposition Here we 
use the modulus maxima of the wavelet transform to detect 
sharp variation points which correspond to edge points in 
the images The LH and HL subbands at each level of the 
wavelet transform are used to estimate the image gradient. 
For the wavelet decomposition we use the filters given in [3]. 
A thresholding procedure is applied on the wavelet trans- 
form modulus image in order to eliminate non significant 
feature points. Thus, a point (x, y) is recorded only if 
where r2, = C Y . U ~ ~  + p2,, Q is a constant whose initial value 
is defined by the user and u2, and , ~ 2 j  are the standard devi- 
ation and mean of the wavelet transform modulus image at 
level 23,  respectively The parameter CY controls the number 
of feature points selected for the matching. Since the num- 
ber of feature points increases in the finer resolutions the 
parameter Q is also increased in the higher levels in order to 
select the most significant feature points in the images. 
3.3 Initial Point Matching 
The actual feature point matching is acheved by maximiz- 
ing the correlation coefficient over small windows surround- 
ing the points withn the LL subbands of the wavelet trans- 
form Let the LL subbands of the sensed and reference im- 
ages be fs and fr, respectively The correlation coefficient 
is given by  
we12 wcl2 
where ,us, us, pr and ur are the local means (average inten- 
sity values) and standard deviation of the sensed and refer- 
ence images, respectively, and wC2 is the area of matching 
window The correlation coefficient is one of the most tra- 
ditional similarity measure and some results have indicated 
that its performance is one of the best [18]. This justifies its 
use in the matching process in this work. 
The initial matching 1s performed on the lowest reso- 
lution images and is determined by the best pairwise fit- 
ting between the feature points in the two images. Let 
Ps = {fs(~t,~3),~ = 1, ,Ns} and Pr = {fr(Xj,E;),J = 
1, , Nr) be the set of feature pornts detected in the sensed 
and reference images, respectively. Let T, denote the thresh- 
old value above which two feature points are considered sim- 
ilar The point fr(Xk, yk) is the most similar feature point 
to fs(xz, a) if 
Therefore, the matching process is achieved in the follow- 
ing way For each point f8(xi, yi) E Pa all points fr(X3, y 3 )  f 
P, are examined and its most similar point fr (Xk , Yk) 1s cho- 
sen. Next we test whether the achieved correlation is rea- 
sonably high. If Cfrfr(~z,~~,Xk,Yk) > T,, then fr(Xk,yk) 
is called “the best match” of fs(xi,yl) To verify that the 
match is consistent in the reverse direction, we test whether 
the best match of fr(Xk, Yk) exists and is fs(et, yl) If that 
is the case, both points are matched. 
This two-way verification reduces the number of mis- 
matched pairs in the matching process and allows the use of 
smaller window sizes. Nevertheless, some false matches will 
inevitably occur Therefore, a consistency-checking proce- 
dure similar to the one used in [13] is performed in order to 
eliminate incorrect matches and improve registration preci- 
sion. The procedure is performed recursively in such a way 
that the most likely incorrect match is deleted first, followed 
by the next most likely incorrect match, and so on. This first 
part of the matching process is the crucial phase of the reg- 
istration process. If the initial registration parameters are 
invalid the search for a registration transformation goes in a 
wrong direction, and the correct trend may not be recovered 
in later steps. 
3.4 Image Warping 
The above procedure provides a set of reliable matches which 
are used to determine a warping function that gives the best 
registration of the LL subbands to the precision available in 
level L of the wavelet transform 
To model the deformation between the images a 2 - D 
affine transform with parameters ( s , 6 ,  Ax Ay) is used [19]: 
X = T~(z, y) = S [ Z C O S ( ~ )  -i- ysan(6)] + A X 
Y = Tz(z, y) = s[-zszn(6) + ycos(O)] + Ay, 
where (x,y) and (X,Y) are corresponding points in the sensed 
and reference image, respectively. This model is commonly 
used in remote sensing applications and is a good approxi- 
mation for images taken under similar imaging directions [5], 
and which have been geometrically corrected (e.g., for Earth 
curvature and rotation) In most of remote sensing applica- 
tions the images have a certain level of geometrical correc- 
tion which enables the use of this kind of transformation 
(11) 
3.5 Refinement 
The point matching and image warping steps can be per- 
formed at progressively higher resolutions in a similar fash- 
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ion to that described above. At each level I < L,  the image 
fs is transformed using the parameters estimated from lower 
resolution level (1+1) In other words, the LL, LH, HL, and 
RH subbands at level 1 + 1 are used to reconstruct the LL 
subband at level I, which is then warped by the transforma- 
tion specified at the previous point matching operation. 
Let f: denote the warped (sensed) image. The refine- 
ment matching is achieved using the warped image and the 
set of feature points detected in the reference image. Each 
feature point f r ( X k ,  Yk) detected in the image f r  at level I 
is matched to f j ( x i ,  yz) if 
max 
-w,/Psm,n<w, j 2  
Cf:fr(xz,  YZ,Xk, uk) = 
C,,f,(ZZ + m, YZ + % Xk, Yk), (12) 
where wr 1s the size of the refinement matching window 
The traditional measure of registration accuracy is the 
root mean square error (RMSE) between the matched points 
after the transformation, defined as: 
where N is the number of matched points. This measure 
is used as a criterion to eliminate earlier matches which are 
considered imprecise. Poor matches are sequentially elimi- 
nated in a iterative fashion similar to that in [13] until the 
RMSE value is lower than 0.5 putel 
At each level the warping parameters are updated con- 
sidering the refined list of matched points. After processing 
all levels the final parameters are determmed and used to 
warp the original sensed image. 
4 Experimental Results 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed algo- 
rithm for registering images of Amazon area some prelimi- 
nary results are presented in this section In addition some 
results for images from urban and agricultural areas are also 
presented 
We have used images from SPOT and Landsat-TM satel- 
lites in the experiments. All images tested are 512x512 pixels 
and were extracted from larger images to reduce processing 
time and disk usage. 
The main parameters to be specified by the users are 
the number of levels of wavelet decomposition ( L )  and the 
value of a in Eq.( 8). The wavelet decomposition is carried 
out up to the third level For all test images the process 
was realized with the parameters a = 3, wc = 11, wr = 3, 
and T, = 0.7 The sensed images are warped using bilinear 
interpolation. 
Experimental results are depicted in Figures 1 through 5. 
Some images shown in the figures are enhanced for purpose 
of display. Figure 1 shows the registration of two images 
taken from TM sensor, band 5 on different dates, 07/18/94 
(TM945A) and 09/09/90 (TM905A) They correspond to 
an agricultural region near Itapeva, S%o Paulo. The image 
TM945A was taken as the reference one (Figure l(a)) and 
TM905A as the sensed one (Figure l(b)). The registration 
result is shown in Figure l(e) Figures I(b) and (c) show the 
control points obtained in the initial point matching phase 
which were used to estimate the initial parameters. These 
initial control points (denoted with "+" marks) are super- 
imposed on the lowest LL subbands of the reference and 
sensed images. The images with the initial control points 
are zoomed up in order to vlsualize better the control points. 
The images in Figure 2 are as in Figure 1 but the refer- 
ence image (TM945RA) in Figure 2(a) is the result of regis- 
tering manually TM945A with a map. Figures 2(c),(d) show 
the initial control points and Figure 2(e) shows TM945RA 
after transformation 
Figure 3 shows the registration of two images from the 
urban area of S%o Paulo. A SPOT image , band 3, dated of 
08/08/95 (SP953U), was reduced to a 30 m pixel size and 
taken as the sensed image (Figure 3(b)). A Landsat-TM 
image, band 4, dated of 06/07/94 (TM944U), was taken as 
the reference image (Figure 3(a)) The initial control points 
and the registration result are shown in Figures 3(c),(d) and 
Figures 3(e), respectively 
Figure 4 shows the registration of Amazon region images 
taken from T M  sensor, band 5, in different dates, 06/07/92 
(TM925F) and 07/15/94 (TM945F). The image TM945F 
was taken as the reference one (Figure 4(a)) and TM925F 
as the sensed one (Figure 4(b)). Figures 4(c),(d) and (e) 
show the initial control points and the image TM925F after 
transformation, respectively. 
Finally, Figure 5 shows the registration of Amazon re- 
gion images taken from T M  sensor, band 5, in different 
dates 07/07/97 (TM975F) and 08/03/95 (TM955F) The im- 
age TM955F was taken as the reference one (Figure 5(a)) 
and TM975F as the sensed one (Figure 5(b)). The initial 
control points and the image TM97F after transformation 
are depicted in Figures 5(c), (d) and Figure 5(e), respec- 
tively. 
One can observe that although the images are of the 
same spectral band there are many differences between them 
whch make the registration problem difficult. For all test 
images the proposed registration algorithm obtained satis 
factory results. The use of the preprocessing filter helped in 
identifying a good set of control points, particularly for the 
Amazon images which show extensive texture data in the 
forest regions . 
The parameters of the transformation and the number of 
control points (initial and final matching) for the test images 
shown in Figures 1-5 are listed in Table I, where the unit 
for Ax and Ay is in pixels and for 0 is in degrees. The 
registration error (RMSE) is less than one pixel for all test 
images Our algorithm is reasonably efficient in terms of 
computational complexity The processing time depends on 
the image. Broadly speaking the process takes less than 1 
minute on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation for a 512 x 512 
pixel image. 
5 Conclusion 
We have described an automatic algorithm for the registra- 
tion of satellite images. If the images have different spatial 
resolution the hghest resolution image is reduced to the 
lower resolution and the processing 1s accomplished as for 
images of equal resolution The method is simple and re- 
quires few control parameters. The algorithm is performed 
at progressively higher resolution, which allows for faster im- 
plementation and higher regstration precision. It is more 
appropriate to register images taken from the same sensor or 
with similar spectral bands. Nevertheless, it worked well for 
images taken at different times and from urban, forest and 
agricultural areas, typical of remote sensing applications. 
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Figure 1 Images from an agricultural area: (a) reference image 
CPs superimposed on LL subbands of TM945A and TM905A, respectively: (e) shows image TM905A after final transformation. 
TM945A; (b) sensed image TM905A; (c) and (d) show the initial 
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Figure 2. Images from an agricultural area: (a) reference image 
CPs superimposed on LL subbands of TM945RA and TM905A, respectively; (e) shows image TM905A after final transformation. 
TM945RA: (b) sensed image TM905A; (c) and (d) show the initial 
19 

Figure 3: Images from an urban area:(a) original TM image talien as reference one (TM944U);(b) resampled SPOT image taken as 
sensed one (SP953U); (c) and (d) show the initial CPs superimposed on LL subbands of TM944U and SP953U, respectively; (e) shows 
image SP953U after final transformation. 
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Figure 4. 
superimposed on LL subbands of TM945F and TM925F, respectively: (e) shows image TM925F after final transformation. 
Amazon region images: (a) reference image TM945F; (b) sensed image TM925F: (c) and (d) show the initial CPs 
d 23 
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(e )  
Figure 5: Amazon region images: (a) reference image 
superimposed on LL subbands of TM955F and TM975F respectively: (e) shows image TM975F after final transformation. 
TM955F: (b) sensed image TM975F; (c) and (d) show the initial CPs 
d 25 
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. Table I 
Registration parameters for the examples 
shown in Figures 1 - 5 
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ABSTRACT 
The fist part of this article introduces the notion of trans- 
lation invariance in wavelets and discusses several wavelets 
that have this property The second part discusses the pos- 
sible applications of such wavelets to image registration. In 
the case of registration of affinely transformed images, we 
would conclude that the notion of translation invariance is 
not really necessary. What is needed is affine invariance and 
one way to do t b s  is via the method of moment invariants. 
Wavelets or, in general, pyramid processing can then be com- 
bined with the method of moment invariants to reduce the 
computational load 
Keywords: Image registration, translation invariant 
wavelets, Hu moment invariants, remote sensing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fact that wavelets are not translation invariant was noted 
at least as early as [ll]. Yet there are wavelets and wavelet 
algorithms that are provably translation invariant that have 
been applied in signal de-noising [3]. While the existence of 
translation invariant wavelets (TIW) is an important issue in 
its own right, the more important matter facing us is whether 
translation invariant wavelets (TIW) have any applications in 
image registration, in particular, those images that are ob- 
tained from earth orbiting satellites. Since what we really 
need is affine invariant image registration, we conclude that 
TIW have limited applications in image registration. Given 
this fact we suggest that an effective way to do affine invari- 
ant wavelet processing is by combining pyramid processing 
(including wavelet processing) and moment invariant based 
methods. 
2. WAVELET PROCESSING 
The concept of wavelets simultaneously arose in several fields 
including computer vision (image pyramids), signal process- 
ing (filter banks) and mathematics (atomic decompositions) 
but has reached its maturity with the work of Mallat, Meyer 
and Daubechies [4]. In wavelet analysis we consider the space 
of square integrable (finite energy) signals V = L2(R). A 
multi-resolution is the decomposition of the space V into a 
sequence of subspaces 
v-1cvocv1cv2 (1) 
such that each V, consists of signal approximations at res- 
olution 2n We also require that the union of all the sub- 
spaces Vn, n = -00, 00 is the space V and that the zero 
element is the only element common to all the subspaces. 
Now, if there exist functions #I that satisfy a translation- 
invariance (b[c) E Vm +j $(. - 2-“r) E V,) and a scale- 
invariance (4(z) E V, ++ 4(22) E V,+1) constraint, and 
furthermore, if 4 is an orthonormal basis for Vm then any 
finite energy signal can be written as a series expansion of 
4n,m = 2m/24(2mx - n). The 4 functions are called the “fa- 
ther wavelets” or, more commonly, the scaling functions, and 
correspond to a low-pass or averaging filter 
Given the above assumptions one can show the existence of a 
basic (“mother”) wavelet $(x) which forms an orthonormal 
basis for the space V In keeping with the dyadic decompo- 
sition of the spaces the multi-resolution analysis splits the 
signal into band pass (the “wavelet” part) and low pass (the 
“scaling function” part) signals. 
A useful way of representing the wavelet transform is through 
the use of the filter bank formalism In fact a detailed study 
of filter bank theory is essential for fast implementations of 
the wavelet transform in hardware or software. The filter 
bank representation is best seen as an unbalanced tree where 
one branch is recursively expanded as shown in Figure 1 In 
this figure ho is a low-pass fdter and hl is a band-pass or 
high-pass filter Let us consider the upper branch of the 
tree. The input signal is .(n). It is low-pass filtered and 
then decimated by 2, i.e., every other sample is discarded, 
as represented by the symbol 4 2. The output after lowpass 
filtering is a1 This is treated as the input signal to another 
set of low and band-pass filters to be followed by decima- 
tion. To inverse the transform we reverse our path along the 
different branches of the tree, placing an adder wherever two 
branches meet. The wavelet transform is known as a perfect 
reconstruction transform because the inverse transform gives 
us back the original signal exactly. 
Figure 1- Filter bank representation of wavelet decomposi- 
tion 
To do the two dimensional wavelet transform, we treat rows 
and columns independently, i.e., we use tensor products of the 
one dimensional wavelets. This process is shown in Figure 2. 
Here all the rows are wavelet transformed into low and high 
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frequencies respectively. Next, the columns are transformed 
similarly. We can continue this process by applying the same 
decomposition to only the low frequencies which form a sub- 
image whose sides are half the length of the original image. 
Rows Columns 
Figure 2: Two dimensional wavelet transform using filter 
bank representation 
The resulting two dimensional wavelet decomposition is 
shown schematically in Figure 3 for a single level of the de- 
composition. In Figure 3, an N x N image is reduced to 
four N / 2  x N / 2  images after a wavelet transform. Here LL 
represents the averaged image, LH and H L  represent hori- 
zontal and vertical edges respectively and HH represents all 
the high frequency components in the image and in addition 
may also represent some textural information. The wavelet 
analysis may then be performed recursively on the LL image, 
leading to a pyramid decompostion from which the onginal 
image can be completely recovered. 
literature: a shift of the original signal, leads to the out- 
put being shifted by the same amount. By this definition, 
the wavelet transform using Daubechies' wavelets is not shift 
invariant though every signal that i s  shifted by integer mul- 
tiples of 2 leads to a wavelet representation that is shifted by 
the corresponding integer multiple as illustrated in Figure 4. 
In the following sub-sections, we study some approaches to 
translation invariance in the literature. In each case we 
present the basic theory (for more details, please read the 
corresponding references) as well as some of the computa- 
tional issues. 
3.1. Beylkin-Coifman-Donoho (BCD) 
In this method the translation invariance is reduced to a prob- 
lem of finding the wavelet transforms of all possible circular 
shifts of the input signal and then using an information the- 
oretic approach to finding the best possible shift The speed 
of the algorithm comes from Beylkin's observation that all 
possible circular shifts of a signal can be wavelet transformed 
in O(N1ogN) time as opposed to U(N2) time. The speed 
of the method is due to the observation (as shown in Fig- 
ure 4) that all even shifts (i.e., shifts by 2k, IC E 2) of a 
signal lead to the same waveIet transform output shifted by 
k, with a similar observation for all odd shifts. The more 
difficult job is in the choosing of the single shift that is the 
"most translation-invariant," An approach to translation in- 
variant denaising of signals mentioned in [lo] (page 53) and 
attributed to Coifman is as follows: Take several positive and 
negative shifts of the signal and form the wavelet transforms 
of each of them. Denoise each of them and invert the trans- 
form and then take the average of the reconstructed signals 
with the translations undone. 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0 2  
OO 10 20 30 40 
Figure 3: Image and its multi-resolution image decomposi- 
tion 
3. TRANSLATION INVARIANCE 
The notions of translation invariance and variance in wavelets 
are best studied by an example. Figure 4 shows a signal and 
its unit-translated version in (a). Similarly (c) shows the 
same signal and a version of the signal that is translated by 
two samples to the left. Panel (b) shows the wavelet trans- 
form of the two signals in (a) Note that there is no cor- 
relation between the two wavelet transforms. F i i y  panel 
(d) shows the wavelet transforms of the signals in (c). The 
wavelet transform of the original signal and its two-shift ver- 
sion are related by a shift. The wavelet we have used in 
this processing is the DB4 wavelet, i.e., the four coefficient 
Daubechies wavelet as described in [4]. This example illus- 
trates the definition of translation invariance in the wavelet 
0.5 . 0.5 . 
-0.5 ' -0.5 ' 
-1- -1; 
0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0  0 10 20 30 40 
Figure 4: Thnslation invariance in wavelets. (a) A random 
signal and its unit shifted version. (b) The wavelet transforms 
of each signal in (a) plotted on the same graph Note the lack 
of correlation between the wavelet transforms, (c) The same 
signal and a version of it that is translated two samplew to the 
right. (d) Wavelet transforms of each signal in (c) Note that 
one wavelet transform is a translated version of the other 
We can use the Beylkin algorithm for fast computation of all 
i 
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shifts of a signal to create a translation invariant registra- 
tion algorithm. Given two signals that we wish to compare 
(i.e., register) we would take the first signal and compute 
the wavelet transform for several shifts and average them 
Similarly for the second signal. We would next compare the 
DWT coefficients for each signal if they are similar, then we 
can conclude that one signal is a translated version of the 
other 
3.2. Walter 
Walter [12] approaches the problem by introducing the no- 
tion of weak translation invariance in multi-resolution space. 
Here, each subspace Vi in not translation invariant, rather 
translations in V, are only invariant in the next space up the 
multi-resolution ladder Vm+l Walter proves that the Meyer 
wavelets are weakly translation invariant and Madych [?‘I has 
shown that the Sinc wavelets (or Shannon wavelets) are trans- 
lation and dilation invariant (i.e., not weakly invariant, but 
completely invariant) Below we present a basic summary of 
the theory as found in [12]. 
Definition. Let {Vm) be a multiresolution analysis of L2(R). 
Then (Vm) is said to be weakly translation invariant if the 
translation operator T,, a f R maps {Vi} into (Vm+l} 
Note: (T,f)(z) = f(x -a). 
Theorem[l2] Let the function 4(t) be given by 
&(w) = { J”“ W - C  h }  (2) 
Where, h is a positive distribution (Le.: a measure) with s u p  
port in [-e,e], 0 5 E 5 r / 3 ,  such that h(0) = 1 Then 4(t) is 
a scaling function whose Fourier transform has support on an 
interval and its associated MRA {Vm} is weakly translation 
invariant. 
As an example, if we choose h(w)  = b(w) we get the Sinc 
function +(t) = sin(at)/nt = sinc t whose Fourier transform 
is the ideal lowpass filter We can show that the Sinc function 
or Shannon wavelet is completely translation invariant, i.e., 
the translation operator T, maps {Vm} into {Vm+l), {Vm+2) 
Vm+a Generalizations of such wavelets have been studied 
in [8] and [2] for time-frequency analysis of musical signals. 
Similarly, one can show that a slightly different choice of h(w) 
leads to the Meyer wavelets and that these are only weakly 
translation invariant. 
3.3. Simoncelli 
Both the BCD and the Walter approaches still maintain the 
orthogonality of the basis functions. On the other hand Si- 
moncelli [I11 and others [6] give up this condition and create 
oversampled representations. The advantage of this approach 
is that one gains both translation and rotation invariance. 
The disadvantage is that exact reconstruction is no longer 
possible, but because they satisfy the frame condition [4] 
near-perfect reconstruction is possible. We would point out 
that in the case of image registration, exact reconstruction is 
not really necessary. Simoncelli’s approach is based on the 
concept of steerable filters. A steerable filter is defined as a 
set of filters at arbitrary orientations. A filter at any orien- 
tation is constructed as a linear combination of a set of basis 
filters. The steering constraint is written in equation (3) as 
follows: 
m 
f “ w )  = C 4 ( W ( x 1 v )  (3) 
j=l 
Where, fe(x,y), the steerable filter at any orientation 6 
is written as a linear combination of some “basis” filters 
fej(x, y). As an example, the familiar derivative of gaussian 
filters is steerable, 
3.4. Problems 
The problem with any translation or even approximately 
translation invariant wavelet transform is that it might not be 
dilation invariant or rotation invariant etc. Generally speak- 
ing, most of the above transforms are not rotation, dilation or 
gray scale invariant. And while the steerable pyramid is both 
rotation and translation invariant, it is not dilation invari- 
ant. However the disadvantage of these steerable pyramids is 
that they require 4k/3 elements of storage. Where, k is the 
number of orientations at which we filter the original image. 
Quite clearly one can find specific problems or problem areas 
where one signal/image is only a translated version of the 
other Under those circumstances we could use any of the 
above algorithms described above. However, in the general 
case none of the above methods will succeed Based on the 
above discussion we now discuss a combmation of wavelets 
and algebraic invariants for the registration problem 
4. ALGEBRAIC INVARIANTS, 
REGISTRATION 
WAVELETS AND 
As discussed earlier, in general, the orthogonal wavelets will 
not be translation, dilation, rotation and gray-scale invari- 
ant. While one can create wavelets with some of these prop 
erties, creating wavelets with all of these properties seems to 
be a difficult task. Due to this it is proposed that we use the 
orthogonal wavelets to perform a pyramid decomposition of 
the image. We note that since the LL band of the decom- 
posed image is generally a smoothed version of the original 
image, large features in the original image are also seen in the 
decomposed image and they generally have the same shape. 
Of course we can quantify the statement “generally have the 
same shape,” by using invariant moments designed by Hu in 
1962 and revised in [9]. 
The Hu/Reiss moment invariants are obtained from the cen- 
tral moments as defined below: 
ppn = l ( x  - z t ) P ( y  - yt)qdzdy. (4) 
In equation (4), xt  and yt are the x and y coordinates of the 
centroid of the binary object (0) under consideration. We 
also note that poo represents the area of 0 
The ppn’s are not invariant to &e geometric distortions. 
However, different algebraic combinations of them are. These 
are listed below and may also be found in [SI and [l] 
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Thus, by combining algebraic invariants and wavelets we can 
do image registration. Given two images we wish to register, 
the method to do tlus is as follows: 
1. Take the wavelet transforms of the two images and use 
the LL images of each. 
2. In each LL image, perform a region segmentation, or a 
cluster analysis to identify closed objects in the scene. 
3. Compute the moment invariants of these objects in each 
LL scene. 
4. Match the objects with closest moment invariants in 
each LL scene. 
5. Obtain the centroids of these objects and perform a 
coarse registration, i.e., transform one image to coarsely 
register with the other 
6. Use the inverse wavelet transform to get the original 
images back (or if one has stored the original images, 
ignore this step) 
7 The coarse objects in the LL scenes are now available 
at higher resolution. Use our prior knowledge of the 
objects in the LL scene to obtain the higher resolution 
objects. (It may be necessary to do the moment invari- 
a t  calculations and comparisions of the objects again 
at this stage). Object centroids are determined again 
and these are used to get the hal registration. 
The advantage of such a method is basically the advantage 
of the pyramid methods in general, i.e., we work in a physi- 
cally smaller space, thus reducing the total amount of com- 
putation. Also, the propagation of the results from a low 
resolution space to a higher resolution space iteratively in- 
creases accuracy. We note that the method listed above is a 
multiresolution version of the algorithm discussed in [5]. 
In order to test the method described above, we have worked 
with a TM image of the Pacific North West (Figure 5 (a) ) 
and its rotated and translated version (Figure 6 (a) ). We 
start with the LL versions of the original images (Figure 5 
(c) and Figure 6 (c)). Since the scale is small, we also display 
zoomed versions of Figure 5 (c) and Figure 6 (c) in Figure 5 
(d) and Figure 6 (d) respectively and similarly for the un- 
transformed version in Figure 5 (b) Figure 6 (b). In particular 
we choose the "key shaped object" located at about [280 4501 
in Figure 5 (b) and correspondingly in the other images for 
moment invariant andysis. 
The moment invariants 11,12 and 13 are computed for the 
key shaped figures in the all the four zoomed images and 
are tabulated below Observation of Table 1 shows that the 
first two invariant moments are not identical but very close 
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Figure 5: Wavelet transform preserves shape. (a) A TM 
image of the Pacific North West. (b) A zoomed version of the 
right middle part of (a). (c) A wavelet transformed version 
of (a) showing only the LL portion. (d) A zoomed version 
of the right middle part of (c). Note that even though (d) is 
a half resolution version of (b), object shapes are preserved. 
We chose the key shaped object at [280,450] in panel (b) for 
analysis. 
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Figure 6: More on how wavelet transform preserves shape. 
(a) A TM image of the Pacific North West as in Figure 5 
but rotated and translated. (b) A zoomed version of the 
right middle part of (a). (c) A wavelet transformed version 
of (a). showing only the LL portion. (d) A zoomed version 
of the right middle part of (c). Note that even though (d) is 
a half resolution version of (b), object shapes are preserved. 
Also, compare similar resolutions in this figure and Figure 5. 
We chose the key shaped object at [270,445] in panel (b) for 
analysis. 
Figure I 11 12 13 
Table 1 Invariant moments for the key shaped figure in Fig- 
ures 5(b), 5(d), 6(b) and 6(d) 
Figure 6(b) 2.664111e-01 
Fimre 6fd) 2 764252e-01 
to one another and may be used for discrimination. What 
is surprising is that there is very little difference between 
the moment invariants of the keys in the LL images when 
compared to the keys in the corresponding higher resolution 
images. 
3.875606e-02 4.764094e-03 
3.938831e-02 4.719842e-03 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 
We started our discussion on the use of translation invariant 
wavelets. Since this class of wavelets only exhibits translation 
invariance (or weak translation invariance), their application 
to the general registration problem is restricted However, 
general invariance may be obtained through the use of the 
algebrac moment invariants. Wavelets enter the picture be- 
cause of their well known ability to do non-redundant (i.e., 
non over-sampled) pyramid decompositions. We discussed 
an algorithm for algebraic invariant based wavelet registra- 
tion and showed its application to a remotely sensed image. 
We are looking to automate the image segmentation proce- 
dures that we currently use. 
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A Scale Space Feature Based Registration Technique fo 
Fusion of Satellite Imagery 
Srini Raghavan, Robert F Cromp, and William C. Campbell 
Code 935, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Feature based registration is one of the most reliable methods to register multi-sensor images 
(both active and passive imagery) since features are often more reliable than intensity or 
radiometric values. The only situation where a feature based approach will fail is when the 
scene is completely homogenous or densely textural m which case a combination of feature 
and intensity based methods may yield better results. In this paper, we present some 
prelimmary results of testing our scale space feature based registration technique, a modified 
version of feature based method developed earlier for classification of multi-sensor imagery 
(Raghaven et. a1 1996). The proposed approach removes the sensitivity in parameter 
selection experienced in the earlier version as explained later 
Our approach makes use of a coarse-to-fme matching scheme to match features such as edges 
and lime segments extracted at multiple scales fiom the wavelet transform of the image. This 
matching scheme allows one to match the imagery at arbitrary resolutions with arbitrary 
translation and rotation. For the preIiminary investigation of this technique, we assume that 
the alignment between the two images is a similarity transformation, though the extension to 
a more complex transformation is fairly straigh~orward. The mput to our technique are line 
segments in both images extracted using the feature points from the HIGH-LOW and LOW- 
HIGH components at multiple scales of the wavelet transform. The line segments are 
formed fiom the feature points using a simple cooperative-competitive neural network 
scheme (Raghavan et. al. 1995). 
The following are the major computational steps of the algorithm. 
Step 1 Compute the wavelet transform for the reference and input image. 
Step 2: Fill+ the feature points using the neural network based oriented 
smoothing technique. Extract line segments from the filled edges. 
Repeat the following steps 3:9 until completion a the finest level of the scale space 
Step 3: For the line segments at the next coarsest level, perform a Hough transform 
on the rotation of the line segments in one image to the line segments in the 
other. For each line segment in the reference image, a complete list of 
possible parings of line segments in the other image (possibly within a certain 
spatial window of search) is obtained. For each potentia1 pairing the 
orientation difference is computed and histogrammed. Each bin of the 
histogram corresponds to a small angle of rotation, usually 2-4 degrees. 
Step 4: The next step is to locate the peak bin(s) in the histogram. We can treat the 
neighboring bins as potential candidates as well. It may be noted that the 
peak bin contains the potential corresponding edge pairings and hence to a 
certain extent the correspondence problem can be viewed as solved this way 
Step 5 De-rotate the second image by the angle corresponding to the peak bm. 
P 
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Step 6: 
Step 7: 
Step 8: 
Step 9: 
The next step is to take any three non-parallel matching pairs of line 
segments fiom the two images found in the peak bin and create a virtual 
triangle for each image for a given three-tuple. The vertices, area and the 
centroid of the virtual triangle, are computed. 
Use the area of the virtual triangles to estimate the scale parameter The 
estimated scale values are also histogrammed to prevent the outliers (due to 
accidental alignment of line segments in the peak bin) from influencing the 
estimation of scale. 
Estimate the translation parameters fiom the centroids of virtual triangles 
that correspond to the best scale and rotation values. 
Redefine the bin resolutions for the Hough transform to be performed at the 
next finer level. 
A major advantage of using the scale space coarseto-fine filtering method is that it helps 
mitigate the false peaking problem commonly encountered in Hough transform. Thus, the 
bin widths can be broad at the coarsest scale and can be progressively made smaller and 
sensitive as we approach the finest level. 
The full length final version of this paper will include the results of our testing with synthetic 
and real data. Accuracies of feature based techniques are, in general, limited to one or two 
pixels due to different sources of error from the feature extracting techniques. However, 
they are quite robust due to their relative stability in the presence of noise, intensity changes, 
and view point difference in the scenes. Further improvement can be achieved by using a 
correlation approach used in localized fashion. 
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Abstract 
AU types of image registration require 
some type of resampling, either dunng 
the registration or as a fmal step in the 
registration process. Thus the image(s) 
must be regridded into a spatially 
uniform, or angularly uniform, 
coordinate system with some pre-defined 
resolution. Frequently the ending 
resolution is not the resolution at whch 
the data was observed with. The 
registration algorithm designer and end 
product user are presented with a 
multitude of possible resampling methods 
each of which modify the spatial 
frequency content of the data in some 
way The purpose of thls paper is 
threefold: (i) to show how an imaging 
system modifies the scene from an end to 
end optical systems analysis approach, 
(ii) to develop a generalized resampling 
model, and (E) empirically apply the 
model to simulated radiometric scene data 
and tabulate the results. 
A Hanning windowed sinc interpolator 
method will be developed based upon the 
optical characterization of the system. It 
will be discussed in terms of the effects 
and h ta t ions  of sampling, aliasing, 
spectral leakage, and computational 
complexity 
Simulatedradiometric scene data will be 
used to demonstrate each of the 
algorithms. A high resolution scene will 
be “grown” using a fractal growth 
algorithm based on mid-point recursion 
techruques. The result scene data will be 
convolved with a point spread function 
representing the optical response. The 
resultant scene will be convolved with the 
detecoon systems response and 
subsampled to the desired resolution. 
The resultant data product will be 
subsequently resampled to the correct 
grid using the Hanning windowed sinc 
interpolator and the results and errors 
tabulated and discussed. 
(1.0) Generalized Imaging Model 
The generalized imaging model for a conventional incoherent imaging system is given by- 
Where O(x,y;A,t)  is the object or scene maging response due to an unresolved 
under study as a function of spabal point source 1.e. a delta function. “**” 
coordinates (x,y) of the wavelength (A) denotes 2 dimensional spatial 
and if the scene is tune dependent then it convolution. The PSF is in general a 
can also be a function of ome. strong function of wavelength and if one 
PSF(x,y,A,t) is the optical system Point is viewing through the atmosphere or 
other turbulent medium then it is also a 
stochastic function of time. In general Spread Function and represents the 
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when viewing through a turbulent 
medium the convolutional relation no 
longer strictly holds since the PSF will be 
a function of the field angle. However 
for small regions the convolutional 
relationship holds; the region over which 
the convolutional relationship holds is 
commonly referred to as the isoplanatic 
region or patch. Note that I (x ,y ;A, t )  
would be the image differenually close to 
the detector array, since none of detector 
effects, such as spectral response, finite 
pixel area and finite integration time as 
well as noise effects have yet to be folded 
in. 
The PSF for an incoherent imaging 
system is given by: 
2 2x 
-i-(ux+vy) 
PSF(x, y ,  A, t )  = - 
A2 F2 
e M ddvi 
Where A is the wavelength, F is the 
system focal length. A(u,v) represents 
the system aperture function. A(u,v) is 
unity where light passes through the 
system and zero outside the aperture. 
~ ( ~ , ~ , t )  represents the wavefront leaving 
the system exit pupil. The integration is 
taken over the area of the aperture 
function. Note that the time dependence 
occurs only m the wavefront. Thus the 
wavefront is usually divided up into 2 
terms a deterministic term and a stochastx 
components representing atmospheric 
fluctuations, line of sight jitter and 
scatter. 
The deterministic term generally 
represents optical aberrations due to 
design and manufacture residuals. If one 
looks at the mathematical form of 
equation (2) it is seen that it is a 2D 
Fourier transform of the complex 
function thus making evaluation of 
equauon (2) relatively fast. It can also be 
shown that modulus of the Fourier 
transform of equation (2), commonly 
referred to as the optical Modulation 
Transfer Function (MTF) is a 
monotomcally decaying function with a 
cutoff frequency and thus is a low pass 
filter Thus any incoherent imaging 
system low pass filters the scene data. 
Also any value of wavefront other than 
zero tends to lower the system response 
t11 
If we make the assumption that the source 
changes much slower than a detector 
integration period then the objects time 
dependence can be ignored. If we also 
make the assumption that the sources 
spectral is much broader than the 
passband of the instrument then we can 
neglect the convolution at each 
wavelength separately. Also if we fold in 
the effects of the finite spectral response 
either due to the detector or spectral filters 
or both and also fold in the finite area of a 
pixel then we arrive at the spectrally 
weighted PSF which I'll denote by PS< 
where S(A) represents the instrument 
passband. If we fold in the effects of the 
fmte pmel area and the finite sampling 
then we arrive at the Point Response 
Function (PRF): 
Where PiX(x,y,dx,dy) represents a pixel 
of dimension dx,dy at position x,y and 
the sum over delta functions represents 
the sampling funchon spaced on 
gridpoints separated by k , A y  Note 
that this model also handles the cases of a 
sparse sampling with respect to the pixel 
size and also the case of Time Delay and 
Integrate (TDI) since in the general case 
we don’t require that dx#hx  and 
d y # A y  . 
Equation (4) contains our genenc model 
of the combmed imaging, detection and 
sampling process and represents the 
response of the entre system to an input 
unresolved source. 
Figure 1 shows a graphcal representation 
of a simulated wavefront and it’s 
associated PSF. The leftmost figure in 
Figure 1 shows an optical wavefront 
leaving the system exit pupil and 
propagating towards the focal plane. The 
edge of cmular function represents 
A(u,v) i.e. the aperture function, it is zero 
outside the circle and unity inside. The 
structure within the bounded circle 
represents the wavefront function 
W(u,v), it is dark where it is less than 
zero and bright where it is greater If we 
were looking through a tuibulent medium 
this function would be changing 
stochastically with time. The middle 
figure of Figure 1 shows the evaluahon 
of equation (2) and is the PSF in the focal 
plane, not the strong asymmetnes due to 
the asymmetries in the wavefront. The 
rightmost figure of Figure 1 is the same 
PSF but with a logarithrmc color stretch 
to show the finer details. A detector pixel 
size is shown in the upper right of Figure 
1 Thus if we convolved this detector 
area with the PSF we would amve at the 
PRF, i.e. equation (4) 
3s 
Exit Pupil 
Phase 
(Wavefront) 
Simulated 
GATES Channel 1 PSF 
(0.6 urn) detector 
size I 
Visible PSF 
(10 sampleslpixel) 
(linear stretch) 
Visible PSF 
(log stretch) 
(10 sampledpixel) 
Figure 1 
Wavefront and 
Optical PSF 
(2.0) Sampling and Aliasing 
If we assume that each pmel element is 
represented by a RECT function and we 
can adopt 1D notation without loss of 
generality The RECT function as given 
square then Pix(x,y,dx,dy) can be here is given by. 
1.0 if 1x1 I d x / 2  
0.0 otherwise 
RECT(x / dx) = ( 5 )  
If we Fourier transform equation (4) mto the more standard effects become 
the frequency domam, to yield the system 
Modulation Transfer Function, some of 
obvious: 
Where M T E ( f )  is the optical MTF and of df=l/Ax rn frequency space. The " -  
optical MTF has a h&d cutoff at D I U ,  
and the fust zero of the SINC funcQon Thus we get 
sin(@& j 
2 J - -  SINC(f * dx) = 
occurs at f = l/dx. If for an example 
we assume an aperture size of D=30 cm, 
JLJ &!A 
the optical MTF multiplied by a SINC 
function and replicated at equal intervals 
1 
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a ground pixel size of p=30 meters square 
and wavelength of R=4.0 microns and an 
orbital height of h=900 km then Figure 2 
shows a plot of equation (6) for the this 
case with the pixel size equals the sample 
spacing, i.e. this is the most common 
case and represents a CCD array type 
detector with a fil factor of 100%. 
Figure 2 shows the optical It4T.F and the 
optical MTF multiplied by the pixel MTF. 
The units are cycles per pixel on the 
ground where a pixel is 30 meters. Note 
that from figure 2 that the first zero of 
SINC function in equation (6) occurs at 1 
cycldpixel but that the optical cutoff 
occurs at 2.5 cycles/purel thus this system 
has the potential for aliasing if the scene 
data contains spatial frequencies at O S  
cycledpixel or higher That is Nyquist's 
theorem requires that we sample at twice 
the highest frequency In general 
equation (6) should be starting point for 
any type of resampling analysis. In the 
next section we will discuss how to apply 
it and some of the effect due to 
resampling including how to minimize 
aliasing when resampling onto a finer 
grid. 
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Optical and Pixel MTFs 
(3.0) Bandlimited Interpolation 
One of the mam results to note from 
equation (6) is that all scenes that have 
been lmaged by an imaging opt~cal 
system are bandlimited. Thus a hard 
cutoff frequency exlsts and is known 
from the systems design. Resampling 
methods whxh are classified as 
interpolation can be recast as a discrete 
i 
41 
I 
I 
convolution of the data with an 
interpolation kernel. The ideal 
interpolation kernel for a band-limited 
function is the SINC function, see for 
example [2][3][4]. All other nearest 
neighbor and bi-linear resampling 
techniques are heuristic, cubic splines is a 
h t e d  approximation of the theorectrcally 
optimal SINC resampling function. This 
is well known and is generally known as 
the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem term, i.e. a windowing function, to 
[l]. The SINC function can be used in minimize a specific type of aliasing 
practice since it requires an infinitely large known as “spatial-spectral leakage” [4]. 
pixel neighborhood. First discussed Other common forms of resampling will 
below is the general derivation of the not be discussed here since there is 
Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem. already extensive literature available 
Then follows a derivation of a SINC like 
interpolation kernel with a correction 
[21[31[41[51. 
(3.1) Whittaker-Shannon Sampling and SINC Interpolation 
Figure 3 shows a graphcal representahon represented by the compactly supported 
of the idea behind SINC interpolation of function, S ( f >  Let the discretely 
sampled version of S(x) be represented bandlimited signals. With reference to Figure 3, given a bandlimited signal, 
S(x), then let it’s Fourier transform be by- 
then it’s Fourier transform would be given bye 
where “**” denotes convolution. Note 
only over the interval from [ ~ , ~ ]  that this replicates the spectrum at equal 
increments of Af =Yhx If the then, in principle, an ideal blocking filter 2Ax 2Ax 
continuous signal spectrum is non-zero of the form: 
B(f) = RECT(fhx) = { 1.0 if Iflq$h, 
0.0 otherwise 
(9) 
can be applied to “block” all the replicated 
spectrums leaving only the center “idealized” method for interpolation: 
spectrum. Thus transforming back into 
the spatial domam yields the following 
S(x) = ~ S ( j A X ) S I N C { ( X  - jAx)/hx} (10) 
i 
Equation (10) is the mathematical recipe provided that we sample at twice the 
to exactly interpolate a bandlimited signal bandlimited cutoff. 
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c 
F.T. A => 
Continuous I - - x  rnf 
F.T. 
=> 
I f ~' Discrete Yh 
S(x) = c S (  jAx)SINC{( x - jAx)/ Ax] f(f)**cS(f - k/Ax))PECT ( x l d u )  
F.T. J 
<= 
SINC 
(3.2) Ha n n i n g 
Interpolated 
Figure 3 
Interpolation and Aliasing 
In practice equation (10) is generally not 
used since the index on the summation 
must extend from [-.,+.I. Any 
truncation of the SINC interpolahon 
kernel leads to spatial-spectral leakage. 
This problem can be partially overcome 
by the use of a windowing function 
discussed in this section. Figure 4 shows 
h s  effect in more graphic detail. If we 
truncate the SINC kernel onto a 3x3 grid 
and Fourier transform it back to the 
Windowed Sinc Interpolator 
spectral d o m  then we get the-3 lobed 
function on the far left of Figure 4. Note 
that there is also sideband leakage. Ths 
effect can be minimized via the used of a 
Hanning windowing function [5]. The 
Hanning window has fast sidelobe 
reduction in the spectral domain but not 
the fastest rise/fall ume. This tends to 
soften the edges of the blocking filter 
The Hanning window modified 
construction kernel becomes: 
27r } (11) 
2 L 2 1 K( x )  = - SIiVC(x / Ax)RECT(x / 0) 1 - cos(-(x + -)) 
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Where D is the size of convolution 
window in pixel units. Figure 4 is a plot 
of the truncated SINC and the Hanning 
windowed truncated SINC function in the 
spectral domain for D=3,5,7 and 10 pixel 
kernel sizes. In each case the filter is 
centered about f=O.O cycledpixel and 
extends to +/- 1 .O cycldpixel. Overlayed 
on each curve are the non-windowed and 
windowed filters. The non-windowed 
filters contain ringing at both the top and 
in the wings. The Hanning windowed 
filters have much flatter tops and more 
rapid attenuation of the sidelobes, 
however, the rise/faIl times are slower for 
the windowed filters. It was found that 
this approach to resampling works quite 
well in practice, however, it is slower 
than Bi-Linear interpolation and Bi-Cubic 
Splines, however, in general it gives 
better results since it more rigorously 
preserves spatial-spectral fidelity up to a 
cutoff frequency. Note that also a 
maximum likelihood weighting scheme 
can be employed in the presence of non- 
stationary noise. This work is still on- 
going. 
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Fractal Scene 
Difference Scene 
(4.0) Simulations 
PSF 
“Truth” Scene 
Resampled Scene Summed Scene 
Figure 5 
Scene Simulations 
As a demonstration of the method a 
computer smulation was conducted. A 
fractal scene was “grown” smulating a 
downlooking earth sensor from low earth 
orbit. The scene contams land, coastlines 
and clouds. This scene is referred to as 
the “raw” scene. The raw scene is 
sampled on a 512 x 512 grid. The scene 
is convolved with an optical PSF such 
that the bandlimit is at 0.5 cycles/pixel 
and convolved with the detector 
response. This scene is referred to as the 
“truth” scene. The “truth” scene is 
subsequently subsampled to the final 
focal plane sampling and is referred to as 
the “image”. The image represents the 
data as “seen” through the end to end 
sensor model, This image is then passed 
through the Hanning windowed sinc 
interpolator algorithm and resampled to 
twice the resoluuon as that of the focal 
plane scene and compared against the 
“truth” scene, hence the name truth scene. 
Note that the resampled data is not 
compared to the raw scene since ths  has 
yet to be low passed filtered by the sensor 
system. However methods are available 
whch can remove the sensor signature, 
see, for example, [6][7]. 
Figure 5 shows a mosac of thls 
simulation. The upper left is the raw 
fractal scene with clouds and coastlines 
and landmassess. The upper middle 
shows a diffraction limited PSF such that 
the diffraction limited spatial frequency 
cutoff is at 0.25 cycles/pixel. The upper 
right is the PSF convolved with the 
fractal scene and represents the truth 
scene, i.e. h s  is the best we could hope 
for without performing deconvolution of 
the data. The lower right is the truth 
scene summed down to the detector 
d 45 
resolution. The lower middle is histogram equalized to accentuate the low 
resampled scene. Hence input to the level structure. 
algorithm is the scene on the lower right 
and the output is the lower mddle. The Figure 6 shows the fractional error as a 
lower left scene is the difference between function of a interpolation kernel width 
the Truth scene and the resampled scene. for both the Hanning windowed case and 
All scenes are on a linear greyscale except for the a truncated case. Fractional error 
for the difference scene this has been is defined here by: 
where 0, is the standard deviation of the 
truth image, and 0, is the standard 
deviation of the difference image. The 
kernel width is the full width of the 
interpolation kernel in units of the 
summed down image. Note that the error 
decays as the kernel width grows, 
however, for the Hanning windowed the 
error is always much less, indeed a 3x3 
Hanning windowed interpolation kernel 
is still better than a 9x9 truncated sinc 
interpolator. Note that for completeness 
this method needs to be quantitatively 
compared to other standard resampling 
methods such as bi-linear and bi-cubic 
splines. 
Figure 7 shows some preliminary 
computer timings versus interpolation 
kernel size for the fractal scene data. The 
runs were all performed on a Silicon 
Graphcs 175 Mhz Octane. The data was 
regridded from a 256x256 to a 512x512 
grid and all operations were done in 4 
byte floating point. The Hanning 
windowed sinc was slower over the 
"T 
entire range of kernel size as would be 
expected since more calculations are 
required. Both show an approximately 
quadratic dependence with kernel size. 
Figure 8 shows some of the prehnary  
results for the power spectral densities 
(PSD). The results are plotted in log-log 
space. Actually what is being shown is a 
periodgram of the respective data sets 
since a PSD requlres an ensemble 
average. Shown, with reference to the 
legend on Figure 8, is the raw scene 
PSD, the truth scene PSD, the resampled 
scene PSD and the modulation transfer 
function. The raw scene follows an 
approximate power law with respect to 
spatial frequency This is as would be 
expected for a fractal scene. The truth 
scene PSD is essentially the raw scene 
PSD multiplied by the MTF, and this 
attenuation can easily be scene on Figure 
8. 
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Relative Error vs Kernel Width 
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(5.0) Conclusions needs to .be tested with respect to jitter, 
noise, registration effects and “rubber- 
In conclusion a prelirmnary bandlimited sheeting” These tests are currently in the 
resampling algorithm has been designed, progress. Also the method needs to be 
developed and is currently in the testing quantitatively compared with other 
and optirnizahon stages. The algorithms standard resampling methods such as bi- 
has been tested to a h t e d  extent on linear and bi-cubic splines to determine if 
synthetic scene data for the effects of there is still some deficiencies. 
aliasing. However the algorithm stills 
--tHanning Windowed 
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0 512 x 512 Grid 
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0 4 Byte floating point 
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Computational Timings 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a technique for restoring and recon- 
structing a scene &om overlapping images. In situations 
where there are multiple, overlapping images of the same 
scene, it may be desirable to create a single image that most 
closely approximates the scene, based on all of the data In 
the available images. For example, successive swaths ac- 
quired by NASA's planned Moderate Imaging Spectrometer 
(MODIS) will overlap, particularly at wide w m  angles, cre- 
ating a severe visual artifact in the output image. ReSam- 
pling the overlapping swaths to produce a more accurate 
image on a uni€ixm grid requires restoration and reconstruc- 
tion. The one-pass restoration and reconstruction technique 
developed in this paper yields mean-squareoptimal resam- 
pling, based on a comprehensive end-to-end system model 
that accounts for image overlap, and subject to user-defined 
and data-availability constraints on the spatial support of 
the filter. 
1 Introduction 
Resampling is required in many imaging applications and 
is particularly important in remote sensing to correct for 
geometric distortion and to register, rescale, or otherwise 
remap. Resampling require reconstruction - the process 
of determining values at arbitrary spatial locations. Deter- 
mining the best value requires restoration - the process of 
correcting for degadatiom that are introduced during the 
imaging process in order to obtain more accurate estimates 
of the scene radiance &Ad. With multiple images, a resam- 
pling technique should use all available data in restOring and 
reconstructing the scene. 
This paper develops a technique for multi-image fusion 
that, in onepass through overlapping input images, restores 
and recoDstntcts the scene radiance field The technique is 
'This research wa8 supported by NASA through the Land- 
sat 7 Science OfEce at the Goddard Space Flight Center (Grant 
NAGS-3126) and the Human Reaourcea and Education office at 
NASA Headquartere (Grant NCCS-169). SpeeiaI thanks to John 
Barker, Darrel Williams, and other m e m b  of the Landsat 7 sei- 
ence team. Professor Reichenbach can be contacted by phone at 
(402) 412.3200, by email at reich@unl.edu. and on the WWW at 
http://cse.unl.edu/' reich. 
effective because it maximks fidelity based on a compre- 
hensive end-to-end system modeI that accounts for scene 
stat'btics, acquisition blurring, sampling, and noise. The 
technique is &tie& because the filter is derived subject 
to user-defined and data-availabity constraints on spatial 
support for spatial-domain processing. 
Section 2 presents the end-teend imaging system model 
that is the basis for the derivation. Section 3 extends the 
model to account for overlapping images. %in 4 de 
scribes the .problem of overlapping swaths in MODIS im- 
ages. Section 5 defines the performance criteria for the 
derivation. Section 6 presents the derivation of the optE 
mal unconstrained .filter fix overlapping images. sectin 7 
imposes user-defined and spatial-availability constraints on 
the derivation. Section 8 describes performance evaluation 
of the optimal and constrained filters. Section 9 looks briefly 
at the more general problem of m u l t i - i i e  fusion. 
2 Digital Imaging System Model 
Using the end-to-end, imaging system model illustrated in 
Figure 1, the digital image p is 
00 
p ( z , )  = /__h(z, -z)s(z)k+e(=,) (1) 
where the continuous scene radiance field s is convolved with 
the pre-sampling acquisition point spread function (PSF) h 
(ea., characterizing blurring &om the optics and the spatial 
integration of the photodetector), sampled, and degraded 
by noise e (e.g., shot mise, circuit nom, and quantization 
error). In reality, noise is caused by spatially continuous 
processes, but one can define a discrete noise process that 
has statistieally identical ef€& on the digital image. This 
and subsequent equations are written in one dimension for 
notational convenience, but generalize directly to multiple 
dimensions. ks a practical matter, only a finite portion of 
the image p is available. Spatial coordinates x are MnmaE. 
ized to the field-of-view and pixels have integer indices n 
that determine spatial iocation zn within the &€d-cJf-view. 
The filter f restores and reconstructs a continuous im- 
age that then can be resarnpled. The resulting (continuous) 
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F i e  1: Digital Imaging System Model. 
imageris 
r (2)  = 2 f ( z - z n ) p ( z n ) .  (2) 
n=-W 
To address the limited fieldsf-view and to facilitate Four- 
ier analysis, it is common to  assume the scene and hence 
the image are periodic with period equal to the field-of-view 
and to Constrain the filter support to the extent of the im- 
age (or d e r ) .  The effect of this assumption in the fil- 
ter derivation is negligible because the image field-of-view 
is large relative to the scene mean-spatial-detail and system 
PSF. 
3 Overlapping Images 
In overlapping images, the pixels may not be uniformly 
spaced. consider two 0verIapping sets of d o d y  spaced 
pixels, such as would be produced by s u d v e  swaths of 
MODIS. Referencing the coordinate system to one of the 
sample sets, the pixel locations are 
(3) 
A,$ i f n m o d 2 = 0  
A=$+€ i f n m o d 2 = 1  2% = { 
where As is the inter-pixel spacing in both sample sets and 
the even indices reference locations in one sample set and 
the odd indices reference 1ocatiOnS in the other sample set. 
Aliasing introduced by sampling can be analyzed more 
directiy in the Fourier, spatial-frequency domain. The Four- 
ier transform or spatial-fceqnency spectrum @ of a single 
(periodic) image with uniform sampling is 
W 
@(urn) = C h(Un-k)S(Un-k)+e(Vn) (4) 
k=-w 
where spatial frequencies u are in cycles per field-of-view, & 
is the acquisition transfer function, 3 is the spatial-frequency 
spectrum of the scene, and i? is the spatial-fi.equency spec- 
trum of the noise. Fbr a periodic scene and image, the 
spectra coefficients ate discrete, uniformly spaced, and 
have integer indices a Sampling causes the folding of the 
components of the spatial-frequency spectrum (hence, the 
summation with index k). 
With two overlapping images, the image transform # is 
00 
@ (vn) = f i  ( ~ n  - k) 3 (u, - k) (1 + e ~ p  (427~k)) 
k=-= 
+ (vn) + & (U,) (5) 
where E is the offset between the sampling sets. The affset 
(or shift) E in the second sample set, does not change the 
stochastic nature of the noise process. Unlike the image 
spectrum in Equation 4, the image spectrum in Quation 5 
is not necessarily periodic. 
The fiequency-domain equation for filtering (correspond- 
ing to Equation 2) is 
P(%)  = f (vn)#(vn) .  (6) 
4 Overlapping Swaths in MODIS Images 
The alo~@~ack dimenslo - n of the MODIS scan swath is 
lOkm at nadir (0 degrees) but reaches 20km at the max- 
imum scan angle (55 degrees) at the end of each swath. 
Because of its geometric shape, narrow at the center and 
broad at the left and right, this is referred to as the brnu-tie 
ef l4 l ] .  The along&ack ground speed is l0km per swath, 
so successive scans overlap. At the d u m  scan angles, 
the overlap is as much as 50% with the swath above and 
50% with the swath below. 
To illustrate the bow-tie &e&, we have comtmcted a 
simulation of the MODIS system. The simulation uses a 
Landsat TM image (Band 5) with appraimately 3Om re% 
olution, a portion of which is pictured in F i e  2, as the 
scene. Following the imaging system model illustrated in 
Figure 1, the Landsat T M  scene is blurred, sampled, and 
cormpted by noise. h this simulation, the ground sampling 
interval is 250m at nadir with 40 pixel swaths. 
In order to facilitate comparison of the effects at dif- 
ferent scan angles and h u S e  the ground projection of the 
MODIS scan is much larger than the Landsat TM scene, the 
Landsat TM image is tiled edge-to-edge to produce a scene 
as wide as the MODIS scan half-width (i.e., nadir to one end 
of the scan). The Landsat TM image is 4096 x 4096. The 
size of the MODIS hal€-width, 1165km, is approximately 10 
tiles x 4096 pixeJs/tile x 28.5 meters/pixd. 
The simulated MODIS image produced by this process 
is illustrated in Figure 3. The I& edge of the image is at 
nadir and the right edge is at the endof theswath. The leR 
most tile, with its center at a scan-angle of 0.0826 radians, is 
enlarged in Figure 4. A tile from the middle ofthe haif-scan, 
with its center at a scan-angle of 0.5170 radians, is enlarged 
in Figure 5. The right-most tile, with its center at a scan- 
angle of 0.9428 radians, is enlarged in Fis;ure 6. At larger 
scan angles, the ground sampling distance is larger and so 
h e r  MODIS pixels are sampled in the same ground area. 
The bow-tie dect is a dominant aaifact in the portion of 
the swath pictured in F i e  6. In this part of the image, 
the deliaeation between swaths is clear and overlap malres 
it difficult to discera spatial structures in the scene. 
i 50 
where u: is the expected (ensemble average) variance of the 
scene radiance field 
F'igure 2 Landsat TM Scene 
Resampling the image on a &rm rectangular raster 
eIiminates the troublesome bow-tie effect. One of the sim- 
plest algorithms for resampling is to take the value of the 
nearest pixel to the resampling point. This reconstruction 
method is called neamst-neighbor interpolation. Figure 7 
illustrates the image of Figure 3 resampled using nearest- 
neighbor interpolation. Figures 8-10 are the resampled tiles 
with centers at scan-angles 0.0826, 0.5170, and 0.9428 re- 
spectively. 
Nearest-neighbor interpolakiin is simple and easily com- 
puted, but produces images with visible blockiness and low 
fidelity. These artifacts of neare&neighbor interpolation are 
dearest in Figure 10. Nearest-neighbor interpolation recon- 
structs but does not restore. More sophisticated reconstrue 
tin techniques, such as linear interpohtion or cubic con- 
volution, yieId better results. Techniques that restore and 
reronstsuct[2,3] can yield much better fidelity. 
5 Digital Imaging System Performance 
System performance is measured by how dosely the output 
image r matches the scene s. Linfoot[4] used the expected 
mean-square error of an imaging system (with stochastic 
scene and noise) 
to define image fidelity as 
(7) 
For notational simplicity, equations in this paper asamme 
the scene radiance field is a zero-mean process; in practice, 
the mean can be accounted for daring filtering. Fidelity is 
bounded by 1, with F = 1 if and only if the output image is 
identical to the scene radiance field. Mean-squamerror met- 
ria such as fidelity facilitate mathematid analyses, but do 
not correspond directly to subjective visual quality. How- 
ever, a more definitive objective measure of image quality 
has proven elusive. 
6 Optimal Filter Derivation 
The filter design criterion is to mioimize mean-square error 
(or equivalently to nrsximize fidelity) of the system. The 
mem-square error after filter-kg ( R u t i o n  7) can be written 
as 
where u$ is the expected variance of the output image and 
us,, is the expected covariance of the scene radiance W d  
and image. These tenns can be expressed as 
m 
n=--00 
m 
nt -m 
where &d is the p- Spectrum Of the Scene, $69 the 
cross-power spectrum of the scene and image, &p is the 
power spectrum of the image, and the '*' superscript de- 
notes complex conjugation. 
If the noise is random and signahdependent and the 
sidebands of the scene spectnun that alias to the same fre- 
quency are uncorrelated, then for the overlapping images of 
Equation 5 
Because all spatial functions are real, the fiequency-domab 
transforms are hermitian and the power spectra &., &p, and 
&e are real, non-negative, and even. 
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F i e  3: Simulated MODIS Image (Half-Swath - Nadir to 
Swath Edge) 0.5170 
Figure 5: Simulated MODIS Image Tile with Scan Angle 
F i e  4 Simulated MODIS Image Tile with Scan Angle 
0.0826 0.9428 
Figure 6 Simulated MODIS Image Tile with Scan Angle 
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Figure 7: Resampled MODIS Image (Half-Swath - Nadir 
to Swath Edge) 0.5170 
Figure 9: Resampled MODIS Image Tile with Scan Angle 
Figure 8: Resampled MODIS Image Ti with Scan Angle 
0.0826 0.9428 
Figure 1 0  Resarnpled MODS Image Tile with Scan Angle 
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With no rest;rictions on the spatial support of the filter, * the mean-square error is minimized when the filter transfer 
function k[5] 
We refer to this filter as the CDC Wiener filter because it is 
based on the continuous-dkcretteco~inuow (CDC) model 
- acquisition converts from a continuous scene to a digi- 
tal image and the filter converts from a digital image to a 
continuow result. 
The CDC Wiener ater cannot be implemented practi- 
cally via spatial convolution because it is continuous and 
its support is the extent of the field-of-view. Moreover, it 
has been assumed to this point that both sample sets are 
fully populated, but as with the overlapping swaths of the 
MODIS instrument, the overlap may occuz in only part of 
the image. To p r o d m  a filter that is both more efEcient 
and weights only available sample dues, we impose sup 
port constraints on the filter - limiting the filter to weight 
a subset of the image values during convolution - prior to 
the derivation. 
7 Optimal Constrained Filter Derivation 
The derivation of the optimal, constrained filter fc is con- 
ditioned on constraints imposed on its spatial support. The 
support of the kernel is a xion-empty set of spatial locations, 
C, for which filter dues can be nonzero. Except for loca- 
tions in the support set, the filter value is 0 
f c ( 4  = 0 ifxgc. (18) 
The optimal, spatially-constrained kernel is derived by 
minimiaig the mean-square error 9 with respect to the 
elements in the support se-t. Minimhation of with respect 
to  the kernel elements requires that 
The transfer function of the spatially-constrained kernel is 
fc (un) = fc (z)BEp(--i2mbz) (20) 
ZEC 
ARer substituting this expression for f into Equation 10 
(with Equations 11-16), it can be &own[6] that mbimka- 
tion of S2 with reapect to the kernel elements requires 
Gp (2 - 2') fC (2') = 9d.P ( x )  2 E c (21) 
Z'EC 
where Gp is the auto-covariance of the image and is the 
cross-covariance of the scene and image (again, presuming 
-mean processes). The number of unknowns in Equa- 
tion 21 is equal to the number of elements in the support 
set of the luzmel-there are IC1 equations in IC1 unknciwns. 
solving for fc yields the optimal constrained filter. 
8 Filter Performance 
Quation 10, with the expressionS in Equations 11-16, can 
be used to compute the expected mean-square error from &d , 
&=, A, and f. For the CDC Wiener filter fw in Ruation 17, 
Therehe, the fidelity (Equation 8) for the CDC Wiener 
filter is 
No filter can restore with bigher fidelity (smaller mean- 
square error) than Fu, in Equation 23. Hawever, for typical 
imaging systems, a smaU filter with a Eew centrally located 
elements can p d r m  nearly as well [6]. Far any filter f, 
indudingtheconstrainedfilter fc,theexpectedmeansquare 
error is 
m 
--m 
As can be seen in Equation 2 4 , g  2 s", and Fw is the upper 
bound on fidelity. 
9 Conclusion 
The restoration and reconstruction technique in this paper is 
described in terms of its applicabiity to overlapping swaths 
in MODIS images. The approach used in this technique has 
wider applicabity to multi-image fusion[7], the more gen- 
eral problem. of combining images from multiple data sourcea 
to form a single image. Other multi-image fusion problems 
may be complicated by sources with different imaging g e  
ometries, spatial resolution. spectral response, time of ac- 
quisition, or other variables. With respect to these issueS, 
the problem of resampling MODIS images on a d o r m  grid 
is a Eairly straightforward problem, but provides a useful 
arena for developing, demonstrating, and evaluating various 
approaches. 
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Abstract. An automated method has been developed 
for pdorming nawgabon assessment on satellite-based 
Earth sensor data The method utilizes islands as targets 
which can be readily located in the sensor data and 
identified with reference locations. The essential 
elements are an algonthm for classifymg the sensor data 
according to source, a reference catalog of island 
locations, and a robust pattern-matching algonthm for 
island identificabon. The algorithms were developed 
and tested for the Sea-vieunng Wide Field-of-view 
Sensor (SeaWiFS), an ocean color sensor This method 
wll allow navigation error statistics to be automatically 
generated for large numbers of points, supporting 
analysis over large spatial and temporal ranges. 
n 
1. Introduction 
Assessmg navigation accuracy has been a challenge 
for nearly every Earth sensing satellite mission since the 
beginning of the space program. Extensive analysis 
efforts have been devoted to this problem, as evidenced 
by many public&ons in the open literature (e.& Emery, 
Brown and Novak, 1989; Marsouin and Brunel, 1991). 
By and large, navigation assessment has relied on 
manual selection of ground control points based on 
overlaying coastlines in sensor image coordinates 
(Krasnopolsky and Breaker, 1994; Rosborough, Baldunn 
and Emery, 1994). However, the effort required to 
perform manual navigation quality control is 
considerable, and requires human resources which are 
better used for other purposes. Manual assessment is 
also extremely tedious and error-prone. For a global 
survey mission, these problems are exacerbated. 
In developing a navigation assessment strategy for 
the Sea -v i ew  Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS), 
a global ocean color sensor launched in August 1997, we 
sought to develop a system to minimize the need for 
manual intervention. Automated methods based on 
autocorrelabon techniques have been developed, but 
with limited success (O'Bnen and Turner, 1992). One 
method b w d  upon a catalog of features (islands, capes) 
over a local area has met wth  considerable success 
(Bordes, Brunel and Marsouin, 1992). 
However, an automatic navigation assessment 
technique must meet rather stringent requirements 
Earth f a r e s  to be used for computing nawgation errors 
must be distinguished in the data stream wth a typical 
error of less than one pixel, and must be readily 
associated with a reference location whose coordinates 
are accurately known The processing must be efficient 
in its use of computer resources 
We believe that islands represent a useful set of 
targets for this purpose. Jslands can be readily located in 
sensor data as clusters of contiguous land pixels 
surrounded by water (assuming that land and water can 
be easily distinguished). The geometric centroid of an 
island defines a point which can be computed from 
sensor data and also from a map, simplifylng both the 
identihbon process and the error computation. There 
are thousands of islands of a suitable size for SeaWiFS 
navigation (roughly 1 to 100 km in the largest 
dimension), well distnbuted in latitude and longitude. 
To automate navigation assessment using island 
targets, we need to solve four distrnct problems 
1 Reliable classification of viewed locations in the 
sensor data as land, water, or clouds/ice; the first 
two to locate the islands, and the last to ensure the 
data are unobscured; 
2 Location of contiguous land plxel clusters 
corresponding to islands, 
3 
4 
Generation of a catalog of accurate reference island 
locations, 
Robust matching of islands located in the sensor 
data wth the reference locations, allowng for 
iniQal nawgation errors which may be significant. 
We have implemented this approach at NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in a navigation 
assessment system for the SeaWiFS mission. SeaWiFS 
will collect global ocean color data over a 5-year 
mission. The sensor measures radiances in eight visible 
and near-infked bands; the instrument chamtenstics 
are summarized in Table 1 The sensor resolution is 
1 12 km. at nadir, and the navigation accuracy 
requirement IS 1 pixel (2 sigma). The primary data 
collected are Global Area Coverage (GAC), which will 
be subsampled every fourth line and pixel, wth  a pixel 
spacing of 4.5 km at nadir A limited amount of full- 
resoluaon Local Area Coverage (LAC) data are 
collected; in addition, full-resolution data are direct- 
broadcast to ground stations in figh-Resolution Picture 
Transmission (HRPT) format. 
The results of automated SeaWiFS nawgation 
assessment will be used determine the accuracy of 
navigation on an ongoing basis and to develop 
improvements to the nawgation segment of the scientific 
data processing. In the early mission phase, the results 
have been used to detect any static offsets and to 
characterize the spacecraft attitude control system. Over 
longer ame scales, we plan to analyze penodic and 
secular errors and incorporate these results as 
refinements to the nawgaQon system. 
Our methods were onginally developed using 
simulated SeaWiFS data (Patt, Woodward and Gregg, 
1997). Since the SeaWiFS launch we have refined and 
verified the data classification algonthm using flight 
data. The det;uls are presented in Section 2, along with 
a summary of the methods described in the previous 
publicaaon. In Section 3, we discuss the initial results 
of testing wth SeaWiFS flight data. 
Table 1 
SeaWiFS instrument charactmstm, including 
geometric characteristics and the band center 
wavelengths. 
Jnstantaneous Field-of-View 
(IFOW 
Scan half-wdth 
Ground IFOV at nadir 
Pixels along scan 
Scan penod 
Tilt 
Scan ground coverage 
Band Center Wavelen,@hs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 5835 mrad 
0.09" 
58.3" (LAC/HRPT) 
45" (GAC) 
112km 
1285 (LAC/HRPT) 
248 (GAC) 
0.167 sec (LAC/WRPT? 
0.667 sec (GAC) 
t 20" 
2802km (LA-) 
1502 km (GAC) 
412 nm 
443 nm 
490 nm 
510 nm 
555 nm 
670 nm 
765 nm 
865 nm 
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2. Methods 
2.1 Sensor Data Classification 
The goal of the classificatlon algorithm is to locate 
islands that are not obscured from the sensor view by 
clouds Therefore we need a reilable technique for 
deterrmning the source of the incoming radiance, by 
analysis of the data fiom one or more of the sensor 
bands. The assumption is implicit that each source has 
a uruque spectral signature, that can be detected wth  the 
band complement of SeaWiFS, which would enable 
reliable classification. 
Our method of data classificatron, previously 
determined using simulated SeaWiFS da@ has now 
been refined using the flight data. We have followed the 
same overall approach as with the simulated data. We 
illustrate the revised method which uses data from 
Bands 2 and 8. Part of a SeaWiFS scene, which covers 
a rwon north and west of Australia, is shown for these 
bands (figures 1 (a) and (b)). This image shows that for 
Band 2 the ocean and land are essentially 
indistinguishable. The clouds are visible as the bnght 
regions in the image. 
For Band 8 the relative bnghtness of the land and 
water are distinct, with land being generally bnghter 
However, some of the land radiances are darker than 
average, and some of the water radiances are bnghter, 
resultlng in overlap between the ranges Thus, this band 
alone does not provlde usefbl land/water dismmination. 
As before, we mvagated correlaQons between the 
bands for the vmous data types. To begin this 
investggtron we generated sit ter plots of band vs. band 
to look for patterns that correspond to data types. A 
scatter plot of Band 8 vs. Band 2 radiances is shown for 
a subset of this region (figure 2(a)). The overall 
distribution appears as a long diagonal streak which is 
divided at the lower end By examination of the images 
we found that the divtded region represents the land and 
water, with the points below the diagonal being the 
water The points to the nght of the divlded region 
represent the clouds. These features show indicatlons of 
a strong correlation between the two bands between 
these data types. We have examined numerous data 
scenes and found smilar patterns. 
Although the same basic pattern is present 
throughout a scene, the magnlfildes of the radiances vary 
considerably due to changes in illuminatron and 
atmosphenc path length. We found that the cloud 
radiances in Band 2 appeared to depend mainly on 
illumination, as represented by the solar zenith angle. 
Therefore, for cloud thresholding we normalized the 
Band 2 radiances to a constant solar zenith angle as 
follows 
RZN= R2 /cos So 
i 
where 8, is the 6dlar zenith angle 
The normalization for landhater thresholding used 
both the solar and sensor zenith angle to compensate for 
the combined effects of illumination and path length: 
where 0 is the sensor zenith angle. 
The division of the land and water data along the 
diagonal in figure 2(a) suggests the final step m the 
analysis. if the average slope is removed fiom the 
distribution, then the classification can be performed 
using simple thresholds. 
The slope of the distribution IS estlmated v~sually to 
be 0.7 We can remove this slope by computmg the 
weighted difference of the normalized radiances, 
(3) 
and plotting this difference vs Rm (figure 2(b)). This 
plot shows the desired result, w th  the division 
between land and water radiances distrxbuted roughly 
horizontally The data can now be classified using 
simple thresholds, as shown on the figure. As seen in 
the figure, the divisions are still not completely clean, 
and in fist the cloud threshold for Band 2 was amved 
at after some experimentation. Currently we are using 
the followng;. all data with RZN greater than 18 are 
classified as clouds; then, all remnning data wth  R, Iess 
than -3.2 are water, finally, all remning  data are 
classified as land. These values may be refined further 
after additional data are analyzed 
This process can be applied rapidly to all pixels in 
a scene, mth the data type stored as a flag for each pixel 
The results are shown for the same pait~al scene (figure 
3), wrth white being clouds, grey being land and black 
being water Thls image shows that the land, water and 
clouds have been clearly identlfied, and several small 
islands are visible m the data, and thus the classificatron 
algorithm is performing as desired. 
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2.2 Island Location 
Once the sensor data have been classified, there still 
r e m n s  the task of locating contiguous clusters of 
isolated land pixels in the sensor data which can be 
identlfied as islands. We also need to consider the 
requirement of ensunng that the island mew is not 
contaminated by clouds We have chosen an algorithm 
which identifies candidate pixel segments in senes mth  
the data classficatlon, so that the total number of pixels 
which need to be considered as potentlal islands is a 
small percentage of the total. 
Once an island has been located as a cluster of land 
pixels, longitudes and latitudes for all pixels in the 
cluster are computed using the namgaaon data for the 
scan lmes, and the centroid coordinates (mean values of 
the longitude and latitude) are computed for the pixel 
cluster, along wth the size of the cluster in each 
dimension For a given cluster of N pixels, the 
calculations are performed as follows. 
N 
i= 1 
CI,, = lon,/N (4) 
N 
i= 1 
C,, = C Iat, I N (5) 
SI, = max(lon,, i=l,N) - min(lon,, i=l,N) (6) 
S,, = max(lat,, i=1 ,N) - min(lat,, i=l ,N) (7) 
where Cion, Ckr. SI, and S, are the centroid 
coordinates and size in longitude and latitude, 
respectively. 
2.3 Generatlon of the Reference Island Catalog 
We have selected a number of criteria for the islands 
Islands need to fall within a useful slze range. For 
SeaWiFS the minimum island size is about 0.5 
pixels in area, where a pixel is 1 12 km square at 
nadir We have selected approximately 50 km as 
the upper limit. 
Islands need to be sufficiently separated from other 
islands and land masses to be readily 
distinguishable in the sensor data. 
Islands need to be reasonably compact in shape. 
Island locatlons must be well determined t 
Islands must be reasonably distributed worldwide 
for global navigation assessment 
to be used as references for target identification. 
1 
2 
3 
4. 
5 
We generated a catalog which would serve our 
purpose. We used the World Vector Shoreline (WVS) 
database distributed by the Natlonal Geophysical Data 
i 
Center (NGDC). Altogether we cataloged nearly 7800 
islands worldwide. 
We checked the islands agamt the critena (1) and 
(2) above. We generated separate catalogs for use wth 
SeaWiFS GAC and LAC data by applyng the 
appropriate minimum separatlon cntena for each. The 
resultant d o g s  contan approximately 4300 islands for 
GAC and 6500 for LAC. 
2.4 Island Matching 
We sought a robust matching algorithm based on 
the expectation that the mitial errors in the satellite 
navigation might be large compared to the SeaWiFS 
pixel resolution These navigation errors could result 
ftom timing, orbit position or mtmnent pointing errors, 
or some combination of these. 
The simplest matching algonthm is direct, or 
"nearest neighbor" matching, in which each island 
located in the data is associated with the closest 
cataloged island, within a specified matching tolerance. 
This method is reliable if the expected navigation errors 
are much less than the typical separation of catalog 
islands, but degrades rapidly if the errors approach the 
minimum island separation specified for the catalog. 
If the errors are large, the probability of correctly 
matching the islands can be improved substantially by 
use of geometric pattern matching. Our implementation 
of this approach is known as tnplet matching, m which 
separations for three islands located in the data are 
compared wth the separations of cataloged islands. 
Triplet matching provides more robust matching of 
islands in the presence of large navigatlon errors, 
although the computational requirements are 
correspondingly greater 
In addition to the loat~ons or angular separations of 
islands, the sizes can also be used to aid the matching 
algonthms. T h s  is mostly useful for the larger islands, 
since the vast majonty of islands, in both the data and 
the catalog, are a few pixels or less in size. 
This pattern-matching approach has already been 
applied in other situatlons. The GSFC Flight Dynamics 
Facility OF) has developed algorithms and software to 
match star tracker observabons M a reference catalog. 
The FDF routlnes perform direct and triplet matchmg, 
and also use stellar magnitudes to improve the reliability 
of the matching. 
We obtained FORTRAN source code for the 
matching algorithms ftom the FDF and were able to 
incorporate it into our navigation assessment software 
with mud modificaaons. We substituted island sizes 
duectly for stellar magnitudes, and computed the island 
position uncertainties based upon the position in the 
scan line and the number of pixels. 
The details of the island matching are as follows. 
The m a t c h  algorithm (direct or tnplet) is selected via 
an input parameter The first step for both algorithms is 
the selection of candidate islands from the catalog. For 
each island located in the data, candidates are selected 
from the catalog based upon a specified search radius. 
The SUR of each candidate is also required to match that 
of the located island within a tolerance, to eliminate 
obvious mismatches. 
At this point the algonthm branches according to 
the matching method selected For direct matching, 
each located island wth candidates is matched with the 
nearest candidate from the catalog. 
Iftnplet matching is selected, the triplets are formed 
starting from the top of the sorted island list (i.e., the 
islands wth  the fewest candidates). Tnplets are also 
requued to pass a colmearity test, i.e., the smallest angle 
of the spherical mangle formed by the three island 
Iocafions must be greater than a specified minimum 
value. This check ensures that the angular separations 
for the tnplet are geometncally independent 
measurements of the islands' relative positions. The 
angular sepmfions for the three islands are then 
compared wth the corresponding separations of all 
possible combinations of candidates. If the separations 
match within a specified tolerance the islands are 
considered to be matched. The process confinues until 
either all of the islands are matched or all possible 
triplets are checked. 
The computational burden of matchmg is reduced 
by sorting the islands according to the number of 
candidates prior to any attempted matching. By forming 
the initial triplets using islands with the fewest 
candidates (presumably one per island at the top of the 
list), the number of anddate combmafions which needs 
to be checked is mnimized. Mer  a few of these islands 
are matched, they can be used to form triplets with other 
islands having more candidates, while still keeping the 
combmations of candidates to a minimum. In addifion, 
once an island is matched mth a candidate, all of the 
remaining candidates are removed from the list. By 
using this logic nearly all of the tnplets can be formed 
with at least one of the islands having only one 
candidate. 
As stated, the choice of matching algorithm depends 
upon the expected namgation errors. If the errors are 
larger than the pixel spacing, the tnplet algorithm 
provides robust matching, but is more computationally 
intensive and may result in mismatches and unmatched 
alands. For small navigation errors the direct matching 
algorithm is both fast and accurate. The reliability of 
these methods depends upon choosing values for the 
parameters (candidate search radius, matching tolerance 
and tnplet minimum colineanly angle). 
5 
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3. Results and Discussion 
We have applied the island location and matching 
methods to SeaWiFS GAC data and to HRPT scenes, 
followng the start of routine SeaWiFS data collection 
on Au=wt 18,1997 The questions which we wshed to 
answer were: 1) What is the number and distribution of 
islands located in SeaWiFS data7 2) How well can the 
results be used to mdicate the typical nawgaaon errors7 
Our test results and discussion are presented in the 
following smons. 
3 1 Island Location Results 
The average number of islands located for one day 
of GAC data is 38.4 islands per orbit, wth a range of 0 
to 115 (table 2). These results show reasonable 
coverage throughout the day despite varying cloud 
cover The variation from orbit to orbit mainly reflects 
the vanations in the global distribution of islands, 
although the distribution of clouds for a given day also 
has a large effect Orbits which pass through the 
Southwest Pacific/Southeast Asian region, the East 
MeditemewArabian Peninsula region and the 
CaribbeanlCentral Ametlca region tend to produce large 
numbers of.islands. 
The table also shows the results of island matching. 
For this test the direct matching method was used, with 
the tolerance set at 0.1 degree. The average number of 
islands matched 1s 17.6 per orbit, with a range of 0 to 70 
Table 2. 
Islands located in 1 day of GAC data 
Orbit Number of Islands Number of Islands 
Located Matched 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
115 
41 
16 
53 
37 
32 
23 
31 
15 
0 
17 
27 
54 
56 
53 
70 
16 
3 
24 
25 
16 
5 
1 
6 
0 
2 
9 
29 
22 
36 
We also need to ensure that the located islands are 
well distributed geogrqhcdly, to support analysis of 
navigation errors which may correlate with other 
vanables (e.g., orbit position). We examined the 
distnbutlon of located islands, to ensure that the 
navigat~on errors are h n g  adequately sampled over the 
full range of latitudes and longitudes used for GAC data 
collection. The distrihon ofislands for the day (figure 
4) shows that most of the islands are concentrated in the 
rmd-tatitudes, as expected, but a sigmficant number are 
found near the northern extremes. Thus we conclude 
that the islands located in the GAC data are reasonably 
well distnbuted. 
We also tested the approach usmg several HRPT 
passes collected a stahon located at NASNGSFC in 
Grmb* MD. klands were located in all passes (table 
3) and were matched in all but 1 
The number of i s l d  observed in €€RPT dab 
depends upon the location of the receiving station. The 
area viewed fim the GSFC statton mcludes much of the 
Caribbean Sea, h c h  results in large numbers of islands 
being observed. Again, cloud cover has a significant 
effect on the variations in the results The average 
number of islands for these passes is 176, and the 
average number of matches is 42 These results 
represent a substantial number oftargets for both GAC 
and HRPT data 
Takle 3. 
Islands located in each of 7 passes of HRPT data. 
Day 1 Pass Number of Islands Number of Islands 
Located Matched 
271 J 1 209 
272 J 2 143 
273 11 68 
273 I 2  489 
2741 1 34 
274 12 137 
274 1 3 155 
81 
19 
27 
117 
0 
44 
7 
The seemmgly low rate of matching for HRPT data 
merits frnther explanation. We examrned several sets of 
located islands wth low matching rates. We concluded 
that the unmatched "Isbds" correspond to coastal 
regons wth either numerous, closely spaced islands or 
long, slender barrier islands. In the former case, the 
islands have been rejected fiom the catalog as being too 
densely distributed for reliable matching. In the latter 
case, the extended bamer islands are viewed in the data 
as mnltxple small islands, which do not correspond to 
the cataloged islands. The higher resoluhon of the 
HRPT data results in many more such objects being 
located in coastal areas. Table 6 shows that, where 
islands were located in multiple daily passes, the 
m a t c h g  rates are generally bwer for the second and 
third passes of the day, which include more coastal 
regions around the Gulf of Mexico. 
In all cases examined we found that the islands 
outsrde of the congested areas were located and matched 
with hgh reliability We believe that the algonthms are 
pe r fmmg as designed, by first locating all potential 
targets and then matching those which can be reliably 
used for assessrng rmvigatmn accuracy The number of 
unmatched targets in congested regons reflects the 
&echveness of the data classification and island 
locahon algorithms rather than a fsilure of the matching 
dgonthm. Ths &so justified the size of the reference 
catalog; clearly a smaller catalog based on more 
restrictive criterta would result in fewer matches. Most 
importantly, the typical number of matched targets is 
subsmtmlly larger t h  woufd be o k n e d  by manual 
selection of ground control points, and allows for 
detailed and consistent navigation assess~ent. 
3.2 Navigation Assessment Results 
The ultrmate test af aur methods is the success in 
determining and improvlng the navigation accuracy of 
SeaWiFS data. As of &is writing the mwgatmn 
assessment for SeaWiFS is still in the .early stages Here 
we briefly iliustrate the us of the istand matchilig results 
for navigation assessment 
The results of the island rnatdres are a set of 
coordinate differences (latitude and longtude) for each 
island matched. A scatter plot of these differences for a 
sample orbit of GAC data (figure 4(a) provides an 
overall assessment of the nawgatron accuracy The 
figure shows a cluster of points centered at roughly 
(0.01,0.03), mdicating that h s  IS the average navi@on 
error for the scene. The size of the cluster is consistent 
wrth the GAC pixel spacirrg. The points outside ofthe 
cluster may represent either larger navigation errors or 
s q l y  lowerquahty matches. A more detailed analysis 
would show whether these errors are correlated with 
latitude, scan angle or other factors. Cmtsrnrng this 
mnfonnabon fiom multiple orbits and days would allow 
the results to be evaluated for consistency and analyzed 
for systematic errors. 
A similar plot for an HRFT scene (figure 4(b)) 
shows a smaller cluster, with the center near that for the 
GBC data (QO.04). The slze of the cluster in longitude 
is consistent with the LAC pixel size, while a larger 
spread IS seen in latitude. This is likely due to varratrons 
III nawgaQon over the scene. Again, a number of points 
are scattered around the cluster 
Although preliminq, these results indicate the 
usefahess of the island matches for nawgatron 
assessment, both globally using the GAC data and to 
hxgher accuracy over local regions using HRPT data 
i 
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4. Conclusion 
We have developed a system for automated 
assessment of satellite-based Earth sensor navigaoon 
using island targets. The method involved filtenng the 
sensor data to locate islands, and matching them wth 
reference island locations in a catalog. We developed 
algorithms for classifymg sensor data and locating the 
islands using the results of classificabon, generated a 
global catalog of island locations and sizes based on a 
precise vector shoreline database; and adapted pattem- 
matchmg software to perform robust matching of located 
and refkrence islands. 
We tested the methods using SeaWiFS sensor data 
representing both GAC and direct-broadcast HRPT data 
collection. The targets located m the GAC data are 
reasonably well distributed, wth islands found in nearly 
every orbit and distributed over the full range of 
latitudes and longitudes. The tests with the HRPT data, 
most of which included parts of the Caribbean Sea, 
produced large numbers of islands. The island matching 
algorithm succeeded in matching almost half of the 
islands found in the GAC data and about one quarter of 
the those in the HRPT data, the unmatched islands 
correspond to congested coastal regions or bamer 
islands. The average number of matched islands in the 
initial tests is about 17 per GAC orbit or 42 per HRPT 
pass. This represents a substantial number of targets 
which can be generated automatically for navtgabon 
assessment during the SeaWiFS mission. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1 
northwest Australia, (a) Band 2; (b) Band 8 
SeaWiFS GAC data for a scene including 
Figure 2 These plots illustrate the method for 
classdjmg SeaWiFS data using Bands 2 and 8, (a) Band 
8 vs Band 2 radiances; (d) Weighted difference of 
normalized Bands 8 and 2 vs Band 2, wth thresholds 
indicated on plot. 
Figure 3 SeaWiFS scene showing the results of data 
classificaoon; data types computed using thresholds 
described m text, with white representing clouds, grey 
representing land and black representing water 
Figure 4. Geographic distribution of islands located in 
1 day of GAC data. 
Figure 5 Latitude vs. longmde coordinate differences 
for matched islands, (a) in one GAC orbit; (b) tn one 
HRPT scene. 
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MODIS Land Ground Control Point Matching Algorithm 
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Abstract: 
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Land Ground 
Control Matching Algorithm performs image correlation to d e t e m e  residual geo- 
location errors. MODIS's response and resolution is simulated by applying a model of 
MODIS's viewing geometry and transfer function to high resolution image data. The 
source for the ground control point reference image data is precision and terrain corrected 
'Landsat TM data and a corresponding high resolution elevation model. First, the location 
of each pixel in the TM ground control point image is transformed into a along scan and 
across scan angles based on MODIS's location at a given time. This transformation 
includes the pixel's elevation. Then, the MODIS modulation transfer function (MTF) is 
applied in this angular space to generate the simulated pixels which are correlated with the 
actual MODIS pixels. The best match is determined by shifting small fractions of a 
MODIS pixel in the angular space, reapplying the MTF and performing the correlation. 
This method is expected to produce a measurement of the residual geo-location errors 
with an accuracy of a small fraction of a MODIS pixel. 
i 
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Algorithm Development for the Automatic Registration of Satellite 
S / b  -61 
Images 
Paul M. Dare, Renaud Ruskone, Ian 3 Dowman 
Department of Geomatic Engineering 
University College London, Gower Street, London WClE 6BT - 
United Kingdom 
ABSTRACT 
The concept of a flexible system for fully automatic multisensor image registration is being developed in the framework of a 
European project (no. ENV4-CT96-0306) called ARCHANGEL (Automatic Registration and CHANGE Location). It is 
designed to accept many different types of data (SPOT, SAR, maps etc.) and to automatically find common features that can be 
identified in the different data sets. When these common features have been identified, they can be used to determine common 
points which are in turn used to register the images. Eventually, this system aims at accommodating registration between these 
different data sources, and detecting the changes. This paper describes the evolution of the ARCHANGEL project from a system 
that has already been developed for the automatic registration of pairs of SPOT images, known as PAIRS (Prototype Automatic 
Image Registration System). Some details of the ARCHANGEL project are described, including the concept of a "registrability" 
measurement for predicting the quality of features to be matched 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of using multisensor image data for 
improved land cover monitoringlmapping has been around 
for many years now However, as the range of different 
sensor types increases and the resolution of the images 
gets better, the difficulties involved with multisensor 
image registration become more pronounced. Both accuracy 
of registration and speed of processing are becoming more 
and more important. Over the past few years this has led to 
the development of many novel image processing 
techniques in the field of image registration. 
When two images from different sensors are registered, 
errors in the registration cause misalignments and hence 
make analysis of the merged data set more difficult and less 
accurate. The sources of these registration errors include: 
differing sensor geometry, 
platform orientation; 
atmospheric effects; and 
relief. 
It is generally possible to accurately model the sensor 
geometry and, if the state vectors of the platform are 
accurately known, the platform orientation can be 
determined as well. However, it is much more difficult to 
correct for errors in the registration caused by atmospheric 
effects, and if no accurate maps and digital terrain models 
(DEMs) of the area being imaged are available, then 
correcting for effects caused by terrain is very difficult. 
Photogrammetric techniques originally developed for the 
rectification and analysis of aerial photographs can 
generally be extended to satellite data (Toutin, 1995) but 
high quality maps and DEMs are required. If these 
auxiliary data sets are not available, an alternative 
approach must be used to minimise the errors that occur 
when multisensor data is registered. 
In the spatial domain there are two main methods for 
automatically registering images: feature based matching 
and area based matching (Fonseca and Munjunath, 1996). 
For area based matching to produce accurate results the 
radiometric distribution of the two images must be very 
similar However, if these distributions are very different 
(e.g. optical and SAR images) then area based matchers will 
fail. In this case, feature based matching must be used. 
This paper describes work under way at UCL and other 
European partners to develop a fully automatic end user 
system for integrating multisensor image data. This project, 
called ARCHANGEL, evolved from work done on the 
automatic registration of SPOT stereo images. Section I1 
describes this project, called PAIRS, in more detail, whilst 
section I11 gives an overview of the ARCHANGEL 
project. Section I11 also describes in detail some aspects of 
the ARCHANGEL project, including segmentation 
schemes for automatic feature extraction, feature matching, 
and change location. 
11. THE PAIRS PROJECT 
The PAIRS project, funded by the Western European 
Union Satellite Centre and involving a number of 
European partners, aimed to develop a system to 
automatically register multisensor data sets. The two 
important aspects of the project were full automation and 
end-user applicability The PAIRS system is based on 
published algorithms but draws particularly on work done 
at the University of Stuttgart for the strategy for 
determining conjugate points (Haala et al, 1993) and on 
the use of robust estimation for removing erroneous points. 
The individual algorithms used in the system are used in 
many image understanding problems. The Fiirstner operator 
(Fiirsmer and Gulch, 1987) is well known for selecting 
interest points and this or similar algorithms have been 
used in a number of applications. 
The first phase of the project concentrated on 
registering similar pairs of images (e.g. SPOT stereo pairs) 
using two dimensional plane transformations; Le. with no 
correction for terrain. After the images have been loaded 
into the PAIRS system the region of interest and an initial 
approximate registration are defined. A large number of 
prominent well-defined points, known as interest points, 
are then selected using the FBrstner interest operator 
(Fiirstner and Gulch, 1987). Then the corresponding 
points in each of the images have to be matched. It is 
possible to predict where an interest point from one image 
will appear in the other, but there may be some ambiguity 
regarding exactly which corresponding pixels should be 
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matched to each other. This is resolved by applying a cross 
correlation to the area around the pixels in question, the 
result of which is used to accept or reject a match. When all 
the conjugate pairs of pixels have been determined in this 
manner, they are used to determine the parameters of an 
affine transformation using a least squares method. Results 
showed that a root mean square error of about twenty 
metres was achievable when a pair of 1024x1024 scenes 
were used (Dowman et al, 1996a). The two main sources of 
these errors were the varying terrain in the image which 
was not corrected for, and some changes which took place 
on the ground between the acquisition of the first and 
second images. 
The second phase of the PAIRS project was designed 
to accept more types of imagery and correct for terrain errors 
too. The overall layout of the PAIRS system is shown in 
figure 1 
When images from different sensors are to be registered, 
interest points are not always the most appropriate 
matching entities because of the radiometric differences 
between the images. Instead features that can be extracted 
from both types of image are needed. Polygons were chosen 
as the matching entities since they should represent real 
world objects and therefore they should appear in both 
image types. 
A number of methods have been used to extract 
polygons. Work has been done with aerial photographs 
and with KVR-1000 satellite data (Dowman et al, 1996b) 
as well as with ERS-1 S A R  and SPOT panchromatic data 
(Dare and Dowman, 1997). The various methods include 
smoothing, segmentation, edge enhancement, edge 
thinning and removal of small polygons. 
The basic techniques of matching polygons in the 
PAIRS system are adapted from a method where polygons 
are characterised by a number of parameters such as size, 
shape, area and location in the image (Abbasi-Dezfouli and 
Freeman, 1994). 
The initial translation and orientation must first be 
fixed by defining a few polygons that have good matches 
based on a first pass through the images. An iterative 
approach then allows corresponding polygons to be 
identified. A large number of polygons are not necessary 
but it is important that the selected ones are evenly 
distributed across the pair of images. 
Once established the corresponding polygons must 
then be exactly matched in order to extract conjugate 
points. A variation on the method of dynamic programming 
was used to do this (Newton et al, 1994). The first step of 
the algorithm stores the edges of the extracted patches as 
line segments. The algorithm then works through the line 
segments in a stepwise manner, projecting each line 
segment, one by one, from the secondary image to the 
reference image. A search area is set up around each pixel in 
the projected line segments, and a search is conducted for a 
corresponding matching pixel in the reference image. When 
a match is found (by minimising a cost function based on 
the edge strength and edge direction) the co-ordinates of 
the conjugate pair of  matched pixels are used to improve 
the initial registration for projecting the line segments. 
This process is repeated until all the pixels in all the line 
segments have been considered. The output of the 
algorithm is a text file containing conjugate pairs of 
matched pixels, or tie points. This tie point data is used to 
generate the parameters of an affie transformation which in 
turn is used to register the secondary image to the reference 
image. 
Specify area of interest i___r__l 
Select input scenes 
~ 
Initial registration 
Define problem areas 
4 matching 
I I 
Matching to 
Full stereo determine conjugate - 
matching points 
R e g i s t e r  to common points 
GEOCODED IMAGE NON GEOCODED IMAGE 
Figure 1 Flow diagram of PAIRS 
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PAIRS is built in an open architecture concept and is 
hosted on a SUN platform using the UNIX operating 
system. The system architecture is based on a software 
package called XPECT, a visual programming environment 
in which modules (processes) are represented 
iconographically and can be visually strung together. The 
modular design of the PAIRS within XPECT results in a 
high degree of flexibility All the procedures need not be 
run to produce an image registration. For example, the 
intensity based matching can be omitted if required. The 
system can be easily expanded or modified and XPECT is 
ideal for system development 
* 
111. THE ARCHANGEL PROJECT 
The ARCHANGEL project aims to extend the work of 
the PAIRS project by incorporating algorithms that can 
deal with data coming from a topographic database or a 
scanned map. The result will be a robust system for 
registering a range of images to topographic data. 
However, in aiming to register a variety of image types to 
topographic data, a number of new problems not 
encountered in the PAIRS project come to light. Although 
some of the algorithms developed in PAIRS are used in 
ARCHANGEL, the main difference between the two 
systems is the extraction and matching of similar features 
from an image and the corresponding topographic dataset 
of the same area. This problem was not tackled in PAIRS, 
but it forms a cornerstone of ARCHANGEL. 
ARCHANGEL is funded by the European Union 4th 
Framework Environment and Climate Programme. The 
project members include University College London, 
University of Stuttgart, University of Stockholm, 
University of Oporto, Earth Observation Sciences Ltd., 
UK, and the Centre for Environmental Satellite Data, 
Sweden. A full representation of ARCHANGEL is given 
in figure 2. 
The work under way at University College London 
centres on the extraction and matching of features from the 
various image types. University of Stuttgart is responsible 
for developing the tools for the processing of the 
topographic data for matching, as well as working on the 
matching of linear features. University of Stockholm is 
concentrating on researching edge detection techniques 
and studying change detection algorithms. Towards the 
end of the project, all the algorithms developed will be 
integrated into one architecture by Earth Observation 
Sciences Ltd, and validated by Centre for Environmental 
Satellite Data. 
Feature reliability I assessment I Rastensewith attnbutes 
2 0  Warp 
(-.> .[?, common points 
Sensor model Orthoimage detection 
f 
Validation 
Figure 2 The ARCHANGEL system for automatic registration of image with maps. 
The remainder of this section describes two of the 
ARCHANGEL procedures and algorithms in more detail: 
feature extraction using image segmentation, and the 
registrability assessment. 
Feature extraction using image segmentation 
In ARCHANGEL features are extracted from optical 
images using a region based segmentation algorithm that is 
designed to efficiently segment a range of different image 
types (Ruskone and Dowman, 1997). It was tested using 
LANDSAT TM and SPOT panchromatic data. The 
algorithm is a classical region growing technique based on 
the clustering of neighbouring pixels having similar 
properties. All the agglomerated pixels form a region (or 
segment). The agglomeration criterion takes into account a 
grey level difference between a candidate pixel value and 
the 'average grey level of the region. It is grounded on the 
comparison with a threshold defined as (Duplaquet and 
Cubero-Castan, 1994): 
Thr= b + rn*Mi- v*Vi 
where: 
b is the difference between the average grey level of the 
region z and the candidate pixel; 
m, the influence of the average grey level of the region i 
(Mi); and 
v, the influence of the grey level variance of the region i 
(Vi), 
After the basic agglomeration step, it was noticed that 
some adjacent regions can still be merged. These segments 
can take three different aspects: 
regions that a local distortion have split; 
"noise" pixels that form a very small region and that 
are usually isolated in the middle of a bigger 
segment; and 
segments in heterogeneous areas. Our algorithm is 
designed to identify homogeneous regions and a 
side-effect is the normal oversegmentation of the 
region that does not respect this criterion 
(typically, the forest or urban areas). 
To remedy this oversegmentation, we apply an iterative 
merging method that works in the "region space" (which 
represents a significant compression of the information). 
The convergence is controlled by two different parameters: 
a maximal number of iterations and the number of mergings. 
If the maximal number of iterations is reached or if no 
merging has been done, the merging process stops. 
The first case of oversegmentation is processed by 
finding out for each region's neighbours the most similar 
one in terms of radiometric probability density function. 
For that, we use the usual class separation distance 
(Castleman 1996). 
where: 
p1 and p2 are the average grey level of regions 1 and 2, 
and 
crl and 0 2  are the standard deviation of their grey 
levels. 
At each iteration, a threshold is used to assess the class 
similarity to avoid a merging "chain reaction" The 
threshold is linearly decreasing to be null at the maximal 
iteration. 
The second type of oversegmentation is solved by 
analysing the ratio between the longest boundary 
separating the current region from its neighbours and its 
area. Again a threshold is applied to decide whether the 
two regions should be merged. This threshold is fixed to 
ensure that a region isolated inside a bigger one is merged. 
The third type of oversegmentation involves the 
merging of two neighbouring regions whose shape is 
clearly jagged. The shape measure is defmed as. 
g = Ald2 
where: 
d is the average minimal distance of any point of the 
region to the boundary; and 
A is the area of the region. 
The distance is computed by the Chamfer algorithm 
(Borgefors, 1986) which generates a distance image in a 
straightforward way with a minimal (and known) error 
This shape measurement has been reported as having a 
better discriminatory power for the more complex shapes 
compared to the other shape measurements, e.g. the ratio of 
the squared perimeter on the region area (Castleman, 1986). 
An example of a SPOT image that has been segmented is 
shown in figure 3. 
A similar segmentation algorithm has also been 
developed to segment SAR images. It works in much the 
same way, by region growing, but the difference is that 
seed points for the regions are determined using the 
characteristics of the image histogram. In addition, there is 
no subsequent merging of the regions. 
SPOT panchromatic subscene Segmented region edges on original image 
Figure 3: An example of SPOT segmentation 
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Assessment of the "registrability" of atracted features 
Given that registration processing is an extremely 
expensive task (in terms of complexity and time), it would 
be useful to find a way to reduce the cost of this step. This 
can be done by reducing the number of features extracted 
from the image that are more likely to produce false matches. 
The matching of erroneous regions is computationally very 
expensive because of the error propagation and especialiy 
because of the correction difficulty Correcting a 
registration mistake requires: 
* identification of the mistake (which usually 
involves very high level knowledge); and 
correction of it (which is a difficult task given that 
the registration is often based on a global 
optimisation on the whole data set). 
To resolve the problem of erroneous matches, a 
registrability assessment is under development which 
filters out features which are likely to be mismatched. It is 
assumed that a real world object correctly identified in an 
image has a greater chance of being correctly matched. 
Therefore if the extracted features are compared with a 
topographic database it should be possible to decide 
which ones represent actual features on the ground. The 
main criteria used in this filtering process are shape of the 
feature and grey level variance within the feature. In the 
topographic data set, the shape may be expressed as the 
number of right angles in the vectorized regions, whereas 
in the segmented image the shape can be expressed as the 
amount of "rectilinearity" in the edges that form a region. 
Therefore, to assess the reliability of the extracted features, 
four steps are required 
registration the image is registered manually to the 
topographic data. 
distance image computation: done by the Chamfer 
algorithm, this gives the distance to the nearest 
object for every pixel of the image. 
segmentation using the segmentation algorithm 
described above. 
validation this step involves the vectorization of 
the boundaries of the segmented regions, their 
projection onto the distance image and the decision 
whether or not a region (or a part of it) has been 
correctly identified. 
This procedure$hown in figure 4, was tested using a 
SPOT panchroma& image and a corresponding 
topographic data set. Initial results of the registrability 
assessment are shown in figure 5. I..,~ ~1 Topographic 
Manual 
Distance image 
calculation 
Segmentation 
Registrability -E5 assessment 
Figure 4 Reliability assessment 
In figure 5, the fvst image shows the boundaries of the 
regions after segmentation overlaid on the original scene. 
The second one shows the set of regions after filtering 
based on vaiiance and geometry criteria. One can see that 
many ambiguous segmented edges in the forest or urban 
areas have been removed and that the remaining regions are 
rather well identified. 
To improve the registrability assessment several 
geometric measurements will be added to help assess the 
accuracy of a region. We are especially considering the use 
of fractal measurements as a way to distinguish between 
natural objects and man-made ones, the latter being easier 
to match. Another interesting point would be to study the 
influence of the nature of the object on the matching. We 
intend to demonstrate that certain objects, such as fields, 
are the objects that give the best segmentation results and, 
Y 
Figure 5: Example of registrability assessment filtering 
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in future, to use this knowledge to chose the set of objects 
to be matched. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
This paper has introduced two projects with similar 
goals: to develop an end user system for the automatic 
registration of multisensor/ multisource data sets. The 
PAIRS system has been shown to successfully register any 
pair of overlapping SPOT images fully automatically, 
irrespective of the content of the images. However, since 
this system was only a prototype system, it does have its 
drawbacks. For example, there is no correction for terrain, 
and no account is made for cloud cover Therefore, 
following on from the success of the PAIRS project, the 
ARCHANGEL project was initiated. This project is far 
more wide-ranging than its predecessor, and aims to 
achieve far greater goals. These include: 
detection and elimination of cloud cover in the 
images before feature extraction takes place; 
correction for terrain effects, where terrain models 
are available; and 
introduction of topographic data. 
Although some of the PAIRS and ARCHANGEL 
algorithms are similar, ARCHANGEL endeavours at being 
more robust and efficient, To achieve this, new concepts 
have been implemented, such as a registrability assessment 
for analysing the suitability of patches for matching, before 
time is wasted on matching erroneous patches. 
This paper has described the development of the 
registrability assessment to date, but more work is still 
required on this particular aspect of the ARCHANGEL 
project. When fully complete, it is hoped that the 
registrability assessment will be able to effectively 
eliminate all matching primitives (whether they are points 
or lines) before the matching takes place. This will save an 
enormous amount of time spent on correcting registration 
parameters for erroneous matches. In future, it is envisaged 
that the registrability assessment will be incorporated into 
an iterative procedure which not only removes ambiguous 
matching entities, but also ensures there are enough match 
points across the whole image to ensure an accurate 
registration. This paper has also described the other main 
area of research for the ARCHANGEL project at 
University College London which is concerned with 
feature extraction based on image segmentation. 
The other main components of the project are being 
researched at other establishments across Europe 
University of Stuttgart has developed tools for extracting 
significant features from topographic databases which can 
be used as matching entities. University of Stockholm has 
assembled a set of tools for detecting linear features and 
line intersections in different types of imagery. University 
of Oporto has been researching an improved push broom 
scanner camera model which will require less ground 
control. This has been tested with SPOT data. Some work 
has already been carried out on integrating all of the 
algorithms into one architecture, but this will not be 
completed until the project reaches its final stages, when 
the validation will also take place. 
When the project is finished, the result will be a fully 
tested and validated end user software package which will 
be able to automatically register images to images and 
images to topographic data. Although at this stage of the 
project it may be difficult to evaluate the robustness of the 
final product, if the result is similar to the PAIRS project, it 
should be highly successful. 
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ABSTRACT 
Algorithms for measuring the absolute geometric position of landmarks and independently the 
stability of their positions are presented. For these purposes, landmarks are small image 
neighborhoods containing land-water boundaries. Absolute geometric position is measured by 
matching the edges in the landmark neighborhood with a vector-graphic representation of the land- 
water boundary derived from a digital cartographic database, such as the World Vector Shoreline 
(WVS). Landmark position stability is measured independently using a cross-correlation between 
landmark neighborhoods from successive images. Both algorithms provide measurements accurate to 
a fraction of a pixel. These two algorithms have found application to meteorological image 
processing systems. In the United States, they have been applied in the GOES Landmark Analysis 
System (GLAS), and in Europe, they are being applied in the Image Quality Ground Support 
Equipment (IQGSE) to be used for Meteosat Second Generation (MSG). The IQGSE lmplements 
automatic cloud cover detection to provide added robustness against cloud-cover artifacts. 
Introduction 
Image geometric quality, comprising “absolute accuracy”, “coregistration” and “relative accuracy”, is 
important for users of meteorological satellite images. Absolute accuracy is the accuracy of the 
knowledge of the relationship between image coordinates (row, column) and geographic coordinates 
(latitude, longitude). Absolute accuracy is important for localizing severe weather. Coregistration, 
referring to the relative alignment between spectral bands, is important for meteorological data 
products derived from multiple spectral bands, Relative accuracy, referring to the geometric stability 
from image to image, is particularly important for determination of wind fields derived from cloud 
displacements observed over several consecutive images. 
This paper describes algorithms for measunng image geometric quality that have been implemented in 
three different systems. These algorithms are suitable for both visible (VIS) and atmospheric window- 
channel infrared (IR) satellite imagery A cross-correlation technique is used for relative error 
measurement, and edge matching with a map is used for absolute error and coregistration 
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measurements. The first system is the Aerospatiale Meteosat Image Processing System (AMPS), 
supporting the Meteosat Operational Program (MOP)' Taking advantage of the AMPS heritage, 
Aerospatiale and Carr Astronautics are developing the Image Quality Ground Support Equipment 
(IQGSE) for the European Space Agency @SA) and EUMETSAT2 The IQGSE is a state of the art 
computer system for qualifying Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) geometric image quality prior to 
launch, and for verifying the MSG geometric image quality, in orbit, during the MSG commissioning 
phase. The Image Rectification Software ( I R S )  of the IQGSE is responsible for rectifying MSG images 
in real-time, and for performing concurrently, the processing of up to 1000 landmarks in the eight 
window channels every 15 minutes. Such a large throughput requires a fully automatic landmark 
processing. An important feature of which is automatic cloud cover detection to be used for 
determining which landmarks are not obscured by cloud cover, and for masking clouds in partially 
cloudy scenes. 
For the GOES program, Carr Astronautics and Swales Aerospace have developed the GOES Landmark 
Analysis System (GLAS). The GLAS software works with GOES rebroadcast GVAR telemetry This 
allows GLAS to perform processing on the same GOES data that is broadcast to the end-users. This 
form of interface to the GOES data allows for independent landmark analysis anywhere that GVAR 
telemetry is available. In order for GLAS to use the GVAR telemetry, a daemon called GVARD splits 
the raw GOES data stream into individual files for the VIS, IR2, IR4 and IR5 channels. These "flat 
bitmap" channel files are easily read and manipulated by GLAS. GVARD and GLAS have been 
designed to run in a cooperative, autonomous manner. When GVARD has successfully processed an 
image, it triggers GLAS to begm landmark processmg. When GLAS has completed its landmark 
analysis, it waits for the next image. The GVARD program senses when GLAS has finished 
processing and can then orderly purge disk files before moving on to the next image. Both GLAS and 
GVARD function in a user-driven manual mode, as well as, an. automatic mode requiring no human 
intervention. Both applications employ a simple, user-friendly "point and click" interface. 
Measurement of Absolute Error 
The absolute geometric position of a landmark found in an image neighborhood can be determined by 
comparing that neighborhood with a map. To perform this measurement automatically requires some 
sort of matching algorithm, of which cross-correlation is but one example3" With cross-correlation, 
a two-dimensional correlation surface p(Ax,Ay) = (neighborhood)**(chip) is formed using a smaller 
geolocated image called a "chip" The vector shift (Ax,Ay) of the chip with respect to the 
neighborhood for which p(Ax,Ay) is maximized is the measurement of geometric "error". More 
generally, the relationship between the chip and the neighborhood could involve rotation, stretch, 
shear, or high-frequency intra-image distortions; however, in most imaging systems, these may be 
ignored locally if the neighborhood size is a small fraction of the total image size. 
The chip could be synthesized from a map, with its radiometric levels assigned thematically' 
Without significant modeling effort and detailed knowledge of local conditions, such a chip might be a 
poor representation of the scene radiometric content. Alternatively, the chip could be obtained from 
previous imagery and retained in a chip library In this latter approach, there must be at least one 
comparison against a map (whether performed automatically or manually) to geolocate the chip- 
Any error in the initial geolocation becomes a systematic error that is reintroduced with each use of 
the chip. Moreover, for meteorological applications, one finds tremendous diversity in scene 
radiometry, suggesting that a chip library needs to represent the landmark under many different 
conditions. 
Motivated by these considerations, AMIPS, GLAS, and the IQGSE all use an algorithm that compares 
only neighborhood edge features with a map. This is desirable since a map represents boundaries well 
and radiometry poorly The landmark features that are used contain land-water boundaries, for which 
the World Vector Shoreline is a suitable digital cartographic database. Such features are 
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adapted to both visible and IR imagery, due to the typically large di&erences in albedo and 
temperature existing between land and water 
Figure 1 shows the measurement process as it is implemented in GLAS. The first steps are to remap 
the database shorelines using nominal imaging geometry7 and to create an edge image by applying a 
Sobel operatoi’ and a contrast stretch. The geometric error is measured by shifting the shorelines 
relative to the edge image, and computing a similarity measure <(Ax7Ay) by summing the edge values 
along the shifted shoreline. Since shoreline coordinate pairs (&+Ax,y,+Ay) are generally pairs of 
floating-point numbers, an interpolation is performed in the edge image using the nearest neighbors at 
each referenced site. The geometric error, (Ax,Ay) such that C(Ax,Ay) is maximized, is found with 
subpixel precision by the method of successive bisection in two-dimensions’ A normalization for the 
peak similarity measure places it within the range 0 to 1, indicating goodness-of-fit. Figure 2 shows an 
example of how the algorithm behaves with a GOES-8 visible scene. 
Figure 1. GLAS Absolute Error Measurement Process 
.I N 
Figure 2. Edge Image and Matching from GLAS 
(a) VIS Neighborhood with Southern 
best tip of Baja peninsula and shoreline 
at its nominal position. 
for 
match to image shoreline. The 
measures the geometric error. 
shift 
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(c) Algorithm applies a Sobel edge (d) Aigorithm matches the ma 
detection operator. Shoreline and shorelines to the edge image 
cloud edges are apparent. the box shown. 
‘P 
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To demonstrate that the algorithm is capable of subpixel accuracy, a 3-km resolution VIS image was 
created from a 1-km resolution GOES VIS image with known random fractional pixel (but an integer 
number of GOES pixels) offsets in each direction. Anti-aliasing filtering was performed before 
sampling to the 3-km scale, simulating the image acquisition process at the larger scale. The 
measurement errors observed over a set of Monte-Carlo trails, where the simulated image noiseto- 
signal ratio was varied, are summarized in Table 1 
This simulation study would seem to indicate that a goodness-of-fit value above 0.4 would be a 
discriminator indicating whether the algorithm has obtained a meaningful result; however, in practice, 
it is found that this is not a robust test, and if the threshold is elevated, too many valid measurements 
are discarded. Robust automatic operation requires either prescreening for cloud cover, good 
illumination and contrast, or statistical data editing using a model for the expected system behavior 
For the GLAS application, the latter approach has been emphasized, whereas, radiometric cloud cover 
detection will be implemented in the IQGSE. Figure 3 shows an edited GLAS data set for GOES-8 
produced from a sequence of 5 images during about 1 hour. The data are not plotted with respect to 
time, but rather with respect to number in chronological order, The apparent discontinuities in the 
absolute error (Figure 3a) occur at image boundaries, and the profiles of the errors within an image 
reflect both temporal and spatial dependence. The data editing model invoked assumes that the 
coregistration between spectral bands is constant. Measurements of coregistration are obtained by 
differencing the absolute errors for each spectral channel pair-wise at each landmark site. Figures 3b- 
3d shows these measurements after application of recursive n-0 outlier editing. The best 
measurement is that between the channels IR4 and IR5 which are spectrally similar, so that scene 
related systematic errors cancel. 
Table 1. Accuracy Simulation Study Results 
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Besides errors due to radiometric noise, other errors may be present in the measurements related to 
relief and illumination, temperature gradients across shallow water and coastal zones, tides, and map 
errors. 
Measurement of Relative Error 
In geostationary satellite meteorology, landmark neighborhoods are reacquired frequently enough 
that, for clear-sky conditions, the radiometric content changes slowly from image to image. This 
permits the cross-correlation algorithm to measure accurately the image-to-image relative error 
(stability of the absolute error). In many cases, this direct measurement will be a more accurate 
estimate of relative error than that obtained by simply differencing absolute errors. In the AMIPS, 
GLAS, and IQGSE implementations, a chip (C) extracted and saved from a previous landmark 
neighborhood, is correlated against the current landmark neighborhood (N), forming a normalized 
correlation surface sampled at integer pixel shifts: 
Under the premise that we are sampling a continuous correlation surface, the 3x3 neighborhood of 
the peak is modeled as a biquadratic surface for the purpose of interpolating to find the relative error 
with subpixel precision: 
The position of the interpolated peak (Ax,, Avo) gives the interpolated relative error, the peak value 
( po, typically >0.95) indicates the quality of the correlation, and a symmetric positive definite 
matrix (A) describes the curvature of the correlation surface near its peak. The matrix A can be used 
to construct a measurement error ellipse, with axes given by its eigenvectors, each normalized in 
proportion to the inverse of the square-root of its eigenvalue. A similar procedure can be used to 
construct error ellipses for the absolute error measurement. 
Figure 4 shows the relative errors measured by GLAS simultaneously with the data set of Figure 3 
The relative error at a landmark site is always with respect to the most recent previous acquisition of 
that landmark. 
Using SPOT images to simulate 1 km resolution VIS scenes shows that this algorithm is capable of 
better than 0.1 pixel accuracy, which is in agreement with studies conducted for the Landsat program 
using a similar algorithm9 
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Figure 3. GLAS Noon Data Set for GOES-8 
(Continental U.S.-Northern Hemisphere-Continental U.S.-South America-Full Disk) 
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Integration with Automatic Cloud Detection 
Fully automatic landmark processing must deal with the problem of cloud coverage to insure robust 
automatic operation. In the IQGSE, automatic cloud detection will supplement screening based on 
goodness-of-fit and correlation coefficient. In practice, some particular cloud configurations within 
the landmark neighborhood lead to acceptable goodness-of-fit and correlation values but erroneous 
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displacement measurements, both absolute and relative. This situation frequently occurs with coastal 
clouds, over which cloud edges are mistaken for the shorelines due to their similar morphologies. 
An automatic cloud detection scheme has been designed for the IQGSE to process each landmark 
neighborhood, creating a cloud mask indicating cloud-contaminated Is, as well as information 
about the type of detected cloud for each pixel of the neighborhood. This cloud detection scheme has 
been adapted and tested using the NOM-AWRR, which is a polar orbiting sensor featuring five 
channels with a spatial resolution of 1 1 km. The IQGSE will work with the MSG-SEVIRI instrument 
which includes the AVHRR channels plus seven other channels with a spatial resolution of 3 km 
(except for the visible broadband that provides a 1 km resolution). The S E W  will allow more 
robust cloud detection performance not only because of its richer spectral information, but also 
because of its geostationary platform. successive images are acquired under the same viewing 
conditions with a very short repeat-cycle period (15 minutes for MSG), and they can be compared on 
a pixel basis to detect changes in the cloud cover 
Concrete tests using visible and thermal IR images can be developed for a specific sensor using 
heuristics for cloud detection that are generic to any sensor with both visible and thermal IR channels. 
- Clouds are colder (thermal IR channels) and brighter (visible channels) than the clear-sky 
background, 
Cloudy scenes have a higher spatial variability than clear-sky scenes (for kilometric 
resolutions), 
Cloudy scenes have a higher temporal variability than clear-sky scenes 
These are the basic assumptions on which the cloud detection scheme relies, but many particular cases 
need to be accounted for to avoid detection errors: some land surface types can present a higher 
spatial variability than clouds (urban areas, mountains), or a lower temperature than clouds (ice, 
snow), or high reflectance (sunglint areas, deserts). Furthermore, persistent cloud conditions will not 
be detected by means of a temporal variability test. These restrictions show that a robust cloud 
detection scheme needs to be based upon a combination of complementary tests, rather than on a 
single criterion. 
Cloud detection tests can be separated in two categories: temporal analysis that detects moving or 
developing clouds from a sequence of images, and multispectral analysis which identifies clouds by 
means of their multispectral signatures. During daytime, both visible and infrared channels can be 
used temporal analysis detects a new cloudy pixel by the conjunction of its visible reflectance 
increase and its brightness temperature decrease. During nighttime, only the thermal infrared channels 
can be exploited. Since processing is performed on a pixel basis, an essential prerequisite for temporal 
analysis is that the two successive images shall be accurately registered. Similarly, the spectral 
channels which are compared pixel-to-pixel in the multispectral analysis need to be co-registered. 
Cloud detection tests developed for the IQGSE make use of the MSG atmospheric window channels: 
HRV (broadband), VIS0.6, VIS0.8, NIR1.6, IR3.8, IR8,7, IR10.8, IR12.0. The NIR1.6 channel is used 
in a pre-processing test dedicated to the discrimination between snowhce backgrounds and clouds. 
Since the snowhce response in this channel is much lower than the cloud response, as compared to 
visible channels", a Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) is defined for this purpose: 
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NDSI= (VIS0.6 - NIR1.6) / (VIS0.6 + NIR1.6) 
All other window channels are exploited by the following  test^"*'^^'^^'^ 
Temporal analysis 
[IRlO.S(t-At) - IRlO.S(t)] > Thresh-IR (day and night) 
[VISO.S(t) - VISO.8(t-At)] > Thresh-VIS (day only) 
where VISO.8 denotes the reflectance in the 0.8 pm channel and IR10.8 the brightness temperature in 
the 10.8 pm channel. Thresh-IR and Thresh-VIS are background dependant (land or sea). 
Multispectral analysis 
Cold cloud test 
IR10.8 Thresh-cold(land/sea) 
Bright cloud test 
VIS0.6 > Thresh-bright-land over land 
VISO.8 > Thresh-bright-sea over sea 
Reflectance ratio test 
Thresh-ratio-low < VIS0.8NIS0.6 < Thresh-ratio-high 
High cloud test 
IR10.8 - IR12.0 > Thresh-high-cloud 
Cirrus test 
IR8.7 - IR10.8 > Thresh-cirrus 
Thin cirrus test 
IR3.8 - IR12.0 > Thresh-thin 
Low cloud & fog test 
IR10.8 - IR3.8 > Thresh-fog 
Thermal uniformity test 
Max(IR10.8)3x3 may - Array-center(IR10.8) > Thresh-tut(lan&sea) 
Reflectance uniformity test 
Array-center(VIS0.8) - Min{VIS0.8)3~3 array > Thresh-rut-sea 
It is very difficult to define fvred and global thresholds for cloud detection tests because of their 
sensitivity to many parameters: scene illumination, climate, season, atmosphere constituents, etc. 
Two solutions have been envisaged to determine thresholds adapted to the area of interest. The first 
one is to use ancillary databases containing geographical and climatological information. Geographical 
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databases provide a landsea mask as well as environmental data (e.g., the Olson map of 
 ecosystem^'^). Climatological databases provide global surface temperature models that help predict 
clear-sky brightness temperatures, which are of prime importance for Cloud detection. The second 
solution is to estimate dynamic thresholds from the data themselves, by making assumptions on their 
spatial or temporal distributions with and without clouds. 
Figure 5 presents the results of multispectral analysis applied to an AVHRR landmark neighborhood 
located on the West coast of Saudi Arabia during daytime, with a partial cloud cover over both land 
and sea. The mosaic is composed of 15 windows representing the source images and the cloud 
detection results. The five windows in the first row correspond to the five AVHRR channels (resp. 
0.63, 0.87, 3 74, 10.8, 12.0 pm). The middle window in the left column is the landsea mask, where 
land is coded as light grey and sea as black. The bottom left window is the fmal cloud mask, defined as 
the union of all elementary cloud masks. Finally, the eight remaining windows show the elementary 
cloud masks generated by the multispectral tests. The fog & low cloud mask and the thin cirrus cloud 
mask are blank because these tests cannot be used during daytime. All other tests detected some of the 
cloudy pixels, and the union mask is consistent with what an operator would manually provide. One 
can notice that no clouds were detected along the shoreline by the ratio test, the reflectance 
uniformity test, or the thermal uniformity test. 
as a precautionary measure to avoid false alarms caused by individual mixed landsea pixels and the 
natural nonuniformity in a mixed set of land and sea pixels. The high cloud test detects the 
temperature difference measured by the two long-wave IR channels. It is well adapted to finding semi- 
tranparent clouds and cloud edges, but it does not respond well to the very coldest cloud tops in a 
completely opaque cloudy pixel. This latter case is easily detected by the complementary cold cloud 
test. 
These tests are suppressed adjacent to the shoreline 
Figure 5. Cloud Detection - next page 
The generated cloud mask is used by the IQGSE landmark processing module. Based on the fraction of 
cloudy pixels in the cloud mask, a landmark cloud status is derived to indicate whether the landmark is 
acceptable or not for hrther processing. If the landmark is acceptable, the absolute and relative 
geometric error measurements will be performed using the cloud mask to mask cloudy pixels from the 
Sobel edge detection and the cross-correlation computation. 
Conclusion 
The landmark processing algorithms presented in this paper have been targeted for meteorological 
satellite applications, but should in principle be adaptable to other types of applications. Theoretical 
studies and practical experience have shown that they are capable of achieving subpixel accuracy 
Robust automatic operation requires that some allowance for cloud cover be taken. This can either be 
in the form of statistical post-processing to identify data violating a model of system behavior (e.g., 
stable coregistration), or in the form of automatic cloud cover recognition algorithms. The cloud 
cover recognition problem is complex, and the IQGSE scheme relies on a suite of complementary 
algorithms to achieve a high degree of reliability The cloud cover detection algorithms selected for 
the IQGSE are based on heuristics that can be tuned and adapted to other sensor systems possessing 
visible and thermal IR channels. 
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This paper describes techniques for registering two images 
with respect to each other when one or both are partially 
occluded To achieve high-speed registration, we propose 
to register low-resolution versions of the images, and then 
progressively increase the resolution to obtain more ac- 
curate registration. In earlier work Stone and Shamoon 
showed how to use occlusion masks to remove the effects of 
clouds on full-resolution images. Invalid pixels do not par- 
ticipate in the registration computation. Stone extended 
the occlusion masks to low-resolution wavelet representa- 
tions, continuing the use of binary valued masks at all res- 
olution levels. In this paper we examine fractional-valued 
occlusion masks for coarse pixels whose component h e  
pixels include some that are invalid. This captures infor- 
mation that is lost when binary masks are used. 
Tests on partially occluded satellite images show that 
the registration algorithm with binary occlusion masks 
produces accurate registrations for cases that cannot be 
registered with a maskless version of the same algorithm. 
Fractional masks produce sharper registration peaks than 
binary masks produce because the information retained 
tends to reduce false matches at the expense of slightly 
lowering the correlation peak at the correct registration 
position. At higher resolutions, the difference between the 
two masked-based algorithms diminishes, and in the l i t  
of full resolution the fractional and binary masks versions 
are identical. 
1 Introduction 
Image-registration algorithms attempt to align two images 
of the same scene so that the pixels of one image fall on 
the corresponding pixels of the other image. One of the 
primary uses of image registration is to  identify how the 
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two images differ, which can be done by subtracting one 
from the other after they have been registered with respect 
to  each other This is a key idea underlying the use of 
satellite images for environmental studies and the use of 
sequences of radiology images to study the progression of 
a medical pathology. 
Various image-registration techniques have been used 
successfully for registering cloud-free (unoccluded) satel- 
lite images. The techniques tend to fall into three main 
areas: 
1 feature-based registration with image warping [i’, 8, 
2. correlation-based algorithms in the pixel domain or 
3. phase-correlation techniques in the frequency do- 
All of these techniques tend to fail in the presence of 
occlusions because they do not distinguish between a valid 
pixel and an occluded pixel. They rely on matches pro- 
duced by comparing valid pixels in one image to corre- 
sponding valid pixels in the other image. The quality of 
these matches must be sufficiently high to compensate for 
discrepancies produced from the comparisons of valid pix- 
els in one image to invalid ones in the other image, or to 
comparisons of invalid pixels in both images. 
To overcome the problems of occlusions, Ching, Toh, 
and Er [6] proposed a scheme that incorporates occlusion 
detection and registration and bears some similarity with 
the general approach of this paper Their scheme calcu- 
lates a correlation based on all data in an image, and then 
selectively removes regions from the correlation when such 
regions are poorly correlated with the pattern template. 
Another technique called expansoon matching [3] attempts 
to restore signals in regions where the signals are occluded. 
We describe a new technique based on an idea by Stone 
and Shamoon [18] and extended by Stone 1151. The com- 
mon thread in all of these is to use occlusion masks to 
identify the invalid pix&. With these masks, the registra- 
tion algorithms produce registration criteria that depend 
only on comparisons of valid pixels to  valid pixels. For 
91, 
in the frequency domain [2,19, 4, 5, lo], and 
main [l, ll, 141. 
high-speed registration, the registration algorithms oper- 
ate on low-resolution versions of the images, and progres- 
sively improve the accuracy of the registration by moving 
to  higher resolution representations. Wavelet representa- 
tions for this purpose were explored by Le Moigne [12] and 
by Le Moigne, Campbell, and Cromp [13] without occlu- 
sion masks. A factor of N reduction in resolution speeds 
up the correlation operations by a factor of N2 Stone [15] 
incorporates inclusion masking into this framework. 
This paper explores the effectiveness of occlusion 
masks for low-resolution image registration. The original 
algorithm of [15] adopts a very conservative criterion for 
handling partially obscured coarse pixels. A coarse pixel 
is declared invalid if any of its constituent fine pixels is 
invalid. This decision correctly eliminates the effects of 
invalid data, but it also ignores the effects of valid data, 
which possibly could be used to improve the accuracy of 
the registration. To capture the valid data, we show how 
to  extend the binary occlusion masks to fractional masks 
that weigh partially occluded pixels in proportion to the 
number of their valid components. The results of image- 
registration tests show that occlusion masking is very ef- 
fective for registering partially occluded images. At low 
resolution, fractional masks produce sharper registration 
peaks than do binary masks. However, the peaks at the 
correct registration points produced by fractional masks 
may not be as high those produced with binary masks, 
so it is possible for a fractional-mask mask algorithm to  
miss a correct registration that is discovered with a binary- 
mask algorithm. 
The next section of the paper reviews binary occlusion 
masks. Section 3 extends occlusion masks to fractional 
masks for wavelets. Section 4 shows the results of sev- 
eral image-registration operations that compare fractional 
masks, binary masks, and unmasked algorithms. The fi- 
nal section contains a summary and suggestions for future 
research. 
2 Occlusion Masks 
The idea of fractional occlusional masks evolved from a 
natural progression of ideas based on masking and corre- 
lations. We review briefly the correlation operation and 
registration criteria based on correlations and occlusion 
masks. 
For the review we work with one-dimensional vec- 
tors, and note that the extension to two-dimensional im- 
ages is straightforward. Let x = ( X O , X I , ,  , X N - I )  and 
y = (yo,y~, , Y M - I )  be two vectors and let M be small 
compared to N We assume that vector y has been gener- 
ated by extracting M contiguous components of x starting 
at position j, and adding a small amount of noise to the 
result. To register y with s in one dimension, one seeks 
the position j in x for which the M successive components 
of x at that point are most like y 
The registration computation appears to require 
O(NM) operations because O(M) operations are required 
to check each position, and there are O(N)  positions to  
check By reducing comparison operations to circular cor- 
relations, we can do the computations in the frequency 
domain at a cost of O(N log N )  operations, which is con- 
siderably lower when log N is small compared to M 
The cimular correlation of x and y, written as x O y, 
is the N vector whose j t h  component is 
M- 1  
i=O 
fo r j=O, l ,  ,N -1  (1) 
Note that the subscripts are taken modulo N, and thus 
the correlation is end-around or circular This holds in 
all derivations that follow, so that we do not explicitly 
show the modulo N dependence on the subscripts from 
this point on. 
The Convolution Theorem produces a fast correlation 
algorithm in the following way, M e n d  y to length N 
by appending N - M zeros. Let F be an N x N Fourier 
transform matrix and let F be the complex conjugate of F 
The correlation form of the Convolution Theorem states: 
x o y  = F-’ (Fx .*Fy) (2) 
where the operation * denotes point-by-point multi- 
plication. The operations on the right-hand side are 
two Fourier transforms, a point-by-point multiplication of 
length N ,  and an inverse Fourier transform. The multipli- 
cation takes only N complex multiplies, and the Fourier 
transforms require O(N log N )  operations so that the right 
hand side of Eq. (2) requires only O(N1og N )  operations 
overall as compared to O ( N M )  operations to  evaluate 
Eq. (1) directly. 
Correlation is a core computation for various criteria 
that can be used to measure the “closeness” of two images 
for registration purposes. Among the possible criteria are 
the sum of square differences and the normalized correla- 
tion coefficient Both of these can be written as operations 
on circular correlations which lead to computational effi- 
ciencies. Stone and Li [l?] made the following observation. 
Consider the sum of square differences criterion. In the 
pixel domain this is the function 
M-I 
The middle term of Eq. (3) is -2xOy and the last term is 
a constant. The first term reduces to a circular correlation 
of a vector of squares of x and a mask for y Specifically, 
let h be a pattern mask for y with 1s in the first M compo- 
nents where y has valid values and Os in the next N - M 
components where the extension of y has Os. Let x(’) 
be the vector (x&x:, , x ~ - J .  Then the first term is 
x(’) 0 h and the sum of squares criterion becomes 
M-1 
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((z)@h)j-2(f@*)j+(m@y(2))j),j=0,1, - , N - M + l  
m3b - 
(rn0hIj 
f o r j = O , l ,  , N - M + l .  
In Eq. (4) the vector y acts as if it were actually of 
length M with its last N - M components occluded by a 
one-dimensional cloud. The extension to occlusion mask- 
ing of both x and y requires the x vector to have a corre- 
sponding mask denoted as m. In this way, both x and y 
can have clouds occluding some of their pixels. The sum- 
mation in Eq. (3) for this situation must be over just those 
terms for which both the pixel x,+j and the pixel yi axe 
valid The number of such terms varies with the relative 
positions of x and y in the circular correlations. 
In modifying Eq. (4) to produce an equation that al- 
lows both x and y to be occluded, we use masked vectors 
ji: = x * m and 9 = y * h, which have Os where their 
respective occlusion m e s  indicate that the positions are 
invalid [18]. Also, let x ( ~ )  denote xt2) * m The location 
of invalid pixels is arbitrary for both x and y, but we still 
assume that the valid pixels of y are among the first M 
components of the extension of y to length N 
The criterion for the sum of square differences for 
occlusion masking is given by Eq. (5). The coefficient 
l / (m 0 h) normalizes the criterion because for each j its 
value is the number of valid products in the summation. 
If for some j there are no valid terms in the summation, 
we define the value of criterion to be infinite. 
Another popular criterion for image registration is the 
normalized correlation coefficient defined by Eq. (6). 
Stone [16] shows that this reduces to the form shown in 
Eq. (7) The important point is that all vector operations 
reduce to correlations, and thus can be done efficiently in 
the Fourier domain. The normalized correlation coefficient 
is ideally suited for registration in the case that two images 
differ by f f i e  transformations of the intensity map. That 
is, intensity u in x maps to intensity (YU + p in y for some 
constants LY and p .  This type of transformation occurs 
when two images differ only in lighting intensity. If the 
source of the lighting is from a different direction, the 
image differences cannot be modeled by affine translations 
of the intensity map alone, and the correlation coefficient 
is less useful for registration 
This completes the review of occlusion masking. The 
next section shows the extension of occlusion masking to 
fractional occlusion masks. 
3 Fractional Occlusion Masks 
A major goal of image registration algorithms is speed. 
Recall from Section 2 that registration operations in the 
pixel domain have a complexity that grows as O(N2) and 
as O(N log N) in the Fourier domain for images with N 
pixels. Individual computations are quite time consuming 
for large images, and some applications require myriad 
image registrations. 
To reduce the cost of a search, one can perform corre- 
lations on reduced-resolution versions of the images, and 
progressively refine the registration process by using lo- 
cal searches on higher resolution versions of the images 
[12]. Occlusion masks work with low-resolution images in 
the same way that they work with high resolution images. 
That is, each coarse pixel has an associated mask pixel. 
A mask pixel of 1 designates the coarse pixel as valid and 
a mask pixel of 0 designates the coarse pixel as invalid. 
Stone 1151 suggests that the mask pixels be created by 
making a mask pixel equal to 1 if all of the correspond- 
ing fine pixels are valid and otherwise the mask pixel is 0. 
The sum of square differences and normalized correlation 
coefficients can then be computed according to Eqs. (5) 
and Eqs. (7) Note that these equations rely on the use of 
f and ji whose invalid coarse pixels are 0, while those of x 
and y are not necessarily 0 because the invalid coarse pix- 
els may contain a mixture of valid and invalid fine pixels. 
An interesting problem arises at low resolution as il- 
lustrated in Fig. l. Fig. l shows the same image at three 
resolutions. A program processed the original image for 
clouds, and marked pixels as invalid depending on re- 
flectivity, temperature, and the intensity of pixels in the 
neighborhood. Invalid pixels are colored deep black in the 
figure. Notice how the relative size of the black region 
greatly enlarges as resolution diminishes. This occurs be- 
cause the scattered clouds that cause the occlusions tend 
to touch a large fraction of coarse pixels, whereas they 
touch only a small fraction of fine pixels. Clearly, image 
registration operations based on the low resolution image 
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in Fig. 1 will be using only a small fraction of the infor- 
mation available for registration. 
The decision to invalidate a coarse pixel if any con- 
stituent fine pixel is invalid is a conservative decision that 
eliminates the contribution of noise in an invalid coarse 
pixel. This guarantees that the correlation is based only 
on data known to be free of occlusion contamination, and 
will generally produce a higher correlation peak in the cor- 
rect position than will be produced by an algorithm that 
uses noisy data in the invalid pixel positions. However, 
it also is more likely to  produce high correlation peaks 
at false positions because it uses fewer data points in the 
correlation. 
We seek a means to obtain higher discrimination by 
using more data in the correlations than is used in the 
scheme described in Section 2. We propose to use frac- 
tional masks in a way that makes use of the good data in 
the partially occluded coarse pixels. 
In wavelet analysis, each coarse pixel is a weighted sum 
of a set of fine pixels. For the Haar wavelet, for example, 
each coarse pixel is the average of four pixels from the 
next higher level of resolution. Let Level 0 be the highest 
resolution level, and consider how to generate the pixels 
and mask for Level 1 from the pixels and mask for Level 0. 
Clearly if all fine pixels are valid, the coarse pixel at level 
1 should be the average of the fine pixels, and the mask at 
level 1 should be 1 Likewise, if all fine pixels are invalid, 
the coarse pixel should be 0 and its corresponding mask 
should be 0. What should be the values in other cases? 
First we examine the calculation of the mask coeffi- 
cients, and then derive a formula for the wavelet coeffi- 
cients. The fractional mask approximation stems from the 
fact that the mask acts as a measure of area in Eqs. ( 5 )  and 
(7). Consider, for example, the term x(2) 0 h in Eq. (5 )  
The h mask is the mask for y A 1 in a mask position 
of h indicates that the corresponding pixel of y is valid 
This 1 incorporates a pixel from x ( ~ )  into the correlation 
for each cyclic shift of h. For each cyclic shift of h, the 
mask as a whole selects an area of x ( ~ )  to  participate in a 
Correlation sum, because this area aligns with valid pixels 
of y in the selected shift position. 
If a pixel of y is a partially occluded coarse pixel, 
its actual area depends on the he-pixel occlusion struc- 
ture. Specifically, the valid area of a coarse pixel is the 
fraction of its full-resolution pixels that are unoccluded. 
We can calculate this value recursively by the follow- 
ing process. Let m be a coarse-mask coefficient and 
ni , i  = 0,1, , R-  1 be the he-mask coefficients one 
level of resolution finer Then we compute m by the equa- 
tion 
-
N 
- 
i=R-I 
m = ( 1 / ~ )  n, 
i=O 
As an example, consider a two-dimensional Haar trans- 
form. The fine-resolution level contains mask coefficients 
that are all Is and Os. After applying Eq. (8) to the next 
level of resolution, we obtain masks whose values are mul- 
tiples of 1/4. The multiple reflects the number of unoc- 
cluded fine pixels among its components. At the second 
level, Eq. (8) produces values that are multiples of 1/16. 
The multiple again indicates the number of Level 0 unoc- 
cluded pixels in each coarse pixel. 
Now we treat the computation of the wavelet coeffi- 
cients. Consider EL partially occluded image at full resolu- 
tion and examine the wavelet representation at the next 
lower level of resolution Each coarse pixel should have 
a value that represents the value of its fine pixel com- 
ponents. The coarse pixel value that best represents the 
unoccluded components is a weighted average of the unoc- 
cluded components. To find the weights to use, consider 
the wavelet equation for the coarse component. Let the 
equation for the coarse pixel q be the filter polynomial 
i=R-l  
q = aipi 
i=O 
(9) 
where the coefficients of the R-term filter are ai and the 
values of the fine pixels are pi Let ni be the fractional 
mask values for pixels pi The following equation has the 
properties that we seek for q. 
i=R-I 
if c niai # O  
i=O 
= 0, otherwise 
The filter terms that contribute are those for which 
the fine components are unoccluded. The multiplier (xi a i ) / ( x i  nisi) normalizes the filter polynomial so that 
it occupies the full dynamic range of the original polyno- 
mial in the absence of the occluded terms. If there are no 
occluded pixels in the summation, Eq. (10) produces the 
same answer as Eq. (9). To compute wavelet coefiicients 
at various levels, apply Eq. (10) recursively 
As an example, consider a two-dimensional Haar trans- 
form In this case, the coefficients ai are equal to  1/4, and 
R = 4. Eq. (10) reduces to the average of the unoccluded 
components at the first-level, and for each finer level of 
resolution is a weighted average where the weights are the 
mask coefficients multiplied by a normalizing factor 
The effect of using the fractional masks is illustrated 
in Fig. 2 Figs. 2(a-b) correspond to  Figs. l(b-c). Note 
the difference in the black areas. The effects of scattered 
clouds has been diminished greatly in the visible image. 
Because the masks are fiactional, many of the visible pix- 
els in Fig. 2 have mask pixels less than unity to weigh them 
in proportion to their information content. This sharpens 
the correlation peak as we show in the example in the next 
section. 
4 Example 
In this section we look at the use of the fractional masking 
technique for image registration of partially occluded im- 
ages. The image pattern appears in Fig. 3. It is the rect- 
angular area of an image of the western coast of South 
d 
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Africa. The coastline is quite irregular with a structure 
that lends itself well to image registration 
A sample data base of nine images of the same area 
taken over a nine-day period appears in Fig. 4. These im- 
ages are taken over a period of eight days, and are among 
the most cloudfree of that region in a three-month period. 
Even these images have substantial cloud coverage. 
The cloud-detection algorithm places narrow clouds 
along the northwest coastline in all images. This is the 
coastline in the registration pattern in Fig. 3. Coastlines 
usually make excellent features for registration, but in this 
set of nine images, the coastline itself is of virtually no use 
because the cloud-detection algorithm believes that it is 
occluded in this image set. 
Fig. 5 shows the results of an image-registration search 
for the rectangular pattern of Fig. 3. The registration used 
Level 4 wavelets (1/256th resolution). To the right of each 
image is a query result indicated by a small white rect- 
angular area containing small regions of gray-scale data. 
Each pixel in the query result corresponds to a position 
of the pattern with respect to  the associated image. That 
pixel is colored white if the match is poor, black if the 
match is excellent, and grey if the match is something in 
between. The data displays the value of the normalized 
correlation coefficient of Eq. (7) after the coefficient has 
been subjected to a threshold. The threshold between 
black and white is set to reveal the peaks of the correla- 
tion, and a common threshold applies to all of the results. 
The threshold is set to 0.71 for this study, which is low 
enough to display a peak at a correct registration point 
in all cases for which the correct peak is the highest peak. 
No peak is shown when the correct registration is not the 
highest peak. 
The results shown in Fig. 5 are for a search with frac- 
tional occlusion masks. The highest peak in the query 
result is indicated by a circle, and the corresponding rect- 
angular position is marked on the associated image. 
Fig. 6 shows comparable results for a search with bi- 
nary occlusion masks. The results of a search with no 
compensation for occlusions appears in Fig. 7 For this 
nine-image data base, the binary mask and the fractional 
mask produced the highest correlation peak in the cor- 
rect place in all cases. The uncompensated registration 
algorithm had the correct location in 8 of the 9 cases. 
However, there is a distinction in the quality of the cor- 
relations returned. The dark areas of Fig. 6 that are not 
close to the correct registration peak are false matches. 
Note that neither the fractional mask algorithm nor the 
uncompensated registration algorithm produce as many 
false matches as does the binary algorithm This is bal- 
anced in part by the darker and broader peak obtained for 
the binary-mask algorithm which is an indication that the 
correct correlation produces a higher peak for the binary- 
mask algorithm than for the other two. 
To obtain some idea of the signal to noise ratio in the 
correlation coefficients, Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show plots of 
the correlation coefficient through the horizontal line that 
contains the correct peak correlation. It also gives the 
(z,y) coordinates for the peak correlation in each image. 
There is no obvious difference in the signal-to-noise ratio 
of Figs. 8 and 9. For some images, the binary mask has 
higher minor peaks and for some images fractional mask- 
ing produces higher minor peaks. The main Herence is 
that the peaks of Fig. 8 are sharper and lead to more ac- 
curate registration than do the slightly higher and broader 
peaks of Fig. 9. The case that produces the largest dif- 
ference between the two algorithms is in Row 2, Column 
3 where the peak correlation is 0.88 for the binary-mask 
algorithm and 0.83 for the fractional-mask algorithm. 
In comparing the results in Fig. 10, the registration 
without occlusion masking, it is quite obvious that the 
correlation peaks are degraded by the occlusions so that 
peaks at incorrect positions may be higher than at the 
correct position. The overall signal-to-noise level is de- 
graded as well because the correlation peaks are signif- 
icantly lower and noise peaks are comparable with the 
peaks produced by the other two registration techniques. 
Fig. 10 shows an incorrect registration for the case in Row 
2, Column 3 mentioned above. The correletion peak at 
the correct registration point in this case is only about 
0.70 as compared to a peak at (1,l) of 0.73 for this sample 
image. Correlations at the correct registration point are 
0.83 and 0.88 for the other two algorithms applied to this 
sample image. Clearly both of the mask-based algorithms 
give better discrimination than does the uncompensated 
algorithm. 
5 OpenResearch 
We have demonstrated that occlusion masks produce bet- 
ter search results than searches that ignore the effects 
of clouds. Moreover, the experimental results suggest 
that it may be better to retain partial information in 
low-resolution images than to discard that information to 
avoid errors caused by occlusions. This information is use- 
ful in producing a narrow registration peak. However, the 
results are not conclusive in that binary masks and frac- 
tional masks did not produce distinctly Merent results for 
the test data. There is a trade-off between the increased 
precision of the fractional-mask algorithm and the slightly 
better peak detection of the binary-mask algorithm 
The idea of removing occlusions from images has ap- 
plicability beyond the context here, which is correlation 
based. For example, feature-based searches can use oc- 
clusion information to make registration faster and more 
robust. If a region is known to be invalid, such algorithms 
would not attempt to fhd and identify features that lie 
within such regions. 
Additional speedups and ;u~'curacy over binary masks 
may be possible by using the fractional masks with low- 
resolution transforms. Conservative binary masks increase 
the relative size of occluded regions as resolution is re- 
duced, while fractional masks maintain the proportion of 
invalid to valid weighted data, as can be observed by vi- 
sually comparing Fig. l(c) to Fig. 3. At low resolutions, 
a binary mask can grow large enough to occlude all sig- 
nificant features. This problem does not occur when us- 
ing fractional masks, so they enable some low-resolution 
searches to succeed, leading to faster search In practice, 
however, some relevant features may fall below the de- 
tection threshold in low-resolution images, making regis- 
tration difficult, especially in the presence of noise from 
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other factors. The loss of accuracy diminishes the value of 
the faster processing available with low-resolution images. 
Because preprocessing with transformations like rotation 
and dilation also tend to increase the fraction of invalid 
pixels when using binary masks, fractional masks may in- 
crease the accuracy of searches of images sets that have 
undergone such transformations. It remains open as to 
whether this will have a significant effect on the search 
results. 
We believe that there is no simple way to incorporate 
occlusion masking into phase-coherence algorithms. These 
algorithms rely on frequency domain representations of 
images. It is very costly to remove effects of invalid pixels 
in a frequency domain representation, which forces the 
algorithms to return to the pixel domain to remove those 
effects. However, once in the pixel domain, in order to 
remove an invalid pixel from the same position in two 
difFerent images to make their transforms comparable, the 
images should be registered with respect to each other 
But the objective of the algorithm is to register the images, 
so that it does not seem feasible to prepare the images for 
registration without registering them first 
Other approaches that may eliminate or reduce the 
effects of clouds may guess the values of occluded pixels 
[3]. Guesses may be fairly accurate when invalid pixels 
are near neighbors of visible pixels. Also, visible linear 
and edge features may be extended beneath clouds with 
high accuracy near the edge of the clouds and through 
narrow or scattered clouds. 
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Fig. l(a): Original image of South Africa, 512 by 1024 pixels, binary mask. 
Fig. l(b): Level 1 Haar transform, 256 by 512 pixels, binary mask. 
Fig. l(c): Level 2 Haar transform, 128 by 256 pixels, binary mask, 
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Fig. 2(a): Level 1 Haar transform, 256 by 512 pixels, fractional mask. 
Fig. 2(b): Level 2 Haar transform, 128 by 256 pixels, fractional mask 
Fig. 3: The pattern sought in the following queries (shown with binary mask). 
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Fig. 8: Fractional-mask algorithm correlations for Row 16. 
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Fig. 9: Binary-mask algorithm correlations for Row 16. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a general strate 
mosaics from numerous individua images where 
uncertainty exists in the position and orientation of 
those ima es. Both of the presented applications relate 
to remotet operated camera platforms, the first being 
the Galileo solid state ima (SSI) camera presently 
Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) stereo camera on 
Mars. 
A basic strategy in both applications is to determine 
the correct relative camera pointin followed by direct 
map projection of the images. ft is assumed that 
approximate camera pointing exists sufficient to locate 
adjacent mges and to place initial tiepoints within 
reach of the correlator 
Y for 
in orbit around Jupiter, an 9 the second being the 
Spatial correlation is used to fix tiepoints whose 
initial locations are predicted by the camera 
We use either an fast fourier transform (fft) 
rotation and skew 
The Gruen correlator has three hierarchical modes: 
1 
or a variant of Gruen‘s scheme permitting 
A classical spatial least squares correlation on 
inte ral pixel boundaries used when rotation is 
An annealing non-deterministic search used when 
rotations are unknown. 
A simplex deterministic search used for the end 
garrte 
The correlation operation can be perfomd either 
interactively or autonomously. 
The final camera pointin solution relies upon a 
n is the number of h a  es comprising the mosaic and the 
objective fundion to %e minimized is the disagreement 
between tiepoint locations predict4 h m  the camera 
pointing with those observed by the correlator For 
Galileo the 3n unknowns are euler angles defining 
camera ointing in planet coordinates, and for Mars 
PathfinBer h y  are 2n unknowns representing 
commanded azimuth and elevation in the Lander 
coordinate system. 
sma i . 
2 
3. 
simplex downhill search in Fi, or 3n dimensions where 
Introduction 
Solid State Imam for Galileo The scientific objectives 
of the solid-state ixna&~ (SSI) camera investigations 
have a wide scope: a’ comparative study of s2tellite 
surfaces, a study of the Jovian atmosphere, 
characterization of Jovian and satellite auroral 
henomena, and an assessment of the rings of Jupiter 
Eor the Galilean satellites Io, Europa, Ganymede, and 
Callisto, the imaging investigators hope to large 
portion of each surface to a resolution of 1 ometer 
or better In a few areas, features smaller than 10 
meters will be distinguished. In addition, variations in 
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The other smaller satellites will be studied throughout 
the orbital tour Studies will also be made of Jupiter’s 
rings. Small, new satellites may be found in or near the 
rings. 
The SSI will be used to determjne structure, motions, 
and radiative properties of the atmosphere of Jupiter. 
It will measure wind profiles b tracking how fast 
clouds move at various altitudes. Sadiative properties 
of the atmosphere, which are important for 
understanding energy management, will be determined 
by measuring the scattering of light from specific 
features at various wavelengths and at various angles 
of illumination, observations of auroral phenomena 
will be correlated with fields and particles 
measurements done with other instruments. 
- 
Figure 1 - Solid State Imaging Camera now in orbit 
on Galileo around Jupiter 
The SSI is an 800- by 800-pixel solid-state camera 
consisting of an array of silicon sensors called a 
“chargecoupled device’ (CCD). The optical ortion of 
the camera is built as a CasseFain $eflecting) 
telescope. Light is collected by the pnmary mirror and 
directed to a smaller seconda mirror that channels it 
through a hole in the center oythe p mirror and 
onto the CCD. The CCD s e n s o r z e l d e d  fmm 
radiation, a particular problem within the harsh 
Jovian magnetosphere. The shielding is accomplished 
by means of a 1-centimeter-thick layer of tantalum that 
surrounds the CCD except, of course, where the light 
enters the system. 
An eight- osition filter wheel is used to obtain images 
of scenes Lough  different filters. The images may then 
be mmbined electronically on Earth to produce color 
images. 
The spectral response of the SSI ranges from about 0.4 
to 1.1 micrometers. (A micrometer is one millionth of a 
meter.) Visible light has a wavelength covering the 
band of 0.4 to 0.7 micrometers. 
The filter wheel has eight filters, of the 
interference type, centered at 611, 404, 559, 671, 
734,756,887, and 986 run. 
0 The SSI detector is a virtual phase, buried 
channel, thick, frontside illuminated, 800 x 800 
line CCD. 
b 
The SSI has a re-flash system to eliminate 
residual ima es aier  each exposure. This 
bathes the CED in near-infrared light (-93 run) 
several times and reads the CCD several times at 
The SSI has five transmissive elements plus two 
mirrors. 
All SSI optical surfaces have anti-reflective 
coatings with a transmission factor of 62% at 576 
The front optical element is coated to minimize 
radiated heat loss and heaters provide thermal 
stabili across the front aperture and within the 
The long wavelength sensitivity limit (-1100 nm) 
is set b the detector and the short wavelength 
limit (-65 nm) by the anti-reflection coatings. 
F
highspeed. 
nm 
body o 7 the telescope. 
The SSI ointing uncertainty is about 20 pixels. 
Figure 3 f  illustrates the steps in mosaicking SSI 
images. 
Imager For Mars Pathfinder (IMP1 The Imager For 
Mars Pathfinder is a stereo ima g system with color 
capability provided by a set oEe1ectable filters for 
each of the two camera channels. It has been 
developed by a team lead by the University Of 
Arizona with contributions from the Lockheed Martin 
Group, Max Planck Institute For Aeronomy in Lindau, 
Germany, the Technical University Of Braunschweig 
in Germany and the 0rsted Laborator Niels Bohr 
Institute for Astronomy, Physics and 8eophysics in 
Copenha en, Denmark. It consists of three physical 
subassen%lies: (1) camera head (with stereo optics, 
filter wheel, CCD and re-amp, mechanisms and 
stepper motors); (2) extengble mast with electronic 
cabling; and (3) two plu in electronics cards (CCD 
data card and power supJi/motor drive card) which 
lu into slots in the Warm Electronics Box within the 
L g e r .  
Azimuth and elevation drives for the camera head are 
provided by stepper motors with gear heads, providing 
a field of re ard of f 180 degrees in azimuth and +83 
degrees to -9/2 degrees in elevation, relative to lander 
coordinates. The camera system is mounted at the top 
of a deployable mast, a continuous longeron, open- 
e provided by Able Manufacturing, Inc. 
When lattice dep *I  oyed, the mast provides an elevation of 1 .O 
m above the lander mountmg surface. 
The focal plane consists of a CCD mounted at the foci 
of two optical paths where it is bonded to a small 
printed wirin board, which in tum is attached b a 
short flex cab t  to the reamplifier board The CC8 is 
a front-illuminated f$me transfer array with 23 
micrometer square pixels. Its image section is divided 
into two s uare frames, one for each half of the stereo 
FOVs. Ea& has 256x256 active elements. A 256x512 
storage section (identical to the ima ’ g section) is 
electronics are nearly identical co ies of the 
comparable subsystememployed in the & gens Probe 
Descent Ima S ectroradiometer (DISRT, using the 
Loral 512X5pC&. 
The stereoscopic imager includes two imaging triplets, 
two fold mirrors separated by 150 xnn for stereo 
located under a metal mask The IMP k oca1 plane and 
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viewing, a 12-space filter wheel in each path, and a 
fold rism to place the images side-by-side on the CCD 
focafplane. Fused silica windows at each path 
entrance prevent dust intrusion. the o tical triplets are 
an f/10 desi stopped down to ffi8 with 23-mm 
effective focaffkgths and a 14.4 degree field of view. 
The pixel instantaneous field of view is one 
milliradian. The filter wheel four pairs of atmospheric 
filters, two pairs of stereo filters, eleven individual 
geologic filters (which, when combined with the two 
pairs of stereo filters, result in thirteen distinct 
eologic filters) and one dio ter or close-up lens, 
%signed to acquire images o?mgnetic, wind-blown 
dust which adheres to a small magnet located on the 
IMP tip plate. 
Stowed or Un-deployed IMP Camera 
Figure 2 A IMP Camera System 
Deployed IMP Camera 
Figure 2B IMP Camera System 
Full panoramas of the landin site are acquired during 
the mission usin the stereo Easeline provided by the 
camera optics. %dditionally, mcmoscopic panoramas 
are acqured both prior and subsequent to the mast 
deployment, yielding verticall displaced stereo pairs 
with approximately 80 an gaselme. Images of a 
substantial portion of the visible surface are acquired 
in multispectral images with as m y  as eight spectral 
bands. 
IMP pointin uncertain can be as large as 0.8 degrees 
mosaicking IMP images. 
or 14 pixek Figure B A illustrates the steps in 
list 08 nies 
from database 
navigation tiepoint 
file file 
mptmap Q Mosaic 
Mars Pathfinder Mosaic Procedure 
Figure 3a - Mosaicking Procedures 
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Galileo SSI Mosaic Procedure 
Figure 3B Mosaicking Procedures 
Method of Solution 
The g e n d  strategy ado ted at MIPL for assembling 
mosaics is to determine e true camera pointhg for 3, 
Navigation Model and Camera Model 
One must be able to relate the pointing of the camera to 
the scene in a scene specific coordinate system. For 
Mars Pathfinder there are two parameters, namely the 
azimuth and elevation of the camera head in Lander 
spacecraft coordinates. For spacebome sensors such 
as Galileo there are six parameters, namely the x,y,z 
location of the spacecraft (which is known 
beforehand), and the three euler angles a,, CC, cc, whch 
define the rotation from lanet coordinates into 
camera coordinates. In or er to assemble a mosaic 
from numerous images it is necessary to determine the 
pointing parameters (two for a lander and three for an 
orbiter) for each image in the mosaic. 
2
For an orbiter viewing a planet a surface coordinate 
xyz is expressed in latitude @ and longitude has 
- 
where Op is the vector from planet center to the 
surface and r is the radius. The vector from the 
spacecraft at ( X ~ Y ~ Z ~ )  to the point XYZ on the planet 
surface is 
- - -  
- 
where oc is the location of the spacecraft in planet 
coordinates - and is known from the state vector 
Vector cp is rotated into camera coordinates by 
matrix M 
[ i ] = M  @ 
For Mars Pathfinder the azimuth and elevation define 
M whereas for Galileo the three euler angles describe 
M It is these angles we wish to determine for each 
image. Finally the image Coordinates x f y  in the 
camera focal plane are related to X y f f f  
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objective is to locate a template selected in one image 
within a search area in another image. 
Option 1 In this case the template is kept on integer 
ixel boundaries and is matched to each possible pixel 
Lcation in the search area. That integer location 
which minimizes the cost function is selected. In order 
to retum a sub-pixel location, the correlation values 
of points on a column and a row through the best 
match point are fitted to a uadratic and the peak of 
the adratic is selected an% returned in both sam le 
a n d x e .  Since the correlation is never actuarly 
performed at the sub- ixel location the returned values 
are only estimates. &e returned correlation value is 
stil l that determined at the best integer location. If the 
peak correlation occurs at pixel i and  has an 
amplitude f ( i ) ,  then the location of the interpolated 
peak is computed from 
1 
2 2 f ( i )  - f ( i  - 1) - f ( i  + 1) 
f ( i  - 1) - f ( i  + 1) x = j - -  
and similarly for y 
Option 1 is the mode of choice when one knows: 
1 That rotation and scale differences between the 
template and the search area are minimal. 
2. That the location of the best correlation could be 
anywhere in the search area. 
3. That accuracy is never required to exceed 1/10 of 
a pixel. 
4. That time is of the essence. 
and 
1 = l o  + y" T 
S - S O + X " T  
where t? and .$' are lines and sample, f is the focal 
length and T is the scale in pix&/mm. 
Orbiter spacecraft navigation is modeled as above 
(reference 1). We have found it more expeditious to use 
an alternate mode (reference 2) for the lander camera 
because of the method of calibration. 
The Mars Pathfinder Camera Model 
The camera model adopted for Mars Pathfinder IS 
based upon a vector model using four vectors 
CAHV Vector ?locates the camera entrance 
pupil. Vector Rlies parallel to images lines t? and 
vector V lies aralleltoimagecolumns s Vector X 
points down &e optical axis towards the scene. For 
an object point P its image lies at location S, 1 on the 
image plane 
--- 
- 
- -  
(P-C).R ( P - C ) . V  
( P - C ) . X  ( F - C ) . X  S =  I =  
Calibrating a camera consists of extracting the four 
vectors CAHV from an image of a field with known 
targets which have been surveyed in the coordinate 
system of choice. This calibration image was acquired 
at a particular commanded azimuth and elevation. To 
transform the camera model to another d e d  
position only requires rotation of A, H and V from 
the calibrated position to the new ointing. Similarly, 
the camera itself can be translate B to a new location 
by chaym~ vector c Both of these operations are 
require or Mars Pathfinder since the azimuth 
rotation point does not coincide with the optical axis. 
As with an orbiter camera, we are searching for the 
correct rotation matrix M which converts from 
calibrated to commanded pointing. 
---- 
- -  
- 
The Correlator 
The mechanism adopted to obtain corrected camera 
ointing relies upon the acquisition of tiepoints 
Eetween adjacent image pairs. We rely upon the 
provided navigation to determine whch images 
overlap and to place a tiepoint closely enough that an 
autonomous correlator can function. The correlator of 
choice is that developed by Gruen (reference 3) 
because it provides great accuracy and it is tolerant of 
modest amounts of rotation. Our programs acquire 
tiepoints automatically and have an interactive option 
to assist in locating points if the initial camera 
pointing is too inaccurate. 
The correlator has five options, each of which 
attem ts to minimize a cost function which will be 
descrged later We will call these options 1-5. The 
i 
Option 2 This option makes use of simulated 
annealing (reference 4) to amve at the best correlation 
location. This is the slowest of all options. 
The method consists of guessing the six 
coefficients to an afine transformation w h i X E g Z 2  
template onto the search area. Any map ing is 
acceptable provided it remains within the sear& area. 
Each guess consists of adding to the last location six 
values obtained from a random number generator 
constrained to remains within a certain range, or 
temperature. Gradually the temperature is reduced so 
that guesses remains more localized, The heart of the 
algorithm is to annpute at each step the Boltsman 
probability of transitioning from the previous 
correlation to the current one. If the current 
correlation is higher than the last then we adopt the 
new afine position. If it is lower we mmpute the 
probabili? of that transition and compare it with 
chance. the coin col~tes up we accept It, and if the 
coin comes down we reject it and try again. The 
essence of annealin is that it gives us a way of 
escaping from local & minima in the solution space. 
Thus, it is a non-deteIministic method because the next 
move is not constrained entirely by the last m e  
Unlike o tion 1, the algorithm does not systematically 
search &e solution space for all combinations of 
mappings. It starts at an initial estimate and bounces 
about trying all sorts of combinations of afine 
mappin while . g the best location visited. 
Repeatsy it is E e v i s i t  the best correlation 
location. Gradually the range of guesses is reduced 
until it freezes near the best cost function minimum If 
the number of iterations is kept s d ,  it will freeze at 
the wrong location. If the number of iterations is kept 
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large, the best correlation location will always be 
found but at the expense of time. 
Option 2 is the mode of choice when one knows: 
That there is an unknown amount of rotation, 
scale, or distortion between the template and the 
search area. 
That the location of the best correlation could be 
anywhere in the search area. 
That if the images are distorted this distortion is 
to be compensated for 
That accuracy is never required to exceed 1 /30 of 
a pixel. 
That time is unimportant in exchange for a 
tiepoint. 
Option 3 This mode uses the simplex downhill search 
strategy (reference 5). A simplex is a tetrahedron with 
one comer greater than the dimension of the problem 
or surface it resides on. In this case the surface is the 
cost functions which is a function of six dimensions, 
those of the six afine mapping coefficients. These 
coefficients map the template to the search area We 
seek the six coefficients where the cost function is a 
mhimum. The simplex stands on this surface. There 
are four rules describin permitted changes in shape 
towards a minimum Eventually, it will find the 
bottom of the correlation surface and will compress 
itself down to the desired precision. This is a 
deterministic method because the next move depends 
entirely upon the last. Deterministic schemes have the 
drawback that if they start in the wrong minimum Fey 
have no means of escape. Therefore, the initial 
estimate for the afine mapping poIynomiaI must be 
within the correct mirimum for option 3 to function 
correctly The user can control the starting location 
for the search but tfus only sets two of six afine 
coefficients. In most cases the driving program 
provides initial estimates for a unity mapping, and this 
is adequate if the initial tiepoint is within the 
correlation distance. If data were strongly distorted, 
however, it might not suffice. 
Option 3 is the mode of choice when one knows: 
1 That if there is rotation, scale, or distortion 
between the template and the search area and that 
initial mapping polynomial coefficients are 
available to begin a search within the correct 
Ininhml 
2 That the initial tiepoint location is within a few 
pixels of the true one. 
3 That as much accuracy is desired as possible. 
4. That if the images are distorted this distortion IS 
to be compensated for 
5. That time is important but subordinate to 
accuracy. 
Option 4 This is a hybrid mode In this case option 1 
is first used to determine the tiepoint location. This 
location is then passed on to option 3 along with a 
unity mapping transformation. 
Option 4 is the mode of choice when one knows: 
1 
2 
3 That accuracy is essential. 
for the simplex as it see K to walk down the surface 
That the location of the best correlation could be 
anywhere in the search area. 
That the amount of rotation, scale, and distortion 
between the template and the search area is slight 
d 
4. That time is important. 
Option 5 is the mode of choice when one knows: 
1 
2. 
That the location of the best correlation could be 
anywhere in the search area. 
That the amount of rotation, scale, and distortion 
between the template and the search area is 
substantial or unknown 
3. That accuracy is essential. 
4.  That time i s  unimportant 
The Cost Function 
Each of the five correlation mode discussed above is 
really a means of determinin g the location in an knage 
where some quantity, which we call correlation value, 
is a maxim= This quantity is computed in the same 
fashion for all modes and is itself mcde ind endent. 
The correlation value is a least squares cost?%nction 
called the coefficient of determination ( r )  It measures 
the quality of a least squares linear fit made between 
the intensity values of the template and the 
corresponding intensities in the search area as 
determined by the afine ma ing polynomial. This 
function value lies between (no correlation at all) 
to 1.0 (perfect correlation- or anti- correlation). The 
correlation quality is computed from 
where x and are the intensi values in the template 
1-r Note, that because the measure is a least 
squares determination, correlation quality is 
indifferent to intensity differences between the 
template and the search area which are of the nature of 
scale, offset, or complement. Anti-correlations are just 
as valid as correlation's since both imply non 
randomness. 
and the sea r2  area respective P y The cost function is 
The Afine or Mapping Polynomial 
All modes except option 1 permit the template to suffer 
a distortion before*it i s  compared with tlie search area. 
The nature of the distortion is an g that a first 
can do. 
There are six coefficients involved (c~ - c,), three 
for sample and three for line. The options 2 through 5 
are concerned with determining what these six 
coefficients are. By v g the coefficients one can 
simulate chan es in "x" o set, scale, rotation, skew, 
transpose, or i p .  S i ce  we are really interested in the 
tiepoint location we only want the offset term in the 
sample and the line equations, however, we need to 
compute all the terms in order to extract the two we 
want. The polynomial terms are of the form: 
order polynomial or afine t ransomt ion  P
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r 
I,  = z,c, + StC* + c3 
S, = z,c4 + S,CS + ca 
where subscripts refer to s for search area or if for 
template. s is sample and is line. 
The Objective Function 
In order to determine the  i in tin!^ Dararneters for each 
image we minimize an obj&tive &&tion which returns 
a single scalar, The scalar is the sum of the 
disagreements between the tiepoints predicted by the 
camera model and those selected by the software or 
user Each tiepoint is transformed into scene 
coordinates such as (latitude, longitude) or ( x, y )  on a 
plane and is then transformed into image coordinates 
in the adjacent image. The disagreement 8 X  and 6y 
between this predicted location based upon an 
assumed camera pointing and the actual correlated 
tiepoint is used to determine the validity of the 
assumedcameramodel. 
n 
where N is the total number of overlapping image pairs 
and n is the pair number We use a numerical 
minimization routine based upon the simplex method 
(reference 5). For Mars Pathfinder there are N X 2 
unknowns to be optimized and for orbiters there are 
M X 3 unknowns, where M is the number of images 
contained within a mosaic. 
The largest mosaic navigated for Mars Pathfinder 
consist of about 180 images. 
Projection and Mosaicking Program 
Once the camera pointing is known it remains to 
decalibrate the map radiometrically and to 
transform the pixel values to the surface of a map or to 
a system of azimuth and elevation. Each mosaic 
comprises a single spectral band in radiance units. For 
orbiters the mosaics are collections of m ro-ections 
like Mars Pathfinder they are either in Mars Local 
coordinates or in the format which a wider field of 
view camera would provide. 
in conformal or authalic projection an BP or i anders 
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Figure 4 illustrates mosaicking of eighteen images from 
the Galileo SSI camera. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 
"before and &er"images mosaicking of IMP images 
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Abstract 
This paper briefly describes and then compares 
the effectiveness of f ive image registration 
approaches for GOES visible band imagery. The 
techniques compared are ( i )  NOM “point” manual 
landmarking, (ii) manual landmarking on extant 
feature (whole island, lake, etc.), (iii) automatic 
phase correlation, (iv) automatic spatial correlation 
on edge features, and (v)  automatic spatial 
correlation of region boundaries derived from image 
segmentation. 
1 Introduction 
Starting the GOES-8 satellite, the GOES pointing 
stabilization went from a spin-stabilized system to a 
gyroscope stabilized system. h i l t  in to the new 
gyroscope stabilized system is a feedback mechanism 
for correcting for pointing inaccuracies due to mainly 
to gravity anomalies and platform motion caused 
mechanical motion of systems on the platfom. This 
feedback mechanism requires the uploading from 
Earth of pointing correction factors. NOAA had 
originally hoped that an automatic phase correlation 
approach implemented in the NOAA Product 
Monitor would be sufficient. Early experimentation, 
however, showed that the automatic phase correlation 
was not robust enough for routine use (primarily due 
to the confounding effects of even a minor amount of 
clouds). N O M  then had to used its fall-back option 
of “point” manual landmarking (described below) in 
order to provide the required correction factors. 
This paper briefly describes and then compares 
the effectiveness of five image registration 
approaches for GOES visible band imagery The 
techniques compared are (i) NOAA “point” manual 
landmarking, (ii) manual landmarking on extant 
feature (whole island, lake, etc.) - which is 
considered to be the “true” registration, and (iii) a 
modified version of the N O M  automatic phase 
correlation. Two new approaches are also described 
and compared to the earlier approaches: (i) automatic 
spatial correlation on edge features, and (ii) 
automatic spatial correlation of region boundaries 
derived from image segmentation. 
Comparative results are given for varied sets of 
GOES visible imagery 
2 Registration Techniques 
NOAA “point“ manual landmarking: The NOAA 
operator displays a 128x128 pixel section of the 
GOES-8 imagery data on the Product Monitor and 
compares the image to a Landmark map. The 
operator finds the line and pixel location of a 
particular landwater feature (peninsula, bay, etc.) 
and records the difference between the expected line 
and pixel location and the line a pixel location 
actually found. 
Manual landmarking on extant feature (whole 
island, lake, etc.): Performed manual registration of 
GOES-8 imagery data from a particular day and 
Landmark by flickering between successive images 
using the Khoros function “animate.” This result was 
used as a baseline “best result” for comparison to the 
other techniques. This version of manual registration 
differs from the N O M  landmarking in that is uses 
spatial extant features (e.g. whole island, large 
section of coastline, whole lake, etc.). 
Automatic phase correlation: Phase correlation is a 
mathematical technique that was developed to 
register images to one another, It works best in cases 
in which the misregistration is only a translation 
(which is the case for GOES data). The technique 
can be described as follows (from [ 13): 
Given a reference image, gR and a sensed 
image gs, with two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms % and Gs, respectively, the 
cross-power s p e c 2 m  of the two images is 
defined as %Gs and the phase of that 
spectrum as 
The phase correlation function, d, is then 
given by 
d = F1{d@} 
where F1 denotes the inverse Fourier 
transform. 
The spatial location of the peak value of the 
phase correlation function, d, corresponds to 
the translation misregistration between g~ and 
gs. 
The innovation in the implementation 
demonstrated here is in the finding of the peak of the 
correlation function, d. Instead to looking for an 
interpolated peak of d (as in the implementation 
installed - and not used - on the NOAA Product 
Monitor), the center of mass of the peak of d is 
found. We have found that this gives a more robust 
result than searching explicitly for the peak. 
Automatic spatial correlation on edge features: 
Automatic edge detection is followed by spatial 
correlation (multiply reference image times the 
shifted input image). Automatic edge detection was 
performed using the “ v W  function from Khoros - 
which is an implementation of an edge detection 
algorithm developed by Shen and Castan [2,3]. 
Automatic spatial correlation of region boundaries 
derived from image segmentation: Automatic 
image segmentation is followed by spatial correlation 
(multiply reference image times the shifted input 
image). Automatic image segmentation is performed 
by Iterative Parallel Region Growing developed by 
Tilton [4]. 
One problem was encountered when spatially 
correlating the reference image and input image. 
Mainly due to varying lighting conditions, the input 
image region outline obtained may be expanded or 
shrunk as compared to the reference image region 
outline. In tests reported here, this was compensated 
by slightly smearing the reference image region 
outline (region boundary pixels were given the value 
“3,” while pixels touching the region boundary pixels 
were given the value “2,” and the pixels touching the 
pixels touching the region boundary pixels were 
given the value “1” Results using both the 
unsmeared and smeared reference image region 
outlines are given. 
3 Results 
Registration results were obtained for three 
widely different GOES 8 visible scenes, examples of 
which are given in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Complete 
results for the scene over Isla &gel de la Guarda off 
of Baja California, Mexico (Figure 1) are given in 
Table 1, using the non-smeared reference image for 
the region boundary registration case. Summary 
results for all three images are given in Table 2. The 
N O M  point manual landmarking shows an overall 
bias shift versus the other techniques. This is 
probably due to a problem with the navigation 
program used to locate the image segments - it is 
probably not an indication of an overall bias in the 
NOAA point manual landmarking itself. The 
standard deviation results indicate that the spatial 
Correlation on edge features approach was most 
consistent in matching the manual landmarking on 
extant features (assumed as reference). The results 
also show that “smearing” the reference edge map 
did improve the results from the spatial correlation 
on region boundaries approach for the BAJ case, but 
not enough to match the results produced by the 
spatial correlation on edge features approach. 
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Figure 1 GOES 8 visible image from 1815 UTC on 
June 12,1996, from over Isla Angel de la Guarda off 
of Baja California, Mexico. Selected as reference 
image. 
Figure 2. GOES 8 visible image from 1915 UTC on 
June 13, 1996, from over Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 
Selected as reference image. 
Figure 3, GOES 8 visible image from 1445 UTC on 
June 14, 1996, from over Lake Okeechobee, Florida, 
U S A . .  Selected as reference image. 
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Table 1 Shifts west and east from the manual registration result for Phase Correlation, Edge Feature Correlation, 
Region Boundary Correlation, and NOAA Point Manual Landmarking for the GOES 8 scene over Isla Angel de la 
Guarda off of Baja California, Mexico (Figure 1). 
I 
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the shifts west and east from the manual registration result for Phase 
Correlation, Edge Feature Correlation, Region Boundary correlation, and NOAA Point Manual Landmarking for 
all three GOES 8 image data sets. BAJ corresponds to the data from over Isla Angel de la Guarda off of Baja 
California, Mexico (figure 1). P W  corresponds to the data from over Puerto Vallarta, Mexico (figure 2). OKE 
corresponds to the data from over Lake Okeechobee, Florida, U.S.A. (figure 3). 
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Abstract 
Most automatic registration methods are either 
correlation-based, feature-based, or a combination of 
both. Examples of features which can be utilized for 
automatic image registration are edges, regions, 
comers, or wavelet-extracted features. In this paper, we 
describe two proposed approaches, based on edge or 
edge-like features, which are very appropriate to 
highlight regions of interest such as coastlines. The 
two iterative methods utilize the Normalized Cross- 
Correlation of edge and wavelet features and are applied 
to such problems as image-to-map registration, 
landmarking, and channel-to-channel co-registration, 
utilizing test data, AVHRR data, as well as GOES 
image data. 
1. Introduction 
Digital image registration is very important in 
many applications of image processing, such as 
medical imagery, robotics, visual inspection, and 
remotely sensed data processing. For all of these 
applications, image registration is defined as the 
process which determines the most accurate match 
between two or more images acquired at the same or at 
merent times by merent or identical sensors. 
Registration provides the "relative" orientation of two 
images (or one image and other sources, e.g., a map), 
with respect to each other, from which the absolute 
orientation into an absolute reference system can be 
derived. Image registration is usually motivated by 
such goals as object recognition, model matching, 
pose estimation, or change detection. In this paper, we 
will only refer to remote sensing applications, for 
which automated image geo-registration has become a 
highly desirable technique. 
Currently, the most common approach to 
remotely sensed image registration is to extract a fkw 
outstanding characteristics of the data, which are called 
control points (Cpls), tie-points, or reference points, 
The CP's (usually selected interactively) in both 
images (or image and map) are matched by pair and 
used to compute the parameters of a geometric 
transformation. But such a point selection represents a 
repetitive, labor- and time-intensive task which 
becomes prohibitive for large amounts of data. Also, 
too few points, inaccurate points, or ill-distributed 
points might be chosen thus leading to l G e  
registration errors. Recently, a relatively important 
number of automatic image registration methods have 
been developed [1,2], and they focus on the automatic 
selection of the control points, on the speed of 
processing as well as on the accuracy of the resulting 
registration. Most automatic registration methods are 
either correlation-based, feature-based, or a 
combination of both. Examples of features which are 
utilized for registration are edges, regions, comers, or 
wavelet-extracted features 
In this paper, we describe two proposed 
approaches based on edge or edge-like features, which 
are very appropriate to highlight regions of interest 
such as coastlines. These two algorithms perform 
automatic image registration in an iterative manner, 
first estimating the parameters of the transformation, 
and then iteratively refining these parameters. 
Preliminary results are presented utilizing test data, as 
well as map-to-image registration of AVHRR image 
data, and landmarking and co-registration of GOES 
data. 
2. Edge- and Wavelet-Based Registrations 
Among all potential features to utilize as control 
points, edges and edge-like features appear as ones of 
the most promising. Often, a human operator will 
choose sharp curvatures in coastlines or rivers, the 
intersections of two roads or the coastline of a lake as 
control points to perform manual registration. The 
initial approaches presented in this paper are based on 
these observations as well as on the conclusions of 
three previous studies [3,4,5] which compare manual 
registration, edge matching, and phase correlation. All 
these converge to conclude that edge or edge-like 
features are very appropriate to highlight regions of 
interest such as coastlines. In one of these studies [4], 
the Normalized Cross-Correlation [6] is rated as one of 
the best matching measures. Therefore, in this study 
we present the results obtained by two methods based 
on the Normalized Cross-Correlation of edge and 
wavelet features. 
2.1 Edge Detection 
An edge detection computes the gradient of the 
original gray levels and highlights the pixels of the 
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image with higher contrast. Since edge values are less 
affected by local intensity variations or time-of-the 
day conditions than original gray level values, edge 
features should be more reliable than original gray 
levels. Figure 1 shows on an example of a coastliie 
how edge detection can be useful to detect the exact 
location of the edge point A located on the coastline: if 
we draw a line perpendicular to the coastline at point 
A, and we consider the function representing the 
intensity of the image points along this line, we get a 
function which is about constant over the land, jumps 
down at the edge and gets constant again over the 
water If we compute the gradient (or first derivative) of 
this function, we get a edge function which is about 
zero everywhere except around the edge point where it 
reaches a maximum. Locating this maximum is 
equivalent to finding the edge point, i.e. the coastline 
point A in this example. 
Figure 1 
Edge Detection for Coastlines Extraction 
In the method presented below, we will be using a 
Sobel edge detector which computes the gradient (or 
first derivative) of the 2-D image signal through two 
filters, an horizontal filter, Fh and a vertical filter, FV 
F v = [ ! i i ]  
Fh==[;; -1 0 :] 1 
The magnitude of the yadient is computed as: 
and the direction at each point is computed as: 
Higher magnitudes values of M correspond to edge 
f m e s  including coastlines. Other edge detection 
methods [7,8], computationally more expensive but 
less sensitive to noise, will be investigated later 
M= Sqrt(Fv*+ Fh ) 
D= Arctg(Fv/Fh). 
2.2. Wave let De corn posi tion 
Similarly to a Fourier transform, wavelet 
transforms provide a time-frequency representation of a 
signal, which can be inverted for later reconstruction. 
However, the wavelet representation allows a better 
spatial localization as well as a better division of the 
i 
time-frequency plane than a Fourier transform, or than 
a windowed Fourier transform. In a wavelet 
representation, the original signal is filtered by the 
translations and the dilations of a basic function, called 
the "mother wavelet" For the algorithm d e s m i  
below, only discrete orthonormal basis of wavelets 
have been considered and have been implemented by 
filteringthe original image by a high-pass and a low- 
pass filter, thus in a multi-resolution fashion. At each 
level of decomposition, four new images are computed; 
each of these images is half the size of the previous 
original image and represents the low fiequency or 
high fkquency information of the image in the 
horizontal or/and the vertical directions; images LL 
(LowlLow), LH (LowLHigh), HL@Iigh/Low), and HH 
(High/High) of Table 1 Starting again h m  the 
"compressed" image (or image representing the low- 
fiequency information), the process can be iterated, 
thus building a hierarchy of lower and lower resolution 
images. Table 1 summarizes the multi-resolution 
decomposition. 
(;D and am the rhhatbm by 2 
in rows and eolumns, respectively. 
Table 1 
Multi-Resolution Wavelet Decomposition 
The features provided through this type of wavelet 
decomposition are of two Werent types: the low-pass 
features which provide a compressed version of the 
original data and some texture information, and the 
high-pass features which provide detailed information 
very similar to edge features. The advantages of using 
a wavelet decomposition are twofold; (a) by 
considering the low-pass information, one can bring 
different spatial resolution data to a common spatial 
resolution without losing any significant features, 
which is very useful for channel-to-channel eo- 
registration or registration of multi-resolution data, @) 
by utilizing high-pass information, one can retrieve 
significant features which are correlated in the 
registration process, similarly to edge fatures. When 
these features are extracted at a lower resolution, only 
the strongest features are still present, thus eliminating 
weak higher resolution features. Furthermore, utilizing 
wavelet transforms ties wavelet-based registration 
algorithms to a more general data management 
framework [9], in which wavelet decomposition could 
serve the multi-purpose of image compression, 
reconstruction, and content extraction as well as image 
registration. 
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Our wavelet-based registration algorithm 
[2,10,11] is based on the high-ikquency infirmation 
extracted Itom the wavelet decomposition (images 
“LH” and “HL” h m  Table 1). Only those points 
whose intensities belong to the top x?? of the 
histograms of these images are kept (x being a 
parameter of the program whose selection can be 
automatic); we call these points “maxima of the 
wavelet coefficients,” and these maxima form the 
feature space. 
2.3 Feature Matching 
Correlation measurement is the usual similarity 
metric [6], although it is computationally expensive 
and noise sensitive when used on original gray level 
data. Using a pre-processing such as edge detection or 
a wavelet multi-resolution search strategy enables large 
reductions in computing time and increases the 
robustness of the algorithms. If R and I are the 
reference and the input images, the correlation measure 
between R and I is defined by* 
Z((Rj-R*).(Ij-I*)) 
corr(R,r) = . 
. \/ Z(Rj-R*)2 Z(Ij-I*)2 
with R* and I* are the mean of images R and I, 
respectively Other similarity metrics are described in 
[ 121 and will be evaluated in future work as well as the 
use of a robust fature matching algorithm which is 
described in [ 131. 
2.4 Description of the Two Algorithms 
In general, we will assume the transformation to 
be either a rigid or an ailhe transformation. Although 
high-order polynomials are superior to isometric 
transformations when the deformation includes more 
than a translation and a rotation, isometric 
transformations are more accurate when a smaller 
number of points is available and are less sensitive to 
noise and to largely inconsistent tie-points. Both types 
of transformations include compositions of translations 
and rotations; therefore, as a preliminary study, our 
search space is composed of rigid transformations fbr 
the edge-based method and compositions of 2-D 
rotations and translations for the wavelet-based 
method, and will be extended later to &e 
transformations. Both edge- and wavelet-based 
methods represent a three-step approach to automatic 
registration of remote sensing imagery The h t  step 
involves the edge extraction or the wavelet 
decomposition ofthe r e k n c e  and input images to be 
registered. In the second step, we extract domain 
independent &lures h m  both rei&ence and input 
images. In the wavelet method, kitme extraction is 
perbrmed at each decomposition level. Finally, we 
utilize these htures to compute the transfixmation 
Binction. Both methods perform the registration in an 
iterative manner, first estimating the parameters of the 
deformation transformation, and then iteratively 
refining these parameters. 
For the edge-based implementation, we chose to 
model the transformption as a combination of a scaling 
in both dsy), a rotation (de), and a 
shift or ,dty)in both directions. This 
algorithm is based on the assumption that rotation 
angle and scaling parameters are small (within 5 
degrees for the rotation angle and within [0.9,1 11 fbr 
the scaling parameters). At the first iteration, the 
translation parameters are first extracted assuming 
rotation and scaling to be negligible. Then, knowing 
the translation parameters, the rotation angle is found, 
assuming the scaling negligible. Then scaling 
parameters are retrieved. At each next iteration, the 
five parameters are retrieved simultaneously, by 
computing the cross-correlations for all successive 
values of the parameters taken at incremental steps. At 
each iteration, the accuracy on the transformation 
parameters is divided by two. So, if at the first 
iteration, the translation parameters are found at a 1 
pixel accuracy, the accuracy will be 0.5 pixel at 
iteration 2, 0.25 at iteration 3, etc. 
For the wavelet-based method, the search intervals 
on the parameters can either be chosen arbitrarily or be 
reduced by the user utilizing a priori information about 
the sensor movement and the satellite navigation 
system. The search strategy is explained below when 
looking only for rotations and follows the 
multiresolution provided by the wavelet 
decomposition. At the deepest level of decomposition 
(where the image size is the smallest), the search is 
exhaustive over the whole search space (e.g., 
[0,90degees]) but with an accuracy equal to A (e.g., 8 
degrees). The first approximation of the best rotation, 
Rn, is chosen over this search space; then Rn becomes 
the center of a new search interval of length 2A, [Rn - 
A , Rn + A], and at the next lower level, the new 
approxhated rotation, Rn-1, is found within this 
search interval with an accuracy of A/2. This process is 
repeated until the fmt level of decomposition, where 
the search interval is [R2 - A/2**(n-2), R2 + A/2**(n- 
2)J and the final registration rotation, R1, is found 
with an accuracy equal to N2**(n-l). In particular, if 6 
is the desired registration accuracy (e.g., 1 degree), h 
is chosen as 2**(n-1) 6,  where n is the number cf 
levels of wavelet decomposition. In the case of an affine 
transformation, instead of looking for all parameters 
simultaneously, the search is performed over each set 
of parameters independently, first looking for shifts, 
then for rotations, etc. Such a use of successive 
“subsearches” reduces dramatically the amount d 
computations. mer solutions will be investigated, 
such as the use of an optimization technique or of a 
statistically robust point matching method [13]. 
Below is a more general description of both 
registration algorithms using edge or wavelet f m  
for AVHRR and GOES image data: 
(Rl) Preprocessing Step: The pre-processing step 
enhances the contrast of the features which are 
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utilized to perform the registration. For some 
channels, gray levels may have to be inverted to 
consider homogeneous computations. 
Wavelet Decomposition: Since images to be 
registered may have different spatial resolutions, 
the wavelet decomposition step brings these 
images to a common spatial resolution without 
degrading the image quality. Wavelet 
decomposition is pursued further down if 
wavelet coefficients are used for the registration. 
Registration: This step can be performed by 
cross-correlating either edge f m  or wavelet 
features. With either type of features, the 
registration is performed by: 
(R3.I) Estimating independently the five 
parameters: rotation, shift in the x-direction, 
shift in the y-direction, scaling in x, and scaling 
in y First the rotation and the scalings are 
assumed to be negligible and the shift in x and 
y are estimated. Then, taking into account the 
estimated shift, the two scaling parameters are 
neglected and the rotation angle is estimated. 
Then, after applying the previous shift and 
rotation parameters, the two scaling parameters 
are computed. These scaling parameters are kept 
constant for the rest of the search. 
(R3.2) The three previous rotation and shift 
parameters are iteratively refined, at better and 
better accuracies. For example, if the first step 
looks at an accuracy of 2 degrees rotation, and 2 
pixels shift, four successive iterations will look 
at the respective accuracies of 1 degree/l pixel , 
0.5 degreel0.5 pixel, 0.25 degree1025 pixel. 
The two differences between the edge-based 
registration and the wavelet-based registration reside in 
the type of features that are considered to perform the 
registration, edges versus wavelet coefficients, and in 
the size of the images on which the computations are 
carried out: for the edge-based registration, the full size 
images are utilized for every step. For the wavelet- 
based registration, the initial search is carried out on 
the lowest level of wavelet decomposition, i.e., the 
smallest size images, then each refinement is computed 
on the next size-up, with the fmal refinement being 
computed on the full size image. This last variation 
explains the difference in the number of operations 
needed for each algorithm, about 480 floating point 
operations per pixel for the edge-based registration 
versus about 200 floating point operations per pixel 
for the wavelet-based registration. 
3. Results 
These two algorithms have been tested with Bbur 
difkent types of datasets; 
- the first dataset represents synthetic test patterns 
where pattems and transfirmations are well-controlled. 
- the second dataset is representative of multi-temporal 
studies and is firmed with a series of AVHRWLAC 
.4 
P 
scenes over South A$ica For this application, a map 
ofthe coastlines is available so the images can be geo- 
registered to the map. 
- the third dataset is an example of landmark 
navigation with a series of five GOES images of a 
landmark, “Cape Cod,” which are registered to a 
reference image (or “chip,,) of this landmark. 
- the fourth dataset represent examples of channel-to- 
channel co-registration (or calibration) with two 
series of five-channels GOES images for which 
channel-to-channel registration is performed. 
3.1. Test Data 
Figure 2 represents seven d i f f i t  test patterns 
which have been utilized to test the edge-based 
registration method. This series of test patterns was 
created to test the response of our edge-based algorithm 
to edge directions, local intensity variations as well as 
texture variations. 
A few preliminary experiments were conducted by 
applying two known transformations to the original 
image data (in this case, a composition of a rotation 
and a translation), and then registering the transformed 
images to the original image using the edge-based 
automatic registration. Results are shown in Table 3 
and indicate average absolute errors of 0.12 degree in 
rotation and 0.28 pixel in translation. Although these 
frst results are very encouraging, the present size of the 
dataset is not sufEcient to give any conclusions about 
the accuracy or the precision of the system, but it will 
be extensively tested in future experiments. 
(1 0.6 1.5) (1 0.65 1.5 ) (0 0.05 0 1 
Avenge Error Rotation: 
Average Error Tnnalation: 
0.12 Dagrees 
0.28 Pixels 
Table 3 
Results of the Automatic Edge-based Registration on the Test 
Patterns of Figure 2 
3.2. AVHRR Data (Image to Map) 
The second dataset is a series of 13 512 rows by 
1024 columns AvHRRnAC images over South 
Afica Raw AVHRR data are navigated and 
georeferenced to a geographic grid that extends fiom - 
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30.20 S ,  15.39 E (upper left> -34.79 S, 24.59 E (lower 
right). The navigation process uses an orbital model 
developed at the University of Colorado El51 and 
assumes a mean attitude behavior (roll, pitch and yaw) 
derived using Ground Control Points [16]. A map of 
the coastline derived fiom the Digital Chart of the 
World (DCW) is generated for the same geographic 
grid, Figure 3 shows one image of this sequence 
superimposed with the map of the coastline. Note that 
in this case, there is a slight misregistmtion. The 
coastline map is used to create a mask, i.e. the area of 
the input images where the edge iktures are correlated 
with the map. Figure 4 shows these Eatures in a [- 
20,+20] pixel interval around the coastline. Affer 
correlation, the (rotation,shiff,scaling] transfirmation 
is computed and used to corm3 the input image. 
Figure 5 shows the corrected image superimposed with 
the map and Table 4 shows the registration results 
using the edge-based method. 
Figure 2 
Test Patterns Including Grids, 
Texture Mosaic 
Figure 3 
Original AVHRR South Afiica Image with Coastline Map 
J 
Figure 5 
Corrected AVHRR South Affica Image with Coastline Map 
(Rotatron=O degrea, Shift=(2,3) pixels, ScaIings = I )  
Table 4 
A VHRR Data Registration Results (Edge-Based Method) 
(AI1 Rotations=O, All Shifts=l Only Shifts are Indicated) 
3.3. GOES Data 
Landmark registration has usually two purposes: 
geo-registering new incoming images, as well as 
refining the satellite orbit computation and navigation 
system. Two recent studies dealing with satellite 
meteorological data show significant contribution in 
this domain. The fmt study [3] deals with Meteosat 
data, while the second one [4] concentrates on GOES 
data. Both studies consider a shift-only transformation, 
and obtain sub-pixel accuracy by up-sampling the data. 
The Meteosat study uses Normalized Cross-Correlation 
(NCC) on edges of landmarks such as coastlines. The 
GOES study uses only lakes and islands for landmarks, 
and evaluates six dBerent matching methods. Among 
these methods Cross-Correlation (CC) and NCC of 
enhanced gray levels, as well as Edge Matching are 
evaluated as performing the best; Edge Matching is the 
least sensitive to cloud cover, while (N)CC provides a 
slightly more accurate position estimation. Both 
studies also utilize a masking of the clouds in order to 
increase the reliability of the registration. The GOES 
study also provides a good procedure description and 
some requirements for the choice of the landmarks. 
3.3.1. ~ a n d ~ a ~ ~ g  (Image to Landmark) 
Our first landmarking tests using our wavelet- 
based algorithm were performed on a sequence of five 
successive 128x128 images fiom the GOES satellite 
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over the Cape Cod area, "RAWl" to "RAWS", shown 
in Figure 6. Since we do not currently have a map 
database available which would be used to perform the 
landmark registration, we simulated this process by 
taking as reference "chip" a sub-image extracted fhm 
the center ofthe first image "RAWl" This re- 
chip is then automatically registered to the other 
images utilizing the wavelet-based registration 
algorithm described above. 
each of these computations a look-up-table will be 
updated with the five co-registration parameters 
(rotation, shift, and scaling). Depending on the number 
of channels, instead of computing these parameters on 
every possible pair of channels, a reknce channel 
from each focal plane (or each group of channels) can be 
selected and co-registration is computed in two steps: 
Step 1 reference channels are co-registered to the 
highest-resolution channel which is visible at that time 
of the day, 
Step 2: every channel of a given group is co-registered 
to the reference channel of this group. 
sniry0,Ol For example, for the 5 GOES channels, Channels 1 
(Visible) and 4 (Long Wave-IR) are taken as referenee 
channels. So the co-registration is performed on the 
following cascade of pairs of channels: 
Step 1 (1,4) 
RAWl 
RLEtrrmct chip 
-a 
At (3232) 
RmnRAWl 
step 2: (4,219 (4,315 ( 4 3  
To our knowledge, no systematic study has been 
attained for the co-registration of remote sensing data, in 
particular meteorological satellite data. In this case, the 
RAwq ~ ~ k u 4 W W  issues are somewhat difkent from the general imwe 
RAW3 sm=pKlK] RAW5 shiff-(4E,Z] 0. scaling factors in [-0.9pixels,+0.9pixels]. 
Although the observed areas are about the same in 
each channel, the visible features can be quite Werent, 
which leads to two main differences with the general 
image registration problem: 
*e coastline registration is not always applicable, 
** clouds should be used and not eliminated h m  
* The highest-resolution channel which is utilized as a 
reference will be Merent for different times of the day 
and its spatial resolution will be lower at night. 
This set of experiments was perfmed utilizing 
multiple channels of a sequence of GOES images taken 
during 24 hours in two different sectors, "Baja" and 
"Florida" There are 5 GOES channels with the 
respective spatial resolutions of 1 km and 4 km. 
Figure 7a shows the 5 channels of a GOES scene of the 
"Baja" sector. After basic preprocessing of the data and 
in order to deal with similar spatial resolution data, a 
wavelet decomposition of Channel 1 is performed (see 
Figure 7b). After 2 decomposition levels, the spatial 
resolution of the decomposed Channel 1 is identical to 
the resolution of Channels 2 to 5. Then a Sobel edge 
detection is computed on the compressed Channel 1 
and on Channels 2 to 5 (see Figure 7c), and the edge- 
based registration described above is applied to these 
edge features. We can notice that Channel 3 (Water 
Vapor Channel) does not present the same original or 
edge f n  as the other channels and this remark 
explains the following results relative to the 
registration of Channel 3. 
Figure 6 
Wavelet-based Registration of a Sequence of Five GOES 
Images of Cape Cod 
As expected, when the reference chip is registered 
to the image fiom which it was extracted, the 
transformation which is computed is (OE,OS), which 
means that there is no shift towards the East or South 
directions. Then, the respective shifts between reference 
chip and input images are given for each of the input 
images "RAW2" to "RAW5", and the results are 
displayed in Figure 1 by a black window located at the 
shifted position which has been automatically 
computed by the algorithm. Qualitatively, these 
results look very satisfactory, and we can notice that 
even the presence of a small cloud in the refmce chip 
which then disappears in the following images of the 
sequence does not seem to affect the results. Future 
work will include the use of a cloud masking as well 
as determining the maximum percentage of the image 
which can be covered by clouds without affecting the 
reliability of the algorithm [14]. 
the registration process. 
3.3.2. Channel-to-Channel Co-Registration 
Channel-to-channel co-registration is a calibration- 
type operation which might not be necessary to 
perfoxm for every image received by a multispectral 
instrument. Co-registration might be necessary when 
an instrument has just been launched, and then will be 
computed about twice a day (or even. less often): at 
(Image-to-Image) 
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We tested 33 five-channel scenes corresponding to 
the "Baja" sector. According to the two steps described 
earlier, we chose Channel 1 as the reference channel fcp 
the visible wavelength, and Channel 4 as the reference 
channel for the inb-red wavelength, then the cascade of 
channels to register is: (1,4), (4,2), (4,3), (4,5). For 
each of the 33 scenes, three tests of registration were 
performed: 
(E 1) All original channels are registered 
(E2) Channel 1 was artificially translated by the vector 
(1,2) pixels, leaving Channels 2 to 5 unchanged, 
(E3) Channel 1 was artificially rotated by the angle 0.5 
degrees and translated by the vector (0.5,1.2) pixels, 
while Channels 2 to 5 were unchanged. 
Table 5 shows some results of these experiments, 
detailed for the first three scenes, and then the accuracy 
and the standard deviation (or precision) of the rotation 
and translation parameters is computed over the 33 
scenes for the four pairs of channels. The accuracy and 
the standard deviation of a parameter "a" are computed 
according to the following formulas: 
1 
33*3 
i=33*3 
i= 1 
Accuracy (a) = - c ( - true-@ 
and 
StdDev (a) = 
i=33*3 
R-OTi(l.2) 
R-5 T45.13) 
... IO1632.. 
1 - 
33*3 ( (a(i) - true-ay) - (Accuracy(a>2 ) 
0.1 1.9.2.3 0.44 
0.5 155,125 0.44 
correlation coefficient close to 1 , and a relatively good 
registration of Channels 4 and 2. As we noticed 
previously, the features extracted iiom Channel 3 do 
not permit a good registration and it is illustrated by 
very low correlation coefficients (around or below 0.1). 
In this example, the registration of Channels 1 and 4 
seems to present a bias of (0.95,O) in shift that is 
consistent among the 33 scenes of this sequence. In the 
absence of ground truth data and with correlation 
coefficients of average value, no conclusion could be 
drawn iiom this result. If additional information was 
available, such registration could indicate a shift in the 
geometric calibration of Channel 1 relative to the 
other channels. 
' 
Orlglnsl 
R-OT41.2) 
R=ST=(5,13) 
... 10164s.. 
Otiglnsl 
RIOT41.2) 
0.15 0.85.0.1 0.44 0 0.0 0.64 0.35 -1.6.0.65 0.05 0 0.0 0.5'4 
0.05 1952.05 0.44 
0.5 155.1.25 0.44 
0 1.0 0.44 0 0.0 0.65 0.15 4.1.0.15 0.11 0 0.0 0.94 
0 22 0.44 
R - S T 4 5 J 3 )  0.5 155.1.25 0.44 I I 
.+r 33 Expedaurrla: 
Accuracy -0.06 (-0.721.0.18) 0 (0.01,O.Ol) -0217 (0.624.19) 0 (08) 
sm& D ~ V .  0.07 (o.m.0.13) o (o.w.0.04) 0.115 (om,ox) o (om 
Table 5 
i= 1 Results of Registration Experiments 
for the "Baja" Sector, Fig. 7a Correlation coefficients, which vary between 0 and 1, 
are also indicated for each registration. The results 
show a perfect registration of Channels 4 and 5 with a 
Channel 1 
Figure 7a 
GOES Scene; "Baja" Sector; Five Channels 
(Images reduced for display purposes) 
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L d  1- s12dl2 
Figure 7b - Wavelet Decomposition of Channel I shown in Figure 7a 
channd 4 channel 5 
Figure 7c - Edge Detection on Level2-Wavelet of Channel I and on Channels 2 to 5 of Figure 7a 
Similar experiments were conducted with the 
successive scenes of the "Florida" sector shown in 
Figure Sa. In this case, no land features are visible in 
any of the five channels and this example shows how 
channel-to-channel co-registration can be performed 
with only cloud features. Figure 8b shows the edges 
extracted from the five channels and Table 6 details the 
results of the registrations perfionned for the above 
experiments (El), (E2) and (E3). These few results 
show good registrations of the five channels 
4. Conclusion and Future Work 
These preliminary experiments utilizing edge- and 
wavelet-based image registration are very promising. 
Still more work needs to be done in the following 
- Sub-pixel accuracy: fiom the previous GOES and 
Meteosat studies, we feel that automatic registration 
schemes based on edge or edge-like features should be 
able to achieve sub-pixel accuracy Of course a 
landmark registration at such an accuracy assumes that 
a map database will be available at a very high 
resolution (e.g., DMA map) and for a very large 
number of landmarks. Ifneeded, accuracy can also be 
areas: 
improved by interpolating the correlation curve using 
for example a cubic-spline method. 
- Robustness of Algorithms The robustness of the 
algorithm will have to be evaluated in h c t i o n  of 
variable conditions (such as time of day), especially ibr 
the co-registration process, since Werent channels 
with a lower spatial resolution will have to be utilized 
as refmce at night. Robustness will also have to be 
evaluated relative to the issue of cloud occlusion. 
- Dependency on Initial Conditions: The cost of 
computing the spatial correlation of two images is a 
function of the number of steps where the correlation is 
computed. If we perform the correlation of 2 images of 
size NxM at k difkrent positions, the computational 
cost is equal to 2*k*N*M floating point operations. 
So if the initial search for the five parameters is 
computed in some interval [-n,+n] with a step of 1, the 
correlation cost is: 2NM*(2*(2n+1)**2+(2n+l)). If the 
initial search interval increases, i.e., the accuracy of the 
initial parameters given by the attitude model 
decreases, then the computational cost of the 
registration will increase accordw to the above 
formula. A larger uncertainty in the initial conditions 
might also lead to false paths in the search kr 
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registration parameters and therefore decrease the Acknowledgments 
overall registration accuracy The authors would like to thank Bill Campbell and 
Space Flight Center's Applied 
Branch for their support in the 
development of the algorithms, as well as Jim Tucker, 
Dennis Chesters, Del Jenstrom, Sanford Hinkal, Rick 
Lyon, and the GATES project team for providing 
advise, expertise and data for our experiments. 
In general, quantitative testing, as well as accuracy 
and simulation studies will be pursued for the two 
previous types of registration for the purpose of multi- 
temporal registration, landmark navigation, as well as 
channel-to-channel co-registration. 
Figure 8a - GOES Scene; "Florida" Sector; Five Channels (Images reduced for dkplay purposes) 
Figure 8b - Edge Detection on Level2-Wavelet of Channel 1 and on Channels 2 to 5 of Figure 8a 
Table 6 - Results of Co-registration Experiments for the Scene of the "Florida" Sector (Fig.8a) 
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ABSTRACT 
A series of processing steps is described for the automatic acquisition, pre-processing, registration, and mosaicgng of 
large-scale transmission electron micrograph images (> 1 Gigapixel). This work was carried out as part of a final- 
phase clinical analysis study of a drug for the treatment of diabetic penpheral neuropathy, to determine if the com- 
pound under study could reduce or reverse the destrucbon of myelinated fibers. In order to verify the existence of 
rare, regenerating nerve fibers, it was necessary to image at high enough magnifications in order to see basement 
membranes, only 50 nanometers in width. 
More than 500 nerve biopsy samples were prepared, digitally imaged, mosacked, processed, and reviewed, For a 
single sample, more than 1000 electron micrograph frames were typically acquired, each composed of 1.5 megapix- 
els, for a total of between 1 and 2 gigabytes per sample. These frames were automatically registered and mosncked 
using a two-stage search process, forming a single virtual image composite that was later used to perform automatic 
cueing of axon and potential regenerative clusters, as well as review and correction marking by qualified neuroanato- 
mists. Registration was non-trivial because the placement accuracy of the computer-controlled stage allowed for 
motion errors of up to 100 pixels (1 75 microns) in any direction. In addition, edge artifacts due to the effects of the 
electron beam scanning process, also impeded accurate registration and required mitigating preprocessing steps to be 
carried out on each frame. 
The first stage of the registration search process was accomplished via a full binary correlation at reduced resolution, 
while the second stage used a tree-structured search on filtered binary images that emphasized larger, dark structures. 
This approach guaranteed that registration results could be generated quickly enough to meet the high throughput 
demands of the project. Overall, the registration effort was successful except for "bland" regions of the samples, 
lacking any clear structure, where it was nearly impossible to match edges of adjacent frames. The paper discusses 
potential improvements to the registration process which might reduce the impact of such errors. 
The effort described here demonstrated a new, entirely digital capability for doing largescale electron micrograph 
studies, in which all of the relevant specimen data could be included at hgh  magnification, as opposed to simply tak- 
ing a random sample of discrete locations. It offers the possibility for new types of studies involving electron micros- 
copy that would not have been possible prior to 1995, due to the convergence of technologies (mass storage, faster 
processors, accurate computer-controlled stages, and a digital camera), that were used here to achieve the result, 
including the acquisition of more than 500,000 micrograph frames, and processing of over 800 gigabytes of data, in 
less than 6 months. 
Keywords: cluster counting, computer-aided image analysis, diabetic neuropathy, digital mcroscopy, electron 
microscopy, image registration, image mosaicking, nerve fiber density, nerve regeneration 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes a suite of image processing algorithms which were developed as part of a clinical study, on the 
effect of a particular drug in the treatment of diabetic peripheral neuropathy. The portion of the study described here 
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examined the effect of the drug on peripheral nerve tissue, through the use of electron mcroscopy (EM). The pur- 
pose of the algorithms was to make it possible to capture images at high magnification, mosaic them into a single, 
very large composite, and then provide tools to aid neuroanatomists in reviewing this volume of imagery. 
The anatomical changes that were being studied here included an increase in the percentage or area density of regen- 
erative axon clusters, or an increase in the area density of the axonfibers themselves, particularly the smaller ones 
(less than 5-6 microns in diameter). To make this assessment, a trained neuroanatomist reader had to review the 
entire cross-sectional area of complete nerve fiber bundles, or fascicles, such as the one shown at low resolution in 
Figure 1 First, the reader was required to identify all of the axon fibers (donut-like objects) in the facsicle, which 
could number as high as 1000-2000. Second, he or she was required to identify all of the regenerative clusters, whch 
are groups of two or more small axons that are completely surrounded by a single basement membrane. These clus- 
ters are considered to provide direct anatomical evidence of nerve regeneration, and thus are critical to definitively 
demonstrating the utility of the drug for diabetic patients. Unfortunately, such clusters are also relatively rare, and 
difficult to verify, due to the narrow width of the basement membrane which must surround them. 
Figure l-Example composite image of a nerve fascicle 
1.1 Data volumes 
The use of cluster counting to measure nerve regeneration is a relatively new development, and up to now, very few 
studies have been performed based on this technique. The main difficulty in taking this approach is the sheer volume 
of data necessary to collect and review. Because the basement membranes are extremely thin (around 50 nanometers 
wide), in order to see them reliably, we needed to have 2-4 pixels across their width. This translates to an imaging 
resolution of around 60 pixels per linear micron. Since the fascicles themselves are typically more than 0.5 millime- 
ters in diameter, then, to image an entire fascicle, we would need more than 30,000 pixels across the diameter, or 
around 1 gigapixel of rectangular area. In actual practice, because overlapping frames were required for registration 
purposes, and we had to image some tissue outside of the actual fascicle area, raw datasets for a slngle sample were 
typically 1-2 gigabytes (1 byte per pixel), and sometimes as high as 2.5 gigabytes. At a nominal screen resolution of 
72 dpi (one pixel per typographic “point”), this corresponds to an image that is between 30 and 60 feet in diameter! 
Over 500 samples of this type were imaged in the course of this study, for a total of nearly I terabyte, each, of both 
raw and processed (mosaicked) data. To acquire all of these samples, more than 500,000 electron micrograph images 
were collected, making this one of the largest electron microscopy efforts ever attempted. 
In the past, small studies of this type were carried out using film-based electron micrograph systems. The films were 
taken, developed, and then literally pasted together manually to form a gigantic image, a few yards across, which 
would be reviewed by an anatomist using a magnifying glass, for counting axons and identifying clusters. For the 
current study, with so many samples being acquired, and the need to complete all of the work within a year, this 
approach would not have been feasible. Instead, the imaging team for the study developed an entirely digital acquisi- 
tion and processing system. Images were acquired using a digital camera connected to the electron microscope. The 
mcroscope stage was automatically controlled so that all of the 1000 or more frames for a given sample could be 
acquired without human intervention, once the set-up operations were complete. Re-processing, registration, and 
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mosaicking of the raw EM image frames were done using an entirely automated process, as was cueing of the axons 
and potential clusters. Review and markiilg of the sample unagery by the neurbatiatomists was also aded by the 
development of a digital reviewing station, which made it easier for the readers to navigate around the large datasets, 
and to record their observations. 
Biopsied 
Tissue - 
1.2 Processing stages 
Registration Sample Preparation 
In the sections that follow, we will describe some of the processing stages for an individual sample, from the time the 
nerve biopsy is taken, through image acquisition and processing, until the statistics based on the review by a neu- 
roanatomist are collected (see Figure 2). Our focus in this paper will be primarily on the acquisition, pre-processing, 
registration, and mosaicking steps. 
Anatomical 
When the nerve biopsy is taken, there are a number of sampIe preparations steps that occur, prior to the time that the 
sample is imaged. Some of these occurred at the clinic or hospital which performed the biopsy, and others were car- 
ried out at the University of Michigan, where the study was conducted. Following h s  preparation, the sample was 
automatically imaged on the electron mcroscope, and the data files were transferred to another computer for pre-pro- 
cessing, registration, and mosacking. When the composite, or "virtual" image product was complete, the data was 
transferred to a third computer station where automatic axon and cluster cueing was carried out. The outputs from 
this process, along with the composite image data, were then sent to a sample reviewing station, where a neuroanato- 
mist reader would examine the sample, and mark axons and regenerative clusters. These marks formed the basis of 
the statistm that were analyzed to evaluate the efficacy of the drug. 
Figure 2 -Block diagram of processing stages 
2. IMAGE ACQUISITION 
Image acquisition for the study was performed by the University of Michigan (U of M) Department of Anatomy and 
Cell Biology. The following sectlon briefly describes the manner in whch samples for the study were prepared, and 
how they were imaged on the electron microscope. The digital equipment used is also described, as are the set-up 
procedures employed to ensure reasonable uniformity within and between the acquired EM datasets. Many tests 
were carried out during the initial stages of the program, to arrive at a set of procedures and operating parameters that 
would result in hgh  quality images for the subsequent image processing and neuroanatomist review tasks. 
2.1 Sample preparation 
Samples for this study were obtamed from sural nerve biopsies taken from different legs, before and after a 1-year 
treatment period. The sample tissue was fixed and embedded in a plastic material at the site of the biopsy, and then 
shipped to the U of M Diabetes Climc, for subsequent handling. Here the samples were divided into blocks, and a 
single fascicle was chosen as being the most acceptable for EM imaging, based on a number of criteria. A thick sec- 
tion of the sample was prepared next, the area of the fascicle was measured using light mcroscopy, and the section 
was then sent to the U of M Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology for EM imaging. Here it underwent further 
preparation steps, including thin-sectioning, staining with heavy metals that would absorb electrons, and carbon-coat- 
ing of both sides for stability. The resulting thin section was then placed on an open slot grid for imaging within the 
microscope. 
2.2 Imaging Equipment 
The transmission electron microscope (TEM) used was a Philips CM100. The stage was a computer-controlled Phil- 
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ips Gompustage, providing 0.5 microns positional accuracy (standard deviation) for a single move, or 0.1 microns 
accuracy (mean) over many repeated moves. Images were acquired with a Kodak 1.6 Megaplus camera, that was 
attached to the TEM with lenses in order to image an internal phosphor plate (24~36mm), and also connected to an 
ITI frame-grabber board mounted in a Pentium-based PC. Data collected during the day was stored on the PC hard 
disk, and then shipped via FTP to a workstation processing node, over a local network connection. 
2.3 Burn-in procedure 
One major difficulty with performing a study of thls type, where adjacent electron micrographs have to be registered 
and mosaicked together, is that, unlike a light microscope or light-based camera, the electron beam can significantly 
interact with the tissue being imaged (particularly with thin sections), causing it to heat up, become slightly distorted, 
or lose some material via “etching” We found, dunng initial testing, that these effects could make it difficult to reg- 
ister adjacent image pairs. To mitigate these effects, we tested the idea of “pre-burning” the sample by exposing it to 
the beam at lower magnification, prior to the final acquisition. This step significantly reduced the distortions appear- 
ing in the final acquisition, and made it easier to register the image pairs more reliably. During production process- 
ing, the burn-in step was performed at 4X lower magnification, to reduce acquisition time. 
2.4 Acquisition procedure 
For carrying out the actual image acquisitions, a very specific process was defined for setting the intensity levels, the 
KeV value, and other parameters of the electron microscope, as well as for setting the position of the sample, setting 
the focus, and obtaimng a background image-all with the purpose of trying to guarantee reasonably consistent 
imagery over the course of each sample, and over the course of the study as a whole. For example, to attempt to 
ensure that the illumination on each sample was consistent, a live background image (no sample present) was taken 
using a fixed exposure time (250ms). The response from this setting was monitored in real time via a histogram, and 
the illumination was tuned to move the histogram distribution to a particular position on the display. Then, the sam- 
ple tissue was introduced, and the exposure time was then set to a longer fixed period of 500 ms. 
Images were acquired at 4600X magnification within the scope, corresponding to 15,OOOX to 20,OOOX at the level of 
the computer screen, or about 57 pixels per micron on the sample. The spot size setting was 3, and the KeV setting 
was 60, which represented a compromise between obtamng better image contrast versus longer life from the EM fil- 
ament and vacuum system, When all of the set-up steps were completed and the acquisition area was defined, stage 
movement and imaging proceeded entirely automatically, typically over the course of 3 or 4 hours. Successive EM 
frames were acquired in a raster scan order, starting from the top of the sample and moving down, over an implied 
grid of equally-spaced rectangles. (We did not actually capture all of the frames within the grid-the software was 
designed to only acquire those frames within an inscribed circle or ellipse inside the bounding box, saving both disk 
space and acquisition time). Each frame was 1024 rows by 1500 columns, and successive frames were nominally 
overlapping by about 180 pixels in all four directions. The frames were acquired in raster order, rather than an S-scan 
order, so that we could be sure that any sliding or uncontrolled motion in the stage would be consistent from one 
acquired row to the next. This greatly aided the subsequent registration process. As an additional means of control- 
ling the stage motion and making it as accurate as possible, the stage control program was modified to move the stage 
3 times for each single positioning step to acquire the next frame: First, it was moved 1.5 times the desired distance 
and direction, then back 1.0, then forward 0.5 This was done to correct for backlash in the stage positioning mecha- 
nism, and it did result in reducing the accumulated mohon error, based on early tests that we performed. 
3. PRE-PROCESSING 
Once a complete set of raw image frames had been collected for a sample, the next step was to perform pre-process- 
ing operations, both in preparation for the image registration process, as well as to provide the best possible image 
contrast for later review by the anatomists, and for the automated cueing algorithms. Normally the process here 
would be to divide each frame by a background frame (taken without the sample present), in order to remove spatial 
response vanations in the phosphor from the images. Following this division, the frames would be linearly constrast- 
stretched over 0-255 to enhance visibility of the structures. One of the major difficulties at this stage, however, was 
caused by the effect of the electron beam on the sample tissue, as mentioned earlier. Because the beam necessarily 
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covered a larger area than the frame being imaged, it would disturb or etch t i m e  that had not yet been imaged in the 
raster sequence. The net effect of this was to cause the lower-nght portion of each frame (farthest from the beam in 
the raster scan) to be darker than the upper-right portion, since the latter was more impacted by the spurious effects of 
the beam. 
3.1 Raw frame averaging 
When images acquired in th~s manner were initially mosaicked together, it gave a “tiled” appearance to the overall 
composite image (See Figure 3). In addition, this effect of the beam also interfered with the registration process, 
since it meant that the right (lower) side of one image in an adjacent psur was not entirely comparable with the left 
(upper) side of the adjacent image, with which it was supposed to match. This degraded the appearance of the image 
and also created senous difficulties for the registration process. To remove this problem, we took the step of first 
averaging together all of the raw image frames for a given sample, in order to get a “mean” image that would take 
into account both the phosphor variations in the background, as well as the etching side effects of the beam. Exami- 
nation of dozens of these mean images (each derived from hundreds or thousands of different frames for each sample) 
showed that they were devoid of any obvious structural content, and did accurately represent the combination of the 
beam effects with the more subtle phosphor variations. 
Figure 3-Mosaicked composite showing tiling effects of electron beam 
3.2 Global floating point histogram 
We next used this mean image as a revised “background image”, and divided it into each frame. Instead of generating 
a new 8-bit frame immediately, however, we saved the floating point division values into a high-precision “floating- 
point hstogram” (retaining fractional values down to .OOl), for subsequent analysis. Th~s floating-point histogram, 
collected over all of the frames for the sample (over 1 gigapixel), allowed us to first of all ignore regions where no tis- 
sue was present (i.e., with a ratio >= l.O), and then to find the upper and lower 0.5 percentiles of the remsuning points. 
These percentiles would be used for contrast stretchmg the data to 0-255 on the output. To carry out this operation, 
we prepared a 256 x 256 entry, 8-bit output look-up table, so that we could map each pair of incomng frame and 
mean image pixel values (“FrameVal” and “MeanVal”, below) to the deslred 8-bit value (“OutVal”), using the follow- 
ing formula: 
OutVal = MAX[ 0, MIN[ 255, ROUND[ ((FrameVal / MeanVal) - Fo.5) / (F95.5 - F0.5) * 255.0 I]] (1) 
FrameVal and MeanVal vary independently over 0 to 255, and F95.5 and Fo.5 are the values corresponding to the upper 
and lower percentile bounds, respectively. Using this look-up table, we could quickly remap all of the original image 
frames to their desired g-bit, constrast-stretched values, without the loss of precision that would have occurred had we 
separately performed the division into 8-bit images, and then clipped and contrast-stretched the results, agsun into 8- 
bits. With the approach described, we retained all of the precision that we possibly could in producing the 8-bit pro- 
cessed image frames, which then formed the basis for all of the steps that followed. 
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4. REGISTRATION 
After pre-processing each frame for a single sample, the next step was to register all of these frames together As 
mentioned earlier, based on the programming of the Compustage coordinates, we knew that the frames were collected 
on a rectangular raster or grid, and that adjacent pairs of images should overlap nominally by about 180 pixels in each 
direction, This amount was chosen because the error in the Compustage for any given move was about +-OS 
microns, or around +-30 pixels (standard deviation) at the magnification we were using. Since we were acquinng 
typically more than 1000 images in a 3 or 4-hour acquisition session, we needed to account for potential errors of 
more than 3 standard deviations, or roughly +-lo0 pixels. Even in the worst cases, we still needed to have enough 
image width left to perform the registration itself. We experimentally determined this width to be minimally 60 pix- 
els, and preferably at least 90. 
Essentially then, for any given pair of adjacent images, we needed to search a space of more than 200 by 200, or 
40,000 potential offsets. (We only considered translation errors, not rotations or more elaborate warpings, in part for 
simplicity and feasibility reasons, and in part because the motion of the stage itself was very linear over these short 
distances of around 20-30 microns). Because it would have been time-prohibitive to actually test every possible off- 
set, we developed a 2-stage approach, first obtaming a reasonable search area or starting point with low resolution 
data, and then performing a full resolution tree-search to find the precise match position. This strategy kept the num- 
ber of computations required to register each pair of images to a reasonable level, something closer to a few hundred 
tests per image pair. The same registration algorithm was used both for matching images in the horizontal direction, 
as well as the vertical (though we did not register all vertical pairs). 
4.1 Low resolution binary correlation 
In the first stage of image pair registration, we selected equal-sized subsections from each image and downsampled 
them by a factor of 8 in each direction. These subimages were both binarized by thresholding at their median levels 
(50th percentile), under the assumption that this should turn on roughly corresponding sets of pixels in both images, 
and provide maximum matclung accuracy in an information-theoretic sense. Next, a full binary correlation was per- 
formed over these small chips; i.e., we computed the value of: (#1 li-#OO) / (#11+#lO-l-#ol+#OO) over all legitimate 
translations. (Counts were taken only over the portions of the two clups wluch overlapped, in each case). The peak 
correlation was used as the starting point for the more elaborate full resolution search, which is described next. This 
downsampled binary correlation algorithm rarely failed except in very pathological cases, and even when it did not 
find the “best” location, it was usually close enough for the search algorithm to find the correct registration point. 
4.2 Full resolution binary tree search 
Given the nominal search starting point found by the low resolution algorithm, we then began a hierarclucal, or “spi- 
raling” tree search, at full resolution (see Figure 4). The starting point was scaled up to full resolution coordinates, 
we cut out equal-sized subimages from each image that would fully cover the search region, and these subimages 
were also binarized by thresholding at their medians. They were then filtered morphologically to remove fine struc- 
tures, so that the registration could be based on more reliable, larger structures. The principle of the search process 
was as follows: At a given stage, we would compute a score for the current best point, as well as for 8 other points at 
equal chessboard distances (45 degree increments) away. The point with the best score would then be chosen as the 
new center, and the same process would be repeated, but with the distances to the 8 other points cut by half After 
several rounds, the search process would be complete, and the resulting center point would be returned as the registra- 
tion match point. To bias the scoring toward matching of the darker structured regions, we computed a score of (#11) 
/ (#1 li#lO), for each translation, instead of the usual binary correlation score (again, only over the overlapping por- 
tions of the subimages). l h s  search strategy quickly zeroed-in on the desired match point (in most cases). While it 
was not 100% efficient in terms of dividing up the search space (it allowed for multiple paths to the same final result), 
we preferred to have it work this way as a hedge against cases where anomalies with the match score mght cause the 
search to temporarily go in the wrong direction. 
Overall, the registration algorithms described above generally performed well, but they assumed that there would be 
enough reliable structure present in the limited overlapping regions of adjacent images to guarantee a reasonable 
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match. While this appeared to be true for the initial set of images that we used develop the algorithm, during pro- 
duction processing it became clear that this was not always the case. For example, early on we found that the col- 
lagen fiber microstructure in the images, which we initially thought would allow for detailed matching, often become 
slightly distorted due to the electron beam interaction, and acted instead as simply a repetitive texture that actually 
impeded good registration, forcing us to actively eliminate it from the process. A more general warping process, 
instead of simply translations, mght have overcome this problem, but would have driven up the computational cost 
substantially. Later, we also found a number of cases where the overlapping region between two frames would fall 
within a bland area of the sample (having almost no structure), and thrs led to numerous registration failures. While 
we have subsequently defined ways to reduce these kinds of problems, (e.g., by registenng all frames in both the hor- 
izontal and vertical directions), once the production portion of the study was well underway, we were not allowed to 
modify any of the processing steps, so as to prevent possible biases from being introduced into the results. 
Figure &Diagram of tree-search registration algorithm 
4.3 Row registration 
While the above algorithms were used to register each successive pair of adjacent frames in a row, for registering 
between rows we adopted a slightly different approach, In principle, if all of the frames in a single row have already 
been registered, they are, in a sense, “locked” together, so that to register two successive rows, we should simply have 
to find a single reliable correspondence between them, and then shift all the frames accordingly, In practice, the hor- 
izontal registration process was not 100% reliable, and so to guard aganst these types of errors, we performed pair- 
wise registration in the vertical direction between the 7 central frames in each row, and then used the best match score 
among these seven to register the successive rows. This algorithm almost never failed to reasonably match the rows, 
even when serious errors had occurred in the horizontal, or pairwise, registration process. 
5. MOSAICKING 
When the pairwise and row-wise registration steps were complete, the next stage in the overall process was to mosaic 
the raw frames together into a composite “virtual image”, where all of the image tiles would be adjacent but non- 
overlapping, and of a convenient fixed size. (We decided to store the mosacked result as a set of 1K by 1K tiles, 
rather than as a single image of 1-2 gigabytes, in order to make it easier to move, handle, and display the processed 
datasets.) There were two parts to the actual mosaicking process-first to put all of the locations and relationships of 
the registered raw frames into a single, global address space, and then to use this information to define adjacent but 
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disjoint tiles that were each 1K by 1K in size (See Figure 5). 
Circular acquisition area 
I 
Virtual image 
Raw acquired f 
4 - Bounding box 
(padded & center sed) 
Figure &Schematic of mosaicking process 
5.1 Global address resolution 
To perform the global address resolution process, a tree structure was created with all of the rows of the acqulred 
image frames at the top level, and all of the images within each row as ordered children of that row. This structure 
was used to retain the coordinates of the upper left comer of each acquired frame, with respect to progressively larger 
Objects, through several “rounds” of address resolution. First, during pairwise registraQon, the coordinates for each 
frame represented the position of its upper-left comer with respect to that of the image to the immediate left. In the 
next pass, upper-left coordinates of each frame in a row were recomputed with respect to that of the leftmost frame in 
that row. 
Next, dunng row registration, as the relationship between each successive row was determined, the upper-left coordi- 
nates of the frames below the first row were all updated to reflect the position of the frame with respect to the top-left 
frame of the first row (i.e., the entire acquisition sequence). At t h ~ s  point, the position of all of the frames was known 
with respect to the same origin. 
The remaining steps before generating the virtual image mosaic were to find the bounding box of all of the frames, 
and then pad this box to multiples of 1024 pixels, at the same time centering the image data within ttus area. The 
bounding box was easily obtained, based on the fixed size of the frames (1024 rows by 1500 columns), and their 
known relationship to the top-left frame origin. A new origin was then computed as the top-left comer of the bound- 
ing box. Next, the size of the bounding box was padded out to the next whole multiple of 1024 pixels in each direc- 
tion, to make it easy to cut out the 1K by 1K tiles. Th~s larger box was then shifted up and left to center the circular 
image data within it, and finally the coordinates of every frame were updated with respect to the origin of ttus padded 
and centered bounding box The resulting tree data structure with these final coordinates was then saved, as the per- 
manent record of the relationshp between the raw acquired EM frames, and the processed virtual image composite 
tiles. 
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5.2 Virtual image generation 
To produce the individual tiles of the composite virtual image, we next had to find all of the raw frames which inter- 
sected a given tile, and determine which subimage portions of these images were involved. For a given tile, (includ- 
ing bordering tiles with no image content), anywhere from 0 to 9 image frames might intersect. Since we only 
considered translations between frames in the registration process, the intersections were all rectangles of different 
sizes, In some areas, of course, 2 or 3 images might overlap the same tile area, so we had to decide how to resolve 
such conflicts. While we had initially contemplated averaging such areas together, initial experiments showed that 
this approach produced very blurred, complicated nnages in cases where registration had not precisely matched the 
subregions To avoid this effect, and produce more comprehensible images, we instead elected to overwrite each sub- 
area, based on the raster order of the corresponding frames. Thls gave priority to the lower-right frames, a somewhat 
arbitrary but consistent choice. The advantage of this approach is that, while it leads to discontinuities in the images 
when registration is imperfect, at least the result is more understandable and less confusing to a reader, than the 
blurred melanges created by the averaging approach. Often the reader could figure out what had happened visually, 
and thus could still correctly evaluate the area of the image where the misregistration had occurred-something that 
was important for obtaining accurate statistical results. 
Figure 6-Example lo-res image composite and 4X magnified subregion 
The final step in virtual image generation was to generate what we called the low resolution, or “lo-res” image. This 
was a single composite image, formed by downsample-averaging each virtual image tile by 8 in both directions (that 
is, each 8 by 8 block of pixels was replaced with a single average value), and then placing all of these reduced image 
chips into a single image frame, which typically varied in size from 10 to 40 megabytes (roughly 4-7 feet in diameter 
at 72 dpi screen resolution). Thn lo-res image was used both by the cueing algorithms for finding axons and potential 
clusters, and by the neuroanatomist readers for verifying cues, making additional marks, or noting potential cluster 
sites or other locations that needed to be reviewed at high resolution. Figure 6 illustrates an example of such a lo-res 
composite image (greatly reduced), and a 4X magnified portion of it that better illustrates the resolution used for find- 
ing and marking axons. The latter image gives an idea of the distribution of sizes and shapes of different mons and 
their surrounding myelin sheaths, within a single fascicle. 
In Figure 7, we have taken a small portion from Figure 6b, and magnified it 8 times. This mage represents the full- 
resolution data that we have available for any part of the composite vmual image. In fact, Figure 7 is actually a single 
virtual image tile (1K by lK), which would normally fill a computer screen. In this image we see both large and 
small axon fibers, along with a potential cluster (in the middle), and a couple of Schwann cells (with textured inten- 
ors) toward the upper left. Note that the Schwann cell along the top left of the image is about the same size as the 
small axon fiber to its right. In light microscopy (LM) of this kind of nerve tissue, it can be very difficult to distin- 
guish such Schwann cells from axons, based on the stains that are typically used, so they have been a major source of 
false alarms in counting small mons using LM The grey texture that appears in the background of Figure 7 are col- 
lagen fibers, which can actually be seen individually, at full screen magnification. In this image, we can also see the 
fact that the myelin-surround of the axon fibers vanes in darkness or stain absorption, something that the axon cueing 
algorithms had to account for. Finally, regarding basement membranes, the pa r  of small mons shown in the center of 
this mage are not surrounded by a basement membrane and thus do not represent a true cluster. However, to under- 
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stand the size of the membranes and the difficulty of verifying them, consider the indented axon near the mddle of 
the image. If we look at the lighter grey structures that sit withm the outer concavitles of the myelin of this fiber, we 
can barely see very thin membranes along their outer edges. These membranes are about the same width as a base- 
ment membrane, that would have to surround W of these center mons, for them to be considered as a cluster. 
In closing this section, we should also point out that the entire set of processing steps mentioned so far, staxting with 
preprocessing, then registration, mosaicking and virtual image generation, take about 3-8 hours to complete on an HP 
workstation running at 125 MHz, depending on the size of the sample. Most of this time (well over half) is in the 
pairwise registration and search process, with the rest being divided about equally between the preprocessing calcula- 
tions and the virtual image generation steps. 
Figure 7-Full-resolution tile of same example showing possible cluster 
6. CONCLUSION 
In the preceeding pages, we have described a suite of image processing, registration, and mosaicking programs that 
were developed to support a large-scale clinical study of the effect of a given drug, on diabetic peripheral neuropathy. 
These programs made it possible to consider use of the newly-developed "cluster counting" approach to verifying 
nerve regeneration, in conjunction with moderately hgh  magnification electron mcroscopy. What this effort has 
shown, more than anything else, is that it is now possible to perform large-scale electron microscopy studies of this 
type, based on constructing very large digital composite images from many hundreds or thousands of individual elec- 
tron micrograph frames. 
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Abstract 
Digital subtraction radiography has shown to be the best 
non-invasive tool for diagnosing small changes of internal 
structures. In dental radiology, subtraction techniques are 
useful not only for caries diagnostics but also to assess guid- 
ed tissue regeneration, or to detect bone destruction in im- 
plantology. Nevertheless, those techniques require perfect 
geometrical match of the radiographs to be subtracted. Since 
mechanical devices such as individual bite blocks are cum- 
bersome to use in clinical routine, automatic image registra- 
tion can provide a convenient means to detect changes. In 
clinical routine, more and more X-rays are acquired direct 
digital by using charge coupled devices or storage phosphor 
plates, whch enabele further processing like automatic sub- 
traction. 
Intraoral X-ray examinations are performed by position- 
ing the tube about 20 or 30 cm in front of the patient while 
the film or digital sensor is touching the maxillo or mand- 
ible from inside the patient's mouth. The focus dimensions 
are usually smaller than 1 mm2 which allows the approx- 
imation that the X-ray beam emenates from a point source. 
Assuming fixed positions of the X-ray tube and the patient, 
and a sensor that may be moved and rotated in all direc- 
tions of the three dimensional space, the geometric transform 
between two radiographs of the same oral region is given by 
perspective projection. Because the distance between the 
source and the object is much larger than the object-target 
distance, the model of perspective projection could also be 
used to approximate free-hand radiology Changes in image 
contents caused by different projections are considered as 
noise. 
Eight parameters must be determined for the perspective 
back-projection of the subsequent radiograph into the geo- 
metry of the reference X-ray. Perspective invariants which 
allow the determination of the total eight parameters are 
still unknown. Therefore, the RST-movements: rotation, 
scaling, and translation are detected in a first stage using 
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the Fourier-Mellii invariant. Calculating the Fourier power- 
spectra, translations could be decoupled from scalings and 
rotations. The latter movements are transformed into shifts 
by mapping Cartesian to logarithmic polar coordinates. Cep- 
strum techniques or phase-only matched filters are reliable 
methods to register pure translations. They are applied to 
the detection of rotations and scalings in the Fourier-Mellin 
domain. After re-rotation and inverse scaling, those methods 
are also used to determine the remaining translation. 
The pre-registration allows the linkage of corresponding 
landmarks in both radiographs. The edges of teeth, fillings, 
and implants as well as the spongious structure of bone en- 
ables the automatic localization of landmarks. In the second 
stage, the coordinates of those landmarks are used to determ- 
ine the perspective parameters for headjustment. At least 
four corresponding points must be located in both radio- 
graphs. Nevertheless, the registration results are improved 
if more than four points could be labeled. Then, the over- 
determined system of equations is solved using the least- 
squares method whi& is efficiently implemented by a block- 
wise Cholesky factorization The minimum residual determ- 
ines the over-all exactness of registration and is optimized 
by the leaving-one-out method. 
The two stages form a robust registration algorithm 
which is applied to the alignment of both, in-vitro and in- 
vivo radiographs acquired with and without individual ad- 
justment aids, Excellent results are obtained and allow the 
clinical establishment of the method. 
1 Introduction 
In medical diagnostics, images of the same region acquired 
by equal or different modalities over short or long periods of 
time have to be compared. Considering only one modality, 
problems arise if images differ in contrast and/or projection, 
regardless on whether the comparison is done by experts or 
with automatic computer algorithms [l]. 
For instance, spatial registration is a major problem in 
dental radiology when digital radiographs from the same oral 
region have to be compared to assess changes occuring over 
a time interval. Digital subtraction techniques have been 
evidenced to be the best non-invasive tool for diagnosing 
small changes of internal structures [2, 31 but they require 
perfect geometrical match. Since mechanical devices such as 
bite blocks are cumbersome to use clinically and shown to 
permit reliable replacements not longer than over a period of 
one year [4] algorithms for automatic registration of dental 
radiographs have been presented [5, 6, 71 Such algorithm 
are usually restricted to the detection of movements such 
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as rotations, scalings and/or translations (RST-movements). 
Therefore, those techniques do still not enable automatic 
alignment prior to subtraction of clinical in-vivo data. 
Other registration algorithms are based on landmarks 
which are extracted from both images. The correspond- 
ing points are mapped exactly onto each other, while the 
residuary pixels are interpolated based on the triangulation 
of the spatial domain [8] or based on energy minimization 
models. The latter algorithms are also known as thin-plate 
spline warping [9]. This group of deformation techniques has 
two major drawbacks when applied to medical images. On 
the one hand, the transform of every triangle in the image 
depends on the neighboring fkpoints and so, they usually 
differ This complicates quantitative measurements after re- 
gistration and may cause artefacts in the transition of two 
triangles [8]. On the other hand, the registration is extremely 
dependent on the actual positioning of corresponding points 
and therefore, results based on image warping are scarcely 
reproducible. 
In this paper, a registration technique is presented which 
uses landmarks to determine the parameters of a certain 
model of geometric projection. To find the landmarks auto- 
matical a pre-registration step is required. After pre-adjust- 
ment, dominant points in both images could be assigned 
within a restricted region of interest. In the next section, 
the projection model for intraoral f r e e - h d  radiography is 
developed. The two-stage algorithm for automatic registra- 
tion is presented in detail in Section 3. Applications of the 
algorithm are discussed in the last section of this paper 
2 Image acquisition 
In intraoral radiography the focus dimensions are usually 
smaller than 1 mm2 allowing the approximation that the X- 
ray beam emanates from a point source. Presupposing fixed 
positions of the X-ray tube and the patient, while the sensor 
may be rotated and translated in all directions of the three 
dimensional space, each pixel (x, y) in the image, acquired 
before the sensor’s displacement, is transformed into the po- 
sition ( X I ,  y’) in the image obtained afterwards (Fig. l) This 
reversible geometric transform is known as perspective pro- 
jection and is given by [lo] 
(1) 
a l z  + a2y + a3 
a7x + asy + 1 
a42 + asy + as 
a7x + asy + 1 X I  = and y‘= 
Nevertheless, all system components such as tube, object, 
and sensor may be moved and/or rotated in the meantime 
of two acquisitions of in-vivo radiographs. Concerning such 
general displacements, the direction of X-rays penetrating 
the patient may change and, caused by the summation effect 
of X-ray imaging, a different image contents will be obtained. 
In those cases, pfojection is not reversible. 
Table 1 describes 3 rotations (R) and 3 translations (T) 
of 3 componenk X-ray tube (X), patient or object (0), and 
dental film or digital sensor (S) The possible movements res- 
ult in 18 displacement vectors. Some of them are neglectable, 
e.g. rotations of the tube around the projection axis (XRz) 
Others are linearly dependent. For example, geometric die 
tortions caused by the movement of the patient perpendicular 
to the central beam (+OT,) are identical to those obtained 
by moving tube and sensor in the opposite direction (-ST, 
-XT,). Therefore, the set of 18 vectors can be reduced 
to 8 linear independent vectors, the 6 reversible movements 
of the sensor and the 2 patient shifts across the projection 
axis. Note that in intraoral radiology the focus-patient dis- 
tance usually is larger than 20 cm while the patient-sensor 
distance is shorter than 1 cm (Fig. 1). Therefore, small pa- 
tient movements perpendicular to the central beam (OT,,,) 
can be approximated by sensor movements in the same dir- 
ection (STz,p). In other words, the perspective projection 
described by equation (1) approximates intraoral freehand 
radiography. 
3 
After inverse filtering [12] the digitally acquired X-ray data 
is adjusted in geometry (Fig. 2). Image regions Mering 
in intensity are segmented automatically after subtraction of 
the contrast corrected images. Those regions are covered for 
the next iteration of contrast correction. To register in-vivo 
radiographs, geometric deformations caused by perspective 
projection must be eliminated, Since perspective invariants 
which allow the determination of all eight parameters are still 
unknown, the geometric adjustment is done in a two-stage 
algorithm. Data-based pre-registration enables the assign- 
ment of dominant points in both images. Those points are 
linked and used aIs landmarks to determine the parameters 
of perspective projection in the fine-adjustment step. 
Automatic comparison of in-vivo radiographs 
3.1 Pre-adjustment 
In this section, the Fourier and the Mellin transform are 
introduced and utilized to create a rotation-, scaling-, and 
translation- (RST-)invariant image descriptor Combined 
with symmetric phase-only matched filter and the cepstrum 
technique, this descriptor can be used efficiently to decouple 
and determine the RST-components of the geometric distor- 
tion caused by modified imaging geometry. 
reference image 
I I I I 
focus 
1 mmz 
Figure 1 The X-rays emanate from the tube, pass the object, 
and expose the film or the digital sensor Pos. 1 and pos. 
2 describe the location of the sensor acquiring the reference 
and the subsequent radiograph, respectively. (From [ll]) 
* 
maskina imaae r - -  subsequent imaw 
Figure 2: For automatic subtraction of free-hand radiographs 
the geometric adjustment is done first. Image regions which 
differ in contents are detected and covered for the subsequent 
contrast correction. 
1 
1 
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Displacement Projection Linear Combination Approximation 
STz reversible basic vector 
reversible basic vector ST, 
reversible basic vector STz 
reversible basic vector SR, 
reversible basic vector 
reversible basic vector 
SR, 
SRz 
OTs irreversible basic vector -ST, 
0% irreversible basic vector -ST, 
OTZ irreversible -STz -XTz -STz 
O R  irreversible -XT, -XTz -xR, +ST, +STz 4% +STY +STz -23% 
irreversible +XTz -XTz -xR, -STz +STz 4% -ST, +STz -SR, 
reversible -SR= -xR, -SRz 
OR, 
OR, 
XT, irreversible -ST, -0Tz -ST, 
irreversible -ST, -OTY -STY 
neglectable - XT, XTz 
neglectable - XR, 
neglectable - XR, XRz 
- - 
- - - 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- neglectable 
Table 1 Translations (T) and rotations (R) of the sensor (S), the patient (0), and the X-ray tube (X) result in reversible and 
irreversible projections. Movements labeled "neclectable" primely affect the image intensity but they only have little influence 
on the geometric projection of objects. (From: [ll]) 
3.1.1 Fourier transform 
The integral transforms [13] 
are well known as Fourier and inverse Fourier transform, 
respectively One can easily show, that the magnitude of 
the two-dimensional Fourier transform IF(u,v)l of the im- 
age function f(z, 9)  is invariant to translations in the image 
plane, while rotations in the (2, y) plane are transformed to 
equal rotations in the ( u , ~ )  plane, and scding is inverted, 
e.g. expansions are transformed to shrinhgs and vice versa 
~ 3 1 .  
3.1.2 Mellin transform 
The Mellin transform M ( s )  of a continous one-dimensional 
function f(z) is given by [14] 
M ( s )  = IW f ( z )z"- ldz  (4) 
and 
f(2) = - r + j m  M(s)z-"ds (5 )  
3 2 r  =-jm 
denoting the inverse Mellin transform, respectively, where c 
is the real part of the complex variable s = e+ jw .  The Mellin 
transform is usually used to compute the moments of f(z) 
(131. For example, area, fist-, and second-order moments of 
f(z) are equal to M(1), M(2) ,  and M(3) ,  respectively, and 
the second-order moment about centroid is given by M(3) - 
Substituting z by e-t we obtain ln(z) = -t and dz/dt  = 
-e-t Furthermore, the integration limits in (4) transforms 
[W2)I2/M(1). 
like z + O=+ t 3 cy) andz -+ 00 =+ t 3 -m and the Mellin 
transform becomes 
f(e-t)e-t(a-l) (-e-t)dt 6" M ( s )  = 
- 1: f(e-t)e-"tdt 
= L(s) (6) 
with L(s) denoting the two-sided Laplace transform of a 
function with distorted coordinates f ' ( t )  = f(e-t). Further 
substituting s = jw  in (6) yields equation (2). Therefore, 
the undamped Mellin transform 
M(w)  = I" f(z)z-J"- 'dz  
= 1: f(e-t>e-jwtdt (7) 
is computable by the Fourier transform, if the coordinate 
t + ln(l/t) is deformed logarithmically before 
= - e-(ln(+)) e- ( - ld t ) )  (8) 
Let fi and f2 be two functions differing only in scale 
fi(2) = f l ( a z ) .  Replacing az by T, I = ~ / a ,  dz = &/or in 
the Melliin transform (7) we obtain 
m 
Mz(0)  = f1(az)z-jW-'dz 
= d W M 1 ( w )  (9) 
One can easily recognize that because of ldwl = l&w'"QI = 
1 equation (9) yields IMl(w)l = ]M2(w)I. Therefore, the 
magnitude of a Mellin transformed function is invariant to 
scales. 
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Figure 3: The radiographs f (2, y) on the left show dental 
implants. The Fourier power-spectra IF(u, v)l are placed in 
the middle. Note their i n d a n c e  to translations, variance to 
rotation, and inversion of scales. The results of logarithmic 
polar mapping IF(p,cp)( are displayed on the right. Rota- 
tions and translations are transformed into shifts along the 
vertical and horizontal axis, respectively. (From [l]) 
3.1.3 RST-invariant image descriptors 
An overview of invariant image descriptors is given elsewhere 
[lo]. In the following, the Fourier and the Mellii transform 
are combined to a RST-invariant image descriptor similar to 
those introduced by Schalkoff[l5] or Haken[l6]. Therefore, 
let f1 and f2 be two given functions with fz being a (z0,yo) 
shifted, a rotated, and P scaled version of fi 
f 2 b  9 )  = (10) 
f1 ( ~ ( z  cos a + y sin cy) - $0,  ~ ( - z  sin a + y cos a) - yo) 
The Fourier power-spectra are computed to 
3 
ucosa + vsina -usina + vcosa I+( P P 
This representation of the functions fi only depends on the 
angle of rotation CY and the scaling 0. Both may be de- 
coupled applying a transformation to polar coordinates (Fig. 
3). Taking into account the addition theorems of trigonomet- 
ric functions, the substitution u = T cos cp and v = T sin cp in 
(11) yields 
I F ~ ( T  cos cp, T sin cp) l2 = (12) 
>I' I+( P ' P rcos('p - a) rsin(cp - a) 
Denoting the power-spectra in (12) as functions of (r,cp) 
leads to 
Scalings are transformed into stretches of the r-axis, while 
rotations are mapped to shifts along the cpaxis. Applying the 
scale-invariant Mellin transform (7) to the r-coordinate and 
the shift-invariant Fourier transform (2) to the cp-coordinate 
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Figure 4 The log-polar representation of the power-spectra 
from Figure 3 have been Fourier transformed once more. 
For visualization, the corresponding power-spectra are histo- 
gram-optimized. The pixelwise subtraction (right-hand side) 
demonstrate that there is no structural difTerence. (nom [l]) 
(Fourier-Mellin transform) equation (13) results in a RST- 
invariant image representation of both functions fi and f2. 
As shown above, the Mellin transform can be calculated 
using the Fourier transform if the coordinate r is mapped 
logarithmical p = -ln(r). Combining (8) and (13) yields 
In this representation of the entire images fi and f2 the 
RST-movements are decoupled (Fig. 3). Translations are 
eliminated while magnifications are represented as shifts in 
the paxis and rotations are expressed as shifts in the cp 
axis. A further calculation of the Fourier power-spectra of 
the functions given in (14) results in a RST-invariant image 
descriptor (Fig. 4) 
iM2(u, V)l2 IMI(U, V)l2 (15) 
The mapping of multiplications (coordinatescaling) to 
additions (coordinateshifting) is a well known property of 
the logarithm. Therefore, related methods are often used 
without referring to as Fourier-Mellin transform 1171. 
3.1.4 RST registration 
Using the Fourier-Mellin RST-invariant, only translational 
movements have to be registered for pre-adjustment of ra- 
diographs. Usually, such k i d  of registration is done applying 
correlation methods which are also referred to as matched fil- 
ter or template matching. Nevertheless, there are two major 
drawbacks bind to those methods. Correlation is computa- 
tional expensive and the maximum of the correlation func- 
tion is plane which complicates its localization. Applying 
Fourier techniques such as cepstrum or symmetric phase- 
only matched filter instead of spatial correlation, registration 
could be done by detecting sharp peaks. 
Matched filter (MF) The aim of image matching is either 
to determine the presence of a known image in a noisy scene 
or to determine the parameters of a geometric translation re- 
lating the two images s(~, y) = ~ ( z  - 20, y - yo) and T ( G ,  y) 
In the presence of white noise with the intensity N, the op- 
timal receiver with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio has 
the transfer function 
(16) 
HMF(U,V)  = -R*(u,v) 1 
lNI2 
and the output of the filter QMF(U, v )  equals the convolution 
s(a,b) r*(a - z , b  - y) dadb 
I I 
Figure 5: The radiographs from Figure 6 were adjusted. The results of filtering q(z,y) are visualized in the spatial domain. 
All functions are maximal at the position (24,16) determing the shift of the radiographs from Figure 6. From left to right: a. 
matched filter (MF), b phaseonly matched filter (POMF), c: symmetric phase-only matched filter (SPOMF), d cepstrum 
filter (CF) For CF, the images s(z, y) and r(z, y) were pixelwise added to form the cepstrum window g(z, y) which is equivalent 
to D E 0 in equations (21) to (24). 
which has a maximum at (20, yo) deteaming tbe parameters 
of the translation [la]. Nevertheless, the MF depends on the 
image's energy rather than on its spatial structures. This is 
why the MF provides poor discrimiiion between objects 
of different shape but similar size or energy, In addition, the 
filter output depends on the auto-correlation and its shape is 
broad around its maximum (Fig. 5 )  
Phase-only matched filter (POMF) In the Fourier domain, 
the phase of an image comprise the information about the 
localization of structures. Therefore, the transfer function 
of the MF is normalized by its magnitude which defines the 
POMF [19] 
Using POMF, the detectability of the maximum peak of the 
filter response q(z, y) is improved (Fig. 5 ) .  
Symmetric phase-only matched filter (SPOMF) Following 
this idea straightforward, not only the MF transfer function 
R" (u, v )  is normalized, but also the Fourier transform S of 
the incoming signal. This yields the nonlineaf SPOMF [18] 
With (18), the filtered signal QSPOMF(U,V) contains only 
phase information but a constant magnitude (Fig. 6) 
(19) Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ,  v )  = $(*a (u,u)-W**v)) = e-j2z(uzo+v~o) 
Figure 6: The radiographs were spatially shifted by 20 = 
24 and yo = 16 pixels. The result of phaseonly matched 
filtering QSPOMF(~, v )  is shown on the right. 
Referring to the shift theorem of the Fourier transform [13], 
the filter response QSPOMF(2, y) equals a delta-function which 
is located at the position (20, yo). Comparing MF, POMF, 
and SPOMF, this peak determines the shift between the im- 
ages ~ ( z , y )  and s(z,y) best (Fig. 5 )  
Cepstrum filter (CF) The cepstrum analysis was developed 
as an one-dimensional technique to examine seismographic 
data containing echos of some arbitrary wave packets [20,21]. 
Based on the separability of the discrete Fourier transform 
F{ } cepstral filtering can easily be transfered into two di- 
mensions. In general, the power-cepstrum C( } of a function 
f is the power-spectrum of the logarithm of the function's 
power-spectrum 
Commonly, the cepstral filtering is used to estimate a 
scene's translational shift by placing the two images to be 
compared successively in the center of a so called cepstrum 
window Assume the cepstrum window to consist of the 
reference image r(z,y) on the left-hand side and the sub- 
sequent image s(~, y) = UOT(E - zo, y - yo) on the right-hand 
side. Then, the resulting cepstrum window g(zl y) may be 
expressed like 
g(z, Y) = dz1 Y) + 42: - D,Y) (21) 
= r(z, y) * [a(z, y) + ao6(z - (D  + zo), y - YO)] 
where a0 is an amplitude scale factor and D describes the 
dimension of the square images T and s. Again, the relative 
shift in z- and y-direction between both images is written in 
terms of zo and yo, respectively. 
Stepwise computing the power-cepstrum (20) we obtain 
~ ( u ,  v )  = ~ ( u ,  v )  (1 + a o e - j 2 ~ ( U ( D + z c ) + v ~ o )  ) (22) 
where R(u, v )  and G(u, v )  determine the Fourier transform 
in the frequency domain (u, v )  of the reference image and the 
cepstrum window, respectively. Equation (23) shows the log- 
arithm of the power-spectrum of the composite signal g con- 
tainiig cosinusoidal ripples with amplitude and frequency 
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related to the intensity factor ao and the translational dis- 
placements t o  and yo. With 
00 
log(1 + t )  = x ( - l ) n + l t n / n  and - 1 < t 5 1 
n r l  
a second power-spectrum operation yields the power-ceps- 
trum of g ( t ,  y )  
C{d%Y)l  = C{+,Y)l + A+,Y) 
+ 
+ 
W z  f ( 2 0  + D), t f YO) 
C6(2 f 2(20 + D), y f 290) 
+ (24) 
which equals the power-cepstrum of the reference image plus 
a train of delta functions occuring at integer multiplies of 
the translational shifts ( D  + t o ,  yo) Thus, the translational 
difference between two images can simply be detected by 
inspecting the distance between the origin and the location 
of the first maximum peak in the cepstral. plane (Fig. 5) 
Furthermore, the resulting train of delta-functions can be 
utilized for advanced registration algorithms. 
Although this classical cepstnun technique requires no 
segmentation and is reliable, efficient, and robust to noise, 
some pre-processing steps are recommended [22, 231. Since 
the discrete Fourier transform assumes the images to be peri- 
odical, windowing is required to avoid artefacts resulting 
from the non-periodical property of finite images. In our ap- 
plication, the Kaiser-Bessel window is used [24], Additional 
preprocessing by sobel-filtering is also applied to emphas- 
ize edge-information. In addition, the Fourier power-spectra 
are histogram-optimized by stretching their logarithmic scale 
before they are mapped into polar coordinates [23]. 
3.1.5 Final algorithm for pre-adjustment 
Figure 7 illustrates the resulting algorithm for pre-adjust- 
ment (FFT denotes the fast Fourier transform) The Fourier- 
Mellin inmiant is used to decouple the RST-components of 
movement. The adjustment of rotations and scales is done in 
the Fourier domain. Hence, important information is coded 
in the higher frequencies which are located in the outer part 
of the spectra. Those image areas are affected most by win- 
dowing. Therefore, the registration of the log-polar power- 
spectra is done by SPOMF CF is applied for the subsequent 
registration in the spatial domain to determine translations. 
c 
reference image 
* 
Is- 
translate 
Figure 7 Preregistration 
3.2 Fine-adjustment 
Geometric fine-adjustment of radiographs must correct the 
remaining perspective projection between the reference ra- 
diograph and the pre-registered subsequent image. This 
stage is based on landmarks which are defined next. Local 
correlation with sub-pixel resolution as well as the leaving- 
one-out method are applied to optimize the fine-registration 
step. 
3.2.1 Landmarks 
A landmark, also referred to as corresponding or reference 
point, is defined by a dominant pixel in a grey scale im- 
age which is highlighted by strong local contrasts. Figure 
8 examplifies landmarks in dental radiographs. Small white 
crosses are overlaid to indicate the landmarks' positions. The 
edges of teeth, fillings, and implants as well as the spongious 
structure of bone enable the determination of recognizable 
landmarks. 
The coordinates (z, y )  and (t', y') of corresponding land- 
marks can be used to determine the parameters ai of the 
perspective projection mapping the current radiograph onto 
the reference. Using 4 pairs of landmarks, inversion of equa- 
tion (1) yields the system of equations (25) which can be 
solved if the landmarks are linearly independent, 
Figure 9 shows the reference radiograph with two sets of 
four landmarks defined in each, and the resulting subtraction 
after registration. The quality of adjustment is extremely af- 
fected by the exactness of positioning the landmarks. There- 
fore, the registration depends on the observer or automatic 
algorithm placing the landmarks in both images. 
3.2.2 Least-squares problem 
In our registration approach, more than four pairs of points 
are used. Let N E IN denote the number of corresponding 
points. Then, equation (1) yields the overdetermined system 
of equations (26), which is of the form (Az = b) 
In general, it is impossible to find a unique set of para- 
meters t = (a l ,  ,as)= that will satisfy ( I )  for a~ n = 
1, , N Thus, a set of such parameters f must be found 
which, on the average, is  optimal. This optimal approxima- 
tion can be determined using the least-squares method [25]. 
I I 
Figure 8 Some landmarks in the reference and subsequent 
radiograph have been marked by a human observer They 
are visualiied by small white crosses. 
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21 yr 1 0 0 0 -2;21 
0 0 0 21 y1 1 -y;21 
2 2  y2 1 0 0 0 -27x2 
0 0 0 2 2  y2 1 -y222 
23  y3 1 0 0 0 -xi23 
0 0 0 23 y3 1 -yjx3 
2 4  y4 1 0 0 0 -xi24 
0 0 0 2 4  y4 1 -yix4 
-2: Y l  
- 9 Y 2  
-Y?Y2 
-“,3Y3 
-YyY3 
- 9 Y 4  
-YjYt 
-Y4Y4 
Figure 9: The results of registration based on four land- 
marks is exampliiied. The subtraction images on the right 
demonstrate the strong dependence on the positioning of 
landmarks. 
In equation (26) the data matrix A E lR2Nx8 and the 
observation vector b E lR.2N are given. The sought vector f 
is of the dimension f E R8 This suggests that one strives 
to minimize llAi -blip for some suitable choice of p. For the 
2-norm p = 2 the function 
(27) 
1 
2 4(f )  = -1lAf - bll; 
is differentiable in 2 and so the minimizers of q5 satisfy the 
gradient equation V $ ( f )  = AT(Af - b) = 0. This turns out 
to be an easily constructed symmetric linear system which 
is positive definite if A has full column rank. The gradient 
equation V + ( f )  = 0 is tantamount to solving the normal 
equations 
ATAi = ATb (28) 
Since the matrix A’ = ATA E ELsx8 is symmetric pos- 
itive definite, there exists a unique lower triangular matrix 
C E Raxa with positive diagonal entries such that A’ = 
CCT This factorization is known as the Cholesky factoriz- 
ation and C is referred to as the Cholesky triangle [25]. 
(25) 
Using the Cholesky factorization of (28) yields 
AT& = A’& = (CCT)i = C(CTf) = Ct’ = ATb (29) 
and therefore, the least-squares problem is reduced to the 
solution of the triangular systems: Cz’ = ATb and CTi = z’ 
Since A’ determines perspective projection, the structure of 
can be utilized for an efficient blockwise implementation of 
the Cholesky factorization. Note, that the blocks Aiej in the 
diagonal with i = j are squared and therefore 
k=l  
(31) 
Let abbreviate E:=,, then equations (26), (30) and (31) 
allow an easy and numerically most efficient calculation of 
the least-squares approximation f = (al, , determin- 
ing the eight parameters of perspective projection 
= CllC?, 
Figure 10 shows some registration examples based on 
more than four points. The data of coordinates was fitted to 
the model of perspective projection as described in the previ- 
ous paragraphs. Although the landmarks were positioned at 
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Figure 10: Additional points were added in the radiographs 
from Figure 9. The subtraction images on the right verify 
the result of registration being improved and independent on 
the distribution of landmarks. 
completely different positions, the results of registration are 
nearly the same, and, compared with the registration based 
on only four landmarks (Fig. 9), the exactness of registration 
is significantly improved. 
3.2.3 Automatic detection of landmarks 
The manual placement of corresponding points in a discrete 
pixel array has two disadvantages. The user is limited to the 
discrete positions of a digital image although structures in 
a subsequent radiograph may appear between these discrete 
coordinates. This is the major drawback. The use of con- 
ventional computer mice may cause additional incorrectness. 
Therefore, the exactness of registration is improved by local 
correlation. The idea of this refinement is to cut a small 
template around a given landmark in the subsequent radio- 
graph and use it for template matching in a s d  window 
arround the corresponding landmark in the reference X-ray 
image. In our approach, local correlation is computed with 
sub-pixel resolution. 
This principle is extendet for automatic determination of 
landmarks. Simple gradient filters [27,28] are applied to de- 
termine candidate points for landmarks in the subsequent im- 
age. Since both radiographs are already pre-adjusted, local 
correlation could be restricted to a certain neighborhood in 
the reference image. The correlation coefficient is used as 
threshold to remove point pairs which differ to much Ad- 
vanced algorithms for the detection of landmarks in medical 
images are described elsewhere [29]. 
Figure 11 shows the registration result based on 27 auto- 
matical extracted landmarks. The landmarks were determ- 
ined by the algorithm from Likar et al. 1291 The result of 
fine-adjustment equals those obtained with manual placed 
landmarks (Fig. 10). 
3.2.4 Leaving-one-out 
Once the parameters a1 to as have been determined the per- 
spective projection described by equation (1) could be solved 
for each landmark-point ( x , y )  in the reference image. The 
distances dn between the transformed coordinates and the 
Figure 11. The 27 landmarks used for fine-adjustment were 
extracted automatical. The subtraction image on the right 
demonstrates equal quality compared with manual placed 
landmarks (Fig. 10). 
manually marked corresponding points (x', y') indicate the 
exactness of the estimated geometric projection 
N 
d = ' C d n  N 
n r l  
with&= 
+ asyn + a6 
J c . L  - + asyn + 1 ) 2  + ( 9' - a7xn + a8yn + 1 ai& + Cr2yn + a3 
A numerical more efficient way to determine the quality of 
the approximation 2 is given by the minimal residual [25] 
1 
2N r = b - A P  whereas p = -  llb - 4 1 2  (33) 
denotes its relative size. In other words, p determines the 
overall quality of the landmarks fitting the model of per- 
spective projection. In our approach, this measure is used 
to assess the iduence of single pairs of corresponding points 
to the final adjustment. An optimization of p leads to an im- 
proved registration. 
The leaving-one-out method is most widely used to de- 
termine the influence of one parameter in a set training 
a neural network for classification 1261. This procedure is 
particularly attractive when the number of samples is quite 
small. Here, this technique is applied to improve the qual- 
ity of registration. Suppose N points marked in both ra- 
diographs. At first, the N subsets containing N - 1 land- 
marks are generated. For the initial set and all subsets the 
L = N + 1 parameter vectors PI and their residuals pi with 
I = 1, Find- 
ing one e such that pr 5 PI for all 1 # L defines the best 
set of parameters. This set is used initially for the next 
leaving-one-out iteration. When the minimum number Nmin 
of points in a set is reached or the best set equals the initial 
set, the iteration stops and P! is used for final back-projection 
of the subsequent image into the geometry of the reference 
image. 
3.2.5 Final algorithm for fine-adjustment 
The algorithm for he-registration of radiographs is sum- 
marized in Figure 12. After the determination of landmarks 
and the optimization of their coordinates by sub-pixel correl- 
ation, the parameters of perspective projection were estim- 
ated. The least-squares method is efficiently implemented by 
a blockwise Cholesky factorization The minimum residual 
is used to control the leaving-one-out iteration 
, L are determined solving equation (28) 
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Figure 12: Fine-adjustment 
4 Results and Discussion 
Automatic subtraction of intraoral radiographs is an import- 
ant means in oral diagnostics [2, 31. Although digital ima- 
ging devices such as CCD-sensors or storage phosphor plates 
have become standard in modern dental clinics, subtraction 
radiography is still restricted to scientific studies and not jet 
established in clinical routine. This is caused by the enorm- 
ous problems on standardizing imaging geometry during the 
large time intervals between the X-ray examinations, which 
can be up to one year [4]. 
Computer algorithms for automatic image registration 
are mostiy restricted to affine transforms like rotations, 
scales, and/or translations [7,23]. However, geometric trans- 
forms occuring in intraoral free-hand radiography can be 
approximated by perspective projection [ll]. Perspective in- 
variants that allow the determination of all model parameters 
are still unknown [lo]. Therefore, correction algorithms for 
perspective geometry are usually based on landmarks which 
are placed manually- Four corresponding reference points in 
both images are required to determine the eight parameters 
of perspective projection [30] Nevertheless, the registration 
results obtained with four landmarks extremely depend on 
the correct localization of those points [ll]. In this paper, 
an automatic and reproducable method for registration of 
perspective projection was presented. 
In the first stage, RST-components of the projection are 
corrected using the Fourier-Mellin invariant. This data- 
based method was evaluated and optimized in previous stud- 
ies [23,7]. It was shown, that the combination of the Fourier- 
Mellin invariant with cepstrum techniques allows reliable 
(correctness > 80%) registration of pictures overlapping 
more than 70% with rotational components less than 15 de- 
grees, regardless of noise or intensity variations occuring in 
clinical situations (Tab. 2). As pointed out in paragraph 
3.1.4, the CF requires windowing and therefore, it is less 
useful to register Fourier power-spectra. Applying SPOMF 
for the rotation and scale detection step, the results are im- 
proved. Again, the X-ray sequence was used to quantify 
the improvement. The algorithm summarized in Figure 7 
yields reliable (correctness - 90%) registrations up to 35 de- 
gree of rotations (Tab 2) In clinical freehand radiography, 
rotations will be significantly less. Note that the rotations 
between contiguous frames in Figre 13 are about 35 degrees. 
The subsequent registration step is based on correspond- 
ing points. In a previous pubIication was shown, that only 6 
fairly distributed landmarks are required to guarantee (cor- 
rectness > 95%) independence on the positions of the land- 
m k s  [ll]. Note that automatic algorithms usually extract 
much more landmarks [29]. Therefore, our two-step algo- 
rithm for automatic registration of radiographs acquired in- 
traorally could be established in clinical routine. 
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Rotation Image CF SPOMF 
angle pairs No % No % 
0.0" 33 33 100 33 100 
5.6" 32 32 100 32 100 
11.3' 31 31 100 31 100 
16.9' 29 97 30 100 
22.5' 29 23 79 28 97 
28.1' 28 19 68 26 93 
33.8' 27 12 44 25 93 
39.4' 26 11 42 20 77 
45.0' 25 7 28 18 72 
Table 2: Combining 33 single frames of the rotation sequence 
(Fig. 13) in pairs of two, altogether 261 Herent  sets of 
radiographs with a-priori known relative rotation were re- 
gistered. The results obtained with CF performing the rota- 
tion and scale detection step are taken from [7]. 
Once the images are registered, contrast correction could 
be easily done by matching the image's histogram functions 
[l]. Further work will be concentrate on automatic segment- 
ation and quantitative measurement in the subtraction radio- 
graphs. Since the algorithm uses no a-priori knowledge on 
image contents, the method could be transferred into other 
fields in medical imaging, for instance thorax examinations. 
Adapting the model of projection opens a various field of 
applications. 
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Abstract 
The work zs motzvated b y  the problem of mammo- 
gram screenzng based on companson between mammo- 
grams o the same patzent acquzred zn different screen- 
zngs. id isregastratzon between temporally s aced screen- 
zngs arases from mznor differences zn 3- posatzonang 
and compresszon, as well as, normal changes zn tzssue 
that are functzons of tzme Sznce the relataonshzp be- 
tween amages cannot be modeled with avazlable informa- 
taon, preczse re zstratzon and pixel-to-pzxel comparzson 
as an intractab 9 e problem Instead, this work pro oses 
definzng correspondang regzons an two zma es anofcar- 
rying out comparzson between them, szmi ? arly t o  what 
as done by  medical ex erts. The locatzons of the re- 
gaons are determzned d ased on the locatzons of zdentz- 
fiable landmark poants, and regzons' extents are deter- 
mzned b y  characterzstzcs of the older mammogram. 
1 Introduction 
There is strong evidence that early breast cancer de- 
tection is the key to successful treatment Mammogra- 
phy is the primary means of early detection and regular 
screenin s are recommended for a significant percent- 
a e of t i e  female popu!ation Maintainin h g h  relia- 
puters into the present protocols. The primary area 
where computer technology is useful is in ensuring ade- 
quate scanning thus allowing the experts to concentrate 
on interpretation Moreover, computer-based screenin 
can provide increased sensitivit to detectin abnormaf 
structures. The additional benefits of using comput- 
ers include reducing the cost, providing efficient stor- 
age media, and telemedicine capabilities. In spite of 
these important advantages and considerable research 
effort in the past decade, techni ues for aiding mamme 
rates of false negatives and/or false positives. The most 
fundamental problem with computer algorithms is that 
they require descnption of what is considered normal 
and/or abnormal in a mammogram. The tremendous 
variability of both has made formulations of such de- 
scriptions very difficult and so far developed algorithms 
lack the adaptability necessary to handle variations nor- 
mally encountered in mammograms 
d 
b%ty in massive screenings calls for intro i ucing com- 
ities that are masked.by under T ying norma. f; anatomical 
gram screening have not yet yiel a ed clinically acceptable 
The work described in this aper ai 
ming this lack of adaptability g y  searching for abnor- 
malities by comparing temporally s aced screenings of 
a patient An advantage of cons&ring mammogram 
sequences relative to analyzing a single mammogram is 
that it uses the older mammogram as a reference, and 
thus, is likely to reduce the high rate of false ositives 
importantly, following subtle changes .may provide for 
very early cancer detection The constituent parts nec- 
essary in realizing mammogram comparison are: (i) al- 
gorithms for putting two temporally spaced screenings 
of the same breast into correspondence, (ii) algorithms 
for characterizing mammogram regions, and (iii) deci- 
associated with many computer-based metho C f  s. More 
Technically, regional registration of mammograms is 
the problem of identifying similar regions in weak1 
logical1 divides into two steps The first step involves 
establisiing landmark points in a mammogram pair and 
establishing their correspondence The second step in- 
volves formation of regions using the landmark points. 
The pa er describes both steps and is organized as fol- 
lows. '&he algorithm for extraction of potential control 
oints is described in Section 2, the matching proce- 
%re together with evaluation is outlined in Section 3 
Section 4 describes using the points to form the come- 
s onding regions. Section 5 summarizes the results and 
d?scusses continuation of the work 
2 Identification of landmark points 
Considering that mammograms are nonstructured 
texture patterns and that the relationship between two 
images cannot be modeled, establishing regional corre- 
spondence requires at !east determining a set of land- 
marks common to both images. These landmarks can be 
used as reference points in establishing locations and ge- 
ometry of corpponding regions Based on the fact that 
the only distinct elements appearing in practically any 
structured texture patterns The proposed approac x 
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mammogram are elongated structures, the most promi- 
nent of which correspond to milk ducts and blood ves- 
sels, we select the intersections between these structures 
to be the landmarks After extracting the intersections 
in both images we establish corres ondence between 
the common subset of points. In orfer to make estab- 
lishing correspondence practical, we consider only the 
intersections that are the most likely to appear in both 
mammograms; consequently, we limit the extraction to 
the intersections between the most prominent elongated 
structures. The obtained points are referred to as the 
potential control points Locations of the potential con- 
trol points may vary in two images due to minor po- 
sitioning differences and changes in compression; the 
algorithms descqbed in this paper handle minor varia- 
tions and reject images where correspondence between 
image pairs cannot be established with confidence. 
The identification of the points is based on the model 
for elongated structures proposed in [3] which effectively 
shows that the cross-sections of elongated structures 
are characterized by roof edge profiles. Consequently, 
extraction of the elon ated structures is, in essence, a 
ilar tasks are encountered in other a plications, e.g. 
in fin erprint analysis line drawing ungerstanding, and 
digit3 an iograph Idany researchers have invest1 ated 
this probgm and gave roposed ap ropriate met%ods, 
tailed image aniysis,  extraction of ever roof edge with 
the objective of retaining continuity oTthe structures. 
Mammograms are complex images with many intensit 
variations, thus, extraction of every roof edge yield 
overwhelming detail Instead, we propose an alterna- 
tive a1 orithm which identifies only the most rominent 
roof eiges Specifically, we limit the identiication to 
the widest roof edge profiles. In the following we sum- 
marize the processing steps, detailed exposition of the 
algorithm can be found in [lo] 
Prior to applying the proposed operator, ima es are 
smoothed using the multi-pass Gaussian filter $he fil- 
ter is approximated by a 5 x 5 kernel, as described in 
[2] Smoothing removes minor intensity variations and 
does not in effect change the intensity profiles. The 
roposed o erator considers two concentric neighbor- 
goods of di8erent size a lar e neighborhood m x n  and 
a small neighborhood k x 4 The operator assigns a 
value to an image pixel by counting the pixels in the 
large neighborhood that have intensity values smaller 
than the smallest intensity value in the smaller neigh- 
borhood Next, the images are turned into binary form 
by utilizing a threshold, T The arameters used with 
the set of mammograms describe$ in this study are as 
follows: (i) detection of elongated vertical structures 
m = 11, n  = 1, k = 3, 1 = 1, and T = 5, and (ii) detec- 
tion of elongated horizontal structures: m = 1, n = 11, 
k = 1, 1 = 3, and T = 5 .  The rationale for selecting 
these values is explained in [lo] 
The operator is applied in two steps, one that 
extracts predominantly horizontal structures and the 
other that extracts predominantly vertical structures 
The elon ated structures in arbitrary directions are 
obtained %y combining the two results by the lo ical 
OR operation, and their intersections are obtaines by 
combining the two results by the logical AND opera- 
tion The centroids of obtained binary objects (typically 
smaller than 10 pixels) constitute the set of potential 
control points An example of the extracted points in a 
mammogram pair is shown in Figure 1 
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated rela- 
tive 40 effects of width of linear structures, their contrast 
relative to background, background type, and noise on 
task of identifying pea a s of the roof edge profiles. Sim- 
however the em hasis OF proposed a P gorithms is on de- 
algorithm’s performance Evaluation was carried out 
one synthetic images obtained by superimposing elon- 
gated structures generated by the Poissonian line model, 
[6], onto background of varying contrast, texture pat- 
terns and real mammo rams. The results were sum- 
marized in form of RO% curves which show the true 
positive fraction and false positive fraction of purels de- 
tected by the algorithm, [4], [5] The evaluation has 
confirmed that the parameter selection was appropri- 
ate for the resolution of images considered in the study 
Furthermore, the algorithm is insensitive to  change in 
the structure’s width for structures wider than one pixel 
and its performance is not affected by the type or con- 
trast of the background, [9]. 
3 Establishing control point correspon- 
Given two sets of potential control points, the objec- 
tive of the correspondence algorithm is to identify the 
common subset and within it individual point corre- 
spondences Since the relation between the two images 
in the case of mammograms is unknown, it is necessary 
to use a model-free matching algorithm 
Matching is attempted between a point p(xp,  yp) in 
the older mammogramand a point q(xc,, yp) in the newer 
mammogram only if point q lies in a region likely to pro- 
vide a match1 This region is determined using a pair of 
reference points o(xo, yo) and n (xn ,  yn) in the old and 
new mammogram, res ectively The corres ondence be- 
tween o and n  is estabyished accurately, eitRer manually 
or by using an appropriate a1 orithm. The algorithm 
described in [lo] Point q is a match of point p if it lies 
in the neighborhood k x 1 centered at xc ,  yc determined 
by the intersection2 of the line 
dence 
used in this work to establish t fi e locations of o and n  is 
and the circle 
2 
(. - xn) + (Y - YnI2 = ( t o  - x p ) 2  + (yp - y,)2 (2) 
Values k and 1 are determined by expected differences 
between the two mammograms and in this work they 
are set to 60 pixels. 
The correspondence is established by measuring sim- 
ilarity between regions around potential matches using 
accumulator matrix as follows. 
e Measurang samilanty between otentaal matches A 
match between oints is estaflished using signa- 
tures and a simi P arity criterion 
- Signature formataon The idea behind the sig- 
natures can be best explained when consider- 
ing the retino-cortical projection, i.e., a eo- 
metrical transformation described as a con%or- 
mal mapping of the polar ( p ,  0) plane onto the 
Cartesian (log@), 0) plane. A point z(p, 0) = 
‘In principle, the proposed algorithm does not require limiting 
point locations; however. constraining the search to image subre- 
gions significantly speeds up the processing time. 
2There exist two points of intersection and the one of interest 
lies in the area of breast tissue since the reference point is the tip 
of the nipple. 
.i 
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peje in the retinal plane maps onto the point 
w(u,  w) = u + j v  in the cortical plane as 
= = iog(p)+j(e+2n~), = 0, hi, 
(3) 
When taking into account only the principal 
branch of the logarithmic function, the rep- 
resentation of a cortical projection point is 
u = log(p),  w = 0 The transformation may 
be implemented efficiently in a form of smart 
sensor, [7] ,[8] Signature vectors are obtained 
from the cortical images by integrating the im- 
ages along the p axis in intervals A0 It is 
necessary that the sampling rates along the 
0 axis provide for local deviations from 1-in- 
earity, through experimentation the sampling 
rate is selected to be A0 = 20’ The high val- 
ues in a signature correspond to the elongated 
structures forming the intersection Typically 
a signature has 2-4 maxima. The locations o$ 
these maxima are encoded by thresholding the 
signature entries Assuming that the length of 
an elongated structure encoded by the signa- 
ture is l and its average width is w ,  the thresh- 
old value is selected to be ; ( I  x w) Coeffi- 
cient f is due to the fact that  the signature 
encompasses a wed e which covers approxi- 
mately one half of &e rectan ular area that 
ture. Thus, for mammograms considered in 
this work, where based on resolution on aver- 
a e w = 4, and 1 = 10, the threshold is set to 
- Szmzlarity crzterzon Two signatures 5’1 = [si] 
,% match if T 2 
may be encompassed by the e ff ongated struc- 
28 
and S2 = [ s i ] ,  L = 1,2 ,  
t . where 
3 6 0 ° / ~ e  
r=sIs2 = sksg, (4) 
k = l  
and t is the threshold Since the signatures are 
binary vectors, the similarity criterion given 
by Equation (4) counts the number of 1’s that 
appear at the same positions in two signature 
vectors. Assuming that at least two parts of 
elongated structures are captured by a signa- 
ture, we select t = 2 
Accumulator matrzx This matrix tallies votes for 
possible matches Given a set of No potential con- 
trol points in the older mammogram, M,, and a 
set of Nn potential control points in the newer 
mammogram, M,, the accumulator matrix is an 
No x Nn, where entry e (p ,  q)  corresponds to points 
labeled p and q in M,  and Mn, respectively En- 
try e (p ,q )  is updated each time a possible match 
between points p and q is established 
Locatzon test For each point in the 
old mammogram any potential control point 
in the new mammogram that satisfies the lo- 
cation criterion, i.e., it lies in the neighbor- 
hood L x 1 centered at (ze,yc) determined by 
Equations (1) and (2), is considered. 
- S t e p  2: Matrix updatzng If a matching crite- 
rion between a point p in the old mammogram 
- Step 1 
and q in the new mammogram is satis- 
fied, umulator entry e(p ,  q )  is updated 
In the case that no match is established, re- 
turn to Step 1, otherwise, proceed to Step 3 
- Step 3: Processzng the remaznzng poznts If 
points p(zp, yp) and q(z,, yq) are matched in 
Step 2, then for each remaining point in the 
old mammogram, ~(z,, yr), a neighborhood of 
size A2 x A2 of point (z:, y:) in the new mam- 
mogram is examined for a possible match 
The coordinates (z:! y‘,) are determined by the 
intersection of the line 
and the circle 
(. - zqI2 + (Y - Yqj2 = ( z r  - cpj2 +(Yr - Yp)2 
( 6 )  
Each time a matching criterion is satisfied, 
the appropriate accumulator entry is updated 
After considering all possible matches return 
to Step 1 
The signatures of 29 mammogram pairs were ana- 
lyzed to establish successfully that (i) control points are 
characterized by unique signatures, and (ii) signatures 
are preserved in subsequent screenings, [lo] 
At the end of the matching process, the entries which 
correspond to true matches tend to have high values 
while the ones that  correspond to wron matches are 
small. The wrong matches are eliminaterfby threshold- 
ing. A good threshold value provides high values both 
for sensitivity (or the fraction of the established matches 
computed relative to the all possible matches) and speci- 
ficity (or accuracy of the established matches) The em- 
phasis of this work is on high specificity and, therefore, 
in some cases the number of established matches is rel- 
atively small 
Two approaches to thresholding the accumulator ma- 
trix were considered The first one involved an optimum 
thresholding a1 orithm and the second used for obtain- 
ing results in tfis paper used a fixed threshold value of 
80% of the maximum entry This approach was verified 
through algorithm evaluation, Section 3.2 After thresh- 
olding, the accumulator matrix is scanned and the most 
likely matches are determined Scannin is done by first 
examinin rows and then columns of t B e accumulator 
matrix. fi there is more than one non-zero entry in a 
particular row, then the point in the new mammogram 
which corres onds to the lar est accumulator entry i s  
selected as t t e  best match %, rest of the entries in 
the same row are set to zero. Columns are scanned in a 
similar fashion. After scanning, the ac$umulator matrix 
contains non-zero entries only at positions which corre- 
spond to the final matches. As an example, matches 
established between otential control points in Figure 1 
are shown in Figure % 
3.1 Algorithm evaluation 
The pu ose of the tests was to determine the 10- 
bustness o?the correspondence algorithm with respect 
to parameters employed by the algorithm The evalu- 
ation of the correspondence algorithm was carried out 
in two stages, (i) using synthetic images and (ii) using 
archival film Each image pair comprised an on inal 
and a corresponding deformed pattern The underging 
model in generating the original images was the Pois- 
sonian model and deformations were modeled using the 
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deflected elastic beam model [9]. For each test, a set 
of 100 image pairs were used and the results were sum- 
marized in form of ROC curves. The experiments are 
described in detail in [9] The conclusions of the exper- 
iments were that  both good specificity and sensitivity 
of the algorithm can be achieved, since for true positive 
fraction of about 97% false positive fraction is smaller 
than 5%. Furthermore, it was established that the ac- 
cumulator matrix threshold can always be determined 
to accommodate for high specificity, and thresholds of 
80% of the maximum accumulator entry are always a 
ood selection In general, the algorithm’s erformance 
high levels of distortion a working point with low false 
positive fraction can be achieved for T=5, [9] 
The second part of the evaluation was carried out on 
31 mammogram airs representing screenm s in stan- 
of ground truth regardin control points, the evaluation 
made independently b three unbiased observers, i.e., 
observers who had no inowledge about the a1 orithm. 
The validation experiment was conducted as follows 
Each observer was shown a 
the older mammogyam 
lected by the algorithm The 
to identify the correspondin points in the newer mam- 
mogram Observers were ago asked to ass1 n a “level 
of confidence” to the established matches. P$amely, if a 
match was established with a high degree of certainty, 
the confidence level was “sure”, if a match was deter- 
mined with a lower degree of certainty, the confidence 
level was “not sure”, in the case when no match could 
be assigned, a point was labeled “don’t know” No time 
limit was imposed upon observers during the validation 
experiment, The observers were trained and encouraged 
to use enhancement techniques in the experiment (e.g., 
histogram equalization) Based on the spatial resolution 
[for majority of mammograms 1 mm/pixel), the algo- 
rithm and an .observer were considered to be in agree- 
ment if the distance between the two oints was less 
dence between 11 pairs of points on average, this is in 
contrast to the earlier work, [lo], that was establish- 
ing correspondence between 5 pairs on 
1 summarizes the validation results 
labeled “sure” were considered Each 
represents the percentage of points 
example, the entry (algorithm, radiologist) = 91 indi- 
cates that  91% of “sure” control goints determined by 
the radiologist are “in agreement with corresponding 
oints determined by the computer Table 2 includes 
goth “sure” and “not sure” points. 
The validity of the evaluation, 1.e. consistency of per- 
formance and lack of bias was established by present- 
ing three pairs of mammograms eight times to two of 
the observers. In the first four presentations, the ob- 
servers were shown the identical mammogram pair In 
the fifth, sixth, and seventh presentations, the mammo- 
grams were flipped around x axis, around y axis,  and 
around both x and y axes, respectively In the eighth 
presentation only a portion of the mammograms that 
contained points of interest were shown i.e., the im- 
ages contained no visible breast outline. ”his was done 
to check if the human perception of control points is 
affected by landmarks such as image borders and/or 
breast outline. The obtained results were then com- 
pared using five statistical tests. This evaluation con- 
cluded that regardless of the mammogram type the hu- 
8ecreases with the increase in distortion, E ut even for 
dard cranio-cauda f and medio-lateral views. 6 u e  to lack 
was performed by visua 9 inspection. Validation was 
an experienced radiologist and two untrained o 6 servers. 
than 10 pixels. The- algorithm establis Yl ed corr~spon- 
algorithm 91 
radiologist 
71 75 
83 82 -- - 
Table 1 Result of validation when usmg signatures and 
considering only “sure” points. Entries represent the 
percentage of points “in agreement” 
Table 2: Result of validation when when usin$ signa- 
tures and considering both “sure” and “not sure’ points. 
Entries represent the percentage of points “in agree- 
ment” 
man perception is consistent [9]. 
4 Establishing regional correspondence 
The corresponding regions are selected based on the 
control points and similarity of texture characteristics 
In the present research the regions aye circular. The 
circular eometry is selected because it is invariant to 
and re uires determinin only t e correspondin centers 
and ra8ii. The essentiaf: elements of the roce%ure are 
illustrated in Figure 3, and they involve t i e  following 
Determznzn the extent o corresponding regzons 
and are determined so that the corresponding re- 
gions have similar texture characteristics (this is 
important for the comparison paradigm) Parti- 
tioning of the older mammogram is used to ensure 
that each region is characterized b predominantly 
homogeneous intensity pattern Sartitioning em- 
ploys a hierarchical region growing paradigm that 
uses yramidal multiresolution image representa- 
tion. %elationships between pixels at different reso- 
lutions are established by a fuzzy membership func- 
tion as described in [l] The selection of the param- 
eters of the fuzzy membership function allows for 
fine-tunin the method to  specific segmentation ob- 
jectives. gdditional criteria may be used to limit 
a region extent, e.g., regions may be limited to a 
specific size dictated by the s atial resolution and 
Covenng of a mammogram paw The covering algo- 
rithm generates corresponding circular regions and 
covers an image pair with overlap in circles with 
no gaps. The distances between ranimark points 
are used to determine the centers and the radius 
for each air is such that it ensures that the region 
to a single partition Since the &stances between 
control points are not guaranteed to  be preserved in 
two screenings, the region centers are determined as 
the cluster centers of elements obtained by consid- 
ering all pairwise combinations of matched control 
points. 
fl 
rotationa 9 misalignments arisin from image digitization 
The radii ofthe correspon d ing regions are the same 
expected types of cancerous c E anges 
in the oder P mammogram belon s predominantly 
i 
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Fi ure 4 shows a subset of corresponding regions estab- 
lisfed for mammograms shown in Figure 2. 
5 Summary and conclusions 
The focus of this work is on identjfying landmarks 
and establishing their correspondence in temporal pairs 
of mammo rams. The motivation of the work is au- 
tomation ofanalysis of mammogram sequences. TWO al- 
gorithms were developed and tested The first algorithm 
identifies otential control points in mammograms, and 
it was evafuated on synthetic images and was shown to 
be robust to changes in width of elongated structures, 
background complexity, and presence of noise. The sec- 
ond algorithm establishes correspondence between po- 
tential control points, and it was evaluated both on syn- 
thetic ima es and archived film. One of the major ehal- 
lenges of t i e  work was developing evaluation protocols 
because no “ground truth ima es” exist. The bulk of the 
sar to evaluate reliability of performance of an observer 
ception of control points selected by the algorithm $he 
most important conclusions are that there is the agree- 
ment in 90% of cases between the algorithm and the 
medical expert. 
Our resent research focuses on evaluating the algo- 
rithms establishing similar re ions The appropriate 
test of erformance will be in the next stage of develop- 
ment wien the complete system performance, includin 
characterization of corresponding regions, is compare 
to results of biopsies 
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Figure 1 An example of detected potential control points in a mammogram pair The points are superimposed on 
the images 
Figure 2 Matched points between potential control points shown in Figure 1 
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MAMMOGRAM 1 
1 I 
MAMMOGRAM 2 
 
A,  B; C, Di = CONTROL POINTS 1 = 1,2 
P, = CIRCLE CENTERS 1 = 1 , 2  
PI XI .^ P2 xz X =  A,B,C,D 
Figure 3 Conceptual descriptlon of formation of corresponding regions. The region centers are determined based 
on the distances from the matched control points and the extent is determined by the segmentation of the older 
mammogram. 
Figure 4 An example of a subset of corresponding regions established based on the control points shown in Figure 
2 
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Abstract 
an image operator is proposed for extracting consistent fea- 
tures of interest in corresponding images. The feature selec- 
tor is based on using steerable filters for extracting transla- 
tion and rotation invariant features As an application of the 
feature selector, we describe a registration technique for re- 
covering rigid transforms in images which contam both tex- 
tured and non-textured regions Consistency of feature ex- 
traction allows establishing correct correspondence between 
a number of features which can be used to calculate an ac- 
curate measure of the transform between a pair of images. 
The method is fully automated and is highly robust. The 
technique was applied to  14 pairs of mammogram images 
where each pair represents two instances of a mammogram 
film originally digitized a t  different resolutions. Performance 
of the Automated registration method 1s compared to per- 
formance of a similar method based on manually selected 
and matched features. The technique was also applied to 71 
pairs of mammograms as part of a process for transcribing 
radiologist markings of abnormal regions in mammograms. 
1 Introduction 
Traditional correlation based techniques are only feasible for 
recovering small transforms between corresponding images. 
Large movement creates a search space too large to  be tra- 
versed in a reasonable amount of time. This is applicable to 
most types of image transforms including movement defined 
by simple translation and rotation. The time complexity 
of these techniques remams high even when the search is 
not performed exhaustively, or if correlation is calculated 
for subregions of the images rather than the full images (see 
[6] for a survey of correlation-based, and other, registration 
techniques) An alternative method is selecting and match- 
ing corresponding interest features across the two images 
Feature selection is performed independently in each image 
then features are matched based on their respective image 
properties. 
Earlier techniques such as the Moravec operator [3, 101 
extract features based on local image variance. Although 
they attempted to  measure directional variance to adapt to 
rotation changes, the number OF directions considered was 
too small to  allow consistent feature extraction. Other re- 
searcher [9, 111 used image features such as lines and regions 
to  locate feature points. These techniques, especially the 
region-based ones, are dependent on image content and may 
fail in highly textured regions or regions not fully included 
in the  images. Another method which depends on image 
content [12] searches for specific structures using template 
matching then iteratively refines the feature locations. 
Depending on the degrees of freedom of the transform, a 
minimum number of matched features is required to calcu- 
late the transform between the images. The main challenge 
in a fully automated process is selectmg a subset of fea- 
tures consistently across corresponding images. In practice, 
i t  is difficult to design generic image operators capable of 
robustly extracting a small number of consistent features 
across images related by some transform, even if the images 
are very similar As a result, some registration methods re- 
quire manual selection and matching of features in order to 
ensure proper performance. Thls paper introduces a trans- 
lation and rotation invariant image operator for extracting 
features more consistently across corresponding images Ro- 
tation invariance is achieved through using steerable filters 
The interest feature selector is a generic image operator 
which can be applied to  both textured and non-textured 
image regons. This 1s a desirable property whch allows 
registration irrespective of image content 
To illustrate the use of the proposed operator it 1s ap- 
plied in an algorithm for extracting features across images 
related by a rigid transform which may include a large de- 
gree of rotation and translation. A rigid transform can be 
recovered using only two matched pairs of features, provided 
the features are matched perfectly. Extracting a larger set of 
features using less consistent operators improves the chances 
that  the same features will be extracted in both images, 
however, it also increases the processing required for match- 
ing and eliminating incorrect matches Using a rotation and 
translation invariant operator allows extracting a smaller set 
of features without compromising the degree of consistency 
required 
While the interest selector and the technique described 
are in no way application specific, they were motivated by 
the need for registration of digitized instances of mammo- 
gram images. As image analysis techniques become more 
mature, there is an ever increasing need for images with es- 
tablished ground truth against which performance of various 
techniques can be measured. Images with ground truth are 
also essential for learning optimal parameters for many al- 
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gorithms. This is especially the case in mammogram image 
analysis which has become an active research area in recent 
years [5, 1, 21. 
For mammogram images, as well as most medical im- 
ages, ground truth is established by experienced radiologists. 
Until electronic display technologies meet the high require- 
ments of displaying mammogram images, and until radiolo- 
gists become experienced in reading electronically displayed 
images, the most reliable “ground truthing” method is for 
radiologists to mark regions of interest on the actual film. 
One way of transcribing these markings in electronic form re- 
qures digitizing the film without markings, and with mark- 
ings. The two digitized versions can then be registered to 
establish the exact location of the markings in the digitized 
unmarked version. This is needed since the unmarked ver- 
sion is clearly the one to be used in training or measuring 
performance of image analysis techniques. 
The following section provides an overview of steerable 
filters based on Gaussian derivatives and introduces a trans- 
lation and rotation invariant interest feature selector Sec- 
tion Three describes a general method for recovering the 
rigid transform. Section Four provides experimental results 
on 14 pans of corresponding images used to evaluate the 
registration method and results on additional 71 pairs of 
images The last section provides discussion and conclu- 
sions. 
5 
2 Selecting Interest Features 
In selecting candidate features for matching across images, 
it IS not feasible to consider all pairs of pixels in the two 
images as potential matches even if matches are known to 
lie within a local region. An exhaustive search on all pixels 
is extremely inefficient and is very susceptible to matching 
non-corresponding pixels based on accidental similarities be- 
tween their local properties. A better solution is extracting 
a relatively small set of interesting points or features to be 
used as candidates for matching. An interesting point 1s one 
which is distinct from its surrounding pixels in some sense. 
One of the main challenges in identifying interest fea- 
tures is extracting features consistently across the images 
bemg matched. As a result of the transform between im- 
ages, features will shift and rotate in one image relative to 
their corresponding features in the other image. An image 
operator sensitive to shift and rotation variations will fail to 
recover features consistently. Designing basic image opera- 
tors invariant to such changes has gained attention in recent 
years [8]. This section describes an invariant feature selec- 
tor which attempts to extract features without bias towards 
their location or orientation in an mage 
A basic class of angularly adaptive image operators called 
steerable filters is of particular interest in this work. The 
most useful property of steerable filters in the context of 
selecting features for matching is that their response is not 
biased towards a particular orientation or set of omenta- 
tions. These operators can be applied to every image point 
and hence can become shift invariant in responding to fea- 
tures adequately sampled in both images. These properties 
make steerable filters suitable candidates for constructing a 
consistent interest point selector 
2.1 Steerable Filters 
The information presented in thls subsection was adapted 
from the paper by Freeman and Adelson [8] and is included 
here for completeness. As described by Freeman and Adel- 
son, steerable filters are oriented linear operators that can be 
specified for an arbitrary orientation from a linear combina- 
tion of basis filters. The idea is that the space of all rotated 
versions of a function with limited angular frequency can 
be adequately sampled by a finite, and possibly small, set 
of basis functions. Basis filters can be applied to an im- 
age in order to generate a fixed set of filtered images which 
can be linearly combined to generate an image filtered at 
an arbitrary orientation Derivatives of Gaussian functions 
are often used to detect locally maximal changes m image 
gray scale. These functions have a finite angular frequency 
and hence they are steerable. As an example, consider a 
circularly symmetric Gaussian function of the form. 
Local changes in gray scale along the horizontal direction 
m an image can be detected using a linear filter constructed 
from sampling the partial derivative of G with respect to x 
(or the first derivative of G along onentation 0) :  
To represent gray scale variation along the vertical direc- 
tion, the function (or GY rotated by 90’) can be used: 
(3) 
GY and G;“ are basis functions for the space of first 
derivatives of G along all possible directions. For an ar- 
bitrary angle 8, G! can be constructed from a linear combi- 
nation of the two basis functions defined by 
G! = cos 8GY + sin 8Gio (4) 
Since the basis filters are linear, generating an image by 
linearly combining two image versions filtered with each of 
the basis filters is equivalent to generating the image by a p  
plying a linear combination of the basis filters. The advan- 
tage of performing the earlier operation is that it completely 
specifies the filter response as a function of its rotation an- 
gle while the latter specifies a single value of that function. 
Specifying a filter response as a function of its rotation angle 
allows for analytically calculating the filter orientation with 
maximal response. 
Freeman and Adelson explicitly derive x-y separable ba- 
sis filters for second order Gaussian derivative at an arbi- 
trary orientation G$. They also derive an expression for the 
Hilbert transform H! of G$, and the x-y separable basis 
functions needed to steer H! The Hilbert transform in- 
troduces phase independence so that the maximal filter re- 
sponse estimate is invariant to phase changes. The derived 
expressions for G$ and its basis functions Gz,, G2b and Gzc 
are: 
GZ = cos2(8)Gz, - 2cos(8)s~n(8)Gpb 
+sin2 (8)Gzc, wheTe 
Gzcl = 0.9213(2x2 - l)e--(z2+y2), 
G2b = 1 .843zye-(22+Y2), and 
G2, = 0.9213(2y2 - l)e-(52+y2) 
H! and its basis functions Hz,, H 2 b ,  H2.= and H 2 d  are defined 
bY~ 
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orientation chang& are present. This intermediate orienta- 
tion is biased towards the strongest orientation in the sur- 
rounding region 
A measure can be assigned to each pixel based on the 
difference between its onentation and the orientations of 
immediately surrounding pixels. This measure is defined 
as: 
The basls functions can be sampled to generate filters 
which can be applied to an image. The resulting 7 filtered 
images can be used to calculate the angle of dominant ori- 
entation ed at each mage pixel and the strength of that 
orientation S d  using the following expressions: 
It is this orientation and strength of maximal response that 
are used in extracting features of interest as wil l  be explained 
in the following subsection. 
2.2 The Feature Selector 
Filters created by sampling the basis functions of G2 and 
H2 can be used to create a map of dominant orientation 
and strength of that orientation at each image pixel. For an 
image I(z, y), these maps are denoted by O(z, y) and S(z, y) 
respectively The orientation estimate is most accurate for 
pixels which have a single dominant orientation of grey-scale 
change. Pixels at which there are overlappmg structures 
will have less reliable orientation estimates reflected by their 
lower orientation strength. 
Some textured image regions may contain overlapping 
structures which reduce the reliability of orientation esti- 
mate at many image pixels. This is also the case at points of 
sharp orientation changes such as corners and locally max- 
imal curvature points. To reduce this effect, each pixel is 
assigned an orientation measure given as a weighted average 
of orientations in a region centered around the pucel. Each 
orientation is weighted by the relative orientation strength 
at its respective pixel. The smoothed orientation map gen- 
erated is denoted by Os(z, y), 
m and n index through a window centered at (xZ, yJ) In the 
current implementation, the window size is 5x5 pixels. This 
averaging has the effect of assigning an intermediate orien- 
tation to pixels at which overlapping structures, or sharp 
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M(zZ,yJ)  = min{lOS(zZ,?!J)- oS(z77Z,Y7Z)l> (6) 
m and n index through the eight neighbor pixels of (zI, y J ) ,  
The original image orientation map O(x,y) assigns ori- 
entations in a possible range of [-5, $1.. Os(z,y) is a nor- 
malized weighted average of O(z, y), so it also has the same 
possible range. Each pixel in Os(z,y) can be considered 
to have an intermediate orientation between its neighbor- 
ing pixels and hence the range of M(z,y) is approximately 
[0, $ 1  A minimum difference of 0 suggests strong neighbors 
with similar orientations. A minimum difference of $ sug- 
gests strong neighbors with orientations of -$ and $ A 
difference of f suggests neighbors that differ in orientation 
by $ A difference of $ represents maximum distinctness 
between orientations. 
A distinctness measure D ( z Z ,  yJ) is assigned to each pixel 
( z t ,  yJ) based on the value of M ( z t ,  y3) as follows: 
This measure reflects how distinguishable a point is from 
its most similar neighbor The measure has a maximum 
value when a pixel has an intermediate orientation between 
strong neighbors that differ by $ Points with a locally 
maximal distinctness measure are the points of interest. 
3 Recovering Rigid Transforms 
Recovering transforms between images based on a small set 
of matched features is an efficient registration technique. 
The success of the technique is completely dependent on 
accurate selection and matching of features. Using the in- 
terest feature selector described in the previous section, it 
is possible to design a highly robust method for recovering 
rotation and translation between a pair of images. With a p  
propriate modifications, the overall approach is applicable 
to more complicated types of image transformations. The 
interest selector is also useful in images which contain con- 
siderably more complex deformations since it is adaptive to 
local changes in orientation that do not necessarily have to 
comply with a simple global rotation. Figure 1 outlines the 
registration method described in the following subsections. 
3 1 Matching Features 
After extracting features in each image, a match is estab 
lished between pairs of features across the two images. To 
determine this match, a pool of potential matching features 
is created in the second image for each feature in the first 
image. The pool is simply formed using features in the sec- 
ond image which lie within a window centered around the 
location of each feature in the first image. The size of the 
window can be as large as needed to capture the degree 
of displacement and rotation possible between the two im- 
ages. Once this requirement is satisfied, further increase 
in the window size will increase the processing needed for 
Image Corresponding Image 
features features 
extracted extracted 
generate transform with 
Features matched 
by searching for optimal 
matches within a pixel 
of the selected final matches 
Matched feature pairs 
inconsistent with a rigid .transform removed 
1 
Optimal rigid transform 
between the two images 
Figure 1 General approach used for recovering rigid trans- 
forms. 
matching. It can also make the matching more difficult by 
introducing too many potential matches. 
Matching each feature to one of the members in its pool 
of potential matches can be assigned an error memure in- 
versely proportional to the degree of similarity between the 
features. A possible measure is the square root of the av- 
erage square difference between corresponding regions cen- 
tered around each of the two features in its respective mage 
[7]. If the first image IS denoted by FI(x, y) and the second 
image by SI ( z ,  y), then a possible error measure for match- 
ing feature A at point (zi,y3) in FI to  feature B at point 
(zk, yi) in SI is given b y  
m and n index through a square region centered around each 
feature in its respective image. 
Because of the transform which takes place between the 
two images, this measure will potentially fail to capture the 
sunilarity between many true matches by incorrectly assign- 
ing their match a large error value. To correct for the trans- 
form which takes place around the features being matched, 
it is possible to use the orientation of maximal grey-scale 
change at each feature. This is the estimate calculated for 
each image pixel in the process of extracting the features 
of interest in the previous section. Before calculating the 
difference between the local regions around the features, the 
local region in the second image is rotated to compensate 
for the difference in dominant grey-scale change orientation 
between the first image feature and each potential match. 
The error measure corrected for possible change in feature 
onentation is given by. 
Ee = ( x ( S I ( f k + m ,  el+n) - pI(.*+m,Yj+n))2)3,  
i k + m  = xk+m cos 8 - yitn sin 8, and 
= zk+m sin 8 + yztn cos 8 
Where 8 is the orientation at the feature in the second 
image relative to the onentation at the feature in the first 
image. The transformation applied to the original (zk+,,-,. 
points in equation 7 to calculate Ee is a simple rotation 
transform defined by the rotation matrix: 
1 cos6 sin8 -sin6 cos8 
Once an error measure is assigned to matching each first 
mage feature to each of its potential matches, a greedy 
method is used to establish the final match. The method 
proceeds by matching a pair of features which produces the 
minimum error among all potential matches, eliminating 
that pair from future consideration, and then repeating the 
process using the remaining potential pairs of matches. 
3.2 Removing Inconsistent Pairs 
Since the type of transform between the images is known, 
it is possible to obtain a highly accurate set of matched 
features by eliminating matches inconsistent with the trans- 
form. In the case of rigid transforms, each two pairs of 
matches must maintain the same distance between features 
in their respective images. Further, traversing a triplet of 
matched features must mamtain the same clock-wise, or 
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counter-clock-wise, direction in both images. To eliminate 
inconsistent matches, list of all possible triplets of matches 
is formed. This is feasible since the number of matches is 
relatively small. A maximum of 100 interest features are ex- 
tracted in the current implementation and typically a max- 
imum of 80 feature pairs are matched 
Each triplet of matched features is examined to deter- 
mine if it maintains constant distance and direction between 
features in the two images. Matches which participate in 
the largest number of inconsistent tnplets are eliminated 
first Matched feature elimination stops when all remaining 
triplets are consistent. Since features are extracted at exact 
pixel locations, distances between features are considered 
equal if they agree to within a single pixel. Again this is a 
greedy method which potentially eliminates more matches 
than needed. 
3.3 Final Matches 
After eliminating inconsistent features, it is highly unlikely 
that any of the remaining matches are incorrect, however, it 
is possible that some combinations of the remaining features 
will help recover a more accurate transform because of their 
arrangement in the images. To determine which combina- 
tion gives the best transform) each combination is used to 
calculate a transform (see [13] for detailed explanation of re- 
covering a transform using matched points) The transform 
IS then applied to the second image. An error measure is cal- 
culated as the average absolute difference between the first 
image pixels and corresponding transformed second image 
pixels. The combination of matched points which produces 
the mirumum error is the final pixel-level match used 
3.3.1 Subpixel Accuracy 
To achieve subpixel accuracy, the same method used for se- 
lecting the final pixel-level match can be used on matched 
features generated by displacing the final pixel-level match 
by fractions of a pixel. In this implementation, features are 
matched to within 0.25 of a pixel 
4 Experimental Results 
To measure the performance of recovering rigid transforms 
based on the proposed method of feature selection and match- 
ing, 14 pairs of mammogram images are used. Each pair 
consists of two digitized versions of the same film at differ- 
ent resolutions. The first digitized version is of a clean film 
at 42 microns per pixel (images are up to approximately 
6,000 by 7,000 pixels in size). The second digitized version 
is at 210 microns per pixel (images are up to approximately 
1,200 by 1,400 pixels in size) The smaller digitized ver- 
sion is of the film after being marked with a greased pencil 
by an expert radiologist The purpose of marking the film 
is establishing ground truth for regions of interest, such as 
suspicious or abnormal regions. The 42 mcron images are 
reduced to 210 micron by averaging blocks of 5 by 5 pixels. 
The reduced version of the clean film will be referred to as 
the first image while the 210 micron marked version will be 
called the second image. Each image pixel is represented 
by 16 bits per pixel for a possible grey-scale range of 0 to 
65,535. 
The rigid transform between the first and second image 
in each of the 14 pairs was recovered using the automated 
method described in this paper A similar semi-automated 
method recovers the transform by allowing a human op- 
erator to select mat points across an image pair The 
operator has the ability to magnify a region before select- 
ing a point within that region The method has a tolerance 
to error in manually selecting points within three pixels of 
their actual location. To compensate for this, searching for 
optimal matches is performed within 3 pixels around each 
selected point at increments of 0.25 pixels. As described ear- 
lier, our fully automated method also searches at increments 
of 0.25 pixels, however, it assumes accuracy in feature selec- 
tion to within a pixel. Table 1 shows the transform recovered 
for each of the 14 pairs using the fully automated method 
and the semi-automated method. The error associated with 
the transform corresponds to the average absolute difference 
between each pixel in the first image and its corresponding 
pixel in the transformed second image. The transformed sec- 
ond image pixels are calculated using bilinear interpolation 
of original image pixels. It Is clear from the error measures 
for all transforms that the automated method is capable of 
recovering a more accurate transform 
Although the image pairs contain significant translation 
differences, they do not seem to contain a high degree of ro- 
tation. All image pairs seem to have rotation differences of 
less than one degree about their origin. To further test our 
method, we rotated each original 42 micron image by 5 de- 
grees about its origin The rotated images were then reduced 
to 210 micron again by averaging. The transform between 
the rotated images and the marked 210 micron images was 
calculated using the automated method. Table 2 shows the 
recovered transform and error associated with each image 
pair The technique was able to recover the rotation intro- 
duced, combined with the original transform between the 
images, in all 14 pairs tested 
Figure 2 shows an example of a pair of mammograms 
used The top image is the clean film digitized at 42 micron, 
then rotated by 5 degrees and reduced to a 420 micron reso- 
lution. The bottom image is the marked film digitized at 420 
micron Since image pixels are 16 bits, they were histogram 
equalized into a range of 0 to 255 for display purposes. All 
processing was performed on the full 16 bits The marked 
white points are the final pixel level matches found by the al- 
gorithm described. The recovered rigid transform E applied 
to the bottom image then the difference between the top im- 
age and transformed image was calculated. The difference 
image is shown in Figure 3. To display the difference image, 
the center 98% difference values around the average differ- 
ence were scaled to values between 0 and 255. More positive 
differences appear brighter, while more negative differences 
appear darker The radiologist markings become very clear 
with the subtraction of images. The difference images for 
the remaining 13 pairs show similar properties. 
The registration method is currently being used in con- 
struction of the Digital Database for Screening Mammogra- 
phy [4] to transcribe radiologist markings. The registration 
technique has been applied to 71 mammogram pairs. Based 
on subjective evaluation of the difference images generated, 
the fully automated registration method gave accurate re- 
sults for 68 (95for the remaining three pairs did not show 
the radiologist markings clearly. 
5 Conclusion 
We have introduced an image operator for extracting trans- 
lation and rotation invariant features for matching across 
corresponding images. The feature selector was applied in 
a highly robust algorithm for recovering rigid transforms in 
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Table 1 Difference in performance for recovermg rigid trans- 
forms using the fully automated method, and the method 
based on manual feature selection. The displacement in the 
x and y directions is given in pixels and the angle is given 
in degrees. 
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184.6 
-
-
-
-
Table 2: Performance of the automated method on image 
pairs with added rotation. The displacement in the x and y 
directions 1s given in pixels and the angle is given in degrees. 
Image 
Pair 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
error 
20.5 
145.2 
68.3 
186.5 
57.0 
32.67 
Figure 2: Features axe consistently extracted and correctly 
matched in textured regions in spite of the hygh degree of 
rotation between the images. 
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images which contain Wtured regions. The operator does 
not depend on image content which makes it suitable for 
different types of images. 
The feature selector is invariant to local changes in rota- 
tion and not only to a single global rotation transform. Tlus 
means that it can be applied to images which have under- 
gone more complicated transforms reflected by non-linear 
changes in local orientation between an image pair 
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Figure 3: The difference between the transformed second 
image and the first image. The radiologist markings be- 
come very clear in the difference image which is in the same 
coordinate system as the unmarked image. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a methodology of nonlinear align- 
ment of multidimensional data sets that is based on Elas- 
tic Transformations. The proposed approach is designed 
for surface based matching. Results on the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution are presented, and experimental 
results on two- and three-dimensional alignment of brain 
data used in neurochemistry research are shown. 
1 Introduction 
Studies that require the collation of volumetric medical 
images from different individuals call for the use of nonlinear 
transformations. We propose a methodology for nonlinear 
alignment of d-dimensional objects on the basis of geomet- 
ric features such as surfaces. Gray-scale correspondence is 
not a reliable criterion for alignment, particularly in multi- 
modality imaging. Object boundaries, on the other hand, 
are independent on imaging modality. 
The proposed formulation follows the elastic deformation 
methodology introduced by Bajcsy et al. [4], [5], and further 
developed by Miller and co-workers [SI. The energy func- 
tional of the proposed transformations has a general form 
that includes previously used energy functionals; thin-plate 
bending energy of Bookstein [7], combination of thin-plate 
and membrane energy of Kass et. al [SI, strain energy of 
Miller et. al [6]. Unlike Bajcsy and Miller, the solution 
to the problem has the form of a multivariate interpolation 
formula. The use of interpolation theory in this field was 
pioneered by Bookstein [7]. One of the major differences of 
the proposed work with previous methods ([l], [2], [7]) is the 
form of the constraints. 
Elastic transformations are valid for any dimensionality 
d of the problem and any order of energy m, as long as 
the energy operator satisfies some specific constraints ([ll]). 
One of the major advantages of this work is that overcomes 
the "curse of dimensionality" The order of the transforma- 
tions doesn't necessarily increase with the dimensionality 
of the application Problems such as singularities at zero 
and slow decay and ripples at infinity are absent in surface 
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based matching. Furthermore, elastic transformations pro- 
vide stability. Thus, we are able to pick different order basis 
functions according to desired properties; fact that provides 
a flexibility in the design of the application. 
This paper is organized the following way. In Section 
2 we present the mathematical definition of the problem. 
The solution and the conditions of validity and existence 
are provided in Section 3. In Section 4 we elaborate the 
procedure of designing interpolating functions. Sections 5 
and 6 are devoted to the stability of the algorithm and the 
point correspondence evaluation procedure, respectively. In 
Section 7 we demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
transformations in 2D and 3D mapping problems. Finally, 
we conclude our presentation with discussion in Section 8. 
2 Problem's Mathematical Definition 
In an alignment task we are given two '(images" 
f l (X) ,  f2(x),  x E Rd (1) 
We are required to find a space transforrnatronT(x) to com- 
pute f;(x) = fl(T(x)) in which homologous points in f1 and 
f2 are aligned This is done identifying homologous point 
sets (surfaces) SI, S2 c Rd in the corresponding images, 
and finding a transformation such that T(S1) c S2 Our 
formulation circumvents the need to establish point corre- 
spondence between the spaces. This general approach was 
used to find rigid body (Kozinska et. al [SI) and affine (Oz- 
turk [lo]) transformations for multidimensional alignment. 
The formulation is based on multidimensional spline t h e  
ory as developed by Duchon [l] and further developed by 
Meinguet 121. We seek to find a function T : 7Ld -+ Rd such 
that T(ai) = , N, 
with 
and with @(z) minimizing 
+ us = ai, a, E SI, a; E S2, 8 = 1, 
T ( x )  = Ly[@](z) + 2,  V X  E fi (2) 
(3) 
In the above formulas p = denotes frequency, @(<) is the 
Fourier transform of @(z), w Rd -+ R, w(p) > 0 for p > 0, 
the limit of w(p)/p2" for some positive integer m exists and 
is positive as p -+ O + ,  and w(p) = O(p2k) for large p. In (2) 
& L,[@1(2) = C q l y = =  
3 Interpolation Solution 
Many authors have worked towards the solution of con- 
strained minimization problems with the energy functional 
similar to our form ( [ l ]  - [3]) .  The difference of these works 
with our problem is mainly on the form of the closeness 
constraints. We were inspired by these works and we fol- 
lowed a similar analysis to obtain the closed form interpo- 
lation solution to our registration problem. We found that 
if 2k > m + d /2  + 1 function T exists and has the form 
T(z )  = I + .(I) where W(I) has the form 
N M 
W(Z) = x H ( I  - ai)  7i + x d k L z [ p k ( I ) ] ( Z )  VI E El 
i=l k = l  
(4) 
(5) 
Here H ( z )  are the tensor-valued functions defined as 
Hqn(z - ai )  = Lz[L;[E(y - z ) ] ( a * ) q ] ( ~ ) n  
with 7i E Rd, ET 7 denotes the (tensor) inner product, and 
d l ,  , d M  are scalars. The coefficients 7i and dk  are the 
solutions of the simultaneous equations, 
~ ( a , )  = a,, a = 1, , N  (6) 
(7) e L . [ P k ( Z ) ] ( a i )  7i = 0, k 1, , M  
i= l  
In the above formulas, E is given by 
1 
= u)o 
with w(p) defined as in (3) ,  L’ is the adjoint of L,  and 
4)k Rd - R, k = 1, , M is a set of h e a d y  independent 
polynomials in the variables (11, , zd), of total degree less 
or equal to m - 1, and there are M of them, with M = 
( -b - ) Function T is unique whenever the point 
set ai, a = 1, 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the energy operator 
w(p) to give a valid interpolation solution in X is that for 
P + -  
, N is unisolvent for the polynomials. 
J P2mt2w-2(p)d[ (9) 
be integrable (Ell]) If the order of w(p) at infinity is 2k then 
the condition (9) becomes 2k > m + d/2  + 1 If k = m then 
the above condition is modified to m > d /2  + 1 that is the 
case of study for Duchon, Meinguet, Wahba, and Bookstein. 
However, it is not necessary that k = m Any H that satisfies 
the above condition at infinity provides valid solution in X 
However, the order of w(p)  at zero is fixed to rn, depending 
strictly on the order of polynomials P Hence, the order 
of the operator w(p) may not be necessarily the same at 
infinity and at zero. Fact that allows some flexibility in the 
design of the interpolating functions. 
4 Designing Interpolating Functions 
From(2) and (9) we see that the Elastic Transformation 
is specified by a choice of either E(r) or w(p). One solution 
can be constructed by choosing 
with Aml f1 = 6. Thus, fi = rnllnr for d even and f i  = rnl 
for d odd, where nl = 2ml - d.  Function f2 for d evew 
is defined by (arn2 + brms)lnr For d odd it is given by 
f2 = +(a  + br + cr2),  n2 2 2. The coefficients a, b, and 
c are chosen so that E(r) and its first two derivatives are 
continuous at r = 1 This construction leads to an E ( p )  2 0, 
O(E(p)) = -2m2 as p -, ce, and O(g(p)) = -2m1 as p 0, 
where 2m2 = n2 + d .  From (9), since w(p) = l/g(p), we 
obtain 
(11) 
The above corollary is a mathematical form of the discussion 
that we give in the previous paragraph about the behavior 
of the energy operator at zero for ml = m and at infinity 
for m2 = k. Given a function of the form (10) we can prove 
that we can use this function in our registration problem 
and obtain a valid interpolation solution (Ell]). 
We can also tackle the issue the opposite way. We can 
consider an operator that satisfies the necessary and suffi- 
cient condition (9) and is not an iterated Laplacian. Such 
an operator in Fourier domain is the w(p) = p4 + E # ,  with 
p = It], and E a small constant. At infinity w(p) N p6 and 
at the neighborhood of the origin w(p) N p4 That is, for 
small T ,  where the second order iterated Laplacian p4 leads 
to a solution with infinite energy, the order of the opera- 
tor increases, compensating for the singularity. For large T 
the second order operator leads to smooth solution. This 
solution is the one corresponding to elasticity theory. The 
interpolating function is then given by = I/(p4 + E$) .  
By partial fraction expansion the Fourier transform of the 
interpolating function takes the form 
or, in symbolic form 2 = c1e1 + c292 + ~ 3 9 3 ,  respectively. 
Taking the inverse Fourier transform we find that, g1 = 
lnr, g2 = r21nr for d even, and r2 for d odd, and finally, 
93 = E ~ - ” / ~ K , ( E ~ / ~ ~ ) T - ~ ,  for d < 5 ,  and r > 0. Here 
K, is Bessel function of the third type of order v, with 
Y = d /2  - 1 Thus, for example, for d = 2 we obtain E = 
~lInr+c2r~lnr+c3K~(~~/~r), At infinity KO is zero thus the 
interpolating function is the one of order m = 2; E = r21nr 
In the neighborhood of zero, the singularities of the g1 and 
92 cancel out with the Bessel function and the total function 
acts as a third order interpolating function 
A major outcome from the above discussion is that we 
can find operators that do not follow the order of the di- 
mensionality d In other words the order m does not nec- 
essarily have to follow the dimensionality. Thus, we can 
keep m low as long as we satisfy (9) for all p. However, 
as we have already mentioned, our aim is to solve an inter- 
polation problem. From the interpolation theory point of 
view, taking higher order energy functionals we introduce 
smoother basis functions. The smoother the basis functions 
the better the interpolation approximation. An advantage 
of the proposed transformations with respect to the thin- 
plate splines is that for the same order of polynomials the 
proposed transformations have smoother basis functions. 
5 Stability 
Formulas (4) - (7)  look quite complicated. However, as 
we show in [11] the registration problem may be reduced 
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to a problem in linear algebra of the form Az = y. A ma- 
jor problem of the application of Thin-Plate splines, as well 
as Elastic transformations is that their implementation may 
lead to ill-conditioned systems. The main reason for that is 
the form of the interpolating functions E. The interpolating 
functions are radial basis functions that cause the system 
matrix diagonal elements to be zero and the off-diagonal el- 
ements to increase with r Below we present two new tech- 
niques to deal with the problem. 
In the first technique, the system of equations (7) used to 
construct the transformation is modified by expanding the 
polynomial basis. Operationally, when the coefficients used 
to construct the transformation v(r)  satisfy (9) then the rate 
of growth of v(r) at large r is reduced, The set of polyne 
mials of total degree less or equal to m - d / 2  - 1 assures 
a growth for large T sufficiently small so that the integrand 
in (9) is integrable for small p ([12]). If we augment system 
(7) by adding polynomials of higher degree then the trans- 
formation rate of growth is decreased, and with polynomials 
of high enough degree we can assure that v(r) goes to zero 
for large r This causes the system of equations (6), (7) to 
have better condition number By doing this we are, in ef- 
fect, using a different set of basis functions, ones that have a 
more rapid decay, leading to a smaller interaction among the 
interpolating points. The introduction of higher order poly- 
nomials leads to a non-square system of equations, but this 
problem can be solved effectively by using efficient method 
for approximate solution, such as QR decomposition 
A second technique is concentrated in the form of the ba- 
s s  functions. The diagonal elements in matrix A are equal 
to zero, which is a major cause of ill-conditioning. An effi- 
cient way to overcome the problem is to scale the elements 
of the matrix in such a way that the difference between them 
1s decreased. Another way to deal with the problem is to 
introduce a new basis. We propose a new basis that is a 
scaled sum of translated versions of the original basis ([12]) 
Thus if we impose the correct restrictions the new basis will 
be smoother than the original one. Furthermore each point 
will be encountered more times and thus scaled in such a 
way that the matrix A will have smaller differences between 
its elements. A way to develop this new basis is described in 
details in [12]. Using this technique the condition number 
of matrix A is reduced by 3 orders of magnitude. 
6 Point Correspondence 
The formulas developed in Section 3 assume that we 
know the correspondence between points a, in their loca- 
tions CY, in the transformed image. Our algorithm takes in- 
put boundaries of objects, chooses the set of points ai from 
the boundary in one image, and searches for the points a, 
in the other image that correspond to them by using the 
"principle of minimum energy", of the theory of continuum 
mechanics. According to the principle the energy of the de- 
formation of the object in equilibrium state is minimum. 
Thus the configuration of points that corresponds to the 
homolog pairs of points gives the minimum energy- None 
other configuration will give less energy Lets consider that 
we want to find N control points. We initially pick N points 
in both surfaces. We distribute the points in such a way that 
we split the outer surface in equally spaced neighborhoods. 
The initial configuration is random and thus does not give 
us the minimum energy. Considering that the rotation of 
the deformed object is not very big we assume that the cor- 
rect position of each point is in its neighborhood. We keep 
the position of the N points in the original image fixed and 
perturb each point target image on the surface in all 
possible directions. ch configuration of points we esti- 
mate its energy gradient. The set of points that will give us 
zero gradient energy is the one that we consider as control 
points. This procedure is independent on the order m of the 
energy and gives us satisfactory results. The process is rapid 
since all calculations &re in matrix format. For further im- 
provement of the running time one can check the sign of the 
gradient in all directions of each point and permit further 
perturbation in the direction of reaching zero. Moreover one 
can stop the algorithm when the gradient reaches zero. 
In the above procedure the initial configuration is very 
important. The size of the neighborhood is also critical. 
One can vary the size according to the problem and to the 
We never faced the problem of the swapping of two points. 
Another more efficient approach is to initially find the areas 
of the surface with high curvature. Then sample the points 
in such a way that in areas of higher curvature the point dis- 
tribution is more dense and in areas of smaller curvature the 
points are fewer, This way the correspondence is more cer- 
tified and the neighborhoods remain small. Moreover from 
the interpolation point of view there are more basis functions 
in areas of high variation without overloading the system. 
In the case of 2D mapping the neighborhoods are inter- 
vals of the outline. In 3D mapping the neighborhoods are 
parts of the outer surface consisting of intervals of outlines 
of adjacent sections. More detailed presentation is given and 
illustrated in [13] 
initial configuration The neighborhoods may also overlap. cr 
7 Experimental Results 
In this paper we are presenting experimental results ob- 
tained mapping rat brains by matching their outer surfaces. 
According to Section 3, the solution to this problem is an 
interpolating formula which is a sum of two parts. The first 
part consists of a weighted sum of the second derivatives 
of the Green's function & centered at the control points a, ,  
aj with i = 1, , N and j fixed. The second part consists 
of the derivates of the polynomials of total degree less or 
equal to m - 1 We present'results on both two- and three- 
dimensional alignment. In the two-dimensional case we are 
considering the following cases; m = 2, m = 3 and m = 4. 
For the case m = 2 we use 
where r is the distance between two points (z1,zz) and 
(yl, y2). For m = 3 and m = 4 the function E is given 
In the three dimensional case we consider m = 3 and the 
interpolating function 
The rat brain images are images of rat data used in neuro- 
chemistry research, obtained in our lab. 
7.1 2D Rat Brain Mapping 
In the first experiment we deal with 2D data. The ob- 
jects are horizontal histological sections of two different rat 
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brains. The size of the images is 240 x 320 square pixels. 
Fig. l(a), shows the image that we consider as the origi- 
nal one and the image, whose deformation we want to find, 
superimposed. We see that there is an affine transforma- 
tion (rotation), as well as a nonaffine one (local variabilities) 
which corresponds to normal variation between individuals 
and to differences due to the acquisition methods. In this 
case, we have no information about corresponding points, 
we only know that the two outlines correspond Therefore, 
we make use of the algorithm that is described in section 
4. We apply the proposed algorithm for rn = 2, m = 3 and 
rn = 4, and for N = 8 control points. 
The deformations that we find using this algorithm are ap- 
plied to the original image, and the outcomes superimposed 
on the data are shown in Fig. 1 (b), (c) and (a), for m = 2, 
rn = 3 and m = 4, respectively. We see that in all cases the 
results are very satisfactory and approximately the same. 
The data outlines have been deformed globally as well as lo- 
cally to match the atlas. Significant difference between the 
various energy orders is not visible. 
The difference is expected in the inside of the images 
where we presume that the higher orders will better pre- 
dict the inner structures. We thus apply the transforma- 
tions found previously to the whole image. In Fig. 2 we 
demonstrate the deformation of the atlas by presenting the 
grayscale difference of the deformed images and the data. 
For comparison reasons, in Fig. 2 (a) we show the grayscaled 
difference of the original image and the data. In Fig. 2 (b), 
(c), and (d) we show the difference of data and the trans- 
formed original image using energy order rn = 2, m = 3, 
and m = 4, respectively. We see that using only 8 points of 
the outline we are able to satisfactory predict the location 
of inner structures of the brain Observe also that with the 
increase of m the prediction becomes better This is due to 
the smoothness of the Green's functions. 
7.2 3 0  Rat Brain Mapping 
In this paper the experimental results in the case of 3D 
mapping are restricted in the problem of known point cor- 
respondence. The original object is a set of images of 50 
coronal histological sections of a rat brain. The distance 
between sections is lOFm, and the thickness of each section 
is approximately 42pm. The data set that we exploit in the 
present experiment is the points of the outer surface. The 
number of points on the surface is 87892. In Fig.3 we show 
the whole data set (outer surface of the bran) highlight- 
ing the portion used in the experiment. As target object 
we consider the second order polynomial transformation of 
the original brain. The original and the target brains are 
illustrated in Fig. 4, left and right, respectively In these 
figures we have, on purpose, emphasized the z-coordinates 
for better visualization The two data sets superimposed are 
shown in the left side of Fig. 5 where the gray corresponds 
to the target image and the darker surface corresponds to 
the original image. For better visualization, on the right 
of Fig. 5 we depict the projection in a plane of the target 
(gray) superimposed on the original (black) brain, 
For the mapping we consider 10 control points randomly 
selected from the outer surface of the original image. The 
point set is illustrated in Fig. 6, left with white dots. The 
points are distributed in three-dimensions but for better vi- 
sualization we depict their projection to a plane. The cor- 
responding points in the target image are illustrated with 
black dots in Fig. 6 right. The outcome of the 3D elastic 
transformation algorithm is presented in Fig. 7 In Fig. 7, 
left we show the projection into a plane of the outcome. In 
the same image we show the new position of the transformed 
initial set of points. Finally, in Fig. 7, right we show the out- 
come and the target image superimposed. The alignment is 
obvious, and we see that the outcome is very satisfactory. 
The differences between the two objects are minimal. With 
10 points out of 87892 we are able to obtain very good re- 
sults considering second order transformations and energy 
order rn = 3. 
8 Discussion and Conclusions 
In this paper we are presenting a new methodology for 
nonlinear alignment of d-dimensional objects on the basis of 
geometric features such as surfaces, The formulation follows 
the elastic deformation methodology introduced earlier gen- 
erating an energy functional of a more general form. Condi- 
tions on the existence and uniqueness of the solution are de- 
scribed One of the main advantages of the proposed trans- 
formations is the introduction and validation of the idea of 
using more generalized differential operators than the ites- 
ated Laplacian. This permits the use of lower order energy 
functionals in space of high dimensions. Techniques that 
compensate singularities at zero and slow decay and ripples 
at infinity are described- 
Our formulation automatically establishes point corre- 
spondence between the spaces being aligned. An important 
issue in implementing the proposed methodology is how to 
choose the initial alignment point set. This matter certainly 
deserves more study 
Elastic transformations are used in the area of brain 
mapping. Several original results in two- and three- dimen- 
sional alignment are presented to demonstrate their perfor- 
mance and validate their application in the area of image 
matching. Further improvement of our algorithm is the aim 
of our future work. Evaluation of this work is in progress. 
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1 I 
Figure 1 Demonstration of the elastic transformations performance in 2D mapping and for various values of energy orders. 
For comparison reasons the data 1s superimposed to the (a) atlas, (b) outcome for m = 2, (c) outcome for m = 3, and (b) 
outcome for m = 4 (gray). 
Figure 2: Demonstration of the transformation of the whole 2D image for various values of energy orders. The grayscaled 
difference of the data and the (a) original, (b) outcome for m = 2, (c) outcome for m = 3, and (b) outcome for m = 4. 
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Figure 3: Three different views of the rat brain and its part under study (darker). The images are in the form of a 3D plot 
of the points of the outer surface of the brain. 
Figure 4: Left. the object considered to be the original one; 50 adjacent coronal sections of a rat brain Right; the object 
considered to be the target; second order polynomial transformation of the original. In these figures the z-axis IS enhanced 
on purpose for better visual quality, 
Figure 5: Left. The onginal object (darker) and the target one (gray) superimposed Right. for better demonstration of the 
differece of the objects we depict the projection in a 2D plane of the target brain (gray) superimposed to the original (black); 
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Figure 6: For the transformation we use 10 control points. Left: the white dots are the control points of the original object. 
Right: the black dots are the control points of the target object. 
Figure 7- Left: Projection of the deformed using elastic transformations original brain in a 2D plane; for the transformation 
10 points of the outer surface were used. Right: for better demonstration of the performance of the proposed algorithm in 
the case of 3D mapping we depict the deformed original brain superimposed to the original. No difference between the two 
of them is visible. 
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Abstract 
We investigate the robustness and performance of various 
multiresolution gradient-based optimization strategies for 
maximization of mutual information of image intensities for 
registration of CT and MR images of the brain. Our results 
demonstrate that high resolution images can be matched 
with subvoxel accuracy compared to the external marker- 
based reference solution in less than 5 minutes CPU time 
an a state-of-the-art workstation. 
1 Introduction 
Maximization of mutual information (MMI) has been pro- 
posed as a new approach to the problem of multimodal- 
ity medical image registration [2] The method applies the 
concept of mutual information (MI) or relative entropy to 
measure the statistical dependence or information redun- 
dancy between the image intensities of corresponding voxels 
in both images, which is assumed to be maximal if the im- 
ages are geometrically aligned Because no assumptions are 
made regarding the nature of this dependence and no lim- 
iting constraints are imposed on the image content of the 
modalities involved, MMI is a very general and powerful cri- 
terion, allowing robust, fully automated affine registration 
of multimodal images with different contrast and resolution 
without prior segmentation, feature extraction or other pre- 
processing steps. 
In this paper, we investigate the performance of various 
gradient-based optimization strategies for maximization of 
mutual information and compare their efficiency with Pow- 
ell's method used in [2]. The MI criterion varies smoothly 
'Frederik Maes is Aspirant of the Belgian National Fund for Sci- 
+Directors: Andr6 Oosterlinck & Albert L Baert 
*Kardinaal Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium 
§Herestrat 49. B-3000 Leuven, Belgium. 
entific Research (NFWO) 
as a function of the 12 affine registration parameters and 
the gradient of MI can be computed exactly, using analytic 
expressions for the partial derivatives of MI with respect to 
the registration parameters. Because evaluation of MI and 
of its gradient is proportional to the number of samples in 
the image, large speedups are possible using a multireso- 
lution optimization approach, starting the optimization at 
a low resolution using a coarsely sampled image and con- 
tinuing at a higher resolution by increasing the number of 
samples as the optimization proceeds. 
Various multiresolution MMI strategies were evaluated 
for CT/MR matching of the brain on a set of 9 patient 
data sets, each consisting of CT, low resolution MR-PD, 
MR-T1, MR-T2 and high resolution MR-MPRAGE images. 
The accuracy of the MI criterion was evaluated by compar- 
ison with the external marker-based reference registration 
solution All optimization methods achieve subvoxel accu- 
racy compared to the reference solution. Our results demon- 
strate that, compared to Powell's method at full resolution, 
speedups up to a factor 4 can be achieved without a loss 
of robustness by using the Levenberg-Marquardt method 
and a 2-level multiresolution scheme. Large datasets such 
as 256x256~128 MR-MPRAGE and 512x512~48 CT images 
can be registered in less than 5 minutes CPU time on a 
state-of-the-art workstation (SGI Octane, IRIX 6.4, RlOOOO 
195 MHz, 17 SPECfp95) Registration of the image vol- 
umes is therefore no longer a bottleneck in the analysis of 
multimodal images in clinical practice. 
Other groups have experimented with the mutual in- 
formation matching criterion and have presented Merent 
strategies to increase registration performance. Viola and 
Wells et al. [7] use stochastic sampling to estimate the joint 
image intensity histogram from a small number of samples. 
But this may introduce local optima and decrease registra- 
tion robustness. Studholme et aE. [6] use a multi-resolution 
technique to speed up an heuristic search procedure. They 
have reported results for CT, MR and PET matching that 
are very similar to ours [SI 
Analytic expressions for the gradient of MI w.r.t. the 
affine registration parameters are derived in section 2 Sec- 
tion 3 gives an overview of various gradient-based optimiza- 
tion strategies for maximization of mutual information. Sec- 
tion 4 evaluates the robustness and performance of these 
methods for matching of CT and MR images of the brain 
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Conclusions are presented in section 5. 
2 The gradient of MI w.r.t. the affine transformation pa- 
rameters 
The mutual information I [l]  of the images 1 and 2 to be 
registered, with image intensities {a }  and { b }  respectively, 
is computed from the joint image intensity histogram H = 
{ha&} of their overlapping volume: 
b a a b  
The images are first linearly rescaled such that 1 5 a 5 
n l  - 1 and 1 5 b 5 122 - 1,  with nl and 122 the number 
of histogram entries for image 1 and 2 respectively. The 
joint histogram H is computed by binning the intensities of 
geometrically corresponding voxels in both images. H and 
I are thus function of the geometric registration parameters 
If the derivatives -$& of H w.r.t. O k  exist, the gradient 
CY = { a k }  
of I with respect to a can be expressed as 
dI 
d a k  
V I ( a )  = { -} 
Each gradient component k is thus expressed as the sum 
over all histogram entries of the change in each entry when 
changing registration parameter (Yk ,  weighted by the influ- 
ence of this change on I 
= {%} of the joint histogram H 
w.r.t. the affine registration parameter a k  is itself a his- 
togram with the same size as H. The dependence of H on 
the transformation parameters 01 depends on the interpola- 
tion scheme and the binning strategy that is used to con- 
struct H. While both nearest neighbour (NN) and trilinear 
(TRI) interpolation might result in discontinuous changes in 
the histogram for small changes in the registration parame- 
ters, trilinear partial volume distribution (PV) interpolation 
assures that H varies continuously with a, provided that the 
border of the region of overlap is treated specially. The his- 
togram derivatives e exist almost everywhere when PV 
interpolation is used (they can be infinite) and can be com- 
puted exactly using analytic expressions These expressions 
are derived below 
The derivative 
2.1 The affine registration transformation 
The affine geometric transformation of image coordinates p 
in image 1 into image coordinates q in image 2 is given by 
q = ( T L : , 2  * A(a) * T i , w , l ) . p  
T + , l  and Ti,,,2 are 4 x 4 image-to-world coordinate trans- 
formation matrices that take the voxelsizes and orientation 
of each of the images into account. A(a) is the f f i e  trans- 
formation matrix determined by the affine transformation 
parameters cy 
A(a) = T * R* G * S ( 1 )  
i 
with the 4 x 4 matrices T ,  R, G and S representiag 3-D 
translation, rotation, skew and scaling respectively. 
The f i e  image-to-image transformation T l 2  that trans-. 
forms image coordinates in image 1 into image coordinates 
in image 2 is thus given by 
The derivatives of T i 2  with respect to its parameters 
itself 4 x 4 matrices given by 
are 
Expressions for e. can be straightforwardly computed for 
each of the translation, rotation, skew and scale parameters 
from the expression 1 given above. 
2 . 2  Computing H using PV interpolation 
The joint histogram H of the images 1 and 2 with registra- 
tion parameters 01 is computed by transforming all voxels 
in image 1 into image 2 by the image-to-image coordinate 
transformation T 1 2 ( a )  and binning all pairs of correspond- 
ing voxel intensities after interpolation in image 2. For each 
sample, the PV interpolation method updates the joint his- 
togram H at 8 entries according to the following scheme. 
Let q k  = 
T 1 2 . p ~  be the transformed position of voxel k in image 2. 
1, (Y, /~,Y E (0, l } ,  m = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  ., 8,  denote the 8 nearest 
neighbour voxels of q k  in image 2, at positions q k , m  = q k , n ,  
such that q k , n , ,  - qk+,,, = nm, - nmz Let r k  be the 
Let k be a voxel of image 1 at position P k  
Let t?k,m = -!k,n, = t?k,(ap7)m, with m = 4Ly -k 2p  -k 7 -k 
distance Of q k  q k , l  rk = q k  - q k , l  = ( T k z , T k y , T k z )  
with 0 5 r k s  5 1 The trilinear partial volume distribution 
weights W k , m  of q k  w.r.t. its neighbours q k , m  are then given 
by 
W k , l  wk,(OOO) 
W k , 2  = Wk,(OOl) 
W k , 3  = Wk,(OlO) 
W k , 4  = w k , ( O l l )  
Wk,S = Wk,(lOO) 
W k , 6  = w k , ( l O l )  
w k , ?  = w k , ( l l O )  
Wk,8  = w k , ( l l l )  
Let a k  be the intensity of image 1 at voxel k Let bk,m 
be the intensity of image 2 at voxel l k , m  if q k , m  fa& inside 
the volume of image 2 and 0 otherwise. For each sample k 
in image 1, H is updated at all 8 entries hakbk,m with the 
weight W k , m  
hakbk,m += W k , m  I m= 1 ,2 ,3 ,  -78 
Each entry hab in the histogram H is thus build up as the 
sum over all samples k of all fractions W k , m :  
8 
H(a, b) = w k , m - & ( a  - a k ,  b - b k , m )  (3) 
k m = l  
Entries of H(a ,b )  corresponding to a = 0 or b = 0 are 
not taken into account when computing I to exclude samples 
that fall outside the volume of overlap. Because all fractions 
W k , m  vary smoothly with the transformed position q k ,  which 
varies itself smoothly with the transformation Parameters 
a, the histogram H and hence the mutual information I are 
continuous functions of a 
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2.3 
The derivatives of H w.r.t. the affine transformation pa- 
rameters Qk can be computed as a h e a r  combination of the 
derivatives of H w.r.t the elements T12i3 of the image-to- 
image transformation matrix itself: 
Computing derivatives of H using PV interpolation 
Using expression 3 for H,  the derivatives of H w.r.t. T1zij 
can be computed from the derivatives of the weights W k , m  
w.r.t. T1zi3 
Thus, the derivative  is itself a histogram which can 
be computed using the PV interpolation scheme similarly to 
the way H itself is computed, but updating each entry with e instead Of with W k , m  
13 
13 
Expressions for e can be obtained as follows: 
The derivatives - Of W k , m  W.r.t. T k z ,  T k y  and f k z  are 
simply computed from the expressions for W k , m  given above, 
while the derivatives e of r k  w.r.t. the elements Tnij  
of the image-to-image transformation are 
l k  = q k  - q k , l  
fied: 
such 
2.4 
Due to the sparseness of e, expression 5 can be simpli- 
that 
Computing derivatives of I using PV interpolation 
Combining the expressions derived above, the derivatives of 
I ( a )  are given by 
The computation of the derivatives E thus involves 
computing the 12 histograms using expressions 
4 and 6; these histogram derivatives can be computed 
together with H by scanning the image 1 once. 
computing the derivatives 2 of the image-to-image 
transformation w.r.t. the affine transformation param- 
eters using expression 2; this involves 4 x 4 matrix ma- 
nipulations only. 
e computing the histogram E as a linear combination 
and taking the sum of all 
weigthed by &, this involves scanning 
of the histograms 
entries of 
the histogram and all histograms once. 
d a  k 
The computation of the gradient V I  was implemented 
in C++ and integrated in the MIRIT program 131. As the 
gradient V I  consists of 12 components, computation of V I  
is expected to be 12 times as expensive as computation of 
I itself Because of some redundancy in the computations, 
it was found experimentally that evaluation of V I  is about 
10 times more expensive than evaluation of I for typical CT 
and MR image volumes using 256 histogram bins for both 
images. 
Figure 1 shows traces of I and E for right-to-left trans- 
lation of a CT and an MR image of the brain around the 
registered position. Note that although I itself is continu- 
ous, its gradient V I  is not A discontinuity in V I  might 
appear each time the set of 8 nearest neighbours l k , m  in 
image 2 of any sample 1% in image 1 changes. 
0 
x translation (mrn) 
0.7’ 
-5 
Figure 1 Traces of I and & using PV interpolation for 
right-to-left translation of a CT and an MR image of the 
brain around the registered position. 
3 Optimization strategies for maximization of mutual in- 
formation 
With the expressions for I ( a )  and its gradient VI(&)  de- 
rived in section 2, various optimization strategies can be 
investigated for maximization of I ( a )  These are shortly 
discussed below for the general case of minimization of the 
N-dimensional function f (p) with gradient V f ( p )  
3.1 Powell’s direction set method 
Powell’s direction set method only requires evaluations of f 
itself and not of Of The method finds the N-dimensional 
minimum of f by repeatedly minimizing f in one-dimension 
along a set of N different directions, each time starting from 
the minimum found in the previous direction using a one- 
dimensional minimization method such as Brent’s [4]. If 
all directions in the set were conjugate one to another with 
respect to the function to be minimized, optimization in 
one direction would not spoil the optimization in previous 
ones and only one iteration over all directions would be re- 
quired to exactly find the (possibly local) minimum Pow- 
ell’s method incorporates a scheme to update the direction 
set as the optimization proceeds and to iteratively construct 
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such a set of conjugate directions. The set is initialized with 
the basis vectors in each dimension, but after each itera- 
tion in which all directions in the set are optimized over in 
turn, a new direction vector is constructed as the overall dis- 
tance moved in parameter space in that iteration. Another 
line minimization is performed along this direction, which is 
then appended to the direction set while the &st direction 
in the set is dropped. It can be shown that N iterations of 
this basic procedure yields a set of N mutually conjugate 
directions if f is a quadratic function Powell’s algorithm 
thus exactly minimizes a quadratic f in N (N  + 1) line min- 
imizations in all. 
However, for non-quadratic f ,  this procedure of generat- 
ing new directions might result in the directions in the set 
becoming linear dependent, such that after a few iterations 
some of the variables to be optimized over might not be rep- 
resented anymore in the set The direction set has therefore 
to be reinitialized to the basis vectors (or to the colums of 
any orthogonal matrix) after every N iterations of the basic 
procedure. We prefer to ‘@ve up the property of quadratzc 
convergence in favor of a more heunstic scheme which tries 
to f ind  a few good directions along narrow valleys instead 
of N necessarily conjugate directions,”([4], pp. 416). This 
involves heuristics to decide after each iteration whether to 
consider the overall distance moved in that iteration as a 
new direction and if so, which direction in the current set 
should be replaced by this new one. A good strategy con- 
sists in discarding the best direction, i.e. the direction along 
which f made its largest decrease, as it is likely to be a major 
component of the new direction that IS being added [4]. 
Due to differences in image resolution in different direc- 
tions and due to the specific shape of the objects in the scene, 
the order in which the different parameters are considered 
and are optimized over might strongly influence optimiza- 
tion performance and registration robustness. For instance 
for axial images of the brain, optimization of the horizontal 
translations and of the rotation around the vertical axis is 
much better conditioned than optimization of the vertical 
translation or of the pitch rotation around the left-to-right 
horizontal axis. 
3.2 Steepest gradient descent 
The steepest gradient descent method is the most straight- 
forward method for incorporating gradient information in 
the minimization process. The minimum of the function is 
found by a number of consecutive one-dimensional line min- 
imization steps using for instance Brent’s algorithm, each 
step starting at the minimum found in the previous step 
and proceeding in the direction of the gradient at that point, 
i.e. the direction of steepest descent. Because each starting 
point is the minimum along the previous direction, the new 
gradient direction along which will be optimized in the next 
iteration is necessarily orthogonal to the previous one. 
Steepest gradient descent is in general not a very good 
algorithm. Because the gradient generally does not point 
to the optimum directly and because consecutive steps to- 
wards the optimum are always at orthogonal angles, many 
tiny steps are usually needed before reaching the optimum, 
especially when going down a long and narrow valley. 
3.3 Conjugate gradient methods 
Conjugate gradient methods try to overcome the problems 
associated with the steepest gradient descent approach by 
trying to construct the new direction as being conjugate to 
the previoas one with respect to the function to minimize, 
rather than down the gradient direction. 
A scheme to construct a set of conjugate directions iter- 
atively as the optimization proceeds has been proposed by 
Fletcher and Reeves [4]. In each iteration i a line minimiza- 
tion is performed in the direction di, starting at point xi 
and leading to point xc+l Initially, dl is set to the gra- 
dient direction gl at point XI After each iteration a new 
direction di+l is constructed by 
di+l = gi+l+ 7i.di 
It can be shown that, iff is quadratic, the vectors di are mu- 
tually conjugate with respect to f [4], such that this scheme 
arrives at the exact minimum of f in N iterations, requiring 
N gradient evaluations in all. 
For non-quadratic f ,  more iterations are usually required. 
Polak and Ribiere introduced a small change to the Fletcher- 
Reeves algorithm using the form 
For quadratic f both expressions are identical because then 
gi.gj = 0, z # J ,  but for non-quadratic f there is some ev- 
idence that the Polak-Ribiere scheme converges faster than 
Fletcher-Reeves. 
3.4 Quasi-Newton methods 
The basic idea of variable metric or quasi-Newton methods 
is to iteratively build up a good approximation to the inverse 
Hessian matrix J-l of the N-dimensional function f to be 
optimized. If the function can be assumed to be quadratic 
and J-’ i s  known, the step to take from the current point 
x, in iteration i to the exact optimum x* of the function 
can be determined by setting O f  = 0 as in Newton’s one- 
dimensional optimization method This gives x* = xi - 
J-l V f ( x l ) .  Hence, di+1 = -J-’ Vf(xi) is taken as the 
new direction in which a line minimization is performed in it- 
eration z Initially, dl is set to the gradient direction and the 
first approximation JT’ of J-l is set to the identity matrix. 
Two approaches to iteratively update JT1 after each itera- 
tion using function and gradient evaluations have been pro- 
posed by Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) and by Broyden- 
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [4]. For quadratic func- 
tions f ,  both schemes converge to J-l in N iterations, hence 
requiring N gradient evaluations in all to arrive at the ex- 
act minimum of f For non-quadratic f ,  BFGS has been 
recognized to be superior in details of roundoff error and 
convergence tolerances [4]. 
3.5 Least squares methods 
Every minimization problem of a function f in N dimensions 
can be considered as a least squares problem of recovering 
the N parameters x for which the least squares figure of 
merit f 2  is minimal. An elegant method for general non- 
linear least squares has been put forth by Levenberg and 
Marquardt [4]. The method varies smoothly between the 
steepest descent and inverse-Hessian approaches by solving 
at each iteration z the incremental update 6xi from the cur- 
rent estimate x, of the optimum to the next one from the 
equation 
(J, + XI).6xi = -Of2 = -2f Of (7) 
with J, the Hessian off at x,, I the identity matrix and X a 
regularization parameter For X approaching zero, equation 
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7 reduces to J,.6x, = -Of', which is the inverse-Hessian 
method, bringing us from xi directly to the optimum if f 
is a quadratic function. For very large values of A, Ji + XI is 
diagonally dominant and equation 7 reduces to 6x; - -V f ', 
which is the steepest descent method. 
The Hessian matrix J, of f' is approximated by Jkl 2: 
2.V fk V fl by ignoring the second derivative terms. At each 
iteration, 7 is solved for 6xi using a moderate value for X 
and f' is evaluated at xi + 6xi If f'(= + 6xi) 2 f'(xi), 
X is increased to favor the steepest gradient approach and 7 
is solved for a new trial step 6xi If f ' (Xi + 6Xi) < f 2(Xi), 
=+I = xi+6x, is taken as the new estimate for the optimum 
and a new iteration is started after having decreased X to 
favor the inverse-Hessian approach. Convergence is declared 
when f decreases by a negligible amount. 
The Levenberg-Marquardt method has the advantage 
over the other gradient-based methods discussed here that 
no line minimization is being performed in each iteration, 
which saves a lot of function evaluations. 
3.6 Multiresolution techniques 
All the above methods can be incorporated in a multiresolu- 
tion scheme to increase speed performance. The optimiza- 
tion is performed first at lower resolution by using only a 
fraction of the voxels in image 1 to construct the joint his- 
tograms from which I and V I  are computed. After conver- 
gence, the optimization proceeds at higher resolution, and 
eventually at full resolution, by taking more voxels in image 
1 into account. 
Subsampling image 1 with sampling factors fz, f, and 
fz along the x, y and z coordinate dimension respectively, 
results in a speedup with a factor of F = fz. fy. fz in the eval- 
uation of I and V I  If subsampling image 1 only slightly 
affects registration robustness such that the optimum con- 
verged to at lower resolution is close to the optimum at 
full resolution, it is to be expected that most of the eval- 
uations of I and V I  will be performed at lower resolution 
and that the number of evaluations at full resolution will be 
much smaller than when the optimization is done entirely 
at full resolution The 2-level multi-resolution optimization 
approach with the lower resolution level using subsampling 
factors fz, f,, fz may thus be up to F times faster than the 
single-resolution optimization approach 
However, the sampling factors fz, fy and fz can not be 
made arbitrarily large without deteriorating registration ro- 
bustness. If F is too large such that the registration at the 
lower resolution level does not converge to the global opti- 
mum but to some local optimum that might be still far off 
from the global one, the optimization at the lower resolu- 
tion level does not provide a good starting position for the 
optimization at the higher resolution level and the number 
of evaluations at full resolution will be about the same as 
for single-resolution optimization As a result, the multies- 
olution strategy might be a lot slower than single-resolution 
optimization, due to the additional, but useless, evaluations 
at lower resolution. Appropriate values for fa, fy and fz 
can only be determined experimentally, although it is clear 
that this choice is linked to the image resolution along each 
direction 
The use of more than 2 resolution levels is usually not 
very efficient. If the optimization at the selected lowest res- 
olution level already converges to an optimum which is close 
to the global optimum at full resolution, it does not make 
sense to first do another optimization at a somewhat higher 
resolution instead of considering full resolution right away. 
Indeed, the additional number of evaluations that is needed 
to reach convergence at any additional resolution level will 
increase the overall number of evaluations required, such 
that the speedup gained at lower resolution might be lost 
completely- Ho more than 1 lower reso- 
lution level mig if the optimization at the 
selected lowest resolution level fails. It might then be ad- 
vantageous to first try another lower resolution level at a 
somewhat higher resolution than the first one tried, instead 
of switching to full resolution immediately, because of the 
speedup that might be gained if the optimization at this 
second resolution level is indeed succesful. 
4 Validation 
The performance of the gradient-based optimization meth- 
ods using PV interpolation was compared to that of Powell's 
method for 6-parameter rigid-body registration of CT and 
MR images of the brain for various 2-level multiresolution 
strategies. 
4.1 Experiments 
The experiments were performed on a set of 9 patient data 
sets, consisting of CT, MR-MPRAGE, MR-PD, MR-T1 and 
MR-T2 images' MR-PD images were available for patients 
1 to 4 only, while no MR-T2 image was available for patient 
3 The characteristics of these images are summarized in 
table 1 The MR-MPRAGE images for patients 1 to 4 are 
sagittal images, those of patients 5 to 9 are coronal images. 
All images have a 12-bit intensity range. 
For each set, all MR images were registered to the CT 
image using the CT image as the reference image, result- 
ing in 30 registration experiments in total, 9 involving the 
high-resolution MR-MPRAGE images and 21 involving the 
lower resolution MR-PD, MR-T1 and MR-T2 images. The 
number of histogram bins used to compute the mutual in- 
formation criterion was 256 for both the floating and the 
reference image in all cases. For each case the registration 
solution obtained using external markers' was used as ref- 
erence to evaluate registration accuracy. 
All experiments were performed using Powell's direction 
set method (POW), steepest gradient descent (STD), conju- 
gate gradient (CJG), quasi-Newton (QSN) and Levenberg- 
Marquardt (LVM) optimization methods using the full float- 
ing image resolution and each of 5 2-level multiresolution 
strategies, resulting in a total of 900 registration results. 
The subsampling factors used at the lower resolution level 
in the [xyz] dimensions were: [441], [332], [331], [222], [221] 
and [lll], with overall subsampling factors of 16, 18, 9, 8, 4 
and 1 respectively No smoothing of the images was applied 
prior to subsampling. 
All optimizations for a gwen pair of images started from 
the same initial position with all parameters set to 0, ex- 
cept for a rotational offset of 5 degrees around one axis to 
avoid PV interpolation artefacts. The convergence parame- 
ters of the Brent l i e  minimization algorithm were identical 
for all methods: the absolute precision was set to the 
fractional precision to lo-' and the maximum number of 
iterations to 10. Overall convergence was declared at each 
resolution level if the fractional decrease of the criterion in 
one iteration was smaller than for POW and LVM and 
for STD, CJG and QSN, as each iteration comprises 6 
line minimizations for POW, but only 1 for the other meth- 
ods, and because STD, CJG and QSN are more likely to get 
stuck in a weak local optimum than LVM because of the line 
minimization. 
'Provided by J.M. Fitzpatrick as part of the RREP project [5]. 
2Provided by J.M. Fitzpatrick as part of the RREP project [SI. 
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Image 
CT 
MR-MPRAGE 
MR-PD 
MR-T1 
MR-T2 
Table 1 Characteristics of the images used in the experiments discussed in section 4. 
# Size Voxels (mm) Orientation 
9 2562 x 128 O.9fj2 x (1.25 - 1.66) sagittal/coronal 
9 5122 x (40 - 49) (0.4 - 0.45)’ x 3.0 axial 
4 2562 x 52 (0.78 - 0.86)2 X 3.0 axial 
9 2562 x (51 - 52) (0.78 - 0.86)2 x 3.0 axial 
8 25fj2 x 52 (0.78 - x 3.0 axial 
All experiments were conducted on an SGI Octane work- 
station (IRIX 6.4, RlOOOO 195 MHz, 17 SPECfp95). Be- 
cause the load of this machine varied while the experiments 
were done, it is unsave to compare different methods by the 
CPU-time required to reach convergence. Instead, different 
experiments are compared by their number of equivalent 
full resolution criterion evaluations Ne. Ne is computed as 
the weigthed sum of the number of function and gradient 
evaluations at each resolution level, taking into account the 
subsampling factors at each level and the relative difference 
in complexity between function and gradient evaluations: 
r 
with R the number of resolution levels (1 or 2 in our exper- 
iments), Nf, .  and Ng,. the number of function and gradient 
evaluations at resolution level T ,  Fr the overall subsampliig 
factor at that level and q the relative complexity of the gra- 
dient evaluation compared to that of the function evalua- 
tion. We used q = 12 as all 12 affine gradient components 
are computed each time, assuming that evaluation of each of 
these is equivalent to one function evaluation This is rather 
conservative, as a factor of 10 was found experimentally. 
The values of Ne were aggregated over all patients for 
each method and each multiresolution strategy for the higher 
resolution MR-MPRAGE images in one group and for the 
lower resolution MR-PD, MR-T1 and MR-T2 in another 
The performance of the various methods was evaluated by 
comparing their mean Ne values using the one-sided t-test 
with significance level a = 0.005. 
4.2 Results 
The recovered registration parameters ranged from -29 to 
+13 mm for translation and from -28 to +14 degrees for ro- 
tation. The accuracy of all 900 registration results was eval- 
uated by comparison with the external marker-based refer- 
ence registration solution. The error was evaluated as in [2] 
by the average norm of the transformation difference vector 
evaluated at 8 points near the brain surface. Errors ranged 
from 0.5 to 3.1 mm and were all smaller than 1 CT voxel. It 
was found that the error i s  independent of the optimization 
method that was used for each of the 30 different regis 
tration experiments, error variations among the 24 different 
optimization results was smaller than 5%, indicating that 
each of these converged to the same optimum. 
The performance of each of the optimization strategies is 
summarized in figures 2 and 3. Each plot shows the values 
of Ne obtained for each of the 5 optimization methods us- 
ing each of the 6 multiresolution strategies aggregated over 
all 30 CT/MR experiments. The results were aggregated for 
the CT/MR-MPRAGE and the CT/MR-(PD,Tl,TB) exper- 
iments as no significant differences were observed between 
both groups. Each of the boxes in each plot has lines at the 
lower quartile, median and upper quartile values of Ne The 
lines extending from each end of the box show the extent 
of the rest of the data. Outliers are indicated by ’+’ The 
mean, minimum and maximal values of Ne for each case and 
of the recorded CPU-time are tabulated in tables 2 and 3 
respectively. 
The results for POW show a somewhat larger spread 
than those for the other methods. This is due to the fact 
that if after a number of POW iterations the convergence 
criterion has not been satisfied, another set of 6 line mini- 
mizations is being performed, while for STD, CJG and QSN 
the convergence criterion is evaluated after every single line 
minimization and for LVM after every update of the trial so- 
lution. Although the number of iterations might vary a lot 
for the multiresolution strategies using STD, CJG, QSN or 
LVM at the lower resolution levels, computational complex- 
ity is mainly determined by the number of iterations and 
gradient evaluations at full resolution, which is usually only 
2 or 3 for most cases. 
The plots show that the use of any of the 2-level multires- 
olution approaches results in a decrease of computational 
complexity by a factor of 2 for POW and 3 to 5 for the 
gradient-based methods For all methods, multiresolution 
strategies [441], [332], [331] and I2221 perform significantly 
better than [lll] and also significantly better than I2211 for 
STD, CJG and QSN However, subsampling factors larger 
than 8 at the lower resolution level do not offer any signifi- 
cant speed advantage: for all methods there is no significant 
difference in performance between the multiresolution ap- 
proaches [441], [332], [331] and [222] (except for QSN for 
which [441] performs significantly better than [331]) This 
can be explained by the observation that the distance be- 
tween the optima converged to at lower and at full resolu- 
tion increases for larger subsampling factors, such that more 
full resolution evaluations are required to reach convergence. 
Hence, the advantage of faster evaluations at lower resolu- 
tion is cancelled by the additional number of evaluations 
required at full resolution. 
LVM performs significantly better than any other method 
for all multiresolution strategies. At full resolution, POW 
and CJG perform equally well, but for any of the 2-level 
multiresolution strategies, CJG performs significantly better 
than POW STD performs significantly better than POW 
for most 2-level multiresolution strategies, but never signif- 
icantly better than CJG QSN does never perform signifi- 
cantly better than any other method for all multiresolution 
strategies. 
LVM using multiresolution strategies [441], [332], [331] 
or [222] performs systematically 4 to 5 times better than 
POW at full resolution. The CPU-times in table 3 show 
that the registration of the CT and MR-MPRAGE images 
is performed in 3 minutes CPU-time on average using LVM 
and the [441] multiresolution strategy, while about 13 min- 
utes CPU-time is required on average using POW at full 
resolution. 
4.3 Discussion 
The robustness of various gradient-based optimization meth- 
ods for maximization of mutual information has been inves- 
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441 
332 
331 
222 
221 
111 
POW STD CJG QSN LVM 
148 (116,249) 99' (45,169) 89* (43,150) 134 (94,180) 56' (29,108) 
141 (69,246) 99* (52,223) 85* (54,128) 141 (91,326) 67* (26,90) 
145 (98,209) 108* (74,173) 87* (56,129) 162 (116,224) 63* (34,105) 
147 (96,223) 110' (51,198) 82" (52,111) 146 (79,205) 62* (38,119) 
157 (107,201) 144 (82,225) 109* (82,152) 209 (146,285) 76* (54,124) 
249 (171.294) 409 (258.728) 268 (190.369) 459 (260.656) 214* (149.355) 
Table 2: Mean number of equivalent full resolution function evaluations for each method and multiresolution strategy over 
all 30 CT/MR registration experiments. The numbers between brackets are the corresponding minimal and maximal values 
for each case. Mean values that are significantly lower than the corresponding values obtained with POW using the same 
multiresolution strategy are indicated with * for each method. 
441 
332 
331 
222 
221 
111 
441 
332 
331 
222 
221 
111 
POW STD CJG QSN LVM 
445 (249,795) 349 (134,574) 339 (220,573) 487 (271,752) 181 (106,273) 
403 (200,607) 400 (282,713) 305 (220,374) 583 (316,1202) 255 (172,359) 
460 (283,670) 409 (248,550) 300 (207,418) 597 (337,812) 237 (145,286) 
465 (296,714) 397 (188,618) 287 (168,412) 505 (356,682) 231 (171,321) 
481 (312,673) 538 (337,792) 374 (255,439) 769 (515,1017) 305 (223,469) 
764 (514,1216) 1493 (910,2068) 957 (663,1120) 1617 (975,2146) 815 (554,1219) 
255 (178,400) 231 (142,421) 195 (135,297) 315 (232,412) 156 (78,302) 
241 (106,381) 210 (128,369) 188 (130,295) 310 (217,494) 173 (73,226) 
248 (196,338) 249 (170,382) 202 (147,289) 379 (259,529) 166 (87,264) 
241 (196,387) 249 (178,447) 185 (124,265) 330 (173,432) 162 (95,300) 
273 (180,340) 322 (227,503) 245 (188,293) 480 (352,659) 195 (163,301) 
367 (251,468) 800 (523,1286) 522 (385,705) 946 (553,1282) 511 (361,681) 
Table 3: Mean CPU-time in seconds for each method and multiresolution strategy over all patient data sets for the 9 CT/MR- 
MPRAGE experiments (top) and the 21 CT/MR-(Tl,T2,PD) experiments (bottom). The numbers between brackets are the 
corresponding minimal and maximal values for each case. 
tigated for registration of CT and MR images of the brain 
and their performance compared with Powell's method used 
in [2]. Although the afEne gradient computation is a com- 
putationally expensive operation, large speedups of the reg- 
istration process can be realized without a loss of robustness 
by using a multiresolution optimization strategy. A 2-level 
multiresolution approach using Levenberg-Marquardt opti- 
mization method was found to be the most efficient method, 
outperforming Powell's method applied at full image reso- 
lution by a factor of 4. Further improvements in efficiency 
might be achieved by using different convergence criteria for 
the different resolution levels. 
Subsampling of the images may occasionally introduce 
additional local optima in the registration criterion, espe- 
cially when large subsampling factors are used. However, 
the results of section 4 show that large subsampling fac- 
tors ([332], [441]) do not result in significantly better per- 
formance compared to moderate subsampling factors ([222], 
[331]) In all experiments, integral subsampling factors and 
nearest neighbour interpolation were used to subsample the 
image 1, such that no new intensity values are being intro- 
duced by the sampling process. It is unclear how the use 
of non-integral subsampling factors with trilinear interpola- 
tion, prior smoothing of the images or reducing the number 
of image histogram bins would influence the behaviour of 
the registration criterion at the lower resolution level. 
The performance of the various optimization strategies 
was compared by the number of equivalent full resolution 
function evaluations required to reach convergence. This 
assumes that similar convergence criteria were specified for 
each method and that all methods have similar precision 
The variation in the optimum found by each method was 
evaluated by comparing for each of the 30 experiments the 
6 registration parameters a for each of the 24 optimization 
results to the parameters found for the best optimization re- 
sult a* The parameter vectors were compared by the norm 
I d a ]  = ICY - a*l of their difference vector The distribution 
of 6al for each method is shown in figure 4 All values of 
ldal distnbution 
1501 
5 
idal 
Figure 4. Evaluation of optimization precision for each 
method. This plot shows the distribution of the variation 
of the optimum for each method, computed for each exper- 
iment as the norm of the parameter difference vector bal of 
each result a compared to the best one a* The variation 
is smallest for POW and largest for STD and LVM, but the 
precision is better than 0.25 mm and 0.25 degrees for each 
method. 
Ida1 are smaller than 0.25, meaning that for each experiment 
none of the optimization results differ by more than 0.25 mm 
for the translational and 0.25 degrees for the rotational pa- 
rameters All differences between corresponding results are 
therefore smaller than 1 CT voxel everywhere in the image. 
The mean values of lbal are 0.03, 0.09, 0.04, 0.05 and 0.09 
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for POW, STD, CJG, QSN and LVM respectively The op- 
tima found using POW are thus most clustered, while those 
obtained using STD or LVM are least clustered. This indi- 
cates that more stringent convergence criteria should have 
been specified for STD and LVM to obtain the same pre  
cision as for the other methods. This should be taken into 
account when compaxing the performance of the different 
optimization methods. 
The optimization methods evaluated here are all local 
optimization methods. Global optimization methods, such 
as simulated annealing, have not been considered. These 
methods aim at finding the global optimum in the pres 
ence of many local optima of comparable strength. But the 
local optima observed in the mutual information registra- 
tion criterion usually have very small attraction basins and 
are generally dominated by the much stronger global opti- 
mum with very large attraction basin Simulated annealing 
or other global optimization methods therefore do not offer 
specific advantages over the methods considered here. 
All experiments discussed in section 4 involve matching 
of CT and MR images of the brain. Registration of PET 
to MR or CT images 1s less computationally expensive be- 
cause of the lower resolution of the PET images and Pow- 
ell’s method has been demonstrated to be sufficiently per- 
formant [2, 81. Experiments on CT and MR images of the 
prostate (512 x 512 matrix, 0.65 mm pixel size, 5 mm slice 
distance, 22 MR slices, 43 CT slices) have confirmed the 
superior performance of the Levenberg-Marquardt method 
using a 2-level multiresolution strategy 
The results discussed above demonstrate that large im- 
age volumes as used in clinical practice can be robustly 
matched in less than 5 minutes on a state-of-the-art worksta- 
tion. Thls is comparable to the time that i s  usually required 
to transfer the images over the local hospital network from 
the scanners to the workstation, to load the images from disk 
in the computer memory and to display them on the work- 
station screen Registration of the images is hence no longer 
a bottleneck for their integrated visualization and analysis. 
It is to be expected that this will further stimulate the use 
of multimodal data in routine clinical practice. 
5 Conclusion 
Mutual information of image intensities is a continuous func- 
tion of the f f i e  registration parameters when PV inter- 
polation is being used. Expressions for its gradient can 
be derived analytically and exactly evaluated numerically 
Gradient-based optimization procedures can thus be consid- 
ered for maximization of the mutual information of the two 
images to be registered. Evaluation of the gradient is about 
10 times as expensive as evaluation of the criterion itself, but 
large speedups can be achieved by using a multiresolution 
approach. The performance of various multiresolution op- 
timization strategies has been evaluated for registration of 
CT and MR images of the brain Our results show that the 
conjugate gradient and Levenberg-Marquardt optimization 
methods using a two-level multiresolution strategy with sub- 
sampling factors [222] perform systematically 3 to 4 times 
better than Powell’s method at full resolution, while the use 
of subsampling factors larger than [222] does not result in 
increased performance. High resolution CT and MR im- 
age volumes can be robustly matched in less than 5 minutes 
CPU-time on current workstations Registration is therefore 
no longer a bottleneck in the analysis of multimodal images 
in clinical routine. 
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Anomaly Detection through Registration 
Mei Chen, Take0 Kanade, Dean Pomerleau, Henry A Rowley 
({meichen, tk, pomerlea, har)@cs.cmu.edu) 
Abstract 
We study an application of image registration in the medical do- 
main. Based on a 3-0 hierarchical deformable registration algo- 
rithm, we developed a prototype for automatic registering a 
standard atlas to a patient’s data to create a customized atlas. 
The registration algorithm can also be applied to detect asymme- 
try in the patient data to help indicate the existence and location 
of any pathology. We have conducted experiments on I1 MRI 
scans of n o m 1  brains, 3 MRI and I CT scan of brains with pa- 
thologies. 
1. Motivation 
Human anatomy presents a challenge to image registration algo- 
rithms. Because of genetic and environmental factors and because 
of diseases, biological structures have a large range of variation in 
appearance. In neuroscience, a major problem in the cross-patient 
analysis of brain images is morphological variability. Aside from 
the normal variations, various neurological conditions affect the 
gross anatomical shapes of the brain. For example, pathologies like 
bleeding or tumors can cause a shift of brain structures called mass 
effect, Traditionally, doctors have been using manual registration to 
detect lesions that make brain structures deviate from the norm, to 
analyze variations between normal brains, and to plan surgeries. 
Since the manual registration of anatomical structures is labor-in- 
tensive and prone to be inconsistent, many researchers are investi- 
gating automatic registration methods. While there have been some 
encouraging results, due to the complexity of the problem, it re- 
mains unsolved. 
We present a 3-D hierarchical deformable registration algorithm, 
and a prototype for Anomaly Detection through REgistration, 
ADORE. ADORE is designed to automatically and accurately 
match an atlas (a hand-segmented image set of normal anatomy) to 
a patient’s data to create a customized atlas, as well as to indicate 
any pathologies in the patient’s data. It will facilitate image-based 
retrieval of similar cases in medical databases, assist doctors in de- 
tecting pathologies, comparing different pathologies’ impact on 
brain morphology, observing the development of a pathology over 
time, and studying the functions of different parts of the brain. 
2. Problem Definition 
Considering the human head as a three dimensional volume, the 
task of registration is to extract and match the corresponding struc- 
tures from different volumes. Registration may be performed on ei- 
ther a single imaging modality, or on multi-modal data, e.g. 
computerized tomography (cr) and magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI). MRI is good at revealing soft tissue structures, while CT is 
good at uncovering bony structures. 
In neurosurgery, the three principal axes of the head are called axi- 
al, sagittal, and coronal (see Figure l). An MRI or CT scan consists 
of a series of parallel cross-sections along one of these axes. Figure 
2 shows examples of a person’s MRI scans along the three axes. 
In practice, there is no enforced standard on the acquisition of the 
image data, so the axis along which the cross-sections are scanned 
may be at an angle to the principal axes, and the spacings between 
tQ “il?t Figure 1. The three principal axes of a head volume. 
coronal Axial Sagittal iJ 
Figure 2. MRI scans along the principal axes. 
consecutive cross-sections may be non-uniform. Moreover, a data 
set can focus on a sub-section of the head if so desired. These com- 
plications are illustrated in Figure 3, which depicts an example scan 
pattern. 
Figure 3. A typical axial scan pattern (indicated by the 
white lines). Note that the scanning direction is at an angle 
to the axial axis, the inter-scan spacings are non-uniform, 
and the scans do not cover the entire head volume. 
One problem we will discuss is matching an atlas to a patient’s data 
to create a customized atlas. The brain atlas we use is a set of 123 
coronal T1 weighted MRI scans of a brain where each voxel 
measures 0.9375 x 0.9375 x 1.5 mm 144 anatomical structures 
were hand segmented and labelled (courtesy of the Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital of the Harvard Medical School) (see Figure 4). 
By matching the atlas to a patient’s data to create a customized at- 
las, we can segment and label the anatomical structures in the pa- 
tient’s data. Figure 5 depicts the scenario in which the labels of 
anatomical structures in the customized atlas are used to segment 
the corresponding anatomical structures of the patient. Note that the 
original atlas (Figure 4, right) is warped into a customized atlas for 
the patient (Figure 5, left). We could choose to warp the patient data 
to match the atlas. However, since the patient’s data will be of more 
interest for diagnosis and analysis, we prefer to keep it unchanged 
and warp the atlas instead. 
Aside from creating the customized atlas, we will investigate the 
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corpus 
CallOSUm 
Pons 
Figure 4. Coronal and sagittal cross-sections of the atlas. 
' b o  anatomical structures are annotated for illustration. 
corpus 
callosum 
Pons 
spinal 
Cord 
Figure 5. The scenario in which anatomical structures in a 
patient volume (right) are precisely segmented and 
labelled using information from the customized atlas (left). 
problem of using registration to indicate any pathology in the pa- 
tient's data. Figure 6 displays the corresponding axial cross-sec- 
tions of the atlas and a brain with pathology. The atlas exhibits an 
approximate symmetry about the central line, whereas the symme- 
try is destroyed in the patient's data due to the existence of the pa- 
thology, Note that the shape, size, location, and intensity of the 
anatomical structures are different in the two data sets. 
Chronicle 
Subdural 
Hematoma 
Lateral 
Ventricles 
Figure 6. The corresponding axial cross-sections of the atlas 
(left) and a brain with pathology (right). Note the exhibition of 
symmetry in the atlas, and the loss of symmetry in the patient. 
Also note the difference in the shape, size, location, and 
intensity between the corresponding anatomical structures. 
The variations between different data sets stem from two sources. 
The extrinsic source is the scanning process, which results in differ- 
ent scanning axes, different resolutions, or intensity inhomogene- 
ities. The inh.inric sources are differences between different 
people's anatomical structures. or the existence of pathology. Vari- 
ations from both sources need to be addressed to bring different im- 
age volumes into alignment. 
3. Current Approach for Matching 
Variations caused by extrinsic sources affect the orientation, scale, 
and intensity consistency of the volumes, while variations resulting 
from intrinsic sources are manifested as differences in the shape, 
size, texture, and location of the corresponding anatomical SWC- 
tures. Because of their different natures, we decompose the regis- 
tration problem to address them separately. 
We adopt a voxel-based approach which assumes no prior segmen- 
tation among voxels in a volume. An alternative is afiature-based 
approach, in which features, such as boundaries of the anatomical 
structures, are extracted and employed in the registration. Because 
the anatomical structures in the human brain have complex shapes, 
non-uniform textures, and ill-defined boundaries, we wish to avoid 
additional errors incurred by inaccurate feature detection. Altema- 
tive approaches to anatomical registration are reviewed and com- 
pared in section 7. 
3.1. Highlights of the Approach 
The major points of the current matching method are listed below. 
We will elaborate on them in the following sections. 
* Preprocessing 
Apply a maximum-connected-component method to extract 
the data of interest (the head volume), from the background 
to reduce distortions caused by background noise (4.1.1). 
Normalize the intensities of the volumes to the same range 
so they are comparable (4.1.2). 
0 Hierarchical deformable registration 
Apply a global transformation (3-D rotation, uniform scal- 
ing, and translation) to the atlas to grossly align it with the 
patient volume. An iterative optimization algorithm is used 
to determine the transformation parameters (3.2). This pro- 
cess adjusts for variations caused by all extrinsic factors 
except for intensity inhomogeneities (which was dealt 
within preprocessing). 
Employ a smooth deformation represented by the warping 
of a grid of 3-D control points to approximately align the 
corresponding anatomical structures in the atlas to those of 
the patient. An iterative optimization algorithm is used to 
determine the defonnation parameters (3.3.1), This process 
partially adjusts variations caused by intrinsic factors. 
Employ aJine-tuning deformation in which each voxel 
moves independently to improve the alignment. An itera- 
tive optimization algorithm is used to determine the defor- 
mation parameters (3.3.2). This process further adjusts for 
variations caused by intrinsic factors. 
3.2. Registration via Global lkansforrnation 
We address the variations from extrinsic sources by applying a glo- 
bal transformation to the atlas volume to grossly align it with the 
patient volume. This global trarqformation is composed of 3-D ro- 
tation, translation, and uniform scaling. 
3.2.1 Representation of the Global 'Itansformation 
Figure 7 shows the coordinate systems employed in the global 
transformation. The origins of the coordinate systems in the atlas 
volume and the patient volume are placed at their centroids (center 
of mass). The Z axis coincides with the axis along which the vol- 
ume was scanned. 
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reduce the SSD. The iteration continues until the chang- 
es in de transformation parameters are below a user defined 
threshold, at which point the global tramformation is considered to 
be recovered. We employ multi-resolution processing and stochas- 
tic sampling for efficiency and to help prevent the optimization pro- 
on, the voxel coordinates in the atlas 
may not have integral coordinates. Tri-linear interpolation is em- 
ployed to determine a voxel's intensity from its eight bounding 
neighbors (see Figure 8). Notice that the result of the tri-linear in- 
terpolation is not affected by the order of the three linear interpola- 
tions along the three axes. If the voxel falls outside of the range of 
the volume, its effect is ignored. 
* local minima (see section 4.2). 
Atlas Volume 
Y 
Patient Volume 
Z 
f - -  
X 
, 
Centroid of the Centroid of the 
Atlas Volume Patient Volume 
Figure 7. The coordinate system. 
The three dimensional rotation is represented by a quaternion. 
quaternion = qo + iq, + j q y  + kqz (1) 
A quaternion can be thought of as a complex number with three 
imaginary parts. A 3-D rotation by an angle 8 about an axis defined 
by the unit vector (ox, my, a,) can be represented by a unit 
quaternion. 
8 
2 unitquaternion = cos- + sin;( iox + 
Thus the imaginary part of the unit quaternion gives the direction of 
the rotation axis in 3-D space, whereas the angle of rotation can be 
recovered from the real part or the magnitude of the imaginary part 
of the quaternion [31. 
The three dimensional translation is represented by vector 
4. tzi', which represents the displacement of the origin of the 
a as co rdinate system with respect to the origin of the patient co- 
ordinate system. 
The uniform scaling is denoted by a scalars. 
The order in which we apply these transfoxmations to the atlas vol- 
ume is first rotation about the centroid of the atlas, then scaling, 
then translation. Rotation aligns the atlas volume to the same orien- 
tation as the patient volume. Scaling adjusts the size of the atlas vol- 
ume grossly to that of the patient. Translation removes any position 
difference not accounted for by the alignment of the centroids of the 
volumes. 
3.2.2 Determining the Global 'Ikansformation 
There are eight parameters to be determined for the gZobal transfor- 
mation T, (qo, qx, qy, q,, tx, t , tz, s). Because the atlas and the pa- 
tient volumes are innately diherent, we should not expect to find a 
transformation that exactly matches them. We can only pursue a 
transformation that minimizes the error, 
We define the quality of a match in terms of the sum of squared dif- 
ferences (SSD) between the intensities of corresponding voxels in 
the two volumes: 
IPaticnt (x,  y, z )  is the intensity of voxel [x, y ,  z ]  paricnt in the pa- 
tient volume, and IArlas (T (x, y ,  z )  ) is the intensity of voxel 
[ T (x, y ,  z )  I in the atlas volume. T (x, y ,  z )  is (x,  y ,  z )  after 
applying the global trmformation T The SSD is a function of this 
transformation T We apply the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear 
optimization algorithm to iteratively adjust the transformation pa- 
/ 
Linear interpolations Linear interpolation Linear interpola- 
among 8 neighbors among the 4 inter- tion between the 2 
along x axis results in mediate values along intermediate values 
4inte~nediivalues y axis then yields 2 dong z axis gives 
intermediate values the voxel intensity 
Figure 8. Tri-linear interpolation gives the intensity of a 
voxel by interpolating among its 8 bounding neighbors. 
Figure 9 displays the gray level data of the atlas, a patient's data, 
and the result of using the global transformation to align the atlas 
with the patient. Note that the atlas volume is rotated (approximate- 
ly 90 degrees, from the coronal view to the sagittal view), translat- 
ed, and scaled to grossly match with the patient's volume. Labels of 
several anatomical structures in the transformed atlas are directly 
projected to the patient volume. They only roughly align with the 
corresponding anatomical structures of the patient, and consider- 
able discrepancies remain in their shape, size, and location. 
3.3. Registration via Deformation 
After the global transformation, the extrinsic variations between 
the atlas and the patient volumes are reduced. However, the exist- 
ence of intrinsic variations impedes accurate segmentation and cor- 
respondence of anatomical structures, as shown in Figure 9. 
Because brain morphology is intricate, the discrepancy between the 
atlas and the patient cannot be fully addressed by applying one 
transformation to the whole atlas volume. Localized deformation is 
necessary. 
3.3.1 Smooth Deformation 
Although the variations across individuals can be large, the shape 
and density of corresponding anatomical structures are sti l l  distinct 
enough for them to be related. Therefore, the intensity difference 
between spatially corresponding voxels can act as the deforming 
force. The deformation process causes atlas voxels to be spatially 
shifted towards their counterparts in the patient volume. 
The most intuitive way to represent the deformation would be a 3- 
D displacement for each voxel. This will allow each voxel to de- 
form freely, but it can only succeed when the voxels' initial posi- 
tions are close to their sought positions. The intrinsic variations 
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Figure 9. Cross-sections of the atlas volume and a patient's 
volume, before (top row) and after (bottom row) registration 
via global transfonnation. Notice the atlas is rotated from a 
coronal view to align with the sagittal view of the patient. 
The outlines of anatomical structures in the transformed atlas 
are directly projected on the patient volume. Note that they 
only roughly align with their counterparts in the patient data. 
across individuals make the global tramformation unable to align 
the atlas to the patient precisely enough for a good initial alignment. 
We need a more robust representation for intermediate deforma- 
tions. 
Representing the Smooth Deformation 
Our solution is to ensure a smooth deformation by placing a 3-D 
control grid in each volume. The vertices of the control grid are 
control points. The 3-D displacements of the control points deter- 
mine the deformation of the voxels they enclose. Therefore al- 
though the control points can deform freely, the voxels inside each 
control grid cell are forced to deform smoothly. Since the number 
of control points is orders of magnitude lower than the number of 
voxels, there are fewer parameters to estimate, making the defor- 
mation process more stable. 
The simplest 3-D grid is composed of rectangular prisms, in which 
case the control grid is a regular sub-sampling of the voxel grid. 
Figure 10 shows an example of a control grid cell and an arbitrary 
deformation of it. Szeliski employed similar representation in 2-D 
registration [7] and 3-D registration of surfaces, [6]. Figure 11 is a 
2-D illustration of the smooth deformation process. 
Figure 10. A control grid cell whose vertices are 
control points (left), and an arbitrary deformation of 
it due to movements of the control points (right). 
0 Estimating the Smooth Deformation 
Tessellation 
t 1 - 
- 1 I 
Smooth Deformation 
I 1 1 i 
Deformed Atlas ' 
corpus 
Callosum 
Spinal 
Cord 
I 1 
Figure 11. A 2-D illustration of the smooth deformation. 
The first row is the original data. The second row is the 
original data overlaid with the regular control grids. In 
the third row the control points of the atlas are shifted 
towards their counterparts in the patient. In the last row 
the atlas is deformed to match the patient. 
Although we represent the smooth deformation using only the 3-D 
displacements of the control points, we estimate the deformation 
force using the intensity differences over the whole volumes. For a 
voxel [x,y, zlpatienr in the patient volume with intensity 
Zpatient (x,  y, z) , suppose the control grid cell it belongs to is the ith 
in the array of all control grid cells Cell [ i]. The correspond- 
ing grid cell for the atlas volume is Celf;;;n;i] s From the relative 
position of [x, y, zIpatisnr with respect to the 8 control points of 
Cellpatifnt [i] in the patient volume, we can hi-linearly interpolate 
the locabon of its counterpart in the atlas volume [S (x, y, z) ] atlas 
using the 8 control points of Cellatlas[i] Should 
[ S (x,  y ,  z) 3 atlas have nor?-integral coordinates, hi-linear interpo- 
lation is applied to compute its intensity from its 8 neighboring vox- 
els in the atlas (see Figure 8). In the case that [S (x,  y,  z) ] atlas 
falls outside the atlas volume, it is ignored. 
Under an ideal smooth deformation, the atlas volume should com- 
pletely align with the patient volume, and Zarlas (S (x, y ,  z )  ) 
and Zparienr (x,  y, z) differ, the best deformation minimizes these 
differences. We take a similar approach to that of solving for the 
global transformation in 3.2.2. We use the sum of squared differ- 
ences (SSD) between all voxels' intensities in the volumes as the 
should equal to Zpatjent (x,  Y ,  z). In practice, latias (3 (x, y ,  Z) 1 
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error function, and employ the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative don- 
linear optimization method to determine the smooth deformation 
parameters that best match the two volumes. 
The only difference between this optimization process and the one 
in 3.2.2 is that the parameters we compute are not the global trans- 
formation parameters, but the collection of local smooth deforma- 
tion parameters for each control grid cell. The control grid cells do 
not deform independently, the deformations are linked by shared 
control points across the 3-0 control grid. They collectively define 
the smooth deformation. 
Figure 12 shows the effect of the smooth deformation on the previ- 
ous example. Notice that the atlas volume is deformed in 3-D to 
match the patient volume. The labels of the anatomical structures in 
the deformed atlas approximately align with the corresponding 
structures of the patient. 
Figure 12. Corresponding cross-sections of the atlas (left) and 
the patient (right) after registration via smooth deformation. 
Note the atlas is deformed to match the patient. Labels of 
anatomical structures in the atlas approximately align with the 
corresponding structures in the patient. 
33.2 Fine'Ibning Deformation 
The smooth deformation is effective and robust at deforming the at- 
las to approximately match its anatomical structures to that of the 
patient, even when the global transformation gives poor initial 
alignment. However, since only the control points are allowed to 
deform independently, it can not account for any details smaller 
than the size of a control grid cell. To adjust to finer details, we ap- 
ply afine-tuning deformation. 
* Representing the Fine-Wng Deformation 
Similar to the smooth deformation, the intensity difference between 
spatially corresponding voxels acts as the deforming force. The dif- 
ference is that the 3-1) displacement of each voxel in the atlas vol- 
ume partakes in the representation of thefine-tuning deformation. 
Therefore each voxel can deform freely, allowing the deformation 
to attend to details. This procedure is similar to the approach dis- 
cussed in [IO]. 
* Estimating the Fine-Tuning Deformation 
For a voxel [x, y, z]  in the patient volume with intensity 
Ipatirnr (5 Y,  z ) ,  its cornspond@ voxel [D (x ,  Y ,  z )  1 in the 
atlas volume has intensity z&las (D (x, y, z )  ) D txf 2 )  is 
(x ,y ,z )  after applying the current deformation D. uppose 
6D (x ,  y, z )  is the difference between the current deformation D 
and the optimum deformation, then we have: 
[Artas ( D  ( x ,  y, z )  + 6D (x, YY z )  - IParirnt (& y, z )  = 0 (4) 
The first order Taylor expansion of the first term in (4) gives 
From (4) a d  (3, one solution for 6 0  (x,  y, z )  is: 
To prevent the deformation parameters from going out of bounds 
when the atlas' gradient VIAtlas (D (x, y, z)) is close to zero, we 
add a stabilizing factor a 
The deformation D is recovered by iteratively solving for 6 D .  until 
6D is smaller than a user defined threshold. Because the number of 
deformation parameters is 3 times the number of voxels, the prob- 
lem is under-constrained. We apply 3-D Gaussian smoothing to the 
3-D deformation parameters after each iteration to constrain the de- 
formation. This process is similar to an optical flow algorithm. Tri- 
linear interpolation is used to compute ZAtlas (D (x ,  y, z )  ) when the 
voxel coordinates after deformation are not integers. 
Figure 13 is the result of the previous example after the fine-tuning 
deformation. Note that the atlas is further warped in 3-D to better 
align with the patient. Labels of anatomical structures in the atlas 
match well with their counterparts in the patient. 
corpus 
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Figure 13. Corresponding cross-sections of the atlas (left) 
and the patient (right) after registration viafine-tuning 
deformation. Note the atlas is warped more to match the 
patient. Labels of anatomical structures in the atlas match 
well with their counterparts in the patient volume. 
Once the atlas is deformed to align with the patient, we call it a cus- 
tomizedatk. Labels of anatomical structures in the cmtomizedat- 
kas can be used to directly segment and label the patient volume. 
4. Algorithm Implementation Details 
4.1. Preprocessing 
To improve the robustness of the algorithm, we apply two types of 
preprocessing: background separation and histogram normaliza- 
tion. 
4.1.1 Background Separation 
Since we take a voxel-based approach with no prior segmentation, 
each voxel in the data is assumed to play an equal role in the regis- 
tration process. There is usually background noise in the data, 
which necessitates background separation to ensure only relevant 
data contributes to the registration procedure. 
We first automatically threshold the volume to eliminate some of 
the dim background noise. The threshold is the ikst valley of the in- 
tensity histogram, after it is smoothed using a Gaussian filter (see 
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Figure 14). Since the region containing the head is connected, we 
apply a connected-component algorithm to the binary volume and 
find the largest connected component. Any holes caused by dark re- 
gions inside the head are filled in. We only consider data within that 
component in later processing. 4 Number of Voxels 
I ~~ 
0 Illtensity 
Figure 14. Thresholding based on the intensity histogram. 
4.1.2 Histogram Normalization 
We adopted an intensity-based method to avoid errors introduced 
by unreliable feature extraction processes, but inter-scan intensity 
variations make this approach problematic. The current solution is 
to perform histogram normalization on each volume prior to the 
registration process. To prevent outlier voxels with extreme inten- 
sities from stretching the histogram, we set the intensity of the dark- 
est 2% of the voxels to 0, the intensity of the brightest 2% of the 
voxels to 255, and then linearly scale voxel intensities in between 
to the range of 0 to 255. 
4.2. Efficient and Effective Processing 
The volumes we deal with typically have 8 million voxels. There- 
fore it is imperative to carry out the registration in an efficient, yet 
accurate, manner, 
4.2.1 Multi-resolution Processing 
A multi-resolution strategy is used not only to improve efficiency, 
but also to help the optimization procedure to frst focus on global 
patterns and gradually shift to the details. We employ two kinds of 
multi-resolution processing: an image pyramid (used in the global 
transformation and the smooth deformation), and a control grid 
pyramid (used in the smooth deformation). 
The image pyramid is a hierarchy of data volumes generated by 
successive subsampling. Currently it has 3 levels, each level being 
half the resolution of the next higher level. At the lower resolutions 
there are fewer details present, so the minimization process has less 
tendency to become trapped in local minima. By inheriting results 
from a lower resolution, the higher resolution registration can start 
closer to the global minimum. Optimization at the higher resolu- 
tions uses the finer details to refine the result. 
The control grid pyramid is a hierarchy of different resolution con- 
trol grids. Currently it has 5 levels, in which the numbers of control 
points along x, y, and z directions are 2Xw,3x3x3,4~4~4,5~5x5, 
and 6x6~6. By starting with coarser control grids the deformation 
can focus on global patterns before plunging into details. The result 
from the lower resolution control grid initializes the registration 
with finer control grids close to the optimum. Smooth deformation 
with finer control grids allows for a more precise registration. 
4.2.2 Stochastic Sampling 
While estimating the global tran$ormation and the smooth defor- 
mation, we do not process every voxel of the volumes during each 
iteration of the optimization process. Instead, we sample a random 
set of voxels at each iteration. This improvement in computation ef- 
ficiency is possible because the optimizations are over-constrained. 
Moreover, the stochastic nature of the sampling helps the minimi- 
zation process to escape from local minima [20]. Note that because 
thejine-tuning deformation has 3 times as many parameters as the 
number of voxels, the problem is highly underconstrained, so sto- 
chastic sampling is not appropriate. 
4.23 Parallel Processing 
In our approach, the computation at each voxel is identical, so the 
process is voxel-wise parallelizable. To reduce overhead, we em- 
ploy parallel processing at a higher level than the voxel representa- 
tion. During the registration via global transjormatwn and during 
thefine-tuning deformation, we parallelize the processing of each 
cross-section of the volumes; whereas in the registration via smooth 
deformation, we parallelize the processing of each control grid cell. 
Because a voxel in the atlas volume can map to any position in the 
patient's volume, it is difficult to partition the volumes so each part 
can be processed independently, Therefore, we used a shared-mem- 
ory multi-processor computer in which each processor has access to 
the full volumes. 
5.ADoRE 
Based on the 3-D hierarchical deformable registration algorithm, 
we developed a prototype, ADORE (Anomaly Detection through 
REgistration). ADORE is designed to create a customized atlas for 
the patient, and use registration to indicate pathologies in the pa- 
tient data. Experiments on actual medical data were carried out to 
evaluate the performance in matching and pathology indication. 
5.1. Registration Performance 
We conducted experiments on eleven MRI data sets. The perfor- 
mance was successful on five data sets, reasonable on four data sets, 
and poor on two data sets. Consistent satisfactory performance is 
impeded by two factors: one is that our approach is intensity-based, 
and suffers when the patient volume has a considerably different in- 
tensity distribution from the atlas; another factor is that if the pa- 
tient data is coarsely sampled or only covers part of the head 
volume, it will not contain sufficient information for accurate reg- 
istration. 
The result of matching the atlas to one normal brain was presented 
in Section 3. Figure 15 shows the progressive results of the 3-D hi- 
erarchical deformable registration between the atlas and a brain 
with pathology. Note that the globaZ tranrformation only addresses 
the extrinsic variations between the atlas and the patient using 3-0 
rotation, scaling, and translation. The atlas is rotated approximately 
90 degrees from the coronal view to match the axial view of the pa- 
tient. Labels of anatomical structures in the atlas can not align with 
the corresponding structures in the patient data. The intrinsic varia- 
tions are adjusted roughly during the smooth deformation via 3-D 
warping of the control grid. Labels of anatomical structures in the 
atlas approximately align with the corresponding structures in the 
patient data. The deformation is refined using thejine-tuning defor- 
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Figure 15. The progressive result of the 3-D hierarchical 
deformable registration between the atlas and a patient 
with pathology. The atlas was warped in 3-D to match the 
patient. The alignment of the corresponding anatomical 
structures improve along the registration hierarchy. 
mution, where each voxel moves independently to align with its 
counterpart. Labels of anatomical structures in the atlas align well 
with the corresponding structures in the patient data. Figure 16 is a 
close-up on the registration of the lateral ventricles along the defor- 
mation hierarchy. The improvement of alignment accuracy is sig- 
nificant. The contours of the lateral ventricles appear to change 
during the registration process because the transformation and de- 
formations move the 3-D volumes with respect to the fixed cross- 
section we are observing. 
5.2. b o d y  Detection 
It is of great clinical significance to create the customized atlases 
and to indicate pathologies for patients with neurological condi- 
tions. Certain pathologies cause mass effect, which shifts the brain 
Figure 16. A close-up on the registration of the lateral 
ventricles at each stage in the registration hierarchy. 
The improvement in accuracy is significant. 
structures, and causes anatomical features close by to deform sig- 
nificantly (see Figure 6). However, since our deformation process 
allows local deformations, it can still create the customized atlases 
with anatomical structures matching their counterparts in the pa- 
tients’ data, such as the case in Figure 15. 
For the experiments on anomaly detection, we matched the pa- 
tient’s mirror volume (with left and right exchanged) to itself. Since 
a normal brain is approximately symmetric about the central line 
(visible from the axial and coronal view), not much deformation is 
needed to align its mirror volume to itself. A significant amount of 
deformation will indicate the absence of symmetry, and the possi- 
ble existence of pathologies. In Figure 17, the left column displays 
an axial cross-section of each patient’s volume, the right column is 
the same cross-section overlaid with the deformation vectors of 
matching the patient’s mirror volume to itself For the normal brain 
(first row), there is very little deformation, because it is approxi- 
mately symmetric. For the brain with chronicle subdural hematoma 
(second row), there is significant and uniform deformation. This is 
because the pathology caused mass effect and destroyed the sym- 
metry of the brain, forcing the anatomical structures (such as the 
lateral ventricles) to shift considerably The direction of the defor- 
mation vectors reveals the source of the mass effect, which is the 
possible location of the pathology For the brain with a tumor (third 
row), aside from the uniform deformation caused by the shifting of 
the lateral ventricles, there is a swirl pattern in the deformation vec- 
tors. This is because the tumor is so close to the central line that its 
“counterpart” in the mirror volume managed to shift back (partly) 
to match with itself. Note that unlike the other data sets, this is a CT 
scan. The characteristics of the deformation vectors combined with 
domain knowledge can provide indications of the existence and lo- 
cation of anomalies. 
6. Evaluation and Analysis of Matching 
It i s  difficult to quantitatively evaluate registration results in medi- 
cal images, due to the lack of ground truth. We give a qualitative 
assessment of our algorithm in terms of simplicity, accuracy, and 
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Figure 17 An axial cross-section of each patient volume 
(left), and the same cross-section overlaid with corresponding 
deformation vectors (right). The pattern, magnitude and 
direction of the deformation vectors indicate the possible 
existence and location of the pathologies. 
speed. 
6.1. S i r n ~ ~ ~ ~  
Our cursent approach, from preprocessing, registration via global 
transformation, registration via smooth deformation, to registration 
via fie-tuning deformation, is completely automatic. The role of 
the user is to specify the principal scanning axis. This can be stan- 
dardized so the user can simply select among different settings. 
6.2. Speed 
Currently it takes 12 minutes to match 256x256~124 volumes on an 
SGI computer with four 194 MHz RlOOOO processors. There are 
parameters that can be tuned to improve efficiency, such as the 
number of stochastic samples, the number of levels in the pyramids, 
and the number of control points. 
63. Accuracy 
Quantitative evaluation of a matching method is hard to perform 
due to the lack of ground truth. Figure 18 compares ADORE'S seg- 
mentation and labelling of a patient volume with an expert's result, 
and it is noticeably less accurate at fine details. T h i s  is because 
ADORE adopts an intensity-based approach, but the same anatom- 
ical structure in different data sets can have different intensities. 
Hand-Segmentation 
Normal 
Figure 18. Labels from hand segmentation 
compared to the result of ADORE'S. 
Chronicle 
subdural 
hematoma 
7. Related Work 
The registration of medical images via optimization in transforma- 
tion space has been an active research area-the comprehensive sur- 
vey article by van den Elsen et al. [ll] lists 161 citations. The 
primary division of registration approaches is into methods using 
external and internal image properties for matching, because this 
distinction is important for the clinical protocol. External image 
properties are introduced by artificial objects that are "added" to 
the patient, such as head frames or skin markers. Internal image 
properties are patient related characteristics of the image data set, 
such as the intensity differences between anatomical structures. 
External, marker-based registration methods have the advantage 
that any two modalities can be matched, as long as a marker can be 
constructed that is detectable in both modalities. They yield high 
accuracy matching with respect to rigid transformations [4]. But to 
ensure accuracy, the markers must be rigidly attached to the patient 
(by driving screws into the patient's skull), so as to indicate precise- 
ly the patient's position and orientation. Obviously, this is invasive 
and inconvenient. 
Registration methods using internal image properties have the ad- 
vantage of being non-invasive and fully retrospective, which means 
that one does not need to know prior to the acquisition of the images 
whether matching will be required. They also have the potential to 
deal with non-rigid transformations between different image sets. 
This makes them more favorable for anatomical registration across 
individuals, where a rigid transformation will not suffice. 
Two popular schools of registration using internal image properties 
are feature-based and voxel-based. Feature-based methods attempt 
to extract the anatomical structures in different data sets, and find 
the correspondences between them. They have the characteristic of 
being efficient in representation and independent of imaging mo- 
dality. However, feature-based registration is critically dependent 
on the quality of the feature extraction, which is not trivial since an- 
atomical structures tend to have complex shapes and illdefined 
boundaries. Human interaction is generally necessary to help select 
and extract features or to guide the matching procedure. Conse- 
quently, it is subject to user subjectivity, time-consuming, and in- 
convenient. 
Many researchers use deformable models for feature-based non- 
rigid regisfration. [5] gives a comprehensive survey The initial 
placement of the deformable model must be very close to the 
sought feature to guarantee a successful result for elastically de- 
formable models, therefore human intervention is generally neces- 
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s a y q  The approach in [16] employs a 3-D elastic warping 
transformation to register 3-D images. The transformation is driven 
by an external force field defined on a number of distinct anatomi- 
cal surfaces, which were acquired in an interactive m e r .  
As an alternative, voxel-based algorithms obviate the need for an 
explicit segmentation, although the representation is not as concise. 
The most intuitive voxel-based approach is based on voxel intemi- 
ties. Bajcsy et al. develop a system that elastically deforms a 3D at- 
las to match anatomical brain images [9],[8]. The atlas is modelled 
as a physical object and is given elastic properties. Although their 
approach is similar to our current one, they assume the intrinsic 
variations between people can be modelled by an elastic deforma- 
tion whereas we only enforce smooth deformation in an intermedi- 
ate stage. Without user interaction, their atlas can have difficulty 
converging to complicated object boundaries. Also their method is 
more computationally expensive and requires interactive and time- 
consuming preprocessing. 
Christensen et al. presented a method very close to ours, but they 
used a fluid dynamic model for the deformation [l], [2]. It con- 
strains neighboring voxels to have similar deformations, while al- 
lowing large deformation for small sub-volumes. It takes 1.8 hours 
to match 128x128~100 volumes on a 16384-processor MasPar, 
while our algorithm takes 12 minutes to match 256x256~124 vol- 
umes on an SGI with four 194 MHz RlOOOO processors. 
In [lo], Thirion takes a similar approach as ours, except that he as- 
sumes the volumes are already globally aligned, and he applies op- 
tical flow from the beginning. To reduce computation time, he used 
the gradient of the patient volume instead of the deformed atlas, be- 
cause the computation of the latter is more expensive, requiring tri- 
linear interpolation of each voxel's gradient. However, this quicker 
method can cause errors when the deformed atlas does not resemble 
the patient closely Because optical flow relies heavily on the con- 
stant brightness assumption, it is prone to failure when there are 
large intensity variations between different image sets. 
Although voxel intensity-based approaches have shown encourag- 
ing results, they are problematic when there are intensity inhomo- 
geneities. Moreover, they only work for multi-modal data if there 
exists a linear mapping between intensity values, which is unfortu- 
nately almost never the case. Viola and other researchers have in- 
vestigatedregistration basedonrnutualinformation(MI) [18], [19], 
[20], [21]. MI is a basic concept from information theory, which 
measures the statistical dependence between two random variables, 
or the amount of information that one variable contains about the 
other, The MI registration criterion assumes that the statistical de- 
pendence between corresponding voxel intensities is maximal if the 
images are geometrically aligned. Because no assumptions are 
made regarding the nature of this dependence, the MI criterion is 
highly data independent and allows for robust and completely auto- 
matic registration. Current applications of MI to registration only 
perform rigid transformations to register image data of the same 
person from different modalities. The possibility of applying the MI 
criterion in deformable registration remains to be studied. 
To date, most efforts are focused on exploring the information con- 
tent in the images to achieve registration. Little work has been done 
in using domain knowledge to guide the process, and to tackle 
pathological cases which are of more clinical importance. 
8. Research Directions 
Our experiments demonstrated the strength and promise of the hi- 
erarchical deformable registration algorithm, and the automatic 
registrati6n and pathology detection prototype, ADORE. However, 
for them to be applied to real medical practice, much research r e  
mains to be done. 
8.1. Improve Registration Performance 
zation step can address consider- 
between data sets, the perfonnance of 
our approach sti l l  decreases if the discrepancy is large. It may also 
fail to align data from different imaging modalities. Since mutual 
information can discern similar patterns despite differences in in- 
tensities, and has been successfully applied to multi-modality reg- 
istration via rigid transformations, it is promising to apply this 
criterion to defcrmable registration. 
8.2. Use Domain Ihowledge as Guidance 
Our current approach has no constraints on the deformations. If the 
deformation could be limited to shapes within the normal anatomi- 
cal variation of structures, or the characteristic deformation caused 
by pathologies, potential local minima could be avoided 
Knowledge of natural shape variability and pathology-afflicted de- 
formation can be used to define allowable deformations, as well as 
to assist pathology detection. Figure 19 compares the correspond- 
ing cross-sections of the atlas after global transformation (left) and 
then local deformation (right) to match a patient. After deforma- 
tion, the anatomical structure labelled as skull becomes thicker and 
uneven. Since this is out of the normal range of variation, it implies 
the possible existence of pathology. This applies to pathologies that 
only cause intensity variations as well. After matching the atlas to 
the data, the area of pathology will have an anatomical label. If the 
intensity distribution of the pathology does not conform to that of 
the labelled anatomical feature, it suggests an abnormality. 
Figure 19. The corresponding cross-sections from the atlas 
after global transformation (left) and local deformation 
(right) to match a patient volume. Note that after deformation 
the region labelled as the skull becomes thicker and uneven. 
Domain knowledge can be acquired from the statistics of training 
samples. The challenge is how to formulate a representation of the 
knowledge that can be incorporated into the registration procedure. 
For information described by a large number of possibly highly cor- 
related parameters, principal component analysis (PCA) may offer 
a promising solution by characterizing the few largest eigendefor- 
mations, reducing the dimensionality substantially. To represent 
the information in a way that is appropriate for applying PCA, Fou- 
rier descriptors or modal representations have been examined in 
previous work [17], [19], [20]. 
Knowledge of anatomy, such as symmetry and relative positions of 
structures, can also provide guidance. Moreover, some anatomical 
d 
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structures are more distinctive and therefore more easily registered. 
These structures should be given more weight in the estimation of 
the deformation. 
83. Quantitative Evaluation 
Quantitative evaluation of registration results is important because 
that will allow researchers to compare different approaches, and to 
assess the trade-off between computational efficiency and accura- 
cy. One way to quantitatively evaluate the performance of ADORE 
would be to employ hand-labelled multiple atlases. Using one of 
the atlases as the patient, the registration process creates its custom- 
ized atlas. The registration accuracy could be quantified by the frac- 
tion of voxels whose labels given by an expert agree with the labels 
in the customized atlas. We are currently investigating potential 
sources for additional atlases to make this type of evaluation possi- 
ble. 
9. Conclusion 
The goal of this research is to perform automatic, fast and accurate 
registration of volumetric data in 3-0 space, as well as anomaly de- 
tection using registration and domain knowledge. One important 
application domain is medical image registration. Anatomical 
structures vary considerably in appearance across individuals or 
within one individual over time, and any pathology may aggravate 
these variations. 
We adopted an intensity-based approach for registration, which as- 
sumes no prior segmentation of the voxels in a volume. To address 
the appearance variations of anatomical structures, we have devel- 
oped a three-level hierarchical deformable registration algorithm. 
First, a 3-D global transfmtion (rotation, uniform scaling, and 
translation) aligns the different image volumes. This procedure cor- 
rects for variations induced during the image acquisition process. 
Secondly, a smooth deformation, represented by the warping of a 3- 
D grid of control points, approximately matches the corresponding 
anatomical structures in the image volumes. This step partially ad- 
justs for the inherent variations in the appearances of the anatomical 
structures across individuals. Several grid resolutions are used to 
progressively change the emphasis from global alignment to align- 
ment of specific anatomical structures. Finally, afine-tuning &for- 
mation, which allows each voxel to move independently, refines 
the matching of corresponding anatomical features. For computa- 
tional efficiency, we use a hierarchy of image resolutions, stochas- 
tic sampling, and parallel processing. 
Based on this algorithm, we have developed a prototype for auto- 
matic registration and pathology detection, ADORE (Anomaly De- 
tection through REgistration). We conducted experiments on 12 
sets of real image data of the brain. ADORE can match two 
16MByte volumes in 12 minutes on an SGI workstation with four 
194 MHz RlOOOO processors, with an accuracy qualitatively com- 
parable to manual registration. By matching an expert-segmented 
atlas to a patient’s data, ADORE can automatically build a custom- 
ized atlas for diffezent individuals. Mormver, AMlRE is able to in- 
dicate the possible existence and location of pathologies by 
measuring the asymmetry of the anatomical features. 
David Simon for their generous help and precious comments. The 
atlas data was obtained by Yanxi Liu from the Brigham and Wom- 
en’s hospital of Harvard Medical School. 
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Abstract 
To characterize the complex morphological variations that 
occur naturally in human neuroanatomy so that their con- 
founding effect can be minimized in the identification of 
brain structures in medical images, a computational frame- 
work has evolved in which individual anatomies are mod- 
eled as warped versions of a canonical representation of the 
anatomy, known as an atlas. To realize this framework, the 
method of elastic matching was invented for determining 
the spatial mapping between a 3-D image pair in which one 
image volume is modeled as an elastic continuum that is 
deformed to match the appearance of the second volume. 
In this paper, we review the primary concepts underlying 
the elastic matching, consider the implications of an inte- 
gral formulation of the problem on its solution, and explore 
a more general Bayesian interpretation of the method in or- 
der to address issues that are otherwise difficult or unnatural 
to resolve within a continuum mechanical setting, including 
the examination of a solution’s reliability or the incorpora- 
tion of empirical information that may be available about 
the spatial mappings into an analysis. 
1 Introduction 
Relying on the knowledge that different instances of the 
same anatomy share a common topological scheme, Chaim 
Broit proposed in his 1981 dissertation that the various 
problems of localizing, measuring, or visualizing anatomic 
structures in a computed tomographic study could be re- 
duced to the single problem of determining the spatial map- 
ping hetween the anatomy depicted in the study and a ref- 
erence, or atlas, image of the same anatomy [I]. Using 
this mapping, information encoded in the atlas-such as 
anatomic labels and structural boundaries-is transferred to 
the image study. The transformed atlas labels automatically 
localize their corresponding structures in the tomographic 
images. Visualization is achieved by deforming, according 
to the mapping, the structural boundaries contained in the 
‘This work was supported by the U.S.P.H.S. under grant RO1-NS- 
33662 
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atlas and then displaying the result. Quantitative measure- 
ments of any structure in the tomographic stiidy can be in- 
ferred from the morphometric information associated with 
its warped atlas version. If functional scans have also been 
acquired, the imaged activity can be related to anatomy, 
through the same mapping, once the subject’s pose in these 
scans is made the same as in the computed tomographic 
study. 
To realize this method of analyzing tomographic images, 
Broit invented a general registration technique in which one 
image volume is modeled as an elastic continuum that is 
deformed to match the appearance of the second volume. 
In this paper’, we review the seminal concepts underlying 
Broit’s elastic matching and then discuss their generalization 
within a probabilistic framework We introduce the proba- 
bilistic approach by first studying the integral formulation of 
elastic matching. The integral form reveals important pos- 
sibilities, including the use of powerful numerical solution 
methods and the existence of a Bayesian decision-theoretic 
interpretation of the registration problem. 
Bayesian analysis allows a N l y  model-based description 
of the elastic matching to be constructed and, as a result, 
can potentially resolve a number of issues that are other- 
wise difficult or unnatural to address within a continuum 
mechanical setting. These issues include, for example, the 
exploration of a solution’s reliability or the incorporation 
of empirical information that may be available about the 
spatial transformations into an analysis. For computational 
anatomy, these aspects of the probabilistic approach will 
figure importantly in the development of a comprehensive 
methodology 
2 Elastic Matching 
In conceiving the elastic matching, Broit sought a registra- 
tion method that would optimally balance the similarity it 
induced between an image pair with the amount of defor- 
mation, to the transformed image, it required to achieve 
the result Specifically, the solutions optimize the objec- 
tive function cost = deformation similarity. The method, 
therefore, allows for the fact that erroneous estimates can 
be produced by the procedure by which correspondences are 
established between points in the two images, as a result of, 
‘In an effort to present in this paper a coherent picture of the vari- 
ous aspects of our work, the text draws from a great deal of previously 
reported material Also, to meet the manuscript length requirement, 
the paper focuses on our own work and we are forced, unfortunately, 
to make little reference to the excellent research in computational 
neuroanatomy that is ongoing at other institutions. 
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for example, noise in the images or because certain portions 
of an image lack sufficient features to distinguish them from 
neighboring regions. To help compensate for these errors, 
the mappings are presumed to be smooth, which explains 
the role of the deformation penalty in the problem formula- 
tion. 
Broit drew an analogy between the elastic matching of 
two images and the physical process of applying forces to an 
elastic version of the object depicted in one of the images so 
that its deformed configuration resembles the target object 
in the other image. The appropriate forces are derived from 
a potential function that provides, at each point of the ob- 
ject under deformation, a measure of the similarity between 
that point and any of the points in the target object. The 
first object is deformed in this way until an equilibrium con- 
figuration is reached, where the total potential energy of the 
system will be at a local minimum. 
Now if the strain energy were used as the measure of 
deformation in Broit's objective function, the cost would be 
identical to the forementioned total potential energy. There- 
fore, the equilibrium configurations, which locally minimize 
this cost, represent solutions to the corresponding elastic 
matching problem 
2 1 Integral Formulation' 
A body experiences strain when the relative position of its 
points are changed. The change in position of the points 
or de fonatzon ,  effected by some motion x = x ( X , t ) ,  re- 
sults in a new configuration of the body at time t ,  where 
X = x(X, to )  describes the original undeformed configura- 
tion. Points within the body may also be displaced without 
deformation: they are said to undergo rigad motion. 
Consider the displacement of the material point P to 
position x = X + u ( X ,  t )  in Figure 1 Continuum theory 
requires every mapping x = x ( X , t )  to be one-to-one and 
its Jacobian determinant, det[azi/3X3], everywhere greater 
than zero. These conditions ensure that the continuum is 
both indestructible and impenetrabl-the topology of our 
atlas is therefore always preserved after deformation. Sup- 
pose the displacements also take a neighboring point Q at 
X + d X  to o + d x  = X + d X + u ( X + d X , t ) .  The relative 
position of P and Q becomes 
d z  = d X  + u(X + d X ,  t )  - u ( X ,  t ) ,  
or 
dx  = dX + (ue)  d X ,  
L L 
where u v is the displacement gradient. Note that u V =  0 
implies dx = d X  or a rigid translation. u v therefore incor- 
porates both the rotational component of the rigid transfor- 
mation and the pure deformation in the motion To factor 
out the deformation component, consider two infinitesimal 
fibers emanating from the same point P such that 
d d  = d X 1  + (=e) d X 1  
and 
dx2 = d X 2  + (=e) d X 2  
Their scalar product provides the deformation measure we 
are after. 
dxl dx2 = d X 1  d X 2  i 2 d X 1  E d X 2 ,  
& 
'Although the notation is from [2, chapter 21. our overview of the 
kinematics closely follows the treatment found in [3]. 
0 
Figure 1 Deformation and motion of a continuum A 
particle P is identified with respect to the fixed origin 0 
by its material coordinates X = ( X I , X ~ , X ~ ) .  At time 
t ,  the displaced position of P is specified by the equation 
x = x ( X ,  t )  More generally, by varying X and therefore 
the particle under consideration, the equation defines the 
motion of the continuum The corresponding displacement 
is u ( X ,  t )  = x ( X ,  t )  - X ,  and its gradient incorporates in- 
formation about the pure deformation in the motion 
where E = 1/2{u 6 +(u e)T+ (u e)T (u e)} is the 
Green or Lagrangian strain tensor and represents pure de- 
formation. in the absence of strain, d d  dx2 is equal to  
d X 1  d X 2 ,  and the motion is rigid. 
In the linearized theory adopted by Broit, the displace- 
ment gradients are assumed small. We drop the product 
( ~ v ) ~ ( u v )  in E and obtain the infinitesimal strain tensor 
E ,  whose components are given by the following expression; 
I L  
The internal strain energy is the work performed by the 
conjugate stress Q or internal force that arises in response to 
the strain For isotropic isothermal elastic solids under small 
strain, Hooke's law reduces to the following linear relation, 
in indicial notation. 
Oi3 = X&kk&j -k 2p&i3, ( 1 )  
where X and p are known as the Lam6 constants [2].  The 
solution ii to the integral or variational formulation of the 
elastostatics problem is the deformation which induces a 
configuration with minimum potential energy .rr(S), where 
The first term measures the internal strain energy induced 
in the body volume V ,  the latter two terms, derived from the 
similarity potential, represent the external work performed 
by the body forces b and surface tractions, where the trac- 
tions t are distributed over surface area 5'. 
Note that the strain energy compares with the first-order 
quadratic stabilizers used in standard regularization More- 
over, the elastic constants are related to the regularization 
parameter by varying their values, we can modulate the 
stiffness of the body and thus the degree of smoothness in 
the deformations 
i 
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2.2 Finite Element Analysis 
To solve for 6, only displacements of the form U h ( 8 )  = 
air&(x) are considered from the set of kinematically admis- 
sible displacement fields. The use of a finite number n of 
trial functions 4; to discretize the variational problem char- 
acterizes the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The next step is to 
substitute u h  into (2) The new potentid expression is a 
function only of ai and its minimization, 
a7r - =0, a =  1, ,n, aai 
yields a system of n equations for the n unknowns. Instead 
of solving the field equations at a finite set of points, the 
Ftayleigh-Ritz method returns a continuous solution based 
on a finite set of functions. 
In the finite element method [4], the & are defined piece- 
wise according to subdivisions of the problem domain (called 
finite elements): in addition, they assume simple forms- 
usually low-degree polynomials-over any element; must be 
sufficiently smooth to ensure the relevant integrands are 
computable; and satisfy the relation ‘Ilh(xi) = ai. The un- 
knowns a% are thus associated with discrete nodal points xi , 
at which the elements are connected. 
A primary feature of the finite element bases is that the 
unknowns at points within any element are interpolated us- 
ing only the nodal values of that element: 
u = N u e ,  (3) 
where ue is the set of nodal displacements of the element 
and the entries of N correspond to component parts of those 
basis functions with non-zero extent over the element. We 
can therefore write E = Bue within a given element, where 
B is composed of derivatives of Ni, The expression (1) 
€or the stress tensor becomes, in matrix form, u = DE = 
DBue, over element e, D is the elasticity matrix. The 
total potential energy can then be rewritten in terms of its 
elemental contributions and its minimization calculated on 
an element-by-element basis: 
s,. [ueIT[NlTbdV - i e [ ~ e ] T [ N ] T t d S }  , 
[BITDBue dV - 
where the stiffness and load characteristics of the continuous 
element have been ‘lumped” at the nodal points through K e  
and f”, respectively. Note that the nodal loads in f” are 
unlike the pointwise forces used in finite difference methods. 
The decomposition into finite elements is motivated by the 
efficiency with which the element stiffness and load terms 
can be constructed and evaluated in practice. To solve for 
the nodal displacements, the expressions in (4) are assem- 
bled into a large sparse system of equations. Additional de- 
tails about the finite element implementation can be found 
in [5]. In the next section, we consider a probabilistic inter- 
pretation of elastic matching by deriving Gibbs distributions 
from the individual terms in the expression (2) for the total 
potential energy. 
3 Bayesian Generalization 
Broit’s elastic matching method innovated the physics-based 
approach to sh eling that is now widely applied in 
image analysis. al and success derive from the avail- 
able theory and numerical techniques for the continuum me- 
chanics, as well as from the intuitive nature of the method. 
On the other hand, the analysis in terms of mechanical sys- 
tems is not the most general In this section, we reformu- 
late the image matching problem within a decision-theoretic 
framework based on Bayesian modeling and demonstrate 
some of its important features, including the computation 
of reliability and interval estimates and the incorporation of 
empirical information about the spatial mappings into the 
analysis. 
The Bayesian paradigm associates with each model com- 
ponent of the problem a probability distribution for the 
model parameters, which quantifies the reliability of their 
values, and propagates this information to bear on subse- 
quent analyses. To illustrate the basic ideas, we begin with 
a general definition of the image matching problem: find 
x and f such that 
where the spatial transformation x specifies for each point 
X in IA  its corresponding point s ( X )  in Is, and f models 
the compound effect of processes which modify the values of 
the original intensity signal [6]. 
In our application, mappings are sought between images 
that arise from distinct but topologically similar sources, 
so (5) does not strictly apply-the success of atlas matching 
therefore depends both on the degree to which two anatomies 
actually bear -topological resemblance and on the level of lo- 
calization accuracy required by the analysis. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to identify in the images corresponding features 
whose registration will yield the desired mappings. By def- 
inition, each particular form of correspondence has associ- 
ated with it a metric for quantifying the degree of similarity 
between two feature instances. 
As an example, the following is a simple instance of (5) 
that is commonly assumed for magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRJ) scans, after the original images have been suitably 
preprocessed. 
IA(x) = I S ( s ( x ) )  +N(/-% a2), (6) 
where the noise process is additive and ruled by the same 
known Gaussian distribution at each pixel. In classical max- 
imum likelihood (ML) estimation, (6) leads to the following 
likelihood function: 
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where the summation is performe’d over the image domain; 
Is and IA  are realizations of the random fields modeling 
the image pair; and the spatial mapping x between them is 
treated as the unknown vector parameter of the distribution3 
For the imaging situation specified by (6), the (exponent of 
the) likelihood function above defines the pertinent criteria 
for rating the similarity induced between the observed im- 
ages by any value of x In particular, the mapping x* which 
maximizes p ( I s ,  IA ,  x )  is the the ML estimate. 
Note that the estimate in effect represents a measurement 
of the true disparity between the image pair By examin- 
ing the shape of the likelihood function, an error may be 
‘The observations at the pixels are assumed independent 
associated with each disparity estimate. The error is a con- 
sequence of the uncertainty in the observations on which the 
results are based. 
3.1 Prior Information 
For atlas matching, the estimated mapping between the im- 
ages should not only have large probability as measured by 
the likelihood but must at some level be homeomorphic so 
that topological information about one image, the atlas, is 
preserved when transferred to interpret the other Even so, 
these requirements insufficiently constrain the problem be- 
cause the image features on which matching is based are 
usually sparse, as, for instance, in anatomic scans where the 
strongest features lie primarily along the tissue interfaces. 
By viewing the images as physical continua in the elastic 
matching, the associated strain energy or deformation mea 
sure essentially favors smooth mappings and so acts to reg 
ularaze the matching problem. 
The use of such prior information is a fundamental ele- 
ment of Bayesian methodology, and is introduced into the 
analysis by modeling the unknowns as random variables- 
the particular mapping that we are after is considered to 
be a realization of the random field %or, more conveniently, 
The prior knowledge is then expressed as a probability 
distribution on the space of admissible mappings. The dis- 
tribution describes our certainty about the unknown relation 
between any image pair before any data has been collected 
For example, the presumption in elastic matching that 
the mappings should satisfy the governing equations of a 
linear elastic body can be encoded through a Gibbs prior, 
where the potential is just the internal strain energy of the 
system. More significant, the prior allows domain knowl- 
edge specific to the problem to inform its analysis. In com- 
putational anatomy, instead of or in addition to assuming 
certain general mechanical properties, the analysis can be 
performed using actual statistics of the anatomic variation 
observed in a population. 
To illustrate, consider the plots, depicted in figure 2, of 
the maximum eigenvalue of the pointwise displacement vari- 
ance for the displacements, , k, from a refer- 
ential anatomy to a group of 8 subjects. The variance 
u ( X )  = %(X) -x 
i = 1, 
computed in the Cartesian space will be singular because the 
number of observed mappings will be small in comparison 
with the dimensionality of the mappings. In order to build 
distributions based on empirically derived variance informa- 
tion, the statistics must be represented in a subspace of the 
original Cartesian space. In particular, the subspace should 
grow in dimension as additional observations are introduced, 
and its basis must permit recursive updating. Assume such 
a basis 1s availabledetails of its construction can be found 
in [7, 81. vart,k) remains positive semidefinite. Consider in- 
stead the eigendecomposition. 
varf )  = (j’(k)A(k)(j‘(k)-’, 
where Q ( k )  = [g‘,“’ gSk’] are the eigenvectors of varf)  ex- 
pressed in the orthonormal basis V = {vi, , vr}, and A(k)  
denotes the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Figure 3 shows 
the first two principal modes of the eigendecomposition of 
the displacements obtained for the subject group referenced 
in figure 2. 
If there exists an null eigenvalue in A(k), it is removed; 
gSk’} forms a new orthonorm4 
the corresponding eigenvector is similarly deleted from 
In Cartesian space, {Sik’ 
basis of the subspace spanning the observed mappings: 
and its subset 
ment variance: 
e?_),} spans the space of the displace- 
The mean dk), expressed in the basis {gf’ gp’}, be- 
or, in the Cartesian space, is derived as follows: 
= (k) (k)]f(k) [el e, 
The mean f and variance A derived from the observations 
specify completely a Gaussian prior distribution for the un- 
known displacement field: 
where q = z - f, and u = Et. [el e,-& 
3.2 Likelihood Model 
The Bayesian view of u as a random field alters the obser- 
vation model accordingly, the likelihood is now formulated 
as the conditional probability  IS, IA I u) of observing the 
images given any particular value of the unknown mapping 
between them. 
3.3 Posterior Analysis 
Our prior beliefs about the unknown mapping are revised 
when observations are available From Bayes’s law, the con- 
ditional density 
P(U I IS, I A )  0: P(1SzIA I U ) P ( U )  
describes the posterior distributzon for u Bayesian analysis 
proceeds from the posterior and thus utilizes all the infor- 
mation that is available about the unknown mapping. 
To perform matching, point estimates of u are inferred 
by minimizing an expected loss with respect to the poste- 
rior distribution. In fact, solutions obtained with Broit’s 
elastic matching are estimates of the posterior mode and 
hence correspond to optimal actions under a zero-one loss 
function Another commonly cited point summary of the 
posterior is its mean, which optimizes the quadratic loss. 
The specification of the loss function is a formal aspect of 
Bayesian decision theory and requires consideration of the 
cost incurred for making a particular decision given some 
value of the unknown parameters. Some of the practical im- 
plications of computing Bayes actions for the zero-one and 
quadratic loss functions in brain image matching have been 
explored in 191. 
In Bayesian analysis, a solution can be further charac- 
terized by its reliability so as to reveal the influence of the 
prior on the solution as well as the uncertainty in the ob- 
servations. The calculation of the second order statistics is 
J 
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Sagittal Coronal Horizontal 
Figure 2: Anatomic variation in a group of 8 subjects, measured by warping each individual into alignment with a referential 
anatomy after an initial affine normalization was performed. The variability is depicted using three orthogonal sections through 
the reference space, where the intensity value at a point corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue of the 3-D displacement 
variance of that point from the reference to the subject population. 
1st Principal Mode 
2nd Pnncapal Mode 
Figure 3: Eigendecompositions of the observed mappings derived from normalizing a group of subjects with respect to a 
referential anatomy. The morphological variation captured by each principal mode is visualized by deforming the referenti 
anatomy using the mappings specified by the mode and its magnitude-scaled versions. 
made tractable in our implementation by considering only 
the covariance between the components of the estimated dis- 
placement vector at each point and by sampling a Gaussian 
approximation to the posterior at the soIution [lo] 
The existence of the covariance information admits an- 
other possibility a confidence region or Bayesian credible 
internal may be developed about an estimate. The result is 
an interval of possible displacement values for each point. 
In atlas-based localiiation, each structure can therefore as- 
sume a range of plausible shapes. An example is shown 
in figure 4, where we have additionally visualized the co- 
variance on which the credible interval is based. Note the 
underlying tissue interfaces in the covariance plot and the 
narrowing of the interval estimate along the edges of the 
subcortical structures that line the ventricles. 
4 Applications 
4.1 Atlas Matching 
From the outset our interest in image matching has been in 
its use to localize anatomy in cerebral scans of a subject by 
aligning an atlas with the Subject’s brain volume. Figure 5 
shows one such example. In this case, the atlas was based on 
the MRI scan of another individual, and its expert-defined 
anatomic labels were mapped to the subject’s MFLI image, 
using the transformation obtained by matching the two MRI 
scans. The volume dimensions were 112 x 96 x 88 for the 
highest spatial resolution at which matching was performed 
In comparison, only 14,794 nodes were needed in the corre- 
sponding finite element discretization to obtain the results 
shown 
4.2 
The capability of quantifying anatomic variations with re- 
spect to some reference space implies that these same m i -  
ations may be removed in the analysis of group data. In- 
deed, spatial normalization of this kind is prerequisite to 
most imaging studies of brain activation, in which the task 
or stimulus induced activity are presumed to be locahed 
to specific regions of the brain. The spatial resolution at 
which the brain structures can be aligned limits the highest 
resolution at which comparison can be made across a group 
Spatial Normalization for Functional Analysis 
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Atlas 
Atlas-based Localization Exvert Intervretation 
Figure 5 MRI-based atlas localization of neuroanatomy. Anatomic labels, superimposed in green in the figure, encoded 
in the atlas (top left) axe mapped to a subject’s MRI study (top right), using the transformation obtained by deforming 
the underlying MFU volume of the atlas to match the appearance of the subject’s MRI The resultant anatomic localization 
(bottom left), superimposed in green over the subject, is cornpaxed with an expert’s interpretation, shown in yellow, (bottom 
right) 
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Source Taroet 
Maximum Eigenvalue Minimum Eigenvalue 
Figure 4: Reliability and interval estimates about a MAP 
solution. Top row Source image was matched to the target; 
expert-defined contours of several subcortical structures on 
the source image were then transferred using the maximum 
a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the mapping. Middle row: 
90% confidence interval (right) about the MAP segmenta- 
tion (left); the contours outline the transformed structures of 
the source, while the expert-defined interpretation is shown 
as solid regions. Bottom row: Covariance of the estimated 
mapping. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the spatial normalizations, aver- 
aged over a subject group. For each alignment method, 
the normalized results for the entire group were averaged 
together Each row in the figure depicts a different sec- 
tion from the mean images. The hgh dimensional warps 
estimated by elastic matching produce a uniformly sharper 
mean image, reflecting a more accurate alignment of the 
tissue interfaces within the subject anatomies. 
of subjects to determine average functional responses or the 
variation of response in the population. The comparison, 
shown in figures 6-7 and detailed in [ll], of mean activa- 
tion as a function of the alignment method highlights the 
necessity of transformations that are very high in dimension 
so as to accommodate the complex anatomic variations that 
naturally exist among individuals, as exemplified in figure 2. 
5 Summary 
We examined the problem of image matching and its ap- 
plication to anatomic localization in images of the brain, 
introducing in the process an improved finite element im- 
plementation and more general Bayesian interpretation of 
elastic matching. 
In the finite element analysis of elastic matching, the 
solution is approximated by a combination of functions de- 
fined piecewise to fit the geometry of the problem domain. 
For anatomy, parsimonious model descriptions are therefore 
possible, which would substantially simplify the matching 
calculation 
We illustrated the role of elasticity in expressing our prior 
expectations about the nature of the anatomic variations 
among the subjects, and constructed a posterior model for 
elastic matching, from which estimates other than the MAP 
solution, including their reliability, can be derived. F'urther- 
more, a method was described by which Bayesian analysis 
can potentially address the empirical modeling of anatomic 
variation and its application to guide machine analyses of 
individual data sets. 
Finally, a word is required about the case when the local 
variations in anatomy are very large in magnitude. In this 
situation, plastic or even fluid characterizations of the h- 
ages may be advantageous, as large deformations are made 
more probable than in the elastic3heory [12]. On the other 
hand, their implementation requires extraordinary compu- 
tational resources because of the nonlinearity introduced 
through the kinematic variables and the constitutive rela- 
tions. A more fundamental difficulty with large displace- 
ments is that the likelihood of false matches increases. A 
standard approach is to solve the problem at different spa- 
tial scales, as in the multi-resolution version of elastic match- 
ing described in [13]: large scale displacements are first de- 
termined by matching the lower spatial frequencies in the 
images and these are then used to remove their confound- 
ing &e& in the alignment of the higher frequency content. 
When even the multi-resolution seaxch fails, additional ex- 
ternal knowledge must be introduced into the problem for- 
mulation. 
Homogeneous A@ne Elastic Matching 
Figure 7 Comparison of the effect of spatial normalization 
on the functional MRJ. activation images. Mean activation 
was higher in amplitude and qualitatively more spatially 
compact with the high dimensional elastic matching than 
with the conventional 9-parameter affine registration 
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Abstract 
Determanataon of transformataon functaons f o r  reg- 
astrataon of deformed amages as dascussed. Each compo- 
nent of a transformataon as vaewed as a surface, and by  
surface-fittang, transformataons are determaned. View- 
ang the components of a transformataon as surfaces en- 
ables detection of wrong homologous poants and makes 
it possible t o  estzmate the geometry of the scene. Based 
on the adeas presented an thas paper, a coarse-to-fine 
method as developed that can register images wath local 
geometrac differences, At the coarsest resolution, the 
images are aligned usang planes as the components of 
the transformataon. At mad resolutzons, surfaces with 
radaal basas functaons are used t o  register the amages, 
and at the haghest resohtaon, elastac surfaces are used 
t o  accommodate large local geometrac differences be- 
tween the amages. The results of the proposed regas- 
trataon on a variety of amages are presented. 
1 Introduction 
Image registration is the process of establishmg cor- 
respondence between all points in two image of the 
same scene. This process 1s required in many image 
analysis problems that involve multiple images of the 
same scene. When images of a scene obtained at differ- 
ent times are registered, it becomes possible to deter- 
mine changes in the scene between the times the images 
are obtained This process is called change detection 
When images from different sensors are combined, it 
becomes possible to fuse multimoddity images and re- 
duce image ambiguities. This process is called sensor 
fusion When images from different views of a scene 
are registered, it becomes possible to estimate the ge- 
ometry of the scene. This process is called depth per- 
ception 
To register two images, first a number of homologous 
points are determined in the images. Then, using the 
homologous points, a transformation function is deter- 
mined to establish correspondence between all points 
in the images, The most difficult step in image regis- 
tration is the determination of the initial homologous 
points. Difficulty arises when different sensors are used 
to obtain the images, when the images are not cap- 
tured from the same viewpoint of the scene, and when 
changes occur in the scene between the times the im- 
ages are obtained. If the images do not have intensity 
and/or geometric differences, they can be registered 
without much difficulty [3] Image registration, how- 
ever, is not of much value if the images do not have 
intensity and/or geometric differences. It is these dif- 
ferences that make change detection, sensor fusion, and 
depth perception possible. 
When the images have geometric and/or intensity 
differences, automatic determination of homologous 
points becomes difficult Therefore, often user inter- 
actions are allowed to either initialize the homologous 
points or evaluate obtained homologous points and 
eliminate the wrong ones. 
The second step in image registration is the determi- 
nation of a transformation function that will take the 
coordinates of a point in one image and produce the 
coordinates of its conjugate point in the other image 
If geometric difference between the images are known, 
then the right transformation functions for image reg- 
istration can be selected. For instance, satellite images 
of a relatively flat area can be registered with an affine 
transformation If the images have nonlinear geometric 
differences due to lens imperfection, and the character- 
istics of the lens are known, the images can be geo- 
metrically corrected before registration [7] , or the lens 
nonlinearity can be incorporated into the registration 
process. Most often, however, geometric differences be- 
tween the images are not known, and one has to select 
a transformation function that can adapt to local geo- 
metric differences between the images. When nonlinear 
geometric differences between images does not exist , 
the transformation function should not introduce non- 
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linear distortions to the resampled image; and when 
there is a geometric distortion in one area in an image, 
it should not propagate the distortion to other areas in 
the resampled image, Ideally, a transformation func- 
tion should be able to represent local as well as global 
geometric differences between the images. 
In this paper, our focus will be on the second step 
of image registration; that is, the determination of a 
transformation function that will resample one of the 
images to overlay with the other We will also discuss 
the use of properties of transformation functions in lo- 
cating and removing the wrong homologous points. 
We will call one of the images the reference and the 
other image the sensed. The reference image will be 
our base image and will be kept unchanged. The sensed 
image will be the one that will be resampled using the 
obtained transformation function to overlay with the 
reference image. Coordinates of points in the refer- 
ence image will be denoted by (2, y), and coordinates 
of points in the sensed image will be denoted by (X, Y). 
We will first show how a locally sensitive transforma- 
tion function can be determined from a number of ho- 
mologous points in the images. Then, we will show 
how the incorrect homologous points can be identified 
and how the geometry of the scene can be guessed us- 
ing an obtained transformation function. Next, we will 
describe a coarse-to-fine image registration approach 
that uses some of the ideas presented in the paper Fi- 
nally, we will present registration results on a variety 
of images. 
2 Locally Adaptive Transformation 
Functions 
Given a set of n homologous points in the images, 
((ti,yi),(Xi,Y;:) i = 1, ,n}, we would like to de- 
termine a transformation function f with components 
fx and fy that satisfies 
xi = f x ( t i ,  yi) (1) 
Y;: = fy(Zi,Yi), i = l ,  ,n (2) 
Once f z  and f y  axe determined, for each point (t, y) 
in the reference image, we can determine its conjugate 
point (X,Y)  in the sensed image, and the mtensity 
in the sensed image can be resampled and saved in 
the reference image (or in an image with the same ge- 
ometry as the reference image). For images with only 
translational (tx, ty), rotational (e), and scaling (s) dif- 
ferences, fi. and f y  can be written as 
4 
Y = s t s i n e + s y c o s B + t y  (4) 
For simplicity, equations (3) and (4) are often re- 
placed by an affine transformation- 
x =  a t + b y + c  (5) 
Y =  d t + e y + f  (6) 
These functions may be used to register images ob- 
tained from about the same viewpoint of a scene with 
the distance of the camera to the scene being much 
larger than variations in scene elevation. In such im- 
ages, if three or more homologous points are deter- 
mined, parameters a - f of the transformation can 
be determined and the images can be registered The 
&ne transformation, however, can be used only when 
parallel lines in the scene remain parallel in both im- 
ages. 
If the images are from a flat area but there is a large 
viewpoint difference between the cameras, a projective 
transformation should be used to register the images 
[15] A projective transformation is defined by 
Knowing the coordinates of at  least four homologous 
points in the images, we can determine parameters a - 
h The projective transformation requires that straight 
lines in the scene remain straight in both images. In 
other words, the scene should be flat and image dis- 
tortions due to lens nonlinearities should not exist. In 
practice, however, cameras are not ideal and scenes are 
often nonplanar In addition, lens nonlinearities and 
geometry of the scene may not be known To register 
such images, a transformation function that uses i -  
formation hidden in the homologous points is needed 
to properly model geometric differences between the 
images. 
To find geometric differences between two images, 
we will view image registration as a surface-fitting 
problem. If we rearrange the coordinates of the given 
n homologous points, ((ti, yi), (Xi, Y;:) a = 1, , n}, 
into two sets: 
{(zi,Pi,Xi) i =  1, , n l  (9) 
((ti, pi, E) i = 1, , n}, (10) 
we can then consider f z  and f y  as single-valued surfaces 
interpolating the 3-D point sets given in (9) and (lo), 
respectively From equations (5) and (6), we see that 
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if the images have only linear geometric differences, fz 
and fy will be planes Otherwise, they will be surfaces 
containing hills and valleys that correspond to local 
geometric differences between the images. We would 
like to determine surfaces that can accurately represent 
local geometric differences between images and would 
not introduce unnecessary distortions to the resampled 
image. Surface fitting is an area that has been studied 
considerably in Computer-Aided Geometric Design as 
well as in Approximation Theory Excellent reviews of 
existing techniques can be found in [5, 6, 111 
We have studied the use of surface splines [12], mul- 
tiquadrics [13], and sum of Gaussians E161 in represent- 
ing the components of transformation functions in im- 
age registration Surface splines are defined by 
n 
i=l 
where di is the distance of an arbitrary point (z,y) 
in the reference image to point (21, yi), The unknown 
parameters ao-a2 and Fo-F, are determined by apply- 
ing the coordinates of homologous points in the images 
into { f (xi, yi) = Zi a = 1, , n} and solving the ob- 
tained linear equations. When fx is to be determined 
Zi = Xi and when fy is to be determined Zi = x 
The parameters are also determined by satisfying the 
following boundary conditions: 
n 
n 
Multiquadrics are defined by 
Parameters {ai 2 = 1, , n} are determined by sub- 
stituting coordinates of homologous points in the im- 
ages into (16) and solving equations {f(zi, yi) = Zi 
a = 1, , n), where Zi = Xi when fx is determined 
and Zi = Yi when fy is determined. Parameter r de- 
fines the smoothness of an obtained surface and is typ- 
selection of parameter r using the density of interpo- 
lating pomts. 
ically between 0 and 1 Carlson and Foley [4] d‘ iscuss 
Sum of Gaussian surfaces are defined by 
n 
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where Gi(z, y) is a 2-D Gaussian centered at (xi, yi) 
Parameters {E i = 1, ,n} are determined by ap- 
plying the coordinates of homologous points in the 
images into (17) and solving { f (zi, yi) = Zi a = 
1, ,n}, where Zi = Xi when fx is determined and 
Zi = x when fy is determined Parameter u shows 
the smoothness of an obtained surface. Goshtasby and 
O’Neill [lo] have characterized the smoothnesses of an 
obtained surface as a function of parameter u 
Appropriate u can be chosen if some information 
about the images is known For instance, if it is known 
that the images to be registered do not have high local 
geometric differences, then u can be taken rather large 
But, if the images to be registered are stereo, which 
may contain sharp local geometric differences, a rather 
small n is needed Most often, however, such informa- 
tion is not available Therefore, u should be selected 
taking into consideration the density of the homologous 
points. If a large number of homologous points is given, 
distances between adjacent points decrease and sur- 
faces with relatively small smoothness parameters will 
be able to interpolate the points. However, if a smaller 
number of homologous points is given, since distances 
between adjacent points increase, a larger smoothness 
parameter is required to produce a smooth interpola- 
tion to the points. If a large number of homologous 
points is given and sharp local geometric differences 
exist between the images, when surfaces with large 
smoothness parameters are used, the interpolating sur- 
faces may produce unnecessary fluctuations. Our ex- 
perimental results show that if the average distance 
between adjacent points is D, parameter CT should be 
between 2 1 0  and 510 
Note that a surface ob t ined  by equation (ll), (16), 
or (17) smoothly interpolates a set of 3-D points- If a 
surface smoothly interpolates the points and does not 
produce fluctuations, it closely follows the points. This 
means that if there is a large geometric difference be- 
tween the images in a small area, the transformation 
will represent that difference well and will not propa- 
gate the deformation to other image areas Therefore, 
the local shape of the surface will closely reflect geo- 
metric differences between the images, 
The multiquadrics, surface splines, and the sum of 
Gaussians are interpolating surfaces and require that 
a system of equations be solved to determine them. If 
the number of homologous points is small (n 5 50), 
the equations may be solved to register the images 
However, if a large number of homologous points (n > 
50) is given, solution of a large number of equations is 
not practical, and a surface formulation that does not 
require solving a system of equations must be used 
If a large number of homologous points is given 
and/or the distances between adjacent points in the 
images vary considerably, approximating rather than 
interpolating surfaces should be used. When a large 
number of homologous points is given, we will use a 
rational Gaussian (RaG) surface [9] to represent each 
component of a transformation function. RaG surfaces 
are similar to the sum of Gaussian surfaces except that, 
instead of pure Gaussians, rational Gaussians are used 
so that at each point in a surface, the sum of basis 
functions becomes equal to 1.0. This property is called 
the convex-hull property. Since a RaG surface approx- 
imates a set of points, it does not produce unnecessary 
fluctuations; and because it provides the convex-hull 
property, even when distances between adjacent points 
vary considerably, an obtained surface will closely fol- 
low the points. This is in contrast to multiquadrics, 
surface splines, and the sum of Gaussians, where ar- 
eas that contain densely spaced points produce fluctu- 
ations in the surface, and areas where sparsely spaced 
points are available, the surface poorly interpolates the 
points 
A RaG surface is defined by 
n 
f(2, Y) = Zi9i($, d> 
i=O 
where gj(z,y) is the ith basis function of the surface 
defined by 
and Gi(z, y) is a 2-D Gaussian centered at (zi, yi) (see 
(18)) When the 2-component transformation is deter- 
mined, Zj = Xi, while when the y-component trans- 
formation is determined, Zi = Y;: Note that, be- 
cause of the way this surface is formulated, there is 
no need to solve a system of equations. A surface will 
be immediately obtained after substituting the coor- 
dinates of given points into the equation of the sur- 
face. The surface will not interpolate the points but 
will approximate them When the number of given 
points is large, this approximation will be sufficiently 
close to the points and will accurately register the im- 
ages. As parameter u is decreased, the surface will 
follow the points more closely In image registration, 
this means that the components of a transformation 
a 
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will more closely reflect local geometric differences be- 
tween the images, and they will not propagate a lo- 
cal deformation to  the areas in the resampled image. 
Note that a RaG surface also can be made to inter- 
polate a set of points just like multiquadrics, surface 
splines, and the sum of Gaussians by solving two sys- 
tems of linear equations. RaG surfaces are, however, 
computationally more intensive than the other three 
surface formulations, and the additional computations 
may not be justifiable when a small number of homol- 
ogous points is available. However, when a large num- 
ber of homologous points is given or when distances 
between adjacent points vary considerably in the im- 
ages, since solving large systems of equations becomes 
impractical and sometimes ill-conditioned, one should 
use approximating surfaces as opposed to interpolating 
surfaces to represent the components of the transfor- 
mation 
Viewing image registration as a surface fitting prob- 
lem has various advantages. It enables estimation of 
the geometry of the scene and provides the means to 
identify the wrong homologous points. 
3 Identifying Wrong Homologous 
Points 
Treating image registration as a surface-fitting prob- 
lem enables us to  guess the geometry of the scene and 
to detect the wrong homologous points. Suppose ho- 
mologous points in two images are as shown in Fig. 
1 The two components of the transformation func- 
tion obtained from surface splines are shown in Fig. 2. 
There seems to be a relatively large geometric differ- 
ence between the central portion of the images, while 
there is relatively little geometric differences between 
other areas in the images. This can be due to differ- 
ent factors. The elevation of the scene near the center 
of the images could be varying sharply In that case, 
from the surfaces in Fig. 2, we can guess the geometry 
of the scene. However, if it is known that the images 
are from about the same viewpoint of the scene, or 
if it is known that the scene is rather flat, then from 
Fig. 2 we can conclude that homologous points near 
the center of the images are wrong. Since nonlinear- 
ity in the y-component is more pronounced than in the 
2-component of the transformation, we can conclude 
that homologous points near the center of the images 
are shifted more along the y-axis than along the x-axis. 
If we remove point 7 from the two images, we will ob- 
tain the surfaces shown in Fig. 3, which are nearly 
planar 
High variations in a surface can be determined by 
discretizing the surface into a digital image (by sub- 
stituting the rows and columns of the reference image 
as the x’s and y’s into the equation of the surface and 
recording the surface values in an array) and exam- 
ining the array. The arrays obtained in this manner 
can be considered digital images and image processing 
techniques can be used to characterize them Figures 
4a and 4b show digital images corresponding to the 
surfaces shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively The 
heights of points in f x  and fy increase as x and y, 
respectively, increase. The angles of fs and fy with 
the x-axis and the y-axis are both equal to 45 degrees 
when the images do not have any geometric differences. 
Rotating f x  and fy by 45 degrees about y-axis and x- 
axis, respectively, we can make the surfaces horizontal 
Quantizing the surfaces in horizontal state, we will ob- 
tain the surfaces shown in Figs. 4c and 4d We can now 
use the peaks and valleys in these surfaces to character- 
ize geometric differences between the images, If after 
rotating the surfaces, we negate surface values that fall 
below the xy plane, we then need only to look for the 
peaks in the obtained images. Figs. 4c and 4d actually 
show images corresponding to the horizontal surfaces 
after values less than zero are being negated Intensi- 
ties of points in these images are proportional to the 
magnitudes of the surface values. 
If we locate locally peaks in images obtained in 
this manner, we can determine the wrong homologous 
points. By overlaying Fig la with Figs. 4c and 4d, we 
obtain images 4e and 4f, respectively. We observe that 
locally peak values of Figs. 4c and 4d fall on top of 
point 7 Both components of the transformation func- 
tion suggest that points labeled 7 in the images do not 
correspond to each other There are a couple of other 
smaller peaks in Fig. 4d, but they are much smaller 
and do not fall on top of any points, and, therefore, 
can be safely ignored These smaller peaks are artifi- 
cial peaks generated by the surface splines and are not 
a part of the given data. 
Some of the geometric differences between the im- 
ages could be due to camera distortions. To determine 
the camera distortions, we can obtain the image of a 
scene whose geometry is known and compare it with 
a synthetically generated image of the scene. For in- 
stance, a regular grid may be placed in front of the 
camera and the image of the grid may be obtained. 
Since the geometry of the grid is known, correspon- 
dence can be established between grid points in an ob- 
tained image and grid points in the ideal image. The 
surfaces interpolating the corresponding grid points in 
the obtained and ideal images can then be used to char- 
acterize the camera distortions. Since the distortions 
could vary with the focal length of the camera, several 
images should be obtained with different focal lengths 
of the camera. Then using distortions at known focal 
lengths, distorti an arbitrary focal length can be 
determined by interpolation [17]. 
If given images are from a 3-D scene, the scene struc- 
ture will influence the shapes of obtained surfaces. As- 
suming that camera distortions are locally negligible, 
we can separate image geometric differences due to 
scene structure and due to wrong homologous points. 
To achieve this, we will split the given set of homolo- 
gous points into two (even and odd) sets and use each 
set separately to obtain the transformation function. 
Since the two sets represent the same scene, if all ho- 
mologous points are correct, similar transformations 
will be obtained. If the transformations are not similar, 
by subtracting them we can locate the wrong homol- 
ogous points by locating areas where large differences 
exist. 
Figures 6a and 6b show a pair of terrain stereo im- 
ages from the CMU collection Homologous points de- 
termined by a corner detector are also shown The 
components of the transformation after being rotated 
to lie horizontal are shown in Figs. 6c and 6d These 
surfaces show disparities along x and y directions, re- 
spectively (In all images shown in this paper, x in- 
creases from top to bottom and y increases from left to 
right.) From Figs. 6c and 6d, a new image (Fig. 6e) is 
generated, showing disparities along both x and y di- 
rections. Elevation of a surface point in Fig 6e is equal 
to the square root of the sum of squares of correspond- 
ing surface elevations in Figs. 6c and 6d. We observe 
that this image has correctly predicted the geometry of 
the scene, except at an area in the lower right corner 
of the scene because of a wrong homologous points. 
The transformation functions obtained using the 
odd homologous points and even homologous points 
are shown in Figs. 7a,b and Figs. 7c,d, respectively 
Since these images are stereo, disparities along the x 
axis are much smaller than those along the y a s .  Dis- 
parities along the y axis describe the scene elevation 
Subtracting corresponding components of the transfor- 
mations, we obtain Figs. 7e and 7f, both showing a 
potential wrong homologous point in the lower right 
corner of the images. By combining Figs. 7e and 7f 
we obtain Fig. 7g, showing differences along both x 
and y directions. Image value at a point in Fig. 7g 
is equal to the square root of the sum of squares of 
values at the same point in Figs. 7e and 7f. By over- 
laying the points in the reference image (Fig. 6a) with 
Fig 7g, we obtain Fig 7h, which clearly identifies the 
wrong homologous point. In this manner, surface vari- 
ations from wrong homologous points can be separated 
from surface variations from scene structure and, thus, 
wrong homologous points can be identified even when 
i 
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images contain variations due to scene structure. 
4 Results 
Difficulties arise in image registration when the im- 
ages to be registered have intensity and/or geometric 
differences. To achieve a more successful registration, 
the intensity and geometric differences between the im- 
ages should be reduced, To reduce intensity differences 
between the images, we use image gradients or im- 
age edges rather than image intensities. Image edges 
are stable and often appear across modalities, For in- 
stance, the boundary between the land and water in 
satellite images is distinguishable in both thermal and 
visible images, and the boundary between the skin and 
air is visible across modalities in medical images. 
To reduce geometric differences between images, a 
coarse-to-fine strategy is adopted. At the coarsest level 
where the images have very little geometric differences, 
the registration is carried out using a linear transfor- 
mation Thls step will basically align the images. The 
result of registration at the coarsest resolution is then 
used to resample the sensed image to align with the ref- 
erence image at one level higher resolution By image 
resampling, the geometry of the sensed image is contin- 
uously kept close to that of the reference image. Since 
local geometric differences may exist between images at  
higher resolutions, a nonlinear transformation is used 
to register them. Again, the result of the registration 
at one resolution is used to resample the sensed image 
to overlay the reference image at one level higher res- 
olution. This process is repeated until highest resolu- 
tion images are registered Since at each resolution, the 
sensed image is resampled to have similar geometries as 
the reference image, geometric differences between the 
images will be kept small, facilitating the registration 
process. As the resolution of the images is increased, 
since geometric differences between the images become 
mostly local, the elasticity of the surfaces used to rep- 
resent the components of the transformation function 
is also increased to accommodate larger local geomet- 
ric differences between images A surface with a larger 
elasticity also ensures that a local deformation is not 
spread all over an image. 
Results of our coarse-to-fine image registration 
method on a variety of images are presented below 
First, we register images 6a and 6b. Overlaying these 
images, we obtain image 8a. Disparities between the 
images are most clearly observable near the roads. 
Since the given images are stereo, there is no need to 
align them. Therefore, the image alignment step is 
skipped. After removing the wrong homologous point 
found in Fig. 6e or Fig. 7h from the set of homologous 
points, the remaining homologous points are used to 
determine two surface splines that overlay the images. 
Resampling image 6b according to the obtained surface 
splines and overlaying with image 6a, we obtain image 
8b We see that most areas in the images register well 
However, there still remain some misalignments due 
to sharp changes in terrain elevations, Registration at 
the highest resolution will establish correspondence be- 
tween high-gradient pixels in the images and fit elastic 
(RaG) surfaces to the points. The surfaces are then 
used as the components of the transformation function 
to register the images (Fig. 8c). By combining the 
components of the transformation, we obtain dispari- 
ties along both 2: and y directions (Fig. 8d) Higher 
intensities in image 8d show larger disparities and thus 
correspond to higher elevations in the scene. 
Another pair of stereo images is shown in Figs. 
9a and 9b These images are from a recent Mars 
Pathfinder mission planned by NASA Figure 9c shows 
these images after being overlmd Again, the image 
alignment step is skipped because the images are al- 
ready aligned We move to the mid resolution to find 
two surface splines that can register the images. Re- 
sampling image 9b according to the obtained surface 
splines and overlaying the resampled image with im- 
age 9a, we obtam image 9d. Although large features 
in the images overlay, the registration is not accurate 
as witnessed by blurred edges obtained in image 9d 
After completing registration at the highest resolution, 
we obtain the result shown in Fig. 9e. Object bound- 
aries in this overlaid image are sharper, showing an 
accurate registration, The disparity map obtained as 
a result of this registration is shown in Fig. 9f, which 
reflects depths of points in the scene. 
Registration of shuttle images from NASA are 
shown in Fig. 10. Figures 10a-10d are four views of a 
coastline. Geometric differences between the images 
are mainly global because of the rather flat coastal 
line. There are some local geometric differences be- 
tween the image at areas away from the coastline Reg- 
istering images 10a and 10b according to our coarse-to- 
fine method, we obtain image 10e. Here the first step 
of the process, whch aligns the images, is very cru- 
cial After aligning the images, registration at higher 
resolutions becomes rather trivial because of the small 
geometric differences between the images. In all ex- 
amples demonstrated in this paper, registration was 
carried out at three resolutions: low resolution, mid 
resolution, and high resolution. Low resolution was the 
coarsest resolution and was obtained by replacing each 
block of 4 x 4 pixels with a single pixel by averaging in- 
tensities in the block and using that as the intensity of 
the corresponding pixel Mid resolution was obtamed 
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by replacing blocks of 2 x 2 pixels with a single pixel. 
High resolution was the finest resolution, correspond- 
ing to  the original images. Registration of image 10a 
with images 1Oc and 10d are shown in images 10f and 
log, respectively. Since images lob, lOc, and 10d are 
all resampled to  register with image loa, they can all 
be overlaid with image 10a to  obtain image 10h. Im- 
age 10h, therefore, shows regstration of all four images 
(loa-10d). 
Figures l l a  and l l b  are two cross sectional images 
of a human chest. Image l la  is a color image showing 
all chest anatomies very well, while image l l b  is an 
x-ray computed tomography (CT) image showing the 
bone structures well. These images are from the Visi- 
ble Human Data set provided by the National Library 
of Medicine. The CT image was obtamed when the 
cadaver was fresh (not frozen), while the color image 
was obtained after the cadaver was frozen It is antic- 
ipated that some local geometric differences will occur 
during the freezing process. The mid resolution and 
high resolution registration results are shown in Figs. 
l l c  and l l d ,  respectively Although both images show 
similar results, by a closer inspection we see that along 
region boundaries a sharper registration is obtain in 
image l l d  compared to image l l c  
The last example demonstrates registration of two 
brain magnetic resonance (MR) images of the same pa- 
tient taken a t  different times (Figs 5a and 5b) These 
images are provided by the Kettering Medical Center 
After aligning the images at the coarsest resolution, im- 
age 5c is obtained Although the skulls in the images 
align well, there is considerable misalignment between 
the brains. Most areas of the brains are similar in im- 
ages 5a and 5b and can be registered with a rigid-body 
transformation Near the tumor area, however, there 
is a considerable local deformation. We would need a 
technique that can register the left half of the brain 
with an approximately linear transformation and reg- 
ister the right half of the brain with a nonlinear trans- 
formation function Figure 5d shows the result of our 
registration, adapting well to  the different levels of ge- 
ometric differences between the images. In the overlaid 
image we can observe the tumor growth between the 
times the images were obtained. 
5 Conclusions 
Selection of the right transformation function is very 
crucial in image registration A transformation func- 
tion should be able t o  adapt well to local geometric dif- 
ferences between the images, and should not propagate 
a local deformation to  other areas in an image. Trans- 
formation functions contain information about the ho- 
mologous points, and the properties of the transfor- 
mation functions can be used to eliminate the wrong 
homologous points. In this paper, preliminary results 
of a coarse-to-fine algorithm to register images with 
local deformations were presented The results are en- 
couraging and we are now in the process of extending 
the technique into 3-D to register whole-body images. 
The originals of figures presented in this paper may 
be viewed by browsing: 
http://www.cs.wright .edu/people/faculty/agoshtas/irw97.html 
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Figure 2. z and y components of a transfor- 
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Figure 3. Nearly planar surfaces. 
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igure 6. Detecting wrong homologous 
points in images with local geometric differ- 
ences. 
Figure 4. Detecting wrong homologous 
~~~~~~~ 
Figure 5. Registering brain MR images. Figure 7. Separating geometric differences 
due to scene structure and wrong homolo- 
gous points. 
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Figure 8. Registering images 5a and 5b. 
Figure 10. Registering shuttle images. 
Figure 9. Registering a pair of stereo images. 
Figure 11. Registering CT and Visible human 
images. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we describe a framework for aligning images 
without using explecit feature correspondences. We show how 
certain geometrzc propertzes of image contours are related to 
the parameters of the geometric transformation between the 
images. For a given transformation model, we show how the 
transformation parameters can be recovered using simple sta- 
tistical distributions of these geometrzc properties. The use 
of these statistecal descriptzons eliminates the need for estab- 
Iashzng explicit feature correspondence. Further, the proposed 
method is robust to problems of occluszon, clutter and errors 
in low-level processing. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 
our method on various real tmages. 
1 Introduction 
Image alignment (variously known as registration, position- 
ing etc.) amounts to establishing a common frame of ref- 
erence for a set of images of a common scene. Alignment 
is an essential step for data fusion, change detection, pose 
recovery etc. and has been widely investigated in various 
contexts. A good survey of the exisiting literature is avail- 
able in [2]. Traditionally, the transformation required to 
achieve image alignment is computed using either feature 
a 
matching [4] which usually results in a set of equations that 
can be solved to obtain the transformation parameters, or 
a search strategy that optimises a meaningful criterion for 
achieving image alignment ([l], [5]) .  However both these 
approaches have their drawbacks. While feature matching 
methods can give very accurate solutions, obtaining correct 
matches of features is a hard problem, especially in the case 
of images acquired using different sensors or widely differ- 
ent viewing positions. On the other hand, search strategies 
are not always helpful since they are computationally very 
expensive and typically need good initial guesses to ensure 
convergence to the correct solution. 
We alleviate some of these problems in our approach to im- 
age alignment. WhiIe images may appear differently in dif- 
ferent sensors, the relative qualitative differences are t y p  
i cdy  preserved, ie. two regions with different properties 
would still look different. As a result, the boundaries be- 
tween them would be preserved. Therefore we use image 
discontinuities (ie. contours) for our approach and show 
how these contours are sufficient to determine the transfor- 
mation between the images. In the rest of this paper we as- 
sume that an image consists of a set of contours. In Section 2 
we develop our framework and show how simple geometric 
properties of points on contours in different images are re- 
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lated through the transformation between them. However 
since we do not want to establish explicit correspondence be- 
tween feature points, we use distributions of the geometric 
properties instead and show how the transformation param- 
eters can be recovered using these distributions. In Section 3 
we develop the solutions for specific transformation models 
and we present our results in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
discuss our method and some implementation issues. 
2 Geometric Framework 
We consider each image to have been obtained by applying 
a projection Ti on a scene Q which can be modelled as 
In other words, the images are views of scenes that have 
areas in common that have to be registered. Therefore, we 
can state our problem as follows I Given images I and f 
of Sl, compute the composite tmnsformation T = TI o T2-l 
such that T T2(Qi n Q 2 )  -.+ Ti(Q1 n Q 2 ) .  
To develop an intuitive understanding of our method, we 
consider the following simple example. Consider the con- 
tours shown in Fig. 1* The contour on the right k a rotated 
version of the one on the left. Let the rotation angle be 0. 
Now consider a given point (p) on the first contour image 
and its corresponding point on the second contour (@) (in- 
dicated by the circles). The slope angles of the tangents to 
Figure 1, The contour on the right is a rotated version of 
the one on the left. 
0.7 
Od 
points (p) and (@) are denoted by Y? and $ respectively. 
Figure 2: The plots on the top are the distributions of slope 
angles for the two contours. The plot on the bottom shows 
the circular cross-correlation of the distributions. The peak 
is the estimated angle of rotation in degrees- 
Therefore, we can observe that @ = Q + 0, Now this re- 
lationship holds for every corresponding point pair on the 
contours and the rotation angle can be easily recovered from 
such measurements on given point pairs. However we do not 
need to establish point correspondences to extract the rota- 
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tion angle. Instead, we note that since the above relation 
holds for every point pair, it also holds for the distribution 
of the measures on each image. In other words if we denote 
by P(.) the distribution of slope angles of a contour, we have 
the simple relationship, 
and hence given the two distributions of the slope angles 
in the two images, we can recover the rotation angle 0 in a 
simple fashion (This can be done by m i n h i s i i g  the norm 
lip(@) -P(@ +@Je)ll which is equivalent to maximisiig the 
cross-correlation between the two distributions. See Fig. 2). 
Note that the probability distributions can be computed in- 
dependently on each image without any need to establish 
feature correspondences. 
The above idea can be extended to other transformation 
parameters. For a transformation model T = ,an 
where { a1 , a’, , an 1 are n independent parameters, we can 
choose a reparametrisation of T such that T = T91,9z,.. 9n, 
where { g l  , g 2 ,  , g n }  are n independent functions of the 
original parameters {a1,az, ,an}’ Thereafter each of 
these new parameters can be estimated in a manner similar 
to that described above for the case of the rotation angle. 
These notions are formally developed below and the Mer-  
ent transformation models are described in Section 3. We 
consider a point p on curve C in image I1 and its correspond- 
ing point fi OR curve C on image I2. The local geometric 
properties measured at points p and 6 are called geomet- 
ric descriptors and are denoted as D and B respectively. 
Therefore 
- 
where g ( T )  is a function of the transformation T 
We denote a function gi(T) to be “observable”, if its value 
can be recovered from the descriptor pair’ Thus for an n 
parameter transformation model, we can recover the trans- 
formation given n independent descriptors that make the 
parameters observable. 
Given a descriptor D, we can easily determine its probabil- 
ity distribution P ( D )  in an image by computing its value 
on every point along the contours and computing the distri- 
bution of the computed values. We denote the probability 
functions thus obtained from images I and f as P(D) and 
P ( b )  respectively. We can now describe the estimator for 
gi (T)  given. the pdf’s as follows: 
Theorem 1 Given an image pair I and I ,  and descrzptors 
D(p )  and fi($lg(T)), the Mazimum Likelihood Estimator 
(MLE) forg(T)  is 
where P and P are the observed probability measures of D 
and .b respectively and 11 1 1 ,  zs the Ln norm for some 
n > 0 .  The probability distribution function (pdf) of the 
obseruatton nozse is assumed to be monotonically decreasrng 
with a mode at zero. 
For convenience, we shall henceforth denote g(T) by g .  
Proof : 
’For example, under a Euclidean transformation, the new param- 
eters could be the rotation angle, translations in x and y directions. 
‘In the case of rotation$ = rk and B = 4 Hence gi(T) = e is 
observable, since its value can be obtained from those of D and D 
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We denote the true probability distributions of D and fi as 
P and 9 respectively. The observed probability distribution 
of D is P and that of 
By the triangle inequality and Eqn. (2), we know that: 
is modeled as - I I  P9 - p 11 L II P9 - p II + I1 Af II (3) 
P(d) = P+N, Therefore, 
where Nis an independent, stationary random noise process min 11 Pg - P 115 min max 11 +g - P 11 (4) 
9 g { P , m  
with a pdf that is monotonically decreasing with a mode at 
N = o .  
Now we know that for every possible &tribution pair 
{ P P } the relationship P(D) = p(filg) holds. 
In the following we denote the conditional probability mea- 
Since the right hand side of equation (4) is equal to 
11 $9 - p I1 + 11 Af 11, by the assumption of independence of 
noise, we have 
min 11 Pg - P /I= rn: 11 Pg - P 11 (5 )  sures @(big) and P ( f i { g )  as Pg and Pg respectively. 9 
Therefore, using the observation model for estimating g 
Hence the Maximum Likelihood Estimator for the parame- 
ter g is given by Eqn. (1) 
Pg=Pg+N (2) 
the MLE is defined as 
3 Transformation models 
In the following subsections, we examine specific transfor- 
mation models and show how we can estimate the relevant 
parameters. We s h d  denote the points in the first image by 
where IJ? denotes the probability of the observations P3 In 
other words, we maximise the probability of jointly observ- 
ing the two probability distributions P and P on the images 
P = (2, YIT  and those in the second image bY 
"J?he transformation model &opted is 
= (57 elT 
I and r' respectively. f j =  Tp t (6) 
For the given observation model, we get : 
where t = (tZ,t,)T denotes the 2-D translation vector and 
the matrix T denotes a 2 x 2 invertible matrix. Henceforth 
we shall refer to matrix T as the transformation matrix. 
rnax ~(Plp, g) = max IP(P - Pig) 
9 9 
From the noise model we observe that: 
3.1 Euclidean 
arg max IP(P - Pig) = arg y 11 Pg - P 11 The Euclidean transformation is parametrised by three pa- 
rameters, the rotation angle 8 and the two translation pa- 
9 
'Note that P and 6 are the observations we extract from the 
images. 
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rameters t ,  and t,. Here we have 3.3 Affine 
@ = ( coso s in@) 
(7) P f t  
-sin@ coso 
To compute rotation we choose the descriptors D(p) and 
&@) to be the slope angles of points on the curves in the 
two images. For the example shown in Fig. 1, the rotation 
value can be computed using the MLE defined above. Hav- 
ing compensated for the rotation between the images, we 
can compute the x-direction translation t ,  between the two 
images using D(p) = z(p) and d(@) = z(@), where z(p) is 
the x-coordinate of point p. The y-component of translation 
can also be computed in a similar fashion. 
3.2 Similarity 
To compute the similarity transformation, we need to com- 
pute an additional scale parameter s. Recalling that the 
radius of curvature (R) of a point is directly proportional to 
the scaling parameter, we have R(p) = sR(@). From this 
we can deduce that D(p) = ln(R(p)) and d(g) = ln(R(@)). 
Hence we have the simple additive relationship 
In the more general case, we have an affine transformation 
between two images which can be described by the equation 
@ =  f u  6\ P 3 - t  
where the transformation matrix T is a non-singular 2 x 2 
matrix. In this case, we need to compute four independent 
parameters of the transformation matrix T, which can be 
accomplished in the following manner. 
To compute the determinant of the transformation (IT!), we 
define the matrices P and d as follows: 
If the curves are parametrised according to their arc-length 
representations (See [3]), then we denote s and s" as the 
arc-length indices of the curves C and d' respectively. We 
define the 2 x 2 matrices P and d as P = E(s),ji(s)] and 
= E(.'), $(.')I for point pairs (p, e), where the dots denote 
derivatives with respect to the arc-length parametrisation 
(s) of the curve. 
From the definition of the transformation, we get 
Also since the radius of curvature is independent of the slope 
angle , we can compute the scaling and rotation parameters 
independently 
Therefore we use D(p) = In ]E, 611 and d(@) =ln 1$,5]l to 
compute the determinant of the transformation T It is im- 
portant to observe that unlike in the case of invariants, we do 
not actually need to compute an "arc-length" reparametri- 
sation of the curve that is invariant to the transformation. 
It suffices to compute the descriptors for a sufficiently dense 
number of points on the curves. This can be achieved by us- 
ing local fitting of curves (See [3] for example). Thereafter, 
we need three more independent equations to solve for the 
a 
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transformation. 
We can derive the simple relationship 
By a simple reparametrisation of the parameters (a, b) = 
dw(s in (q5 ) , cos ($ ) )  in the above equation, we get 
" 
7 =  f sin(4)E + COS(q5)i 
f sin(4) i  + cos(q5)+ (9) 
from which we can solve for the ratio (t) using the left- 
hand side of Eqn (9) for D(p) and the right-hand side for 
&, dT)). 
By similar analysis, we can recover the ratio ( 5 )  using the 
relationship for Finally, since we now know the ratios 
(2) and (I), we can observe that 
from which the ratio (i) can be computed by taking the log- 
arithm on both sides of the above equation. It may be noted 
that the reparametrisation of (a, b) and (c, d )  results in a fi- 
nite range of possible estimate values of the new parameters 
(ie, range of q5 is E-*, TI). The translational component can 
be recovered in a manner identical to those in the previous 
cases. 
4 Results 
In this section we present the results obtained by applying 
our method to a variety of images. The same technique is 
used for all the examples. First, a set of salient contours are 
extracted from the images by applying a Canny-like edge 
detector followed by a contour extractor. In general, the 
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Figure 3: Mosaic created out of a video sequence. 
contours would be fragmented due to the presence of noise 
in the images. Contours fragments that are small (less than 
20 pixels in length) are discarded. The relevant geometric 
properties are then computed for points OB the contours and 
the probability distributions estimated Finally the trans- 
formation parameters are estimated as described in the pre- 
vious sections. 
In Fig. 3, we show a mosaic constructed by aligning images 
from a video sequence in a common frame of reference using 
a Euclidean model, 
Fig. 4 shows the alignment of aerial images of the Mojave 
desert obtained from a balloon flying over the area. The 
alignment achieved is accurate as is evident from the align- 
ment of the image features like the roads, rock outcrops etc. 
In Fig. 5 we show the results for aligning a pair of images 
from the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM). The images are 
from different bands of the electro-magnetic spectrum and 
therefore have different radiometric properties. The images 
are correctly aligned as can be observed from the continu- 
ity of the coastline and the alignment of features that run 
across the two images. Fig. 6 shows the results obtained for 
another pair of Landsat T M  images. 
One of the underlying assumptions for our method is that 
Figure 4: Alignment of a set of aerial images 
the scenes being imaged are the same, ie. the contours in 
the two images arise from the same area and hence the met- 
nc minimised would result in the correct estimate for the 
transformation parameter. However, in the case where the 
overlapping areas of the image are small (ie. say 30 % or 
less), this assumption cannot be true anymore and hence 
the parameter estimates may not be correct. However by 
applying the estimated transformation to the images, we 
can increase the percentage of the overlap and hence better 
approximate the assumptions of a common scene. We have 
found that by extracting the overlapping areas after apply- 
ing this initial estimate and recomputing the transformation 
using these areas we can get the correct transformation es- 
timate. We illustrate this in the example in Fig. 7 The two 
images on the left were extracted from a larger image. The 
images are of size 300x300 and the relative translation be- 
tween the images is 150 pixels in both the x and y directions 
(overlap is 25%). The initial estimate for the translation was 
(151,124) pixels. The estimated translation was applied to 
the images and the overlapping areas of the two images were 
extracted (The common area is now about 80%). Hence the 
new images are a better approhation to the underlying 
assumption of a common scene. 
The required transformation is recomputed and the new 
estimate is found to be correct, ie (150,150) pixels to within 
subpixel accuracy. The registered images are shown in the 
right half of Fig. 7 We have found that in cases with little 
overlap, correct registration can be achieved by applying one 
or two iterations of the above method. 
Finally, as an illustration of our algorithm for affine trans- 
formation estimation, we show the registration achieved for 
two MRI images of different modalities. (Fig.8) The image 
on the left in Fig. 8 is a proton density MRI image and the 
next one is the corresponding T2 weighted image that has 
been subjected to an arbitrary affine transformation. The 
image on the right shows the alignment of one contour from 
the different modalities. It may be noted that the correct 
alignment is achieved inspite of the Merence in the pho- 
tometric properties of the images. The alignment can be 
further refined if neccessary using any of the standard en- 
ergy minimisation techniques. 
All the above examples illustrate the ability of our algorithm 
in achieving the correct alignment for a variety of possible 
scenarios. 
5 Discussion 
An advantage of our method is the fact that we use the same 
method for computing the alignment for all cases. This is 
possible since we use the same distributional framework of 
local geometric properties to estimate the transformation 
parameters. As a result, the method works just as well for 
images with a large transformation between them as with 
images with small transformations. This is not always the 
case with energy minimisation methods which typically re- 
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Figure 5: Alignment of LANDSAT TM images from different bands. 
Figure 6: Alignment of two LANDSAT TM images 
quire the solution to be started fairly close to the true so- 
lution to avoid being trapped in local minima. Also any 
explicit need for domain dependent knowledge is avoided 
since the image primitives we use are contours that are usu- 
ally extractable using standard edge-detection techniques. 
The use of a distributional method has other significant 
advantages too. hagmentation of contours is easily handled 
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since the local geometric properties can still be computed 
on the fragments without any significant loss of information. 
This is possible since if we have a contour, say, of length 
200 pixels, fragmented into many segments that add up to 
say 180 pixels in total length, then we still have 180 points 
on which we can compute the geometric properties. The 
probability distribution that we estimate is not significantly 
changed. Therefore, we can observe a graceful degradation 
of the method with increasing loss of information due to 
occlusion or fragmentation. Such robustness would not 
be possible with the use of traditional global techniques 
like moments unless special care is taken to handle the 
change in shape due to occlusion or fragmentation. It is 
easy to note that the results of a moment-based method 
would be perturbed significantly due to small amounts of 
fragmentation of contours, while our method would still 
give the correct estimates. 
Figure 7. The images at the top have 25% overlap. The 
correctly registered images are shown in the lower half of 
the image. 
In most voting based schemes, there is a combinatorial 
explosion of possible solutions that need to be checked as 
we increase the dimensionality of the search space or more 
significantly, as the number of observations are increased. 
This is so since most voting schemes, use all possible com- 
binations of “hypothesised” feature matches to populate 
the space of possible solutions and then searches for a 
maxima in this space. In our case, we have two advantages 
in this regard. Firstly, all computations are carried out 
independently on each image and its only in the final stage 
that the two distributions are compared. Secondly, each 
stage of parameter estimation is one-dimensional since we 
parametrise each transformation into a set of independently 
estimated parameters. As a result, for a given number 
of contour points and for a given desired accuracy of 
estimation, the computational load is fixed. 
While we have a simple theoretical framework for solving 
the problem of alignment, certain practical issues of imple- 
mentation exist. As discussed in Section 4, our method is 
based oaZhe underlying assumption that the images are 
views of the same scene. However in any practical scenario 
(except possibly video sequences), the amount of overlap 
between images twbe aligned can vary a lot and can be 
small. As described earlier, we handle this problem by 
estimating the parameters, applying the estimated transfor- 
mation to the images and recomputing the transformation 
by windowing the data. We have found that this issue is 
not a problem since we are able to converge to the true 
solution in at most two iterations of our method. Also 
while in most cases the MLE is unique, there are situations 
where there are multiple possible solutions. For example, in 
the case of urban aerial images, for the rotation angle there 
are typically two peaks that are separated by 90 degrees. 
This is due to the presence of contours that are oriented 
at 90 degrees to each other (since buildings are typically 
rectangular). Multiple peaks may also arise due to the 
presence of significant amounts of clutter in the images that 
corrupt the estimated probability distributions. However 
the number of such possible solutions is small (typically 
two or three instead of one) and it is easy to disambiguate 
between them by applying a measure of quality that is 
independent of the parameter being estimated. 
As demonstrated by our examples, the theoretical frame- 
work we have developed works well for many real-life ex- 
amples. While the existence of clutter, occlusion or the 
fragmentation of image contours does violate the underly- 
ing assumptions, our method is robust enough to be able 
to easily handle these problems. However it would be ad- 
vantageous to modify the metric that we minimke so as to 
take into account knowledge about the scene. If we can 
determine which parts of the image contain areas that are 
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Figure 8: MRI image registration : The image on the left is a proton density image, the one in the middle is T2 weighted 
and the image on the right shows the registration of a single contour of the two modalities 
visible in both images, which parts are occluded etc. then 
we should modify the metric to exploit this information to 
make our method further robust. Ideally, the distributions 
should be that of only the overlapping areas that are visible 
in both images without occlusion, ie. the descriptors should 
be “maximally common” One limitation of our framework 
is that the scene is assumed to be planar which may not be 
the case for certain scenarios. In such cases our method may 
not be applicable to achieve some initial estimate of the true 
projective transformation required to align such images. 
6 Conclusion 
We have described a framework for image alignment that 
does not use explicit feature correspondences. We have 
demonstrated the effectiveness and explained the advantages 
of using a distributional framework for computation of the 
parameters required for image alignment. This framework 
is robust and is more general than most existing methods. 
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Abstract 
A time efficient algorithm for image registration between 
two images that differ in translation is discussed. The 
algorithm is based on coarse-fine strategy using wavelet 
decomposition of both the images. The wavelet decomposition 
serves two different purposes: (i) its high frequency 
components are used to detect feature points (comer points 
here) and (ii) it provides coarse-to-fme structure for making the 
algorithm time efficient. The algorithm is based on detecting 
the comer points from one of the images called reference image 
and computing corresponding points from the other image 
called test image by using local correlations using 7x7 
windows centered around the comer points. The corresponding 
points are detected at the lowest decomposition level in a 
search area of about 1 1x1 1 (depending on the translation) and 
potential points of correspondence are projected onto higher 
levels. In the subsequent levels the local correlations are 
computed in a search area of no more than 3x3 for refinement 
of the correspondence. 
Introduction 
Image registration is an important task in spatial and 
temporal analysis, data fusion, medical diagnosis. Image 
registration involves computing a linear spatial transform of 
corresponding pixels for a given image pair that differ in 
translation, rotation and scale. Various image registration 
techniques are surveyed in [I]; these techniques are broadly 
classified into: correlation and sequential methods which are 
based on statistical properties of images, Fourier methods that 
use the properties of the Fourier transform, point mapping 
method based on feature detection and elastic model-based 
matching which utilize the characteristics of elastic models. 
Our work is based on the point mapping method, whch 
involves the identification of distinct non-changing feature 
points in a reference image; for these points in the reference 
image the corresponding points in the test image are computed, 
and fmally a linear transformation is computed from these 
correspondencies. Feature extraction is one of the critical 
components of image registration, because the success of the 
point mapping approach depends greatly on accurately 
identifying the feature points. The number of feature points 
obtained is also an important issue because it presents a trade- 
off between the accuracy and efficiency Feature points in the 
context of image registration are the ones that correspond to 
localized object characteristics such as comers, or vertices in 
the case of geometrical objects, vertices of the island 
boundaries in the case of remotely sensed images. fypicdly 
comers are considered to be feature points. 
We use wavelet decomposition for comer detection that 
is time efficient as well as noise immune. The wavelet 
decomposition of image data is a very effective tool in many 
image processing techniques such as image compression, 
edge and comer detection, object recognition, image 
registration to name a few. However, very little work is 
available in the literature, on how one can use the wavelet 
decomposition for feature detection that can be an important 
step in image registration. In [2], features are modeled and 
an image dictionary is used to store some basic features of an 
image, and feature detection is performed by matching against 
the components of the image dictionary Yet another 
treatment of feature detection for matching pursuits can be 
found in [3]. In this paper we propose a computationally 
feasible, noise insensitive algorithm for comer detection using 
the wavelet decomposition method. We then describe a 
coarse to fine computational structure for computing 
corresponding pixels to all comer points from the reference 
image. 
Multiresolution wavelet decomposition 
The multiresolution approach of wavelet decomposition 
[4], involves the decomposition of a given image into four 
images named LL(Low-Low), LH(Low-High), HL(High- 
Low) and HH(High-High). The four images are obtained in 
the following manner: LL is obtained by convolving the row 
elements of the original image by a low pass filter, decimating 
by two; convolving the column elements of the obtained 
image, and decimating by two. LH is obtained by a similar 
procedure; a low pass filter and a high pass filter are used for 
convolution with the row elements and column elements 
respectively The other images are obtained in a similar 
manner. The complete process of one level wavelet 
decomposition is illustrated in Figure 1 The LL component is 
one-fourth the size of the original image and the rest of the 
components LH, HL and HH also one-fourth the size of the 
original image, enhance the horizontal, vertical edges and 
comers respectively The LL component is further 
decomposed into four compoents. Thus a given image can be 
recursively decomposed into LL, LH, HL and HH obtaining a 
multiresolution representation of the image also known as the 
pyramidal representation. 
* Department of Computer Science, Bowie State University, Bowie, MD 20715, email manohar@cs.bowiestate.edu 
** USRAKESDIS; NASA/ GSFC- Code 930.5, Greenbelt, MD 20771, email: lemoigne@nibbles.gsfc.nasa.gov 
ml Convolving with Low Pass Filter 
mi Convolving with High Pass Filter .
Decimating by 2 
Fig, 1 One Level Wavelet Decomposition 
Algorithm 
The multiresolution approach of wavelet decomposition 
[4], involves the recursive decomposition of a given image 
into four quadrants: LL(Low-Low), LH(Low-High), 
HL(High-Low) and HH(High-High). Since HL and LH 
decomposition are sensitive to horizontal and vertical edge 
features, they can be used to make inferences about the comer 
points in the image data. We use comer metric on HH, LH, 
and HL decomposition by using a simple 3x3 operators. 
Depending on the response of these operators on HH, LH and 
HH, we determine if the given point is a comer or not. 
The two images to be spatially registered are wavelet 
decomposed to kth level. Comer points are detected from the 
reference image at kth level using its kth level HH, LH, HL 
components. Strong comer points are used to eliminate other 
weak comers within a window of 11x1 1 to make sure that too 
many comer points are not detected. For every comer point 
detected from reference image a window (typically 11x11 
pixels) is selected centered around the comer point from LL 
component. This window is used to compute the 
corresponding point from the test image by spatial 
correlations on the HH component of test image. The comer 
points from reference image and corresponding points from 
test image are projected to the next higher level of wavelet 
pyramid. The comer points and corresponding points are 
refined in 3x3 windows. This is continued to full resolution 
of the image. 
Results 
The algorithm is demonstrated using a pair of images of 
synthetic images of hammer (Figures 2 and 4). Comer points 
detected from the reference image are shown in Figure 3 at 
original resolution. The test image (Figure 4) is generated by 
translating the reference image by a certain value in X- and 
Y- directions. The translation parameters are then found by 
running the algorithm on these images. The results are given 
in Table 1 at the 3d level of decomposition. The comer 
points of the reference image and corresponding points from 
the test image are projected on the next higher level and 
accurate comer points and corresponding points are computed 
by searching in 3x3 window. Projection, fine comer locations 
and corresponding points are performed recursively up to the 
original resolution. The results of the corner points and 
corresponding matching point locations from the test image 
are shown in Table 2 at the original resolution. Note that 
translation of the comer points is consistently (32, 32). 
Experiments are conducted by changing the translation 
parameters from (8,s) to (S0,SO). 
This algorithm is also tested on a pair of AVHRR 
(Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) data. The 
results from these experiments are not available and will be 
reported in future publications. Currently, the program is 
designed for images that differ only in translations along X- 
and Y- directions. 
Table 1 X, Y are the coordinates of the comer points from 
the k(= 4)th decomposition of reference image; X', Y' are 
corresponding points of the test image. AX, AY are the X- 
translation and Y-translation respectively. The comer given 
in the table are typical points out of 30 points detected. 
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23 1 
3 65 
213 
269 
33 1 
241 
335 
295 
- 
32 
32 
31 
32 
31 
31 
31 
31 
P 
Table 2: 
original resolution. 
Comer points and corresponding points at the 
ner 
image shown in Figure 2. Comer points appear as 
bright points in the image. Notice in the upper 
right corner of the image only one of the two 
visible comers is retained by algorithm. 
Figure 4: Translated image of Hammer 
Figure 2: Hammer image 
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Efficient Algorithms for Robust Feature Matching 
David M. Mount* Nathan S. Netanyahut Jacqueline Le MoigneS 
Abstract 
One of the basic building blocks in any point-based reg- 
istration scheme involves matching feature points that are 
extracted from the sensed image to their counterparts in 
the reference image. This leads to the fundamental prob- 
lem of point matching: given two sets of points, find the 
affine transformation that transforms one point set so that 
its distance from the other point set is minimized Because 
of measurement errors and the presence of outlying data 
points, it is important that the distance measure between 
two point sets be robust to these effects. We measure dis- 
tances using the generalized Hausdorff distance. 
Point matching can be a computationally intensive task, 
and there have been a number of algorithms and approaches 
proposed for solving this problem both theoretical and ap- 
plied. We present two approaches to the point matching 
problem, in an attempt to reduce the computational com- 
plexity of the problem, while still providing guarantees on 
the quality of the final match. Our first method is an ap- 
proximation algorithm, which is loosely based on a branch- 
and-bound approach due to Huttenlocher and Rucklidge 
[HR92, HR931. We show that by varying the approxima- 
tion error bounds, it is possible to achieve a tradeoff be- 
tween then quality of the match and the running time of 
the algorithm. Our second method involves a Monte Carlo 
method for accelerating the search process used in the first 
algorithm With high probability this method succeeds in 
finding an approximately optimal match We establish the 
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efficiency of our approachs empirically. 
1 Introduction 
There are two main approaches for image registration. One 
approach makes direct use of the original data (or edge gra- 
dient data) and the other is based on feature matching. 
Features could be control points, corners, line segments, 
etc. They are assumed to be available through any num- 
ber of standard feature extraction algorithms. The former 
approach, which is based on a correlation measure between 
the two images, could prove to be computationally expen- 
sive and sensitive to noise unless substantial preprocessing 
is employed (See, e.g., Brown’s survey paper [Bro92] for 
an elaborate discussion.) The latter approach, on the other 
hand, tends to yield more accurate results, as features are 
usually more reliable than intensity or radiometric values. 
We note, though, that the matching process may run into 
difficulties if feature extraction yields a significant number 
of missing or spurious points. 
Feature-based methods can also be computationally ex- 
pensive. The reader is referred to [TJ89], for a partial re- 
view on the computational complexity of point matching 
methods. In an attempt to arrive at a sound registration 
scheme that is both accurate and fast, we consider the prob- 
lem of point matching, as part of a robust feature-based 
matching module. We believe that the availability of such a 
generic module will prove useful for a versatile image regis- 
tration toolbox (currently under development by a team of 
researchers at NASA/GSFC [XMT+97]), and will enhance 
its overall functional capabiity The goal of this paper is 
to explore algorithmic methods for solving the robust point 
matching problem. 
The algorithms presented in this paper can be broadly 
classified according to the following four components, pro- 
posed by Brown [Bro92] to classify any image registration 
method 
Feature space: The domain in which information for match- 
ing is extracted are control points that were extracted 
in the image domain - 
Search space: The class of transformations that establish 
the correspondence between the sensed image and the 
reference data, are 2-dimensional affine transforma- 
tions, allowing translation, rotation, scaling along each 
axis, and shearing. 
Search strategy: The search for the optimal transforma- 
tion is based on a branch-and-bound search of trans- 
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formation space. 
Similarity metric: The figure of merit assigned to a match 
that is determined by a specific transformation is based 
on the generalized (directional) Hausdorff distance (de- 
scribed below in detail). This is a robust measure, in 
the sense that a fixed fraction of data may be spurious 
or missing without biasing the results. 
The point matching problem can be defined abstractly 
as follows. We are given two points sets A and B lying in 
(conceptually at least) two different spaces. We are given a 
space IT of dowable transformations mapping one space to 
the other, We are also given some measure of the distance 
between any two point sets, The problem is to find the 
transformation t E 7 that minimizes the distance between 
t (A)  and B. 
Because of measurement errors, obscuration, and missing 
or spurious data it is important that the distance between 
two point sets be measured in a manner that is robust to 
these effects. For example, minimizing the sum of squared 
distances between each point of t (A)  and its nearest neigh- 
bor in B may produce erroneous results if there are points 
of A which do not match any point of B For this reason 
we consider a well-known robust distance function, the gen- 
emlazed Hausdorfl distance [HR92, HR93, HKR931. G wen a 
parameter k, 1 5 k 5 ]A[ ,  define the generalized (directed) 
Hausdorff distance from A to B to be 
where Kth returns the kth smallest element of the set, and 
where dist(a,L) is the Euclidean distance from point a to 
b. (Readers familiar with the work of Huttenlocher et al, 
should take note that we reverse the roles of A and B.) The 
parameter k is based upon a prrorz knowledge of the number 
of points of A that are expected to find a close match in B 
under the optimum transformation These points are called 
inliers. Observe that the definition is asymetric, When 
matching, it is possible to consider the directed distances 
both from A to B and from B to A Although we have not 
considered this, it would be a straightforward extension to 
our algorithms. 
It is often more natural to express 5 in terms of a quan- 
tile. For 0 < q 5 1, define H,(A,B) to be Hk(A, B) where 
k = LqIAIJ, The Hausdorff ddance is robust to outliers, 
since as long as the fraction of inliers in A is at least q 2 0.5, 
then the distance cannot be affected adversely by the out- 
liers, no matter where they are placed. To use the terminol- 
ogy of robust statistics, this estimator has a 50% breakdown 
point [DH83, RL871. 
There have been a large number of approaches for solv- 
ing the point matching problem, arising from the fields of 
computer vision and pattern recognition, as well as from 
computational geometry. Most of the formulations of the 
point matching problem from computational geometry are 
not suitable for use in noisy, cluttered images either because 
they require exact matches [dRL95], or because they assume 
that there are no outliers. The latter may occur because the 
similarity measure requires either that the point sets have 
equal cardinality [AMWW88] or by using the (standard) 
HausdorfT measure, so that every point of A must have a 
nearby matching point in B [AAR94, CGH+97]. Even un- 
der these relatively restrictive assumptions, the computa- 
tional complexity can be quite high. For example, the best 
known algorithm for determining the translation and rota- 
tion that minimizes the HausdorfT distance between sets of 
d 
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sizes m and n is O(m3n2 log2 mn) [AAR94, CGH+97]. This 
complexity may be unacceptably high for applications ih- 
volving hundreds to thousands of points. In an attempt 
to circumvent this complexity, some researchers have con- 
sidered Monte Carlo algorithms, which may generally fail 
to find the optimum match, but the probability of failure 
can be made arbitrarily small An example is the method 
based on geometric hashing proposed by Irani and Raghavan 
[IR96]. (For a more complete discussion, see [MNMg'i'].) 
Numerous point matching algorithms have been also prm 
posed and applied by researchers in the fields of computer 
vision and pattern recognition. These range from relaxation- 
based methods (e+, [RR80, TJ891) to cluster detection in 
transformation space (by computing point-to-point corre- 
spondences) [SKB82, GS85, GSP86], to hierarchical decom- 
position of transformation space coupled with the applica- 
tion of a robust similarity measure [HR93, HKR93, OH97, 
HV971. Most of the techniques presented in these papers 
are computationally intensive (in a worst case theoretical 
sense), or could take a long time to run, in practice. 
In this paper, we propose two methods to ameliorate 
the high complexity of solving the point matching problem, 
while still guaranteeing the accuracy of the resulting match. 
One way to reduce the complexity is to provide the user 
of the algorithm a tradeoff between the algorithm's running 
time and performance guarantees on the final match. To this 
end we present an approximation algorithm for the point 
matching problem. The algorithm is quite flexible in that 
it can be applied to many natural subsets of affine trans 
formations (including translations, rigid motions, homoth- 
etic (angle preserving) transformations, and general affine 
transformations), When a przorr information is present on 
the bounds of the possible range of transformations, these 
can be incorporated into the model We also allow the user 
to adjust a set of parameters controlling the allowed rela- 
tive, absolute, and quantile errors made by the algorithm. 
This flexibiiity makes it possible for the user to dramati- 
cally decrease the running time of the algorithm, often with 
a relatively small effective error in the final match. 
and-bound search of transformation space described in var- 
ious publications by Huttenlocher, Klanderman, and Ruck- 
lidge [HKR93, HR92, HR93, Ruc95, Ruc961. In particular, 
the transformation space is subdivided hierarchically into 
rectangular regions, called cells. For each cell we either de- 
termine that it cannot contain the optimum transformation 
and remove it from further consideration, or we subdivide 
it into disjoint subcells. In this way the search focuses on 
the most promising regions of the transformation space. We 
sample a transformation from each cell, and record the best 
transformation encountered. For our approximation algo- 
rithm, this is repeated until it can be infered that all remain- 
ing cells cannot supply a significantly better transformation 
than the best seen so far 
The running time of branch-and-bound search algorithm 
can be quite high, especially when the search space has 
many degrees of freedom and high accuracy is required. For 
this reason, we have augmented the search algorithm with 
a method that can radically decrease the execution time, 
but the price that the user pays is that the resulting al- 
gorithm may fail to find the optimum transformation with 
some small probability, which is under the user's control. 
(An algorithm having this property is called a Monte Carlo 
algorithm.) The method is based on a common idea, which 
we call pinnrng. Once the image of any constant number of 
points of A have been fixed, they determine a unique affine 
The approximation algorithm is loosely based on a branch- 
transformation. (The actual number depends on the space of 
dowable transformations. For example, thr 
and three corresponding points from B, determine a unique 
affine transformation.) Rather than try tfiples blindly, we 
use the information acquired from the branch-and-bound 
search to advise us on the subsets of triples that are likely 
to lead to promising transformations. We show that this a p  
proach can lead to significant improvements in running time, 
but with a small probability of failing to find the optimum 
transformation. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec- 
tion 2 we describe the branch-and-bound approximation al- 
gorithm. In Section 3 we present a variant of the method 
due to pinning. Section 4 provides preliminary empirical 
results, and Section 5 contains a brief discussion. 
2 The Approximation Algorithm 
Recall that we are given two points sets A and B and a 
space of allowable transformations 7 We are also given 
a distance quantile q, 0 < q 5 1 The problem is to find 
t E I that minimizes the generalized HausdoIff distance 
H,(t(A), B). Since A and B will be fixed for the remainder 
of the discussion, let us call this sim,(t), for the similarity 
measure of t .  (Note that the better the match, the smaller 
the similarity measure.) Let topt denote this transformation, 
and let samopt be this optimum similarity. 
To provide a tradeoff between optimality and speed, we 
allow the algorithm to make an error in its answer There 
are three natural ways to define this error. First, it may 
be suboptimal by some relative error factor, second, it may 
be suboptimal by some absolute additive error, and third, 
it may be less robust than the optimum, by using a some- 
what smaller quantile in the Hausdorff distance. Rather 
than define three separate approximation problems, we pro- 
vide three parameters that can control all of these effects. 
In particular, we are given three nonnegative values: 
e er, the relative error bound, 
0 ea, the absolute error bound, 
0 e,, the quantile error bound 
Define q’ = (1 - e,)q, to be the weak quantize. Note that 
since q’ 5 q, we have sim,r(t) 5 sirn,(t), for any t E 7 We 
say that a transformation t is approximately optimal relative 
to these parameters if either of the following approxrmate 
correctness conditaons: 
sim,r(t) 5 (1 +eT)srmOpt or 
sam,r(t) 5 simopt + E a  
Thus, the approximate solution is slightly less robust, in 
that it considers only the weak quantile rather than the true 
quantile, and may exceed the optimum similarity by a rela- 
tive error of tr or an absolute error of to, In contrast, the a p  
proach used by Huttenlocher and Rucklidge [HR93, Ruc9.51 
assumes a finite search space resulting from a fixed rasteriza- 
tion of transformation space. Their algorithm is guaranteed 
to return a result whose absolute error is within the limits 
of precision of the rasterization. Our search space is infi- 
nite, and hence there is a possibility that the algorithm may 
loop infinitely, Later we show that as long as ea > 0 or 
e,simopt > 0, then termination is guaranteed. 
There are a number of different ways to describe the 
space I of allowable transformations. In our implementa- 
tion we have assumed that 7 is a bounded subset of affine 
transformations. Assuming that the point sets A and B 
are both in Zdimdiii~rlal space, any affine transformation 
A can be expressed as a linear 
transformation ed by a translation c: 
t ( a )  M a + c ,  
where a and c are %element column vectors, and M is a 
2 x 2 matrix. Since there are six parameters needed to define 
the transformation, this naturally‘ leads to a 6-dimensional 
transformation space. There are somewhat more natural 
ways to describe an affine transformations (in terms of trans- 
lation, rotation, scaling, and shearing), and these could have 
also been used as a basis for the search. We have chosen this 
particular representation because it is linear and hence easy 
to work with and analyze. 
To prevent highly degenerate transformations we also al- 
low the possibility of imposing additional constraints on the 
matrix M These might include bounds on the determi- 
nant and norm of the matrix M When transformations 
are sampled by the algorithm, these constraints are tested. 
(This might also be handled by computing reverse direc- 
tional Hausdorff distances.) 
From this perspective, the point matching problem is to 
find the transformation t E I with the lowest Similarity mea- 
sure. Let us first describe the algorithm at a high level for 
the exact optimization problem, and then we will consider 
the modifications for an approximation algorithm. Follow- 
ing Huttenlocher and Rucklidge [HR93, Ruc951, we solve 
this by a branch-and-bound search of transformation space. 
We construct a search tree, where each node of this tree is 
identified with the set of transformations contained in some 
axis-aligned hyperrectangle in the &dimensional transfor- 
mation space. These hyperrectangles are called cells. Each 
cell T is represented by a pair of transformations, ( t l o , t h c ) ,  
whose coordinates are the upper and lower bounds on the 
transformations of the cell. Any transformation whose co- 
ordinates lie between the corresponding coordinates of tlo 
and thi  lies in this cell. 
The algorithm begins with an initial cell, which is known 
to contain the optimum solution This is supplied by the 
user, based on a przorr knowledge of the nature of the trans 
formation (e.g., bounds on the possible translation and rota- 
tion). A cell is either actiue, meaning that it is a candidate 
to provide the optimum transformation, or killed, meaning 
that it cannot provide the optimum solution. At any time 
the union of the active and killed cells forms a cover of the 
initial cell into subcells with disjoint interiors. The algo- 
rithm proceeds by selecting one of the active cells to be 
processed. After processing, a cell is either killed, or it is 
split into two disjoint subcells, each of which is made active. 
We will discuss termination conditions later. 
Let us consider the elements of the algorithm in some- 
what greater detail. For each cell T that we process, we 
are interested in the transformation of this cell that has the 
smallest similarity measure. We compute an upper bound 
simhi(T) and a lower bound simlo(T) on this smallest sim- 
ilarity (discussed below). For each upper bound, there will 
be a transformation that serves as a witness to this upper 
bound. The algorithm maintains the best similarity stmbest 
of that it has encountered thus far in the search, and the 
associated transformation tbest .  To process a cell, we first 
compute its lower bound. If the lower bound exceeds simbest 
then we kill this cell. Otherwise, we compute the upper 
bound, and if it is less than srmbest then we update the the 
current best. 
How are the upper and lower bounds computed? To 
compute an upper bound, we may sample any tramforma- 
tion from within the cell. In our implementation this is done 
by simply taking the midpoint t of the cell, and then com- 
puting srm,(t). In particular, this involves computing the 
image of each point of A under t ,  and then computing the 
nearest neighbor in 3 for each image point. Since the cell’s 
optimum similarity is smaller than any sampled point, this 
is an upper bound on the minimum similarity of the cell. 
Nearest neighbors are computed by storing the points of B 
in a kd-tree data structure, and applying known efficient 
search techniques [FBF77, AM93, AMN+94]. 
To compute the lower bound, we apply the same general 
method used by Huttenlocher and Rucklidge. Given any 
cell T c 7, and given any point a E A, consider the image 
of a under every t E T It is an easy matter to compute a 
bounding rectangle on this set. For example, if the coordi- 
nates of a are nonnegative, then this is the rectangle defined 
by the corner points t lo(a)  and thi(a). (The general formula 
involves a case analysis on the signs of the coordinates of a.) 
We call this bounding rectangle the uncertainty region of a 
relative to cell T In this way, each cell is associated with 
a collection of uncertainty regions, one for each point of A. 
(See Fig. 1 ) 
Figure 1. Uncertainty regions. The points of A are shown 
in white, each transformed by the midpoint of the cell, the 
points of B are shown in black, and the uncertainty regions 
are shown as rectangles. 
Define the distance between an uncertainty region and a 
point b E B to be the minimum distance between b and any 
part of the uncertainty region. If b lies inside the uncertainty 
region, then the distance is zero. To derive our lower bound 
for T ,  we compute the distances from each uncertainty re- 
gion to its closest point in B, and take the qth smallest 
such distance. Call this simlo(T). This can be done by a 
straightforward generalization of the kd-treebased nearest 
neighbor method described above [AM95]. Unlike Hutten- 
locher and Rucklidge [HR93, Ruc951, who perform nearest 
neighbor searching at image precision through a distance 
transform, our method can compute distances to machine 
precision, and require auxiliary space that  is proportional 
to the number of points in B, rather than the image size. 
Observe that the image of a point a E A under any trans- 
formation t E T lies within the corresponding uncertainty 
region, and hence this distance is a lower bound on the dis- 
tance from t (a)  to its nearest neighbor in 3 This implies 
that simlo(T) 5 szm,(t), for any t E T In other words, this 
is indeed a lower bound on the optimum similarity in this 
Cell. 
How are cells selected for processing and how is splitting 
performed? Here we differ from Huttenlocher and Ruck- 
lidge’s simple rasterization method. In particular, we split 
each cell into two subcells (rather than 26 = 64 subcells), 
and choose the cell to be processed and the splitting dimen- 
sion so as to reduce, as much as possible, the uncertainty. 
Define the size of an uncertainty region to be its longest side. 
Define the size of a cell to be largest size of any of its uncer- 
tainty regions. (Note that cell size is not defined in terms 
of the size of the hyperrectangle in transformation space.) 
Our implementation actually computes a fast upper bound 
on this size, by first computing the bounding box for the 
points of A, and then computing the maximum size of the 
uncertainty region generated by any point in this bounding 
box.) The active cells are stored in a priority queue, ordered 
by cell size. The largest cell, that is, the cell with the largest 
uncertainty region, is chosen for processing at each stage. 
If a cell survives processing, then it is split. Consider a 
cell T defined by a lower and upper bound range (trot thi ) .  
We determine which of the six components of the trans- 
formation range contributes most to the size of the uncer- 
tainty region, and we split the cell through its midpoint 
along this dimension, To be precise, first consider the trans- 
formation A = th i  - tlo, formed by taking the component- 
by-component differences of these transformations. By the 
linearity of our representation, the size of the uncertainty 
region of a point a is the longer side of the vector A(a) .  
The x- .and y-coordinates of this vector are 
x = A x ~ a x + A x y a y + t x ,  
y = Ayxax + A y y a y  + t y .  
We define the component that contributes most to the size 
of a’s uncertainty region to be the largest in absolute value 
among the six terms consisting of the A,ja3’s and the ti’s. 
This is for a single point a. To define the component that 
contributes most to the size of an entire cell T ,  we take the 
maximum component over all points a. In our implementa- 
tion, this is bounded by taking the the maximum over all 
points lying in the bounding box of A Because there are 
six dimensions that affect the size of each uncertainty region, 
and given the linearity of the transformation space, we have 
the following. 
Lemma 1 
(i) After six consecutive splits, the size of a cell (that as, 
the maximum stde length of its Zargest uncertainty re- 
gzon) decreases by at least half. 
(ii) If there are currently m active cells, then after at most 
64m rnstances of cell processing, the size of the largest 
cell will decrease by at least hau. 
This completes the description of the exact algorithm. 
We modify this to an approximation algorithm, as follows. 
First, we compute the upper bound simhi(T) on the sim- 
larity of a cell using the weak quantile q‘, rather than the 
true quantile q. Thus we have simhi(T) 2 sim,r(t), for any 
t E T Second, the condition for kiUing a cell is not that the 
cell’s lower bound be greater than the current best, but that 
it not be significantly lower than the current best. Given a 
cell T with lower bound simlo(T), it is killed if either: 
The algorithm terminates when all cells have been killed or 
when simbest < e, 
Here is an overview of the approximation algorithm. The 
input consists of the point sets A and B, the Hausdorff quan- 
tile q, the approximation parameters Erg  ta, and cq, and the 
initial cell TO. 
Initialize the priority queue to contain To Set Simbest = 
co. Define the weak quantile q' to be q(l -eq).  Repeat 
the following steps until the priority queue is empty or 
until srmbest 5 e,. Build a kd-tree for the points of B 
Remove the largest cell T from the queue. Compute its 
lower and upper bounds. This involves the following 
steps: 
Compute the uncertainty regions, for every point 
a E A with respect to T 
For each uncertainty region, compute its nearest 
neighbor in B (where the distance from a point 
to a region is defined to be the shortest distance 
between the point and any point in the region). 
Compute (using any fast selection algorithm) the 
qth quantile among these distances. Call this 
stmlo(T). If simto(T) > simbest/(l + Zr),  then 
kill this cell, and return to step (1). 
Otherwise, sample an allowable transformation t 
from this cell. (At this point we may also ap- 
ply some additional allowability conditions on the 
transformation.) 
Compute the image of each point of A under t, 
and compute the nearest neighbors of these points 
with respect to B Find the q'th smallest such 
distance, call this strnhi(T). 
If simhi(T) < simbest, then update simbest and let 
tbest be the associated transformation. 
Split T into two smaller subcells TI and T2, by splitting 
it along the dimension that contributes most to its 
uncertainty region size. Compute size bounds for TI 
and T2 
Enqueue TI and T2 in the queue of active cells. 
The correctness of the algorithm is established by the 
following theorem 
Theorem 1 Assuming that ea > 0 or ersimopt > 0,  then 
the this approximation will eventually terminate, and upon 
termination tbest satisfies the approximate correctness con- 
ditions given above. 
Proof First we show that the algorithm eventually ter- 
minates. Recall that the initial cell is bounded, and from 
Lemma 1 it follows the maximum cell size (the longest side 
of any uncertainty region) will fall below any given threshold 
after a sufficiently large number of cells have been processed, 
We claim that when the size (the longest side length) of 
the largest active cell falls below 
then the algorithm terminates. Observe that under the hy- 
potheses of the theorem this value is positive, and so the 
above scenario will eventually happen, Since the diameter 
of each uncertainty region is at most f i  times its size, it 
follows that when the above event takes place, the uncer- 
tainty falls below the max() term above, implying that the 
difference simhi(T) - simlo(T) becomes smaller than this 
threshold. Also, since we sample a transformation from each 
cell, it follows that simbest 5 simhj(T) Thus we have 
simbest - siml,(T) 5 simhi(T) - simlo(T) 
< rnax cat- Er s:mopt) ( 1 + E r  
There are two cases. If the maximum is achieved by €0, then 
we have 
simi,(T) > Stmbest - €a 
On the other hand, if the maximum is achieved by the other 
term, then we have 
sim best simlo(T) > -
1 + cr 
In either case, T will satisfy one of the two conditions needed 
to kill it. Thus, no cell can survive beyond this point, and 
the algorithm wil l  terminate. 
To show the correctness of the algorithm upon termina- 
tion, recall that the algorithm has two termination condi- 
tions. First, if simbest 5 ea, then since the optimum simi- 
larity is nonnegative, tb& must be within the absolute er- 
ror bound. On the other hand, suppose that the algorithm 
terminates because all the cells are killed. Consider the 
moment at which the cell T containing topt is killed Then 
either 
( 1  + er)stmopt = ( 1  t er)sgmq(topt) 
2 ( 1  + Er)simro(T) > simbest, 
implying that tbest  is (relatively) approximately optimd, or 
srmopt+e, = Szmg(topt)+Ea 2 simzo(T)+eo > SimbeSt, 
implying that tbest is (absolutely) approximately optimal. 
Hence when the algorithm terminates, all the cells - includ- 
ing the optimal cell - have been killed, thereby implying 
that the reported transformation is approximately correct. 
0 
In Section 4 we will give empirical evidence that approx- 
imation can significantly speed up the running time of the 
branch-and-bound algorithm at a relative modest cost to the 
quality of the resulting match. 
3 Accelerating using Pinning 
Even though approximation can speed up search times in 
many instances, there are many other cases where the re- 
sulting running time is still very large. In particular, this 
happens when the initial search range is large and spans all 
six dimensions, and the optimum match has a very small 
similarity measure. The problem seems to be that the algo- 
rithm needs to apply a large number of splits to decrease the 
cell size small enough so that the killing criterion can be sat- 
isfied. For this reason, we introduce a process called pinning 
to help accelerate the search. Throughout this section we 
assume that the transformation space is the 6-dimensional 
space of &ne transformations. Generalizations to other 
transformation spaces are not difficult. 
Before discussing what pinning is, let us consider why the 
approximation algorithm may run slowly, and how it could 
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be sped up. It was argued in the proof of Theorem 1 that the 
algorithm terminates when the cell sizes decrease to around 
max(ca,~rsimopt). If this quantity is small compared to 
the initial uncertainty bounds, then the algorithm may re- 
quire a great deal of splitting before achieving this size. Of 
course, not all cells need to be split to this small size, but 
at the very least, observe that if the uncertainty region of 
a cell contains even a single point of B, then this region 
contributes a distance of zero to the set of distances used 
in computing the lower bound for this cell. Thus to even 
get a nonzero lower bound, a significant fraction (meaning 
at least q) of uncertainty regions must be empty. As cell 
sizes shrink, before we get to a point that many cells have 
nonempty uncertainty regions, we will reach a stage where 
many cells have uncertainty regions with a single point. We 
claim that at this stage, it is already possible to derive non- 
trivial lower bounds, and hence to kill cells. This is the main 
idea behind pinning. 
Let us think of the points of A as being partitioned into 
two classes, inliers, i.e., points that ,we mapped by the o p  
timum transformation to lie within distance simopt of their 
nearest neighbor in B, and outliers, i.e., all of the remain- 
ing points of A. By the definition of stmopt as a q-quantile 
HausdorR distance, at least a fraction q of points of A are 
inliers. (Normally the concept of an inlier is based on the 
underlying point distribution, but this functional definition 
is sufficient for our purposes.) To simplify the explanation, 
suppose for the moment that the inliers are completely free 
of any error, that is, the q-quantile HausdorfE distance is 
zero for the optimum transformation, topt.  If we were able 
to find three inliers of A and match them against the corre- 
sponding elements of B, and further - if these three points 
of A were affinely independent (Le., not collinear) - then 
these three point correspondences would uniquely determine 
the affine transformation that achieves a Hausdorff distance 
of zero. The process whereby triples from A are matched 
against prospective corresponding triples from B in order to 
determine a candidate transformation is called pinning. 
In principle, the pinning operation is similar to point 
matching methods that are based on point to point corre- 
spondence. This notion is fairly common, as was briefly 
mentioned in the 1 Of course, in noisy environments it is 
unreasonable to assume that points could be matched free 
from any error or that the numerical extraction of the affine 
transformation would be error free. To generalize this to 
noisy environments, suppose that for each inlier a E A there 
is a point of B that lies within some small distance u of its 
optimum image t o p t ( a ) .  We assume that an upper bound 
on u is provided to the search algorithm. For registration 
applications, such an estimate would be based on knowledge 
of the accuracy of the feature extraction process, under the 
assumption that a feature point does indeed exist. The final 
Hausdorff distance will be no larger than u If u is small rel- 
atively to the size of the image, and if the three points are 
‘geometrically well distributed”, then we would expect that 
the match that results from pinning should be fairly close to 
the optimum. Intuitively, a geometrically well distributed 
triple should define a large, “fat” triangle among the points 
of A. To make this more formal, we present the following 
definition. 
Definition: Given a set of points A in the plane and a 2 1, 
a triple (a1 , a2, a3}  E A is well-distributed relative to 
a if every point a E A can be expressed as an affine 
combination a = ala1 +azaz +a3a3, such that, ]ail 5 
a. 
Given this definition, the following lemma follows easily 
from the triangle inequality. 
Lemma 2 Given a planar point set A, a well-distributed 
triple { a l , a z , a a }  relative to some a > 1, and an affine 
transformatton t that maps each of the points a, to a point 
that lies within distance u of a , ,  then for any point a f A, 
the distance from t ( a )  and a IS at most 6au 
This lemma implies that if pinning is applied to a well- 
distributed triple of points and if the images of the pinned 
points are perturbed by a small amount u, then the per- 
turbation induced by the resulting transformation will be 
proportional to u 
In general, the number of subsets that may have to be 
tested may be quite large. However, branch-and-bound search 
provides a particularly simple way of identifying the most 
promising correspondences to try. In particular, as the search 
proceeds and cells are split, the search arrives eventually at 
a stage at which a significant fraction of uncertainty regions 
will contain at most a single point of B An uncertainty 
region is said to be ‘$innable” if there is at most one point 
of B in the region, or if the region is empty and there is 
at least one point of B within distance u of the region. If 
the current cell has a significant fraction of pinnable un- 
certainty regions, then we say that this cell is eligible for 
pinning. These constant factors are left unspecified for now 
(See Fig. 2.) 
Figure 2: Pinnable uncertainty regions. The transformed 
points of A are shown in white, points of B are shown in 
black. Pinnable uncertainty regions are shown with solid 
lines, and unpinnable uncertainty regions are shaded. For 
each pinnable uncertainty region, a line segment joins the 
associated point of A with its nearest neighbor in B 
Consider the cell containing the optimum transforma- 
tion. If it is eligible for pinning, then for each of its pinnable 
uncertainty regions, there is a single obvious candidate for 
the corresponding point of A to be mapped to. That is, if 
the uncertainty region is nonempty, then there is a point of 
B lying within the uncertainty region, and otherwise it is 
the nearest neighbor of the uncertainty region. Further, if 
a E A is an inlier, then the nearest neighbor in B should lie 
within distance u of a,  and hence within u of the uncertainty 
region. 
To apply pinning we need to make the assumption that 
the uncertainty regions of outliers are not more likely to be 
J 
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pinnable than inliers. (Or at least, if this assumption is 
vi‘olated, then we should have a bound on the difference 
in the probabilities.) Under this assumption, if we ran- 
domly sample three pinnable uncertainty regions of A, then 
with probability q3, all three points wil l  be inliers. Thus, 
the three respective nearest neighbors of B will be within 
distance u from each of these points. Further, it follows 
from Lemma 2 that if these points of A are well-distributed, 
then the pinning transformation that results from consider- 
ing this correspondence will be a reasonable approximation 
to the optimum, in the sense that the HausdorR distance 
should not exceed the optimum HausdorR distance by an 
amount greater than a constant c times u (as determined 
by Lemma 2). 
Thus, under the above made assumptions, and depend- 
ing on q, if we take a sufficiently large number N of random 
samples, then the probability of generating a pinning trans- 
formation whose distance from optimum is more than cu is 
at most (1 - q3)N (To see this, observe that (1 - q3 )  is the 
probability that all three sampled points of A are outliers, 
and for failure this event must be repeated N times.) To re- 
duce the chances of failing to find such a good triple to some 
small failure probability, p j ,  the number of well-distributed 
samples should satisfy 
For example, to reduce the probability failure below 0.01, 
and for q = 0.5, roughly 35 sampled triples are sufficient. 
Note that this constant - although large - is independent 
of the number of feature points in either of the images. 
If on the other hand, after N ( q , p f )  well-distributed sam- 
pled triples we find that all exceed the current best similar- 
ity by at least cu, then we conclude that this cell does not 
contain the optimum transformation, and kill it. This is the 
basis of pinning. Observe that this is a Monte Carlo process, 
in the sense that with probability p f  we may erroneously kill 
the cell containing the optimum transformation 
Now let us describe the pinning process in greater detail. 
First, we need make the following assumption upon which 
pinning relies. 
Pinning Assumption: For a cell containing the optimum 
transformation, the probability that an uncertainty re- 
gion associated with this cell is pinnable, and the prob- 
ability that a pinnable triple is well-distributed is not 
greater for outliers than for inliers. 
As we mentioned above, it is not necessarily realistic to 
assume that this assumption holds. But if it is possible to 
estimate the difference in the conditional probabilities for 
inliers and outliers, and these probabilities are not signifi- 
cantly different, then the number of samples derived below 
can be modified accordingly. 
We can incorporate pinning into the existing branch-and- 
bound approach as follows. We supply the algorithm with 
three additional pieces of information, Le., the expected per- 
turbation u between inliers and their corresponding points 
in the final match, and two quantities called the sampling 
quantile qs and a minimum sample size N d .  First, we aug- 
ment the procedure that computes the distance from each 
uncertainty region to its nearest neighbor to compute also 
the number of points of B that lie within the uncertainty 
region. This can be done by modifying the kd-tree near- 
est neighbor algorithms [AM95]. If this number is at most 
one, and the nearest neighbor is within u of the uncertainty 
region, then we flag this region as being pinnable. 
he uncertainty regions, if the frac- 
y regions exceeds q,, then we de- 
clare that the cell itself is eligible for pinning. If so, we 
sample N ,  triples of points from A, such that each triple is 
well-distributed (relative to some given constant). We gener- 
ate the pinning transformation mapping each sampled triple 
to the nearest neighbor of the corresponding uncertainty re- 
gion, and compute the similarity of this transformation. If 
the similarity of all the N ,  transformations exceeds the cur- 
rent best srrna,,t by an additive amount of cu, then we kill 
this cell. Otherwise, the cell remains active, and the normal 
processing resumes. 
Since we test the similarity of each sampled transforma- 
tion, if we find that any sampled transformation is better 
than the current best (and the transformation satisfies the 
additional allowability conditions), then we take this trans 
formation to be the current best. Thus pinning not only 
helps in improving lower bounds, but also helps in generat- 
ing better upper bounds. 
Our implementation differs slightly from this description 
We do not check that the points are well-distributed. In- 
stead we apply a somewhat more precise test. We gener- 
ate the pinning transformation and then test whether this 
transformation lies within or is sufficiently close to the cur- 
rent cell. The definition of “sufficiently close” is that the 
translational component should be within some fixed con- 
stant factor of Q, and the entries of the matrix M should 
be within a constant factor of the ratio of u to the diame- 
ter of the point set A. Our reasoning is that points do not 
need to be well-distributed, as long as they generate a trans- 
formation that is reasonably “true” to the cell. Because of 
its Monte Carlo nature, the fear in pinning is that the cell 
containing the optimum may be killed accidentally. If the 
current cell contains the optimum transformation, then we 
expect that the transformation generated by a triple of in- 
liers should either lie inside or close to the cell. If not, then 
we conclude that the triple was unacceptable. Because it 
is easy to test this condition (once the transformation has 
been generated), we generate triples until this condition is 
satisfied. If we fail after a repeated number of tries (10 in 
the current implementation), then we treat this sample as a 
failure. 
Under what circumstances does pinning offer an advan- 
tage over pure branch-and-bound? At this point we do not 
have a theoretical analysis or even an exhaustive empirical 
analysis explaining when this happens. However, based on 
our empirical experiences with the algorithm on uniformly 
distributed point sets (see Section 4), in many instances pin- 
ning can offer significant improvements in running time over 
the pure branch-and-bound search. In particular, we have 
observed that pinning seems to offer the greatest advantage 
when the deviation in the location of feature points u is rel- 
ativey small with respect to the expected distance 6 from a 
random point and its nearest neighbor in B. 
We attempt to provide here some justification for this 
empirical observation. Assume that the points of B are 
uniformly distributed, and for simplicity suppose that the 
center of each uncertainty region is sufficiently random that 
the expected distance to the nearest point of B is 6. When 
the sizes of the uncertainty regions decrease to roughly 5, 
then pinning becomes possible, because many uncertainty 
regions of the cell containing the optimum transformation 
should contain at most one point of B Also note that at 
this point, the current best similarity is expected to be pro- 
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portional to 5. This is because we cannot expect to locate 
the optimum much more precisely than the cell size (unless 
we just happen to be very lucky in sampling a transforma- 
tion). However, by the reasoning made earlier in this sec- 
tion, once we reach this stage, and pinning can be applied 
to the optimum cell, we expect to discover a transformation 
whose similarity is not greater than simopt + cu Recall 
that simOpt 5 u, and so simg,,t is now proportional to the 
optimum. Thus, if the ratio 6/u is large, then the pinning 
algorithm gains a big advantage as the tighter upper bound 
makes it possible to kill more unpromisiig cells. 
Also consider the conditions needed to kill a nonoptimal 
cell. Assuming, as before, that simbest is proportional to S 
at this stage of the search, then (considering just the relative 
error) a cell T cannot be killed until 
The distance of an uncertainty region to its nearest neigh- 
bor in B is expected to be at most 6 minus the radius of 
the uncertainty region It follows from simple algebra that 
if the cell’s size is larger than 2 ~ r 6 ,  then this condition is not 
likely to be satisfied by most of the cell’s uncertainty regions. 
But pinning already applies when the cell’s size is roughly 
6. Thus the pure branch-and-bound approach must con- 
tinue to split the cell until its size is reduced by an amount 
proportional to 2 ~ r  before it can be killed. By Lemma 1, 
this may require 610g,(1/2€r) additional splits, and could 
result in the generation of (1 /2~, )~  additional cells. For 
even moderately small values of cT, this value may be sig- 
nificantly larger than the N ,  samples generated by pinning, 
and hence pinning may offer a significant improvement over 
pure branch-and-bound. 
4 Empirical Study 
We implemented both the approximation algorithm and the 
modification using pinning in the C++ programming lan- 
guage. We also implemented a driving program to run a 
series of tests, and to gather statistics about the progress 
and performance of the two algorithms. In order to per- 
form nearest neighbor queries we used the ANN approximate 
nearest neighbor library [MA971 to generate a kd-tree for the 
points of B (where nearest neighbors are computed exactly), 
and to compute rectangular range queries we implemented 
an extension to this library, The program can either read 
input sets from a file or generate inputs randomly from a 
number of distributions. 
For our experiments, the point sets were generated as 
follows. First the user specifies the number of points in the 
sets A and B, bounding rectangles for A and B, the de- 
sired fraction of inliers of A, and the standard deviation Q 
of a random perturbation to be applied to each image point. 
(Here u is not the same as the upper bound u of the previous 
section, although the two are related.) Then the program 
generates an affine transformation t at random from a col- 
lection of bounds on the z and y translation, rotation, x 
and y scale, and shearing. The program then generates the 
desired number of uniformly distributed inliers as follows. A 
point a is generated uniformly at random from A’s bound- 
ing rectangle. For each such point a, it computes t (a) ,  adds 
a Gaussian error with mean zero and standard deviation u, 
and then tests whether the resulting point lies within the 
bounding rectangle of B. If so, the point is accepted This 
is repeated until the desired number of inliers are generated 
The remainder of point sets A and B are filled out with uni- 
formly distributed points in their bounding rectangles. Tlie 
given transformation t is called the target transformation. 
It will generally not be the optimum transformation (unless 
u = 0), but should be close enough to the optimum that we 
may use it for validating the results of the experiments. 
The user supplies the desired quantile g for the Hausdoff 
distance, the error factors fr, ea, and E ~ ,  and the bounds 
on the initial cell. If pinning is being applied we also sup 
ply two additional parameters, qs, the fraction of pinnable 
uncertainty regions needed invoke pinning for a cell, and 
N,, the number of well-distributed triples to sample from 
the pinnable regions. The program can be run using either 
the “pure” branch-and-bound approximation algorithm de- 
scribed in Section 2, or with “pinning” as described in Sec- 
tion 3. 
We also add a feature that was hinted at in the previous 
sections. Even though we consider the entire space of affine 
transformations, it is often desirable to restrict the search to 
a particular subspace. We wanted to restrict the search to 
transformations that are relatively rigid, in that they should 
consist primarily of translation and rotation, and only allow 
a small amount of scaling and shearing. This was done by 
implementing additional allowable conditions on the trans- 
formations. In our case, this was done by requiring that the 
determinant and norm of the transformation matrix M be 
close to 1 In particular, in our experiments we required 
that they both lie within the interval specified as part of the 
input, e.g., [0.95,1.05]. Any sampled transformation that 
did not satisfy these requirements was immediately rejected, 
without computing its similarity. Furthermore, if it could be 
established that every transformation in a cell does not sat- 
isfy this requirement, then the entire cell is eliminated. 
The program measures a number of statistics on its own 
performance, including CPU seconds, the number of cells ex- 
panded, and the number of times the HausdorR-based sim- 
ilarity was computed. In addition, the program computes 
a quantity called the eflective error Normally, this should 
be done by comparing the algorithms performance against 
the optimum, but since we do not know the optimum trans- 
formation, we measured the error against the target trans- 
formation, which was used to generate the data sets. The 
algorithm computes the similarity of the target transforma- 
tion simtarg and compares it against the similarity returned 
by the program simgest. Both are computed relatively to 
the weak quantile q(1- E*). The effective error is defined to 
be the minimum of the relative error of stm),,t 
Sambe,t - Samtarg 
simtarg 
e+ = 
and the absolute error 
t 
ea = srmb,,t - stmtarg. 
Note that because simtarg is not the optimum, it is actu- 
ally possible for the algorithm to return a (typically small) 
negative effective error For the approximation algorithm, 
the effective error cannot exceed milX(Er, E ~ ) .  For the Monte 
Carlo pinning algorithm this might happen only in the un- 
lucky (and unlikely) event that the optimum cell was killed. 
We have concentrated thus far on two main experiments. 
The purpose of the first experiment was to study the perfor- 
mance of the algorithm(s) as a function of the relative error 
cry whereas the purpose of the other experiment was to study 
the performance(s) as a function of the perturbation u In 
both experiments, all of the datasets consisted of 100 points, 
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50 Qf which were inliers. The model points were generated 
(at random) inside a bounding box of size 200 x200, and the 
object points were generated, as was explained previously, 
by applying a target transformation (picked at random) to 
the object points and adding perturbation The bounds for 
the target transformation were [-go, +90] for rotation, and 
[-25, +25] for translation in both x and y directions. Also, 
the initial cell bounds provided in all cases were [-3, +2] for 
rotation and [-5, +4] for both translations. Finally, we fixed 
ea = 0.1, eq = 0, qs = 0.2, and N, = 15 throughout the ex- 
periments. (The latter corresponds to a failure probability 
of approximately 10% in the case of pinning.) 
For the first experiment, we fixed the perturbation at Q = 
1, and for each value of C r  experimented with 10 M e r  
data sets. Similarly, for the second experiment, we fix 
cr = 0.1, and for each value of Q experimented with 
different data sets. Both pure branch-and-bound search and 
pinning were invoked for each data instance. Running time 
summaries of the two experiments are provided in Figs. 3 ,4  
below (Each reading is the median value of the running 
times recorded for an entry in question The running times 
themselves vary greatly by nature of the algorithm(s).) 
From the graphs of Fig. 3 we observe that pinning can 
be advantageous over a wide range of er values. This is es- 
pecially true for small values of cr However, as €7 increases, 
the running time of the pure algorithm drops significantly. 
Interestingly, though, the effective epsilon observed for the 
pure method is much smaller than the required relative er- 
ror In fact, in many instances the effective epsilon is actu- 
ally negative, even for cr as large as 10. (Complete graphs 
will be provided in [MNM97].) From the graphs of Fig. 4 
we agam observe that pinning can be significantly advanta- 
geous, provided that the perturbation is relatively small. For 
large Q, both methods seem to perform comparably (The 
artifact that occurs near Q = 0.2 is not clear at this point 
and will be studied further-) Finally, we note that 19 in- 
stances (out of 240) were recorded, where pinning failed to 
report a correct approximation, i.e., the failure probability 
was slightly better than 10%. 
lo00 ' ' . ' . . . I  
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Figure 3: Execution time of pure branch-and-bound as a 
function of relative error, er. 
0.1 I A 
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Perturbation 
Figure 4 Execution time of pure branch-and-bound and 
pinning as a function of the perturbation Q 
5 Discussion 
In this paper we have presented two algorithms for robust 
feature matching. Following the framework of Huttenlocher 
et al., we derived a branch-and-bound approximation algo- 
rithm and a faster randomized variant, called pinning. In 
addition, we have presented promising preliminary results 
(on synthetic data). 
Future research will include a more elaborate empirical 
study of the performance of the algorithms and of their suit- 
ability to remotely sensed data. In particular, we will look 
into the possibility of incorporating the algorithms in a re- 
cently developed multiresolution, wavelet-based registration 
scheme [LeM95]. Finally, in order to further reduce run- 
ning times, we will derive variants for special cases of 3- 
dimensional and 4dimensional transformations. 
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Effects of Lossy Compression on Digital Image Registration 
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ABSTRACT 
Area-based, feature-based and various hybrid approaches 
for image matching to obtain spatial correspondence 
between images, form the basis of many image registration 
techniques. If image data is degraded prior to the 
matching calculations, the accuracy of the registration will 
be affected. Some experiments using JPEG compressed 
data under different matching conditions are reported. An 
indication is obtained that lossy compression rates of up to 
1O:l may not cause significant reduction in registration 
accuracy 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Digital image registration is important in many different 
applications areas (e.g. bio-medical, geographical, 
surveillance) where the physical correspondence of 
information contained in a set of related images must be 
established in order to solve further more complex image 
analysis problems (e.g. measurement, recognition). Some 
common generic tasks are the fusion of images acquired 
from multiple imaging modalities, the spatial alignment of 
moving objects in a temporal image sequence, 
construction of image mosaics and panoramas, and the 
extraction of 3D digital surface models from overlapped 
images via stereo disparity calculations. 
The fundamental basis of registration can be expressed 
very simply in the discretized digital image domain. Given 
two images I1 and 12, each consisting of a 2D discretized 
rectilinear grid of points (referred to as (ul,vI) and (u2.v2) 
respectively) representing pixel intensity values, and given 
a correspondence function C((ul,vl),(uz,v2)), which 
indicates how closely the 11 image information at position 
(uI,vI) compares with that in I2 at position (uz,v2), we seek 
in general a transformation R that maps each pixel position 
in image I1 to an ideal pixel position in I2 i.e. 
R (~I.vI) + (U2,V2) 
iff C((u1,vl),(u2,v2)) exists and maximized over (u2,vz); 
undefined otherwise 
The set of all R values (possibly interpolated where they do 
not exist) constitutes a disparity map, from which can be 
derived a digital elevation map (DEW representing the 3D 
surface height. 
Due to physical constraints of image capture and display, 
pixel intensities represent information for the immediate area 
around each grid position, rather than providing an accurate 
infinitesimal point value. Thus an alternative formulation for 
the registration transformation might define the position (p,q) 
of the centre of such an area, not coincident with any point on 
the discretized grid of Iz pixel positions. Equivalently a 
neighbourhood of adjacent pixel positions N(uavz) might be 
defined, to which the pixel at (or indeed N’ (uI,vl)) is mapped 
with a weighting described by some appropriate point-spread 
function or similar formula. 
Registration transformations may be obtained in various ways 
and may take widely differing forms. If the nature of the 
optical and physical distortions which occur during 
acquisition of the images is known, systematic analytical or 
numerical inversion of these distortions can be undertaken. 
This approach can be successful even if the distortions are 
only approximated (e.g at low orders), or if the family of 
possible distortions to be considered is limited (e.g. to affhe 
changes). However, often the distortions are completely 
unknown and in such cases the paradigm of an interpolated 
surface deformation or warping is often adopted to provide 
the registration transformation. Such warpings are typically 
based on polynomial or spline equations [9] and consequently 
can be defined to ensure certain desirable mathematical 
properties are met by the resulting registration (e.g. 
continuity, smoothness). Systematic inversion approaches 
provide a direct form of the correspondence function, whereas 
warping-based techniques require a search based on 
comparison of some details of the intensity values in the two 
images to be registered, in order to calculate optimal 
correspondence. 
2. IMAGE MATCHING 
The comparison and search approach described above is the 
basis of image ‘matching’, requiring selected image 
processing operations to be performed on part or all of the 
two images prior to searching for the optimal correspondence 
function value. The results of the matching process are thus 
critical values on which the successful optimizing of the 
correspondence function depends. Typical matching 
processes rely on either ‘area-based’ or ‘feature-based‘ 
approaches and have been extensively reviewed in the 
contexts of stereo photogrammetry and computer vision [3], 
a 
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[2]. Area-based matching undertakes comparisons of 
intensity values and distributions in neighbourhoods of 
spatially adjacent but independently considered pixels. 
Feature-based matching compares information derived 
from analysing the image intensity values at a higher 
structural level related to visual understanding of the 
scene. For example, cross-correlation is a popular area- 
based method [5] and edge-association is a common 
feature-based method [SI. 
In general, area-based matching provides a denser 
collection of points at which correspondence function 
values exist than does feature-based matching. However, 
area-based matching can be sporadically inaccurate and 
confused because local region context information is not 
taken into account as part of the match calculations. For 
this reason, some efforts have been invested in trying to 
combine area-based and feature-based matching into a 
hybrid approach, which would overcome many such 
ambiguities. Techniques have been proposed which first 
apply feature-based matching and then apply area-based 
matching in the unmatched or poorly matched vicinity of 
the feature matches [4]. 
The above hybrid approach offers promise but lacks the 
facility to characterise and control the accuracy of the 
match. Incorporating more visual context information 
would allow more closely directed matching calculations 
to be undertaken. We have experimented with some 
‘region-based’ approaches which perform elementary 
image segmentations to provide contexts which are more 
visually appropriate. For example, coherent spatial 
regions defined coarsely using quadtrees were applied to 
limit the extent of potential match positions in matching 
for motion estimation [I]. Another technique has applied 
multiresolution shape alignment based on polygonal 
region outline representation as a basis for localised 
control of matching [7]. 
Recent work has considered using error-estimate-weighted 
combinations of match values arising independently from 
different matching techniques to increase overall accuracy 
of the resulting correspondence function values [6]. This 
work has indicated that when the raw image data quality is 
significantly degraded, better registration can be obtained 
by applying several different matching techniques and 
allowing the weighting process to select those of greatest 
estimated accuracy relative to the particular technique 
generating them, than by choosing only one matching 
technique to apply to the whole image. This finding raises 
the question of how much image information is necessary 
to achieve acceptable matching, or conversely how 
strongly matching is affected by degrading of image 
quality The experiments reported in the remainder of this 
paper offer some preliminary results in response. 
3. COMPRESSION EXPERIMENT§ 
A major source of irreversible degradation in digital image 
data arises from lossy compression, which results in 
independent pixel intensity shifts in the reconstructed 
image. For many commonly used lossy compression 
techniques (e.g. JPEG, wavelets, fractals), these intensity 
shifts are highly non-uniform spatially amongst adjacent 
pixels, and so systematic analysis of the effects of the shifts is 
difficult to perform. By instead assessing the degree of 
variation introduced into the match positions computed by 
different matching processes using a range of compressed 
images, in this case targeted for 3D surface reconstruction for 
remote sensing applications, typical effects on the subsequent 
correspondence function and so on image registration can be 
estimated. 
This procedure has been used in the work described here to 
answer a number of questions arising from different 
possibilities for compression and matching of the data. How 
does the amount of compression affect the matching 
accuracy? Is one type of matching approach more severely 
affected by compression than another? How does the loss of 
accuracy from compressing of DEMs compare with that from 
compression of the original images? Three experiments are 
described here, and the results for these experiments are 
presented for two image sets, both of them stereo pairs which 
have been intensity stretched to cover a full 8-bit range, and 
digitally reoriented to achieve approximate epipolarity 
Images A, and A2 are SPOT satellite scenes containing a 
mixture of rough mountain topography, farmland and urban 
settlement. Images B1 and Bz are aerial survey views of a 
freeway intersection with surrounding grassland and 
buildings. The distribution of intensity values is 
characterized by c = 7.4 for A and G = 6.3 for B. 
A single image from each pair, and a typical smoothed area- 
matched derived DEM, are shown in Figure l Results for the 
three experiments are shown in separate tables and discussed 
individually below Images were compressed using the 
Independent JPEG Group CJPEG coder and the Q values 
shown in the results are the quality factor settings used by the 
coder Compression is reported as bits per pixel (bpp) in all 
cases, since both pixel and DEM values are represented over 
8 bit ranges, and the overall matching rate is shown as the 
percentage of pixels matched (ppm). Errors between 
reference and reconstructed images or DEMs are computed as 
the mean absolute difference per pixel (mad), again expressed 
as a percentage of the full range of intensity or height values 
available (Le. 8 bits in both cases). 
The first experiment (see Table 1) considered the effects on 
the accuracy of match values when both images in the pair 
were compressed with similar quality to each other For each 
image of both pairs, the compression achieved and the 
accuracy with which the intensity values were reconstructed 
on decoding are shown first. In both cases, the difference in 
compression rates and reconstruction accuracies between the 
two images of a pair was insignificant. However, owing to 
the substantially different nature of the two scenes depicted 
(highly variable local intensity values in A versus fairly 
consistent local intensity values over much of B), the 
compression rates achieved for the two image pairs at similar 
quality factors varied by a factor of 2. At high quality factors, 
the accuracy of intensities in the reconstructed images was 
fairly close for both image pairs, but as the quality factor was 
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decreased a substantial divergence in accuracy trends 
occurred. The worse accuracy for Image A at high 
compression rates was caused by the inability of JPEG to 
model high spatial frequencies well via the DCT, when 
high order coefficients were eliminated. 
Next, DEMs were derived from the reconstructed image 
pairs, using either an area-based or a feature-based 
matching process. The area-based method applied 
weighted cross-correlation on a 5x5 pixel neighbourhood, 
while the feature-based method used Laplacian-of- 
Gaussian thresholded edge association. In each case, the 
parameters of the matching processes were varied until the 
matches yielded a similar total matched coverage of the 
particular image pair The overall coverage achieved for 
image pair A was worse than for image pair B due to the 
highly textured image content, which was harder to match 
under the subtle variations in intensity between the images 
of the A pair than the strongly contrasting regions present 
in B. Linear interpolation was used to provide DEM 
values at unmatched locations. 
At high quality factors, the DEMs generated for image 
pair A were superior in accuracy to those obtained for 
image pair B, but they rapidly converged to similar values 
as the quality factor is decreased. This initial difference 
was partly due to the better representation of textured high 
spatial frequencies by JPEG in image pair A, and partly 
due to the inadequacy of linear interpolation for modelling 
the sharp edges of image pair B. Note however that the 
accuracy obtained compared with the amount of 
compression achieved was consistently better for image 
pair B, due to the better overall compression performance 
noted above. These results suggest that the matching 
technique adopted need not affect the matching accuracy 
substantially, while the amount of compression to which 
the image is subjected has a very profound influence. 
The second experiment (see Table 2) considered the effect 
on the calculation of match values when the images in the 
pair were stored at significantly different qualities from 
each other The purpose of this experiment was to 
establish whether significantly better results could be 
obtained for matching accuracy by preserving one of the 
images at higher quality than the other Both possible 
choices of which image was preserved at higher quality 
were considered (I1 was always matched onto Iz). For 
convenience, the higher quality image was compressed at 
a fixed quality factor of 95 in all cases. This experiment 
revealed for image pair A that both match methods 
performed better when Iz was stored at the fixed high 
quality and I, was at a low quality factor, than vice versa 
For image pair B, this was only so for one matching 
method (feature-based), perhaps due to the effects of 
interpolation as mentioned before. For image pair A, a 
consistently better match accuracy was obtained using the 
feature-based matching method at low quality factors, 
suggesting that the ‘blurring’ effect assocjated with the 
compression affected the area-based matching method 
more adversely Although the variations in results were 
relatively minor, there appeared to be a consistent benefit 
2 
in applying feature-based matching when Iz at a fixed high 
quality factor 
The third experiment (see Table 3) explored the matter of 
whether there might be an advantage in compressing the 
DEM rather than the second image in the pair Just as a DEM 
may be generated from a pair of compressed images, so also 
might a second image be generated from a compressed image 
and DEM. Under these circumstances, an orthoimage might 
be more useful to store than either of the initial image pair. 
Depending on the application, once a DEM has been derived 
it may not be necessary to repeat that calculation; however, in 
some circumstances it would be necessary (e.g. if more data is 
added or a different method of DEM construction is to be 
applied). The distribution of (normalised) height values in 
the two DEMs was cr = 8.3 for A and a = 6.0 for B. The 
compression rates achieved for the two DEMs varied 
substantially, as the variances were somewhat different. 
Nevertheless, the accuracy of the reconstructed DEM values 
was rather similar for both A & B, suggesting that these might 
depend more strongly on the quality factor used than on the 
nature of the DEM. Comparing these results with those of 
Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that for A, it is more efficient to 
store the two images of the pair, whereas for B it is more 
efficient to store one image and the DEM, at low quality 
factors. 
4. CONCLUSION 
JPEG image compression was applied to some typical 
remotely sensed images to provide sample degraded data for 
matching experiments. Both pixel and feature based 
matching techniques were considered, along with the use of 
different quality factors affecting the compression rates and 
reconstruction accuracies. A preference exists for using 
feature-based matching at low compression quality factors. 
Also, where one image in a pair is to stored at higher quality 
than the other, it is preferable that this be the image being 
matched onto (i.e. 12). The results presented indicate that at 
compression rates of less than 1 bpp, matching accuracies in 
the range 5% to 10% mad per pixel can be achieved on 
substantially different image data. 
The assistance of Stewart Haines in undertaking the 
experiments reported here is gratefully acknowledged. This 
work was performed with support from grants under the 
Australian Research Council Industry Collaborative program 
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Abstract 
We provide in this article a generic framework for the pose 
estimation from geometric features. We propose more par- 
ticularly three algorithms: a gradient descent on the &e- 
mannian least square distance and on the Mahalanobis dis- 
tance, and an Extended Kalman Filter For all these meth- 
ods, we provide a way to compute the uncertainty of the 
resulting transformation. The analysis and comparison of 
the algorithms show how to combine them in a powerful 
and high level statistical registration algorithm. An appli- 
cation in medical image analysis demonstrate the usefulness 
of the method. 
1 Introduction 
In computer vision, most registration algorithms rely on 
feature extracted from the images. In this framework, the 
problem can generally be separated into two steps: (1) find- 
ing the correspondences between features (matches) and (2) 
computing the geometric transformation that maps one set 
of features to the other In this article, we do not discuss 
matching methods per se, but the estimation of the geomet- 
ric transformation and its accuracy. 
We first review the existing methods for computing the 
3D rigid motion from two sets of matched points and how 
one can estimate its uncertainty. However, models of the 
real world often lead to consider more complex features like 
lines [GriSO], planes, oriented points FA961 or frames [PA961 
and no traditional method easily extends to such features. 
Moreover, we have shown in [PA971 that geometric features 
generally do not belong to a vector space but rather to a 
manifold and that it induces paradoxes if we try to use the 
standard techniques on points with them. Thus, we have 
developed in [Pen961 a rigorous theory of uncertamty on ge- 
ometric features. The basic idea is that our measures on 
features should be invariant by the action of a given trans- 
formation group. In the geometric framework, this can be 
ensured by using an invariant Riemannian distance on the 
manifold (which means that the transformation group is a 
kind of %rigid” one for the features) We have developed the 
existence conditions for such an invariant metric, a coherent 
definition of the expectation and of the covariance matrix of 
random features. Then, other statistical operations can be 
defined, such as the Mahalanobis distance and the x2 test 
Using these basic operations, we develop in the second 
section three generic pose estimation algorithms. The first 
is the generalization of the Least Squares and corresponds 
to the minimization of the squared Riemannian distance be- 
tween matched features. The minimum is obtained by gra- 
dient descent The two others mmimize the Mahalanobis 
distance (in the rigorous sense of above) either by gradient 
descent or Kalman filtering. For the three methods, we pro- 
vide a way to compute an estimation of the result accuracy 
In the thud section, we analyze and compare the three 
algorithms i s  terms of accuracy of the estimated transfor- 
mation, accuracy of its uncertainty estimation and of com- 
putation time. This leads to a useful classification for the 
use of these algorithms and a way to combine them in order 
to build a general but practical pose estimation algorithm 
including the estimation of the noise on features and an out- 
liers rejection stage for robustness. 
In the last section, we apply this theory to a practical 
case in Medical Image Analysis: the estimation of the rel- 
ative motion of bones in the pelvis from MRI images. In 
this study, the estimation of the pose uncertainty turns out 
to be of the highest importance since it prevents a possibly 
wrong conclusion. 
1 1 
In order to introduce the pose estimation problem, we as- 
sume here that our objects of interest are represented by 
two sets of R matched points ( x i }  and (yp} in R3 We call 
them respectively the model and scene points. Thus, if the 
transformation between these two objects is rigid and if we 
have exact measurements, we have yi = R.xi i- t We could 
then determine the movement parameters with only 3 cou- 
ples of matched points: this gives 9 scalar equations for 6 
unknown (3 for the translation and 3 for the rotation) and 
3 invariants (the distance between points in each triplet) 
Unfortunately, we never have exact data and we have to 
cope with measurement errors. Because of the 3 invariants 
the system is over-constrained. The usual solution is to look 
for the parameters of the rotation R and the translation t 
that minimize the sum of square errors: 
Pose estimation from matched points 
e 
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This problem is called the orthogonal Procrustes problem 
in statistics, the absolute orientation problem in photogram- 
metry and the pose estimatzon problem in computer vision 
Several closed form solutions have been developed, using 
unit quaternions [Hor87, Aya91, Fau931, the singular value 
decomposition (SVD) [Sch66, AHB87, Ume911, the Polar 
decomposition [HHN88] or dual quaternions pNS91] In our 
implementation, we use the unit quaternion method 
Since all these methods compute the global minimum 
of the same criterion, the solutions are obviously mathe- 
matically identical. A study of the numerical point of view 
[LEF95] concludes that the difference in accuracy between 
the four methods is not significant (compared to the nu- 
merical precision of the machine) and that the computation 
times are comparable (a maximum difference of 15% which 
can be due to variations in the optimization of the implemen- 
tation). The only (very slight) difference is the sensibility 
of the methods when the set of points becomes close to a 
degenerated configuration (aligned points). 
The second problem is that the rigid transformation we 
have computed is of course not the exact transformation 
between the exact points. It is important and even vital 
in some medical applications to estimate the accuracy of 
our estimation. If uncertainty handling is a central topic 
in several works, like [DW88a, DW88b] or [Ayagl, ZF921, 
there are much fewer studies dealing with the accuracy of the 
estimated motion Early experimental works can be found 
in [FH84], [Sny89], or [HJLt89]. A theoretical evaluation of 
the errors on rotation estimation is introduced in [Kan93, 
Kan941. We have described in [PT97] how to estimate the 
uncertainty on this least squares pose estimation. We just 
recall here the results. Let r be the rotation vector and R(r) 
the corresponding rotation matrix the action of the rotation 
vector on a point x is r * x = R(r) and the action of a rigid 
transformation f = (r, t )  is f * 2 = R(r).x + t In the case of 
an isotropic, identical and independent noise with standard 
deviation as on model points and a, on scene points (the 
least squares estimator is optimal only at this condition), the 
covariance on the estimated rigid transformation P = (it$ 
is the inverse of the criterion Hessian matrix scaled by the 
variance of the residuals 0: = uz -t u,” 
with 
H f = F ( + ) =  a(f*x.) (W) 
Moreover, a: can be directly estimated from the residuals 
with 15: = 2.C(i)/(3.(n - 2)) 
Now, if we have an uncertainty information on our points 
(i.e. covariance matrices Csisi and Xyiyi), theleast squares 
estimator is no longer optimal and we have to minimize the 
Mahalanobis distance. We have proposed in [PT97] a ap- 
proximated solution based on the Extended Kalman Filter 
We do not detail this method here as it will appear as a 
special case of section 2.3. 
1.2 Geometric features 
Models of the real world often lead to consider geometric 
features that are more complex than points, such as lines 
[GriSO], planes, oriented points [FA961 or frames [PA96]. No 
traditional registration method easily extends to such fea- 
tures. Moreover, we have shown in [PA971 that geometric 
features generally do not belong to a vector space but rather 
to a manifold and that it can induce paradoxes if we used-  
rectly the standard techniques, Thus, we have developed in 
[Pen961 a rigorous theory of uncertainty on geometric fea- 
tures- The basic idea is that our measures on features should 
be invariant by the action of a given transformation group 
We summarize here the basic concepts of this theory. 
In the geometric framework, one specifies the structure 
of a manifold M by a Riemannzan metnc. This is a con- 
tinuous collection of dot products on the tangent space at 
each point x of the manifold. Thus, if we consider a curve 
on the manifold, we can compute at each point its instanta- 
neous speed vector and its norm, the instantaneous speed. 
To compute the length of the curve, we can proceed as usual 
by integrating this value along the curve. The distance be- 
tween two points of a connected Riemannian manifold i s  
the minimum length among the curves joining these points. 
The curves realizing this minimum for any two points of 
the manifold are called geodesics. Let o be a point of the 
manifold that we call the origin. We can develop the mani- 
fold in the tangent space at o along the geodesics (think of 
rolling a sphere along its tangent plane at the north pole). 
The geodesics going through the origin are transformed into 
straght lines and the distance along these geodesics are con- 
served. This realizes a chart called the principal chart that 
covers all the manifold (except a set of null measure called 
the cut locus) Let y’ be the representation of y in this chart. 
Then its distance to the origin is dist(o,y) = I l f l l .  This 
chart is somehow the “most linear” chart of the manifold 
with respect to the origin. 
Now, since we are working with features on which acts 
a transformation group E that models the possible image 
view points, it is natural to choose an invariant Ftieman- 
nian metric (the existence condition is detailed in [Pen96]) 
This way, all the measurements based on distance axe in- 
dependent of the image reference kame or the transfor- 
mation of the image: dist(x, y) = dist(g * x,g * y) Let 
f, be a “placement function”, i.e. a transformation of G 
such that f, * o = x. The distance can be expressed as: 
dist(x, y) = dist (fi-’) *y, 0 )  = IlfA-’) * y’ll. One can show 
that this formula is independent of the choice of the place- 
ment function. 
In fact, we have shown that all interesting operations on 
deterministic and uncertain geometric features and trans- 
formations can be expressed in the principal chart of the 
manifold and the group with only a few basic algorithmic 
blocs that we call atomic Operations. 
For the group, we have to implement 
0 the cornpositron fo g’ and its Jacobians 9, 0 - )  ag , 
0 the inverszon 8-l) and its Jacobian 
For the feature manifold, the basic operations are 
0 the action f*i and its Jacobians 9 and w, 
e and the placement function fz with its Jacobian 
To simplify further computations, we can add to these atomic 
operations the Jacobian of the 
0 left translation of the zdentity J L ( ~ )  = -1 
From this small set of atomic operations, we can imple- 
ment the composition and inversion of a probabilistic trans- 
Z= Id 
6 
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formation, the action of such a transformation on a prob- 
abilistic (or deterministic) feature, the distance and Maha- 
lanobis distance between transformations, etc. We have im- 
plemented this framework for rigid transformations acting 
on different kinds of features such as frames, semi- or non- 
onented frames and points. Frames are composed of a point 
and an orthonormal trihedron. In semi-oriented frames, the 
trihedron is composed of two directions ( t l ,  t 2 )  E (-tl,-t2) 
and an oriented vector n and models the differential prop- 
erties of a point on a surface. For non oriented frames, the 
normal is also un-oriented (n E -n) 
2 
Since we now have a distance between two geometric fea- 
tures and a Mahalanobis distance between two probabilistic 
features, the generalization of the two criteria for pose esti- 
mation from points is straightforward. However, it is rather 
unlikely to find a closed form solution like in the point case. 
Thus, we focus on iterative but generic algorithms. 
Pose estimation from matched features 
2.1 
Let {xi) and {yi] be two sets of matched features. The 
Least squares criterion is easily written using the fieman- 
nian distance: 
Least squares on Riemannian distance 
1 = - dist (fi;’} o (f *xi) , o ) ~  
2 i  
2.1 1 Error vector 
Now, thanks to the good properties of the principal chart, it 
turns out that this criterion can be expressed as a classical 
sum of square of vector norms. Let Zi = $:) o (f*Zi) be the 
“error vector” in the principal chart The criterion becomes 
Th~s expression is only true in the principal chart and is 
false for any other representation 
To minimize the criterion and determine the uncertainty 
at the minimum, we will need to compute its first and sec- 
ond derivatives. From the atomic operations, and using the 
composition rule for differentials, we can compute the error 
vector Zi and its Jacobians g, %, and 9 (see [Pen961 
for equations) If the uncertainty of the measurements jiri 
and y2 is represented by the covariance matrices E%% and 
Efifi, the uncertainty of the error vector is: 
2.1.2 Derivatives of the criterion 
Since the criterion is C = $ Ci $ .Zi, the first derivative is: 
Neglecting the term in 2.z with respect to the terms in 
2’ in the second derivatives (see [GMWSl, section 4.7]), we 
obtain: 
2.1.3 A gradient descent algorithm 
Let f be an estimation of the sought transformation. We 
have in the principal chart the following Taylor expansion 
(see [Pen96]) 
(3) 
where o = GT and H = 9 The minimum of this ap- 
proximated criterion is given for. a< 
8 = -Jl;(f)“” .PJ 0 
Now, we can obtain a much better estimation of the 
transformation by iterating the previous algorithm. As an 
initial estimate, we can choose the identity if nothing else 
is given. Let 5 be the estimation of the transformation at 
step t The estimation at step t + 1 is 
The process is stopped when the norm [lgtll of the adjust- 
ment transformation becomes too small (we use E = 
which is almost the numeric precision of the machine) or 
when the number of iterations becomes too high Practi- 
cally, we observe that this algorithm always converges in 
about 10 iterations for more than 3 matches. 
2.1.4 Estimation of the uncertainty at the minimum 
We have obtained above the transformation minimizing the 
criterion for the observed data Now, since the data are cor- 
rupted by noise (represented by their covariance matrix), the 
estimated transformation could be slightly different from the 
exact one. We are now trying to characterize the transfor- 
mation uncertainty as a function of the data uncertainty 
We assume for the moment that both the data and the 
state are vectors. Let kT = (21, in) be the vector of ob- 
served data and p the corresponding state (we have added 
here the hats to stress the difference between actual and 
potential measurements). We assume that all our measure- 
ments are independent so that E, = DIAG(C,,,, , 
A Taylor expansion of the criterion around the actual values 
(2,f) gives: 
E,,). 
aC 
ax C(X, f )  = c + 6’.(f - f) + -.(x - 2) 
+$(f - 3,’ fi (f - f) 
+ow - f1i3) + o(iiX - liii2) 
In this formula, 4 and fi are the Jacobian and the Hes- 
sian matrix of the criterion (with respect to f) estimated at 
(2, f) The minimum of the criterion is characterized by a 
null derivative with respect to the state. Using the above 
Taylor expansion, this derivative is: 
Q(X, f)  = B + A . ( x  - 2) + ri (f - f) 
+O(llf - fl12) + O(llX - >ill2) 
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where & = &(2,f). Equating to zero, we obtain the 
new state: 
f = f - f i ( - V * . ( x  - 2) + O(llX - all2) 
Thus, the covariance of f is: 
Cff = E ((f - f).(f - f). = @-l).&.Z%& a(-’) 
Now, using the particular form of x and Cxx,  we can 
simplify &.Cj& to obtain 
Last but not least, the data and the state are not vectors 
in our case, but points respectively in a manifold and in a 
transformation group. However, thanks to be properties of 
the principal chart, this derivation is still valid if we replace 
(f - f) by JL(?).(f of)  and (x - 2) by a somehow similar 
expression Now, it turns out that the definition of the co- 
variance is changed accordingly and that finally nothing is 
changed in equation (5). 
$-I) 
2 1.5 Uncertainty for the least-squares solution 
As for points, the least-square estimation is optimal only if 
Zzizi = 6: Id  Then, taking into account that 3 2: $fT, 
the uncertainty is simplified into 
= ~J;.H‘-’’ 
Moreover, the variance 6,” can be estimated from the data 
with 
However, this hypothesis is quite strong for frame-based 
features: it means that the variance uz on the rotation vec- 
tor representing the trihedron is equal to the variance u; 
on the position of the frame Thus the choice of the units 
(radian, degree, meter or millimeter) is crucial. Most of 
the time, this hypothesis does not hold and we have to use 
equation (5). 
2.2 
To allow different and non isotropic covariance matrices for 
different measure, we can minimize the sum of squared Ma- 
halanobis distances after registration It turns out that this 
Mahalanobis distance can be expressed with exactly the 
same error vector as before: 
Gradient descent on the Mahalanobis distance 
1 
C(f) = - &Yi, f * X i )  
2 :  
Thus, the algorithm is the m e  than for the least squares, 
but the derivatives of the criterion are different. The first 
derivative is 
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Similarly, the second derivatives can be approximated b y  
and 
Now, the Taylor expansion for the criterion is the same, and 
the evolution for the gradient descent i s  still given by equa- 
tion (4). We can use the same starting value and stopping 
criterion as before. Practically, we have observe a conver- 
gence in about 15 iterations when starting from identity and 
in 5 to 10 iterations when starting from the least-squares SO- 
lution, 
For the uncertainty of the solution, we replace the values 
of H and into equation (5) and obtain: 
2.3 Kalman filtering 
Assume that we have an initial estimate & with covariance 
Grog The natural criterion to minimize becomes 
1 1 
C(f) = 2P2(f,fO) + - CP2(Yt , f  *Xi) 
2 ;  
In the case of linear transformations of Gaussian random 
vectors, the maximum likelihood estimation and minimum 
error variance estimation corresponds, and could be expressed 
as a recursive filter known as the Kalman filter [Jaz70]. In 
the general case of non-linear transformations (which is in- 
deed our case here), the filter could be extended by using 
linear approximations around the current state and mea- 
surements [AyaQl]. At each step the input is - 
0 an estimate (fi-1, C C - ~ C  ,) of the state, 
0 the measurement (Zit Cq zi 1 
and the linearized dependency between the state and 
the measurement M, = 22 
- 
The output is the updated estimation of the state using the 
following equations: 
However, we must be careful that the state 6 is con- 
strained to belong to the principal chart and the above 
Kalman evolution equation could make it go out of its defi- 
nition domain. Thus, we have to verify after each step that 
the state is still in the definition domain and correct if it is 
out (this is done using an additional atomic operation called 
“Domain” in [PenQs]). 
3 Algorithm comparison 
In the following, we denote by LSQ, MAHA and KAL the 
three pose estimation methods developed above. Since we 
can forget the trihedron in all types of frames to keep only 
a point, we can also apply the standard pose estimation 
techniques on points, such as the unit quaternion method, 
which we denote by QUAT We analyze here the relative 
accuracy of the different methods, their computation time 
and the accuracy of the uncertainty on the transformation 
(which should predict the absolute accuracy). 
Statistics are realized by choosing a random sample of N 
features in an image 512x256~128. This is the exact model. 
We choose a random rigid movement (the "exact" trans- 
formation), and transform the exact model into the exact 
scene. Then each exact feature is perturbed by a Gaussian 
noise with a given covariance C in order to constitute the 
observed model and scene. 
3.1 Accuracy of the methods 
With the same couple of (synthetic) model and scene, we 
compute the transformation using QUAT, LSQ, KAL and 
MAHA For each of these estimations, we compute the resid- 
ual transformation with respect to the exact transformation 
To simplify the analysis, we only compare the residual angle 
of rotation 9 and the length d of the residual translation 
As these values are varying a lot with the considered set 
of matches and since we only want to study the relative 
accuracy of the three methods, we have chosen the error 
of MAHA as the reference. Thus, we compute the ratios 
terize the relative accuracy of LSQ and similarly for KAL. 
ELSQ < 1 means that LSQ is more accurate than MAHA 
and ELSQ > 1 means less accurate. 
To obtain reliable statistics, we have done 250 trials for 
each number of features and we present in fig. (1) the mean 
value and the standard deviation' of the relative accuracies 
of LSQ and KAL with respect to MAHA 
In these experiments, LSQ and MAHA are initialized 
with the identity, whereas KAL is initialized with the re- 
sult of LSQ (the covariance matrix is multiplied by 50 to 
minimize its influence on the final uncertainty estimation) 
Indeed, initializing KAL with the identity and a fixed covari- 
ance matrix (or any transformation a little too far from the 
solution) leads to a pseudo-convergence toward a false solu- 
tion On the contrary, we did not see any influence of the 
initialization on the solutions of LSQ and MAHA (except 
for the computation time) 
The next observation is that the absolute accuracy of 
each method is proportional to 116 (where n is the number 
of features) but the ratio of the accuracy of different meth- 
ods does not depend on the number of matches. We found 
that KAL and MAHA perform very similarly So do QUAT 
and LSQ On the contrary, we found that KAL and MAHA 
are 1.2 times to 2 times more accurate than QUAT and LSQ 
depending on the covariance matrix on frames (more partic- 
ularly the ratio of the onentation variance over the position 
variance) 
'As the relative accuracy is multiplicative (2 times more accurate 
means E = 0.5), we have computed the mean value and the standard 
deviation of log(€). but we present the result with ratios for an easier 
visualization. 
E e ~ s q  = @LSQ/@MAHA and EdLSQ = dLSQ/dMAHA to charac- 
- Ratio KAL f MAHA - Ratio LSQ I MAHA I 
i . -  - 
- 3  - - A  - - - - - 
0.5 ' 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 
Number of features 
Relative error of the LSQ and KAL translations 
(reference: MAHA em?) 
4.0 I - Ratio KAL f MAHA - Ratio LSQ 1 MAHA 
0.0 ' 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 
Number of features 
Figure 1 Relative accuracy of the rotation and translation 
estimated by LSQ and KAL with respect to MAHA 
3.2 
3.2.1 The validation index 
With synthetic data, we know the exact motion that we are 
looking for, and we can verify that it is compatible with 
our transformation estimation modulo its uncertainty. The 
basic idea of the validation method presented in [PT97] is 
normalize the residua3 transformation error with respect to 
the predicted uncertainty In fact, the simplest way do do 
that is to compute the Mahalanobis distance between the 
computed and the exact transformation. 
Accuracy of the uncertainty estimation 
Under the Gaussian hypothesis (justified in [Pen96]), this 
value should be xi distributed if the covariance matrix IS 
exact 
We can now repeat this experiment on N pairs of images 
to obtain N independent values p: and verify if it is really 
xf distributed The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (or simply K-S) 
test [PFTVSl] is well adapted to do that but since it only 
gives a binary answer, we also use the fact that the mean 
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value of a xi distribution is 6 and its variance is 12 We call 
valadataon index the estimated mean value of p; 
[ideal value: 61 
and its variance is computed accordingly with 
[ideal value: 121 
This index can be interpreted as an indications on how 
the estimation method under-estimates (I > 6) or over- 
estimates (I < 6) the error on the estimated motion. It 
is a kind of relative error on the error estimation. 
This method can be generalized to the case of real data 
by splitting the set of matches in two approximatively equal 
sets on matches. Then one two independent estimates fl and 
f 2  of the same transformation f and their Mahalanobis d i s  
tance p2(fl, f 2 )  should once again be xi distributed under 
the Gaussian assumption. The two transformations could 
then be fused to obtain a better estimation of the transfor- 
mation and used for other purposes (figure 2) 
2 independant 
lists of matches 
@- 
Statistical validation index 
Registration Variance: 2n . +accuracy 
Figure 2: Validation of the registration uncertainty with real 
data. 
3.2.2 Validation results 
As expected, the best accuracy estimation is given by MAHA 
We present in figure 3 the computed mean and standard de- 
viation of the validation index with MAHA on semi-oriented 
frames with respect to the number of matches The dotted 
lines represent the theoretical values for a xg distribution (a 
mean of 6 and a standard deviation of = 3.46) The 
K-S test at 1% is always accepted The mean validation in- 
dex over the 25 * 500 = 12500 registrations in this graphic is 
I = 6.05 for a variance of cr: = 11.90, which proves that the 
uncertainty estimation is very accurate. This indicates an 
underestimation of the covariance matrix of less than 1%. 
The same results are observed with other kind of feature. 
The graphic for KAL is quite sunilar, except that the 
K-S test is one order of magnitude worse. Indeed, the mean 
validation index is now I = 6.29 for a variance of a: = 12.90, 
indicating an underestimation of 4.6%. 
In the case of LSQ, the hypothesis of a diagonal and 
lsotropic covariance matrix on features does not hold (except 
for points). Thus, using formula = a: I#-') leads to a 
Validation of the registration uncertainty with MAHA 
Knom covariance - semi-orientad frames 
,2.0 -Validahon index 
6.0 
A-A Confidence of me K-S test 1 
10 1w 1000 
0.001 
Number of matches 
Figure 3: Validation of the registration uncertainty with a 
known covariance on semi-oriented frames (method MAHA) 
Top: mean and standard deviation of the validation index 
with respect to the number of matches used Bottom. con- 
fidence value of the K-S test. It validates the uncertainty in 
all cases with a confidence superior to 1% 
very estimation of the uncertainty. However, We can still 
use formula (5) and in this case the uncertainty is much 
better estimated. We obtain a mean validation index of 
I = 5.82 for a variance of a: = 11.09. This means a 3% 
overestimation of the uncertainty on the transformation. 
Validation of the registration accuracy with QUAT 
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Figure 5: Validation of the registration uncertainty with 
QUAT The variance on points is estimated during the algo- 
rithm. Top: mean and standard deviation of the validation 
index with respect to the number of matches used. Bottom: 
confidence value of the K-S test. It validates the uncertainty 
with a confidence superior to 1% for more than 15 matches. 
The case of QUAT is more interesting: in most cases, the 
hypothesis of a diagonal and isotropic covariance matrix on 
points is justified (there is hardly ever an order a magnitude 
of difference between the 3 directions of the space) Hence, 
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Figure 4: Modular registration algorithm 
Mahalanobis ~~1 
Transformation 
we can use the simplified formula and estimate the variance 
a: on points directly from the data. This make an important 
difference with the previous experiments where the noise 
model was known. Therefore, we do not expect the uncer- 
tainty to be very accurate with a small number of matches. 
Indeed, we observe in figure (5) that the uncertainty is com- 
pletely underestimated for less than 15 matches, but is quite 
correctly estimated (and validated by the K-S test) for more 
than 15 matches. The mean validation index in this part is 
I = 6.06 for a variance of a; = 12.51, which corresponds to 
an underestimation of 1%. 
3.3 Computation times 
The algorithm LSQ is initialized with the identity but LSQ 
and MAHA are initialized with the result of QUAT The 
computation times are approximately linear in the number 
of matches. Thus, we only give below the computation times 
for 100 matches on a DEC alpha 3000 166 Mhz (average 
value on 100 to 500 trials) 
3.4 Discussion, use of the algorithms 
Due to the choice of the metric (the units for the rotation 
and the translation), LSQ and QUAT give very similar re- 
sults. QUAT is much faster and should thus be used when 
possible, i.e. for more than 3 matches. However, LSQ is 
still usable for 1 or 2 frame matches (but could be unsta- 
ble) For the transformation uncertainty, QUAT does not 
need the covariance matrix on features, but it is only reli- 
able with more than 15 matches. LSQ needs to know the 
covariance matrix on features is order to produce a reliable 
uncertainty estimation 
KAL and MAHA are quite similar and gve a better 
transformation accuracy. MAHA gives an accurate trans- 
formation and uncertainty in all cases, even mth  very few 
matches (it is more stable than LSQ). KAL is faster but re- 
quires a reliable initialization point and underestimates the 
uncertainty However, it is incremental and we can forget 
the matches when they have updated the transformation, 
which could prove to be a real advantage for the memory 
J 
Pose accuracy 
estimation 
Uncertainty 
complexity. Another combination is to compute the trans- 
formation with MAHA for the first (let say 10) matches and 
then update iteratively the transformation with the other 
using KAL. 
L 11 QUAT I LSQ I KAL 1 MAHA I 
3.5 
At the end of a matching algorithm, we usually have a list 
of matched features with possibly outliers and no or little 
information about the noise on features. We have proposed 
in [PT97] an algorithm that estimates the pose, its uncer- 
tainty, the outliers and the noise on features in the case of 
frames. This algorithm could be easily generalized to generic 
features and modified to make the best use of each charac- 
teristics of the previous algorithms (figure 4). 
Since we have no information about the uncertainty of 
features, we begin by a global QUAT or LSQ registration. 
Then we can estimate the noise on features, and use a x2 
test to rule out outliers. The transformation is then u p  
dated using KAL and the process it iterated. When the 
transformation becomes stable or after a maximum number 
of iterations (5 to lo), we finally use a MAHA estimation to 
ensure the accuracy of the uncertainty estimation 
A practical and generic algorithm 
4 Estimation of the relative motion of the bones in the 
pelvis 
The goal of the experiment was to measure quantitatively 
the relative motion of bones in the pelvis during particular 
motions. Two MRI (Tl) images were taken at the Lenval 
Foundation (Nice, France), one in “open pelvis” configu- 
ration and one in “close pelvis” configuration. Images are 
256 x 256 x 28 with a voxel size of 1.33 x 1.33 x 5.6 mm (i.e. 
an anisotropic factor greater than 4 in the z direction!) 
The pelvis is principally constituted of the sacrum and 
the left and right hipbones, forming a quasi-rigid structure. 
Hence their relative motion is very smalI and we need to 
estimate the motions of each bone and their uncertainty 
to be able to decide statistically if there is really a motion 
between them. 
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Figure 6: An axial slice of an MR image of the pelvis (T1 
weighted). One can see the sacrum in the bottom center 
and the hipbones on the sides. 
4.1 Segmentation 
It is quite hard to segment bones in an MRI image. In- 
deed, the iso-surface method that we usually use for bones 
in CT-scans or the surface of the brain in MRI images does 
not work here: the bones appear as an intermediate signal 
delimited by a naxrow band of weaker signal on the border 
(figure 6) This weak signal has a varying intensity and is 
moreover asymmetric due to the chemical shift. 
Since the other automatic segmentation tools we tried 
also failed, each bone was manually segmented by a special- 
ist (Pr Dourthe) in both images. The result is presented in 
figure (7) 
4.2 Registrations 
To register the bones in the two images, we extracted the 
crest lines on the bones surface and some particular points 
on these lines called extremal points [TG93]. These points 
optimize a differential geometry criterion and can be seen 
as a generalization of corner points for smooth surfaces. As 
they are points on a surface, we have not only a point but 
also the normal to the surface and the two principal direc- 
tions, i.e. a semi-oriented frame. Each bone is thus modeled 
as a set of sem-oriented frames. 
The matches between the extremal points of a bone in 
one image and their counterpart in the second images were 
determined using a geometric hashing method described in 
[GPA97]. We found only 30 matches for the hipbones and 
35 for the sacrum Then we used the pose estimation al- 
gorithm described in the previous section to compute the 
transformations. In figure (8) we present the superimposi- 
tion of the pelvis obtained using the sacrum transformation 
only Considering that the sacrum is fixed, we can visualize 
the hipbones motion: the hipbones in the “open pelvis” con- 
figuration effectively seem to be slightly more open than in 
the “closed pelvis” configuration The residual transforma- 
tion between hipbones confirms that impression since it is a 
rotatlon of 1.2 deg around the vertical axis and a translation 
of 3 to 4 mm that tends to open the hipbones. 
4.3 Statistical results 
However, when it comes to the uncertainty, the results are 
much less clear The uncertainty estimated on features is 
rather large: the standard deviation of the residual trans- 
formation is around 25 degrees for the rotation (trihedron) 
and 1 mm for the translation (position) This leads to a very 
high uncertainty on the estimated transformations: arcnnd 
3.5 degrees for the rotation and 1.5 mm for the translation 
Comparing the residual transformations (left and right hip- 
bones with respect to the sacrum or left hipbone with re- 
spect to the right hipbone) with the identity (rigid hypoth- 
esis: no motion inside the pelvis), we found Mahalanobis 
distances of 16 and 18, which approximately corresponds 
to the threshold of x2 tests at 98%. Thus, we cannot con- 
clude that there is a statistically significant relative motion 
of bones in the pelvis. In this example, the availability of 
higher order statistics on the registration prevented us from 
a possibly wrong conclusion. However, we cannot conclude 
either that there is no relative motion in the pelvis. In fact, 
we would need more precise data to be able to conclude 
statistically. This could be obtained by using images with a 
better resolution, a better (semi-automatic) segmentation of 
the bones, and more extremal points on each bone surface. 
5 Conclusion 
We show in this article how to generalize the classical least 
squares and least Mahalanobis distance pose estimation al- 
gorithms to generic geometric features, and how to estimate 
the uncertainty of the result. The analysis of the three new 
algorithms shows that each one has advantages and draw- 
backs. The uncertainty prediction on the transformation is 
validated within a bound of 5% for all algorithms, decreasing 
to less than 1% of inaccuracy for the algorithm MAHA 
Then, we show how to combine all the algorithms into a 
modular and high level registration algorithm to exploit all 
their particularities The accuracy of the transformations 
uncertainties is not considered in this article but is perfectly 
validated in [Pen96, chap. 91. We believe that these algo- 
rithms could be easily embedded in many applications and 
provide a thorough basis for computing many image statis- 
tics. 
In the last part, we show an application in medical imag- 
ing where the availability of the transformation uncertain- 
ties prevents us from a possible wrong conclusion This also 
stress that the quality of the registration directly depends on 
the quality and the number of features used. By the way, 
we could think to evaluate the quality of different feature 
extraction methods by the accuracy of the estimated pose. 
Further improvements could include the generalization of 
this framework to non rigid transformations, the estimation 
of a multiple registration of n sets of matched features and 
the coupling with statistical matching algorithms to provide 
a complete registration system 
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Abstract 
An image registration algorithm using wavelet approxima- 
tion as an motion model has been developed to estimate 
accurate dense optical flow from an image sequence. This 
wavelet motion model i s  particularly useful in estimating 
optical flows with large displacement. Traditional pyramid 
methods which use the coarse-to-$ne image pyramid by im- 
age burrtng in estimating optical flow often produce incor- 
rect results when the coarse-level estimates contain large er- 
rors that cannot be corrected at the subsequent finer lev- 
els. This happens when regions of low texture become flat 
or certain patterns result in spatial aliasing due to image 
blurring. Our method, in contrast, uses large-to-small full- 
resolution regions without blurrmg images, and simultane- 
ously optimizes the coarser and finer parts of optical flow so 
that the large and small motion can be estimated correctly. 
We compare results obtained by using our method with those 
obtained by using one of the leading image regrstration meth- 
ods, the Szeliski pyramid spline-based method. The experi- 
ments include cases of small displacement (less than 4 pixels 
under 1 2 8 ~  128 image size or equrvalent displacement under 
other image sizes), and those of large displacement (IO pix- 
els). While both methods produce comparable results when 
the displacements are small, our method outperforms p yra- 
mid spline-based method when the displacements are large. 
1 Introduction 
This paper presents a method to register two images and 
estimate optical flow using coarse-to-fine wavelet represen- 
tation, newly presented by Cai and Wang [SI, as a motion 
model. The wavelet motion model represents motion vec- 
tors by a linear combination of hierarchical basis functions. 
The coarser-scale basis function has larger support while 
the her-scale basis function has s d e r  support. Corre- 
sponding to these variably sized supports, large-to-small 
full-resolution regions are used in image matching. In addi- 
tion, the associated coefficients to be estimated have global 
and local iduences in constructing the motion vectors. 
The major feature of Cai-Wang basis functions is to di- 
rectly transform any function into wavelet coefficients from 
coarse to fine scale. This differs from the conventional us- 
age of wavelet transform which is carried out from fine-to- 
coarse for decomposition and then coarse-to-fine for recon- 
struction. This feature allows us to estimate the coefficients 
starting from coarsest scale by using the largest full reso- 
lution patches. This is particularly useful in estimating the 
optical flow due to large motion. At each iteration, we recon- 
struct the motion vectors from the first to the second image 
based on the estimated coefficients, and use them to warp 
the firts image. As finer-scale coefficients are estimated by 
minimizing the sum of squared intensity differences between 
the warped image and the second image, we obtain more 
accurate results. 
To handle large displacement, a number of coarse-to-fine 
hierarchical. methods [2, 4, 11 have been developed. The 
pyramid methods which use coarse-to-fine blurred images se- 
quentially in estimating optical flow often produce incorrect 
results when large errors occurring in coarser estimates can- 
not be subsequently corrected in the finer estimates. This 
happens when regions of low texture become flat or certain 
patterns result in spatial aliasing due to image blurring. The 
reason that our method could cope with this difficulty is 
that our representation hierarchy is different from the t y p  
ical image coarse-to-fine hierarchy. Our hierarchy is built 
along motion resolution level, not image resolution Ievel. 
In addition, we use large-to-small full resolution regions, 
rather than blurred images, in estimating the coefficients 
from coarse to fine scales. 
2 Mathematical Background 
Let I gf [O,L] denote any finite interval, where L 2 4 is 
a positive integer, and p ( I )  denote Sobolev space which 
contains all continuous functions with finite energy norm up 
to the second derivative, respectively, i.e., 
It can be verified that *(I) is a Hilbert space with the inner 
product, < f, g >= SI f(2)(z)g(2)(x)dx- Hence l l l f l l l  =< 
f, f >* provides a norm for H2(1)  In order to develop 
a coarse-to-fine wavelet representation in H 2 ( I ) ,  Cai and 
Wang used the fourth-order B-spline 4(x) (Figure l.(a)) 
4 
$(z) dzf ( 4 ) (-l)j(= - j ) $  E H2(1)  
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9 
Figure 1: The 1D scaling and wavelet functions. 
I 
Figure 2: The translation and dilation of basis functions at 
different resolution scales 
as the scaling function, where x; = x" if x 2 0, and x;  = 0 
if x < 0. Using the scaling function, they constructed the 
wavelet (Figure l.(b)) 
( 2 )  
The supports of # ( x )  and $ ( x )  are [0,4] and [0,3], respec- 
tively, i.e., the values of b ( x )  (or $ ( x ) )  are zeros outside 
[0,4] (or [0,3]). The dilation and translation of # ( E )  and 
$ ( x )  are defined by 
-3 12 3 
7 
qqz) = + ( 2 4  + -?-&(21 - 1) - 4 2 2  - 2) 
& j , k ( ~ )  = & ( 2 j z  - k ) ,  j 2 0,  k = - 2 ,  
Jlj,r;(z) = qh(2'2 - k ) ,  j 1 0, k = -1, 
, 2 j L  - 2 
2'L - 2 
(3) 
For each resolution level j ,  let 6 and W, be the closure 
(under norm 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 )  of h e a r  span of { # j , k ( Z ) ,  -2 5 k 5 
23L - 2) and ($,,k(x)I k = -1, ,2,L - 2 }, respectively. 
Cai and Wang have shown that[5] any continuous function 
d(z) E H'(1) can be approximated as closely as possible by 
a function in 6 for a sufficiently large 3 which has a unique 
orthogonal approximation 
d ( Z )  % d - l ( z )  + d o ( z )  -I- d l ( z )  + d j ( z )  (4) 
where 
(5) 
k=-2 
-2jL--2 
d+) = Cj,k$j ,k(Z) E w j  for j 2 0.  (6 )  
k=-1 
Each component d j  is produced by the expansion of trans- 
lated basis functions at merent resolution levels where the 
coefficients Cj ,k  are appropriately determined. Although the 
existence of approximation is proved for any continuous func- 
tion in p ( I ) ,  it has been demonstrated in [5,8] that it holds 
for any finite sampled function in the practical applications. 
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Influence of coefficients c,,k can be global or local de- 
pending on the size of support of the corresponding basis 
function. To see this, let us assume L = 4 for simplicity such 
that the scaling functions d ( x  - k) in the coarsest scale have 
support [0,4] (except on the boundary), and the wavelet 
functions $,,k have (narrower) support [0, $1 (except near 
the boundary), 3 2 0. Let us also assume a iinite sampled 
function defined on pixel domain [0,256]. We map [O, 41 into 
[Oy 2561 so that the effects are interpreted on pixel unit. The 
perturbs of c-1 , -2 ,  c - I , - I ,  C - I , O ,  e - 1 , ~  and c-1,2 will af- 
fect the values d - l ( t )  globally within the domain [0,127], 
[0,191], [0,256], [65,256] and 1129,2561, respectively (Figure 
2 . In the finer scales (levels) 3 2 0, wavelets have support 2 pixels within the domain (and 9 pixels on the bound- 
aries), and there are total 23+2 shifted wavelets overlapped 
across [O, 2561. The perturbs of each wavelet coefficient C3,k 
will affect d j ( x )  locally only inside the domain [F, -1,
and on the boundraries [ 0 , 5 ]  and I256 - e, 2561. 
b 
3 Wavelet-Based Image Registration 
Suppose image lo(z,y) and I l ( x , y )  are related by hori- 
zontal and vertical displacement (flow or motion) vectors 
u(x ,  y) and u(c, y) under the intensity constancy constraint 
[3]. We wish to recover the maximum likelihood estimates 
{u(c, y), v ( x ,  y)} by minimizing the sum of squared intensity 
differences (SSD) 
E =  ~ t z l ( z + u ( l , Y ) , Y + y ( + , Y ) )  - 1 0 ( Z , Y ) l 2  (7) 
2. Y 
between the reference image Io(z, y), and the predicted im- 
age 11  (. + +, VI, Y + 4 2 ,  Y)>. 
3.1 Wavelet-Based Motion Model 
We will approximate motion vectors u(x ,  y) and v ( x ,  y).by 
using two-dimensional basis functions. A natural extension 
of one-dimensional to two-dimensional basis functions are 
using the tensor product. Accordingly, the two-dimensional 
basis functions are (Figure 3) 
where the subscripts j, kl and k-2 represent the resolution 
scale, horizontal and vertical translations, respectively, and 
t 
the upper subs6 ts H, V and D represent the horizon- 
tal, vertical and gagonal directions, respectiyely. Simi.h 
to the one-dlmenslonal case, any two cbmensional motlon 
vector can be expressed in terms of h e a r  combinations of 
coarsest-scale spline function (8) and horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal wavelets ((9), (10) and (11)) in finer levels[8] 
3 
U ( Z , Y )  = U - l ( Z , Y )  + ~ ( u ~ ( z , Y ) + u r ( z , Y )  + up(z.Y) ,  
W ( Z , Y )  = W - l ( G , Y )  + C ( W j H ( Z , Y )  + u r ( z 3 Y )  + up(z,Y)) 
j=O 
3 
j = O  
where 
3.2 The Algorithm 
Given 10 and 11 ,  the image registration is now a problem of 
estimating coefficients vector E = [ ( e - 1 l T  
(i'5y1i)T -IT where E-1 representing the coarsest-scale coef- 
ficients, and E F i l  and E;'' representing any finer-scale 
coefficients in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions, 
respectively. This is done by substituting u(z, y) and v (z ,  y) 
into (7) and minimizing SSD with respect to E iteratively. 
The motion vectors are reconstructed using the estimated 
coefficients. We then use the motion vectors to warp im- 
age 11 toward 10, In the next finer scale, we estimate the 
coefficients from coarsest to current scale where the large-te 
small regions are utilized. To handle large displacement, we 
first estimate the coarsest-scale coefficients where the largest 
regions are used. 
Let vector 
H i  T -Vi T 
( E ~  * ) (c3 * ) 
E L 1  = [cL1,-2,-2,  , cL1 ,L1-2 ,La-2r  
d L , - 2 , - 2  1 , d L 1 , L 1  -2,La-21 
T 
be the V n t  estimated coarsest-scale coefficients dying 
the tth iterat~on. From now on, the u per.subsm t i de- 
notes the ith iteration. The increment5 estimate g - 1  can 
be obtaiped by minimizing-a quadratic measure Using the 
differentd method. By usmg the first order Taylor senes 
expansion 
I(z + u* + 6u , y  + u' + 6u) rx I ( = +  u', y + v ' , t )  + 6 ~ 1 ,  + 6vIu, 
the incremental quadratic error is 
E ( 6 E - 1 )  =E(Ei l  + 6 2 - 1 )  -E@') s b E z l A 6 E - 1 -  2 b T a E - 1  (12) 
where .I 
To obtain Hessian matrix A and gradient vector b during 
each iteration in evev. resolution scale, we first calculate the 
warped image 11 (?+ti', y+d) using the updated motion vec- 
tor ui(z, y) and d(z ,  y), and bilinear interpolation. The gra- 
dient (Is, IV) and the res idd difference, 1 1 ( z  + ui, y + d) - 
lo(z,y), are then computed. When E(&-1) is minimized 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm[6], the resultant 
coefficients E L l  are used as the initial guess and propagated 
into the next finer level. 
In the next finer level, we update the coefficients esti- 
mated at the previous coarsest level, and estimate three 
sets of coefficients at the current level one by one. First, 
we denote the first set of coefficients at current level (3 = 0) 
bY 
and estimate Si = [(eLl)T (@')TIT where i'5Ll has been 
initialized from the revious step. The coefficients E* which 
have more local iduence, are used to reconstruct the mo- 
tion vectors u(z,y) = u - l ( z , y )  + uo(z,y) and v(zly)  = 
o-l(z,  y) + ~ ( z ,  y). The incremental estimate 66 can be ob- 
tained by minimizing the same form of quadratic cost func- 
@0,-2,-1 H I Y  %,-2,L2-2 Iy are included in a(z,y), and 
( ~ ~ ' ( z , y ) , v ~ ~ ( z , y ) )  areincludein(u'(z,y), v*(z ,  9)). More 
preasely, they are 
tion (12) except that new terms tZf-2,-l& ~ o , L 1 - 2 , L 2 - 2 1 z ,  H 
When E(6E) attains minimum, the resultant coefficients E 
are propogated into the next step where the second set co- 
efficients are estimated. 
Then, we estimate the second set of coefficients 
and update the previous estimated coefficients ELl and Eo",, 
simultaneously. The concatenated coefficient vector is E'= 
[ ( E L , ) T  (E2i)T]T he incremental estimate 6E can 
Figure 4 The left, middle and right figures are the forms 
of hessian matrix when one, two and three levels are used. 
White and black regions represent nonzero and zero entries, 
respectively- 
be obtained by minimizing the Same form of cost function 
(12), except that new terms *z-1,-21= *0v,L1-2,~2.y2L 
and *0v , - l , - 2~v  ? ~ 0 v , ~ ~ - ~ : ~ ~ - ~ I ~  are included in prevlous 
a(z, y), and (ugv'I(z,y), ugv'I(z,y)) are included in previous 
(u i (z ,  y), u'(z, 9)). When E(6E) attains minimum, the resul- 
tant coefficients C are propagated into the next step where 
the third set coefficients are estimated. 
Lastly, we estimate the third set of coefficients E t s i  = 
D i  D,i D t  D S  T 
ko,L1,-1 'CO,L1-2,L2-2. dO,L,-l * 4 J , i l ~ 2 , L 2 . - 2 1  3 and U P  
date the previous estimated coefficients ELI, E? and E:' 
The concatenated coefficient vector is 2' ( ' ) 
(C,"pi)T]T The incremental estimate 6C can be ob- 
tained by minimizing the same form of quadratic cost func- 
tion except, that new terms \k&l,--l I, *EO,L~-~,L~--~I= 
and q&l,-lI, \E0qL1-2,L2-21, are added to previous 
a(z, y), while (~,"~'(z, y), U : * ~ ( E ,  y)) are added to previous 
e H i  T 
D 
(u'(z1 Y), V t ( E ,  Y)). 
In general. at level i, we estimate the coefficients from the 
coarsGt to the curreit level. At each level ( j  2 0), three 
sets of coefficients are estimated one by one. The estimation 
procedure is the same as we described above. When E(&) 
attains minimum, we check the SSD prediction error and 
decide to either stop or continue the process. 
3.3 
The structure of Hessian matrix reveals the usage of global 
and local information and how they are interactive with each 
other. The structure of Hessian matrices using one, two and 
three levels are shown in Figure 4. The nonzeros and zeros 
elements are presented as white and black regions, respec- 
tively. We see that each Hessian matrix can be divided into 
four patterns, say A1lrAl2,A2l and A22 representing left 
upper, right upper, left lower and right lower patterns, re- 
spectively. Let us denote the first and second half parts of 
vector a by a1 and a2 which are associated with coefficients 
cj's and dj's, respectively. Patterns Ai1 and A22 are formed 
by Cr,y alalT and E,,, a2azT, respectively, pattern A12 
is formed by Et,, a1azT, and A12 is equal to A21. A11 and 
A12 are used to calculate coefficients Cj,kl,kp's, and A21 and 
A22 are used to calculate Coefficients dj,kl,k2's. Each entry 
in the Hessian matrix is produced by the multiplications of 
any two basis functions with each other, and with two im- 
age gradients. As a result, the entry is nonzero when the 
associated two basis functions are overlapped and two image 
Variably Sized Supports and Hessian Matrix 
d 
gradients are nonzeros. In Figure 4, we observe that as the 
resolution scale moves up, the basis functions have narrower 
supports and fewer overlaps with functions in coarser and 
current scale. Therefore, the white regions becomes sparser. 
Since the block diagonal nonzero entries of any pattern are 
produced by any two overlapped basis functions at the same 
scale and the remaining blocks are produced by the overlaps 
of different basis functions h m  coarsest to current scales. 
This implies that in the finer scales not only smaller but 
also larger patches are optimally used in the sense that the 
coarser- and finer-scale coefficients minimize SSD. 
4 Experimental Results 
This section compares the results produced by wavelet-based 
and spline-based methods. 
4.1 Synthetic Image Pairs Containing Small Dis- 
placement 
In the first experiment, we use the synthetic images in paper 
[I], where the ground truth of optical flow vectors is pro- 
vided. In the pyramid s line-based method, the low-pass 
Gaussian filter with mas! size 3 x 3 pixee IS successively 
applied to create the coarse-to-fine blurred images. Two er- 
ror measurements we use are the angular measure Oe [I] and 
the magnitude measure me, defined by 
where ('ut(z, y), ut(z ,  y)) is the correct motion vector For 
each image pairrwe comfie the averaged angle and mag- 
nitude errors (A& and Am,), using the flow vector at each 
pixel. We have tested the image pairs of Sinusoidal 1, 
Translating Tree, Diverging Tree and Yosemite. Fig- 
ures 5-8 show the estimated motion vectors using our method. 
To compare our method with pyramid spline-based meth- 
ods, the number of unknowns is designed to be the same. 
We name the flow estimates produced by spline-based and 
by our methods as spline and wavelet flow, respectively. The 
quantitative comparisons between pyramid splin-based and 
wavelet-based methods are shown in the Table. In the Si- 
nusoid 1 image pair, the one level spline flow is more accu- 
rate than the one level wavelet flow but less accurate than 
the three level wavelet flow The three level spline flow has 
large errors, (71.370,19.043), which are propagated from the 
coarsest estimates due to the significant texture change. In 
the Translating Tree and Diverging Tree image pairs, 
one level spline flow is less accurate than the wavelet flow 
because of incorrect estimates around the poor texture re- 
gions. In the Yosemite image pair, the three level spline 
flow is better than the wavelet flow However, we obtained 
better results when 4 levels were used. In general, both flow 
estimates are accurate and comparable, and both methods 
outperform other methods in [l] and method in [7]. (see [4] 
and [81). 
4.2 Synthetic Image Pair Containing Large Displace- 
ment 
In the second experiment, the input image (Figure 9) is cre- 
ated by cropping part of the Sinusoidal 1 and the Tree 
images where the sinusoidal pattern has a displacement of 
1.585 pixels upward and 0.863 pixel rightward, and the tree 
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the spline-based method, or the motion resolution level(s) in wavelet- 
based method. 
pattern has 10 pixels displacements to the right. The re- 
sults in the left column of Figure 10 show that large errors 
occurring at level 1 due to spatial aliasing are propagated 
to the ha l  result. The results using wavelet method are 
shown in the right column of Figure 10. The flow vectors of 
the sinusoidal 1 and Tree patterns are well recovered. 
4.3 Real Image Sequences 
The results of three real image sequences, SRI, NASA, Ham- 
burg Taxi sequences in [l] are presented in Figures 11, 12, 
and 13, respectively. Flow of ten image frames is presented 
for each image sequence. Overall, the results look reason- 
able. Finally, the left and right columns in Figure 14 show 
the computed optical flow representing surprised and smile 
expressions with head movement using the wavelet method. 
The optical flow results of 6 basic facial expressions can be 
seen in www. cs. emu. edu/afs/cs.cmu. edu/user/ytw/www/faciaI. html 
and 181. 
5 Conclusions 
We have used the wavelet model to develop a multiple- 
window, coarse-to-fine registration algorithm. The wavelet 
basis functions play triple roles in our algorithm, allowing 
us to construct motion vectors from coarse-to-he, select 
multiple large-to-small regions for image matching and im- 
pose smoothness. Since the motion vector at each pixel 
is obtained by simultaneously matching large-to-small full 
resolution regions, our algorithm produces robust and ac- 
curate results. The advantage has been demonstrated by 
comparing the results obtained by our method with those 
obtained by Szeliski pyramid spline method. This method 
has been applied successfully to the motion estimation of 
facial expre&ons[8], and we are in the process of extending 
our algorithm to other applications. 
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Figure 5: Sinusoidal 1 Figure 9: Snythetic i m e  PSJr ( 1 2 8 ~  128) containing large 
Figure 7.. Diverging Tree 
Figure 10 The comparison of pyramid sphe-based (left 
column) and wavelet-based methods (right column). Ob- 
serve that in left column the large errors which occurred in 
the left Sinusoidal 1 textured region at level 1 have been 
wrongly propagated to finer estimates. In the right column, 
the optical flow are recovered correctly. 
Figure 8: Yosemite 
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Figure 11. SRI Tkees. 
Figure 12: NASA 
Figure 14  Two image sequences (left and right columns) 
containing large displacements. Each sequence has 25 
frames. Three selected frames are shown from each se- 
quence. Figure 1 3  Hamburg Taxi. 
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Recovery of motion parameters from distortions in scanned images z 
Jefiey B. Mulligan 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Abstract: Scanned images, such as those produced by the scanning-laser ophthalmoscope (SLO), show 
distortions when there is target motion. This is because pixels corresponding to different image regions are 
acquired sequentially, and so, in essence, are slices of different snapshots. While these distortions create 
problems for image registration algorithms, they are potentially useful for recovering target motion parameters 
at temporal frequencies above the frame rate. Stetter, Sendtner and Timberlake (Vision Res, vol. 36, pp. 
1987-1994, 1996) measured large distortions in SLO images to recover the time course of rapid horizontal 
saccadic eye movements. Here, this work is extended with the goal of automatically recovering small eye 
movements in two dimensions. Eye position during the frame interval is modeled using a low dimensional 
parameaic description, which in turn is used to generate predicted distortions of a reference template. The 
input image is then registered to the distorted template using normalized cross correlation. The motion 
parameters are then varied, and the correlation recomputed, to find the motion which maximizes the peak value 
of the correlation. The location and value of the correlation maximum are determined with sub-pixel precision 
using biquadratic interpolation, yielding eye position resolution better than 1 arc minute (Mulligan, Behavior 
Research Methods, Instmments and Computers, vol. 29, pp. 54-65, 1997). This method of motion parameter 
estimation is tested using actual SLO images as well as simulated images. Motion parameter estimation might 
also be applied to individual video lines in order to reduce pipeline delays for a near real-time system. 
1. Introduction 
Video image sequences are often used to track 
Object motion. Unless a special high frame-rate cam- 
era is used, the recovered motion is usually sampled 
in time at the video frame rate (50-60 Hz). While 
low resolution sampling is adequate for many applica- 
tions, documentation of hrgh-speed events often 
requires hgher temporal resolution. For images 
obtained with a scanned system, in whch individual 
pixel values are acquired at different times, it is possi- 
ble to obtain higher temporal resolution for the motion 
of extended targets. The sequential nature of the 
scanning process introduces geometric distortions in 
the image of a moving target. By measuring these 
distortions, high temporal resolution information about 
the target motion can be recovered This technique is 
especially useful when a priori knowledge about the 
possible target motions permits a concise description 
using low-dimensional parametric models, because 
h s  reduces the space of possible distortions which 
must be searched. In the following sections, expres- 
sions for the precise form of the motion-induced dis- 
tortions will be derived. 
Address for author correspondence: MS 262-2, NASA Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, 94035-1000. Email 
jbm@vision.arc.nasa.gov An electronic version of th is  papet with 
additional multimedia figures is available at 
http.Jh.ision.mc.nasa.gov~ jbdpapedirw97.htmI. 
1.1. Raster scanning 
position in image plane 
position of scan at time t 
line frequency (- 15 kHz) 
frame rate (* 60 Hz) 
index of current line 
start time of current line 
time in current line, t-ts 
scan velocities 
x ,Y 
s,( t),sy( t )  
f L  
iL 
t S  
tL 
vsx Js,y 
f F  
Some imaging systems, using an electronic or 
mechanical shutter, can simultaneously capture all of 
the pixels in an image. In a scanned system, however, 
only a single point is sensed at a given time, and the 
location of this point is swept over the image area by 
electronic or mechanical means. Here we present 
some definitions and conventions that will allow us to 
precisely describe the scanning process. 
The imaging area is defined to be a rectangle 
indexed by normal Cartesian coordinates x and y 
The raster is defined by two scan functions, s,( t )  and 
sy ( t ), which represent the instantaneous beam posi- 
tion. These functions are approximated by sawtooth 
waveforms (see figure 1). By convention, the horizon- 
tal dimension is scanned at a relatively high fre- 
quency, called the line frequency, fL, while the 
slower vertical frequency determines the frame rate, 
fF. 
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Figure 1 Diagram of raster pattern on the left, with the 
active portion of each line shown as a heavy solid line, and 
retrace as a dashed line (see appendix). On the right, the 
scan functions are shown over time. 
Time t=O in our temporal coordinate system is 
the beginning of the current frame. By convention, 
numbering of raster lines begins with 1, The index of 
the current line, ZL, is 
iL = f L. (1) 
We define t s  to be the time of the start of the current 
line, and tL to be the time relative to the start of the 
current line: 
t S  = - iL , and t L = t - t t S .  (2a,b) 
f L  
These quantities are illustrated graphically in figure 2. 
X 
t s  
Figure 2: Raster waveform diagram, indicating the current 
time, t ,  the start time of the current line, ts,  and the time 
within the current line, t~ 
The scun vebcities, vsx and vsS, describe the 
rate at which the scanning beam traverses the image 
plane. When expressed in units of image widths per 
second, these are approximately equal to the scan fre- 
quencies, f~ and fF (see appendix for details). We 
can write simple expressions for the instantaneous 
scan position in terms of the scan velocities. The hor- 
izontal scan position sx( t )  is: 
(34 s x ( t >  = tL VSJ ? 
S y ( 0  = t vs,y (3b) 
In most scanning systems, the vertical scan is continu- 
ous (partly due to "mechanical" constramts), and 
1.2. Effects of object motion 
P a target point 
px( t),py( t )  
px( t),py ( t )  
px ( t ),py ( t ) 
X0,Y 0 
XP9Y P 
tP  time P is scanned 
instantaneous position of P 
instantaneous velocity of P 
instantaneous acceleration P 
position of P at time t=O 
position of P in scanned image 
We consider a fiducial point on the target 
located at coordinates (xo,y0) at time 0. Let the posi. 
tion at time t be expressed by the functions px( t )  
and py ( t ) ,  These positions can be expressed using 
Taylor series, where px(0) is the x velocity at time 0, 
px(0) is the acceleration, and so on: 
(44 p,( t )  = xo + px(0) t + %i jX(O)  t2 + 
py(t)=yo+py(0)t  +%py(0) t2+  (4b) 
We wish to know the position of the given 
point, (xp,yp), in the acquired image. When the 
point's trajectory intersects the raster, the time at 
which the point is scanned, tp, will be: 
YP xp 
t p = - + -  
vsv VSX 
(33) 
- YP 
VS,Y 
-- 
By making the approximation, we ignore the depen- 
dence on horizontal position. This is justified on the 
grounds that vsx IS large, and so this term will be 
small. By definition, yp = py ( tp), and so the value 
of tp obtained in equation 5b may be substituted into 
equation 4b, which can then be solved for yp. The 
result can then be used to evaluate equation 4a to 
obtain xp .  
In general, the raster will not pass directly over 
the point, and features of finite size will often be 
represented in more than one scan line. We assume 
that little target motion occurs during a single line 
time, so the position of a feature located between two 
scan lines can be accurately determined by interpola- 
tion, and results obtained for points lying directly on 
the raster will hold for all points. 
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1.3. Example: constant object velocity 1.4. Example: constant object acceleration 
a, ,a, target acceleration, px ( t )=a, vT,.r pvT,y target velocity, px ( ~ ) = v T ~  I 
We can use the results of the preceding section 
to generate simulated distorted images for various 
motions. We consider first the simple case where the 
target moves with constant velocity, (V~-&,VT,~): 
Following the strategy outlined above, we con- 
struct the following equation for yp: 
vT,y YP 
y p = y o +  -
VS,Y 
(7c) 
vTg Y O  
'S,Y - 'Ts 
We can use this result to derive a corresponding 
expression for xp: 
= y o +  
v T ~  YO 
vS,y - 'Tv xp = xo + 
Several important points may be noted from 
these equations: first, the deviation in feature position 
for each component is proportional to yo, the vertical 
position of the feature in the image, and to the 
corresponding component of object velocity We also 
notice that when V T , ~  2 V S , ~  (object moving faster than 
the raster), the solution corresponds to a negative 
value of t ,  and does not correspond to a point in the 
current frame. 
Distortions arising from a target speed of - 
are illustrated in figure 3. The left-hand patch shows 
the image obtained when a square grid target is 
moved at the right, while the right-hand patch shows 
the image resulting from upward motion. 
%Y 
4 
We assume the object accelerates from rest at 
time 0 with accelerations a, and ay 
px( t )  = xo + ' /za,t2 , ( 9 4  
(9b) 
We first consider the case where ay = 0, 1.e. a 
purely horizontal motion. In this case, the vertical 
position of the fiducial point will not be changed, and 
the raster will scan the point at time tp = - 
Substituting t lus value into equatlon 9a, we obtain. 
py( t) = yo + %a# 
Yo 
VS,Y 
Equation 10 is quite similar to equation 8, except that 
here the deviation is proportional to the square of the 
vertical position. This case is illustrated on the left 
side of figure 4 
The case of vertical accelerations is more com- 
plex, due to the interaction between the accelerating 
motlon with the vertical scan. As we did above with 
equation 7a, we begin by constructing an equation in 
Y P: 
n 
(1 la) 
whch after application of the quadratic formula 
yields: 
where 
y =  4 - 2 a , Y o  
The smaller of two solutions corresponds to the first 
coincidence of the raster and the point, while the 
larger only exlsts when the acceleration is so large 
that the point subsequently overtakes the raster 
When the acceleration is so large that the raster never 
encounters the pomt, y is imaginary 
After more algebra, we can also obtain this 
result for xp: 
Figure 3. Image distortions of a regular grid for constant 
velocity motion to the right (left) and upwards (right). 
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These results are used to compute the images in 
figure 4. For horizontal acceleration, we see that the 
vertical grid lines become curved, while for vertical 
accelerations the grid is compressed nonuniformly 
In general we observe that horizontal motions 
generate horizontal shearing of the image proportional 
to the instantaneous velocity, and that vertical motion 
similarly generates vertical compression. Figure 5 
illustrates the case of a rapid smooth displacement 
during the middle of the scan. Mathematical details 
are omitted in the interest of brevity 
Figure 4 Image distortions resulting from constant accelera- 
tion (from rest) of the target to the right (left panel) and 
upwards (right panel). 
I ! ! !  ! " ' I  
Figure 5: Image distortions resulting from a smoothed step 
motion to the right (left panel) and upwards (right panel). 
2. Methods 
2.1. Basic registration methods 
The basic registration method, described in 
detail by Mulligan', was developed to process retinal 
images obtained from a camera-based video ophthal- 
moscope. It assumes the existence of a template, 
which is a large image of the object. It is assumed 
that all input images can be registered wholly within 
the template. Each input image is registered to the 
template by finding the maximum of the normalized 
cross correlation. The cross-correlation is computed 
by taking the product of the Fourier transform of the 
input and the complex conjugate of the template 
transform, then taking the inverse Fourier transform. 
The resulting correlation image is then multiplied by a 
normalizing image which accounts for the fact that the 
energy in the template image varies in space. The 
normalizing image i s  computed by convolving the 
pixel-wise squared image of the template with a mask 
corresponding to the valid input area. 
Subpixel interpolation of the correlation max- 
imum is performed by first locating the maximum 
value in the correlation image, and then performing 
biquadratic interpolation on the 3 by 3 neighborhood 
of pixels centered on the maximum. A band-pass 
filter applied to the input images blurs the the cross- 
correlation, allowing accurate interpolation. The 
method has been shown empirically to produce errors 
less than 0.1 pixel192 The peak value of the correla- 
tion (which occurs between the sample points) is 
interpolated using the parameters of the best-fitting 
quadratic surfaces, computed using the singular value 
decomposition. 
2.2. Motion parameter estimation 
Estimation of the target motion profile is done 
by computing the distortions of the template image 
resulting from a set of sample guesses. For each 
guess, the normalized cross correlation between the 
input image and the distorted template is computed, 
and the parameter space is searched to find the motion 
whch produces the largest normalized correlation C 
with the input. We can think of the difference 1-C as 
representing an "error" between our guess and the true 
state of the world, although this may not reach a value 
of 0 even for the correct motion. The key to a practi- 
cal solution is minirmzing the number of dimensions 
of the space of possible motions. For example, 
assuming that the target moved with constant velocity, 
then there are only two unknown parameters of the 
A straightforward but expensive approach is to 
finely sample the parameter space, and compute the 
cross-correlation for each candidate motion. The peak 
value of each correlation is stored in an array, indexed 
by the motion parameter values. This array can then 
be examined to find the maximum, corresponding to 
the best-fitting motion parameters. The space can 
then be resampled on a finer grid, if desired, to obtain 
a more precise estimate. The feasibility of such an 
approach largely depends on the error surface charac- 
ter If it is smooth, the initial sampling can be quite 
coarse and yet still provide a good estimate of the 
maximum through interpolation. 
Figure 6 shows velocity space images of the 
correlation maxima, for uniform translation of a reti- 
nal template (shown ahead in figure 8). It can be seen 
that, at thls resolution, the values decrease monotoni- 
cally with distance from the true parameter values. In 
vT,x and vT,y 
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such a case, we can obtain reasonable estimates at 
greatly reduced cost by sampling more coarsely 
Figure 6: Velocity space image showing the peak value of 
the normalized cross correlation, evaluated on a 32x32 grid 
of trial velocities used to warp the template. Input image 
was warped in accordance with a simulated horizontal 
motion of 1.25 image widths per frame, sample grid spans 
the range k 2  image widths per frame. The gray level range 
has been scaled to span the range of correlation values 
(0.114 - 0.940). 
2.3. Successive refinement 
Ei ith estimation error 
A v ~  i th parameter sample spacing 
After obtaining an initial estimate of the target 
motion from a coarse sampling of the parameter space 
(see section 2.2), we may wish to reduce the estimate 
error by resampling the parameter space more finely 
in the neighborhood of our cunrent estimate. In the 
current implementation, all estimates are obtained by 
using the biquadratic interpolation procedure 
(developed to localize cross-correlation peaks) to 3x3 
sample arrays from the parameter space error surface. 
The array is sampled at the current estimate (initially 
0), and the flanking samples are separated by AV 
After the initial estimate is obtained, a new 3x3 sam- 
pling grid is placed at the location of the current esti- 
mate. The sample spacing of the new grid is equal to 
the previous sample spacing, times a fraction p, which 
can be thought of as the reciprocal of the "zoom" fac- 
tor. If beta is large, 1.e. close to 1, the error in the 
new estimate may not be significantly reduced. If it is 
too small, however, then the true maximum will lie 
outside of the region spanned by the sample array A 
one-dimensionaI example with a value of P a . 5  is 
shown in figure 7 
Experimentation has shown that the interpola- 
tion procedure can be unstable when the maximum 
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sample value occurs at the array edge; the samples 
can be fit with a hyperbolic surface, or an ellipsoidal 
surface which is concave up. Therefore, if the max- 
mum value is not obtained at the center sample, the 
array is shifted by one sample until the maximum 
does occur at the center In two parameter estimation, 
each lateral or vertical shifl requires the computation 
of 3 additional correlations, while diagonal shrfts 
require 5. (This problem does not arise when interpo- 
lating cross-correlation images because the entire 
correlation image is available: we can perform an 
exhaustive search for the maximum sample value, and 
insure that it falls at the center of the interpolation 
array *) 
Figure 7. Estimation of the extremal position by quadratic 
interpolation from 3 samples, illustrated in one dimension. 
The true underlying error function is a Gaussian. In the ini- 
tial estimate (top), the quadratic fit is poor, and localization 
error is significant- This initial estimate is used as the center 
of  a new array of samples, at half the spacing (center). The 
error is reduced, although the fit is still poor. In the third 
iteration (bottom), the fit is good and the error is small. 
Ideally, we would like for the new sample spac- 
ing, Avi+l, to be approximately equal to the estima- 
tion error on the previous iteration, &i While we do 
not in general have a priori information about the 
nature of & as a function of Av, when the error func- 
tion is smooth the quadratic fit will improve as Av 
decreases, and & will approach zero, or more precisely 
some small value determined by the numerical preci- 
sion of the machine and the noise level in the input 
images. For a particular template image, the depen- 
dence of & on Av may be precomputed for a set of 
representative velocities, and the results used to con- 
struct a table of p's. 
When there are no local extrema on the error 
surface, this procedure works well. This is an unreal- 
istic assumption, however, because numerical impreci- 
sion, input noise, and the structure of the template 
autoconelation all add complexity to the error surface. 
What is needed is the analog of an antialiasing filter 
in the parameter space domain, Remember that when 
a signal is sampled at frequency f s, the signal must 
first be prefiltered to remove frequencies above the 
Nyquist ftequency, f s12. Failure to do so causes 
super-Nyquist frequencies to .appear as low-frequency 
"aliases," wbch cannot be distinguished from the 
actual low frequencies in the input. 
When we sample the parameter space at some 
spacing Av, we would like to insure that there are no 
bumps and wiggles occurring between our sample 
points which will corrupt the interpolation process and 
cause the procedure to become trapped in a local 
extremum. The basic idea is similar to the "coarse- 
to-fine'' approach, proposed for stereo correspondence3 
and motion estimation4 In those cases, blurring is 
performed 111 the image domain, but here what we 
would like here is a template transformation which 
will result in blurring of the error surface. Averaging 
together the distorted templates corresponding to a 
neighborhood of the parameter space is not exactly 
correct because of the (nonlinear) maximum operation 
that we perform in the construction of the error sur- 
face, but something similar may produce a useful 
result. Rucklidge has described a related approach5 
which is immune to some of the problems of coarse- 
to-fine strategies, while offering similar computational 
savings. 
2.4. Exploiting features of the cross-correlation 
While the successive refinement described in the 
previous section performs well while computing many 
fewer correlations than would be required by exhaus- 
tive search at the smallest sample spacing, it is still 
fairly computationally expensive. To reduce the 
amount of computation required, an intriguing possi- 
bility is suggested by the appearance of the correlation 
images. Figure 8 (top row) shows a portion of a reti- 
nal template which we use as our test image, together 
with a distorted version produced by a simulated eye 
movement. The third row of figure 8 shows the auto- 
correlation of the template on the left, together with 
the cross correlation of the template with the distorted 
version on the right. 
Figure 8: Top row a portion of a retin& image template 
(left), together with a version distorted by a simulated eye 
movement of constant velocity. Second row' the images 
from the first row are band-pass filtered to accentuate the 
retinal blood vessels, and windowed to reduce edge artifacts. 
Third row the autoconelation of the template (left), and the 
cross correlation of the template and the input. Because the 
gray level range has been matched to the image extreme 
values, more detail is seen in the cross-correlation image on 
the right, which has a lower peak value. The long diagonal 
streak is related to the prominent vessel to the lower right of 
the optic disk. Bottom row the cross-correlation is decon- 
volved with the template autocorrelation (left). The sharp 
diagonal feature is related to the motion trajectory, and may 
be identified by thresholding (right). 
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In the cross-correlation image, the central peak 
is smeared out in the direction of motion. To see why 
this should be so, recall that when scanning a moving 
object, the position in the top of the frame is different 
from the position in the bottom of the frame. The 
peak in the cross-correlation image indicates the rela- 
tive location of the object; as the object moves during 
the scan, this peak shifts accordingly When the auto- 
correlation of a template image patch is roughly 
independent of the its location (e.g. high-pass noise), 
the cross correlation mage can be thought of as the 
convolution of the autocorrelation with the motion tra- 
jectory For less uniform images, the trajectory may 
show gaps, corresponding to portions of the template 
in which there is little or no energy 
We can attempt to solve for the trajectory by 
deconvolving the cross-correlation image with auto- 
correlation of the template; the result of this operation 
is shown in the bottom row of figure 8. The bottom 
row of figure 8 also shows the result of clipping the 
deconvolved image from below at 0, rescaling the 
positive values to the range 0-1, and thresholding at a 
value of 0.4. A simple machine vision algorithm 
mght look for a line segment in this image, and 
obtain a rapid estimate of V T ~  and V T , ~  from the 
location of the endpoint. 
3. Application to SLO images 
The registration methods described were 
developed to track eye movements using images 
obtained with a camera-based video ophthalmoscope l, 
and were subsequently applied to images obtained 
from a scanning-laser ophthalmoscope The 
full-field correlation method differs from previous 
efforts to obtain eye position data from SLO images7, 
which relied upon the identification and localization of 
small discrete features, such as vessel bifurcations. 
Stetter et al. 8 computed high temporal resolution 
profiles of horizontal saccades from the profiles of a 
few major blood vessels oriented roughly vertically in 
the image, exploiting the shear distortion produced by 
the interaction between the vertical scan and horizon- 
tal eye movements. In tlus section we will begin by 
considering the problems encountered applying full- 
field correlation techniques to these images, and dis- 
cuss the use of image distortions to recover complete 
two dimensional motion trajectories. 
3.1. Template construction 
In the preceding section, we assumed the 
existence of a template Image, e.g. a large image of 
the target object constructed as a mosaic of a large 
number of input images. Various techniques have 
been proposed to automate the construction of image 
mosaics from sets of fundus imagesg-ll, but these 
have generally been more concerned with visualiza- 
tion of gross anatomical features than the preservation 
of metric structure. Here, templates are constructed 
from an input sequence using a. bootstrap procedure. 
All images are first band-pass filterd, the hgh-pass 
component of the filter serves to accentuate the retinal 
blood vessels, and remove low-frequency artifacts due 
to non-uniform illumination of the retina, while the 
low-pass component attenuates high-frequency camera 
noise. These images are optionally windowed with a 
Gaussian-blurred rectangle slightly smaller than the 
input to reduce edge artifacts. The first preprocessed 
image is used as the initial template, and the second 
frame IS registered with respect to it. The computed 
displacement is then applied to the second frame to 
form a scrolled copy. Sub-pixel translations are per- 
formed by appropriate phase shifts12 in the Fourier 
domain. The shifted image is then summed into an 
accumulation buffer, while a similarly shifted mask of 
1’s is summed into a pixel count buffer The current 
template is a weighted average of all of the previously 
registered frames, computed as the pixel-wise quotient 
of the accumulation and count images. Frames whose 
normalized correlation with the template is below a 
threshold (typically around 0.5) are excluded. A 
representative template image is shown in figure 9, 
Figure 9: Registration template constructed from 120 SLO 
field images. 
Once a template has been constructed, the regis- 
tration quality can be assessed by creating a video 
sequence in which the input images are overlaid on 
the template, after having been translated to provide 
the best match to the template. When this is done 
well, what is seen is a stationary template pattern, 
with a smaller noisy window moving over it. Regis- 
tration errors are manifested as motions of the tem- 
plate structure within the moving window, while the 
position of the window is related to the computed 
direction of gaze. A static version of this is presented 
in figure 10, where a single nonunally registered input 
image is superimposed over the template shown in 
figure 9. 
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Figure 1 0  Template image shown in figure 9 overlaid with 
a single input image. Misregistration can be observed at the 
upper border, while registration at the right and lower edges 
appears to be good. 
When the quality of registration is visualized as 
described above, non-rigidity of the template structure 
is often observed, indicating the occurrence of regis- 
tration errors. There are two potential sources of 
these errors. The first is distortion introduced by a 
moving eye (the topic of this paper). The second 
results from template construction errors. Stetter et al. 
measured the static SLO distortion by holding a sheet 
of graph paper in front of the instrument and observ- 
ing the image transformation resulting from the SLO 
optics. They used the measured distortion to correct 
the image feature locations used in their method. 
If not corrected for, distortions such as that 
observed by Stetter et al. will corrupt the template 
construction process, because globally correct matches 
will not be obtained. The resulting template.distortion 
depends not only on the inherent imaging system dis- 
tortion, but also on the positions which are sampled 
and the order in whch they used to compute the tem- 
plate. Another potential source of distortion results 
from the fact that the retina is a spherical surface, 
which is projected to a plane by the imaging system. 
This distortion is negligible for excursions of less than 
4 degrees13, but must be incorporated into the regis- 
tration process for accurate construction of large tem- 
plates. Error-free templates are critical for obtaining 
eye movement estimates which are limited only by the 
noise in the images. 
3.2. Parametric models of eye movements 
Before attempting to estimate high temporal 
resolution eye movements from SLO images, it is use- 
ful to first consider what is known about eye move- 
ments (an excellent survey is provided by KowIerl4). 
The highest velocities reached by the eye are during 
the execution of saccadic eye movements, which will 
therefore be of most relevance to the present work. 
Saccades are rapid, ballistic changes in fixation, which 
can be superimposed over other smooth movements. 
Small saccades which occur during "steady" fixation 
are sometimes referred to as microsaccades. Lawful 
relations are observed between saccadic amplitude, 
duration, and ~ e l o c i t y ~ ~ - ~ * ,  so that saccades in a given 
direction can be described by a family of functions. 
A good analytic description of these functions is pro- 
vided by the density function of the gamma distribu- 
ti or^^^, whch has three parameters which are related 
to duration, peak velocity, and skewness or asym- 
metry. (The situation is more complicated for oblique 
saccades, where asynchronies between different mus- 
cle group activations can produce "looping" saccades.) 
Because the largest saccadic velocities are well 
below the scan velocities of the SLO, reasonable tem- 
plate registration is obtained even during saccades. 
Thus, the positions sampled at the frame rate 
(obtained by correlating the uncorrected images with 
the template) will allow us to identify the occurrence 
of large saccades, and for large saccades whose dura- 
tions spans several frames we can make good predic- 
tlons about average velocity and acceleration within 
each frame, speeding the initial portion of the pararne- 
ter search. Microsaccades are too brief to be detected 
in this way, but may be revealed by dips in the value 
of the correlation of the raw input with the template. 
3.3. Ocular torsion 
In addition to rotating about horizontal and vert- 
ical axes to redirect gaze, the eye is also capable of 
rolling around the line of sight, a movement which i s  
known as ocular torsion. There is a systematic varia- 
tion of torsion with deviation of gaze20, as well as 
small fluctuations during fixation21 The occurrence 
(and measurement) of torsional eye movements com- 
plicates the registration of fundus mages, although a 
search procedure similar to that described above for 
finding image warps has been able to recover simu- 
lated torsions with an accuracy of around 0.1 degree1, 
whch is comparable to results obtained from video 
images of the Ott and Eckmillerv used SLO 
images to measure ocular torsion during smooth pur- 
suit by measuring the change in the slopes of lines 
connecting image features, They do not mention the 
existence and correction of the scan induced shear in 
the moving target image, which is significantly 
smaller than the measured effects, but significantly 
larger than the attainable measurement precision. 
Fortunately, torsional eye movements are rela- 
tively slow, so that there is very little rotation during 
the scan of a single frame. Furthermore, this slowness 
means that the torsional state of the eye can be well 
predicted from the state in the preceding frames. 
Therefore, the only distortions which have been con- 
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sidered in this paper are those resulting from pure 
translation of the entire target, although the methods 
are completely general. 
3.4. Superresolution 
When the target contams frequencies above the 
Nyquist limit of half the sampling rate which are 
passed by the point spread function of the imaging 
system, aliasing will occur, This term refers to the 
fact that samples from a signal above the Nyquist fre- 
quency are indistinguishable from samples from a 
corresponding signal composed entirely of frequencies 
below the Nyquist frequency This is true for single 
images, but not strictly so when we consider multiple 
mages with slight positional offsets. When the target 
moves by a small amount, all of the sub-Nyquist fre- 
quencies in the image move by the same amount. 
Aliases of super-Nyquist frequencies, on the other 
hand, have a different motion, like that of a Moire 
pattern. Reconstructing the super-Nyquist frequencies 
from multiple samples of the aliases is known as 
superresolutionS2* (the term has also appeared in the 
optics literature to describe physical situations in 
which the resolution is increased by a factor of 2 or 
42 above the nominal diffraction limit29 1. 
Can we apply superresolution techniques to SLO 
images? In other words, are there any aliases of reti- 
nal image frequencies above the Nyqwst limits 
imposed by the SLO raster? The following anecdotal 
observation suggests that the answer is yes: Steven- 
son30 has noted that the individual raster lines of the 
SLO can be resolved by the eye (of the subject). ' h s  
means that the spot size of the illumination beam is 
smaller than the line spacing. The retinal image is 
effectively low pass filtered by a filter whose kernel is 
the spot profile of the laser beam convolved with the 
eye's optical point spread function. This low-pass 
filter functions as an effective anti-aliasing filter only 
when its width is comparable to the line spacing. 
When the raster lines are clearly resolved, two images 
whose vertical position differs by half the line spacing 
can be viewed as interlaced components of an image 
with twice the vertical resolution, and by analogy a 
sequence of slightly-misregistered images can be com- 
bined to produce a high-resolution image, provided 
the input images can be accurately registered. 
35. Application to laser surgery 
There is a current need for real-time retinal 
tracking and stabilization in the medical community 
Laser surgery consists of delivering a brief, high 
energy pulse to a small retinal area. The target area is 
selected by the physician, who presses a button indi- 
cating that an aiming cursor has been placed over the 
target area in an ophthalmoscopic retinal image. 
There is a small, but finite, time window (a few hun- 
dred milliseconds) between the physician's decision 
that the cursor is placed, and the actual delivery of the 
laser pulse. During this interval, the patient could 
make an eye movement causing the pulse to be 
delivered to the wrong part of retina, possibly injuring 
the fovea or optic nerve head! A safer system would 
would track eye movements and permit the physician 
to indicate the target location on a stabilized image, 
while stabilization optics keep the laser accurately tar- 
geted in the presence of patient eye movements. 
A nearly real-time stabilizer might be con- 
structed by registering individual SLO raster lines to 
the template as they become available from the instru- 
ment, eliminating the 16 msec pipeline delay needed 
to buffer an entire video field. Because the video line 
rate of 15 Mlz is much higher than the bandwidth of 
natural eye movements, it should be possible to make 
accurate predictions by correlating each line with just 
a few lines of the template in the neighborhood of the 
expected position. Computing a small number of 1-D 
correlations between selected lines is considerably less 
computation than the complete 2-D cross correlation, 
and is likely to be tractable with modem digital signal 
processing circuits. The problem is complicated 
somewhat if one wishes to measure ocular torsion, 
although this may not be necessary to produce a use- 
ful surgical stabilizer 
. 
4. Conclusions 
While more work is needed to refine motion 
parameter estimation to extract high time resolution 
eye movement data from SLO image sequences, these 
results suggest that the technique is practical. 
Increased temporal resolution, combined with the high 
precision made possible by sub-pixel interpolation, 
make this approach competitive with other high- 
resolution techmques, such as the more invasive 
search coil3' 
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6. Appendix: Minutiae of raster scanning 
active time 
retrace duration 
line scan duty cycle, Z A L ~ L  
frame scan duty cycle, 'Gmf F 
In our discussion of raster scanning, we ignored 
the fact that raster retrace requires a finite duration, 
and stated that the scan velocities (in image widths 
per second) were approximately equal to the scan fre- 
quencies in Hz. In this appendix we will present a 
more precise formula for the scan velocities, and dis- 
cuss some additional issues concerning raster 
geometry 
Typically, image data are acquired, or displayed, 
only during a portion of the scan periods, called the 
active time, of duration ZA, the remainder of each 
scan period is spent returning the beam to the starting 
position, known as retruce, of duration 'CR. These 
quantities are shown with respect to a typical scan 
waveform in figure 11 In the raster diagram in figure 
1 (section 1 l), the active portions of the scan lines 
are shown as solid lines, while the retrace portions are 
shown as dashed lines. The duty cycZe CX of the active 
segment for each scan is defined as the product of the 
active time and corresponding scan frequency 
a, = TAL fL (14a,b) 
The scan velocities, vSr and vSg, are equal to the 
corresponding scan frequency divided by the 
corresponding duty cycle times the image width (equal 
to 1 due to our choice of units): 
CXF = Z- f F , and 
f L  f F  
X 
t 
R 
z 
A 
z 
Figure 11 Diagram of raster waveform showing active time 
ZA and retrace time ZR 
f = 60 Hz, and f = 262.5 f ~ .  The significance 
of the horizontal frequency being a half-integral multi- 
ple of the frame rate is that two successive "frames" 
are vertically offset by half the line spacing, known as 
vertical interlace (see figure 12). These two half- 
frames are referred to as odd and even filds, deter- 
mined by the parity of the line numbers. Treating 
fields as "frames" is equivalent to superimposing verti- 
cal square wave motion on the target at half the field 
rate, with amplitude of 0.5 line, and so may easily be 
corrected post hoc. 
The raster shown in figure 1 depicts a continu- 
ous vertical scan, resulting in the image samples being 
taken from slightly oblique lines. Images manipulated 
in a digital frame buffer, however, are often assumed 
to be samples obtained from a rectangular sampling 
grid, corresponding to a discontinuous vertical scan 
(see figure 13). In this case, 
S y W  = t S  vs,y (16) 
The small errors introduced by this approximation 
vanish as f >> f F; when necessary they may be 
corrected by resampling an appropriately sheared ver- 
sion of the image. 
t 
Y 
a t  + 
Y 
Figure 12: Raster diagram similar to figure 1, showing an 
interlaced scan. 
Y 
I '  
Figure 13: Diagram showing a rectangular raster approxi- 
mation, and the associated waveforms. 
In the television standard defined by the 
Nation@ Television Standards Committee 
(NTSC)32933, the scan frequencies have a value of 
, 
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Abstract: All digital information available at various stages of 
ncurological investigation has been totally integrated through the 
implementation of lMlPS (Integrated Multidimensional Imaging 
and Processing System) in a common multisensor space which 
can be navigated at will All modern modalities (Computed 
Tomography Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Single Photon 
Emission Computed Tomography Positron Emission 
Tomography functional MRI, and also Electro-Encephalo-Graphy 
and Electro-Magnetic Tomography) can be combined through our 
system for the investigation of normal or abnormal brain 
morphology and function Although the potentral is obviously 
tremendous for the study of normal brain, we initially targeted the 
pre-surgical evaluation of drug-resistant epilepsy and the planning 
or monitoring of subsequent surgery Compared to the studying of 
nonnal function, the complete handling of this pathology drove us 
to also incorporate in our approach invasive electro-physiological 
investigation means (such as depth electrodes and strips or grids) 
and also slides taken during surgery 
Introduction: 
Modem neurological investigation techniques span a wide area of 
methods, equipment and disciplines. Initially. neurology has 
mostly been handled through neuro-psychological testing of 
senses and cognitive functions. Besides interview-like tests and 
EEG. modern and commercially available medical imaging 
modalities now allow us to have a direct look at in-vivo 
morphology (Computed Tomography Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging), metabolism (Single Photon Emission Computed 
Tomography Positron Emission Tomography) and function (PET 
functional MRI) While none of these techniques individually 
provides enough information for a complete look at the brain's 
function, they all provide information of a complementary nature. 
In such a context, and for such reasons, it is then natural to merge 
the broadest scope of information at hand in order to get the best 
composite picture of what is going on in the brain under normal or 
dys-functional behavior This goal is what we targeted for 
research but also for clinical applications. Although mapping of 
brain function or complete objective (i.e quantitative) assessment 
of any brain disorder is still a challenge in itself we planned to 
initially address the needs of the pre-surgical evaluation of 
pharmaco-resistant epilepsy. and of the subsequent planning and 
monitoring of surgery This choice allowed us to focus on a true 
clinical application and to incorporate invasive investigation 
(depth electrodes, strips, grids, intervention pictures), without 
really simplifying the requirements or complexity of our 
implementation. 
Material and Methods: 
For understandable ethical reasons, normal brain function is 
studied - in humans at least - through non invasive techniques 
such as neuropsychology. EEG/EMT (and also Magneto- 
Encephalo-Graphy), fMRI and PET 
~~ ~~ 
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Figure I the 7D multisensor world 
Modern protocols for the assessment of pathology and epilepsy 
are quite complcx by the number of modalities they currently 
involve [ I  21. initially. an EEG is pcrformed and because of its 
time sampling capacities - this is where the abnormal electro- 
physiologic behavior IS best exhibited through direct reading or 
frequency analysis. Recently. 3D reconstruction EMT techniques 
have been developcd [3] which nllow for the reconstruction of 
current generator equivalents in 3D and through time in ordcr to 
nicely complement the dircct scalp measurements. As the spatial 
resolution of such techniques is still quite limited. we need to rely 
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on othcr nioctulitics i n  ordcr to localize the most likely epileptic 
focus(-ci). MRI datasets cxhibit an cxccllcnt soft tissue contrast 
and may show Icsion(s) Interictal PET (with Fluoro-Deoxy- 
Glucose a sugar analog which uptake is linked to energy 
consumption) should show an hypometabolism at the focus' 
location [I]. Tho comparison between intcrictal and ictal SPECT 
with Tc99in-Ethyl Cysteinate Dimer (ECD, a perfusion tracer) 
should show an ictal increase of tissue perfusion at the location of 
the focus [?I. This information does not often appear all together 
but the combining of data - and of the more classical 
neuropsychological investigation generally permits the most 
likely focus to be pointcd at with enough accuracy for subsequent 
surgery If not and if  there is still enough ground to refine the 
investigation. a more direct look at the physiology of the brain can 
be taken through depth electrodes or stripslgrids which are placed 
directly in contact with the cortex or the brain structures under 
scrutiny 
h4RI 
mlenaal PET 
I 
I 
s I 
% - 
L - - - - -1 - -y"es. L a  - I 
/ 
1 
1 
surgery 
Figure 2 Epilepsy assessment protocol 
Among all the modalities previously mentioned, only MRI and CT 
provide the good anatomical clues which are mandatory to any 
proper planning or monitoring of surgery When the epileptic 
focus is not a clear focal lesion identified on the morphological 
data sets. the intervention will have to be guided by the results 
from the other modalities. Most metabolic or functional modalities 
are of low spatial resolution and/or with a poor anatomical 
content, and this IS why the need to register them to modalities 
with better anatomical contrast (e.g. CT or MRI) was initially 
clearly identified in order to locate the structures underlying a 
specific metabolic or functional behavior In our approach, we go 
beyond the simple localization aspects because the whole 
multimodality volume can be navigated along any dimension (the 
3 Cartesian ones. time. and also the axis of modalities and 
parameters) for diagnosis but also for planning or monitoring of 
therapy Our developments led us to integrate all aspects in a 
virtual hybrid system which we dubbed IMIPS (Integrated 
Multidimensional Imaging and Processing System, [4] and figure 
3) which was implemented on top of a commercial multiplatform 
module-based development soRware (Explorer SGI - Numerical 
Algorithm Group, Oxford. UK) and which provides interfacing 
with many differcnt data formats. visualization paradigms and 
systems in order to accommodate its many applications. 
The inajor entities our system is based upon arc data rctrieval and 
interfacing. processing. registration. visualization and navigation. 
All data from our imaging or non-imaging cquipmcnt arc first 
retricvcd and converted bcforc being registered through manual. 
point. surface. or voxel similarity based engines to any rcfcrcncc 
space (c.g. the anatomical MRI) and retrofitted to our PACS 
(Picturc Archiving & Communication System) [S] for review or 
processing on any of its workstations. 
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Figure 3 IMIPS implementation for research and clinic 
For brain study processing can range from segmentation of 
specific structures to pharmaco-kinetic modeling of dynamic data 
sets and statistical processing of sequences of functional 
acquisitions. While the latter type can rely on largely distributed. 
inherently validated and continuously improved Statistical 
Parametric Mapping [6], the former processes were mostly locally 
developed. Segmentation of medical images generally ranges from 
direct editinghagging of the data to morphology based or 
statistical operators. Whole brain segmentation is now best 
performed through morpho-topological techniques which isolate 
the biggest connected object in a head scene [7]. Pharmaco-kinetic 
modeling IS performed for PET by fitting the content or exchange 
parameters of a compartmental model to experimental datasets 
(bloodplasma curve and tracer's uptake in the tissues) [SI. Many 
additional cross-modality processing and refinements are always 
being implemented or developed in order to improve specific 
aspects and also move them further in the clinical world by tuning 
them to specific protocols. 
As further discussed in [4] and many other references, registration 
of modalities which exhibit various characteristics can only be 
achieved through a hybrid combination of various techniques, the 
scope of which covers a wide area. simple inanual techniques [9]> 
point based registration [IO], registration of various graphical 
primitives [ i  1 surface based techniques [I2 131, voxel similarity 
ones [ 141. Besides the primitives they use. the pre-processing 
steps they require. and their level of integration all these 
techniques are also characterized by the calculation of their 
alignment cost which provides a value to rank the quality of rhe 
alignment for a given inter-sct geometrical transformation 
Although most techniques implement simple linear 
transformations. which are often enough to register datasets from 
the same patient. othcrs can also include non linear warping which 
allows for the registration of datasets across patients or with a 
gcneric atlas. Automated itcrativc cost minimization is often 
performed by modifying the transfonnatioii parainetcrs until the 
cost reaches a given threshold. In the common linear case. the 
measurable accuracy of most techniques is on thc order of onc 
voxcl or better Whilc implemcntation and iterative engine can 
diffcr for a specific cost function. it is important to remark that the 
techniques can also be divided by the primitivcs they rely on for 
their cost calculations (images. points. densities. other features, 
etc ), Not unlike the multimodality rationale. this is the rcason 
whilu noiic of thc tcchniqucs is gcncral cnoiigh to solvc all from cvery family) allows for tlic solving of most. 
rcgistratioii problcins. hcing able to use any of thcin (at lcast one 
Non-imaging modafifies 
electrodes' locabons 
I 
Figure 4 Multisensor registration within IMIPS 
Because of the extra informahon it may provide to the all-digital 
world. another registration approach was also identified as the 
need to register 2D pictures taken during the intervention with 
either pre- or post-surgical digital volumes. In this case. 2D 
images of the 3D volumes are generated with imaging parameters 
similar to the ones the 2D pictures were taken with (orientation. 
perspective). Then similar points/landmarks are identified on both 
datasets (for example electrodes, fiducials or anatomical 
landmarks) and they are registered to each other with a 2nd or 3rd 
order global polynomial fit which warps one 2D image to the 
other one [ 151. 
Once the datasets have been registered andlor segmented, 
visualization and navigation can take place in various modes 
which range from the simple 2D display of slices selected from 
the 3D+ volume to the visualization in 3D of 3D+ entities (points, 
contours, surfaces, etc ) extracted from the 3D+ dataset As 
visualization can also be made dependent on the specific entity 
under scrutiny data from one initial datasets may be projected 
onto entities extracted from another for example, functional 
modalities can be projected on morphological surfaces or planes. 
etc Figures 6 to 8 show examples of such visualization techniques 
which. as they take place in 3D- also allow for the navigation 
within and around the space encompassed by the data. e.g. in 
parallcl to anatomical features or along neurosurgery trajectories. 
Movies or VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language [ 161) 
objects can also be generated for decreasing the dataset storage 
requiremcnts or to ease data transfer to or manipulation on - 
other architccturcs. 
Results, Discussion: 
In its current - but always cvolving state. [MIPS has becn 
successfully used to ~SSCSS  the condition of many cpileptic 
patients and also to plan or to confirm treatment choices. The 
success of this clinical application both proves the interest and 
feasibility of moving such complex approaches from the research 
world to the clinical one 
Besides more classical implementations, which mainly deal with 
standard imaging modalities. our approach has been extended to 
also incorporate scalp EEG. electro-magnetic tomography and 
now invasive (1.e. surgically implanted, which means not really 
used for the investigation of normal function in humans) depth 
electrodes. strips or grids which record electrical data directly in 
contact with the structures or tissues under scrutiny From the 
images generally produced for monitoring the success of the 
implantation, major structures (e.g the brain) and the electrodes' 
contacts locations can be extracted by combination of threshold 
and morpho-topological operations. If there is not too much soft 
tissue deformation (e.g. because of mechanical stress. subdural 
hematoma. etc ) the major structures are subsequently registered 
to their pre-surgical equivalent. Any electrode contact can then 
directly be located within the pre-surgical muitisensor world. This 
allows for disruptive behavior on a specific contact or group of 
contacts to be compared to the muitisensor signature at the same 
location(s). If there is too much deformation for accurately 
registering the "invaded" anatomy to the pre-surgical one. i t  is 
generally possible to specify which structures are interacting with 
which contacts and to point at the corresponding locations in the 
pre-surgical inultisensor world. For the registration of surgical 
slides to 3D digital data, a more refined (i.e local) tit can always 
be designed but our approach is already providinp us with results 
which nicely compare with the truc 3D solutions (figure 8. 3rd 
row) An interesting corollary we already notcd about this 
approach. that was initially devclopcd to locatc cortical grids on 
the 3D datasets. is that wc can also chcck thc extent of the 
pcrformcd surgery and its agrccincnt with the functional 
modalities (figure 8. rightmost 3rd row) 
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111 thc scopc of our ongoing IMIPS dcvclopments, several display 
modcs (including 3-4D objects or hybrid 2-3D images) havc been 
crcatcd or modified to merge the dircct or processcd information 
from very diffcrcnt scnsors in a manner comprehensible to even 
non-tcchntcal investigators. Example of current processing and 
vistialization arc prcscnted in figures 6 to 8 In order to finalize the 
chain of data from acquisition to planning and monitoring of 
surgery {MIPS can directly be interfaced with commercial 
neurosurgical microscope navigators (such as the Zciss SMN 
system) through the delivering of the pre-processed data in a 
compatible file format. While preliminary planning can be 
performed with IMIPS alone, final planning and interventional 
monitoring can then be achieved through the commercial software 
available on the machine. 
Figure 6: Electrophysiology on anatomy (EEG and EMT) 
Figure 7. depth electrodes inside a presurgical multisensor space (anatomical MRI, perfusion SPECTs) 
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Figure 8: multisensor epilepsy investigation. 
first row slices of MRI. SPECT comparison and EMT 
second row projection of the same data on the cortex + location of the invasive grid contacts 
third row projection of surgical pictures (grid and surgery) on the digital multisensor space and grid contacts 
Conclusion: 
Aside from more standard imaging modalities for which the 
interest of multimodality registration has already been well 
proven. extending the multisensor approach to electrophysiology 
and more invasive protocols or pictures has been found to be of 
primary importance for the complete and proper evaluation of 
complex brain dysfunction such as pharmaco-resistant epilepsy 
Integrating all the clinical (and digital) investigation techniques 
now available allows for proper calculations to be performed and 
for the effective comparison of direct (e.g. invasive) hands-on 
measurements with preliminary or follow-up (e.g. non-invasive) 
results From the clinical point of view it is expected that such 
approaches will improve diagnostic accuracy and eventually 
minimize the actual need for invasive investigations (or at least 
help in targeting them better). From the research point of view 
such global approaches - without the invasive parts - will clearly 
improve our understanding of brain (dys)function by allowing 
localization. assessment and study from many and various 
complementary viewpoints. 
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Abstract 
In spite of the large number of different image regis- 
tration techniques, most of these techniques use the 
correlation operation to match spatial image charac- 
teristics. Correlation is known to be one of the most 
computationally intensive operations and its compu- 
tational needs grow rapidly with the increase in the 
image sizes. 
In this article, we show that, in many cases, it 
might be sufficient to  determine image transforma- 
tions by considering only one or several parts of the 
image rather than the entrre image, which could re- 
sult in substantial computational savings 
This paper introduces the concept of registration 
by parts and investigates its viability It describes 
alternative techniques for such image registration by 
parts and presents early empirical results that address 
the underlying trade-offs, 
1 Introduction 
Given a reference and an input images, image reg- 
istration is the process which determines the most 
accurate match between these two images [l, 31. In 
remote sensing, mage  registration is crucial as suc- 
cessive observations are collected from moving satel- 
lites. Due to the tremendous amount of data gener- 
ated from the MTPE remote sensing satellite systems 
and the amount of images to be registered, the time 
required to register input images to existing reference 
images is quite large. This prompted the need for fast 
computational methods to conquer the lengthy com- 
putation time [2, 4, 51 
Even on high performance computers, comparing 
two images at their full resolution takes considerable 
amount of time [2] One straightforward solution is to 
cut the computational cost by basing the registration 
on only one or several significant parts of the image. 
This gives rise, however, to many important ques- 
tions. For instance it is not clear how the derived reg- 
istration would differ depending upon the used parts 
of the image, and if so, then how to select the best 
subimages for such purpose. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section two de- 
scribes the registration by parts. Section three details 
early experimental results. Conclusions and future 
directions are given in section four 
2 Registration by Parts 
Image registration by parts saves computational cost 
by correlating corresponding subimages in the refer- 
ence and the input images rather than using the en- 
tire images It could be considered in the following 
cases: 
(1) When it is known that the transformation between 
reference and input images is global and uniform in- 
stead of the images, only one part of the image can 
be utilized. Registenng only one part of the image 
over the entire image may also be a trade-off between 
computation time and registration accuracy. 
(2) When knowledge about local distortions is not 
known, a choice must be made about the optimal 
number and location of subimages to correlate. This 
choice can be eased by the use of known geographic 
landmarks or features in the image. Utilizing several 
well-distributed subimages enables to save computa- 
tion time and to simultaneously verify the consistency 
of the computed transformations over the image. If 
the same transformation is found over all subimages, 
the final result is given with a higher confidence. If 
we are looking for a rigid transformation and signifi- 
cantly different transformations are locally found, the 
registration strategy should be changed to finding a 
more flexible polynomial, or non-linear transforma- 
IThis is under the assumption that the transformation of 
an input image does not exceed the size of the subimage 
d 
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tion, or perform a larger number of local transforma- 
tions. In this last case, a "seam problem" will have 
to be solved at the intersection of all image parts. 
More generally, we can imagine an iterative registra- 
tion scheme which starts by registering a small num- 
ber of well-distributed image parts and depending on 
the consistency of the results will choose or not to  in- 
crease the number and decrease the size of new image 
parts to  correlate. 
Consider reference and input images of size N x N 
which are subdivided into subimages of size M x M 
each There exists three possible ways of considering 
the subimages, each of which provides a different level 
of computational savings. At one extreme, we can 
only select one subimage for the registration process, 
which provides a computation savings in the order 
of O( &), where O(M4) operations become required 
instead of 0(N4) Another possibility is to consider 
only k of the subimages, which produces a speed up 
gain of 0($), where k is an integer between 1 and 
$$ for non-overlapping subimages, and between 1 
and for ppixel overlapping subimages. Even 
if all partitions are used, still a computational saving 
by a factor of O( N . N 4  ) = O ( g )  would result. 
;;T;xM4 
With these options, a number of possible algorith- 
mic requirements arise: 
Case I: Using only 1 Partition 
In this case, there is a need to develop appropriate 
criteria and a method for selecting the best part to 
use for the correlation. Criteria may include the 
energy content, the edge content of the selected part, 
or some knowledge of known geographic landmarks 
or features. Clearly such criteria need to be selected 
for a specific class of images, as a result of an 
experimental investigation to determine the best 
criteria. Another important issue is the overhead 
cost associated with finding the subimage which is 
likely to yield accurate registration. It is important 
for that  overhead to be maintained within limits that 
are much lower than the computation savings derived 
from the use of registration by parts. However, it 
should be noted that if we are selecting parts from the 
reference image, then evaluating the image to select 
the right parts can be done off-line prior to receiving 
new input images from satellites or any other input 
processes This eliminates the cost of the overhead for 
such a method from the operational viewpoint. 
Case 11: Using IC partitions 
In this case, the registration results from the 
k partitions can be used in several ways. As was 
described previously, different decisions will be taken 
depending on the consistency of the correlation 
results in each partition. If the results mainly agree 
with each other, the simplest solution is to average 
the correlation function from all selected partitions 
and use the best correlation point to indicate regis- 
tration parameters. Another way is to use a voting 
scheme, in which the results from these partitions 
are clustered and the result from the largest cluster 
is selected. If the results are significantly different 
from each other, the corresponding correlations must 
be considered to check if all results have similar 
confidence levels. If not, the previous voting scheme 
can be utilized. If confidence levels are similar, 
two decisions can be made: looking at smaller, 
more numerous image parts, or considering local 
transformations. 
Case 111: Using all partitions 
In this case, all $ partitions are used. Clusters 
can be treated in the same way as case 11. 
The alternate routes to implement the registration 
by parts leave a number of open questions to carry 
the research to the next level. These include: 
1 Determining the criteria for selecting M ,  or the 
size of subimages in a given class of images 
2. Selecting the set of subimages to use (1, k , or 
3. Selecting the location of the subimages and the 
criteria for doing so (e.g. energy or edge con- 
tents) 
One possible algorithm to select the location and 
size of a subimage, which is likely to yield good regis- 
tration results, would be to  follow a quad tree search. 
The algorithm looks for the smallest subimage that 
meets a pre-specified criteria such as the energy con- 
tent or the edge content. 
Note that, in registration by parts, two images can 
be compared at their full resolution partially. Figure 
2 illustrates selected 16 subimages of the reference 
image and the input image. We perform correlation 
between subimages of the reference and input images 
all> 
2.1 Rotation, Translation, and Trans- 
Most transformations found in satellite images can be 
modeled by an affine transformation As a first step 
formation 
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to find such transformations, we will be looking at 
the composition of rotations and translations, which 
form the basic components of affine transformations. 
Figure 1 illustrates the orientation of our rotation and 
translation. Rotation is implemented clock-wise and 
the degree is in integer format. The translation is 
also in integer format. Positive X-axis translation is 
to the right of the center Positive Y-axis translation 
is below the center 
We use a transformatzon index to plot the curves 
for correlation, because it would take too many curves 
of the correlation values for all combination of rota- 
tions and translations separately The combination 
of rotation and translation forms an array of trans- 
formations. The transformation is simply an inte- 
ger representing index of each combination of 8,  Tx, 
and T y  The transformation is invertible. In the re- 
sults of this paper, we will refer to  the graph plotting 
the correlation V.S. the transformation index as the 
transformed registration graph. 
Reference 
girl-ref 
tm.ref 
goes8-101615.chl 
2.2 Correlation Function 
Input Size 
girl.r5 512x512 
tm.r4tx5ty2 512x512 
goes8102015.chl 1024x1024 
The following equation shows the correlation function 
that we use to measure the similarity of the two im- 
ages, A and B of size M x M Ai is a pixel value of 
the ith pixel in image A 
3 Early Experimental Results 
3.1 Experifhefit Setup 
The following reference and input images are used 
The girl.ref, tm.ref, and goes8,101615.chl are ref- 
erence images. The girl.r5 is a 5-degree rotated input 
image. The tm.r4tx5ty2 is an input image with 4 
degrees rotation, 5 pixel x-translation, and 2 pixel y- 
translation. The goes8-102015.chl is an input image 
with unknown transformation 
For the registration by parts of each pair of im- 
ages, we experimented using three different numbers 
of subimages: 16, 64, and 256. The search scope is 
B ={-5,-4,..,0,..4,5) for rotation, and tx,ty = {-lo, - 
8,. ,0,..,8,10} for translation The translation has a 
2-pixel increments. Hence, the total number of trans- 
formations is 11 x 11 x 11 = 1331 Thus, for each 
degree of rotation, there are 11 x 11 = 121 x-y trans- 
lations Note that the vertical grid on x axis are di- 
visible by 121. 
For each correlation graph, the correct transforma- 
tion is marked as "reference" with a vertical dot line. 
For example, in figure 3, the rotation of 5 degrees has - Czl (A, - 2) x (Bi - B) the transformatio;(5,0,0) at 1270. 
- 
correZatzon(A, B )  = c4-1 x (4-1 
(1) 3.2 Correctness of Registration by 
-Y 
Figure 1 Orientation of rotation and translation 
parts 
Table 2 shows the results of registration by parts us- 
ing 16 subimages. Let assume that we allow an error 
of f l  degree or *2 pixels for rotation and translation 
respectively. Let C be an average of the correctness 
of the registration by parts. Its value ranges from 0 
to 1 C = 0 when none of subpart registration are 
correct and C = 1 when all subpart registrations are 
correct. As shown in table 2, all rotational registra- 
tion are 100% correct except the "GOES" While the 
"girl" gives about 81% and 88% for x and y trans- 
lation respectively, the x and y translation for the 
"TM" (thematic mapper) yield 100% and 88% cor- 
rectness. Under the assumption that the "GOES" 
der directory 
/pub/people/lemozgne/outgoing/TOO L B O X T E S T I N G  
2Available from anonymous ftp at cesdis.gsfc.nasa.gov un- 
3This is because we use an increment of two for translation 
3 1  
a 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
C 
images transformation (B,z,y) = (O,O,O), 63% of x 
and y translation are correct. 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
1 
0 
0 
-4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-2 
-4 
0 
0 
0 
-4 
Table 2: Registration by parts results 
3.3 
Figure 2 illustrates a 16 partitioned reference image 
and an input image. Figure 3, 4, and 5 show the 
correlation values of the registration by parts using 
subimages of size 128 x 128, 64 x 64, and 32 x 32 
respectively For each transformation on x axis, we 
plotted three values of correlations of all subimages: 
minimum, maximum, and mean. The minimum is 
taken from the smallest correlation among all corre- 
lation of all subimages. Similarly, the maximum is 
taken from the largest correlation among all correla- 
tion of all subimages. The mean is an average of all 
subimage correlations Figure 8, 9, and 10 show 
the correlation values of the registration by parts us- 
ing subimages of size 128 x 128,64 x 64, and 32 x 32 
respectively. For 1024 x 1024 size of image, figure 
13, 14, and 15 show the correlation values of the reg- 
istration by parts using subimages of size 128 x 128, 
64 x 64, and 32 x 32 respectively. 
Results for Girl, TM, and GOES 
- 
3.4 Characteristics of Subparts Corre- 
As an example, we take a registration of the thematic 
mapper images and observe the correlation values of 
lat ion 
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Figure 2: Girl. 512x512 reference and 5-degree ro- 
tated input image 
0 121 242 381 484 MK 725 847 968 1009 1210 1231 
TmNtomalKln(R.XY) 
Figure 3. Girl: Overall correlation values of 16 
128x128 parts 
all 16 parts of size 128 x 128. Figure 16-31 demon- 
strates the correlation values of each subpart from 
the registration by parts. We observed that  all sub- 
registration of subimages can lead us t o  correct reg- 
istration However, this may not be true for all cases 
because the correlation is data dependent. 
4 Conclusions and Future Di- 
rect ions 
In this work we have defined the notion of registra- 
tion by parts, the relevant algorithms, and the per- 
formance issues. The performance gain in all possi- 
ble implementations was found to  range from a fac- 
tor of $ to  M4, where k is the number subimages 
of size M x M Computational overhead associated 
with identifying the parts can be practically elimi- 
nated by using the reference images to  pre-determine 
these parts off-line. 
The early experimental results have shown strong 
evidence that sufficient information for efficient regis- 
0 121 242 363 484 60s 726 847 966 1069 1210 1331 
Transtwmalkf4R.XY) 
Figure 4: Girl: Overall correlation values of 64 64x64 
parts 
0 121 242 363 484 605 726 847 968 1089 1210 1331 
Trans!ormmton(Fl,X,Y) 
Figure 5: Girl: Overall correlation values of 256 32x32 
parts 
tration are retained in most subimages, as the subim- 
age sizes were decreased to  32 x 32 in images as 
large as 1024 x 1024. The average correlation from 
these subimages was quite consistent over the differ- 
ent subimage sizes. Furthermore, the majority of the 
subimages produced the correct registration parame- 
ters The video image ”girl” (figure 2) gave the best 
results across all subimages due to the strong features 
and minimal noise. The thematic mapper (figure 6 
and 7) gave the second best performance under the 
registration by parts, followed by the GOES images 
(figure 11 and 12) In the case of the GOES images, 
60% of the subimages were still capable of producing 
correct results using 256 x 256 subimages. 
Future direction includes experimental investiga- 
tions leading to the best method for selecting the 
subimages, and for the the experimental evalua- 
tions of registration by part algorithms (as described 
i 
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Figure 6: Thematic Mapper- 512x512 reference im- 
age 
above) across a large number of NASA images For 
further execution time improvements, parallel im- 
age registration by parts will be also investigated 
and evaluated experimentally over different high- 
performance computers 
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Figure 9: Thematic Mapper- Overall correlation Val- 
ues of 64 64x64 parts 
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Figure 10: Thematic Mapper. Overall correlation val- 
ues of 256 32x32 parts 
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Figure 13: GOES. Overall correlation values of 16 
128x128 parts 
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Figure 14: GOES: Overall correlation values of 64 
64x64 parts 
Figure 12: GOES: 1024x1024 input image 
Figure 15, GOES: Overall correlation values of 256 
32x32 parts 
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Abstract 
The f h t  step in the integration of multiple data is 
registration, either relative image-to-image registration 
or absolute geo-registration, to a map or a ked 
coordinate system. As the need for automating 
registration techniques is recognized, we feel that there 
is a need to survey all the registration methods which 
may be applicable to Earth and space science problems 
and to evaluate their performances on a large variety d 
existing remote sensing data as well as on simulated 
data of soon-to-be-flown instruments. In this paper we 
will describe: 1) the operational toolbox which we are 
developing and which will consist in some of the most 
important registration techniques, and 2) the 
quantitative intercomparison of the different methods, 
which will allow a user to select the desired registration 
technique based on this evaluation and the visualization 
of the registration results. 
1. Introduction 
In studying how our global environment is 
changing, research in the Mission to Planet Earth 
(MTPE) program involves the comparison, fusion and 
integration of multiple types of remotely sensed data at 
various temporal, radiometric and spatial resolutions. 
Results of this integration will be utilized for global 
change analysis, as well as for the validation of new 
instruments or of new data analysis. 
The first step in the integration of multiple data is 
registration, either relative image-to-image registration 
or absolute geo-registration, to a map or a k e d  
coordinate system. Currently, the most common 
approach to registration is to extract a few outstanding 
characteristics of the data, which are called control 
points (CP's), tie-points, or reference points. The CP's 
in both images (or image and map) are matched by pair 
and used to compute the parameters of a geometric 
transformation. Most available systems follow this 
registration approach, and because automated procedures 
do not always offer the needed reliability and accuracy, 
current systems assume some interactive choice of the 
CP's. But such a point selection represents a repetitive, 
labor- and time-intensive task which becomes 
prohibitive for large amounts of data. Also, since the 
interactive choice of control points in satellite images 
is sometimes difficult, too few points, inaccurate points, 
or ill-distributed points might be chosen thus leading 
to large registration errors. A previous study [l] shows 
that even a small error in registration may have a large 
impact on the accuracy of global change measurements. 
For example, when looking at simulated 250m spatial 
resolution MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectrometer) data, a one pjxel misregistration cau 
produce 50% error in the computation of the 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). So, fix 
reasons of speed and accuracy, automatic registration is 
an important requirement to ease the workload, speed 
up the processing, and improve the accuracy in locating 
a sufficient number of welI-distributed accurate tie- 
points. 
As this need for automating registration techniques 
is recognized, we feel that there is a need to survey all 
the registration methods which may be applicable to 
Earth and space science problems and to evaluate their 
pegormances on a large variety of existing remote 
sensing data as well as on simulated data of soon-to-be- 
flown instruments. 
Although automatic image registration has been 
extensively studied in other areas of image processing, 
it is still a complex problem in the framework of remote 
sensing. Given the diversity of the data sources, it is 
unlikely that a single registration technique will satis@ 
all different applications. We propose to: 1) develop an 
operational toolbox which will consist of some of the 
most important registration techniques, and 2) provide 
a quantitative intercomparison of the difErent methods, 
which will allow a user to select the desired registration 
technique based on thii evaluation and the visualiition 
of the registration results. The algorithm 
intercomparison will be based on the following criteria. 
accuracy 
applicability and restrictions (e.g., adaptability to 
multiple sensors) 
level of automation 
computational requirements (and adaptability to large 
datasets). 
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These criteria will be computed for each algorithm 
utilizing several datasets such as: (a) Multi-temporal, 
intra-sensor data, e.g., NOAA/AVHRR, Landsat TM 
and MSS, GOES, and hyperspectral such as ASAS 
data, and (b) Inter-sensor data, e.g., MODIS Airborne 
Simulator (MAS) vs. LandsatRM data, and AVHRR 
vs. Landsat/TM 
We have chosen the Khoros environment as the 
h e w o r k  for the implementation of these techniques. 
Khoros is an object-based data analysis, data 
visualization, and application development 
environment. In Khoros, a “toolbox” is a collection of 
programs and libraries that is handled as a single 
object. In that sense, our registration toolkit is also 
composed of the various registration routines, each d 
which can be handled as an object. Khoros is also an 
open software system and will enable us to widely 
distribute the toolbox and to get feedback from a variety 
of users. Having the toolbox developed in JShoros also 
makes it easy to distribute with the software developed 
by the Applied Information Sciences Branch at 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center for the Regional 
Validation Centers (RVC’s) program [2]. The RVC’s 
will receive remote sensing data by direct readout fnan 
various satellites and the users will utilize this software 
to process in real-time data needed for their regional 
applications (e.g., monitoring regional change, storm 
prediction, etc.). Successive versions of the toolbox 
will be integrated with this software and will also 
provide us with feedback fiom the remote sensing 
community This feedback will enable us to develop, or 
help the users develop, new tools which would be more 
adapted to their particular applications. 
2. A Registration Toolbox 
The distortions described in [3] for Landsat-MSS 
data are general enough to account for most sensors 
directed at the Earth. Distortions are defined by the 
combined effects of sensor operation, the Earth‘s 
rotation, orbit and attitude anomalies, and atmospheric 
and terrain effects. These distortions, which  at^ 
noticeable when dealiig with only one sensor, are even 
larger when considering multiple sensors carried by 
multiple platforms on Wkrent orbits, or when looking 
at airborne sensors [4], As a first approximation, the 
distortions corresponding to orbit and attitude 
anomalies mainly correspond to an &e 
transformation. A few other small continuous nonlinear 
distortions due to altitude, velocity, yaw, pitch, and 
roll can be handled by global or local polynomial or 
elastic transformations of a higher degree. 
We assume that any new incoming sensed image is 
being registered relative to a known reference image or 
map. We also assume that sensed image and input 
image are synonymous. According to Brown [5], image 
registration can be viewed as the combination of four 
components: 
(1) afeature space, Le., the set of characteristics used 
to perform the matching and which are extracted 
fiom reference and input data, 
(2) a search space, i.e., the class of potential 
transformations (or deformation models) that 
establish the correspondence between input data 
and reference data (e.g., rigid, &e, or polynomial 
transformations); 
(3) a search strategy, which is used to choose which 
transformations have to be computed and e v a l u a ~ ,  
(4) a similarity metric, which evaluates the match 
between input and transformed r e fmce  data for a 
given transformation chosen in the search space. 
Correlation measurement is the usual similarity 
metric [6], although it is computationally expensive 
and noise sensitive when used on original gray level 
data. Using a pre-processing such as edge detection or a 
multi-resolution search strategy enables large reductions 
in computing time and increases the robustness of the 
algorithms. Other similarity metrics are described in 
[7], and a comparison of isometric (which preserves 
distances) versus polynomial transformations is given 
in [8]. Although high-order polynomials are superior to 
isometric transformations when the deformation 
includes more than a translation and a rotation, 
isometric transformations are more accurate when a 
smaller number of points is available and are less 
sensitive to noise and to largely inconsistent tie-points. 
Several feature extraction and feature matching methods 
have been integrated and compared in a system 
developed by Rignot et al [9]. Another way to classify 
registration methods is adopted by Manjunath et al. 
[lo], where twelve recent registration methods are 
described according to the type of their f m  
extraction. Automatic feature extraction is either area- 
based or feature-based, the f m - b a s e d  process 
occurring either in the spatial domain or in the 
transform domain. 
Another viewpoint is taken in a study performed by 
Le Moigne et a1 [ll] and describes a majority of the 
registration methods found in the literature since 1972 
which have the potential for being applied to remote 
sensing images (see Tables lk2). As previously 
described, the usual humadmanual registration first 
determines control points and then performs a matching 
point by point before computing the deformation 
model. Automatic methods can be classified into two 
types, those which follow a human approach, and those 
which take a different, more global approach. See [l 11 
for references and a more detailed discussion of all these 
techniques. 
This large variety of techniques which could be 
utilized for remote sensing images leads us to the 
development of a toolbox of registration techniques, 
where each technique will be associated with a set of 
parameters and working conditions. 
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Automatic Registration Methods With Point to Point Matching (See 1111 for references) 
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1994 Mellin transform Transformations 
1981 and Zrani and Derivatives and Rotations 
in Multi-Resolution 
I I 
Table 2 
Method 
MutiresolutionMultipath 
Search/ Cost Function 
Global Search / 
Phase Correlation/ 
Least Mean Squares 
Sequential Similarity 
Detection Algorithm, SSDA 
(Extension of Correlation) 
Find Maximum of 
Phase-Only Matched 
Filtering 
Iterative Optimization with 
Derivatives and Assuming 
smaller and Smaller Displac, 
Local by Matching Pairs of 
Contours; Global by 
Optimization 
Multi-resolution 
Block Matching 
"Hough Accumulator" to 
Measure All Possible Transf. 
Between Features 
Multi-Scale Iterative 
Marquardt-Levenberg 
Optimization 
: Approx from Inflection ptr 
: Consistency Check 
Accurate Chamfer Matching 
of Distance Maps 
Application 
Registration of 
1-D Coastlines 
Multispectral and 
Multitemporal Aerial 
Registration of 
Weather Satellite 
NOAA/ITOS-l Data 
Various Applications 
(Medical, Remote 
Sensing, Fingerprint, 
Multiobject Identif.) 
Stereo Vision 
and Visual Test 
Images 
Register Mapping of 
Ocean Floor 
Objects on Background, 
e.g., Medical Images 
Aerial ImagesMap 
Airplane Detection 
Industrial Inspection 
Medical Images 
Registration of 
Seasat-SAR against 
SPOT Images 
Automatic Registration Methods With Global Point Matching (See [11J for  references) 
Depending on the type of sensors, the desired 
registration accuracy, the computer availability, and 
the speed requirement, one or another of the 
techniques will be chosen. Multiple resolutions of the 
sensor data will be dealt with by the difEkmt 
approaches included in the toolbox. A multi- 
resolution approach such as the one taken by a 
wavelet-based technique deals with the multiple 
spatial resolution data. Other content-based 
approaches such as an object-oriented registration 
d 
tr 
might be more appropriate for dealing with multi- 
temporal or multi-radiometric approaches. This 
toolbox will be implemented on several architectures, 
new parallel architectures as well as the DEC-Alpha 
workstation, under a widely-used software package 
such as the Khoros image processing package. 
The first version of the toolbox includes the 
following techniques: 
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- Semi-manual registration where pairs of 
corresponding control points are manually selected, 
followed by the transformation computation (with 
choice of polynomial, rotation, translation, rigid or 
affine transformations). 
- Correlation-Based Methods including phase 
correlation [I41 and spatial correlation [E], - Feature-Based Methods with edge-, corner-, region- 
and wavelet-based methods [13,16,17,18,19], 
- Post-Processing Tools, such as interpolation of the 
matching functions, matching based on moment 
invariants, as well as robust matching of points [30], 
given, for example, by a region-based method. 
Figure 1 shows the top level of the Khoros 
graphic user interface of the current registration 
toolbox, and the methods included in the first version 
of the toolbox are detailed in sections 3 and 4 The 
next versions of the toolbox will include a larger 
choice of techniques from the ones described in Tables 
1&2, as well as newly developed algorithms. Future 
methods will also include cloud masking [ZO]. 
3. Known Technologies 
3 .l. Se rn i-Manual Registration 
The semi-manual tool is similar to the method 
most commonly utilized for registration; a human 
operator “rnan~ally’~ selects Ground Control Points 
(GCP’s) in two images, and these points become the 
input to compute the deformation model between the 
two datasets, often chosen as a polynomial 
transformation. In our implementation, users select 
GCP’s fiom the displayed reference image and the 
image to be registered respectively Zoom capabilities 
are available to help users choose the GCP’s more 
accurately Then a choice of transformations is 
provided to the user‘ rotation, translation (e.g., shift), 
rigid, &e, and polynomial transformations. The 
GCP’s are then used to calculate the parameters of the 
chosen transformation: either the rotation angle, or the 
translation shifts, transformation coefficients for 
rigid, affine, or polynomial transformations. 
3.2. Phase Correlation 
Phase correlation is a mathematical technique that 
was developed to register images in which the 
misregistration is only a translation [14]. The 
technique can be described as follows: given a 
reference image, gR and a sensed image gs, with 2-D 
Fourier transforms GR and GS, respectively, the m s s -  
power spectrum of the two images is defined as 
GRGs* and the phase of that spectrum as 
IGG* I 
The phase correlation function, d, is given by the 
inverse Fourier transform of that spectrum: 
d = F-1 { 
The spatial location of the peak value of the phase 
correlation function, d, corresponds to the translation 
misregistration between gR and gS. The innovation in 
the implementation demonstrated here is in the 
finding of the peak of the correlation function, d. 
Instead of looking for an interpolated peak of d, the 
center of mass of the peak of d is found. We have 
found that this gives a more robust result than 
searching explicitly for the peak. 
4. New Technologies 
The methods described in this section are all 
fkature-based Since katures are more reliable than 
Figure 1 
Khoros Graphic User Interface of the Current Registration Toolbox 
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intensity or radiometric values, ibture-based methods 
are usually more accurate. The only situation where a 
fkature-based approach will .Eiil is when the scene is 
mainly homogenous or densely textural in which case 
a combination of %atwe- and intensity-based methods 
will yield better results. In the current fature-based 
methods included in the toolbox, the f-s 
correspond either to edges, comers, regions, or 
wavelet characteristics. Edge or edge-like features are 
very useful to highlight regions of interest such as 
coastlines [21,22]. Regions can be used either to 
extract contours or to use their gravity centers as 
control points. In more structured images containing, 
for example, city grids, comers might be of interest. 
4.1. Edge-Based Methods 
An edge detection computes the gradient of the 
original gray levels and highlights the pixels of the 
image with higher contrast. Since edge values are less 
affected by local variations in the intensity or time-of- 
day condition than original gray levels, edge features 
are more reliable in any registration scheme. 
4.1.1. Iterative Edge Matching 
This first edge-based method performs the 
registration in an iterative manner, first estimating 
independently the parameters of the deformation 
transformation, and then iteratively refining these 
parameters. For this implementation, we chose to 
model the transformation as a combination of a 
scaling in both directions (dsx,dsy), a rotation (do), 
and a shift or translation (dtx,dty)in both directions. 
This algorithm is based on the assumption that 
rotation angle and scaling parameters are small 
(within 5 degrees for the rotation angle and within 
[0.9,1 11 for the scaling parameters). At each iteration, 
the five parameters are retrieved by computing the 
cross-correlation measures for all successive values OF 
the parameters taken at incremental steps [23], 
4.1.2. Matching of Line Segments 
This algorithm is described fir the simple case of 
a similarity transfirmation (composition of a rotation, 
translation, and scaling). The input to our technique 
are line segments extracted h m  both images. The 
line segments are firmed itom the edges using a 
noiserobust edge detector such as the Canny operator. 
Since the end points of the line segments are not 
reliable due to noise, low contrast, and interactions 
between adjacent objects, we make use of the local 
orientation and the intercept ofthe line segment. Line 
segments in both images are utilized to find the 
rotation component of the transf6rmation by 
p d r m i n g  a Hough transfirm. Knowing this rotation, 
"virtual triangles" are firmed and utilized to find the 
remaining parameten ofthe transfirnation. 
We note that the similarity trans%nnation is a 
constrained version of the general &ne 
transfirmation. The general affine transfinn has six 
parameters whereas the similarity transfirm has fiur 
parameters to be estimated. In the case of the 
similarity transfirm, the scaling is the same in the x 
and y direction whereas in the case of the &ne 
transhnation the scaling is non-unilbrm m s s  the 
image. The difficulty with estimating the general 
affine parameten is that the rotation parameter cannot 
be easily separated as behe. If the rotation cannot be 
separated in such a way that the peak bin of the 
histogram indicates the companding line pairs, it 
then becomes difficult to solve fir the parameten of 
the generic affine model. One way to get around this 
difficulty is to assume that the rotation is the largest 
source ofalignment error (at least locally). With this 
assumption, it is possible to hypothesi= a set of bins 
closer to the peak bin as the best possible matches 
and then use the virtual triangles to estimate the &e 
parameters. 
4.2. Region-Based Methods 
4.2.1. Region Boundary Spatial Correlation 
Automatic iterative parallel region growing 
(lpRG,[24]) is fillowed by spatial correlation [15] on 
the region boundaries. The advantage of spatial 
correlation on region boundaries over spatial 
correlation on edge iktures is that the %ature outlines 
which are generated (outlines of islands, lakes, 
coastlines, etc.) are complete outlines. In many cases 
edge htures provide very hgmented outlines. Figure 
2 shows results of the IPRG algorithm producing a 
segmentation ofa GOES 8 image over a portion ofthe 
Gulf of Califimia 
Figure 2 
Origin a1 GOES8 Image 
Over the Gulf of Cacifornia 
Results of IPRG 
Segmentation 
4.2.2. Moment Invariant Matching 
This method uses unsupervised clustering (K- 
means) to find clusters within each image to be 
registered. The total number of clusters is user- 
determined but should not exceed 10 for practical 
computational reasons. Within each image we extract 
clusters of one type and treat this as a binary image. 
Thus we will have, for example, two images of cluster 
type "A", two images of cluster type "B", etc. Now 
within each binary image we search for enclosed 
clusters that have closed boundaries (for example 
fields, lakes, etc.). We then compute the moment 
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invariants of these closed objects in each image and 
match the clusters that have the same or similar vector 
of moment invariants. Objects are replaced by their 
centroids which form the tie points necessary to 
compute the warping of one image relative to the 
other 
4.3. Wavelet-Based Methods 
Similarly to a Fourier transform, wavelet 
transforms provide a time-frequency representation of a 
signal, which can be inverted for later reconstruction. 
However, the wavelet representation allows a better 
spatial localization as well as a better division of the 
time-frequency plane than a Fourier transform, or than 
a windowed Fourier transform. In a wavelet 
representation, the original signal is filtered by the 
translations and the dilations of a basic function, 
called the “mother wavelet” For the algorithms 
described below, only discrete orthonormal basis of 
wavelets have been considered and have been 
implemented by filtering the original image by a 
high-pass and a low-pass filter, thus in a multi- 
resolution fashion. At each level of decomposition, 
four new images are computed; each of these images is 
half the size of the previous original image and 
represents the low kquency or high m e n c y  
information of the image in the horizontal or/and the 
vertical directions; images LL (LOWLOW), LH 
(LowEIigh), HL(High/Low), and HH (HigMiIigh) of 
Table 3. Starting again fi-om the “compressed” image 
(or image representing the low-frequency information), 
the process can be iterated, thus building a hierarchy 
of lower and lower resolution images. Table 3 
summarizes the multi-resolution decomposition. 
Each of the three wavelet-based methods which 
are included in the toolbox represents a *step 
approach to automatic registration of remote sensing 
imagery The first step involves the wavelet 
decomposition ofthe relkrence and input images to be 
registered. In the second step, we extract at each level 
of decomposition domain independent &ares fiom 
both rekznce and input images. Finally, we utilize 
these htum to compute the transfirmation hct ion.  
For each method, the search strategy follows the 
multiresolution approach provided by the wavelet 
decomposition. 
next 
level 
’ &tom- 
position 
coluntm - 
Rows r M.. 
represents the convolution of the input image b.v the filter F, 
in rows and wlumns, respectively. 
Table 3 
Multi-Resolution Wavelet Decomposition 
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4.3.1. Wavelet Maxima Matching 
The first wavelet-based registration algorithm 
] is based on the high-iiequency infirmation 
ed iiom the wavelet decomposition (images 
and “HL” h m  Table 3). Only those points 
whose intensities belong to the top Xoh of the 
histograms of these images are kept (x being a 
parameter of the program whose selection can be 
automatic); we call these points “maxima of the 
wavelet coefficients,” and these maxima form the 
feature space. 
We assume the transformation to be either a rigid 
or an afFne transformation. Both types of 
transformations include compositions of translations 
and rotations; therefore, as a preliminary study, our 
search space is composed of 2-D rotations and 
translations, and will be extended later to rigid and 
&e transformations. The search is performed 
iteratively from the deepest level of decomposition 
(where the image size is the smallest), until the first 
top level of decomposition. At each level, the 
transformation is found with an accuracy A and is 
refined at the next level up with an accuracy A/2. See 
[ 1 13 for more details on this algorithm. 
4.3.2. Wavelet Edges Matching 
This method utilizes the same search strategy as 
the one described in the previous section, but with a 
d i h t  &atwe space extracted @om the low-fequeney 
component of the wavelet decomposition (image 
‘‘LL” of Table 3). In the second step, the kitwe 
points are extracted fiom the low-low (LL) 
components of the wavelet decompositions of the 
re&rence and input images employing the Lemer 
Algebraic Edge Detector (LAED, [26]). The low-low 
wavelet coefficients are preprocessed by the LAED and 
a mean square error (mse) based similarity metric 
computes the transfirmation hct ion.  Currently, fir 
this method, we limit our search space to 2-D 
rotations. 
The LAED is based on a highly structured and 
compact representation of gray-level images and is an 
inherently robust, generic mathematical technique 
which uses polynomial algebraic operations to 
produce gray-level image enhancement, edge 
detection, and gradient component infirnation. The 
LAED is unique in that it is based on a global shiff 
operator which combines an image with displaced 
versions of itself and is rotationally invariant to lkature 
orientation. 
4.3.3. Wavelet Corners Matching 
In this method, the comer points ftom the LL, 
HL, and HH components are extracted at each level of 
decomposition starting fkom the lowest level Then, 
windows of size 15x15 typically and centered at each 
comer point are extracted fiom the LL component of 
the input image and correlations are computed with 
the respective LL image of the r e h c e  image. The 
maximum of the correlation curve corresponds to the 
matching comer point in the re fmce  image. The 
comer point fbm the input image test and its 
matching comer point in the re fmce  image m 
projected to the next higher level and these matching 
points are then refined by search in a 3x3 
neighborhood. This process is repeated all the way to 
the top of the decomposition pyramid. When 
matching points for all comer points is performed, 
interpolation and smoothing techniques are utilized to 
obtain pixel-to-pixel correspondence between the two 
given images, or to compute a more general 
transformation (see [27] for more detail). 
4.4. General Tools 
4.4.1. Subpixel Accuracy Utilities 
The outcome ofall comlation-based methods is a 
set ofparsnneters that is expressed with an accuracy 
equal to the one given by the algorithm (e.g., one 
pixel fbr shiffs or one degree fbr rotations). The tool 
described in this section will provide the means fbr 
estimating the registration coordinates with subpixel 
a~curacy h m  the computed correlation coefficients. 
When only looking at shift and rotation, one can view 
the correlation hc t ion  oftwo images to be registered 
as a 3-D hc t ion  in x-shiff, y-shift, and rotation 
angle. By projecting the cornlation hc t ion  on each 
one of these dimensions and using a cubic spline 
interpolation, one can find the correlation peak in that 
dimension, with subpixel accuracy The projected 
peak points are then integrated to %rm the estimated 
registration position with subpixel accuracy Future 
developments will include the generalization of this 
method to more general trans&zmations. 
4.4.2.Statistical Robust Point Matching 
This tool focuses on registration methods based 
on the principle of point mapping with feedback [5]. 
Specifically, given a set of control points in the 
refhnce image and a corresponding set of points in 
the sensed image within a prespecified transformation 
(e.g., rigid, m e ) ,  our method attempts to derive a 
computationally efficient algorithm to match these 
point patterns. In principle, our proposed method is 
similar to the ones pursued by [12,28,29], whereby 
matching is achieved via cluster detection in 
transformation space. Whereas all of the above 
methods are computationally intensive (their running 
time is 0(NA4), where N denotes the number of 
control points), our proposed methodology is 
expected to yield much f&er variants. See [30] fa 
more detail. 
5. Algorithm Intercomparison 
As stated earlier, it is unlikely that a single 
registration technique will satis@ all difbznt 
applications. Although automated registration has 
been developed for a few Earth science applications, 
there is no general scheme which would assist users 
in the selection of a registration tool. By providin-g 
the results of an intercomparison of multiple 
registration techniques, we will enable the users to 
choose the method which is the most appropriate lir 
their particular application. Having all the algorithms 
implemented in a single toolbox will rejnfiie their 
ease of use and will provide the visualization 
capabilities that will facilitate this choice. 
5.1. Definition of the Criteria 
Defining intercomparison criteria is a relatively 
difficult task, since each application might have 
difkent requirements and the importance of the 
criteria might vsny fiom one application to the next. 
Affer a first evaluation, the toolbox and the results of 
the evaluation will be made available to the scientific 
community From comments and &Aback, new 
evaluation criteria as well as new registration 
techniques might be defined and will give rise to a 
new version ofthe toolbox. 
The first criteria which will be implemented are 
the fbllowing. 
Accuracy 
Several methods can be thought of to quanti@ the 
accuracy of a given registration method. - a first method consists ofregistering the same set 
of data manually and automatically Then, 
considering the manual registration as our “ground 
truth”, the error between manual and automatic 
registsation characterizes the accuracy of the 
automatic registration. 
** another method requim a processing which 
corrects fbr the illumination variations h m  two 
scenes. This correction would be applied der 
transfbming back the sensed image by the 
computed de%rmation model. Then, a Mean Square 
Error (NSE) would be computed between 
transfbrmed sensed image and r e h c e  image. 
** ifthe registration is perfirmed between a remotely 
sensed image and a map, the MSE can be computed 
on selected ground &tures such as coastlines. 
-0 another way to quanti6 the accuracy of an 
automatic method is described in [31]; it utilizes 
high-resolution data such as Landsat-TM or SPOT 
(“Satellite Pour 1’Observation de la Terre”) data 
which are degraded to lower spatial resolution. 
Then the lower resolution data are registered and 
accuracy can be measured at a subpixel level using 
the fill high-resolution data 
Computational Requirements 
The computational requirements of each method 
will be computed h m  two means: 
1 the computational complexity of each algorithm 
will be evaluated 
2. each method will be implemented and timed on 
various architectures. 
Level of Automatization 
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toolbox will include a larger variev of algorithms and 
the quantitative evaluation of these algorithms will be 
extended to other criteria, using a larger number of 
datasets, such as space science data, medical imagery 
or military applications data. Future work will also 
omputational issues and will 
ational aspects and speed of 
processing of the proposed techniques. in specific, we 
will focus on the algorithm enhancement, performance 
evaluations, and parallel implementations of the 
proposed methods. 
Given the &me large amounts of data to process, 
automatic techniques should be as k as possible 
of parameters to tune. Whenever possible, 
thresholds or other such parameters will be 
computed adaptively @om within the programs. If 
necessary, training on large numbers of data will be 
perbrmed and parameters will be chosen fbm this 
training. 
This last criterion intuitively corresponds to 
qualitative judgments, such as “if the scene 
includes a city grid, a comer-based method will 
work h t e r  than a region-based method.” A 
quantitative way to evaluate the ‘cApplicabilityyy 
criterion might be statistical; a large amount of 
sensor data over a large variety of scenes will be 
gathered and the results ofthe three previous criteria 
will be combined to compute a probability of the 
applicability of an automatic registration technique 
given a particular dataset and particular scene 
contents. 
Applicability 
In fhture work, we could also consider (as was 
proposed by Rignot [9] and Manjunath [lo]) to 
couple the registration toolbox with a planning 
system which would use the above criteria to decide 
which algoritbm to use depending on the application, 
the type of data, the requested accuracy, and the time 
and computational constraints. Such a planning- 
scheduling system has been developed at 
NASMGoddard fir the RVC’s and is based on the 
work 0fN.M. Short and A. Lansky [32,33]. 
5.2. Test Datasets 
The toolbox algorithms will be first evaluated on 
a large variety ofNASA datasets. They will represent 
at least three main types ofapplications. 
0 Multi-temporal studies with multi-temporal datasets 
ofone sensor over the same areas collected at di-t 
times (various times of the day, various seasons, 
multiple years, , ), such as AVHRR/LAC and GAC, 
Landsat/TM and MSS, GOES, 
Multi-Instrument data fusion with multisensor 
datasets representing multiple spatial, temporal and 
radiometric resolutions, such as AVHRR/LAC versus 
Landsat/TM or MSS, GOES versus Landsat/TM or 
AVHRR/LAC, Landsat/TM versus SPOT, and MAS 
versus Landsat/TM. 
Channel-to-channel co-registration with multiple 
radiometric and spatial resolutions of the difkent 
channels of one given sensor, such as GOES, MAS, 
and an hyperspechal instrument such as ASAS, 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
A fm version of the toolbox of image 
registration techniques has been developed. This 
collection of algorithms will be evaluated by utilizing 
datasets representative from many current and fimue 
Earth science applications. Future versions of the 
i 
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Abstract - Tlwr paper presents an image registration 
method based on a two-dimensional Hopfield Neural Net-  
work, Where the problem of image matching is treated with 
the minimization of the energy function of the Hopfield neu- 
ral network. The method was originally proposed by N M 
Nasrabadi (R..l), but, in order to make it more practical, 
four items are studied in this paper, they are: the modifica- 
tion of the compability measure in the energy function for 
obtaining a more robust result, the evaluation of the point 
feature extraction methods for selecting a more effective one, 
the "blocking" algorithm of expediating the matching proce- 
dure and the subpixel matching for obtaining a more precise 
object location Theoretical explanations & laboratory re- 
sults of these four parts are presented 
1 Introduction 
In many visual intelligence systems, such as robotics, crimi- 
nal recognition k autonomous navigation, etc, Image regs- 
tration techniques are used to  recognize and locate the ob- 
ject by matching the object (0) image acquired at realtime 
with the fiducial (F) image stored in the system originally. 
UmaUy, the F image occupies a greater pixel area than the 
0 image. In order to perform this kind of work, these have 
been employed different methods based on statistical stud- 
ies, such as calculating the sum of differences of the pixel 
gray values of two images or the maximum correlation of 
their pixel gray values, But in some actual cases, the 0 im- 
age acquired at realtime may be distorted by many factors, 
such as resolution difference, geometric error, different emis- 
sion angles of the light source, strong noise, etc, which may 
exert tremendous influence on the gray value distribution of 
the 0 image, and thus may lead to mismatching. 
In overcoming the disturbances stated above, the reg- 
istration system constructed on the basis of image feature 
matching is more stable than statlstical coniparison of the 
gray value distributions. Here, corner points are taken as 
the image features to be matched. Hence, the first problem 
(Section I1 of the paper) i s  to find an effective method to 
extract the corner point feature. The third section p e s  an 
experimental evaluation of the methods selected, the evalu- 
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ation is based on applying the selected methods to specially 
designed image patterns, where corner with different angles 
are known previously. 
Although after evaluation we can find a best way for 
corner point extraction, yet  actually none of the feature ex- 
traction algorithms now available is capable of avoiding data 
missing or false alarming, especially under the influences 
of the distortion factors stated before. Therefore matching 
work has to'be done with two gaphs where the point distri- 
butions are not exactly the same, that means, an "elastic" 
matching method is needed, for which a 2D Hopfield N N 
(R.1) is an ideal one Section I11 describes the basic theory 
of this N N , but here comparisons are made not only on 
the geomatric locations between pomt features of the two 
images (as proposed in R.1) but on the gray gradient sur- 
rounding the points to be matched, as IS suggested in our 
modification The factor added shows a more robust char- 
acter on overcoming the distortion caused by the resotution 
differences & gtometric errors. 
Section IV gives a fast matching algorithm of the 2D 
Hopfield N N which is based on blocking the F image into 
subimages and doing matching work hierarchically. For the 
fast algorithm, the matching time is reduced to one-fifth of 
the original one. 
Section V studies the possibility of giving the matching 
with a sub-pixel accuracy which is accomplished by estab- 
lishing a continous model for the discrete F image edge fea- 
tures and calculating the high order moments to relocate the 
corner points precisely Some synthesized images are used 
to check the accuracy of the method proposed. 
2 An evalution on the methods used for image cor- 
ner detection (R.2 )  
Considering from the view-point of smplicity applicability, 
seven nietliods are selected, they are: 
1 IO method (€?..I), whch detects the corner points with 
a statistical study on the directions of horizontal, vertical, 
135' and 45' within a certam siae of image mndow 
2. Median filter mehtod (R.3), whch finds the corner 
points by counting the difference between the filtered or@- 
n d  images. 
3. Distance evaluation method (R.4), which comes from 
the definition "corner points are the intersection points of 
two or more edges" 
4. KR method (R4, which is based on the calculation 
of the second order derivatives of the gray pictures. 
5. DET method (R.6), which 1s based on the calculation 
of the Gaussian curvature of the gray pictures. 
, 
8. DN method (R.7), which is a modification of DET 
met hod. 
7 A combination of the 10 & Median Filter methods 
Specially designed images (sized 320 x 240) with geomet- 
rical patterns (polygons & circle sectors) possessing different 
corner angles (varied for 15" - 345') & gray levels are used 
to evaluate the seven methods. Also, gaussion noises with 
different strengths are added to the testmg images. 
In the evaluation procedure, six parameters are used, 
they are: 
1 Sensitivity S, 
S = RP/AP, where 
RP - number of right corners detected by the methods, 
AP - corner numbers in the images 
2. Efficiency E, 
E = RP/SP, where 
SP - total number of the detected corner 
3. Robustness R (against the noise), 
4. Location errors e of the detected corners, where 
ern.* - maximum error of the detected corner, 
Ce' - sum of the error square of all the detected corners 
5. Rightness A ,  which is defined as 
A = S X E  
6 Execution t i m e  T 
To save space, only one example of the laboratory results is 
shown in table 1 The final grades, marked as G (good), NB 
(not bad) and NR (not recommended) are shown in table 2 
3 
The point correspondence problem can be formulated as  an 
optimiaation task where a cost function (energy equation) 
representing the constraints on the solution is minimized 
And, the minimization problem can be mapped onto a 2D- 
Hopfield N N such tha t  the cost energy function is the same 
as the Lyapunov function of the network, with the synap- 
tic interconnection weights between the neurons represent- 
ing the constraints imposed by the correspondence problem 
The Lyapunov function represents the collective behavior of 
the network When the network is at its stable state the 
energy function is said to be at its local minimum The  ba- 
sic principle of the neural network is to make a cooperative 
decision based on the simultaneous input of a whole commu- 
nity of neurons in which each neuron receives information 
through giving information to every other neuron. This in- 
formation is used by each neuron to force the network to  
converge to a stable state in order t o  make a decision. 
The 2-0 Hopfield NN Method (R. l ) (R.9)  
Points on 
Figwe 1 2D Hopfield N.N 
A schematic diagram of a 2D Hopfild N N is shown in 
Fig.], where i j  and  LI are pairs of points to be matched on 
0 (object) image & F (fiducial)image Neurons are located 
on the joint points of t h e  corner points of two Images, such 
as V,k and Y;, and T , k , t  represents the weight between V , k  6t 
V j i  The matchmg problem is to  minimize a Hopfield style 
energy function given by 
I=I ) = I  
where M x N is the network size, 
T k j f  = A C t k j i  - B6,j - (2) 
(3) 
and 
I , k  = 28 
The expression for the compatibility measure C,J,~I is given 
- 1  (4 1 1 + ,w-,; 
2 
hY 
c t k j i  = 
Where 0 is a threshold value, X in R.1 is only a distance 
measure countmg the gepmetric differences between the pomts 
(k,l) and the points (j,i). The X used now is a mixed mea- 
sure of distance & gradient differeiices (R.9), where 
X = w ~ A D  + w ~ A I  
where W I ,  tu2 are the weights, AD the distance difference 
and A I  the gradient difference 
The A I  factor makes the matching result more robust 
than when it is absent, as in R.1 In our experiment, when 
the 0 image has a rotation angle of 30' and a scale amplifi- 
cation of 1.2, a correct matching result can still be obtained. 
(9) 
4 
The F image is much lager  in size than the 0 image with 
the same definition, that means the  diagonal of the F image 
is much longer than that of the 0 image. From the distance 
measure A D  in expression XI  it can be seen that the match- 
ing process for the pair of points (k,l) departing farther than 
the diagonal of the 0 image is redundant, i t  not only in- 
crexes the processing time but  also produces mismatching. 
Thus, a fast improved algorithm based on blocking is put  
forward here The algorithm can be described as follows: 
a) Accortling to the size of the 0 image, the F image is 
divided into several consecutive blocks. Suppose the size of 
the F image is X ,  x Y,, and that  of the 0 ramge is X ,  x U,. 
then a wmdow sized (2X, - 1) x (2Y, - 1) sliding on the 
F image with the step width (X, x Ym) will contain the 
coniplete contents of the 0 image a t  a certain step (this is a 
correspondence position). In practice, the window or block 
size is designed as 
A Fast Block-Based Algorithm (R.8)  
and the consecutive blocks are overlapped nearly one half of 
each other 
b) Each block of the F image is matched with the 0 
image by the 2D Hopfield N N  
c) For the 2D Hopfield NN, under any circumstance, the 
system has a mrnimum energy stable state, thug decision 
should be made to find the match&d block from the whole F 
image The criterion consists of two factors, the niimber of 
the matched points between two images k the memberships 
of the nearest-neighbor clusters, for which distance devia- 
tions are used t o  cluster the matched pomts. 
Although adjacent windows are overlapped nearly one 
half of each other, the computation time reduces dramat- 
ically, the reasan IS that the comptitational complexity of 
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Table 1: Recognition possibility of different corner angles 
Y - can be recognized; 
N - can't be recognized. 
Methods s 
Table 2: Evalutation Results 
the neural network is nonlinear, when the number of neu- 
rons decreases, the number of iterations decreases with a 
nonlinear relationship. In our experunent, with the sizes of 
the 0 images k F images as 36 x 36 and 160 x 160 respec- 
tively ( one hundred pairs of 0 images 0 F images are taken 
as test images), after blocking the F images into 3 x 3  blocks, 
the averagc ( of the 100 pairs) iteration loops decrease from 
11 to 1.65 and the average processing time decreases from 
261 sec to 57 sec The result shows the effectiveness of the 
blocking algorithm. 
5 Sup-pixel localization 
The sub-pixel localization is performed through using a sub- 
pixel edge detection method to relocate the feature points in 
the F image with sub-pixel precision For a particular shape 
( a projection of some objects, for instance, a building) in 
the F image, the sub-pixel relocalization procedure consists 
of three consecutive steps, they are edge detecion, corner 
point joining k then shape center finding. The sub-puel 
edge detection, as the unportant theoretical background of 
this section, is based on an ideal continuous edge model 
(R.10) in a unit circle (Fig 2), where four paremeters I, 6 ,  
h, It determine the -que straight edge,  in which h k t are 
background gray-level k gray level contrast respectively, and 
I is the vertical distance from the circle center to the straight 
edge, I E [-l,l], 6 is the angle between the normal of edge 
Let f(z, y) represent image data, its 2D spatial moments 
& x axis, 6 E [-*/2,*/2) 
a r e  as follows: 
Figure 2: 2D continuous edge model 
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the edge problem, 
rotate the window by -19, and the solution of I, h, It will be 
independent of 6 Then rotated moments 
(- sin q q + -  Mp+P-'-*,'+. (8) 
Mol = O  (9) 
(10) 
Because the rotated edge is perpendicular to X axis, that IS 
S O ,  
l &  6 = tan- 
Mio 
Then, the other parameters can be worked out from Mi, 
r 
d 
1 
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It must be pointed out that if pixel sampling makes a gray- 
level of h+bk on the edge pixel in the image, two level con- 
tinuous model will definitely introduce errors. To improve 
precision, a bias table is used to  correct the error since we 
have previously synthesized edges o f 4  kinds of parameters, 
and recorded the biases between accurate values and esti- 
mated values, we can correct each calculated resuit through 
checking with the table and through interpolation. 
An integrated test platform with carefully designed syn- 
thesize images is constructed to evalute the method. Syn- 
thesized images are of size 75 x 75, background gray-level 
100, gray-level contrast 100. The objects are equal-sided 
heptagons whose edge location is known at the scale of high 
resolution. The tests consist of three parts. 
(1) Measurements on the location of detected features. Statis- 
tic results are shown in Table 3 ( X direction error measured 
in pixel) 
(2) Measurements on the object outlines. Image center is 
taken as the origin of coordinate system, edges are repre- 
sented by polar coordinates. The unit of p is pixel and the 
unit of 6 is degree. Fitting results of seven edges are shown 
in Table 4. 
(3) Measurements on object comer locations. Locating re- 
sults of seven corners kt pixel units are shown in Table 5. 
We also synthesized many equal-sided polygons of arbitrary 
sire, initial angle and number of sides. All results are feasi- 
ble, even with the adding of gaussion noise 
After evaluation, the method is applied to a pair of real 
images (Fig 3). The corner points extracted k matched 
result a e  shown in Fig 4 
The method is used to relocate the initial coordinates 
of the points in the window (Fig.4). After estimatrng the 
biases between precise locations and initial locations of all 
comers, doing weighted average to biases in reverse propor- 
tion to distance from every corner to object center, average 
results are used as the center bias to correct matched result. 
(shown as Table 6) 
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Table 3: Reaulta of feature detection test 
- 
P e P 9 o r p  o f e  
1 24.3262 10.0000 24,4030 10.0694 -0.0768 -0.0694 
2 24.3262 61.4286 24.4171 61.7147 -0.0909 -0.2861 
' 3 24.3262 -67 1429 24.4083 -67.0526 -0.0821 -0.0903 
4 24.3262 -15.7143 24.3999 -16.0445 -0.0737 0.3302 
Max Abs. Err 1 Min Abs. Err I Mean Err I Err Stand. Vari. 
0.3763 0.0035 I 0.0324 I 0.1922 I 
Table 4: Results of object outline fitting test 
I 1 Origin I Origin I Estimated I Estimated 1 Error I Error 1 
5 24.3262 35.7143 24.4176 35.2036 I -0.0914 
6 24.3262 87 1429 24.3840 86.7213 1 -0.0578 
7 24.3262 -41.4286 24.3778 -41.3627 I -0.0516 
0.5107 
0.4236 
-0.0659 
Table 5: Results of object corner locations 
7 1 (44.3127, 62.9909) I (44.3714, 62.9901) I (-0.0587, 0.0008) I 0.0587 
.. , ... .. . . .....  ..... 
0 image (36x36) 
o r i p  at (460,794) 
F image (16Ox 160) 
o n g n  at (347,728) 
Figure 3: Natural images 
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Figure 4 Corner points and matched result (the square window) 
Feature 
polnts 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
31 
12 
Center 
of the 
shape 
d 
Table 6: Quantitative results of relocation 
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Abstract 
We have developed a very general and powerful algorithm 
for fully automated affine geometric registration of three- 
dimensional (3D) multimodality images based on maximiza- 
tion of mutual information of the gray-values of correspond- 
ing voxels. The robustness and subvoxel accuracy of the 
method has been validated extensively for matching of CT, 
MR and PET brain images. In this paper, we illustrate the 
clinical usefulness of the approach by showing results for 
various clinical applications, such as matching of CT and 
PET images of the thorax and of CT and MR images of the 
prostate. Our results demonstate that the generality and 
robustness of the method and the fact that it does not re- 
quire any pre-processing of the images or user interaction 
make it a useful tool in routine clinical practice. 
J 
1 Introduction 
In medical diagnosis, treatment planning and therapy follow- 
up, clinical decisions are often based on information ob- 
tained from various imaging modalities, such as computed 
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) and positron 
emission tomography (PET) Images of different modali- 
ties often contain complementary information and in many 
applications clinicians benefit from joint visualization and 
manipulation of multimodal images Combined analysis of 
multiple images requires these images to be geometrically 
aligned. Multimodality image registration is therefore a fun- 
damental task in medical image processing. 
Recently, we have proposed to use the concept of mu- 
tual information (MI), as defined in information theory, as 
"Frederik Maes is Aspirant of the Belgian National Fund for Sci- 
+Directors: Andre Oosterlinck & Albert L Baert 
*Kardinaal Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium. 
SHerestraat 49, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium. 
entific Research (NFWO). 
a new measure for automated image matching [ I ,  41. The 
MI registration criterion states that the mutual information 
between the image intensity values of corresponding voxels 
in the images to be registered is maximal at registration. 
Maximization of mutual information (MMI) is a very gen- 
eral and powerful approach that c m  be applied automati- 
cally without image preprocessing or user interaction on a 
large variety of applications. 
The MMI method has been evaluated extensively for 
matching of CT, MR and PET images of the brain. The 
subvoxel accuracy of the criterion was validated by com- 
parison with the external marker-based registration result 
and a comparitive validation study found the performance 
of the method to be superior than that of most other state- 
of-the-art registration algorithms [8]. The robustness of the 
approach has been evaluated with respect to image degrada- 
tions, such as noise, intensity inhomogeneity and geometric 
distortion, and with respect to implementation related is- 
sues, such as optimization, interpolation and sampling [4]. 
In this paper, we demonstrate the clinical relevance and 
usefulness of the MMI method by showing results for vari- 
ous clinical applications, involving CT, MR and PET data 
of the brain, the thorax and the abdomen. In all cases, the 
same algorithm was used without tuning it to any specific 
application. All results were visually inspected by radiolo- 
gists and it was found that the method routinely produces 
clinically acceptable results on clinical patient data. 
In section 2 we shortly describe the MMI algorithm. 
A more extensive descnption can be found in [4]. In sec- 
tions 3, 4, 5 and 6 we show results for matching of CT, MR 
and PET brain images, matching of CT and MR prostate 
images, matching of CT and PET thorax images and match- 
ing of CT pre- and post-operative images of the chin. Sec- 
tion 7 summarizes our current findings and gives some di- 
rections for further work. 
2 The mutual information criterion 
2 1 Theory 
The mutual information I (A,B)  of two random variables 
A and B measures the degree of dependence of A and B 
by means of the Kullback-Leibler distance [2] between their 
joint distribution ~ J A B ( U ,  b) and the product p~ ( ~ ) . p ~ ( b )  of 
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th$r marginal distributions: P R ( T )  and p ~ ~ ( f ,  T )  of the overlapping volume of the images: 
Mutual information is a measure of statistical dependence 
between two random variables. If A and B are related by 
a one-to-one mapping T such that ~ A ( u )  = p ~ ( T ( a ) )  =
p ~ ~ ( u , T ( u ) ) ,  I (A,B)  is maximal and equal to the entropy 
H(A) of A, while I (A,  B) is zero if A and B are independent 
(i.e. P A B ( ~ , ~ )  =pA(a).P~(b)). 
The image intensity values a and b of a pair of corre- 
sponding voxels in the two images that are to be registered 
can be considered to be random variables A and B respec- 
tively and estimates for their joint and marginal distribu- 
tions can be obtained from the joint histogram of the over- 
lapping volume of both images. a and b are related through 
the geometric transformation Ta defmed by the registration 
parameters a. The MI registration criterion states that the 
images are geometrically aligned by the transformation Tam 
for which I (A ,B)  is maximal. This criterion assumes that 
the intensities of two images viewing the same scene are sta- 
tistically related and that this relationship is strongest when 
the images are properly aligned The nature of the relation- 
ship between the image intensities of corresponding voxels 
is of course highly data dependent. The mutual informa- 
tion criterion, however, does not make limiting assumptions 
regarding this relationship and does not impose constraints 
on the image content of the modalities involved. 
2.2 Implementation 
Let (f(s),r(T,s)) be a pair of image intensity values in the 
images F and R to be registered at corresponding sites s in F 
and Tas in R with Ta a geometric transformation with pa- 
rameters a! Let p ~ ( f ) ,  PR(T) and p ~ ~ ( f ,  r )  be the marginal 
and joint probability distributions of f(s) and r(Tas).  The 
mutual information registration criterion can then be sum- 
marized by the following equations: 
a* = arg max I ( a )  a 
with I ( a )  the mutual information of F and R at registra- 
tion position cy and a* the position of optimal alignment at 
which I(a) is maximal. 
Implementation of this criterion requires estimations of 
the intensity distributions to compute I ( a )  One of the im- 
ages is selected to be the floatzng image F from which sam- 
ples s E S with intensity f(s) are taken and transformed 
into the reference image R by the transformation Ta The 
set of sample points S usually is the set of grid points of 
F, although subsampling of the floating image can be used 
to increase speed performance. For each value of the reg- 
istration parameter a only those samples s E Sa C S are 
retained for which Tas falls inside the volume of R. 
The joint image intensity histogram h(f, T) is constructed 
by binning the image intensity pairs ( f ( s ) , r (Tas) ) .  In or- 
der to do this efficiently, the floating and the reference image 
intensities are fist linearly rescaled to the range [l, n F  - 11 
and [I, n R  - 11 respectively, n p  x n R  being the total num- 
ber of bins in the joint histogram. Typically, we use nF = 
n R  = 256. Normalization of h(f ,r)  yields estimations for 
the marginal and joint image intensity distributions p ~ ( f ) ,  
T 
f 
In general, Tas will not coincide with a grid point of R 
and interpolation of the reference image is needed to obtain 
the image intensity value r(Tas) at the position Tas in 
the reference image. Nearest nezghbor (NN) interpolation is 
generally insufficient to guarantee subvoxel accuracy, as it is 
insensitive to translations up to 1 voxel Other interpolation 
methods, such as trilinear (TRI) interpolation, may intro- 
duce new intensity values which are originally not present in 
the reference image, leading to unpredictable changes in the 
marginal distribution p ~ ( r )  for small variations of a. To 
avoid this problem, we have proposed to use tn'linear partial 
volume distributzon (PV) interpolation to update the joint 
histogram for each voxel pair (s,Tas) 141 Instead of in- 
terpolating new intensity values in R, the contribution of 
the image intensity f(s) of the sample s of F to the joint 
histogram is distributed over the intensity values of all 8 
nearest neighbors of Taus on the grid of R, using the same 
weights as for trilinear interpolation. Each entry in the joint 
histogram is then the sum of smoothly varying fractions of 
1, such that the histogram changes smoothly as or is varied 
The optimal registration parameters a* are found by 
maximization of I ( a )  using Powell's direction set method [5]. 
The images are positioned initially such that their centers 
coincide and that the floating and reference image coordi- 
nate axes corresponding to the same patient axis (i.e. right 
to left, anterior to posterior, and inferior to superior) are 
properly aligned, which assumes that the orientation of each 
of the images with respect to the patient is known. 
The algorithm has been implemented on an IBM RS6000 
workstation (58 MHz, 185 SPECfp92, AIX 4.1.3). The com- 
plexity of one evaluation of the MI registration criterion was 
found to vary linearly with the number of samples taken 
from the floating image. While trilinear and partial vol- 
ume interpolation have about the same complexity, nearest 
neighbor interpolation is about three times as efficient (1.4 
vs. 0.5 CPU seconds per million samples for one evaluation 
of the criterion). The number of evaluations performed dur- 
ing optimization depends on the initial orientation of the 
images and on the convergence parameters specified for the 
Powell algorithm and typically varies between 300 and 600 
for the experiments described in this paper 
3 Matching of CT, MR and PET images of the brain 
The MMI method has been extensively validated for rigid 
body and affine registration matching of CT, MR and PET 
images of the brain. We have applied the method succes- 
fully on a large number of cases (about 500) involving low 
and high resolution MR images (5 to 1 mm slice thickness) 
of multiple orientations (axial, coronal and sagittal) and ac- 
quired with various imaging protocols (T1 and T2 weighted, 
proton density, gadolinium enhanced), high resolution MRA 
images, conventional and spiral CT and CTA images, PET 
FDG and H20 images and SPECT images. We have also 
applied the method to register MR time series images to 
monitor the variation of MS lesions over time and to reg- 
ister MR images of different individuals to correlate fMRI 
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brain activity measurements. In all cases the method is 
applied completely automatically without user-intervention 
and does not require any pre-processing of the images. The 
method was found to be largely insensitive to local patient- 
related deformations, such as induced by surgery or lesion 
evolution over time. 
The accuracy of the method has been evaluated by com- 
parison with the external marker-based reference solution as 
part of the Retrospective Registration Evaluation Project 
conducted by J.M Fitzpatrick of Vanderbilt University [3, 
81. The MI criterion was found to be able to consistently 
and robustly match CT to MR and PET to MR images with 
subvoxel accuracy and the performance of the method was 
superior to that of most other state-of-the-art registration 
methods that were evaluated in this study. These findings 
have been confirmed by other groups [6, 71 
Some results are shown in figures 1 and 2 for CT/MR 
and PET/MR matching. Figure 1 demonstrates the joint 
display of the registered and reformatted images to visually 
inspect registration correctness using a linked cursor In 
figure 2 orthogonal slices through the registered and refor- 
matted volumes are used to inspect image alignment along 
all three axes. 
4 Matching of CT and MR images of the prostate 
Planning of radiotherapy treatment planning of prostate 
cancer is usually performed on CT images. However, there 
is some indication that the prostate, and especially its apex, 
can be more reliably and accurately delineated on MR im- 
ages An initial study was set up by the Radiotherapy 
Department of the UZ Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium, in 
collaboration with the Radiology Department of the same 
hospital, to establish the usefulness of additional MRI for 
radiotherapy planning 
Spiral CT images (512 x 512 matrix, 50 slices, 0.7 mm 
pixel size, 5 mm slice thickness) are acquired in radiation 
position using routine imaging protocols on a GE scanner 
MR images (512 x 512, 22 slices, 0.7 mm pixel size, 5 mm 
slice thickness) are acquired on a Siemens scanner using a 
standard prostate imaging protocol (interleaved turbo spin- 
echo sequence, TE = 120 ms, TR = 6 s, total acquisition 
time = 1 min 45 s) The time between both acquisitions 
is kept at a minimum, such that intestinal and bladder fill- 
ing differences are small. The images are aligned with a 
rigid-body geometrical transformation using the mutual in- 
formation matching criterion After registration, the images 
are reformatted and visualized together and the registration 
result is inspected by a radiologist. 
The procedure has been applied to 15 cases so far Af- 
ter having estimated an appropriate initialization for the 
vertical translational parameter (which was the same in all 
cases), the registration was performed completely automat- 
ically in all cases. Average registration time was about 5 
minutes on an IBM RS6000 workstation. In all cases, the 
result was judged to be excellent by radiologists. A typi- 
cal result is shown in figure 3. The quality of the registra- 
tion result can be evaluated by inspecting the alignment of 
Corresponding rigid structures in both images, such as the 
pelvic bone. Differences in the positioning of the patient 
in both scanners may induce large non-rigid deformations 
of soft tissues such as skin, fat and muscles. However, the 
MMI method seems to cope well with such local distortions 
and to align the corresponding rigid structures without be- 
ing confused by the presence of structures that can not be 
aligned by a rigid-body transformation. 
Once the images have been registered and reformatted, 
delineations of the prostate in both images separately can 
be easily compared. As is clear from figure 3d, pro&tate 
coiitmrs defined by the same clinician in either image may 
show sighificant differences. This is due to the different ap- 
pearance of the prostate in both images. Especially on CT, "I 
it is difficult to distinguish the prostate from surrounding 
tissues such as blood vessels. Quantitiative evaluation of 
these differences and the evaluation of the inpact on radia- 
tion therapy are currently being performed. 
5 Matching of PET and CT images of the thorax 
At the Nuclear Medicine Department of the UZ Gasthuis- 
berg, Leuven, Belgium, and in collaboration with the Ra- 
diology Department of the same hospital, a study was set 
up to investigate the benefit of using FDG-PET images in 
conjunction with spiral CT images for detection and staging 
of metastatic mediastinal lymph nodes (MLN). FDG-PET 
is more accurate for detecting MLN than CT thorax, but 
localisation of lesions, essential for adequate staging, is dif- 
ficult due to the little anatomic references on PET images. 
Registration of the PET and CT images allows to com- 
bine the information contained in both modalities, i.e. to de- 
tect the metastatic nodes in PET and locate them anatom- 
ically in CT 
Registration of PET and CT images of the thorax was 
performed for 50 patients with non-small cell lung caneer 
Spiral CT images were acquired in a single spiral on a GE 
high speed scanner (512 x 512 matrix, 50 slices, 5 mm slice 
thickness, 50 s acquisition time). PET transmission images 
were acquired prior to injection of FDG on an ECAT 931 
scanner (2 bedpositions, 128 x 128 matrix, 30 slices, 6.5 mm 
slice thickness) Patient positioning was similar for both ac- 
quisitions with the arms beside the body and the patient 
normally breathing during acquisition The MMI registra- 
tion algorithm was applied to the PET transmission and 
CT images without any preprocessing of the images. The 
registration procedure is fully automated, except for a rough 
initial estimation of the axial translation, and takes less than 
3 minutes CPU time on a SUN Sparc 20 workstation After 
registration, the PET transmission images were reformat- 
ted to the CT image grid and the quality of the registration 
was visually inspected by radiologists using the carina and 
the trachea as anatomical landmarks Registration accuracy 
was considered very good in all cases. The same reformat- 
ting was applied to the PET emission images, assuming that 
the emission and transmission images are aligned by acqui- 
sition. The registered CT and PET emission images were 
used for localisation of MLN (figure 4). 
Preliminary evaluation of the results confirms the c l i -  
ical relevance of combining PET and CT images for lung 
cancer staging. However, the automated and highly reli- 
able MMI algorithm has greatly improved the efficiency of 
the registration procedure and has changed the whole diag- 
nostic procedure. Currently, PET-CT registration is used 
in clinical routine to decide on lung cancer treatment for 
2 patients a week. Weekly clinical sessions are organized in 
which the available image information, after registration and 
after post-processing to indicate the relevant structures, is 
studied jointly by pneumologists, thorax surgeons, nuclear 
medicine experts and radiologists. 
6 Matching of pre- and post-operative CT images of the 
chin 
In this study conducted at the Department of Orthodontics 
of the UZ Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium, in collaboration 
with the Radiology Department of the same hospital, the 
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Figure 1 Registered and reformatted axial CT and MR images of the brain. After registration and reformatting, the images 
can be jointly visualized (top) and the registration accuracy can be evaluated using a moving window overlaying part of one 
image over the other (mddle). Use of a linked cursor (bottom) allows to delineate contours in one image and transfer these 
to the other for comparision. 
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Figure 2: Registration of PET and MR images of the brain. Reformatted axial, sagittal and coronal slices through the PET 
volume overlayed on the corresponding slice of the MR volume. The mutual information criterion has been validated to be 
subvoxel accurate compared to the stereotactic reference solution on a large number of cases within the RREP project [8]. 
value of spiral CT imaging was investigated for the plan- 
ning and evaluation of chin bone graft impIants in dveolar 
cleft patients. Pre- and post-operative CT images were ac- 
quired two weeks before and 9 months after the operation. 
Registration of pre- and post-operative images allows to de- 
fine the cleft region in the pre-operative image and localize 
the same area in the post-operative image, such that the 
condition of the transplant can be followed over time. 
The procedure was applied to 8 patients, all children be- 
tween 8 and 10 years old. Spiral CT images (512 x 512, 40 
to 70 slices, 0.2 mm pixel size, 1 mm slice thickness) were 
acquired using standard imaging protocols pre- and post- 
operatively. The images were registered completely auto- 
matically and without pre-processing using the MMI regis- 
tration algorithm. After registration, the pre-operative im- 
age was reformatted to match the post-operative image and 
the result was visually inspected by a radiologist. In all 
cases, registration accuracy was considered to be very good 
A typical result is shown in figure 5. Contours delineated 
in one image and transfered to the other allow to inspect 
the registration accuracy. Note that in the 9 month period 
between both acquisitions morphological changes have oc- 
curred due to bone growth, teeth movement and surgery 
However, these non-rigid movements do not impair the reg- 
istration algorithm to find the rigid transform that globally 
very well aligns both images. 
7 Conclusion 
The mutual information registration method allows for accu- 
rate, robust and completely automated registration of mul- 
timodality medical images. The method is highly data in- 
dependent and requires no user interaction, segmentation or 
preprocessing of the images The same method can there- 
fore be applied succesfully to a variety of different clinical 
applications. In this paper we demonstrated the usefulness 
of the method for matching CT, MR and PET images of the 
head, the thorax and the prostate. In all experiments a rigid 
body transformation was used, but the method is largely in- 
sensitive to local non-rigid deformations, such as induced by 
positioning differences or surgery. The generality and high 
reliability of the method makes it a very useful tool in clini- 
cal practice. Integration of this tool in clinical practice will 
stimulate to exploite the benefits of combining information 
from difFerenC modalities in image based decision making. 
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Registered and reformatted MR image (middle window) overlayed on the CT image. This example shows the robustness of 
the mutual information regstration criterion to local non-rigid deformations. the method correctly matches the rigid bony 
structures in both images, although large positioning induced and patient related deformations of the soft tlssue structures 
are present. d. Manual delineation of the prostate in the MR mage and the corresponding contour delineated by the same 
clinician in the CT image and transfered to  the MR image. 
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Figure 5: Matching of pre- and post-operative CT images of the chin of alveolar cleft patients having undergone a bone graft 
transplantation. Top: Original preoperative (a) and post-operative (b) images. Bottom. registered Preoperative (c) and 
post-operative (d) images. The pre-operative image was reformatted to match the post-operative image. Contours delineated 
on the reformatted images using a linked cursor allow to evaluate registration accuracy Non-rigid morphological changes 
due to bone growth, teeth movement and surgery do not impair the algorithm from finding the globally best rigid transform 
between both images. 
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ABSTRACT 
Registration of multi-sensor and warped images poses difficult 
problems when control point pairs are not precisely known. The 
cepstrum registration technique has been used successfully in 
combination with polynomial warping for registering and finding 
the disparity between sequential images. Recently, synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR)  as well as infra-red (IR) images have been 
registered by cepstrum techniques. The advantage of this robust 
area-based technique is that it is more tolerant to noise and 
rotational shift as well as being less computationally intensive 
than the traditional correlation measure techniques including the 
sequenhal search algorithms. We are currently developing a 
unified and automated registration algorithm for multi-sensor 
(SAR, IR, and Electro-optic) image registration. A comparative 
review of the current algorithms for registration of multi-sensor 
and sequential images corrupted by warping and other artifacts 
such as embedded noise patterns and random noise is presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Automatic detection of changes in a scene or recognition of 
specific objects from a sequence of images acquired under 
varying conditions and from different modalities often require 
registration prior to fusion. Without the knowledge of the 
onginal control points, development of site models for 
appropnate positioning of the data has been suggested [I-21. 
However, site models may not be available in many situations. A 
combination of image analysis and signal processing techniques 
has been found to be useful in correcting rotational as well as 
translational shifts [3-61. Such techniques improve the accuracy 
of registration yet reduce the computation time compared to 
statistical correlation or sequential similarity detection techniques 
[7-8]. 
The power of these combined techniques lies in the removal of 
false registration parameters and embedded noise by extracting 
the dominant features by preprocessing and correction of 
rotational and translational shifts by power spectrum and power 
cepstrum respectively [9- IO]. Although the translational 
correction can be done by either the power cepstrum or the 
conventional phase-correlation techniques [ 11-12], the power 
cepstrum technique provides more accurate registration over the 
phase correlation technique for noisy images with changing 
domnant features. Finally, a polynomial interpolation can be 
used to unwarp the images if required. 
In summary, we present a generalized and robust registration 
technique that is applicable to a broad class of images acquired by 
different sensors under varying conditions. 
METHOD 
Application of Power Spectrum for Rotation Correction 
Since the Fourier power spectrum has the shift-invariance 
property, the rotational difference between two simplified images 
in a sequence can be obtained from minimization of the spectral- 
intensity difference between two images. The total spectral- 
intensity difference, D(e), can be expressed as a function of the 
rotational angle between the two images as follows: 
u v  
where R(u,v)’ and Se(u,v) are the Fourier power spectra of the 
reference and rotated-shifted images, respectively, and u, v are 
spatial frequencies. Because the original rotation center is not 
known a priori, the rotation through the angle Bmin for minimum 
D(e) makes the dominant features of the two images parallel to 
each other. Thus only a translational correction must be 
performed. 
Power Cepstrum for Translational Correction 
The power cepstrum [I31 is usually used to determine the arrival 
times of a signal and its echoes and their relative amplitudes. 
Here, the cepstrum technique is extended to two-dimensional 
signals. In this application, the only problem to be solved by the 
cepstrum technique is to determine the translahonal difference or 
disparity between two sub-areas, which are analogous to echo 
arrival times in one-dimensional signals. In the onedimensional 
problem (spatial domain), the function is changed into an image 
intensity fimction (a two-dimensional fimction of position). The 
power cepstrum is expressed as, (for an image funchon I(x,y) = 
r(x,y) + KX,Y)), 
where F is the notation for the Fourier transform of a function 
and r(x,y) and l(x,y) are the right and left images or the sub- 
images chosen from the reference image and the shifted image, 
respectively. 
The result of the power cepstrum of I(x,y) is 
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Y 
+ A S( x,  y )  + BS(x k xo, y k yo) 
+ CS(X k 2x0, y 2 2yo) + I. 
(3) 
= Power cepstrum of the right image r(x,y) plus a train of 
impulses occurring at integer multiples of the translation 
or disparity (xo,Yo) 
M e r  subtracting IF{h[lF(r(X,y))(2]}l , the power 
cepstrum of the right image, from Equation (3), the shift between 
the two sub-areas can be detected by inspecting the remaining 
impulse train. In other words, the disparity between is equivalent 
to the distance between the origin and where the first peak 
S(x+xo,y+ yo) occurs in the cepstrum plane. This 
standard power cepstrum needs four Fourier transform 
computations. A modified power cepstrum technique using three 
Fourier transform operations has been developed where the 
impulse train is expressed as: 
2 
where R(u,v) and L(u,v) are Fourier transforms of r(x,y) and 
l(x,y), respectively 
Finally in the following section, a geometrical transformation 
using a set of polynomial functions is introduced. 
Polynomial Interpolation 
One of the most commonly used geometrrcal transformation 
techniques for registering warped images is polynomial 
interpolation using a set of second-degree or higher order 
functions to warp images and register them [14]. In image 
registration, two variables x and y are necessary and sufficient for 
mterpolating the surfaces. A set of polynomial functions of 
second degree in both x and y are expressed as: 
X I  = a1x2 + a2xy + a3y2 + a4x + asy + a6 (5) 
y’ = b d  + b z v  + b3yZ + b4x + bsy + b6 (6)  
Giving enough information and solving for the coefficients ai 
through a6 and bl through b6, a set of polynomial functions 
can be used to interpolate the warped surfaces and register them. 
The point (x’,y’) are the control points on the reference image and 
the point (x,y) are the control points on the warped image. To 
solve for these twelve coefficients in Equations (5) and (6), a 
minimum of six pairs of (x,y) and (x’,y’) points is needed for a 
reliable result 
After the coefficients have been found, the warped image can be 
transformed into an image registered to the reference image by 
converting the old coordinates of the warped image into the new 
coordinates (i.e., the output (x’,y’) of the Equations (5) and (6)). 
The more sets of control points that are chosen, the more 
accurately the coefficients can be obtained. 
RESULTS 
Figure I@) shows the first cepstral peaks of the image in figure 
l(a) of two Ts shifted from each other and fused into one image. 
Figures 2(a) and 2@) show two infrared images of the same scene 
shifted from each other, Figure 2(c) shows the c e p d  peaks 
from which the translational shift between the images can be 
found. 
Figure I(a). 
Figure I(%). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
For noisy images, the power cepstrum registration technique is a 
robust estimator of translational shifts and tolerates scaling 
differences up to four percent and rotation up to three degrees. 
The more traditional phase correlation technique is quite sensitive 
to noise. In addition, registration by the power cepstral technique 
does not require the knowledge of control points. Using the shift 
invariance property of the Fourier transform, the rotational shift 
can be corrected prior to correcting the translational shift. For 
removal of warping, however, selection of control points plays a 
significant role. 
When sequential frames of images are available, a motion stereo 
model [4] can be used for 3-0 visualization of the scene. 
Application of the power cepstral registration technique to multi- 
sensor images prior to fusion holds potential advantage over site 
models due to the unavailability of such models in many 
situations. 
The current work is supported by contract #S770 1 E from Modem 
Technologies Corporation. The authors would also like to thank 
Bob Frink of Raytheon-TI Systems for providing us with the IR 
images. 
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Abstract 
The photogrammetric analysis of urban scene using stereo 
aerial photographs is a growing industry Traditionally is has 
relied on manual analysis techniques. However the trend is now 
towards automation of this process although to date no automated 
approach has been able to filly satisfy industry’s needs. This 
paper suggests a rationalisation of this trend by integrating the 
best aspects of both manual and automated systems to form a 
guided approach. The focus of this paper is on the first major 
operation of this Guided Aerial Image Analysis (GAIA) approach, 
that of Guided Stereo Pair Fusion (GSPF). 
1 introduction 
Photo-interpretation based on stereoscopic aerial 
photogrammetry has grown rapidly in recent years with 
applications in areas as diverse as digital mapping, Geographic 
Information Systems, cartography, coal heap analysis and land 
survey In particular, the mapping of urban scenes is becoming 
increasingly important with communications companies requiring 
accurate data for optimal placement of transmitters and receivers. 
The technologies currently employed by companies 
involved in this form of photo-interpretation are primarily manual 
and rely heavily on the human analyst’s powers of cognition. This 
results in a manpower intensive procedure that is slow, expensive 
and sensitive to the characteristics of the workforce. 
Research performed by other individuals and groups active 
in the field of stereoscopic aerial photogrammetry has shown 
significant progress towards the automatic analysis of 
stereoscopic aerial photographs, notably work carried out at 
Carnegie Mellon University (McKeown et al. [1994] and Zitnick 
and Webb [1995]) and the Institut National de Recherche en 
Informatique et en Automatique (Zhang and Faugeras [1991] and 
Cohen et al. [1992]). 
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However, this research has also highlighted the difficulties 
present in implementing a fully automatic approach and how this 
may not be the most desirable path to take at this time. 
With the above in mind the primary goal of this research 
has been defined as developing partially automatic techniques to 
aid the process of interpreting stereo aerial photographs of urban 
scenes for photogrammetric purposes. This should allow the 
provision of a more robust and realisable system that will 
compliment the skills and current procedures of the 
photogrammetry industry while, at the same time, rationalising 
and extending research in the field of photogrammetric Image 
Processing. 
To this end an approach referred to as Guided Aerial Image 
Analysis (GAIA) has been developed. GAIA rationalises research 
in automated photogrammetry by accepting that a filly automatic 
solution may not be feasible and that current technology could be 
better used in a guided manner. While rationalising research in its 
field GAIA also contains several novel aspects which in turn 
extends research in the automatic analysis of aerial photographs 
for photogrammetric purposes. 
Two high-level operations have been identified for detailed 
consideration. These operations are not only significant in an 
industrial context but are also representative of two of the mqor 
problem areas encountered in automated photogrammetry In 
particular, the operations outlined are Guided Stereo Pair Fusion 
(GSPF) and Guided Artefact Segmentation using Stereo 
IntelIigent Deformable Templates (SIDT’s). 
For reasons detailed later in this paper initial research into 
GAIA is targeted at developing a prototype that proves the 
usefulness of the approach. It is hoped that once GAIA has been 
proven useful further research could be focused on implementing 
it as an industrial system. 
This paper will provide an overview of the main problems 
within current manual and automated approaches to 
photogrammetric aerial photo-interpretation. It will then introduce 
GAIA (Guided Aerial Image Analysis) at a high level before 
focusing on the first area considered during research, and the 
main topic of this paper, namely, GSPF Finally, by way of 
closing, an overview of fiture work will be outlined. 
2. Problems with current approaches 
GAIA is being developed in an attempt to address the 
problems that exist within current manual and automated 
approaches to the photogrammetric analysis of stereo aerial 
photographs of urban scenes. The photogrammetric analysis of 
such photographs can be split into several key tasks: fusion of the 
stereo pair to form a registered and calibrated stereo model, 
segmentation or plotting of the photographed artefacts and 
classification of the extracted artefacts. For the purposes of this 
n 
paper the stereo pair fusion process is of primary importance, 
although the other operations will be introduced later in the 
overview of GAIA and future work. 
2.1. Manual stereo pair fusion 
In the manual case fusion is an iterative process based on 
the removal of parallax - differences in the two photographs 
introduced by camera movement - at a number of control points 
in the area common to both photographs, i.e. the stereo model. 
There are two types of control point considered: surveyed control 
points (obtained form ground  SUN^ with known position and 
elevation attributes) and pass points (points of reference selected 
by a human analyst) which are of unknown position and 
elevation. The use of pass points is required due to the prohibitive 
expense of ground SUNV appropriate to provide surveyed control 
points for every stereo model in a project. Using pass point and 
trigonometrical techniques to perform aerial-triangulation the 
number of surveyed control points can be reduced to one per third 
model in a strip of stereo models (BKS Surveys [1996]). Figure 
2 I shows a stereo pair and the stereo model they constitute along 
with the pair’s pass points. 
Left 
Control 
Points 
Left Photograph Right Photograph 
Stereo Model Axes 
Figure 2 I Stereo pair showing stereo model and pass points 
Typically six pass points are used per model, although five 
would suffice (Jain et al. [1995]). Each photograph contributes 
three points to the model - positioned, roughly, along a line 
running perpendicular to the camera’s direction of travel, with 
one on or near the photographs centre of perspective, as shown in 
figure 2 1 Through a structured sequence of adjustments to the 
position of the photographs in a stereoplotter the projected images 
of the photographed area are fused, i.e. mapped onto each other, 
to produce a stereo model which can be perceived in three 
dimensions by a human operator. This will be considered in more 
detail later in the paper 
The main problems in this approach are: the disjoint nature 
of the hsion process from the later plotting and classification 
phases, the lack of feedback during analysis and the limitations of 
using a human to perform the highly iterative and tedious fusion 
process. 
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At present older analogue stereoplotting equipment is still 
widely used in the photogrammetry industry As a result it is 
common practice to mark pass points and other control 
information physically on the photographs under analysis and to 
use these physical marks for reference when moving photographs 
between analysis devices. This results in wasted time as operators 
at each device, essentially, repeat some of the work already 
performed. An example of this is where an operator uses a device 
to physically mark the control points on a photograph. Then at a 
later stage a stereoplotter operator has to relocate and record the 
position of the points for reference on that device to facilitate pair 
fusion and other tasks. The process would benefit from a more 
cohesive method of marking and recording control information, 
especially if this could be used to provide a degree of automated 
assistance to the operator While analytical stereoplotters provide 
many of these features the trend is towards automation and 
therefore it is preferable to build these facilities into any 
computerised solution for increased cohesion and fluency of 
approach. 
As mentioned, another factor is the lack of feedback 
received by the operators of stereoplotters during the analysis of 
photographs. While newer stereoplotter technologies have 
provided improvements in this area more could be done. It is 
possible that through the provision of more substantive feedback 
the analysis process could be speeded up and accuracy improved. 
This leads on to the final major problem in manual 
analysis, the limiting factor of a human operator. While humans 
outperform automated approaches, they are not ideally suited to 
the efficient photogrammetric analysis of stereo models. Tedium 
is a mqor factor here, and is addressed by other aspects of GAIA 
as outlined later The highly iterative process of manual pair 
fusion requires repetitive checking for parallax at specified points 
and the rechecking over and over again lends itself to error 
2.2. Automated stereo pair fusion 
The automatic fusion of image pairs has received a great 
deal of attention from the image processing and pattern 
recognition world for many different reasons. As a result of 
interest in this area many varied approaches exist. These 
approaches range from dealing with global rigid and affiie 
transformations between images using crosstorrelation and 
sequential methods such as Svedlow et al. [1976] and Barnea and 
Silverman 119721, to more involved problems dealing with 
localised deformations of unknown transformation type such as 
those dealt with by Flusser [1992] using piecewise interpolation 
methods and Bajscy and Kovacic [1889} using multiresolutional 
elastic matching. 
Brown E19921 defines image registration methods as a 
combination of feature space, search space, search strategy and 
similarity metric. Despite the extensive work carried out in the 
field of image registration a technique that can combine the above 
elements, to process stereo aerial photographs and produce output 
\ 
that would be satisfactory to the requirements of the 
photogrammetry industry, in a useful way has not been achieved. 
Typically, problems exist with finding suitable points or 
features to use for image alignment. Valumetric points are not 
appropriate for such uncontrolled conditions as those found in 
aerial photography, while in cluttered urban scenes, higher level 
features such as corners and edges lead to ambiguity. This 
exaggerates the ever preseat correspondence problem and leads to 
results too uncertain to leave unchecked. Other problems result 
from the unknown nature of the transformation required for 
successful matching, given the possible variations of aircraft 
movement and factors such as perspective. Where results are 
satisfactory the computational costs are usually prohibitive. This 
IS especially the case where the process would be expected to be 
undertaken in-line with other manual, or guided, plotting and 
classification operations. 
2.3. Rationalisation of approach 
Given that the manual approaches are not satisfactory, 
being slow and open to error, and that automatic approaches are 
not suited to be left unsupervised or cannot be applied alongside 
current manual procedures, even where performance is 
satisfactory, perhaps a new approach is required. 
It may be appropriate to step back from attempting to 
create a completely automatic solution and use the best features 
of both manual and automated approaches. These could be 
combined in a way that allows the automated tasks to be guided 
by manual supervision and in tum allow manual tasks to be 
guided by automated assistance. This guided approach to the 
analysis of stereo aerial photographs is the basis of GAIA and is 
outlined in the following section of this paper 
3. GAIA - Guided Aerial Image Analysis 
As introduced above it has been decided that this research 
should focus on a guided approach to aerial image analysis. 
GAIA i s  designed to remove many of the more tedious low-level 
tasks from the human operator allowing them to oversee the 
photogrammetric analysis process at a level more suited to a 
human’s abilities. This would provide a guided approach to image 
analysis free of many of the limitations inherent in the current 
industrial system. 
Guided Aerial Image Analysis (GAIA) rationalises research 
into automated photogrammetry by accepting that a fully 
automatic solution may not be feasible and that current 
technology could be better used in a guided manner GAIA also 
contains several novel aspects that further research into the 
automatic analysis of aerial photographs for photogrammetric 
purposes. 
Restrictions imposed upon this research which are outside 
its control makes it necessary to see this project as proving an 
hypothesis that would merit the remedying of these 
external factors. To this end, it has been necessary to ‘scope’ the 
research to allow a prototype to be created that would prove this 
hypothesis. The restrictions relate to the capabilities of 
stereoplotter equipment, currently employed in the 
photogrammetric analysis process, and difficulties in achieving 
the desired level of integration between these devices and the 
GAIA system. 
Ideally, a stereoplotter modified for use with GAIA would 
be capable of displaying graphical information overlad on the 
three dimensional projection viewed in the stereoplotter 
eyepieces. This would provide a degree of feedback not currently 
available and would allow output from automated activity to be 
viewed in a natural way that would allow more accurate 
evaluation of results. In addition the stereoplotter would be 
capable of sending details of photograph alignment and other 
parameters to GAIA and in turn GAIA would be capable of 
automatically adjusting the settings of the stereoplotter The 
solution to the problems of implementing the above is an 
engineering task and it is hoped that the GAIA prototype would 
prove these tasks worthwhile. It is believed that development of 
the prototype will not be restricted by the absence of the required 
degree of integration between GAIA and the stereoplotter and that 
the required events can be simulated and performance evaluated 
using prototype interfaces and current stereoplotter technology 
Two main high-level operations, introduced earlier, were 
targeted for consideration in the prototyping of GAIA These 
operations are not only significant in an industrial context but are 
also representative of two of the major problems encountered in 
the area of automated photogrammetry In particular, the 
operations outlined are Guided Stereo Pair Fusion and Guided 
Artefact Segmentation using Stereo Intelligent Deformable 
Templates (SIDT’s). 
3.1 Guided Stereo Pair Fusion 
This operation uses control information, supplied by an 
overseer using a stereoplotter, to automatically perform aerial- 
triangulation on a stereoscopic pair of aerial photographs. This 
will generate the necessary adjustments to the stereoplotter 
settings to fuse the projected images of the photographs and 
facilitate the viewing of a three dimensional projection using the 
stereoplotter. The control information would be marked vimially 
on the separate photographs using a stereoplotter modified for use 
with GAIA, or in the case of the prototype on images displayed 
on a computer monitor. 
Once control information has been recorded GAIA would 
attempt to fuse the separate photographs using a set of steps 
similar to those used in the manual aerial-triangulation process. 
The overseer could then view the resulting stereoscopic model 
using a stereoplotter to verify the quality of the automatic fusion, 
once again this would have to be simulated for prototype 
purposes. If errors exist in the automatically fused pair the 
f 
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overseer could guide the pair into correct alignment. Having 
achieved fusion the parameters of the aerial-triangulation process 
could be recorded and retained for re-alignment at a later stage. 
Once this operation is complete both the stereoplotter and GAIA 
would have access to the registration and calibration parameters 
of the pair and the stereoplotter would be displaying the projected 
three dimensional model. 
3.2. Guided Artefact Segmentation 
Artefact segmentation under GAIA proposes the use of 
Stereoscopic Intelligent Deformable Templates (SIDT's) to 
segment artefacts of interest from the projected stereoscopic 
model, as viewed by a human overseer using a stereoplotter 
modified for use with GAIA. It is desirable not only to segment 
the artefacts but to also classify them. GAIA will allow the 
overseer to select a type of SIDT to use in the segmentation 
process. This will have the effect of classifying the artefact prior 
to segmentation and allows certain characteristics of the artefact 
to be implied thus focusing the segmentation process more 
precisely than would be possible with a more generic approach. 
As shown in figure 3. I a human overseer would seed an 
artefact in the projected stereoscopic model with an appropriate 
SIDT class This would be done using a stereoplotter modified for 
use under GAIA or a display on a computer monitor for prototype 
purposes. This template will then separate into its component 
parts - a left template, a right template and an output template - 
and attempt to segment the host artefact. The left and right 
templates segment the artefact from their corresponding 
photographs and combine their output in the output template. All 
three templates will communicate with each other in an attempt to 
segment the artefact as precisely as possible. The overseer can 
then monitor the results and correct as necessary This correction 
process can then be used to provide the templates with heuristic 
qualities to improve future performance. 
The use of a modified stereoplotter to seed the artefact 
with a SIDT allows the overseer to view the scene in three 
dimensions and thus is conducive to the correct interpretation of 
the stereoscopic model. In addition, the stereoplotter can provide 
GAIA with information relating to the seed position. This reduces 
the search space for matches between the individual photographs 
of the stereoscopic pair to a degree that circumvents the 
correspondence problem. 
As already mentioned, the focus of this paper is on the 
Guided Stereo pair Fusion (GSPF) phase of this research. It is 
this topic that is considered next in greater detail. 
4. Guided Stereo Pair Fusion 
The purpose of this operation is to allow scanned images of 
the photographs in a stereoplotter to be analysed by GAIA to 
determine the necessary adjustments to each photograph's 
orientation within the stereoplotter This would allow GAIA to 
adjust the settings of the stereoplotter, in which the photographs 
relating to the scanned images have been placed, in a manner that 
will present the stereoplotter operator with a fused stereo pair 
The setting can then be recorded to facilitate future realignment 
and other stereoplotter and image processing operations. 
-- - Le4532 
Figure 3.1 Guided Artefact Segmentation using Stereo Intelligent 
Deformable Templates 
The GSPF process intended for implementation within 
GAIA is based closely on the manual process used in fusing a 
stereo pair in a stereoplotter. It was thought important to use the 
same approach in both the manual and automated components of 
GAIA to ensure reproducibility of results by both and to maintain 
consistency Given that the manual system produces acceptable 
results this appeared to be a logical basis for the approach. The 
manual process used as a basis is that typically used within 
industry and is in line with procedures detailed in Spurr [1960] 
and by Jain et al. [1995]. 
4.1. Aerial-triangulation 
The process of fusing a stereo pair using pass points and 
trigonometrical techniques is referred to as aerial-triangulation. 
This process has four distinct stages: control information 
preparation, interior orientation, relative orientation, absolute 
orientation, This paper will not attempt to define the aerial- 
triangulation process in full but comment on it where relevant in 
describing the GSPF approach adopted within GAIA. 
Aerial-triangulation allows the location and elevation of a 
point in a stereo pair to be determined through the use of 
trigonometrical techniques. In practice, the measurements made 
during initial aerial-triangulation are relative to the stereo pair 
under consideration. This acts as a guide for building the relative 
model and the later fitting to ground survey points. It is at this 
stage that true, real-world, location and elevation information is 
gained. 
Without aerial-triangulation truly accurate photo- 
grammetric observations would require extensive ground survey 
Such ground surveys may not always be possible due to 
restrictions imposed by terrain. Where extensive ground survey is 
possible the effect would be to greatly increase the cost, in both 
time and money, of photogrammetry projects. Aerial-triangulation 
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allows the number of survey ground controls to be reduced to as 
little as one per third stereo model (BKS Surveys [1996]), a stereo 
model being the area of overlap between the photographs in a 
stereo pair 
The basic alignment of the photographs in a stereo pair 
using aerial-triangulation requires that five pass points be selected 
in each stereo model (Jain et al. [1995]) although six are used for 
the purposes of this paper. Each photograph contributes three pass 
points which are marked across the original direction of aircraft 
travel, the y-axis, with one on or near the photograph’s principle 
point. By considering each of these points in turn and removing 
parallax with the corresponding point in the other photograph 
fusion withln a stereoplotter can be achieved. This provides the 
relative model which is later fitted to surveyed control points. The 
resulting absolute model is capable of yielding accurate 
measurements in real world metics. 
The process of removing parallax between corresponding 
pass points in the two photographs is a highly iterative process 
and has a set of steps that must be performed in strict order 
4.2. Removing parallax 
To remove parallax the photographs in the stereoplotter 
must be positioned so as their projected images align in a way that 
removes parallax introduced by movements of the aircraf3 during 
the photographic run. The possible movements of the 
stereoplotter plate holding the photographs and the effect of the 
movements on points in the projected images of the photographs 
are given below. 
x-axis: 
y-axis: 
z-axis: 
Kappa: 
Phi: 
Omega: 
Translation along the original direction of aircraft 
travel causing all points to be translated in the x 
direction. There is no movement of points in any 
other direction. 
Translation across the original direction of aircraft 
travel causing all points to move only in the y 
direction and no other 
Scaling, causing all points to move in or out from 
the centre. Clears y-parallax from any point except 
those along the x-axis. 
Rotation about the z-axis causing movement of all 
points in the y direction, except those along the y- 
axis and movement of all points in the x direction, 
except those along the x-axis. 
Rotation about the y-axis causing x movement for 
all points and y movement for points not on the x or 
y axes. 
Rotation about the x-axis causing y movement to all 
points and x movement to all points not on the x or 
y axes. 
Given the above it is possible to exploit the properties of 
the effects of the possible movements to realign the projected 
images of the photographs and achieve fusion. This is the heart of 
the fusion process and the process is detailed in the following set 
of &eb% (figure 2. I shows the numbering scheme for pass points). 
Clear y-parallax at pass point 1 with Kappa movement of 
the second photograph, 
Clear y-parallax at pass point 2 with Kappa movement of 
the first photograph, 
Clear y-parallax at pass point 3 with Phi movement of the 
second photograph, 
Clear y-parallax at pass point 4 with Phi movement of the 
first photograph, 
Observe y-parallax at pass point 5. 
If pass point 5 exhibits y-parallax remove the parallax 
and overcorrect with the introduction of one and a 
half times the observed y-parallax in the opposite 
direction. This is done using Omega movement of 
either photograph. 
Repeat steps (i) to (v) until no y-parallax is observed at 
pass point 5 in step (v), 
Check pass poiot 6 for y-parallax. 
If y-parallax exists at pass point 6 the entire procedure 
must be repeated as unobserved y-parallax must still 
be present at one or more of the other pass points. 
The abme steps remove y-parallax from the entire stereo 
model. This effect can be explained by considering the effect of 
each movement type detailed earlier and noting the following. 
Step (ii) does not introduce y-parallax to pass point 1, therefore 
both pass points 1 and 2 are clear of y-parallax at this stage. Step 
(iii) does not introduce y-parallax at either pass points 1 or 2, 
therefore pass points 1, 2 and 3 are now clear of y-parallax. Step 
(iv) does not introduce y-parallax at pass points 1, 2 or 3, 
therefore at this stage pass points 1, 2, 3 and 4 are clear of y- 
parallax. Step (v) introduces y-parallax at all other points, 
repeating steps (i) to (v) will remove this again but several 
repetitions of steps (i) to (v) may be necessary before no y- 
parallax is observed at pass point 5. 
Retention of x-parallax is desired for the computation of 
point elevations. At this stage measurements would be in relative 
terms due to incorrect amounts of x-parallax and other unknowns. 
However, once fitting of the relative model to surveyed ground 
control points and the camera model are considered real-world 
measurements will be available, Spun [I9601 and Jain et al. 
[1995]. 
4.3. Automating the pair fusion process 
Modem analytical stereoplotters will, to some degee, 
allow the automatic fusion of stereo pairs. However as stressed 
earlier, there is a trend towards automation of the photo- 
grammetic analysis process. By way of preparing the approach 
that drives GAIA for this ideal goal it was decided that a core 
operation such as pair fusion should be implemented. This 
process having been implemented will also assist in the next 
phase of GAIA development, Guided Artefact Segmentation. The 
i 
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implementation of GSPF has two areas of interest: setting pass 
points and finding the necessary transformations to align the 
projected images. 
Selection of pass points will be left under operator control. 
This removes the problems of finding correspondence between 
the control points in each photograph, a typical cause for fully 
automated approaches to fail or to be too unreliable to leave their 
output unchecked. If the operator is to check the point selection 
and matching processes then the points must be of a type that a 
human can accurately perceive. To this end it is preferable to 
allow the operator to select the points thus improving overall 
performance and ensuring that human verification of the process 
is possible. A degree of assistance IS provided however by 
allowing GAIA to highlight matches in each image for points 
selected in the other Once the pass points have been selected the 
necessary transformations required to remove parallax can be 
computed. 
Rather than attempting to optimise the transformation 
required to bring the photographs into alignment (Brown [1992]) 
the transformations used in the six step manual process above will 
be applied in the order used in that process. As each of the 
transformations are reasonably simple rotations and perspective 
projections and will be operating on a small data set (the pass 
points) processing is expected to be fast enough to be 
implemented in line with other photogrammetric processes. It is 
appropriate to only compute the transformations at the pass points 
as the goal is to determine parameters for the stereoplotter, not to 
rectify the scanned images. 
This approach has novelty in that it does not attempt to 
optimise the transformation process by computing the best 
transformation to align the images but attempts to simplify the 
process to a point where optimisation is not an issue. This is the 
same as the approach taken towards the correspondence problem, 
which uses human guidance to remove the need to search for 
matches. All this hinges on the assertion that it is necessary to 
retain human intervention if output is to be of an acceptable level 
for industry requirements. 
A prototype of the complete system is under development 
using Khoros - a UNIX based toolset for manipulating data sets 
that specialises in image processing - to prove this approach. A 
screen shot showing pass points being marked is shown in figure 
4.1 The GSPF process has already been implemented using two 
images diplayed one beside the other The operator interacts with 
these images to select pass points which are then visibly marked 
and recorded. To assist the operator zoom facilities allow precise 
positioning of the points. Testing is still underway but initial 
results show that the GSPF process can accurately fuse an image 
pair at a speed suitable for an in line process. 
5. Current and future work 
Testing and refinement of the GSPF process is still in 
progress. Once GSPF has been implemented and tested to gauge 
its performance, work will progress on the other main GAIA 
operation, Guided Artefact Segmentation using SIDT 'sr When 
both main operations have been implemented they will be 
integrated into a single system. It is hoped that results &om this 
final prototype would justify further research into this approach. 
Figure 4.1 Screen shot of GAIA being used to mark pass points 
on aerial images 
6. Summary 
It has been indicated that current manual and automated 
approaches to the photogrammetric analysis of stereo aerial 
photographs of urban scenes are not satisfactory Manual 
approaches are slow and open to error, while current technology 
and techniques can not offer an automated solution that meets the 
needs of the photogrammetry industry It has been suggested that 
a rationalisation of approaches should take place and that the best 
aspects of both be integrated to form a guided, rather than 
automated, approach. Guided Aerial Image Analysis (GAIA) has 
been proposed as such an approach. 
An introduction to GAIA'S main operations - Guided 
Stereo Pair Fusion and Guided Artefact Segmentation using 
SIDT's - was given before focusing on the former, which was the 
main subject of this paper It has been shown how many of the 
major problems of automatic stereo paw fusing can be avoided by 
the inclusion of human intervention at an appropriate level. 
Further, it has been shown that by simply adapting current manual 
processes a workable guided approach can be provided which 
would improve upon existing manual procedures. 
It is believed that the philosophy behind GAIA provides a 
workable solution to the needs of the photogrammetric industry 
It is hoped that through the production of a prototype this 
hypothesis will be proved. 
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Abstract 
A fundamental problem in computer vision is establishing 
correspondence between features in two images of the same 
scene. The computational burden in this problem is solv- 
ing for the optimal mapping and transformation between 
the two scenes. In this paper we present a szeve algorithm 
for efficiently estimating the transformation and correspon- 
dence. A sieve algorithm uses approximations to  generate 
a sequence of increasingly accurate estimates of the corre- 
spondence. Initially, the approximations are computation- 
ally inexpensive and are designed to quickly sieve through 
the space of possible solutions. As the space of possible 
solutions shrinks, greater accuracy is required and the com- 
plexity of the approximations increases. The features in the 
image are modeled as points in the plane, and the structure 
in the image is a planar graph between the features. By 
modeling the object in the image as a planar graph we al- 
low the approximations to be designed with point-set match- 
ing algorithms, geometric invariants, and graph-processing 
algorithms. The sieve algorithm is demonstrated on three 
problems. The first is registering images of muscles taken 
with an electron microscope. The second is aligning images 
of geometric patterns taken with a charged-couple device 
(CCD) camera. The third is recognizing objects taken with 
a CCD camera. 
1 Introduction 
Two fundamental problems in computer vision are (1) reg- 
istration of two images of the same scene and (2) object 
recognition or identification. In some instances both prob- 
lems can be solved by variations of the same technique. In 
this paper we solve these problems via a sieve process that 
combines graph matching and point-set matching. The sieve 
process is a general framework for efficiently finding the cor- 
respondence between images, or images and models. 
The underlying formulation is a point-set matching prob- 
lem that is the study of algorithms for measuring the sim- 
ilarities between two sets of points or features. Examples 
of features are corners, intersections of lines, segments, and 
points of high curvature on a boundary. The output of a 
point-set matching algorithm is a mapping L between fea- 
tures and a transformation T that aligns the images. The 
computationally expensive portion of point-set matching al- 
gorithm is searching for the correct mapping. This can be 
done by exhaustively searching a set of mappings [6] or by 
pruning methods [2, 7, 161. 
In a sieve process, a sequence of stages gradually reduce 
the number of mapping functions that need to examined, 
i.e., the analogy of sieving through the set of mappings with 
gradually finer meshes until the answer is found. The set 
of sieves is derived from an image model, which is a planar 
graph that encodes the spatial organization of the features. 
In the sieve algorithm, the graph represents the image and 
objects in the image. The planar graph need not literally 
represent the object, but can represent the geometric struc- 
ture of the features being used by the correspondence algo- 
rithm 
The sieves reduce the set of mappings that need to be 
examined to  less than 10. The reduction is accomplished by 
searching the graphs for local structures that most likely cor- 
respond to each other The searching is done with geomet- 
ric hashing and geometric invariants. By utilizing the graph 
structure, the number of geometric invariants and hash val- 
ues calculated is sublinear in the number of features. By 
comparison, in a straightforward application of these tech- 
niques the number of values computed is cubic in the size of 
the feature set. 
There is a long history of graph-matching algorithms in 
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the literature [5, 151, where graphs are globally matched to 
each other In real-world applications the graph extracted 
from two images of the same object are not isomorphic (fig- 
ure 1) and handle differences between the two graphs by 
introducing a set of parsing rules that model changes in the 
graphs. The sieve algorithm is robust to global deforma- 
tions in the graph because only local features are considered. 
The algorithm can register images as long as a single ver- 
tex neighborhood exists in both images that has not been 
corrupted by noise. 
Point-set matching using the vertices of the graphs is 
robust to global variations in the graph. Usually, deforma- 
tions in the graph are generated by the addition or deletion 
of vertices. A robust point-set distance is not sensitive to 
the addition or deletion of a reasonable number of vertices. 
In section 3 we describe a robust point-set distance function. 
In addition, point-set matching is not sensitive to topologi- 
cal changes in the graph because the vertices, not the edges, 
are used. 
The technique above is demonstrated on three problems. 
The first is from biomedical imaging: finding the correspon- 
dence for a stereo image from a pair of images taken with an 
electron microscope [12, 131. In this problem, the equipolar 
line is not known and must be recovered by the sieve al- 
gorithm. This is different from algorithms in the literature 
where the equipolar line is assumed to have been given [1,3, 
91. Currently, the system of Peachy and Heath [ll] performs 
this reconstruction; however, it requires a human operator. 
In this system, a stereo pair of images is displayed side by 
side for the operator to view stereoscopically, with the opera- 
tor performing three dimensional (3-D) reconstruction The 
major drawback of this system i s  that it is time-consuming 
for the operator to align the images. Approximately one 
week is needed to process a series of 12 images. The auto- 
matic algorithm of Huang et a1 [4] finds the alignment be- 
tween micrographs using geometric invariants and geometric 
hashing. In the algorithm, all possible geometric invariants 
are computed, whereas in the sieve algorithm we restrict at- 
tention to the most likely correspondence between features. 
Thii produces an algorithm that is computationally efficient. 
The second problem is from computer vision: aligning two 
images of the same geometric pattern taken with a charged 
coupled device (CCD) camera. The third problem is mod- 
elled after the research of Mokhtarian and Murse [lo], where 
a library of models is given and the algorithm locates and 
identifies these objects in a set of images. 
Performing these three experiments demonstrates the ver- 
satility of the sieve algorithm. Aligning the micrographs is a 
real-world problem with applications in biomedical research. 
Registering the geometric patterns demonstrates the algo- 
rithm in a different imaging domain. Identifying objects 
has important applications in manufacturing and parts in- 
spection 
2 Sieve Algorithms 
The correspondence between images A and B is found by a 
five-stage sieve process. The input to the first stage is a pla- 
nar graph that represents the structure of the objects in the 
image. The graph is extracted by a preprocessing algorithm. 
As the preprocessing algorithm depends on the class of im- 
ages being processed, it is not discussed here. The output 
of the final stage of the sieve algorithm is the correspon- 
dence between the features and the transformation between 
the images. Between the initial stage and the final stage, 
a sequence of approximation functions generates, evaluates, 
and prunes hypothesized matching functions. Initially, ccy- 
putationally simple methods are used. As the algorithm 
proceeds, the hypothesizing and pruning functions grow in 
complexity The design of each of the functions is based on 
the geometry and structure of the problem. A description 
of the five-stage sieve algorithm follows. 
1) Screen features locally - The first stage screens 
the set of features (vertices) to select a subset of features 
that are most likely to occur in both images. The screening 
is accomplished via local graph structure. Because of noise 
introduced by image formation, artifacts introduced in the 
preprocessing step, and occlusion, the graphs produced are 
not topologically identical. Overall, the graphs have the 
same basic structure, but locally there are differences, such 
as missing or additional vertices, and missing edges. The 
graph processing step’s goal is to identify edges and vertices 
most likely to occur in both images using the assumption 
that the greater the edge length, the greater chance it is in 
both images. The rationale is that the preprocessing step is 
more likely to create a false vertex that splits an edge, or 
fails to extract an edge, than to concatenate two edges into 
a single edge. 
The graph-processing module is executed independently 
on each image of the pair The first step is to compute the 
length of each edge in the graph Each edge of the graph 
is then marked GREEN if its length is above a threshold 
and RED otherwise. A vertex is then marked GREEN if 
there is a sufficient number of GREEN edges adjacent to  it, 
otherwise the vertex is marked RED. The l i t  of GREEN 
vertices from both images is passed to the next stage. 
2) Assign indices to features - In the second stage, 
a set of indices is assigned to the GREEN features. By 
comparing two indices, one can estimate the likelihood that 
two features correspond to each other The indices are a pair 
of geometric invariants, the angle between edges adjacent to  
a vertex and ratio of the length of the edges. 
Given three points, a,  b, and e, one can compute the 
above invariants. One point, b, is selected as the center 
point. z h e  firLt invariant is the interior angle between seg- 
ments ab and bc and the second is the ratio of lengths of these 
segments. If there are n vertices in an image, then there are 
O(n3) different invariant values for that image. For compu- 
tational efficiency we want to compute only a small fraction 
of the set of all invariants. This restriction is accomplished 
by computing an invariant pair O(z, j ,  I C )  and r(i, j ,  I C )  only 
if V j  is a GREEN vertex and if the vertices vi and Vk are 
neighbors of vj Since each GREEN vertex has degree 3,  
each GREEN vertex is the center of three invariant pairs. 
Let mA (mB) be the number of GREEN vertices in image A 
(image B); then 3 m ~  + 3 m ~  invariant pairs are computed. 
3) Prioritize matches - In this stage, the invariants 
estimate the likelihood that a GREEN vertex from image 
A maps to a GREEN vertex from image B The GREEN 
vertices were selected because they are most likely to rep- 
resent features that are common to both images. To pro- 
ceed we must determine which GREEN vertices in image A 
correspond to which GREEN vertices in image B We do 
this by comparing each invariant pair from image A with 
each invariant pair from image B. Each of these pairings is 
given a score that assesses the likelihood that the vertices 
correspond to the same feature. Each of the pairiigs b e  
tween the invariants from the different images is placed in 
a priority queue Q The most likely pairings are placed at 
the front of the queue. The order is determined by a func- 
tion h(k,Z), where IC is the index of an invariant for image 
A and 1 is the corresponding index from image B Each 
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Figure 1- The graphs extracted for different images of the same object, illustrating Merences in the graphs. The images 
have been processed by the sieve algorithm and the vertices that were matched are marked as white squares. (a) Graph from 
image A and (b) Graph from image B. 
invariant pair, @A(k)  and r~(k), is referenced by a single 
index k. Since each GREEN vertex generates three pairs 
of invariants, a set of index functions refers back to the ver- 
tices that generated the invariants. These functions are a( ), 
c( ), and /3( ). The values of the invariants are referenced as 
The functions e B ( k )  and r B  (k) are defined in a similar man- 
ner Let h(k,Z) be the.measure of similarity between two 
invariant pairs, where h(k, l )  is a function of @A(k),  T A ( ~ ) ,  
@B(Z), and T B ( ~ ) .  We choose h(k,l)  = XlI@A(k)  - @B(Z)l + 
X p J r ~ ( k )  - T B ( ~ ) ] ,  where XI and X p  are constants that deter- 
mine the relative importance of the angle invariant versus 
the ratio invariant. 
The comparison of invariant k from image A and Z from 
image B generates a unique matching eloc between vertex 
v:~, and its three neighboring vertices, and between v$o 
and its three neighboring vertices (figure 2). The vertex v&) 
is mapped to v:~,. The vertex v&) is mapped to either v,$) 
or v&). The vertex to which is mapped is determined 
by the topology of the graphs GA and GB The vertex v$@) 
is mapped to the other vertex, the one not mapped to v&) 
The vertices V$k) and both have one neighboring vertex 
that was not used in computing the geometric invariant. 
These vertices are mapped to each other Once the local 
matching 1loc is generated, the optimal transformation Z, 
between the two sets of vertices is computed. 
Figure 2 illustrates the above situation The vertex v," 
(v,") is GREEN in image A (image B). The vertices v," 
and v i  (v," and v;) are the neighboring vertices in GA 
(GB) used in computing the invariants. The vertices vf 
and vf are neighboring vertices not involved in computing 
the invariants. 
4) Extend local matches to global matches - 
Through the third stage, all decisions are based on local in- 
formation. In the fourth stage candidate local matchiigs 
are extended to global mappings. Local matchings are ex- 
tended until a suitable global mapping is found. The order 
in which they are examined is determined by the priority 
queue. The first step of the examination extends matches 
previously generated into an initial global mapping and me& 
s u e s  the goodness of this global mapping. The goodness 
measure determines if the initial global mapping is SI&- 
ciently close to the optimal mapping that it can be passed 
to the final stage of the sieve algorithm for refinement. 
e A ( k )  = e ( a ( k ) , c ( k ) , P ( k ) )  and r(k) = T ( a ( k ) ,  c(k),  P(k>) -  
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Figure 2: Matching between two GREEN vertices and their 
neighborhood. v," and v," are the two GREEN vertices. The 
vertices used in computing the invariants are v,", vp", v," and 
vf The vertices vf and vf are the vertices not involved in 
computing the invariants, and are mapped to each other 
To fully evaluate a hypothesized mapping and transfor- 
mation, the algorithm uses global information about the en- 
tire point set and its geometric structure. The hypothesized 
mappings are examined according to their order in the pri- 
ority queue, For this purpose, the local mapping tloc is 
extended to the entire point set, and a goodness measure 
evaluates the mapping. The transformation Tioc generates 
an initial global mapping &t. The initial mapping tinit is 
constructed as follows: 
The goodness measure that evaluates the initial mapping is 
the number of pairs of mapped points that are greater than 
&it from each other The measure dinit is 
where #{ } is the size of the set. If dinit 5 Ainit, then the 
initial mapping is sufficiently accurate, and tinit and ZOc 
are passed to the fixed-point algorithm. If dinit > Ainit, 
then the initial mapping is dismissed, and the next pair of 
invariants in the priority queue is examined. Experience 
has shown that the current method of evaluating an initial 
mapping is very robust. The score for a correct initial map- 
ping is several factors smaller than a score for an incorrect 
mapping. 
5) Use fixed-point algorithm - The last step in the 
algorithm is to take the initial match generated by step four 
and use a fixed-point procedure to generate the final es5- 
mate of the matching function r a n d  the transformation T 
All the points from images A and B are used in this step. 
The fixed-point algorithm is the following two-step iterative 
algorithm. Given a match, the optimal transformation is 
computed This is followed by a computation of the opti- 
mal matching function given the estimated transformation. 
This procedure is repeated until the matching function and, 
therefore, the transformation do not change. The point at 
which this occurs is a fixed point. 
3 Robust Point-Set Distance 
In this section we describe the robust point-set distance 
function used by the sieve algorithm. The distance allows 
for missing points in both point sets. 
Formally, The point-set matching problem is expressed 
as follows: Given two sets of points A and B, a family of 
transformations 7, and a family of mappings 3 between 
the sets A and B, find T E 7 and t E 7 that minimize the 
distance between T(A) and B The mapping t tells which 
points in A correspond to which points in B 
The family of allowable transformations 7 is the set of 
rigid transformations in the plane. The family of allowed 
mappings 3 is the set of functions from A to B. This family 
of mappings was chosen over the set of injections or bijec- 
tions because it better reflects situations that arise in prac- 
tice, such as when the preprocessing module splits a single 
feature into two features. Preprocessing modules are also 
notorious for introducing extraneous features. This prob- 
lem is handled by a robust interpoint distance function An 
example is the interpoint distance function where a penalty 
of c is incurred if the distance between the points is greater 
than S Formally, the distance function is 
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where c 2 6’ > 0. The point-set distance function us8d 
in this paper is a robust version of the Procrustean metnc, 
where distp( , ) is used instead of the Euclidean metric. The 
resulting point-set distance function, given T and t ,  is 
DP(T14 = f(di.t*(T(al),e(al>), 1 
distp(T(um) t(am>>) 
= 2 distp(T(a,),t(ai)) 
i=l 
To avoid the computational expense of searching for the 
global minimum, we use approximation methods. One ap- 
proximation method to compute the metric is the fixed-point 
algorithm The fixed-point algorithm computes the optimal 
transformation given a matching, then given that transfor- 
mation, it computes the optimal matching with respect to 
that transformation. The algorithm continues in this man- 
ner until a fixed point is encountered. The algorithm reaches 
a fixed point when the transformation and matching do not 
change. This is summarized in the following theorem, which 
is proven in the appendix. 
Theorem 1 If f(z1, ,zm) and dist(,, ) are defined us 
above and F is the set of all functions from A to B, then 
given any T E 7 or e E F, the fixed-point algorithm will 
converge to a f i e d  point. 
4 Experiment: Registering Micrographs 
We demonstrate the efficacy of the sieve algorithm by ap- 
plying it to the problem of registering thick section micro- 
graphs. A micrograph is an image taken with an electron 
microscope; one of its uses is to image biological specimens. 
The specimen being imaged is referred to as a section. The 
physical depth of sections varies. If the section is suffi- 
ciently thick, one can determine from stereo micrographs 
the 3-D structure of an anatomical system Reconstructing 
the depth information from the stereo pair requires the cor- 
respondence and transformation between the images. One 
system of interest is the Tubule-system (T-system) in muscle 
tissue. 
In the T-system the network structure can be modeled 
as a planar graph With a pair of images of the T-system, 
the sieve algorithm generates a mapping for construction of 
a stereo image. 
The T-system network can be seen when the skeletal 
muscle tissue samples are treated with Golgi stain and im- 
aged in an intermediate voltage electron microscope (IVEM) 
The resulting images are micrographs, which are 2-D pro- 
jections through the 3-D specimen The resulting image of 
the 3-D network is a 2-D network with dead ends. The 
specimens are relatively thick, on the order of several mi- 
crometers, and contain important 3-D information that is 
lost by the imaging process. 
As the image formation process is orthographic, it is not 
possible to reconstruct the 3-D structure of the sample from 
a single 2-D image. To recover the 3-D structure requires a 
second image of the specimen at a different viewing angle. 
Using the two images and triangularization based on the dif- 
ference in viewing angle, the 3-D structure of the network 
in the specimen can be recovered. To perform the triangu- 
larization requires knowledge of the transformation between 
the two images of the specimen and the correspondence be- 
tween the features in the two images. 
The two images of a specimen are taken separately by 
the same electron microscope. For the first micrograph, the 
specimen is placed in the microscope, rotated about the y- 
axis by -p, and imaged. Because of the me 
an image, when the second image is takeb 
repositioned in the microscope. This results in unknown 
translation parameters and an unknown rotation parameter 
about the z-axis. The optical axis is parallel to the z-axis. 
To allow for recovery of depth information, the specimen 
is rotated about the y-axis by a known angle p. Figure 3 
contains a stereo pair of micrographs. 
In the preprocessing module a planar graph is extracted 
from the micrograph. The planar graph represents the T- 
system structure. The first step in the preprocessing module 
is to apply a median filter to the micrograph. The module 
creates a binary image by thresholding this image, which 
separates the T-system from the background The threshold 
is automatically estimated from the image histogram. The 
module then extracts the planar graph by thinning the seg- 
mented image to its skeletal frame. Vertices (features) are 
extracted from the skeletal frame. Thinning is accomplished 
with a combination of iterative and morphological methods. 
The iterative method removes pixels from the boundary of 
the segmented object, layer by layer, until all that remains is 
the skeleton The morphological method uses a combination 
of erosions and dilations to achieve the thinning. 
The planar graph from the micrographs is the input to 
the sieve algorithm. Figure 4 shows the graph produced by 
the preprocessing module, as well as the GREEN vertices 
and adjacent edges extracted by the graph-processing stage 
of the sieve algorithm Figure 3 shows the results of the 
sieve algorithm applied. The vertices that were SuccessfllUY 
matched in each image are marked as white squares. The 
stereo pair in figures 3 and 4 is image set 5 in table 1. 
The sieve algorithm was run on five pairs of micrographs. 
The correspondence mapping for each pair of images was 
compared with the ground truth for that pair, the ground 
truth was generated by visual inspection, according to the 
accepted practice in this field. We report the number of 
incorrect matches for each pair along with the number of 
multiple matches (table 1). A multiple match occurs when 
a feature in image A is matched with two or more features 
in image B Because the preprocessing module does not 
extract isomorphic graphs, there are vertices in one image 
that do not have a match in the other image. 
This experiment demonstrates that the sieve algorithm is 
an efficient and accurate method for registering micrographs. 
The system of Peachy and Heath [ll] takes one week to 
register and align a set of 12 images. It is not possible to 
directly compare the performance of our work with that of 
Peachy and Heath, because their algorithm does not extract 
point features. Our results are comparable to those of Huang 
et a1 [4], an algorithm based on geometric hashing [S] and has 
a running time of O(n3). The key algorithmic components 
of our approach are graph-search algorithms and sorting. 
The complexity of these algorithms is O(n) and O(n1og n), 
respectively. 
5 
5 Experiment: Geometric Patterns 
In a second experiment, we demonstrate the sieve algorithm 
by registering two images of a geometric pattern This is 
an example of registration for constructing stereo images or 
object recognition in computer vision. 
In our experiment, we took two images of a geometric 
pattern with a CCD camera (figure 5). Image A was cap- 
tured, then the camera was rotated and translated before 
image B was taken. Before being processed by the sieve 
algorithm, the images were preprocessed and a graph was 
extracted from the images. The first step of the preprocess- 
ing extracts the from the image (figure 6). After the 
edges were extracted, vertices were identified. Vertices are 
placed at T intersections in the edge image and at places of 
high-edge curvature along the edges. Two vertices are adja- 
cent if they are connected by an edge in the edge image. 
The extracted graphs were the input to the sieve algo- 
rithm, the results are displayed in Figure 5. The white dots 
represent vertices that are correctly matched in both im- 
ages. In evaluating the results, we look at the vertices that 
belong to the geometric pattern and the vertices in the back- 
ground If the transformation and correspondence are to 
be correctly recovered, then the vertices in the background 
should remain unmatched. This hypothesis is confirmed by 
this experiment. In image A, 51 vertices were extracted 
by the preprocessing algorithm. Of these vertices, 44 were 
matched to the correct vertex in image B, with no false 
matches. Thus, enough vertices were matched to recover 
the transformation and align the geometric pattern. 
6 Experiment: Object Recognition 
In a third experiment, we demonstrate the sieve algorithm 
by recognizing objects. The objects were placed on a light 
table and the images acquired with a CCD camera. The 
objects-fork, knife, and cardboard cutout-in figures 7b, 
7c, and 7d served as the models in the library. The sieve 
algorithm was then given a fourth image (figure 7a) with 
the three objects in it and asked to locate and identify the 
three objects. 
Before being processed by the sieve algorithm, the images 
were preprocessed and a graph was extracted from the im- 
ages. The first step of the preprocessing extracts the edges 
from the image. After the edges were extracted, vertices 
were identified. Vertices are placed at T intersections in the 
edge image and at places of high-edge curvature along the 
edges. Two vertices are adjacent if they are connected by 
an edge in the edge image. 
The extracted graphs were the input to the sieve algo- 
rithm. The algorithm successfully located and identified the 
three objects; the results are displayed in figure 7 The white 
dots represent vertices that are correctly matched with the 
corresponding object, e.g., the white dots on the fork in 
figure 7a match the image in figure 7d Figure 1 shows two- 
edge images of a paper clip that were successfully matched. 
The graph in figure 1 was run against the image in figure 7a. 
The sieve algorithm did not report any matches, indicating 
that the paper clip wils not in the image. This experiment 
shows that the sieve algorithm is capable of locating and rec- 
ognizing objects in an image, and reporting when an object 
is not in the image. 
7 Summary 
In this paper, we have presented a new approach to solv- 
ing the correspondence problem. The approach combines 
point-set and graph matching, and uses a sieve process to 
efficiently sieve through the space of all possible mappings 
between the features in each image. We successfully demon- 
strated the algorithm on aligning micrographs and images 
of geometric patterns, and locating and identifying objects. 
There are a number of future research directions to pur- 
sue in this area. One is to explicitly incorporate the prepro- 
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Figure 3: The results of matching two stereo micrographs. The vertices that were matched are marked as white squares. (a) 
Image A and (b) Image B 
Figure 4 The graph structure in (a) Image A and (b) Image B. Edges adjacent to GREEN vertices are gray 
Table 1 Performance on muscle T-system micrographs 
Number of Number of Number Number of Number of 
Image nodes in nodes in of correct Multiple incorrect 
set first image second image matches matches matches matches 
1 150 146 126 115 7 4 
2 148 161 127 116 6 5 
3 118 129 97 88 1 8 
4 145 142 104 87 6 11 
5 133 131 123 115 2 6 
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r 
Figure 5: Geometric patterns: (a) Image A and (b) Image B 
( 4  (b) 
Figure 6: Edge image extracted from (a) Image A and (b) Image B Edges adjacent to  GREEN vertices are gray. 
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Figure 7 (a) Image with three objects that are identified. (b), (c), and (d) Images of the objects in the library. The white 
dots represent vertices that are correctly matched with the corresponding object. 
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cessing routine that extracts the graph into the algorithm. 
This would increase the robustness of the algorithm to noise. 
Another is to find correspondences and register images of the 
same scene taken with different sensors. This problem is of 
particular interest to the medical community. 
c 
8 Appendix 
Finding the global minimum for the point-set distance func- 
tion is a computationally expensive procedure. To circum- 
vent this difficulty we use a fixed-point algorithm, and in 
this appendix we prove that the fixed-point algorithm con- 
verges. The proof proceeds in a number of steps. The first 
step shows that only a small fraction of the set of functions 
from A to B needs to be examined. This is the case whether 
one is searching for the global or a local minimum. In the 
process of showing that only a limited number of functions 
need to be examined, we show how all such functions can be 
generated. The allowable set of transformations is a func- 
tion of three parameters. We determine the set of inter- 
esting functions by partitioning the parameter space. Each 
cell in the partition corresponds to an interesting mapping. 
The second step characterizes the fixed-point algorithm as a 
walk through the ceIls in the partition of parameter space. 
This characterization is used to prove that the fixed-point 
algorithm will converge to a fixed point from any initial set 
of parameters. 
, bn }  be 
two point sets in the plane, where at most three points are 
co-circular Let dzst( , ) be the distance between two points 
and d 2 ( ,  ) be the Euclidean distance between two points. 
The development of the partition of parameter space makes 
use of the Voronoz dzagram of a set of points, where V w ( A )  
denotes the Voronoi diagram of the point set A. The Voronoi 
diagram is a partition of the plane into a set of cells with 
a cell Ci for each point ai in A The cell Ci consists of the 
region of the plane that is closer to ai than any other point 
in A,  e-g., 2 E Ci if and only if d 2 ( ~ , ~ a )  < dz(z,aj) for all 
j # i .  The set of boundary points between the cells is a 
planar graph. A point is a vertex in the graph if the point is 
a boundary point between three or more cells. The arcs in 
the graph are line segments between vertices. The number 
of vertices and arcs is linear in the number of points in the 
point set [14]. In addition, each cell is convex. 
Initially the set of allowable transformations 7 will be 
restricted to translation in the plane. (The extension to 
rotation is straightforward.) The first step is to characterize 
the optimal mapping given a translation t E 7 Consider 
Each cell Cij in Vor(-B @ a;) is generated by ai - b j ,  and 
for all translations t in the cell Cij, ai is mapped to bj Let 
D be the decomposition of the plane created by overlaying 
all m Voronoi diagrams of the form Vor(-B @ ai) 
Each cell in D corresponds to a different mapping be- 
tween points in A and B The mapping is determined by 
looking at the cells Cij that contain a cell in D If a cell in 
Cij contains cell Dk from D, then ai is mapped to bj .  By 
the construction of D ,  each cell in D is only contained in 
one cell from each Vor(-B @ ai) This decomposition also 
generates all mappings between A and B that need to be 
examined. Suppose that this is not the case. Let .t E 3 be a 
mapping that does not correspond to a cell in D Com Ute 
the transformation T that minimizes DF(-!), where Dp (L) 
is the point-set distance given the matching e. The trans- 
formation T corresponds to a cell in D ,  and let & be the 
mapping generated by this cell. Now, dist(T(ai),&(ai)) 5 
As before, let A = {a l ,  ,urn} and B = {bl, 
Vor(-B @ a;), where -B  @ ai = (-bl + ai, , -b, fa;} 
d 
dist(T(ai),L(a;)) because d z ( T ( a i ) , t ~ ( a i ) )  5 
& ( T ( a a ) , l ( ~ i ) ) .  Hence, D ~ ( T , L T )  5 D;(T, t )  because of 
the definition of the function f (d is t ( . ,  ), 
The image-format has three parameters: two of 
the parameters are tr  on and the third is for rotation 
about the z-axis. In the model, there is also rotation about 
the y-axis by a known angle p Let &p denote the transform 
of rotating the point a by 7 about the z-axis and by @ about 
the y-axis, where p is known and fixed. The Voronoi dia- 
grams Vor(-B @ &ai) are the diagrams that result from 
transforming A by & Let D-, be the decomposition in- 
duced by the Voronoi diagrams Vor(-B@ &ai) Using D7 
the point-set matching problem can be solved for a fixed +y 
The approach to partitioning the parameter space for the 
full model is to transform A, which will produce movement 
in Vor(-B @&a;) as 7 As the 7 varies there will topo- 
logical changes in D-, These changes will occur as vertices 
and segments horn different Voar(-B @ &ai) intersect and 
form new cells in Dq Each of these new cells corresponds 
to a new mapping between A and B .  As 7 sweeps between 
[0,2n), a partition of the parameter space is created. Let 
DR be this decomposition. As in the translation only case, 
the optimal mapping corresponds to one of the cells in the 
decomposition. 
The final step is to use the decompositions D and DR 
to prove that the fixed-point algorithm converges to a fixed- 
point. To show this we need to define a fixed-point graph. 
The fixed-point graph is a directed graph with loops allowed, 
where a loop is an arc from a vertex to itself. The graph 
for the translation case is defined first. As before, let D be 
the decomposition of the plane induced by the Voronoi dia- 
grams Vor(-B @ a;).  Let G denote the fixed-point graph. 
Each vertex in G corresponds to a cell in D .  If Ci is a cell 
in D, then v; is the corresponding vertex in G A cell Ci 
determines a matching .ti and this matching produces a min- 
imum and a corresponding translation t ;  The translation 
ti is contained in some cell Cj (note: j may or may not be 
equal to a). The arc from vi to Vj is an arc in G if and only 
if ti E Cj So that, the fixed-point procedure is well defined, 
if the translation t is contained in a boundary of D, then 
t is assigned to the adjacent cell with the lexicographically 
smallest matching. 
The method for defining the fixed-point graph for the 
full transformation is the same as the translation only case, 
except that the decomposition of the parameter space needs 
to be appropriately defined. In the translation and rota- 
tion case there are two translation parameters and one ro- 
tation parameter 7 E [0,2n). This decomposition, DR,  is 
constructed by starting with DO and sweeping the Voronoi 
diagrams Vor(-B @ &ai) through the parameter 8. The 
decomposition Dq is the slice of DR when the rotation pa- 
rameter equals @. 
Let the graph G* be the same as G with the loops re- 
moved. Call a vertex vi of G* absorbing if it has out degree 
zero, where the out degree of a vertex vi is the number of 
arcs of the form (vi,vj). The relation between G* and the 
fixed-point method is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 Let G* be a fixed-point graph with the loops 
removed. Then the following holds: 
, dist( , 1). 
1 The graph G" is acyclic. 
2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between f i e d  
points and absorbing vertices. 
Proof: Assume that G* is not acyclic. Let the cycle have 
length IC ,  and without loss of generality assume that the 
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cycle consists of vertices of V I ,  , v k  in that order Let 
D F ( i )  denote the minimum point- set distance given the 
matching corresponding to cell Ci and Ti, the transforma- 
tion that achieves that matching. Because Ti E Ci+l, the 
value of D g ( i )  > D,(Ti) 2 DF(i+  1) Taking the string of 
inequalities around the cycle implies that Dp(l) > Dp(l), a 
contradiction. The one-to-one correspondence between fixed 
points and absorbing vertices is a direct consequence of the 
definition of the arcs in G' and the acyclic nature of G' fl 
Because G' is acyclic, the number of fixed points is equal 
to the number of connected components in G' Another 
consequence of G' being acyclic is that starting with any t 
or 7, one will always converge to a fixed point. 
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Alignment of functional and anatomical tomograms based on 
automated and real-time interactive procedures 
Uwe Pietrzyk, Alexander Thiel, Helmut Lucht and Alexanakr Schuster 
Max-Planck-Institut Fiir Neurologische Forschung Lindenthal, Germary 
INTRODUCTION 
Image registration is an inevitable prerequisite for 
modem brain mapping techniques Iike the analysis 
of brain activation studies either with PET or 
fMRI. It is essentially the correlation of functional 
images with the underlying anatomy where image 
registration is required. Different cases can be 
distinguished, like: 
- multiple acquisitions of a single modality 
---> intramodality matching 
- multiple acquisitions of a single subject 
----> intraindividual matching 
- acquisition with diffkrent modalities 
----> intermodality matching 
- acquisition of different subjects 
----> intersubject matching but also 
- reorientation of multiple subjects to a standard 
referencesystem 
---->interindivdual intersubject matching 
Differentiation is required whether multiple 
modalities are employed and whether a single 
subject or different subjects are studied. Usually, 
multiple separate procedures are to be employed in 
order to 
- register multiple acquisitions of a single 
modality (PET, fMRI); (itra-individual matching) 
- reorient MR images to an anatomical standard 
position (i.e.. Talairach coordinate system) 
- register individual PET measurements of different 
subjects to reoriented MR images in an anatomical 
standard position; (interindividual registration). 
This provides the opportunity to compare 
activation studies in different subjects. 
Since especially PET activation studies are 
acquired as a series of separate measurements, each 
measurement has to be aligned frrst to a common 
referencesystem prior to calculation of activation 
images. Frequently, the first PET study servers as 
reference-In a second step, after averaging across 
all registered PET studies this mean image is 
aligned to the anatomical image (MRI). The 
realignment of each PET study separately to the 
MRI study is not practicablebecausea single 0- 
15-water PET study is too noisy to yield save, 
accurate alignment. 
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Hence, two interpolation steps occur within this 
analysis: firstly, following intramodality, 
intrasubject registration (PET vs. PET), and 
secondly, following intermodality, intrasubject 
registration (PET vs. MRI in standard position). 
Repeated interpolations, however, have a 
disadvantage as they act l i e  a smoothing filter 
To avoid any additional smoothing and filtering of 
the data a procedure has been developed to work 
with a single interpolation. Also, it was attempted 
to combine the various types of registration as 
definedabove in a single analysis step avoiding 
any additional data handling. 
MATERIALS and METHODS 
DATA 
Tomographic data usually come as image matrices 
(128x128 or 256x256 pixels) stacked on top of 
each other fully covering the brain with up to 160 
slices. The relative position of the brain within 
this 3D volumetric data set might differeven for 
measurements performedwithh a short time. For 
this study, PET data obtained with an ECAT 
EXACT HR (CTI-Siemens, Knoxville TN, 
USA)were used. The images were reconstructed to 
47 slices with 2 mm pixel size in a 128 x 128 
pixel matrix and 3 125 mm interslice distance. 0- 
15-water served as tracer to measure the pattern of 
cerebral blood flow. Up to 12 consecutive 
measurements were performed to study effect of 
changes in cerebral blood flow during functional 
activation, like repeating words, recognizing 
pictures or finger tipping. Acquisitions lasted 
approximately 10 min. each, yielding a period of 
two hours in total. 
Anatomical reference studies were obtained with 
MRI of the same patients. A T1 weighted 3D- 
FLASH sequence was used on an Siemens Impact 
(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). 
The studies comprised of 64 slices with 2.5 mm 
interslice distance and 1 mm pixel size on a 256 x 
256 pixel matrix. All data were available in digital 
format. 
PREPROCESSING and FILTERING 
Before starting the process of realignment, i.e. 
fmdmg the optimal transformation to be applied to 
one image to match the referenceimage, images 
must be preprocessedin order to eliminate noise 
and to define the parts of the image, relevant for 
coregistration. This step is necessary for later 
calculation of similarity measures. In case of brain 
PET-images, this is done by applying a 2D 
smoothing filter with kernel size of 5 pixels and 
afterwardschoosing a threshold which defmes the 
brain-contour and eliminates extracranial 
structures. Usually a threshold of 30% image 
maximum is used for definition of the brain 
contourr The automated step of intraindividual 
realignment, described below, only uses supra- 
threshold pixels for calculation of similarity 
measures. It should be noted that this filtering is 
effeetiveonly during the realignment step and not 
during reslicing to obtain matched studies which 
are then stored onto disk. 
REGISTRATION TECHNIQUES 
Whiie robust automated procedures exist for single 
modality alignment, registration of functional 
(PET) and anatomical 0images cannot be 
performed completely automated without user 
interaction, like skull editing, i.e. removing non- 
brain structures, or adjusting the proper threshold 
to eliminate unwanted portions within the images. 
Also, the final results of any registration procedure 
are bound to be checked visually. Apart &om 
automated procedures, interactive user driven 
procedures have been accepted by the scientific 
community 
In order to combine the advantages of automated 
and interactive registration techniques, a hybrid 
technique is proposed here. Owing to the 
computing power available with desktop systems 
today, it was tempting to design a hybrid 
technique combining a previously established real- 
time interactive registration technique [ 11 with 
options of automated procedures. Some 
computational intense parts can be run 
automatically like the alignment of multiple 
individual PET scans exploring one of the 
established similarity measures (ratio image 
uniformity [2], sum of absolute differences 
[3],correlation coefficient [4]). The results can be 
immediately checked visually, The procedure is 
split up into 7 steps, from which 6 are handled by 
one program. Fig. 1 show the general data flow 
and the separate processes labeled by number 1 
through 7 
Step 1 represents the intra-modality, intra-subject 
alignment of multiple PET acquisitions (in this 
case 6 acquisitions). This part is run automated 
fashion. 
During step 2 a mean PET is calculated by 
averaging across all individual PET acquisitions 
d 
applying the realignment transformation obtained 
during step 1 
Step 3 stands for reorienting the MR images to 
comply with a standard anatomical reference 
system l i e  that of Talairach. 
Step 4 represents the inter-modality, intra-subject 
registration of PET vs. MlU. 
For the PET studies, transformation parameters 
from step 1 and step 4 will be combined and 
applied on each PET measurement in step 5. 
This step, too, is performed automatically but 
subject to visual control. 
Step 6 is performed in a separate procedure. So far 
there has been no differencein handling the PET 
data, whether the measurement was performed 
during an activation task or in a resting state. The 
activation images are calculated by subtracting 
'Activation' and 'Rest' afterthe images have been 
filtered. Details of which can be found in [5]. 
Step 7 is performedagain in the initial program. 
Here PET and MRI images are fused into a single 
image. 
Following step 3, 5 and 6 the data usually is 
written onto a hard disk for further processing like 
brain surfacing rendering techniques. 
SLICE SELECTION and OPTIMIZATION 
The referencestudy has to be selected prior to 
starting the automated alignment process. During 
the automated alignment the selected similarity 
measure is calculated, however, not for all slices. 
Instead, this calculation is limited to preselected 
orthogonal cuts, transaxial, coronal and sagittal to 
constraint the registration procedure in three 
dimensions. The selection of these cuts may be 
critical as pointed out below Usually, a transaxial 
slice through the thalamus, an anterior or posterior 
coronal slice and a sagittal plan parallel to the 
hemispherical plane is used. The optimization 
consists of a simple search. It starts by varying 
the current transformation parameters within a 
preset intervals, reducing the step size with every 
repeated search through the 6 parameters. The 
search continues in the direction of optimal 
similarity at this point and stops at a step size of 
0,l mm and 0.1 degree, respectively. Gross 
misplacements (> 1 cm) may and should be 
handled interactively before the start of the 
automated optimization. 
RESULTS 
PROTOCOL 
The following protocol proved practicable for the 
analysis of multiple scans from 0-15-water 
activation studies with PET and subsequent 
alignment with MR images: 
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1) Definition of filter size, threshold and choice of 
orthogonal cuts to be used for the calculation of 
similarity measures. 
2) Run automated alignment of individual PET 
scans; store transformation parameters 
3) calculation of an average image across all 
individual realigned scans with improved contrast 
and reduced noise 
4) reorientation of MRI images into a defined 
standard position(pmdle1 to AC-PC plane) 
interactive realignment of mean PET images to 
reoriented MR images 
5 )  combine transformation parameter fiom 1) 
(automated alignment of individual PET study) 
with those from step 3) (interactive alignment to 
the MR images) in order to align each PET study 
to the reoriented MR images. 
It should be noted, that the combined 
transformation parameters are applied to the 
original PET studies directly without intermediate 
interpolation or reslicing. Thus, the final PET data 
are in the same orientation as the reoriented MR 
images. 
CHOICE of PARAMETERS 
Standard values for filter parameters and threshold 
levels can be used for one image modality For 0- 
15-waterPET images these are: smoothing filter 
with a 5 pixel kernel and threshold of 25 - 30% of 
maximum. Higher thresholds include to few pixels 
thus the estimation of similarity measures becomes 
insecure and small deviations induce large effects 
in similarity measures. Furthermore, we 
experienced that an increase in filter size beyond 6 
pixels did not yield improved results and 
comparatively large rotations show only small 
changes in similarity measures. The above 
mentioned parameters yielded good results for 0- 
15-water images, but will need adjustment for 
different image modalities with different image 
statistics. 
TIMING 
The time needed for the alignment process of a 
typical 15-0-water (12PET images aligned to one 
MRI study) takes about 10 minutes, including 
visual control and manual correction if necessary 
This is fasterthan automated algorithms because 
the time consuming segmentation of the MRI scan 
is not necessary due to the interactive real-time 
registration ofthe mean PET image to the MRI 
scan. 
MEDICAL ISSUES 
The use of automated procedures is limited if the 
information content of the images changes rapidly 
between images, especially if many supra-thrkhold 
pixels appear in one image in a certain location 
and disappear in the following image. A patient 
who suffered fiom an attack ofhay fever while being 
examined had a severe blood flow increase in the 
nasal mucosa. The mucosa was not visible in the 
first scans. These image pixels of high intensity 
could not be eliminated by filtering or 
thresholding and might prevent the automated 
algorithm from finding the correct position. Hence, 
it was necessary to interact manually, for instance, 
by selecting a different set of orthogonal slices, 
where the nasal mucosa is not present. 
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION 
A hybrid technique for medical image registration 
was presented combining automated and 
interactive procedures. Subsequent transformation 
steps were combined into a single transformation 
during the alignment of several individual PET 
scans, whose average image was then aligned with 
respect to a MR image. 
Thus, only a single reslicing of all PET and MR 
data is required avoiding multiple interpolations 
and averaging of the data. Visual control of all 
steps is guaranteed throughout the entire 
procedure, which can be performed within less then 
10 min. including the final visual control. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed hybrid image registration procedure using a combmation of automated 
and interactive registration techniques. See text for explanation of individual steps. 
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Abstract 
The South East coastal region experiences 
hurricane threat for almost six months in every 
year To improve the accuracy of hurricane 
forecasts, meteorologists would need the storm 
paths of both the present and the past. A hurricane 
path can be established if we could identify the 
correct position of the storm at different times 
right fkom its birth to the end. 
We propose a method based on both spatial and 
temporal image correlations to locate the position 
of a storm from satellite images. During the 
hurricane season, the satellite images of the 
Atlantic ocean near the equator are examined for 
the hurricane presence. This is accomplished in 
two steps. In the fust step, only segments with 
more than a particular value of cloud cover are 
selected for analysis. Next, we apply image- 
processing algorithms to test the presence of a 
hurricane eye in the segment. If the eye is found, 
the coordinate of the eye is recorded along with 
the time stamp of the segment. If the eye is not 
found, we examine adjacent segments for the 
existence of hurricane eye. 
It is probable that more than one hurricane eye 
could be found fiom different segments of the 
same period. Hence, the above process is repeated 
till the entire potential area for hurricane birth is 
exhausted. The subsequent/previous position of 
each hurricane eye will be searched in the 
appropriate adjacent segments of the next/previous 
period to mark the hurricane path. 
The temporal coherence and spatial coherence of 
the images are taken into account by our scheme 
in determining the segments and the associated 
periods required for analysis. 
r p 
1. Introduction 
A significant improvement in the prediction of 
natural calamities, have a profound social and 
economical impact on people. Among other 
natural events, hurricanes take longer time to 
shape up and move compared to earthquakes, 
tornadoes, etc. However, as hurricanes cover vast 
areas, a large number of people and pets would 
need to be relocated. 
A correct prediction can save lives and helps to 
minimize property damages. In contrast, an 
incorrect prediction would cost a lot of effort and 
financial resources for the government and 
individuals. This demands an increased accuracy 
of hurricane predictions. Tools and methodologies 
used by meteorologists, play a vital role in the 
accuracy of weather predictions. 
Remote sensing satellite images and aerial 
photography [2] provide immense amount of data 
for timely forecasting. Efficient processing [5] of 
these vast amounts of data is crucial to extract 
essential features for hurricane predictions. 
In this paper, we attempt to provide an automated 
method to track hurncanes from their births 
through all stages. The next section presents the 
analysis of satellite images for hurricanes. Section 
3 describes the method for determining hurricane 
paths. The last section outlines conclusive remarks 
and future work. 
2. Analysis of satellite images 
Weather satellite images are obtained in the form 
of area files (Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite images). As these images 
* This research was supported in part by NASA (under grants NAGW-4080, NAG5-5095 and NRA-97- 
MTPE-O5), ARO (under grants DAH04-96-1-0049 and DAAH04-96-1-0278), NSF (under CREST, CDA, 
and RIA), and State of Florida. 
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cover wide areas of earth, they require large 
amount of memory for processing. For this reason, 
we decompose satellite images into segments of 
small size. The segment where there is a high 
probability of hurricane development is examined 
first. This will speed up the hurricane search 
process. 
The structure of the process of tracking hurricane 
paths is shown in Figure 1 The process begins by 
selecting an image segment that is highly probable 
for hurricane birth. The segment is evaluated to 
assess the cloud coverage. This is carried out with 
image processing techniques (conversion to gray 
scale image, reduction in brightness and increase 
in contrast with no gamma correction or 
techniques similar to those outlined in [l]) as in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 Subsequently the cloud 
coverage area and the distribution of clouds are 
computed. 
If the cloud cover parameters of the segment are 
greater than a threshold value (that is dependent 
on the type of images and the segment size), the 
segment may be associated with a hurricane. If 
not, the segment is discarded and another segment 
is selected for hurricane presence test. 
If a segment passes the cloud cover analysis, next 
we examine if a hurricane eye is present in the 
segment. We perform this by applying image 
smoothening techniques such as water color 
method to remove extraneous noise from the 
image (see Figure 4). Then we check if the 
segment has a closed region of black pixels 
present inside the segment. This is ensured with 
the application of a flood filled algorithm from all 
boundary pixels of the rectangular segment 
(replacing black pixels by another color) and then 
we search for the presence of black pixels inside 
the segment. 
There could be multiple black regions that may be 
potential hurricane eyes (four regions in Figure 4). 
To identify if any of them qualify as the hurricane 
eye, the following tests are performed, First, the 
bounding box of each cloud region as well as each 
black region is computed. The height and width of 
these boxes are evaluated for the presence of the 
cloud size indicative of a hurricane and the black 
region indicative of its eye. If multiple black 
regions within a cloud region pass the above test, 
we calculate the relative position of these regions 
with respect to the cloud region and select the 
black region that is closest to the center of the 
cloud, as the hurricane eye. The coordinates of the 
hurricane eye along with the time stamp of the 
segment are stored in a database. 
If the segment contains a potential cloud region at 
the border of the segment with no hurricane eye, 
the eye could be present in a spatially adjacent 
image segment. In such cases, the new segment is 
defined to enclose all parts of the cloud region 
from the adjoining segments. Then the hurricane 
eye presence test is repeated for the new segment. 
3. Calculation of trajectories 
To determine the subsequent temporally coherent 
position of the already identified hurricane eye, 
adjacent segments of spatial and temporal 
coherence [4] are examined. The temporal and 
geographical features of the eye are stored in a 
database along with other hurricane-related 
parameters that are monitored by other sources. 
The trajectory of the hurricane path [3] is 
interpolated between temporally successive eye 
positions. 
The process of finding the eye and the trajectory 
calculation is repeated temporally and spatially 
until the eye cannot be identified at which the 
humcane has lost its strength. This completes the 
calculation of the hurricane trajectory The 
trajectories of past hurricane paths could be 
plotted along with the current trajectory for the 
comparison of hurricane paths. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a scheme to 
analyze satellite images to automatically locate 
hurricanes and their eyes by exploiting both 
spatial coherence and temporal coherence. Storage 
of images of all past hurricanes demands 
enormous amount of storage space. Demand based 
access and analysis of these image data sets are 
computationally expensive. Hence our method 
would analyze the data once and store only the 
trajectory and the hurricane associated parameters. 
The method described here will not provide an 
accurate prediction, but enables forecasters to 
account visually presented information of past 
hurricanes that are spatially and temporally 
relevant to a present hurricane. With sophisticated 
hardware support, real-time analysis of hurricane 
position could be computed to furnish timely 
information for emergency rescuers. 
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Figure 1. Proposed structure for tracking hurricane paths 
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Figure 2. Gray scale image of a segment 
with a hurricane eye 
Figure 4. Image after smoothening noise 
Figure 3. Image after brightness and 
contrast manipulations 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we describe an approach for registration of 
video sequences from a suite of multiple sensors including 
telewsion, infrared and radar Video sequences generated 
by these sensors may contain abrupt changes in local con- 
trast and inconsistent image features, which pose addi- 
tional difficulties for registration. Our approach to regis- 
tration addresses the difficulties caused by using multiple 
sensors. We use a representation for registration that is 
invariant to local contrast changes, followed by smooth- 
ing of the resulting error measure used for registration, 
for robust estimation of registration parameters. We use 
an iterative procedure to reduce the effect of inconsistent 
features. Finally, we describe a method that uses same- 
sensor registration to aide in performing registration of 
sequences of video frames across multiple sensors 
1 Introduction 
Image registration is a critical component of multi-sensor 
systems that typically use different types of sensors. An 
example of such a system is a fusion system which aides 
in vehicular navigation [ll] by combining image infor- 
mation contained in video sequences generated by televi- 
sion (TV), forward looking infrared (FLIR) and millimeter 
wave radar (MMWR). The phrase video sequence or vrdeo 
stream refers to the sequence of visual images generated 
by an imaging sensor For performing fusion, it is neces- 
sary  to ensure that the imagery from multiple sensors is 
registered or aligned so that different video sequences can 
be compared and combined. 
Several techniques have been developed in the past to 
register images from the same sensor or images from sim- 
ilar types of sensors [4]. These techniques can be broadly 
categorized as optical flow techniques and feature mapping 
techniques. Optical flow techniques [8, 10, 1, 71 perform 
registration by estimating the optical flow field that rep- 
resents the motion between images, based on the relation 
between motion and image brightness. Feature mapping 
techniques locate corresponding features such as corners 
and contour lines in the images [12, 91. The images are 
then regstered by using the locations of these features as 
control points and finding the mapping that aligns these 
points. 
Video streams captured through different types of sen- 
sors pose additional difficulties to traditional registration 
techniques. The gray-scale characteristics of such video 
streams may differ locally. For example, there can be 
abrupt local changes in the polarity of contrast (local po- 
larity reversals) between TV and FLIR imagery, Local 
polarity reversals can degrade the performance of optical 
flow techniques which assume brightness constancy. The 
feature extraction task in feature based registration tech- 
niques can be impaired because features present in one 
video stream may not be present in the other stream (in- 
consistent or complementary features), e.g. TV and radar 
imagery 
In this paper, we present an approach for registration 
of video sequences from multiple sensors based on extend- 
ing the optical flow based techniques. In Section 2, we 
review a technique for registering images from the same 
sensor or similar types of sensors. Our approach consists of 
four stages that address the difficulties caused by multiple 
sensors by modifying the technique discussed in Section 2. 
To reduce the errors in registration caused by gray-scale 
disparities, we use a non-linear representation that is in- 
variant to local polarity reversals. This is described in 
Section 3. In the second stage, described in Section 4, 
we modify the error measure used for registration to fa- 
cilitate robust estimation of registration parameters. The 
third stage consists of an iterative process to reduce errors 
in registration caused by complementary features, and is 
described in Section 5. The final stage is described in 
Section 6 and consists of using same-sensor registration 
to aide in registration of sequences of multi-sensor video 
frames. Finally, experimental results are shown in Sec- 
tion 7 
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2 Gradient based approach for registration 
We now review an algorithm [3, 2, 71 for registration of 
images obtained from similar types of sensors. This algo- 
rithm estimates the optical flow or motion field between 
the images using a gradient based approach. Optical flow 
is the apparent motion of brightness patterns between im- 
ages. In this approach, the observed brightness of objects 
in the images is assumed to be constant over the images 
to be registered. This assumption gives the relationship 
between the motion and the gradient of image brightness. 
In addition, a smoothness constraint is assumed to ensure 
that the motion of nearby points is similar If the motion 
in the images consists of global motion, then the smooth- 
ness constraint can be imposed by assuming a global mo- 
tion model. 
Global motion [7] can be defined by a set of registra- 
tion parameters p = [pz,py], which describe the motion 
field [3]. If 11 and 12 are the two images to be registered, 
then 12 (e, 9) can be expressed in terms of 11 (e, y) as 
where p2(e,  y) and py(e ,  y) depend upon the model used 
to describe the global motion. If the captured scene is as- 
sumed to be a planar surface, the motion of the scene can 
be approximated by a projective transformation, which is 
given by 
P=(s,Y) =p1 +P3e+P5Y+F7e2 +pSef/ 
Py(e,!Y) =&'2 +P4e$.P6y+P7eY+p8Y2 (2) 
where [PI, . . ,ps] are the parameters of the global motion 
model. When the distance between the scene and the 
camera is large, the motion can be approximated by an 
affine model, with p7 = PS = 0 in Equation 2. Translation 
is a special case of the projective model when p3 = P6 = 1 
and p4 = p5 = p7 = ps = 0 in Equation 2. 
The registration parameters are then obtained by min- 
imizing the sum squared error, 
E = xu2 (e, Y) - 11 ( e  + P= , Y + PY )I2 (3) 
=>Y 
If the displacements [p,,py] are small, the above equa- 
tion can be simplified by a Taylor series approximation of 
+ P a  Y + PY), 
where 
The sum squared error can now be expressed as 
(7) 
where, 
The motion between the images is obtained by setting Che 
derivatives of the error measure in Equation 7 with re- 
spect to the parameters of the motion model to zero and 
solving the resulting set of equations. Such an estimation 
is accurate only when the displacements between the im- 
ages are a fraction of a pixel, so that the Taylor series 
approximation holds. The estimation can be improved by 
using an iterative alignment procedure that warps the im- 
ages according to the initial estimates and then repeats 
the estimation to obtain residual displacements. 
To capture large displacements, a coarse-to-be re- 
finement of the registration parameters is performed in a 
multi-resolution framework such as a Gaussian or Lapla- 
cian pyramid scheme [6]. The registration parameters are 
initially estimated at a lower resolution to obtain a coarse 
solution. This solution is then used to initialize the pa- 
rameter estimation at a higher resolution to obtain more 
accurate parameters. 
3 Invariant representation for registration 
The algorithm described in Section 2 cannot be directly 
applied if 11 and 12 are multi-sensor images. The gray- 
scale characteristics of video streams from different types 
of sensors are different. The assumption of brightness con- 
stancy is therefore not always valid. Hence, the motion 
between the images cannot always be described by the 
apparent motion of brightness patternsr Sometimes, im- 
ages from different types of sensors contain local polarity 
reversals which are abrupt changes in the polarity of local 
contrast. This means that an error measure such as the 
sum of squared differences which was used in the previous 
section may not necessarily be minimum even when the 
images are perfectly registered. 
Figure 1(a), shows an example of the error for a pair 
of images that are mis-registered due to translational mo- 
tion. In this case, the point of correct registration gives the 
maximum mor To address the problems caused by gray- 
scale disparities and local polarity reversals, we need to 
transform the images into a representation that is invari- 
ant to changes in brightness and invariant to local polarity 
reversals. The particular transformation that we have cho- 
sen is the absolute value of pixels in a Laplacian pyramid, 
The output of this transformation is a non-linear represen- 
tation that results in identical representations for signals 
which are exact opposites of each other An advantage of 
using the Laplacian pyramid is that its successive levels are 
band-passed versions of the original signal. The band-pass 
operation ensures that the low spatial frequencies which 
contain the information about gray-scale disparities, are 
removed. The error measure can now be expressed as 
E = X(G2121(2,Y) - G:[111(c+Pz9Y+PY))2 (9) 
X.Y 
where G' denotes the non-linear representation. 
Figure l(b) shows the error surface obtained by using 
the non-linear representation. Since the gray-scale dispar- 
ities are reduced, the minimum point on the error surface 
now corresponds to the parameters that give the correct 
registration. 
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The non-linear representation that we have used re- 
sults in a transformation of the image intensities into fea- 
tures, that are invariant to gray-scale disparities. We note 
that well chosen invariant representations will allow the 
registration algorithm to benefit from both approaches - 
feature and motion based registration 
4 Estimation of Registration Parameters 
The registration parameters, [PI, ..,pa] can now be esti- 
mated by minimizing the modified error measure in Equa- 
tion 9. The accuracy and convergence of the minimiza- 
tion depends upon the error surface. Typically, the er- 
ror surface is noisy when multi-sensor imagery is used, 
especially at higher resolutions. This gives rise to local 
minima, which may lead to erroneous registration or non- 
convergence of the minimization procedure. This suggests 
that smoothing of the error surface to reduce the effect of 
local minima can improve parameter estimation. Smooth- 
ing of the error surface can be achieved by applying a 
low-pass filter to the non-linear absolute Laplacian repre- 
sentation. The low-pass filter operation removes the high- 
spatial frequency noise and causes a spatial spread of fea- 
tures in the absolute Laplacian representation. Figure l(c) 
shows the error surface after smoothing. The error surface 
is smoother and the basin containing the global minimum 
is widened. The trade-off in performing a low-pass filtering 
operation is that the accuracy of the registration will be 
somewhat reduced since the finer details are removed by 
filtering. On the other hand, the possibility of erroneous 
matches is also reduced. 
At this stage the error measure can be expressed in 
terms of the non-linear representation and the smoothing 
operation as, 
E = C(Gz[Iz](s, Y) - Gi[Ii](s +P=, Y + P ~ ) Y  (10) 
Z,Y 
where G denotes the combined operations of the non-linear 
representation and the smoothing. The block diagram il- 
lustrating the steps in Sections 2, 3 and 4 using a multi- 
resolution framework is shown in Figure 2. 
5 Reducing Errors caused by Complementary Fea- 
tures 
Sometimes images from different types of sensors may 
contain different features. Features present in one image 
may be totally absent in the other image. We call such 
unique or sensor-specific features as complementary fea- 
tures. Complementary features can cause errors in regis- 
tration if their impact on the error measure is significantly 
large. 
We now describe an iterative procedure to reduce the 
errors caused by complementary features. The initial step 
consists of registering the images using the approach de- 
scribed in the previous sections. We then compute a di+ 
crepancy image W that represents the error due to com- 
plementary features and the error due to the remaining 
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mis-registration. To compute W, we estimate a local, pixel 
by pixel, gray-level transformation between the images: 
This transformation accounts for local polarity reversals 
between the two images. The parameters p and a are 
obtained by computing correlations in small (5 x 5 )  re- 
gions of the images. W is the squared difference after the 
transformation, 
This discrepancy image is then transformed into a Lapla- 
cian pyramid representation to obtain the discrepancy pyra- 
mid. We identifj. the highest ten percent of values in the 
two highest resolutions of the discrepancy pyramid and 
ignore these regions while computing the error in Equa- 
tion 10. We assume that these regions contain the com- 
plementary features that cannot be matched. We then 
repeat the registration process with the new error 
6 Registration of multi-sensor sequences 
The final stage consists of registration of sequences of 
video frames from multiple sensors. Registration of each 
and every video frame across different types of sensors is 
computatiody expensive. In many applications involv- 
ing image fusion [Ill, it is necessary to register consec- 
utive video frames within each sensor (i.e. motion com- 
pensation) in addition to registration across the sensors. 
Consecutive frames from the same sensor can be registered 
using the computationally less expensive same-sensor reg- 
istration techniques, as described in Section 2. This reg- 
istration of consecutive video frames can then be used to 
aide in the task of registering the sequence of frames across 
multiple sensors. 
Regstration of multi-sensor video sequences is carried 
out in two steps. A frame from one sensor is first registered 
with a frame from the other sensor using the method de- 
scribed in Sections 3,4 and 5. These registered frames are 
then used as reference images. Subsequent video frames 
from each sensor are then registered with the correspond- 
ing reference images from the same sensor, using same- 
sensor registration technique. The video sequences that 
are obtained after performing this step will now be in reg- 
istration within each sensor as well as across the sensors. 
7 Experimental Results 
We have tested our approach with several sets of multi- 
sensor imagery. We have used both synthetic sequences 
and real sequences from different types of sensors. The 
images on the left and middle in Figure 3 are captured 
from different portions of the infrared spectrum at dif- 
ferent times. These images contain polarity reversals in 
some regions, whereas other regions have the same polar- 
ity of contrast. The image on the right shows these images 
registered, with the features in the images aligned. An ex- 
ample of registration of images from sequences captured 
f 
by FLIR and TV is shown in Figure 4. The images on 
the left and middle are from FLIR and TV respectively, 
and show a runway scene as an aircraft is approaching to 
land. These images contain gray-scale disparities as well 
as local polarity reversals. The image on the right shows 
the registration of these images using a projective model. 
The edges of the runways and the taxiways are properly 
aligned. We have observed that it is difficult to remove the 
residual mis-alignment in the regions closer to the sensors 
(bottom of the images), which is caused by the temporal 
properties of the sensor and the speed of the aircraft. Fig- 
ure 5 shows the registration of FLIR and MMWR imagery. 
The FLIR image on the left contains features which are 
absent in the MMWR image and vice versa. The image on 
the right shows the registration of these images. We have 
evaluated our approach using synthetic sequences where 
the correct registration is known. Our experiments show 
that the registration is accurate within a pixel. 
8 Summary 
Most current algorithms for image registration are based 
either on the optical flow approach or the feature based 
approach. These algorithms cannot be directly applied 
to register images from multiple sensors due to additional 
difficulties caused by multi-sensor imagery, Specifically, 
gray-scale disparities and complementary features give rise 
to errors in registration. We have described an approach 
for registration of multi-sensor sequences that is based on 
reducing the errors caused by these disparities. We have 
used a non-linear representation that is invariant to gray- 
scale variations, and performed smoothing of the error sur- 
face for robust estimation of registration parameters. We 
have also described a procedure for reducing the errors in 
registration caused by complementary features. Finally, 
we have used same-sensor registration techniques to aide 
in the registration of video sequences from multiple sen- 
SOIS. 
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Figure 1. Error surfaces for highest resolution of Laplacian pyramid. 
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P = Parameter Propagation 
Figure 2: Block diagram of registration process. 
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Figure 3 Registration using affine model (Data from AMPS). 
Figure 4: Registration of FLIR and visual images using projective model (Data from SVTD[5]) 
Figure 5: Registration of FLIR and radar images (Data from SVTD [SI) 
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